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preface

PREFAcE
The story behind the development of the Russian imperial lutheran liturgy
is not well known but worthy of study. The purpose of the present work is to
address this need. it reveals the process by which the Russian imperial lutheran
agenda came to be composed and the factors which led to its particular formulations. it seeks to look between the lines of the agenda to reveal the thoughtful
and fruitful theological discussions in which the possibilities were negotiated and
controversies were addressed, so that lutherans of diverse origin could be drawn
together into a single body and worship together according to the provisions of
a single book.
The original working title of this book was The Lutheran Liturgy in the Russian Empire in the Nineteenth Century. This proved to be inadequate. within the
independent Baltic churches, as for example in Estonia, attempts were made to
revise the 1897 Agenda before wwii, and in latvia some modest revisions did
appear in print in the german and latvian languages in that same period. Since
the collapse of the Soviet union the revitalized lutheran churches in the Baltic
States and Russia have been engaged in comprehensive programs of liturgical revision, and this study must take note to them. So too the term “Baltic” should appear in the title, since the Russian imperial lutheran liturgy might well be called
the “Baltic liturgy.” The greatest concentration of lutherans in the Empire was in
the Baltic provinces of courland, livonia, and Estonia. it was the Baltic livonian
Synod and the university of Dorpat which exerted the strongest influences in the
preparation and subsequent revision of the imperial lutheran Agenda.
This work has been produced for the benefit of the lutheran churches which
formerly comprised the Evangelical lutheran church in the Russian Empire and the
Soviet union. it is offered now with the hope that it will be of value to the churches
as they continue the work of revising and reformulating their own agendas.
The author wishes to thank the Rev. Dr. charles Evanson of concordia Theological Seminary, Fort wayne, indiana, for fruitful discussions and valuable advise in the preparation of this monograph and the Rev. Dr. gary Arp for his careful review of the manuscript and valuable suggestions concerning proper English
usage. Thanks are due also to others too numerous to mention, who provided
information concerning the present liturgical work being done in the churches
and to all who offered encouragement.
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iNTRoDucTioN
This study inquires into the origins and development of the liturgy used in
the lutheran churches in the Russian Empire from the time of the appearance of
the first liturgical directives in 1805 until liturgical forms of the present day in the
lutheran churches in those regions which formerly comprised the Soviet union.
The study also examines the processes which led to the authorization and publication of the 1832 imperial Agenda, the positive reaction it received, the increasing influence of german liturgical scholarship in the Russian lutheran church,
and the appropriation of this material by the consistorial districts. The church’s
internal struggle over the liturgy is also examined together with the liturgical
reform undertaken by the livonian liturgical committee and committees like it in
other consistorial districts. Special attention is given to the 1885 livonian Agenda,
the 1897 imperial Agenda and attempts to proceed with liturgical reform before
the october Revolution. The livonian Agenda is of special interest because it
represents the first fruits of liturgical scholarship in the Russian church and the
imperial Agenda of 1897 represents the culmination of the efforts of the Russian
lutheran church to produce a liturgy which draws upon the fruits of modern
scholarship while still maintaining its pedigree as a soundly lutheran liturgy.
The church in Russia ceased to exist as an organization during the Stalinist
years, but it did survive in the Baltic Republics, which in 1918 became independent of Russia and the Bolsheviks. Attention is given to liturgical questions in the
Baltic Republics up until they were annexed into the Soviet union. Finally, the
present day liturgical reforms in these churches is surveyed.
until the present time there has been no systematic inquiry into the Russian
imperial lutheran liturgical tradition. little information concerning it was available to western liturgical scholars during the Soviet Era. The organized lutheran
church in Russia itself ceased to exist after 1938. The short period of independence of the Baltic lutheran churches, which lasted only from 1918 until 1940,
was spent in a struggle between german and native elements in the churches
and little attention was given to the study of liturgy, excepting Estonia. After
the Soviet annexation in 1940 scholarly liturgical study in these churches became
almost impossible; the churches were struggling for their very survival and the
store of the liturgical research material was largely left untouched.
The liturgical tradition of the Russian imperial lutheran church is still alive
today. The same pattern of liturgy, the same words, and even much of the same
music is heard in lutheran churches over a vast area which reaches from Vilnius, Riga, and Tallinn in the west to Vladivostok in the east. The same pattern of
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worship is found among the lutherans dwelling in the central Asian Republics
which before the october Revolution were a part of the Russian Empire and were
then annexed by the Soviet union. A lutheran from Kazakhstan visiting in the
Baltic States will be more than a little surprised to find a liturgy in use which is
so similar to that of his own congregation. This study seeks to reveal some of the
reasons for this great similarity and to demonstrate the distinctive characteristic
particularities and uniqueness of this tradition.
Today the lutheran churches of the former Soviet union are expressing interest in the renewal and enrichment of their liturgies. For more than 70 years
the work of liturgical scholarship needed to accomplish this was impossible.
The church and her worship were in suspended animation, preserved without
change for almost a century. Present day liturgical committees, authorized by
their churches to undertake the work of liturgical revision and renewal, go about
the tasks assigned them without giving sufficient concern to the processes which
formed the present liturgical traditions of their churches. They face the future
without giving due attention to the past and without considering that many of the
questions raised today were examined and discussed in times past. The present
study serves to open the door and reveal the process of argument and counterargument, conflict and resolution, which attended the formation of that tradition.
The examination of the liturgical tradition of the Russian imperial lutheran
church reveals the authentic faith and spirit of Russian and Baltic lutheranism.
Not only individuals but also whole churches reveal what they really believe in
the words of the prayers they say and in the liturgical forms they employ. here
they give public testimony to what they believe, teach, and confess. They make
known what they believe to be most central to their faith and life. The liturgy also
provides an understanding of unique characteristics of Russian imperial lutheranism. it reveals both what the Russian and Baltic churches shared in common
with other lutheran churches and what was uniquely their own.
The purpose of this study is to awaken a deeper understanding of the lutheran church in the Russian Empire and the shape and contours of its faith and
worship through an examination of its liturgies in their historical and theological
context. it also aims to examine present day liturgical practices in the churches
which formerly constituted the Russian imperial church.
in order to achieve this purpose it will be necessary to examine how this liturgical tradition emerged, developed, and came to final expression in the church’s
liturgy and to consider the historical, theological, devotional, spiritual, esthetical,
and social factors which served to shape the development of this tradition and its
present day expression.
The period of covered by this study the developments in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. liturgical work in the churches which formerly comprised
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the Russian imperial church is still moving forward, therefore developments in
the first decade of the twenty-first century are also examined.
The present study limits its attention to the lord’s Supper, the church’s chief
Divine Service. Special attention is given to the liturgical provisions for the service and the preparatory office of confession and Absolution. Attention is also
given to theological questions relating to liturgical reform and as well as the debates over the Eucharistic Prayer, which in the nineteenth century was called the
Prayer of Blessing (germ. Weihegebet) and occasionally the Prayer of consecration (germ. Consecrations-Gebet), as well as controversies concerning the essence
and constitution of the consecration of the Sacrament, contentions concerning the
goal, essence, and purpose of the liturgy, and disputes concerning such elements
in the Divine Service, as the introit, the Sanctus, etc. This restriction was necessary because of the wealth of available material much of which covers also other
aspects of the worship life of these churches, including Baptism, confirmation,
Burial and other pastoral acts. These services receive only brief mention in the
present study. Detailed work on them must be left to others. So too it was not possible to deal at length with a thorough word by word examination of the exhortations and prayers. it was deemed advisable to concentrate on those texts which
were most significant and most unique.
The geographical boundaries of this work are limited to the churches in the
former Russian Empire and Soviet union. Although Poland and Finland were
part of the Empire, the liturgical developments in these regions are mentioned
only in passing, because those churches enjoyed administrative and liturgical autonomy independent of the authority of the St. Petersburg general consistory.
The method employed in the development of this study is source, content, and
comparative analysis. Source analysis considers the time and place of the composition of the material in question, as well as its relationship to other liturgical
documents. content analysis determines what is pertinent to the aims and objectives of the work. The comparative method makes it possible to determine the
significance of the material in hand by examining its similarities to related source
materials and by taking note also of dissimilarities. The source materials were
also examined and critically evaluated in the context of the history of the period.
The results of this examination are formulated in the framework of the historical
method and its narrative approach. Both summary and relevant conclusions are
provided.
The main body of the work is divided into sixteen chapters. The first chapter describes the great liturgical diversity which prevailed in the lutheran communities in the Russian Empire at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and
the Pietist and Rationalist attitudes which continued to pervade the church at
that time. The second chapter considers the earliest attempts to establish a single
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liturgy and church order for use throughout the Empire. Particular attention is
given to the 1805 St. Petersburg liturgical Directives and the 1808 Draft church
order of georg Friedrich Sahlfeldt, as well as reactions to it from the church. The
third chapter describes attempts made to move toward organizational and liturgical unity in the early decades of the nineteenth century, and the fourth chapter
takes note of the independent attempts of ignatius Fessler and christoph girgensohn to provide the Saratov and latvian-speaking congregations with improved
rites. The establishment of a single church order and agenda to fuse together the
Russian imperial lutheran church is the subject of the fifth chapter. Particular
attention is given the contribution of Bishop georg Karl Benjamin Ritschl of the
Prussian Province of Pomerania in the production of the 1832 church order and
Agenda. Attention is also given to the translation and implementation of the rite
for various ethnic groups in the church. The subject of the sixth chapter is the
new appreciation for the church’s liturgy inspired by Theodosius harnack and
the livonian liturgical committee. harnack’s proposals and the Pietist reaction to
them, as well as the general debate concerning the essence and form of the liturgy
and the formulation by the livonians of definite proposals, is considered. The
debates concerning how the new liturgy should be implemented throughout the
church is described in the seventh chapter. of particular interest here are the proposals and declarations of Moritz Kauzmann, Arnold christiani, and Emil georg
hermann Sokolowski. The rapid forward movement of liturgical renewal after
Theodosius harnack’s return from germany is considered in the eighth chapter. of special interest are the theological criteria set down by harnack, the new
interest in the church’s year of grace, and the liturgical formularies of harnack
and Karl Maurach, as well as harnack’s book on practical theology. considered
in the ninth chapter is liturgical reform in the consistorial districts of courland,
Estonia, and St. Petersburg, as well as reforms in the Kingdom of Poland, where
the imperial Agenda was introduced in 1873, are discussed. in the tenth chapter
attention is given to the first appearance of a lutheran agenda in the Russian language and new translations of the 1832 Agenda into Estonian and latvian. The
production of a provisional agenda by the livonian consistorial district in 1885
and subsequent translation of the work into latvian and Estonian is detailed in
the eleventh chapter. The twelfth chapter describes the attempts of the general
consistory in St. Petersburg to revise the livonian Agenda. The publication of the
1893 St. Petersburg Draft Agenda is also described. Attention is given in the thirteenth chapter to the significant theological disagreements concerning the consecration of the Sacrament which came to light in discussions concerning the Prayer
of Blessing. of particular importance was the debate initiated by the appearance
of Julius Müthel’s writings about consecration and their effect. Attention is also
given to the debates carried on in theological journals and further discussions con-
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cerning the relationship between confession and communion. in the fourteenth
chapter the appearance of the 1897 imperial Agenda, its reception, its translation
for ethnic populations, as well as the appearance of an amended 1898 edition is
detailed. The final attempts to further revise the imperial Agenda are noted in the
fifteenth chapter. Special note is taken of the role of the livonian liturgical committee in the consideration of new rites and the inability of the church to move
forward during wwi and after the october Revolution. Finally, in the sixteenth
chapter the liturgical developments of the lutheran churches in regions formerly
comprising the Soviet union are described. included in the examination are the
liturgical programs of the several lutheran churches in Russia, and the ukraine,
as well as the churches of ingria, Estonia, latvia, and lithuania. Described here
is the liturgical work being carried on in these churches in virtual isolation from
similar work being done by sister churches.
critical to the fulfillment of the aims and objectives of this study has been
the examination and evaluation of primary source material. included in this
material are the protocols of the synodical meetings of the consistorial districts
of livonia, Estonia, courland, Riga, Tallinn, and St. Petersburg. other primary
sources include articles and booklets on the liturgy by its proponents and opponents and records of the controversies which ensued during this period. included
also are the works of carl gottlob Sonntag and georg Friedrich Sahlfeldt, leading
Rationalists at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the works of Theodosius
harnack, particularly his theological considerations and liturgical formularies.
Also included as primary source material are the writings of such Pietist reactors
as hugo Braunschweig, gotthard Vierhuff and proponents of reform, such as
Reinhold Räder, and Julius Müthel and Alfons Meyer, two important liturgical
critics in the Russian lutheran church. Additional primary source material includes the published proposals and responses of the liturgical committees in the
livonian, St. Petersburg, courlandian, and Estonian consistorial districts, and the
theological opinions issued in response to their proposals. Most important are the
agendas of 1805, 1832, 1885, 1893, 1897, and 1898, as well as numerous editions
of the 1832 rite printed in the nineteenth century in german, Finnish, Estonian,
latvian, Swedish, and Russian. other primary source material includes some local rites, such as the agendas of Alexander Johann Stender 1805, girgensohn 1822,
Fessler 1823, and hugo günther 1894. where printed documents have not been
available, the pertaining material has been examined in the archives. included are
materials from the latvian State historical Archives (lVVA) in Riga, the lithuanian State historical Archives (lViA) in Vilnius, lithuanian central State Archives
(lcVA) in Vilnius, the central Archives of historical Records (AgAD) in warsaw, Poland, and elsewhere. in examining the present liturgical life in the postSoviet lutheran churches, liturgical rites in use at the present time have also been
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studied. Finally, additional printed materials, lectures, and the record of ongoing
debates as recorded in theological journals of the time have been searched. All
have led to a deepened understanding of the processes at work.
Secondary source material, liturgical and historical in scope, also proved valuable in the preparation of this study. of particular importance are the studies prepared by Erik Amburger, leonid Arbusow, Anton Friedrich Büsching, hermann
Dalton, Edgar charles Duin, Reinhold Baron Staël von holstein, Alvin isberg,
Theodor Kallmeyer, Mikko Ketola, olga licenberger (Олга Лиценбергер), Timothy Quill, olavi Rimpiläinen, Jouko Talonen, Veiko Vihuri, Fredrik westling,
and others.
This study should prove to be of special interest to students of the history of
the Russian imperial lutheran church, its liturgical development, as well as student of the history of the various Baltic lutheran churches. it will prove useful
to students of practical theology concerned with liturgy and the ongoing work of
liturgical renewal.
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1. liTuRgicAl TRADiTioNS
iN ThE RuSSiAN EMPiRE
AT ThE BEgiNNiNg
oF ThE NiNETEENTh cENTuRy
Russia entered the nineteenth century as a vast country with newly expanded
political and military power. During the great Northern war livonia, Estonia,
oesel (Est. Saaremaa), and ingria were joined to the Russian Empire in 1710. Further expansion came with the three partitions of the Kingdom of Poland-lithuania in 1772, 1793, and 1795, as lutheran courland and Pilten, and Roman catholic lithuania, including Belarus and the northwestern regions of the ukraine,
were added to the Empire.
with the annexation of the Baltic lands the lutheran church in Russia became somewhat more cosmopolitan and it greatly increased in size. The lutheran church in Russia was now the third largest christian church in the Empire.
Emigration also swelled the number of lutherans in the Russian Empire. The
1763 Manifesto of catherine the great’s inviting immigrants to settle in Russia
where plenty of land available, brought a flood of lutheran immigrants into the
country, most of them settled along the banks of the Volga River.
As the center of government moved from Moscow to St. Petersburg, so too
the new capital city became increasingly important as a lutheran center. one
district of the city was designated to be the seat of the lutheran population. The
tsars were interested in centralizing all power and authority in the nation around
themselves and their imperial administration, but for several decades they were
left much to themselves. The lutheran church consisted of independent territorial churches in Estonia, livonia, courland, Pilten, oesel, ingria, hamina, Vyborg,
and in minority churches, as in lithuania. Each had their own consistorial administrations and worship traditions. in Russia proper the lutherans were scattered
among many disparate groups, united by a common faith and confession but
possessing no single central administration or liturgy. They represented many
ethnic traditions and worshiped, as had their forefathers, according to agendas
brought with them from their homelands.
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LiturgicaL traditions in the russian empire at the Beginning of the nineteenth century

1 . 1 li tu r g ical Di ve rs i ty amo ng l ut h eran c ommun it ies
The lutheran churches of the various
national groups in the Empire were united
theologically. in all these churches the doctrinal standard included the prophetic and
apostolic Scriptures of the old and New
Testaments, the Ecumenical creeds, and
the confessional writings found in the lutheran Book of Concord. however, there was
no single standard form of worship to provide an outward sign of lutheran unity. in
most of these churches the Divine Service
derived from the traditional western Mass,
as revised in the days of the Reformation.
however, there was no commonality in
the music, the ceremonial observances, or
the wording of exhortations and prayers.
The liturgical traditions of these church1530 Riga church order.
es had moved in very different directions
since the Reformation. They showed the
marks of the theological, philosophical,
and social movements which had influenced society and the church.
Early turmoil caused by radical reformers in livonia was largely settled with
the adoption of the Kurtz Ordnung 1530, the so-called Riga liturgy, which had
been prepared by Johannes Briesmann. This Mass was closely related to luther’s
Formula Missae: introit in latin or a german hymn based on Psalm 67 – Kyrie –
Gloria in excelsis – Salutation and collect – Epistle – Alleluia or luther’s german
litany – gospel – Nicene creed (“we all believe in one true god” (“Wir glauben
all’ an einen Gott”)) – Sermon – Eucharistic Preface – Verba – Sanctus (german or
latin) – our Father (chanted without Doxology) – Agnus Dei (german or latin sung twice) – Pax Domini – Distribution (communion hymns) – Salutation and
Post-communion collect – Benediction.1 The influence of this liturgy in the days
ahead would be prominent not only in livonia, but in courland, Estonia, and oesel as well. The Briesmann liturgy was based upon the Prussian Divine Service as
formulated in the 1525 Prussian Artickel der Ceremonien. After its introduction into
livonia in 1532-15332 it went through several editions in 1537, 1548, 1559, 1567,
1574, and 1592. Each of the new editions added to the livonian church’s treasury
1
2

Kirchendienstordnung 1862, 19-26.
Arbusow 1921, 720; Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen 1913, 5-8.
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of hymnody and liturgy. Further supplements to the Briesmann liturgy, Antiphonae et responsoria in Vespertinis canenda, were published in separate booklets in
1568 and in 1592.3 All these editions were written in the low german dialect,
commonly called Platt-Deutsch, which was in general use in Riga and its vicinity.
in 1615 an edition of the Riga hymnal was published in standard german – Hoch
Deutsch. in it the full Briesmann liturgy made its final appearance. The book contained all the Divine Services for the church’s weekly Sabbath, including the Saturday evening Vespers, Sunday Matins, the Mass, and Sunday Vespers.4 A new
edition of the Riga hymnal appeared in 1625.5 For the first time Briesmann’s liturgy was not included but parts of it could be found scattered among the hymns.
The editors decided to include the liturgy of the lord’s Supper in that part of the
hymnal in which the communion hymns were printed.6
The Swedish occupation of livonia did not bring with it the requirement that
the 1614 Swedish handbook be introduced there. The consistorial and Visitation Articles of 1634 required the introduction of the 1632 Agenda of Magdeburg
and halberstadt which gustavus ii Adolphus had introduced in his attempt to
encourage uniform liturgical practices in both dioceses.7 in the king’s eyes the
church in livonia also needed the introduction of a common order. No mention is made of the use of the Magdeburg and halberstadt Agenda in subsequent
documents. Throughout this entire period, however, the livonian church never
had a complete printed agenda. The first appearance of the agenda was in the
unpublished manuscript edition prepared by livonian Superintendent hermann
Samson. Although in 1643 he asked official approval from Queen christina, Samson’s Agenda never received royal authorization.8
what can be known about the livonian liturgy after the appearance of the
1615 hymnal, can only be gleaned from the Riga hymnals of 1631, 1660, and
1664.9 These hymnals contained no liturgical section but parts of the liturgy could
be found dispersed among the hymns. The inclusion of these parts indicates that
the Briesmann liturgy was still being used.
The first edition of Briesmann’s liturgy in the latvian language appeared in
the livonian latvian hymnal of 1615.10 it followed closely the liturgical provisions found in the Riga german hymnal of that same year, but it also provided
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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some enrichments not found in the german edition. Another new latvian edition appeared in 1631.11 it too followed
the pattern set by the german hymnal
of that same year with parts of the Briesmann Divine Service scattered among the
hymns. The 1685 edition of the livonian
latvian hymnal added additional settings of some parts of the ordinary of the
Mass no longer found in the german edition.12
During the Swedish annexation of
livonia there were several attempts to
formulate and establish a form of church
law which would also regulate liturgical
worship in the congregations. The most
notable attempt to do so was made by
1708 german Translation of the Swedish
Bishop Johannes gezelius. however, his
1693 handbook.
1668 draft of church law was acceptable
neither to the church as a whole, nor to its
ecclesiastical and secular leaders.13 The livonians would have no proper church
law until the publication of a new church order in Sweden in 1686.14 The new
law necessitated the appearance of the new church handbook. its publication in
1693 brought a sentence of death for the Briesmann liturgy.15 The new Swedish
rites were translated into german and latvian and by 1708 all parishes were required to use them instead of the old Briesmannian Kurtz Ordnung. The Swedish
Mass followed this order: Exhortation and general confession – Declaration of
grace in prayer form – Kyrie – Gloria in excelsis and Laudamus te, (e. g., “And on
earth peace” (“Und Friede auff Erden”), or “All praise, honor, laud, and glory” (“Sei
Lob, Ehr, Preis und Herrlichkeit”), or “All glory be to god on high” (“Allein Gott in
der Höh’ sei Ehr’”)) – Salutation and collect – Epistle – hymn – gospel – creedal
hymn “we all believe in one true god” or Nicene creed on high festivals – Pulpit
hymn invoking the holy Spirit or a proper hymn on high feasts – Sermon – confession of Sins – Admonition to Prayer and Thanksgiving – Prayer of the church
or litany – hymn verse – Eucharistic Preface – Verba – Sanctus and Benedictus qui
11
12
13

14
15
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1570 / 1572 courlandian
church order.

1741 courlandian handbook.
16

20

venit – our Father – Exhortation to communicants – Pax Domini – Distribution
(Agnus Dei and communion hymns) –
Salutation and Post-communion collect – Salutation – Benedicamus – Aaronic
Benediction with Triune invocation –
hymn stanza and hymn for king and all
in authority.16 The Swedish handbook
would continue to be used in livonia
even after Swedish domination of the
area ended in 1710.
in livonia’s south western neighbor
courland the Briesmann liturgy was
made the church’s official form of worship in 1570, shortly after the Reformation of the region. courland had become
an independent duchy after the collapse
of the livonian confederation. it was a
fief of the Kingdom of Poland-lithuania,
but it was permitted to remain lutheran.
The duchy’s leader Duke gotthard Kettler undertook an ambitious program of
catechization to bring Reformation doctrine and worship to bear upon the region. The instrument used to accomplish
this was the church order of 1570 which
was actually published in 1572. The order of Mass: introit in latin or german
hymn – Kyrie – Gloria in excelsis (latin or
“All glory be to god on high”) – Salutation and collect – Epistle (or latvian
catechism) – Tract or Sequence with
Alleluia, hymn, or litany – Salutation –
gospel – creed in latin or “we all believe in one true god,” or a hymn based
on the Apostles’ creed – Pulpit office
(at feasts a hymn may be sung before
the sermon, Sermon, Thanksgivings and

Hand-Buch 1708, 37-93; Rohkas Grahmata 1708, 37-100.
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intercessions and Admonition to Needful Prayer) - Eucharistic Preface – Verba –
german Sanctus (“isaiah, Mighty Seer”
(“Jesaia, dem Propheten”)) – our Father – Agnus Dei (latin or german) – Pax
Domini – Distribution – Salutation – Postcommunion collect – Benediction.17
This service would remain the standard
for all courlandian worship for centuries to come. included in this church order
was a liturgical agenda containing the
authorized order of Divine Service and
the sacramental and other pastoral acts
to be used in the courlandian church.
it was a formidable order of Baltic origin
and it would prove to be influential far
beyond the borders of courland. A Divine Service in the latvian tongue based
1756 Pilten Agenda.
upon this book appeared in courlandian
latvian language hymnals in 1586 and
1685.18 in 1727 a latvian language Agenda based upon it would be published.19
later editions appeared in 1744, 1754, and 1771.20 The german Agenda, based on
the 1570 church order, appeared in 1741 and 1765, although by that time some
ceremonial aspects were being dropped from use.21
within the Duchy of courland was a small independent region which was
able to maintain its separate existence. Although Pilten (latv. Piltene) was under
the direct controlof Poland – lithuania, this small region was permitted to maintain its lutheran identity. it had its own liturgical tradition which was largely
similar to that of courland. its rudimentary church order dated from 1622.22 Two
Pilten Agendas were published: the first in 1741 and the second in 1756.23 The
Pilten liturgy was still in use when the region was annexed by Russia in the Third
Partition in 1795.
17
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liturgical uniformity in Estonia was unknown before 1642. Before that time the
history of the church was one of conflicting jurisdictions. The Reformation did not
spread into rural areas until after the dissolution of the livonian confederation.
The landowners, the nobility, were fearful that the introduction of the Reformation
would bring with it the sort of social unrest, which had earlier plagued Riga, Dorpat (Est. Tartu), and Reval (Est. Tallinn). in 1561 Estonia was annexed to Sweden
by its own request and it was the Swedes who pushed forward the Reformation in
Estonia. The breaking of the power of the church of Rome in the region brought
church lands under the secular control of nobles who thwarted all attempts to
create a single church administration. what resulted was ecclesiastical and liturgical chaos. Each landlord ruled the church on his own land and determined what
church order was to be followed and what liturgies were to be used. According to
the whim of the local noble one might find in use a church order from courland,
Mecklenburg, Pomerania, Nürnberg, Sweden, or the city of Reval.24 in 1627 Swedish Bishop Johannes Rudbeckius sough to bring order to this chaos but his attempt
was thwarted by the nobility. in his handbooks of 1632-1638 Stahl attempted to
provide some enrichment to Estonian worship. he had no authority to issue a
worship form (jus liturgicum), however, in volume 2 (1637) he provided collects
and litany, chant tones for the our Father and consecration, and proper Eucharistic Prefaces for christmas, Passion, and other feasts and for general use with
musical notations.25 he also included a Prayer of the church based on luther’s
Paraphrase of the our Father along with prayers for repentance, bearing the cross,
etc. unlike the tradition of the Riga Divine Service, Stahl’s book follows the more
common western practice according to which the Sanctus follows the Eucharistic
Preface before the our Father and the consecration.
Beginning in 1642 Bishop Joachim Jheringius was able to achieve some small
measure of liturgical uniformity26, and in 1673 Bishop Johann Jacob Pfeiff stated
that he was attempting to build upon it and to establish a greater degree of liturgical uniformity by authorizing the use of a common liturgy. his Divine Service
proceeded as follows: hymn and Procession of Penitents who had previously
confessed before the pastor – Absolution – Gloria in excelsis (“All glory be to god
on high”) – Salutation and collect – Epistle – hymn – gospel – creed followed
by “we all believe in one true god” or “we now implore god, the holy ghost”
(“Nun bitten wir den Heiligen Geist”) – Pulpit office (our Father, gospel, Sermon,
prayers, our Father, and Votum) – hymn – Verba – Distribution (Distribution
hymns are sung) – Salutation and Post-communion collect – Benediction.27 De24
25
26
27
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spite its meager fare it must be said that
this liturgy represented the high point
of liturgical expression in the Estonian
church in the post-Reformation period.
it was not until the imposition of the 1693
Swedish handbook and other provisions
of the 1686 Swedish church order that the
situation in the Estonian church was much
improved. The 1699 Estonian translation
of the Swedish Rite brought uniformity in
worship to the Estonian-speaking congregations.28 The german-speaking Estonian
congregations got their german language
Agenda in 1708 along with the livonians.
There are indications that a new Estonian
edition of the handbook was published in
1763, and a new german edition appeared
in 1789.29
A different liturgical development took
place on the island of oesel of the coasts
of Estonia and livonia. The collapse of the
livonian confederation brought the island
under Danish control. The Danes found the
church there to be unreformed; the Roman
Mass was still being celebrated in the Arensburg cathedral and likely elsewhere as
well. in 1561 Danish King Frederik ii insisted that the lutheran Mass of the church
of Denmark must be celebrated, but the
Arensburg cathedral chapter replied that
they were using the old apostolic Mass
and were waiting for the decisions of the
council of Trent about any reforms which
might be necessary. The king found this response unsatisfactory. his command was
irrevocable and the church had to adopt
the 1537/1542 church order of Denmark28
29

1637 Estonian hymnal
by heinrich Stahl.

The Swedish handbook of 1693
in Estonian translation, 1699.
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Norway-iceland.30 The liturgy was
regulated according to the Altarbook of
1556 and handwritten german translations of its subsequent editions of 1564,
1574, 1580, 1602, and 1611. control of
oesel passed to Sweden as a result of
the terms of the Peace of Brömsebro
of 1645. The church of oesel was now
annexed to the church of Estonia, and
Bishop Jheringius required that the Estonian liturgy must be used, although,
in fact there was at that time no high degree of worship uniformity in Estonia.31
The oeselian nobles were not satisfied with this decision and the church
administration proposed by Bishop
Jheringius. They wanted a completely
separate church of oesel with its own
consistory and its own superintendent.
Their request that the Swedish crown
approve this arrangement was granted
1648 Vilnius church order.
in 1650. The newly constituted church
of oesel, with its own 1650 church order, decided that it would order its worship according to the Riga liturgical rites
and ceremonies as found in the german edition of the 1615 Riga hymnal and Samson’s Agenda.32
The only minority lutheran church to enter the Russian Empire as a consequence of the Third Partition was the lithuanian church. it had suffered more
than a century of severe hardship.
There was no common consistory to exercise leadership or supervision among
the several parishes, nor was there a uniform liturgical tradition, but every parish
had its own church order and its own liturgy. The most prominent of these church
orders was the 1648 order of the Vilnius congregation. it provided the necessary
rubrics for the regulation of public worship in the parish. The section on the Mass
included nine directives for the conduct of all public services whether in Polish or
german. The order of Mass was as follows: Veni Sancte Spiritus and Kyrie (sung
by cantor and choir) – Gloria in excelsis (“All glory be to god on high”) – collect –
30
31
32
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Epistle – hymn – Nicene creed (“we all
believe in one true god”) – Sermon (gospel and explanation) – hymn verses –
Eucharistic Preface and Sanctus – our
Father – Verba (Bread-words - Minor
Sanctus - cup-words – Minor Sanctus) –
Distribution – Post-communion collect
– Benediction.33 The church order stated
that fuller provisions could be found in
the “Agenda.” This unnamed agenda
was most likely of Saxon origin. No copies of it are extant, but it is known that
a Polish language translation prepared
by Pastor Jan Malina in 1640 was used
in Polish language Divine Services.34 it
is also known that the Divine Services
of the Vilnius parish were liturgical and
ceremonial and the clergy wore the traditional Mass vestments, including the
chasuble.35 A similar liturgy was used
in the congregation in Kaunas, which in
1784 Polish-lithuanian church law.
addition drew upon Prussian sources in
36
its pastoral acts.
when the rights and privileges of the
lutherans and Reformed were restored in Poland-lithuania in 1768 and 1775, the
churches were now able to create consistories. The churches were apprehensive
that they might again loose their rights and privileges and considered that the
creation of a political union between the churches might strengthen their position.
in 1776 lutherans in Major Poland proposed such a union with the Reformed and
a document of union was signed in lissa (Pol. Leszno).37 in Minor Poland and Mazovia a union between the lutherans and Reformed was established at Sielec in
1777 (Pol. Unia sielecka).38 This union went beyond strictly political considerations.
At the general Synod in wengrów in 1780 a church law was agreed which would
govern both the lutheran and Reformed churches in Poland and in lithuania.39
33
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however, the churches were left free to
either accept or reject any of the specific
provisions of this law which they deemed
inappropriate. The lithuanian lutherans were not represented at this general
Synod and many of them refused to accept the church law at all. As early as
1780 the lutheran congregations in Vilnius, Kaunas, and Słuck had established
their own consistory in Vilnius.40 in 1781
some of the remaining lithuanian lutheran congregations joined in a political
union with the Reformed in the Kėdainiai
union (Pol. Unia kiejdańska). They established a united consistory with representatives of both confessional groups.41
in 1782 the warsaw lutheran parish, the
largest in Poland, left the Sielec union
and established its own independent lu1760 Riga handbook.
theran consistory.42 At the general Synod
at wengrów in 1782 attempts were made
to reconcile these groups, but the lutherans were determined to be independent.
The Reformed walked out of the meeting and the lutherans who remained passed
a new recension of the church law. This recension, published in 1783, was supposed to govern both confessional groups in both countries.43 however, the lithuanian lutherans would accept it only in part because they stated that it was not
relevant to their circumstances. The 1782 general Synod resolved that the lithuanian lutherans should make use of whatever in the church law was relevant to
them and ignore the rest of it.44 According to the church laws of 1780 and 1783,
both lutherans and Reformed congregations could continue to worship according
to their own liturgical traditions. Before the 1782 general Synod, however, the majority of the lithuanian lutheran congregations had associated themselves with
the Vilnius consistory.45 At the synod in Biržai in 1783 the lithuanian lutherans
established themselves as a separate body independent of the Poles and adopted the 1783 church order to their situation. At the same time the synod estab40
41
42
43
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lished a commission to examine a Polish
proposal that the lithuanian lutheran
church should agree to use the Saxonian Agenda already adopted in Poland.46
Nowhere is it stated which particular
Saxon Agenda was preferred. in Poland
the warsaw congregation is known to
have used the Agenda of Saxe-coburg
1747.47 Although the lithuanians agreed
to study the Polish proposal, the liturgical unification of the two churches did
not take place.
The liturgical needs of the latvianspeaking congregations in lithuania were
met by Pastor conrad Schulz whose latvian language Agenda was published in
1795. his Divine Service showed little of
the influence of rationalism. it was moderately Pietist in character and included
1765 Narva handbook.
the usual appropriate lutheran liturgical
ceremonies.48
The city churches of Riga, Reval, and Narva were independent of the authority
of the territorial consistories and maintained their own consistorial administrations. The city of Riga used the old liturgical service prepared by Johannes Briesmann and was able to maintain its own consistory even after the implementation
of the 1686 Swedish church law in the rest of livonia. however, in 1708 it too
was forced to surrender its liturgy and introduce the 1693 Swedish handbook. in
1760 a supplementary handbook appeared in Riga to be used together with the
1708 translation of the Swedish handbook.49 The city churches of Reval also used
the Briesmannian rite. here it was not possible to maintain an independent consistory after the imposition of the new Swedish church law. The city churches were
put under the Estonian Territorial consistory and were required to use Swedish
handbook. when the city capitulated to the Russians in 1710, it asked and was
granted permission to establish an independent consistory, however, the use of
the 1708 handbook continued. A supplementary liturgical book was published
in 1740. The Mass was not included; only the consecration and Post-communion
46
47
48
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were included: our Father - Verba - (Distribution) - Post-communion collect Aaronic Benediction.50
The Estonian city of Narva on the Russian border also had its own consistory
and published its own liturgical handbooks. its 1698 handbook did not include
the Divine Service but provided forms for pastoral acts.51 in 1765, long after the
city came under Russian control, another book of pastoral acts was published to
be used as a supplement to the 1698 Narva handbook and the 1708 translation
of the Swedish handbook. it included only the formula of consecration and the
post-communion as follows: Salutation – our Father – Verba - (Distribution) Salutation – Post-communion collect.52
in the lutheran congregations established in Russia proper liturgical chaos
reigned supreme. liturgical worship differed from congregation to congregation depending upon the churches from which parish patrons and parishioners
had come. The oldest and most prominent congregations were in Moscow. The
only church order from there to have survived is the 1668 work of Dr. laurentius Blumentrost.53 his church order was a rudimentary work, which was really
meant to be little more than a parish constitution. it did not include the form of
worship or prayers to be used in the congregation, but it is known that the services were ordered according to the provisions in use in the lutheran church in
hamburg, the mother church of the Moscow congregations.54
when Peter the great moved his government from Moscow to St. Petersburg,
the whole apparatus of government had to be transplanted. Among those who
moved to St. Petersburg were german scholars and bureaucrats who then established lutheran congregations in the new capital city in which the liturgical traditions of the Moscow-hamburg congregations were perpetuated. in 1711 Peter
the great attempted to unite all lutheran congregations in Russia proper with a
single church order and a single administration under Superintendent Barthold
Vagetius. Vagetius published his church order in 1717, but he had neither the
personality nor administrative skills necessary to implement and the government
did not insist. in any case, the 1717 order had said little about liturgy beyond
some rubrical notes which cite as their authority the hamburg church order.
The Vagetius church order included the following elements: hymn invoking the
holy Spirit – luther’s Te Deum Laudamus – Kyrie (“Kyrie! god, Father in heaven
above” (“Kyrie Gott Vater in Ewigkeit”)) – Gloria in excelsis (“All glory be to god
on high”) – collect – Epistle – hymn – Nicene creed (“we all believe in one true
50
51
52
53
54
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god”) – Pulpit office (our Father - gospel text – hymn – Sermon) – Admonition
to communicants – our Father – Verba – Distribution (Agnus Dei and other communion hymns).55 it can be assumed that the service closed with a post-communion collect and the Aaronic Benediction. This service appears not to have been
widely used outside Vagetius’ St. Petersburg parish, although it may also have
been used in Moscow.
The liturgical situation would soon become further complicated by the arrival
of german immigrants invited by catherine the great to settle along the banks of
the Volga River. They brought with them hymnals and prayer books from their
own regions, and the parishes they established conducted their worship just as it
was done back home in german territories from which they had come. The college of Justice for livonian, Estonian Affairs (Rus. Юстиц-Коллегия Эстляндских
и Лифляндских дел) governed church life of the lutheran parishes in the Volga
region and elsewhere in Russia proper according to the terms of the 1686 Swedish
church law.56
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1 . 2 P i e ti s t Atti tu d e s to ward lit urgic al worsh ip
in the eighteenth century Pietism spread quickly through most of the lutheran communities in the Empire. The largest and the most influential of these communities were in livonia. Pietism had first come to livonia through the efforts of
Johann Fischer who in 1664 became general superintendent of livonia. he was
most strongly influenced by August hermann Francke and the halle Pietists.
During his term of office the influence of halle Pietism spread rapidly throughout the region. in some places it was strongly opposed and pastors who espoused
it were removed from office. Fischer himself was forced to leave the region, because of Swedish opposition to the movement. Swedish authorities moved to
prevent the spread of the movement and in 1698 the livonian high consistory
(germ. Oberkonsistorium) and Dorpat university were given the responsibility of
maintaining pure lutheranism in livonia.57 Attendance at german universities
influenced by Pietism was forbidden, and those found guilty of spreading the
practice of it, were forced to leave the region. in addition, an edict was issued in
1706 censoring all reading material. The formal rejection of Pietism came to an
end in 1710 when the northern Baltic regions were annexed to the Russian Empire. Now Pietism was free to again spread throughout the area. Many pulpits
were vacant as a result of the great Northern war and the religious education of
the people was minimal. The Pietists stepped in to this situation to fill the void.
in 1736 a Pietist, Jacob Benjamin Fischer, was made superintendent general of the
livonian church. Together with others of the likeminded spirituality, he was actively involved in producing religious literature.58 in neighboring Estonia as early
as the 1720’s Pietists occupied important positions in the consistory. in Estonia
Pietism advanced even more rapidly than in livonia, so that it may be said that
the influence of Pietism was strongest in Estonia, somewhat less in livonia, and
in courland least of all.
Another movement similar in some respects to the Pietists began to grow in
size and influence in livonia and Estonia during this period. This movement was
known as the herrnhutians, the Moravians, established by count Nikolaus ludwig von Zinzendorf as a revival of the old Bohemian Unitas Fratrum. The Moravians centered their attention on the spiritual welfare of the individual soul.
They were intensely mission-minded and used every opportunity to spread their
teaching, their prayers, and their Bible reading practices wherever they went.
They concerned themselves with the personal application of christian principles.
Their preaching and practices found a ready audience especially among uneducated peasants who were little concerned with doctrinal formulations and litur57
58
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gical ceremonial. The peasants were ripe for the picking. Many german pastors
paid scant attention to the spiritual needs of latvian and Estonian-speaking peasants, and the church under the influence of Pietism had become theologically
indifferent. The Moravians learned the local languages and filled a need which
the church had failed to supply.
The Russian victory in the great Northern war and the strong influence of
halle Pietism in the region opened the way for the later influx of Moravian Brethren there. christian David arrived from herrnhut in 1729-1730, and Timotheus
Fiedler sought out pastors congenial to the movement. They directed their efforts
mainly toward rural populations but sought to influence the nobility and clergy
as well. The Moravian base of operations in livonia was established at wolmarshof.59 A personal visit by Nicolaus ludwig Zinzendorf to Riga and wolmarshof
in 1736 further increased the influence of the movement.60 like the halle Pietists,
the Moravians rejected all forms of worldliness, including singing, dancing, alcoholic beverages, and tobacco. in fact, all pleasure-giving activity was suspect and
subject to censure. As strict Moravianism and halle lutheran Pietism grew side by
side, the Moravians organized themselves into independent congregations and the
Pietists came more and more to gather themselves into private conventicles, which
operated on principles quite independent of those of the established church. Members of these conventicles typically continued to describe themselves as lutherans
and did not disassociate themselves from the organized church. however, it was in
the conventicle that they found their true spiritual home.
The Moravian Brethren soon gained a foothold. within a few years several dozen brethren came from germany to assist in the training of teachers. By
1742 the Moravians were well established in livonia. in Estonia their influence
was even more pronounced. in 1742 there were more than 13,000 Moravians in
the Baltic lands - 3000 were in southern livonia, 2000 in northern livonia, and
8,000-9,000 in Estonia.61
The church’s response to the Moravians ranged from the hostility of those still
concerned with lutheran orthodoxy and purity of doctrine to congenial acceptance by clergy of Pietist inclination. As Moravian influence grew, however, the
church and most particularly the nobility, came increasingly to regard the movement negatively. An important concern was that the Moravians had organized
themselves independently of the church and were espousing teachings which
were contrary to lutheran doctrine, undercut the pastoral office, and negatively
affected the spiritual and moral life of the community by its condemnation as
worldly all who did not adopt their point of view and practices. in Estonia, where
59
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Moravianism had grown most rapidly, the government administration in
1742 issued restrictive decrees against
them.62
The reaction of the Russian tsars toward Pietism was not consistent. Peter
the great showed by his willingness to
allow the construction of a Reformed
church in Riga in 1722 that he did
not see much difference between the
various Protestant groups and movements.63 By 1743 the growing intolerance toward sectarianism led Tsarina
Elisabeth (Елизавeта Петрoвна) to forbid Moravian Brethren assemblies and
the spreading of Moravian teachings
among the lutherans. Their meeting
places were closed, their literature was
1740 Tallinn handbook.
confiscated, and some of their leaders were deported to Russia proper.64
Twenty-one years later, in 1764, catherine the great restored their religious rights
as a part of her general policy to grant freedom of conscience and religion. She also
hoped to attract new immigrants to Russia.65
Despite their differences, lutheran Pietists and Moravians shared some common interests. Both movements placed primary attention on individualistic piety
and practices built upon christian principles. Neither group was much concerned about formal doctrine or dogmatic theology. what differences there were
between the two groups, came to be blurred in the minds of many who came to
think that the only real difference between them was limited to interesting but
inconsequential peculiarities.
Not all Pietists rejected the liturgy, but even those who did not reject it did
not really feel at home in it. They were subjectivists who preferred to speak anthropocentrically from the heart about what was in their hearts and they wanted
their prayers and preaching to come from the heart and touch the heart, and
they were not much interested in written sermons and written prayers. Such
outward matters as liturgy and liturgical ceremonies were not considered to
62
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be particularly important. They were
thought to be matters of indifference,
outward things, which one might either
choose to use or to disregard. what
was important was the truly repentant
heart which clings directly to the Savior.
Such worship can be characterized as
focusing its attention of the individual
and the personal appropriation of the
benefits of christ and his religion. The
purpose of worship was understood to
be to change the worshiper, to affect
the worshiper, to increase his religious
fervor, to effect his conversion. This
goal must inform the prayers used in
the service, the hymns which are sung,
and the preaching, both its style and its
content. These particular liturgical elements must be determined by the pastor himself after the manner of a doctor
who has diagnosed his patient and now
1795 lithuanian latvian Agenda
by conrad Schulz.
maps out a course of treatment for him.
By the middle of the eighteenth century pastors were well practiced in the
art of adopting or modifying the church’s worship according to their perception
of what best suited their high purposes. Deans would not likely object that the
pastors were not abiding by church law in liturgical matters, because they too
were Pietists and were likely following the same course in their own congregation.
outside livonia and Estonia Pietism came did not come to exercise such great influence. in courland and Pilten the Pietists were never strong enough to effect any
changes in the prevailing liturgical traditions and customs. in these territories particularly, the consistories pledged themselves to fight off any and all Pietist advances. The
1741 and 1765 courlandian Agendas and the Pilten Agendas of 1741 and 1756 were
published for the avowed purpose of combating the Pietists. in both places the pastors
were strictly required to follow the liturgical directives printed in the books and under
no circumstances depart from them.
The Pietist agendas met no real need because Pietist pastors saw them to be
unnecessary. After all, the work of the Spirit was not to be stymied by words writ-
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ten in a book. Pastors could continue to make use of whatever they found useful
in their present agendas. what was not useful could be ignored.
Some Pietist agendas did appear. The Revalische Kirchen-Buch (Revalian Church
Book), published in Tallinn in 1740, specifically prescribed that the our Father and
the Verba were under no circumstances to be sung. 66 Although Pietism made no great
inroads in Major lithuania, especially among the german-speaking congregations,
an agenda giving evidence of some Pietist influence, Lettisches Pastoral-Hand-Buch
oder Kirch-Agende (Latvian Pastoral Handbook or Church Agenda), was published in
Mitau (latv. Jelgava) in 1795, for use in the latvian-speaking congregations67 along
lithuania’s northern border. This agenda was printed during the pastorate of Pastor conrad Schulz of Žeimelis (germ. Zeymel). At that time the latvian-speaking
congregations had no agenda at all and the publication of this handbook was meant
to serve as a supplement to the “german Agenda.” it was excessively wordy and
gave the congregation little to do in the service except sing the hymns. Apart from
that they were to sit and listen. what liturgy remained, was left to the pastor and
the choir. There was no introit, no creed, no Preface, no Sanctus, no Agnus Dei. The
old collects were replaced by lengthy pastoral prayers. The pastor could choose
to use either the traditional pericopes or select readings which he preferred. The
lord’s Supper, celebrated infrequently, was a stark and somber service, for the Sacrament was to be approached with the utmost seriousness and self-abnegation. its
primary purpose was the remembrance of christ and his passion. Those who dared
to approach the altar knew that they must repent of all sin and disavow anything
that might be considered frivolous. it was the law of god rather than the gospel
which predominated, and it was the purpose of both preaching and the Sacrament
to awaken a deep sense of guilt in the worshipers. outward deportment and dress
must bear witness that the way of christ is long and narrow. only the strong in
spirit might dare to follow it, because every step brings with it new dangers. Although the book claimed that it was meant for use in the latvian-speaking congregations, it may in fact have only reflected the views of a single pastor.
The Pietists had no great love for the liturgy and they had even less regard for the
church’s theology. Nor were they much interested in the so-called visible church, that
is, the church organization. confessional differences meant little to them. They were
religiously tolerant and doctrinally indifferent. if asked to give reason for the hope
that was within them, they would be content to describe their religious feelings. This
proved to be a wholly inadequate defense against the onslaught of the Age of Reason. The Enlightenment brought with it a complete inversion in the understanding of
knowledge and its sources and the church weakened by subjectivism was unable to
66
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effectively defend traditional theology. The word of god was no longer understood to
stand at the center; it had been supplanted by man’s rational powers.
in the course of the eighteenth century Pietism came to be more and more
supplanted by Rationalism. Pietism did not find within itself the intellectual resources and strength necessary to effectively fight Rationalism. The Pietists retreated into their conventicles and prayer houses. The leadership in the ecclesiastical organization was taken by those who believed that the church could not
keep an honored place in the society unless it brought christianity up-to-date and
adapted its faith and worship to the spirit of the times.
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1 . 3 R a tio nal i s t R e acti o ns to t h e lit urgy
Rationalism entered Russia proper through St. Petersburg, which faced westward across the gulf of Finland to Europe. like cargo, entering the port of St.
Petersburg from the west across the golf of Finland, so Rationalism too came
from the west, chiefly from France and Prussia, which during the reign of King
Friedrich ii had become a bastion of French thought. it dominated the thought
and conversation of the nobility at court, which was always open to new ideas
from the west. From there Rationalism spread quickly to Moscow, the other great
Russian urban center.
Rationalist thought was presented in the lutheran congregations not as a new
philosophy, which was calculated to cast out Biblical truth, but rather as a modern, reasonable, and natural way to understand the Bible. Now one could have
the Bible and modern learning as well! Enlightened clergy and their likeminded
members took to Rationalism almost immediately. The progress was not so rapid
in suburban and rural areas, where people were not as well educated and were
not willing to play intellectual games with the truths of the Scriptures. however,
the intellectuals, for whom doctrinal theology meant little, eagerly embraced the
new learning.
livonia, courland, and Estonia also looked to the west and their churches did
the same. in addition to the influence of the St. Petersburg intelligentsia, there
was the even stronger influence of the germans. The port city of Riga was the
gateway to and from the west and here Rationalism found audiences eager to
embrace it. The leading clergymen and their influential lay members quickly fell
under its spell.
The scattered and diverse lutheran churches in the Empire needed a common order. livonian, Estonian, and ingrian churches had an official agenda
and church order, that of Sweden, but these were pre-Enlightenment documents which communicated old notions in old formulas. Something new was
needed, and in 1773 the college of Justice for livonian, Estonian, and Finnish
Affairs (Rus. Юстиц-Коллегия Эстляндских, Лифляндских и Финляндских дел)
moved to satisfy the need for a new church order which would not only supersede the Swedish church order where it was in use, but would serve the whole
of the lutheran community in the Empire. The college of Justice petitioned the
enlightened St. Petersburg clergy to prepare a new church order. in their regular
evening conferences the clergy drew up a document to fulfill this request, but it
was inadvertently destroyed by the Senior Pastor isaak hougberg of the Swedish
church and the matter was not taken up again. in the absence of clear direction
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1760 Riga handbook. The exorcisms are marked for omission.

many pastors, alarmed that the church was not responding adequately to Enlightenment notions, decided that they must seize the initiative.68
The Pietists had not given much thought to the traditional liturgy. it was far
too objective and they were subjectivists, it was far too catholic and they were
clearly Protestants. up until this time they had been content to leave the old liturgies alone and to look to their Pietist hymnals for true spiritual counsel. The
Rationalists stood more firmly against the old liturgy. They viewed it as quaint
and anachronistic, as espousing superstition and magical ideas no longer fit to
be talked about in public. it was time for the old liturgy to go, for man now lived
in a different world in which there were no angels or demons, a world in which
there was no place for sacramentalism. The modern man inhabited a Newtonian
universe ruled over by reasonable physical principles. The liturgy must be put
into modern terms to articulate a modern, enlightened point of view and the prin68
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ciples of humanism. The adoption of Rationalism was understood to be necessary
lest society cast the church aside as a museum peace.
There was no question in their minds that the continued use of the old lutheran
Mass was detrimental to spread of modern christianity. The old liturgies must be
replaced by entirely new liturgies and hymnals which would spread the new gospel. Now the Rationalist clergy would take up the task of writing the liturgy, casting
aside whatever in their eyes no longer met the criteria of received truth and recasting
everything in modern terms. where there had been a confession of Sins, now occasion was given for the admission of personal failings and weaknesses, of continued
intellectual and moral blindness, and in the case of the church, expressions of sincere
regret over past intolerance of persons and opinions mistakenly labeled “false teachers” and “false doctrines.” Baptism became the occasion for the dedication of the child
that he might seek the upward path of moral improvement through the right use of
human reason. There was no place for any notion of the casting out of Satan or the
forgiveness of inherited sins. The lord’s Supper fared no better. Pietists had striped
the liturgy of many customs and ceremonies, but too many still remained. The notion
of the communication of the merit of christ through sacramental mediation was, of
course, unthinkable. Now the Supper must become simply a solemn remembrance of
one who died for his ideals and an earnest resolution to follow his example.
New formulations for the administration of holy Baptism and the Sacrament
of the Altar were produced articulating the new understandings of the meaning of
these ministrations. Although church officials were in support of such moves, in
some cases it was the civil authorities who represented the strongest conservative
force. They refused to approve, because they feared that the result would be disorder. however, in livonia, Estonia, St. Petersburg, and elsewhere the pastors altered
their personal copies of the church’s official liturgy revising, rewriting, and, where
necessary, striking out anything offensive to the spirit of the age. in courland, not
yet under direct Russian control, where the 1765 Agenda remained official, prominent pastors were free to produce their own worship materials, if they desired
to do so. Among these materials were christoph Friedrich Neander’s 1785 and
1786 proposals for a new church order.69 in 1785, 1786 and 1792 Dean carl Dietrich
wehrt put flesh on the skeleton Neander had produced. his 1785 and 1786 editions
of the agenda, entitled Handlungen und Gebete beym öffentlichen Gottesdienst in den
Herzogthümern Kurland und Semgallen (Acts and Prayers for the Public Divine Service
in the Duchy of Courland and Ziemgale), were bound together with Neander’s editions of church law prepared in those same years.70 it did not simply rearrange or
69
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adopt the existing liturgy. it demolished
it and replaced it with something entirely new. wehrt portrayed the lord’s Supper as the last meal of a popular Jewish
teacher with his few remaining followers, an opportunity for him to say a last
farewell before he was put to death for
his unwillingness to forsake his ideals.
The Eucharistic Preface was replaced by
a Rationalist hymn sung to the tune of
“All glory be to god on high,” and the
words of christ’s Testament now were
recast into a short discourse on the happenings in the upper Room that night
when Jesus met one last time with his
disciples and celebrated with them the
Passover, displaying his willingness to
back up his moral teachings with his
life.71 The consecration in the Meal of Remembrance was rewritten as follows:
“in that night when Jesus for the last
time ate the Jewish Passover Supper
1785 courlandian draft church order
with his disciples and was moved by
by christoph Friedrich Neander.
emotion over his approaching passion,
filled with virtue and strengthened by
his trust in god, he took the bread etc.”72
For people of Rationalist mentality Jesus, the Teacher, was a man whose integrity should remain for all a cause for inspiration. According to wehrt, those who
come to the Supper today should come to recommit themselves to the high ideals
of Jesus and pledge themselves willing to remain steadfast in their own moral
uprightness, as he had. Man receives no sacrament from god; he presents himself
to god as a sacrament.
courlandian church officials, who had surrendered to or in some cases eagerly accepted the Rationalist critique of the faith, regarded the works of Neander
and wehrt as a great achievement which ought to be introduced into the church
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as quickly as possible. They directed the
institution of a commission consisting
of the chancellor, the deans, and representatives of like-minded noble and
property owners, as well as territorial superintendents, to examine these
works and make necessary revisions.
The territorial assembly of courland,
however, refused to approve it. As a result, these works were used unofficially
in some places but the were never officially sanctioned.
it was Pastor Alexander Johann
Stender, a noted humanist writer, who
provided forms of worship congenial to
the new age for the use of latvian speakers in courland. his Neuverbesserte lettische Kirchen-Agende (Newly Improved
Latvian Church Agenda) appeared in 1805
but never achieved official status.73
Stender understood that the service
of
the
lord’s Supper was in urgent need
1792 Agenda by carl Dietrich wehrt.
of reinterpretation and that a new form
for its celebration needed to be provided. This new form would need to articulate something of the circumstances of the
institution of the lord’s Supper and its real significance. he sought to provide
this by writing an “improved” formula for the consecration of the Sacrament to
replace the Eucharistic Preface. The formula stated that the night in which the
lord’s Supper was instituted was the night in which Jesus for the last time ate the
paschal lamb with his disciples:
“Jesus christ, our Savior, in the night before his suffering ate the paschal lamb
with his disciples and instituted a new law. Taking the bread, he gave thanks to
god and blessed it, saying: ‘Take and eat, this is my body which will be given for
your sins. This do in remembrance of me’. After this Jesus took the cup of wine
and he gave thanks to god and then blessed it, saying: ‘Take and drink all of you,
this cup is established for you as a new covenant in my blood which is shed for
you into death for your sins. This do as often as you drink it in remembrance of
me’.”74
73
74
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The service was free of any mention
that christ’s death was either substitutionary or salutary. Stender saw the
lord’s Supper to be a celebration of the
depths of Jesus’ love for those who follow him and it was meant to inspire
them to a greater understanding of Jesus’
deep commitment and his total willingness to suffer and die for his ideals. Although nothing was said specifically
about it aloud, one might expect that
such devotion should awaken a similar
commitment in those who participate in
the lord’s Supper, since growth in Enlightenment requires of those who seek
it readiness and willingness to suffer
for one’s noble ideals and for the ultimate benefit of others. The service had no
Preface, little ceremony, and very little
dialogue which might detract from the
solemnity of the occasion. All attention
was given to Jesus’ sacrifice and the pro1805 courlandian latvian Agenda
found obligation that sacrifice placed
by Alexander Johann Stender.
upon those would follow him. The service was indeed the work of the people.
it was they who would perform the action, not he - an example of the movement
from Pietism to Rationalism now issuing in a humanistic understanding of Jesus
and the significance of his work.
only in courland did such liturgies ever reach the printing press in the eighteenth century. Elsewhere pastors congenial to the Rationalist spirit had to be
content to alter their service books, striking out what they thought to be offensive, and manipulating words to avoid offending their enlightened parishioners.
saweem mahzekleem ehdis, eestahdija scho jaunu likkumu. winsch nehme maisi, pateize
Deewam, pahrlause un isdallija to winnem, sazzidams: Nemmeet un ehdeet, tas irr manna
meesa, kas preeksch jums tohp nahwe nodohta. To darrait mannim par peeminneschanu.
Pehz scho nehme Jesus arridsan to bikkeri ar wihnu, un Deewam pateizis, dewe winsch
to teem mahzekleem, sazzidams: Nemmeet un dserreet wissi no ta. Schis bikkeris irr
jums jauns eestahdijums eeksch mannahm assinim, kas juhsu labba isleetas tohp par
grehkupeedohschanu. To darreet, zikreis juhs to dserreet, mannis peeminnedami.“
Neuverbesserte lettische Kirchen-Agende 1805, 5-6.
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however, christianity itself was an offence to those of Rationalist persuasion,
and no new liturgy was going to draw them back to church.
in Russia proper as well the Rationalists reasoned that the old liturgies must
be replaced by entirely new liturgies and hymnals which would spread the new
gospel. By 1783 the leading lutheran pastors in St. Petersburg had issued the
Petersburgische Sammlung gottesdienstlicher Lieder (Petersburg Collection of Hymns for
Worship). Realizing that hymnody had always been a basic component of individual and corporate spiritual life among the lutherans, the Rationalists understood
that new or thoroughly revised hymns would be needed to impart the spirituality of the Enlightenment. Their Rationalist congregations and clergy received the
hymnal happily, but others still preferred the old songs.75
it fell to livonian general Superintendent christian David lenz to sugarcoat
the pill that conservative pastors and congregations must be made to swallow,
the Rationalist cure-all which would bring the church’s message up-to-date. lenz
was himself a man of new age but as superintendent he needed to hold the church
together. This he sought to do by preaching toleration and understanding. in
1792 a theological student publicly asked his opinion on liturgical innovations.76
his answer took the form of an open letter which was published in Riga the next
year. he assured his readers that he was second to no one in his admiration and
love for the old liturgy and ceremonies, but it needed to be kept in mind that
the author of the christian religion and his disciples knew nothing of them. The
liturgy and ceremonies had come to be introduced as a result of the church’s
encounter with pagan idolatry. in short, the liturgy and its ceremonies were infested with idolatry. luther, Melanchthon, Bugenhagen, and other reformers had
striven mightily to purge the liturgy and its ceremonies of idolatry. They rooted
out all that they could find, but concerning ceremonies they decided that some
must be kept. unfortunately, some of the more objectionable features of the liturgy and its ceremonies escaped their attention, and the learned theologians of
succeeding ages, who should have known better, overlooked these pagan elements in their liturgies and agendas. it was this that had made the Enlightenment
necessary. Even at the present time, lenz said, pastors and students educated by
these theologians and their disciples continue to refuse to accept the corrections
which the Enlightenment had made necessary. he went on to say that while he
could not support the excesses of those who wished to reduce christianity and its
gospel to moral platitudes, the intolerance of those who followed the old orthodox theology was intolerable. he stated that he wanted not a new gospel but a
new learning.77 he was and would remain an advocate of tolerance, but he would
75
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not tolerate those who he declared to be
intolerant, those who fought against the
march of progress.
Many pastors followed the lead of
general Superintendent lenz and altered their liturgical services to conform
to the so-called new learning. others,
especially those in rural areas and those
of stronger orthodox persuasion, would
be far less likely to make the changes
that higher officials allowed. As a result, liturgical observances differed
widely from one parish to another. The
livonian high consistory saw a need
to determine what liturgies were being
used in the parishes and on November
23, 1801 had requested every pastor to
inform it about present liturgical practices in their congregations. Their reports,
which came to the livonian high consistory in 1802, indicated that some pastors were maintaining traditional servi1801 Riga handbook.
ces, some were making modest changes,
and still others had adopted rationalistic
forms in their celebrations of the divine liturgy. The situation described in their
reports could only be characterized as liturgical chaos.78
No Rationalistic agendas appeared in print in livonia in the eighteenth century. The first unofficial printed agenda appeared in 1801 under the title: Liturgisches Handbuch für die Stadt-Kirchen zu Riga (Liturgical Handbook for the Riga City
Churches). This book did not include the chief Divine Service, but it did provide
forms for general confession, Baptism, and Marriage, which ran from mildly
Rationalist to forms which left behind any pretence of christian orthodoxy. included in the handbook were four forms for Baptism which a pastor could choose
according to the measure of his willingness to turn his back on the old orthodox
christianity and affirm the new Rationalistic faith. These forms stated that the
birth of a healthy child should be the occasion of festal celebration and that Baptism was meant to fulfill this purpose. it should not be thought to convey any
78
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blessing to the child; it was instead a ritual welcoming of the child into the christian community, and an opportunity to lay upon him the moral obligations of a
Rationalist way of life.79
carl gottlob Sonntag, superintendent general of the livonian church, was
clearly not among those who fought against the march of progress. indeed, he
was far more radical than lenz. like wehrt and others he was among the radicals
who wanted to make the liturgy a celebration of the new thinking. in 1802 he
published his two volumes Formulare, Reden und Ansichten bei Amtshandlungen von
Karl Gottlob Sonntag, Assessor des Livländischen Ober-Consistoriums und Ober-Pastor
an der Krons-Kirche in Riga (Formularies, Discourses, and Insights into Pastoral Ministration by Karl Gottlob Sonntag, Member of the Livonian High Consistory and Senior
Pastor of the Crow Church in Riga).As indicated in the title, Sonntag included greatly
revised formularies for Baptism, confirmation, Marriage and Burial, along with a
large number of sample addresses for these occasions, all of them articulating the
new point of view. where the our Father, the creed, and the Aaronic Benediction would normally appear, they were replaced by lengthy paraphrases, which
put them to the purposes of advancing Rationalistic and moralistic philosophy.80
Sonntag and other prominent Riga clergy, including August Albanus and liborius Bergmann, quickly adopted the new synthesis of christ and culture, in
which Jesus now took his rightful place among the great classical philosophers.
Jesus was not to be understood as Savior in the old sense. he was rather to be seen
and accepted as preeminent among that great company of seekers after truth,
who deserve to be remembered and heard anew in every age. Tragically, Jesus
had been forced to surrender his life, put to death by the intolerant men of his
age, and thus he had been unable to develop and present a fully mature philosophy, such as would surely have rivaled and perhaps even surpassed that of
the great immanuel Kant himself. clearly, these men represented a new way of
thinking, a new way of looking at the world, and new way of interpreting history.
Always concerned with the development of new and more effective pedagogy,
Sonntag produced no less than seven manuals for confirmation instruction between 1796 and 1811, all of them built upon the new learning. he was convinced,
that if luther were still alive, he would drink deeply of this new learning and
support it wholeheartedly. luther’s Small Catechism had been suitable for his day
and age, but time had now moved forward. in this new age questions concerning
salvation must give place to questions about proper personal hygiene and personal morality. The 1811 catechism, Entwurf zu einem Landes-Katechismus für einem dreifachen Cursus des Religions-Unterrichts (Draft for a Territorial Catechism for a
79
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Three Part Course of Religious Instruction),
which Sonntag prepared, did not bother
to mention Jesus christ even in passing,
excepting in one passage near the end of
the book, where the author stated: “you
shall learn more about Jesus when you
grow older. it is enough now to remember that he was a good child to his parents …”81
By the end of the first decade of
the nineteenth century the Enlightenment viewpoint, which had been introduced into the lutheran church with
the wholehearted endorsement of its
leaders, reached its highest point. The
church and its mission had come to be
described in wholly Rationalistic terms,
as ecclesiastical leaders and state ministers alike looked forward with optimism
to a golden age of morality and personal
contentment.

1802 Formularies by carl gottlob Sonntag.
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2. An EArly AttEmpt to UnitE
lUthErAns UndEr A singlE litUrgy
And AdministrAtion

2 . 1 t h e se arch fo r a Co mmon g oal
a n d p u rp o s e o f the li tu rg y
By the end of the eighteenth century pastors were individually making what
they and their more enlightened members believed to be necessary changes in
the liturgy. As a result, liturgical life of the church became increasingly barren.
the sunday worship become a monologue, a lifeless lecture by preachers who
aimed to instruct and morally uplift their members and, if possible, inspire them
to follow the new philosophical ideals. not only did the highest church officials
approve of this, these officials were themselves a leading force calling for the
development and implementation of a modern, up-to-date worship expression of
the new learning. By the beginning of the nineteenth century some members of
the nobility in livonia and Courland were becoming increasingly disturbed by
this new direction, and they were willing to take steps to put an end to it. By July
1804 defections from the traditional liturgies had become so wide-spread that
Count Friedrich Wilhelm von Buxhöwden, military governor and Civil Commander of livonia, Estonia, and Courland, issued a formal complaint about the
matter to Count Viktor Kochubey (Виктор Кочубей), the minister of the interior.
Kochubey brought the matter to the attention of tsar Alexander i (Александр I
Павлович) who ordered Count peter lopukhin (Пётр Васильевич Лопухин), the
minister of Justice, to task the College of Justice for livonian, Estonian, and Finnish Affairs with an examination of the situation, and then formulation of regulations for the ordering of the public worship.82
in his complaint Buxhöwden singled out general superintendent Carl gottlob
sonntag as a leader in the movement calling for alterations in the liturgy. therefore, sonntag was ordered to present a justification of his position, and it was
ordered that by the end of october the livonian high Consistory and consistories in other provinces should assemble a report on the present state of liturgical
practices in their regions. Furthermore, the monarch ordered that the College
of Justice should issue general regulations concerning public worship to be enforced everywhere without change.83 general superintendent sonntag informed
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the minister of Justice and the College of Justice that he had not the power to force
congregations to abandon practices which were widespread. Clearly, what was
needed was regulations which would take these deviations into consideration
and consider incorporating into the church’s liturgical practices.84
the livonian high Consistory’s position was to insist that pastors desist from
further liturgical innovations. it asked that the College of Justice issue the necessary directives and provide authoritative regulations.
the College of Justice decided that it would assign procurator georg Friedrich
sahlfeldt, the new imperial legal consultant, the responsibility of preparing a liturgy to be used in the lutheran congregations of the russian Empire. it would
be his responsibility to gather leading clergy and liturgical experts from the governmental regions of livonia, Estonia, Courland, and Finland to prepare a new
agenda under his supervision.85
sahlfeldt had studied law at the University of Jena and had come to st. petersburg from dorpat in 1803 to serve as a consultant for the College of Justice. one
year later he was elevated to the position of editor of the second section of the
laws Commission, and was named procurator of the College of Justice.86 his
rationalistic viewpoint was actually little different from that of general superintendent sonntag. the chief difference between them was that sonntag was
finally a man of the church, and sahlfeldt was a man of the law whose chief interest was in seeing to it that the church was properly subordinated to the state.87
An important early development was the publication on January 11, 1803 of a
decree establishing the office of superintendent general of the st. petersburg governmental district. this was the second attempt of the government to improve
lutheran administrative procedures after the aborted 1773 attempt to reform the
swedish Church law. dean thomas rheinbott of st. Anna’s Church was chosen
to fill this position.88 his status with reference to the College of Justice was left
unclear. the instruction issued by the senate on november 1, 1804 made it his
responsibility to maintain the status quo in the liturgy, and eliminate any rites,
ceremonies, or actions which contravened scripture or the ecclesiastical regulations. he was also to officially visit annually the parishes in his district with the
assistance of the area dean, designated lutheran lay leaders, a governmental representative from st. petersburg, and a notary. there was no formally established
consistory, but the visitation group was to serve as an ad hoc consistory. the in-
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struction directed that in all matters the superintendent general must strictly follow the letter of the 1686 swedish Church law.89
the clergy petitioned the senate for clarification of this whole matter since
now both church and the civil government were claiming to have the right to
rule in church matters. this pitted rheinbott against sahlfeldt who insisted that
the church should be administered by laymen. in order to bring this stalemate to
an end, on January 25, 1805, superintendent general rheinbott issued a petition,
entitled: Entwurf wegen Gründung eines Oberkonsistoriums für die lutherische Kirche
in Russland (Draft for the Establishment of a High Consistory for the Lutheran Church in
Russia), for presentation to minister of Justice lopukhin. rheinbott asked for the
creation of a high Consistory in st. petersburg for the purpose of regulating all
protestant Church affairs in the st. petersburg governmental district and to bring
order to the liturgical disorder in the region.90 lopukhin assigned the matter to
the senate, which subsequently determined that the time for the creation of the
consistory had not yet come. there the matter rested.
superintendent general rheinbott also would be yet one more important
churchman involved in bringing the church to its order and worship. sonntag,
sahlfeldt, rheinbott - these three men would form the core of those who would
be charged with the creation of a new liturgy.
on January 16, 1805 a decree was issued by the College of Justice creating just
such a committee.91 membership included sahlfeldt, sonntag, and rheinbott, and
representatives from of the churches of Courland, livonia, Estonia, and Finland. included among the Finnish representatives were pastor dr. August gottfried Wahl,
consistorial assessor and pastor of the german parish at Vyborg (rus. Выборг) and
dean Adolph penzelius, consistorial assessor and deacon (pastor secundarius) of the
Finnish congregation in the same city. Estonian members included Johann sverdsjö,
first pastor of the church of st. nicolai and consistorial assessor of the city ministerium in tallinn, and Johann Christian Eberhard, pastor at rappel (Est. Rapla). representing Courland were dean Christian georg Wilpert, consistorial advisor and pastor at siuxt (latv. Dzukste), and Enlightenment devotee dean Carl dietrich Wehrt,
pastor at gross-Autz (latv. Lielauce) and the author of the rationalistic 1786 and
1792 Courlandian Agendas. in addition to general superintendent sonntag, livonia
was to be represented by senior pastor Wilhelm August hupel of oberpahlen (Est.
Põltsamaa). When hupel declined to serve because of ill health, he was replaced by
consistorial assessor and dean Johann philipp roth, pastor at Kannapäh (Est. Kane89
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pi). he himself soon resigned because of other responsibilities and family matters.
st. petersburg was represented by superintendent rheinbott, consistory member Johann heinrich Busse, pastor of st. Catherine’s Church, dean Johann georg lampe,
and pastor hieronymus heinrich hamelmann, both of whom served in st. peter’s
Church, and Carl gustav mandelin, the pastor of the Finnish parish.92
the committee gathered at the College of Justice on February 27. Count Buxhöwden also appeared bringing with him a formal protest on behalf of the Courlandian nobility, calling for the preservation of the liturgy and its traditional
ceremonies, and the prohibition of all liturgical innovation. he sought the preservation of the authority of the ministerium of riga and the City council against any
attempts to undercut their rights. the official ukase and the task of the committee
were read aloud to the gathering. it appeared that not everyone present had a
clear understanding of just what duty they were called to perform. the committee was to formulate a new liturgy, not to create new canons for the regulation of
the church. that would be for others to accomplish.
the first meeting of the committee convened in the home of general superintendent rheinbott. subsequent meetings were held in the homes of other members of the committee and st. petersburgian lutheran nobility. there were some
questions concerning the proper protocol, but when these were settled the work
of the committee proceeded.
the first task was to establish the principles by which the work of the committee would be governed. Before this could be determined, the group would need to
decide whether or not in this modern enlightened age one should even speak of
principles of protestant worship. the committee decided that this was not a theological issue but a political one, since the purpose of an agenda for protestants was
the establishment and preservation of civil order, and behind it stood the authority
of the state and the enlightened conscience. From this perspective protestant liturgical worship could only mean the establishment of an order, the form and contents of which would meet the criteria set down by the state and the conscience.
From the first, two personalities dominated the committee and struggled for
supremacy. on one side was sahlfeldt, representing the tsar, his College of Justice,
and the authority of the imperial regime, and of the other sonntag, representing
the enlightened consistorial district of livonia, the only consistory with a theological faculty. in terms of their views these two combatants differed little. they
were, however, of quite different opinions in their understanding about whether it was the state or the individual conscience of enlightened Christians which
should rule the day. As to what theological position should prevail, sahlfeldt
had little competence even to venture an opinion.93 this would have to be left in
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the group’s leading theologian – a man of
such acknowledged intellect, that by the
age of 38 he had already become the most
important ecclesiastical figure in livonia. sonntag had studied philosophy and
theology at leipzig and at the age of 23
had come to riga in 1788 as rector of the
cathedral school. three years later he was
made head pastor of st. James Church
(germ. St. Jakobikirche) and in 1803 became general superintendent for livonia
and vice-president of the livonian high
Consistory.94 no one on the committee
matched his stature and, therefore, his
position regarding the agenda’s theology
was unassailable. like sahlfeldt, he was
the rev. Carl gottlob sonntag,
general superintendent
a committed rationalist and insisted that
of the livonian Church.
the scriptures and the church’s faith and
liturgical worship must be interpreted
and reshaped on the basis of modern thought.
it was the opinion of superintendent sonntag that the committee should not
and could not produce an agenda containing in it rituals and formulas to be used
throughout the Empire in every place. the diversity of the lutheran population and
the lack of any common level of spiritual development in the Empire made this impossible. the primitive religiosity of rural congregations was far inferior to the higher spiritual level of pastors and congregations in the Empire’s major cities, nor was
there any common level of faith-expression, shared by those who were philosophically trained and those who were not. there was no common culture or language
among those whose languages and dialects included german, swedish, Finnish, Estonian (both that of dorpat and that of tallinn), latvian, lithuanian, russian, and
polish. sonntag was careful to say this in as inoffensive way as possible. he stated
rather that, if it were the case that a complete and perfect agenda containing all of
the written forms and rituals needed to meet every expediency could be produced,
it was doubtful that pastors and congregations would want to use it.95
sonntag noted that the liturgical committee had been given an almost impossible task, for they were to face the question how it might be possible to produce
one liturgy for a church, comprising such a diversity of peoples of such widely
varied educational levels, aspirations, and personal view points on matters of
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theology, philosophy, and practical concerns. such a task would be not only formidable, but quite impossible. therefore, the committee determined to give first
attention to the question of the goal and purpose of the protestant liturgy, who
and what it is for, to whose good it is directed, and what was its practical goal.
the committee soon found that in order to successfully grapple with this question it must before all else be determined what is the primary goal of protestant liturgy and worship. All committee members agreed that that purpose is the
moral improvement of the worshiper. they noted that man had moved beyond
the primitive notion that worship could in some way affect the deity. it was now
clear that god needed neither man’s adoration nor his religious activities. he had
no need to be flattered or cajoled, or otherwise moved by man. it was man who
needed to be moved and motivated toward moral improvement. he must come
from worship with his feet firmly planted on the earth, having been shown his
proper place in the moral order and aware of the needs of other for moral growth,
and the need for the establishment of a common humanity of individuals bound
together for common moral action.96
sonntag’s words can best be described as an articulate expression of the spirit
of the age on Enlightenment of which he was child. now it is no longer god but
man who is at the center. god- humanity-religion - these words and others like
them spoke to ideas with which man occupied himself. he gave them meaning
either positive or negative. the world had been turned upside down. religion
was a phenomenon, a proper content of which must be rationally determined.
this was the Kantian age, a new era in which man of Enlightened viewpoint
could evaluate religion and correct it according to enlightened reason. Kant was
an idealist who insisted that notions about god, reverence, and religion can and
must be given positive value in a way not inconsistent with the spirit of the times.
Concerning religion Kant insisted on looking for more than was empirically verifiable; that is to say, man must look beyond the strange activities in which Catholics and protestants engage on sunday morning, as well as the particular and
unique worship practices of the other world religions. he stated that one must
look beyond these often obscure and esoteric rites, which are couched in archaic
language and doleful music and the preaching of obscured or outmoded notions
of god and man, and see behind them all a positive purpose. the purpose of religion, Kant stated, must be to direct the human will in a moral direction and to
conformity with the universal commandments of god. Worship must be ordered
so as to best serve this noble purpose of religion.97
Kant’s philosophy quickly achieved great popularity among children of the Enlightenment who were still convinced that there was some high and noble purpose
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in the Christian religion. now they could be both enlightened and Christians also
in a new sense. Kant had done for them what in earlier ages had been accomplished
by such theological giants as Albertus magnus and thomas Aquinas. he had reordered Christianity according to the new thinking. Although awkward questions
might be asked concerning the connection between this new Christianity and the
old Christianity, between the new god of the philosophers and the old god of the
scriptures, men of the new age could feel proud that they were indeed new men,
thoroughly committed to the new learning, intellectually respectable in every way,
and yet also bearers of a noble tradition. in short, they were men of faith. the new
age was, of course, very different from the old; man had come of age and this was
the age of reason, an age which concentrated its attention on man rather than god.
men of the new age are concerned with man, the proper use of his will, his moral
improvement for the benefit not just of himself and his immediate companions,
but for all mankind. it was the same spirit which inspired Johann Wolfgang von
goethe and gave rise to Friedrich schiller’s monumental Ode to Joy, (An die Freude)
with its stirring sentiment “All men are Brothers” (“Alle Menschen werden Brüder”)
and Beethoven’s ninth symphony which is built upon it.
What might be the place of worship in this modern age? Worship as traditionally defined as “Gottesdienst” - god serving his people and his people responding
with joyful confession - no longer fit. modern man could no longer be defined
as homo adorans. the old liturgies could no longer attract the new men, the intelligentsia of the protestant communities in riga, dorpat, tallinn, st. petersburg,
and elsewhere. therefore, sonntag and the committee insisted that worship must
now be reconstructed, so that it might have some meaningful purpose for the
new man. the livonian Church leaders had already come to some partial understanding of this by the middle of the eighteenth century. since that time, as sonntag himself noted, there had been endless tinkering with the church’s liturgy, all
of it undertaken by well intentioned scholars and pastors who wanted to bring
hymns, sermons, and worship more into line with the indisputable philosophical
advances of the age. Jesus himself had recognized that the sabbath was made for
man, and not man for the sabbath. liturgical worship was made for man, not
man for liturgical service. the old services no longer fulfilled any real purpose
for intellectuals whose numbers were spreading rapidly, and, therefore, religion
and worship must be made to accommodate themselves, lest religion be forever
mired in discredited formulations and unhelpful preoccupation with heaven and
morbid introspection.98
sonntag also recognized that there were those in the church who still thought
in the old patterns and who were doggedly determined to maintain the obscure
98
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dogmatic and liturgical despotism of the old creedal and confessional Christianity. such men could not be simply written off and read out of the church. they
would need to be guided to take a tolerant attitude toward the new faith and the
new worship and espouse an attitude of conciliation, that is, they must be willing to adopt an attitude of mutual acceptance which would require no man to
contradict the dictates of his conscience. Quite clearly, the enlightened would be
willing to tolerate the unenlightened; now the unenlightened must reciprocate
and accept these brothers who advocated new learning and new ways.
Concerning ceremonies some on the committee declared that there was too
much ceremony in the liturgy. others stated that there was not enough. Both
sides agreed that the question of ceremonies was an important one. in the new
age many were adopting forms of mysticism, by which they thought they could
leave the sensible world completely behind and rise above it to the sphere of
complete abstraction. All realized this was, of course, clearly impossible. Even the
highest and the holiest of things need an appearance and voice in which to cloth
themselves so that they are discernable. Even those who pride themselves on
their ability to think in the abstract still delight in music, the theater, plastic arts,
and costume. Ceremony could not be completely eliminated. Accordingly, the
committee stated that ceremonies could have a positive value, but it would still
need to determine what ceremonies best served the protestant community and,
more specifically, it would need to be decided whether, or to what extent, the old
ceremonies still had positive value. in the opinion of superintendent sonntag, the
sign of the cross was a case in point. some suggested that it was no longer of any
value for a variety of reasons. some deny the significance of the cross altogether
and along with it denied the significance of the death of Jesus which it called to
mind. some would even further question whether there was any place for Jesus
in the new Christianity. sonntag himself insisted that he loved the cross and that
the death of Christ was still meaningful. he noted that death is never far from
any man, and the death of Jesus could provide a point of meaningful connection
when a father or mother, or friend had passed away. therefore, he insisted that
the cross must remain and stated that he never would be ashamed of it.99
some on the committee advocated the introduction of new ceremonies from
other Christian confessions, from the theater, from daily life, and other sources.
sonntag stated that this was nonsense. it would make the church look like a theater or a masquerade party. it certainly would not attract the intelligentsia, for if
they wanted colorful entertainment, they would go to the theater. Furthermore,
those who had come to enjoy the esthetics of a high mass, would certainly be
put off when the preacher entered a pulpit to deliver a sermon which made no
99
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sense to them. he noted that pious farmers, who are most earnest about their
religion and have no sense of artistic maturity, would surely reject such outwardness and label those who perform it as comics and actors. he warned that
it was not the goal of protestantism to fascinate or entertain but rather to inform
the mind and spirit.100 What was most central in the liturgy, he stated, is the delivery of a sermon in a voice appropriate to the seriousness of its subject matter,
since it is the voice properly used (germ. Kanzeltone), which is best able to move
the hearts and minds of the people. here sonntag seems to have forgotten that
people would be quick to label preachers who use the dramatic style of preaching as actors and artists.
sonntag and the liturgical committee determined that more important than
outward pomp are silence, attention, solemnity, devotion, and participation.
they decided that more attention should be given to the importance of hymns.
music is the fastest way to the mind and heart of man, but, the committee also
noted, the inclusion of music would create some dangers. What is chosen to be
sung and played must be appropriate to the seriousness of the occasion and the
overall purpose of the liturgical service. those hymns could be described as “suitable” which serve the purpose of the occasion in which they are used. the pastor must be judicious in his selection of hymns, as Christoph Friedrich neander
wisely insisted. those hymns which were selected must be “good” (germ. Ein
gutes Danklied), in the sense suitable, as neander stated in his 1786 Courlandian
draft Church order.101
it was clear that the committee had no intention of producing an agenda or
formulary of public worship and pastoral acts which in any way resembled what
the lutheran Churches had traditionally used. that tradition, which had largely
been a part of the heritage of the church’s early years, was clearly inappropriate
in the present age. the previous generation had in some measure recognized
this by selectively deleting, adding, or otherwise altering the hymns and worship forms they used. the old church Collects had mostly been abandoned; the
introits and graduals had been dropped; alternative pericopal systems had been
produced – all in an attempt to speak relevantly to a generation which knew
little of the old faith which had produced them. many far sided pastors had
already for several decades been editing the old order by selective eliminations,
additions, and other changes.
the committee finally decided that the old service needed to be eliminated
completely. they knew that they had a formidable task before them, for it was
by no means clear by what the old service should be replaced. lutheranism in
russian Empire incorporated ethnic groups and cultural traditions, which had
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little in common. they spoke many different languages and were heirs of liturgical traditions which the people had brought with them from saxony, prussia,
sweden, riga, hamburg, and elsewhere. in the previous century many immigrants had came to the Volga river valley and elsewhere by imperial invitation
and this only served to further complicate the situation. indeed, all they had in
common, was the subservience which they together with all russians owed to
the tsar. how could the committee produce one order of worship which would
bind all these people together? if this task seemed impossible to fulfill, it was
made even more difficult by the conflict, which had arisen between old lutheranism and the religion of the Enlightenment. people of german and other European background were not like Englishmen who were able to agree to use the
same words, while allowing each to put whatever meaning he would to them.
the enlightened folk of livonia and st. petersburg were not of a mind to use a
liturgy, prayers, and hymns which confessed a faith which they found demeaning and perhaps even repugnant. the committee knew that it was this conflict
between the old and the new which would make the formulation of an agenda
of the older type impossible.
the committee decided that its task would be best fulfilled by supplying a
general directory or set of regulations for the conduct of congregational religious
exercises. the directory would consist chiefly of hymns and prayers together with
model prayers and suggestions for occasional services, such as the lord’s supper,
Baptism, Confirmation, etc. more specific regulations would need to come from
the consistories properly guided by the committee experts.
tensions arose within the committee over specifics. sonntag questioned
whether the Apostles’ Creed ought to be singled out as the best summary of the
Christian faith, to which sponsors in holy Baptism were to make their pledge. his
own feelings in this matter he made clear by stating that this symbol was “falsely
named.” regardless of sonntag’s opinion on the matter the committee decided
that the Apostles’ Creed would remain. A further cause of tension was the personal rival between sonntag, the professional man of the church, and sahlfeldt,
the pragmatist whose real interest in the matter was only to insure himself a fittingly prosperous career in the service of tsar. sahlfeldt sought strict governmental control of all church affairs, including worship, according to the principle of the
Enlightenment. sonntag was just as much committed to humanistic and rationalistic philosophy as was sahlfeldt, but he wanted to keep the church independent
of any strict state control. once again sonntag failed to carry the day. the agenda
happily announced that the church was ever and always in the service of the tsar.
sonntag and sahlfeldt did, however, stand together in their realization that the
lutheran Church, although always dominated by a certain germanic spirit, was
indeed very diverse, and had by this time taken upon itself not only a certain
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flavor from the peoples among whom it was found, but had come to be identified
closely with these ethnic groups.102
From February 27 to march 10 the committee busied itself working to complete its task. during these days regulations and prayers were prepared. Among
them was a pulpit prayer by sonntag which runs more than six pages in length.
rheinbott provided an alternative pulpit prayer, much shorter, running only two
pages in length and, in addition, he provided a separate altar prayer. the committee labored under difficult circumstances. they had to contend with a difficult assignment, the seeming impossibility of which has already been noted.
in addition the delegates from the provinces were required to pay all their own
expenses for bed and board, as well as travel. on march 10 the completed work
of the committee was put into the hands of the College of Justice with an expression of the committee’s great relief that their work was now completed.103 the
signature of dr. rheinbott is missing but this does not appear to have been the
result of tensions between him and his colleagues. it is more likely that it was
an expression of his disagreement with some of the actions that the College of
Justice took over against the committee and its products. the committee did not
immediately leave. they felt it was important to remain on hand and a fourteen
day extension was granted them. they returned to their homes before the end of
march to prepare for Easter day, while the College of Justice continued its review
of their work.
in his work of editing sahlfeldt took it upon himself to arbitrarily correct the
committee’s work according to his own religious notions. he was not a theologian, and sonntag responded in print in order to indicate his great displeasure
over sahlfeldt’s textual changes. sahlfeldt had taken it upon himself not only to
streamline the liturgical directives, but to prune the prayers as well.104 this sonntag regarded as intolerable. his protests, however, were in vain, and on may 31
the edited text was handed over to the tsar, who subsequently approved.105
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2 . 2 t h e 1 8 0 5 imp e ri al li tu rgi c al direc t iv es
the fruit of the commission’s work
was the publication in st. petersburg of
the 1805 liturgical directives, entitled:
Von Sr. Kaiserlichen Majestät allerhöchst
bestätigte Allgemeine Liturgische Verordnung für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche (His Imperial Majesty’s General Liturgical Regulation
for Evangelical-Lutheran Congregations
in the Russian Empire). the directives
were to be imposed upon all lutherans
everywhere in vast russian Empire. the
committee, procurator sahlfeldt, and
the College of Justice thought that it was
a great accomplishment. now all lutherans in the Empire would be united
under a single liturgy.
the first section of the book consisted
in the general rubrics for “ordinary”
(germ. ordentlichen) church services,
such as the divine service on sundays
1805 imperial liturgical directives.
and feast days, the role of hymnody in
the worship, specific formulas for altar
and church prayers, shorter prayers, regulations concerning the praying of the
our Father, and preaching - texts, themes, delivery, the goal and length of sermons, as well as the goal and form of catechization. the second part deals with
so-called “extraordinary” (germ. ausserordentlichen) services – Baptism along
with an explanation of its purpose, goal, and form, Confirmation and First Communion, their place in the life of the church, and the rite itself, the purpose of the
lord’s supper, the place of the Words of institution and the form of the service
of Communion and Confession, rites and formulas of marriage, general instruction concerning Burial, the ordination and installation of pastors along with the
ordination formula, the dedication of the Church and places of public devotions,
including helps and hindrances.
the liturgical directives were published by the authority of the College of Justice and signed by heinrich Baron von Korff, president, peter von Friccius, vicepresident, Alexander le Febure, member of the Council of the College, Johann
Wilke, Court Councilor (germ. hofrath), College of Justice Assessor Johann hör-
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schelmann, procurator sahlfeldt, and
von riesemann, College Assessor and
secretary. Attesting the document were
the members of the committee pastors
Johann heinrich Busse, Johann Christian Eberhard, and hieronymus heinrich hamelmann, dean Johann georg
lampe, pastors Carl gustav mandelin
and Adolph penzelius, general superintendent Carl gottlob sonntag, pastors
Johahn sverdsjö and August gottfried
Wahl, and deans Carl dietrich Wehrt
and Christian georg Wilpert, representing lutheran Churches of st. petersburg region, livonia, Estonia, and Courland.106
the introduction made it clear that
the work was written from a rationalistic point of view. Article 1 stated: “the
protestant Church has no other purArticle i on the nature of purpose
pose than to help its members to reach
of the Church in the imperial liturgical
the highest level of morality and satisdirectives of 1805.
faction consistent with the present day
religious and moral circumstances and
needs of the community. And to that end it recognizes no other effective means
than the right use of the Bible and human reason.”107 According to this definition,
the church is seen as one of many earthly associations organized by men to accomplish some high moral or ethical purpose. the church differs from other such
organizations in the Empire chiefly in that it invokes divine sanction to justify its
purpose and operation. the church is to be guided by the scriptures and reason.
this is understood to mean that the scriptures are to be interpreted according to
human reason, for nowhere is the scripture declared to be the decisive or final
voice in matters of faith and morals. nothing is said about the divine creation
of the church or of the work of the holy trinity in preserving and extending it.
neither the doctrine of the gospel nor the administration of the sacraments are
spoken of as constitutive of the church; they are rather described as activities of
the church, traditional customs which it chooses to observe.
106
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According to the document, the chief instrument of the church in providing moral and spiritual leadership for its people is the worship service. the ministry is primarily an office of teaching which must be developed in such a way as to maximize
the fulfillment of the purposes for which the church has been created. For the proper
design of this worship service it is not possible to look either to Jesus Christ, or to his
apostles for guidance in the selection of a particular outward form. neither they nor
the ancient church provide such a prescribed form, nor do luther and the founders
of protestantism provide such liturgical directives. Every land and age must determine for itself the substance and the form of its worship. luther and others proclaimed this with the loud and determined voices. it is obvious that there must be an
agreed norm for public worship. the state requires it, pastoral leadership depends
on it, and congregations need it. the provision for such services is the responsibility
of the territorial consistories. they must determine the appropriate form of worship
consistent with the religious consciences of the people, the general level of enlightenment in the community, and the requirements of conscience. particular attention
must be paid to the proper guidance of the weak, who are resistant to innovation,
so that they will be properly encouraged to move forward in their understanding.108
the real spirit of this liturgy is expressed in the following statement concerning the lord’s supper:
“the goal of the lord’s supper is the reverent and thankful remembrance
of Jesus Christ, the festal acknowledgement of the truth of his teaching and the
binding force of his precepts, the final appropriation of the benefits of his religion
and all this for the purpose of a constantly forward moving Christian ennoblement of mind and way of life, and for the comforting of the souls individually and
together through these.”109
it is doubtful that the authors wished to suggest that the fruits of Christ’s
death are communicated through his body and blood to those who eat and drink
in his supper. they would rather say that what is given to the communicants is a
stronger sense of the moral excellence and strong resolve of their lord, who was
willing to go to his painful death rather than betray his principles.
this articulates clearly the spirit of an age which sought to provide a place for
religion in a world quite divorced from that of Biblical times and for which even
the reformation was ancient history. the authors understood that it had always
been a tradition for Christians to gather on the lord’s day to form a social community united around the moral teachings of Jesus and the desire to attain to
them. the purpose of that gathering was and is to remember him, to affirm the
supreme value of his teachings for the upbuilding of all the members, and the
108
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comfort and reassurance of those who have chosen to follow this path. no reference is made to either the body and blood of the lord or the forgiveness of sins.
According to sonntag, the particular task set before the committee was to take
into consideration the great diversity of peoples, languages, and ethnic traditions
which comprised the lutheran Church in russia and to formulate only such directives as would be necessary for the fulfillment of the worship task. the book
produced by the committee included directives which would be helpful to all
pastors in their pursuit of the task of ordering the preaching event and the prayers before and after the sermon, as well as necessary directives concerning for the
conduct of such special rituals as the lord’ supper, Baptism, Confirmation, and
the Burial of the dead. the formulation of further directions would be left to the
consistories which should be guided by the spirit of the committee’s work.110
pastors are expected to follow the 1805 liturgical directives and the prescriptions
of the consistories. Concerning the observance of fasts and prayer services and sermons during the week, pastors must make their determinations after consulting
with representatives of the congregation and approval must be secured from the
territorial consistory. it is understood that no general regulations can be issued
concerning the hour of worship in rural areas, but it should be noted that services
should be held in a time convenient to the congregation and not too late in the day.
service begins with a hymn which has been chosen to uplift and inspire the
people in faith, hope, and love, that is to say, the universal spirit of Christianity.
the hymn also ought to be chosen with consideration given to the special goal of
this particular celebration and festival, as well as the content of the sermon which
will follow later in the service.
Where congregations are accustomed to singing particular hymns every sunday or on certain festivals, the pastor should not arbitrarily alter this practice.
there should be two hymns before the sermon and after the sermon a short hymn,
or a few stanzas of a hymn, is sufficient. if it is a practice that a greater number of
hymns is sung, this practice need not be arbitrarily abolished immediately. if the
pastor wishes to do so, he may intersperse his sermon with some hymn stanzas.111
After the first hymn the pastor stands before the altar and prays the opening prayer. this prayer was composed by commission member Johann heinrich
Busse, pastor of Catherine’s Church in st. petersburg.112 it is designed to draw
attention to the purpose of the gathering, to collect some of the leading thoughts
of the service, and to raise the hearts to god that the worshipers may be inspired
to emulate the religious and moral insights of the human nature of Jesus Christ.
it seeks to remind them of the goal of this gathering, namely to come together for
110
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rest and refreshment from earthly labors and sorrows, and to receive instruction
which will give them understanding and ennoble their hearts to move toward the
transcendent goals to which they are called. Worshipers are reminded that this
will be accomplished through devotion to god’s mighty Word and its application
to life on earth. they should remember that all life has come from god and to hold
with certainty the hope of a future eternal life which will come to believers in Jesus
Christ because of his resurrection. Each worshiper must be put in mind that in his
own station of life he has been called by god to live through Jesus Christ as a child
of god, to do good in his calling, and in all things to bear witness that he is a child
of god. Finally, worshipers will need to be reminded that Christians are not without failings and sins, and that they must ask god to take note of their true sorrow
and their pledge that in the future they will turn away from evil and do only good
and bring that good to completion. Furthermore, this prayer must lead the worshipers to consider that service to god is not by mouth and hand alone, but it is as
well the service of pure heart that god requires. therefore, the preacher asks that
all present might be comforted, strengthened, and uplifted, and that all might be
filled with god’s Word and learn what god has done for them, and in the spirit of
his worthiness to ask for god’s blessing.113 it is not noted whether the pastor faces
the altar or faced the people during this prayer. to face the people would not be
inappropriate, since this prayer is a miniature sermon addressed to the people. it is
pedantic and seems to have as its purpose not only the instruction of the people on
intellectual level, but to shame them for their failure to fulfill their responsibilities.
Attempting to move beyond law and gospel it has turned the gospel into a law
and in this respect clearly shows the influence of pietism on the later rationalism.
this opening prayer should not be a prayer of Confession because the constant
use of such prayer weakens its force and adds nothing to the solemnity of the lord’s
supper. some rural communities, however, still cling to this prayer, and here the
pastor must exercise care by beginning to more and more substitute in place of it
some other prayer until the Confession is dropped altogether from this place.114
the usual practice of reading from the scripture from the altar continues. this
reading is not necessarily to be the Epistle or the gospel of the day; it can be a text
related to the festival or the sermon, or selected passages. readings which are irrelevant ought gradually to be laid aside. A hymn should precede the sermon and
a shorter one should be sung at its conclusion.
the sermon is to be directed to man’s moral nature and encourage him as much
as possible to fulfill his responsibilities. it should put the example of Jesus Christ
and biblical injections that the hearers might seek an enlightened understanding,
a transformed will, and a peaceful and joyful disposition. in addition to the usual
113
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Epistles and gospels of the various series, consistories will annually issue preaching texts. on special occasions preachers may choose their own texts, keeping in
mind, however, that they are accountable to the consistory for their choices. the
preacher is encouraged also to include in his sermon appropriate hymn verses and
proverbs of a moral nature to illuminate his message. nothing should be included
in the sermon which will in any way detracts from its purpose of moral edification or which would undermine the state and civil authorities. in normal circumstances the sermon not ought to exceed 45 minutes, but it should always be at least
30 minutes in length. Catechization should not exceed 30 minutes.115
serious attention must be given to catechization. in those cities where it is
already in place, it must be continued and brought up-to-date. the practice also
should be introduced in the smaller cities. in rural parishes catechization is to be
introduced and maintained, excepting when there is Communion or when bad
weather hinders. in those places where there is a special catechization service
early on sunday morning, this should be replaced by making catechization a part
of the regular service. the catechization takes place after the sermon and should
also involve not only the children but the more mature young people and adults
who are already confirmed. it is expected that school supervisors and teachers
should participate in this catechization. the catechization should seek to teach in
simple terms the message of the sermon and its application. Consistories are to
provide tools and materials to assist in this. the purpose of catechization is the
edification of the individual hearers.116
then follows a short hymn or hymn stanzas and the prayer of the Church. this
is to be prayed from the pulpit. this prayer is to consider all the needs of mankind and especially the congregation and lift the people to zealousness in duty,
fraternal sharing, and joyful submission to the will of god. here there are no distinctions according to birth, estate, age, and accomplishment, for all as Christians
stand before god shorn of such distinctions. prayers are included for the spiritual
welfare of mankind, the propagation of true Christianity, public education, institutions of mercy, as well as the tsar, his household, his ministers, provincial and
local officials, merchants, tradesmen, farmers, and the like.
the model prayer which sonntag prepared for inclusion in the liturgical directives
is over six pages long.117 it begins with a thanksgiving and provides an opportunity
for the pastor to reiterate the main point of his sermon. at great length it calls upon
god to bless the Empire and its inhabitants and every member of the royal household
in particular, including tsar Alexander i, his unnamed wife, his unnamed mother,
grand duke Constantine and his wife, grand dukes nicholas, michael and Alexan115
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der, grand duchess maria and her spouse, as well as grand duchesses Catherine
and Anna. Blessings are asked upon laborers, farmers, fields, artisans, households,
children and adults, the poor, the cast off, widows and orphans, the elderly, the weak
and the afflicted, and those for whom the death bell has tolled. in short, there are few
who have escaped particular attention in this prayer. it is indeed an expression of
the writer’s humanistic impulses. this prayer is not only for all sorts and conditions
of man, but it can be prayed by all sorts and conditions of enlightened pastors in all
sorts of situations. Although formally addressed to god, it is in fact an exhortation
addressed to the worshipers, that they may not falter in doing their duty, in fulfilling
their responsibility, in being thankful that they have such a good life, and in showing
brotherly affection towards others. the hearts of the enlightened would doubtless be
warmed by the great concern shown for those who suffer in so many different ways.
A second and much shorter prayer is provided as an alternative.118 materials for these
prayers were supplied by rheinbott. the form of the second prayer was prepared by
pastor Busse of st. Catherine’s Church in st. petersburg.119
the pastor is to see to it that such intercessions as his members submit for
inclusion are indeed worthy. they ought to be worded in general terms. special
intercessions should be restricted to members of the congregation and the practice of mentioning members of other congregations in intercessions should cease.
Finally, the people ought not idly and quietly to wait upon god, but instead they
should be zealous in their own activities and in the fulfillment of their duties.
only the most important matters should be announced from the pulpit, because
lest important announcements can be posted on the church door and the police
and the court authorities have other means for publishing their announcements.
Whatever announcements need to be read, should be read by the sacristan and or
a schoolmaster from a lectern set up in the chancel. of course, imperial decrees and
important announcements from the highest governmental authorities are to be read
from the pulpit, as well as any announcements which the consistories with governmental agreement want to have read annually. these too should be read publicly.
the lord’s prayer is used only once, in response to complaints from rationalists and reformed alike that the lutherans prayed the our Father far too often.
Finally, the public service should end with a short prayer from the altar which
again notes the theme of the day or the content of the sermon. it is to be followed
by the Benediction. if the congregation finds it to be edifying, the so-called “mosaic Formula” (germ. Mosaische Formel) in paraphrase may be used together with
a sign of the cross since it is a common outward sign of Christendom. the blessing is followed by a concluding hymn stanza.120
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notice is given that for the sake of public devotion punishment stocks should
be removed from the church yard and placed outside the walls. during the sermon and catechization no disruptive noises or disruptive behavior are to be tolerated and the police and magistrates are to see to it that this important regulation
is enforced. no unseemly behavior is to be permitted and no disturbances are
allowed. it is, of course, impossible to prevent disruptions caused by small children but when this situation arises immediate steps should be taken to correct it.
Church doors are to be kept closed during sermons and catechization, and the
offering is to be received during the singing of the hymn and never during the
sermon. Consistories are to see to it that appropriate and proper hymnals which
will elevate the cultural level of the congregation and help to eliminate superstition and immorality, will be used, so that a pure, active, and blessed Christian
atmosphere prevails. Congregational officers and teachers are to assist the pastor
in teaching the young people to sing.121
the lord’s supper is reserved for special occasions. At the beginning of the
service the pastor prays the our Father facing the people and then still facing
them he takes the paten on which the altar breads have been laid and making the
sign of the cross over them, while reciting the Bread-Words from 1 Corinthians
11:23-24. he then takes the cup and makes the sign of the cross over it and says
the Cup-Words from 1 Corinthians 11:25. there is no mention of a preface or
Sanctus before this or the Pax Domini and Agnus Dei after it. the recitation of the
Words of Christ are not understood to be a consecration, but rather a solemn reminder of the historical context in which this supper was first instituted by their
teacher and guide. the use of the sign of the cross simply indicates that the bread
and wine have a special religious significance. the bread is different from other
bread because now it represents a reminder of the lord and the communicant’s
solemn intention to improve his life, both inwardly and outwardly to be like that
of Jesus. the administration follows immediately. the consecrated elements are
distributed with the words: “‘take and eat!’ our lord Jesus Christ said, ‘this is
my body which is given for you. do this for the remembrance of me’,” “‘take
and drink!’ our lord Jesus Christ said, ‘this is the cup of the new testament
in my blood which is shed for you. do this in remembrance of me’.”122 it is not
said whether the communicant is kneeling, standing, or sitting. one is not told
whether or not enlightened pastors and their parishioners would approve of such
an act of kneeling before the bread and wine. the congregation is performing an
act by which it recalls or remembers Jesus by following his commandment to eat
and drink, but no forgiveness is conveyed through act or through the elements.
the quotation of Christ’s Words omit any reference to forgiveness. here the re121
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ception of the lord’s supper is an act of human obedience, done in response to
a command for the purpose of remembering Jesus’ noble death. to the rationalists the act of Communion is an act of identification with Jesus and his cause and
commitment to it.
nothing further is said about the service, except that after the communicants
have returned to their seats there should be a short admonition, a short Bible text
or a well-known hymn from the hymnal.
this short directory is followed by one more restatement that Communion is
and act of a moral-experiential nature. it is not the bread and contents of the cup
which matter most; greater stress is placed on earnest and adequate preparation
than on the act of Communion itself. the focal point is the personal commitment
signified by eating and drinking. those who come with the high moral purpose
of personal improvement are those who come away from the altar richly blessed.
Closely tied to the lord’s supper is Confession. A special service of general
Confession is to be held to clearly mark out the need for moral improvement. Either
on the day of Communion or on the day before the pastor should stand at the altar
before the assembled penitents and deliver a preparatory address in which he particularly points out that the single purpose of the lord’s supper is the improvement
of proper Christian activity of the beneficial nature. such is possible only through
the forgiveness of sins, sin being described as behavior that is deficient in moral excellence. in order that the character and activity of the penitents may be improved
this sin must be forgiven. A variety of confessional formulas are needed because
not all congregations have attained the same level of moral awakening. the pastor must be able to decide the particular form that Confession must take in his
congregation. For this reason no prayer of Confession is included and in place the
Absolution the minister declares grace of god to the congregation and encourages
their spiritual improvement in the name of triune god. “on the condition that you
have truly good convictions and intentions i assure you of the grace of god and the
help of his spirit for your improvement in the name of the Father, and of the son,
and of the holy spirit.”123 After this “Absolution” he is to earnestly admonish the
people to use the lord’s supper worthily. Forgiveness is never mentioned. What
is most needed is not forgiveness for the past but improvement in the future. here
Confession and Absolution are redefined. new wine is put into old wine skins – the
forgiveness of sins does not confess sins and the Absolution forgives nothing. sin is
now moral deficiency, and grace is the assurance that god’s spirit will help you to
do better. What is sought and given is moral improvement. Confession of sins takes
on a whole new meaning. those who are willing to acknowledge moral lapses,
deficiencies, and failures, indeed to sincerely regretted them and earnestly desire to
123
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do better are promised the “grace of god;” that is, the Father, son, and holy spirit
will help them to do better.
it some rural areas it has been the practice to hold a separate service of morning
prayer. Where this practice continues, the prayers must be judiciously chosen by
the pastor himself. this matter should not be left to the schoolmaster or sacristan.
there is no need that the altar be used in such services, but the simple service should
consist in familiar prayers and hymns, hymn stanzas and prayers of blessing. 124
Baptism is also viewed “from the bottom up.” the goal of it is the acceptance of
the rights and duties of a Christian. infants are baptized as an introduction to a life
guided by the teaching and example of Jesus. Every Baptism begins with a short
speech or prayer concerning the truths of Baptism, so that the parents will take them
to heart. the pastor marks the child with the cross and repeats the words of matthew 28:20, along with the words of Jesus in which he says that little children should
be brought to him. no mention is made about newness of life and the forgiveness of
sins. Baptism is understood to be man’s act, not god’s. the traditional abnegation of
the devil is omitted since he has no place in the rationalist worldview.125
Confirmation is depicted as the ceremonial moral blessing of young people
coming to maturity. it is a confirmation of the religious consciousness of the confirmands. “i consecrate you to mature manhood in the name of god the Father,
etc., in the name of Jesus whose teaching and example stands always before your
eyes, etc., and in the name of the holy spirit, the spirit of truth who always comforts, increases, and blesses you in faith, hope, and love.”126 the confirmands are
invited to join with the congregation in marking the death of Christ in the lord’s
supper, a phrase which is somewhat confusing as it stands.127
the wedding service proposes to lay upon the heart of the bridal couple the
importance of their new relationship and its responsibilities. the minister calls
himself “the minister of religion” and blesses them in the name of the Father,
son, and the holy spirit, although in parentheses the following formula is also
offered: “in the name of he who is omnipotent and omnipresent …,” perhaps to
mollify enlightened couples who do not acknowledge the trinity or who otherwise prefer that the name of god not be mentioned.128
At burial the pastor is to speak a short prayer and give a blessing. the moral
significance of the ceremony is expressed by casting earth upon the coffin. in the
sermon the pastor must attain to the goal of his high calling to instruct, to comfort, and by his moral power to stir up his hearers. the existence of heaven and
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hell is neither confesses nor denied. As befits rationalism, what is most important
is that the survivors and mourners should be comforted and morally uplifted.
in observing these regulations in the spirit of proper Christian simplicity and
with the right moral spirit the pastor will display that high moral earnestness
and warmth of heart with which he performs all his ministerial duties, moving
people in spirit and heart to exercise themselves in a zealous improvement for
the benefit and fuller happiness of all mankind and virtuous achievements. the
clergy represent not only god, but also an even more they represent the tsar and
his imperial government, and that requires of him that he be a serious man, a man
of high moral purpose and earnestness.129
From the standpoint of the traditional faith, it would be hard to imagine a more
impoverished liturgy. it inherited from the pietist era a great sense of self-importance and solemnity, but none of that earlier era’s conviction of deep spiritual need
and reverence. the assembled are no longer the people of god (Λαος Θεου) in the
ancient sense, but simply auditors who have come to hear a lecture in the context
of a program which makes use of “public worship” to present moral lessons. not
only the ceremonies but the very form of the Missa Catechumenorum and Missa
Fidelium are gone, and ancient ceremony has been replaced by the ceremoniousness of the new rationalist age – always solemn, always serious, always dark and
ponderous. in the service only the sign of the cross is left. sonntag had said that
he was not ashamed of it, but now its only purpose is to mark out the bread and
wine which will be eaten and drunk, and to set apart those to whom the promise
of god has been given that he will help them to do better. the liturgy of the lord’s
supper is no longer a banquet, but only a sandwich with no meat in it. so too the
rituals associated with Baptism, Confirmation, marriage, and Burial now become
occasions for moral exhortation. the names are old but the content is new.
the liturgical directives bear witness to the impoverished spiritual condition in the enlightened churches. Church leaders believed that the church’s only
chance for survival lay in the casting aside outmoded doctrines and rituals and
the introduction of practices more closely attuned to the rationalistic spirit of the
age. the book can be described as the high water mark of ecclesiastical rationalism and Enlightenment in russia and its Baltic provinces.
the work on the agenda was now completed. in order to make sure that its
introduction would be successful, the College of Justice secured the tsar’s signature to it. this would make the use of the agenda a matter of law.
sonntag and other neologists on the committee thought that the work would
be successful because it so cleverly and effectively joined together the old with the
new and made the old a vehicle for the new. he regretted that sahlfeldt had found it
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necessary to alter the material upon which the committee had agreed. he had used
his authority as the representative of the College of Justice to make changes in the
prayer of the Church and other materials the committee had prepared. it was his
opinion that these changes were an insult to the committee and in no way improved
the work. in general, however, he was pleased with the “agenda” and stated that the
church and society would profit greatly from it. some might dare to claim that the
committee had gone too far. this, of course, was nonsense. they had done nothing
new, nothing about which any pastor or parish could complain. on the other hand,
others might assert that the committee had not gone far enough but should have
given the church something entirely new. sonntag needed to remind his readers
that this was not the assignment which the tsar had given the committee, nor did
they think it proper to turn their back on the past and present something which
might prove to be offensive to many. their goal was simply to recast the old, so as
to heighten the awareness of the worshipers to the need for a sense of unity among
men, a unity which would bind them altogether in a brotherhood which served god
by being of service to others. no thinking man could take a stand against this noble
purpose or insist that it required the destruction of old liturgies and their replacement with liturgies which were entirely new. sonntag stated his conviction that this
liturgy would prove useful until its service was no longer required. When that time
would come, he noted, it was impossible to say. For the present this order could and
would stand, and would prove to be of great benefit to mankind and the church, to
the glory of god, and for the coming at last of his kingdom.130
the work proved to be very destructive to the liturgical life of the lutheran
Church. if the aim was to create public worship which eschewed ancient symbols
and meanings and turned traditional acts into occasions for discourses on morality, it certainly succeeded in doing so. however, it cannot be said that the people
became more moral or even remained as moral as they had been under the old
order. the old morality had been a fruit of Christian faith and the old immorality
had been the practical denial of that faith. now the old faith was gone and the
whole notion of morality had lost its anchor. As Kant had said, man had to look
within himself. Unfortunately, the moral imperative had its center in man, and
man simply could not carry that weight. Clearly, there was no longer any single
liturgy. there was little in the liturgical directives excepting statements about
what ought to be done and little about how to do it, excepting that the prayers
for the tsar must follow the stated form verbatim. Consequently, faithful pastors would order their services in as traditional manner as possible. some might
indeed continue to make use of the old agendas in addition to the committee’s
work. Evidence of this can be seen from the preface to the Finnish translation of
130
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the 1832 russian imperial Agenda. it stated that the 1694 Finnish handbook remained in use and its provisions had never been rescinded.131 others either threw
the old books away or put them on some back shelf and strove to come up with
something new. While some pastors continue to pray the Collects, other’s cast
them aside or rewrote them. in some places the Epistles were no longer read, the
sign of the cross was abandoned along with the exorcism. it would not be out of
the ordinary to find a service which consisted of little more than a hymn, a sermon, which concluded with a prayer and Benediction and then a closing hymn.
Even the lord’s supper was reduced to a bare minimum in many places.
sonntag and sahlfeldt were convinced that what they have done was for the
good of the church. While decrying the despotism of earlier eras, they themselves
instituted a new kind of despotism, the despotism of the Enlightenment and
rationalism. it was not only the old forms that were cast aside but the faith which
the old forms had proclaimed and celebrated, was rejected as well. there was little left of Biblical Christianity. it had been replaced by a new religion which might
call itself Christian but was Christian in name only. it was now a man centered
religion which put its faith in man’s upward progress. it believed fervently in
god but reduced him to the role of helper and guide. it paved the way for an age
in which philosophers would proclaim that all theology is anthropology, the age
of ludwig Andreas Feuerbach, Auguste Comte, Friedrich Engels, and Karl marx.
the age of faith gave way to the new age of ideology, the era of the Enlightenment
and blind faith in human progress.
some however, could see that what the new book offered was a mockery of
religion. it did not honor the traditional forms but ridiculed them and emptied
them of any spiritual content. Among the nobility many complained the new
book had completely destroyed any possibility of the unanimity in worship for
which the committee had been organized. particularly critical of the enlightened
despots was Count Buxhöwden, who with his aristocratic associates in Courland
and livonia, had issued the original complaint to the College of Justice about
arbitrary liturgical changes. After studying the work carefully he publicly declared that he was entirely opposed to it.132
not withstanding the strong criticisms leveled against the work and its general unpopularity, the liturgical directives had the tsar’s approval and it had to be
implemented, and indeed it was. the responsibility for it was given to the consistories. the liturgy was supposed to unify the church, but it was unable to fulfill
the purpose set for it. now more pastors and parishes than ever were going their
own way. the one positive thing that could be said about this liturgy was that it
showed how bad things could get.
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not all consistories were eager to accept
these formulations, regardless the fact that
they appeared under the tsars seal. What
they would not do willingly, they would be
forced to do. the Finnish-speaking ingrians
were required to follow these directives, so
too were the churches in the Vyborg and
hamina regions which had come under
russian control in 1710 and 1743. the
churches in both regions were administered
by regional consistories led by archdeacons
rather than bishops. After examining the
new regulations and the procedures set
down for their implementation, the hamina
Consistory wrote to the College of Justice
in st. petersburg, asking that the churches
in that region be exempted from these new
regulations, since there was no proper order to them and there was not one word in
them about the divinity of Christ and his
all-sufficient atoning sacrifice for the sins of
man. they explained that conservative and
1808 handbook for the hamina
ordinary folk not highly educated would be
Consistorial district.
offended by these omissions.133
the consistory received back a strongly worded rejoinder accusing them of holding backward and unscientific views,
and insisting that the 1805 liturgical directives must be implemented without further delay. the consistory found a rather unique way of complying. in 1808 it
issued a brief agenda, entitled: Käsi-kirja jossa käsitetty on kuinga jumalan-palwelus
kristillisten ceremoniain ja menoin kansa, Friedrichshaminan hippakunnan Ruotzin ja
Suomen seurakunnissa pidettämän ja toimitettaman pitää (Handbook, describing how the
Divine Service with Christian ceremonies is to be performed in the Swedish and Finnish
parishes of the Friedrichshamina Diocese), which attempted to built a proper service
on the bare-bones outline provided by the 1805 liturgical directives.
the book provided both Finnish and swedish language services. it was in effect two books bound together in a single volume. the swedish section, Om Gudstjensten vå Sonn- och Hogtidsdagar Gudst ensten begynnes med en Morgon- Psalm
och med efterfoljande bon ifrån Altaret (Concerning the Divine Service on Sundays and
133
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Festal Days beginning with a Morning Psalm and followed by a Prayer from the Altar),
does not contain either swedish translation of the title of the work or the preface
provided by the consistory. included are the divine service for sundays and feast
days, the additional directives for the celebration of the lord’s supper, the service of Confirmation, the Banns of marriage and the marriage service, Baptism,
the Churching of Woman after the childbirth, and the Churching of Unmarried
mothers, and the Burial of the dead.
the divine service begins with a morning hymn and the lengthy prayer which
the pastor prays at the altar. the prayer is based upon the prayer included in the
1805 directives itself. the prayer is followed by a second hymn and the proper
Collect for the day or a general Collect included in the rite. the pastor then reads
the Epistle from the altar, and after a hymn or some hymn verses the preacher
makes his way to the pulpit. the announcement of the text may be followed by
more hymn verses. After the completion of the sermon the preacher reads the
prayer of the Church from the pulpit. the lengthy 1805 prayer appears in translation along with a much shorter prayer of the Church from the same book which
might be used instead of it. intercessions, thanksgivings, and the banns are read
at the conclusion of the prayer of the Church, and these are followed by the our
Father. After announcements of matters of great importance the priest concludes
the pulpit office with the Apostolic Blessing. When the lord’s supper is celebrated, he goes then to the altar and turns to the congregation to read a short
admonition. this is followed by the our Father and the lord’s Words over the
bread and cup. during the Bread-Words he holds the paten in his hands and does
the same with the chalice during the Cup-Words. Communion follows the Pax
Domini: “the lord’s peace and grace be with you,” to which the congregation
responds: “may the lord fulfill your desire.” the words which accompany the
administration of the sacrament include, in addition to the command to eat and
drink, the non-committal formula: “our lord Jesus Christ said: ‘this is my body
which is given for you. do this in remembrance of me’,” and at the distribution of
the cup: “our lord Jesus Christ said: ‘this is the cup of the new testament in my
blood which is shed for you. do this in remembrance of me.’” there is no mention
of the forgiveness of sins or the death of Christ. the remembrance of Jesus is here
not the remembrance of his death, but of his person. the dismissal blessing, not
found in the 1805 rite, is: “may this remembrance of the lord Jesus Christ ever
strengthen your faith, give you power to live a pious upright life, and make firm
your hope concerning an eternal life. Amen.”134
After the post-Communion Collect the pastor says: “o give thanks and praise
to the lord, for he is good. Alleluia” and the congregation responds: “And his
134
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goodness endures forever. Alleluia.” the service concludes with the Aaronic
Benediction and a hymn verse.135
it appears that the weekly celebration of the lord’s supper was still the norm
among these Finns and swedes. no special form without Communion is provided nor are rubrics given for a shortened service with no Communion.
Although it perpetuates the weekly Communion as found in the Finnish translation of the swedish 1693 handbook, this service is greatly impoverished. the
preparatory service has been replaced. there is no general Confession, no Kyrie,
no Gloria in excelsis. the prayer of the Church is replaced with the rather verbose
1805 creature. there is no preface, no Sanctus, no Agnus Dei. the 1805 liturgical
directives had discouraged using the our Father more than once, but the hamina
Consistory managed to use it twice. nowhere is the sign of the cross referred to –
neither in the Words of Christ over the bread and wine, nor in the Blessing.
procurator sahlfeldt and others in the College of Justice would have little objection to these Finnish and swedish versions of the 1805 rite. What was provided
was little changed from what they had written in german. Jesus is remembered,
but no reference is made to what should be remembered concerning him. no
mention is made of his atoning sacrifice for sin, the outpouring of his blood, or
of the sacrament as a means by which a proper remembrance of Jesus is made,
sins are forgiven, and faith is strengthened. one might well posit that the appearance of the 1808 Agenda obligated pastors subject to hamina Consistory to
a divine service which was strongly influenced by rationalism. Compared with
other regions such as ingria and Vyborg, where pastors were left to interpret the
new directives as they saw fit, the appearance of the 1808 Finnish Agenda was
not a step forward. Elsewhere the Finnish-speaking pastors might retain some
important elements of Christian doctrine by blending together the 1694 Finnish
rite with the new directives, holding the 1694 Finnish handbook in one hand and
the 1805 directives in the other. 136
A liturgy celebrating a new spirit must require a hymnal, which does the
same. the 1805 directives stated that a new hymnal with suitable songs must
be prepared. general superintendent sonntag himself took a leading role in the
production of the new hymnal, the first edition of which appeared in 1810 under
the title: Sammlung alter und neuer geistlicher Lieder in Gemässheit der Allerhöchst
bestätigten Allgemeinen Liturgischen Verordnung für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden in Russischen Reiche von 1805 herausgegeben. (Collection of the Old and New
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Spiritual Songs in the Spirit of the General Liturgical Directives of the Highest Authorities for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire).
the committee which produced the work was said to have represented lutheran and reformed groups in riga. included in the book were hymns, some
old and some new, which extolled the value and blessings of religion, all of them
chosen so as to elevate the mind. sonntag himself contributed several hymns.
some of the hymns were latvian originals, appearing now in german translation
prepared by pastor Christoph reinhold girgensohn. the hymnal reflected the
spirit of the age and was enthusiastically received by those who had breathed in
this spirit and its “fresh air,” or one might say that they had drunk deeply of the
spirits of the age.137
A second edition of the hymnal appeared in 1820 with several additional hymns
and the third edition was printed in 1825, in a time when the lutheran Church in
the russian Empire was beginning to turn away from the spirit of the age.
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2 . 3 t h e 1808 Chu rch o rd e r of georg sah lf eldt
With the completion of the 1805 liturgical directives the liturgical committee
completed its task. important work still lay ahead. the diverse lutheran population needed to be brought together under a single administration. it was to this
task that procurator georg Friedrich sahlfeldt now turned his attention.
the impulse to move in this direction first came from superintendent general
rheinbott in st. petersburg. in 1805 he had proposed the establishment of a high
Consistory for the st. petersburg governmental district. on december 5, 1806 he
authored two more proposals to the College of Justice, concerning the proper administration of lutheran Church property - Freyer Verwaltung des Kirchenvermögens (The Free Administration of Church property)138 and establishment of the office
of superintendent for the st. petersburg, entitled: Ereirung eines Superintendenten für Petersburg (The Event of establishing of Superintendent for St. Petersburg).139
the imperial law Commission responded to all three proposals in its 1806 report concerning of the conditions of the church life among protestants in russia:
Beantwortung von der Kaiserlichen Gesetz Commission aufgeworfenen, den gegenwärtigen zustand des kirchenwesens der Protestanten in Russland betreffenden fragen (The
Response of the Imperial Law Commission to Question Raised Concerning the Present
Status of the Protestant Churches in Russia).140 procurator sahlfeldt, who edited this
report, drew attention to the need for a new and comprehensive canon law for
the administration of church affairs to replace the 1686 swedish Church law. his
proposal had the full support of the imperial law Commission and the College
of Justice.
subsequently sahlfeldt drew up his proposals in the form of a draft and presented it to prince peter lopukhin, the minister of Justice, who on march 26,
1808 officially informed Count peter Vasilyevich sawadowsky (Пётр Васильевич
Савадовский), the minister of public Enlightenment, that it was to be published
for the purpose of eliciting comments and criticisms.141 the work was published
at mitau under the title: Kirchenordnung für die Protestanten im russischen Reiche
(Church Order for the Protestants in the Russian Empire).
in addition to his own preface to the work, sahlfeldt decided to include the letter of peter lopukhin to Count sawadowsky approving the publication and distribution of the work both at home and abroad. sahlfeldt’s own preface delineated carefully the relationship between church and state. he began by stating that
the ultimate goal of the state is the enactment of laws which enable the people to
138
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live morally upright lives in accordance
with the law. the goal of the church is to
create such subjects through its moral religious teachings as transform man interiorly. one might think to see the shadow
of the classical lutheran understanding
of civil righteousness under the law and
the righteousness of the heart, and even
something of luther’s understanding of
the two Kingdoms view. According to
this view, man lives in two separate kingdoms or spheres of influence, the law and
grace. the similarity, however, is more
apparent than real. sahlfeldt in fact says
nothing of the righteousness of faith but
speaks rather of the righteousness based
on religion, that is the practice of religious directives. this notion has no basis
in classical lutheranism. it is a teaching
of pietism and rationalism according to
which man acquires for himself and obtains as his own possession a righteous1808 Church order
ness before god, based upon his observby georg Friedrich sahlfeldt.
ance of religious laws.
Furthermore, the two realms or
spheres of influence, state and church, are also not so separated from each other
as one finds them to be in luther. According to sahlfeldt, the very purpose of the
church is to supply the state with citizens who are motivated to live the morally
upright and legally correct life which the state requires. As such the church is not
separate from the state; it is a pillar upon which the state rests, and by her outward regulations the state assists the church in the fulfillment of her goals, which
in turn support the goals of the state. on the surface it appears that there is a
proper division between state and church, but this is only a surface phenomenon,
for the church and her clergy bear the important responsibilities of the state; they
are servants and ministers of the tsar.
it is on this basis that sahlfeldt’s Church order is built. As in the case of the
1805 liturgical directives sahlfeldt stated that it was inevitable that his proposals would be met with misunderstandings and suspicions, but that these would
soon be laid to rest and the provisions of the new order would be seen by all to be
patriotic and obedient, since they delineated a sense of the church’s responsibil-
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ity in contributing to the welfare of the state. living under this order lutherans
and their clergy in the russian Empire would show themselves to be an obedient
and patriotic people whose freedom of belief was based on a strong program
of education, supported by a reasonable and helpful government. in conclusion
sahlfeldt stated that assessors of this work, both domestic and foreign, should
provide him with their critiques no later than January 1, 1809. these critiques
must be limited to articles appearing in the literary journals of Jena, halle, and
leipzig, as well as publications from göttingen.142
sahlfeldt divided his work into four sections. the first section concerned protestant religion and worship. it was divided into two articles, the first of which
dealt with the nature of the protestant religion and the notion of church government which proceeds from it. the second section had to do with the exercise of
religion in general and churchly ministrations. this in turn was subdivided into
a consideration of ordinary Acts, i.e., hymns, prayers, sermons, and catechization, and Extraordinary Acts, including Announcement of Banns and other official notices, Baptism, Confirmation, the lord’s supper, marriage, Burial, the Administration of oaths, ordination, the installation of pastors, and the Blessing of
Churches. the second section concerned itself with the rights of responsibilities
of protestant religious societies (germ. Religionsgesellschaft). this was further divided into two parts. the first dealt with rights and responsibilities in general and
the second with rights and responsibilities of parish congregations in particular.
the third section was concerned with the rights and responsibilities of the clergy
and church office holders and ministers who were not clergymen. the fourth
section gave church regulations. its two articles dealt with the oversight of the
church by deans and superintendents and with protestant Church councils, i.e.,
the consistories and the imperial College of protestant Church Affairs.
sahlfeldt believed that the real value of the church was that it provided a
strong measure of internal support to the autocratic rule of the state. it was in
the implementation of this autocratic rule that he was most interested. the canon
law he produced was thoroughly secular. sahlfeldt envisioned a church which
had moved beyond lutheranism and so carefully avoided any use of the word
“lutheran.” Although he sought to undergird his position with scriptural proofs,
he clearly had no interest in the scriptures as such. they were included to give
support to his positions in a way which would impress religious folk. in his opinion religion was simply the voice of the spiritual nature of man. this notion he
supported by quoting the Words of Christ from matthew 5:8: “Blessed are the
poor in heart: for they shall see god.” that religious man should feel nature to be
the work of god he supported with the words of paul from romans 11:36: “From
142
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him and through him and in him are all things,” and that the commandments of
righteousness and goodness in society should be seen to be commandments of
god, he supported with a quotation from 1 John 5:3 “in this is the love of god that
we keep his commandments.” sahlfeldt found the church useful to the extent that
the state could use it to solidify its power over the people. it was the church’s task
to support the moral order and to inculcate in its members the resolution to maintain truth, morality, personal contentment, and freedom of conscience within the
parameters established by the state.143
According to sahlfeldt’s understanding, public worship is the medium by
which the church instructs its members and establishes in them a spirit of devotion. it is the responsibility of consistories to keep always in mind the fact that the
state has given to the church responsibility of supporting it by teaching morality.
Under ordinary conditions religious activities are to be performed in buildings
designated for that purpose. By “religious activities” sahlfeldt includes everything that is undertaken to meet the goal of the Christian religion as he has envisioned it, whether it be regularly reoccurring activity or special events. ordinary activity includes sunday and festival services, all of which are built upon
four important elements: hymn, the prayer, the sermon, and catechization. the
purpose of the hymn is to establish and raise the devotional level of the people.
this devotional level includes faith, hope, and love.144
ordinarily there should be two hymns before the sermon, and after it there
should be a short hymn or even a single stanza. if the custom of the group calls for
singing a greater number of hymns, that custom may be preserved. First prayer in
the service should make particular mention of the particular goal of the meeting
of the congregation, that is the enrichment of the people, the principle theme of
the day, and the uplifting of the heart to god. this prayer should cast the light of
Christendom upon the minds of the worshipers and establish in them a pure and
holy zeal to fulfill their responsibilities, and to willingly surrender any personal,
selfish goals, so that the will of god might be done. of first importance is intercession for the tsar and members of the imperial household, as well as those who are
set in positions of authority. Because of its general misuse, the general Confession of sins, together will all the usual prayers and usual addresses, is abolished.
the our Father (Unser Vater instead of Vater Unser) should be used only once in
every service to avoid mindless repetitions. preaching is to emphasize the importance of the fulfillment of one’s responsibilities in his various relationships, and to
guide the hearers according to the measure of the example and teachings of Jesus
and expressions found in the scriptures. preachers should seek to accomplish
their goal by using simple words that will energize the will of man and comfort
143
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and move his spirit to rejoicing. sahlfeldt declares that there is nothing more important in the protestant worship service than the sermon. the form and pattern
of this section follows that of the 1805 liturgical directives.145
Catechization follows the sermon, and where there is an early service on sunday, this service should be used to explain the catechism. the particular objects
of churchly catechization are the young of the congregation, those who have already been confirmed and those who are soon to be confirmed. the object of the
instruction is to make the content of the sermon to be crystal clear to the weak
and the young, or to teach through repetition the parts of the catechism and their
ethical application. A hymn verse or motto will help to support the catechization.
nowhere does sahlfeldt recommend or forbid the use of any particular catechism, whether luther’s or that of some other writer. this part of the service ought
not to take more than a half hour. it concludes with a dismissal blessing spoken
from the altar, accompanied by the sign of the cross made over the congregation
as a symbol of the Christian religion and to indicate the dignity of the occasion.146
the lord’s supper is described as an extraordinary ecclesiastical act which is
not a regular part of the worship service. that this service is extraordinary does
not mean that it is unimportant, but only that it is observed from time to time.
the description of the lord’s supper moves beyond the provisions of the
1805 rite. the pastor begins the administration of Communion with a short address in which he speaks about what it means to remember the “author of the
Christian religion” which they have gathered to celebrate. the truth of his teachings is established all the more firmly by the way in which his life came to its end.
this address should establish in the worshipers the intention to do everything in
their power to come to moral perfection. At the close of the address the pastor
says the our Father (Unser Vater). After the Confession, the distribution of the
sacrament follows in accordance with 1 Corinthians 11:23-25. sahlfeldt does not
provide for any special act of announcing these words to the congregation, as was
done in the 1805 rite. instead he directs that the Words of institution should be
spoken to each communicant individually as a distribution formula. however,
if there are many communicants, it is enough that he should say to each: “take
and eat,” “take and drink.” As each of communicants come to the table, a short
admonition from the Bible or an appropriate hymn may be used.147
sahlfeldt’s understanding of the lord’s supper has little in common with what
is described in lutheran Confessions. there is no mention of the true body and
blood of Christ. in fact, there is no mention of the bread and the wine either! the
act of Communion is simply an indication by the participants that they are firmly
145
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committed to conduct themselves according to the high standards of morality
taught “by the author of Christianity” and acknowledged by all enlightened and
idealistic men. there is no consecration of the bread and wine! instead the participants consecrate themselves to higher and nobler purposes and actions. in this
respect sahlfeldt’s rite moves beyond the 1805 service or any of the rationalistic
agendas used in the Baltic lands and russia.
sahlfeldt also provides very specific instructions on the personal appearance
and dress of the clergy. A proper clergyman will have recently had a haircut. he
will wear a round hat and a gown of black cloth – probably reference is to the
beret and the talar. the gown should cover him to the calves and is closed by
means of a row of buttons. Underneath it he wears a black vest and black trousers, black hose and black shoes and laces, a black collar with bands which are ordinarily white. he will also wear a black overcoat which is longer than the gown.
this, according to sahlfeldt, is to be the proper attire of the protestant clergy. no
specific liturgical vestments are mentioned. it is clear that their use has been suppressed and that the clergyman, whether in the street or at the altar, is dressed
like any man of a learned profession, as sahlfeldt had earlier stated (in § 439)
when he said that the pastor is like any other state office holder. With regard to
the dress sahlfeldt anticipates by three years the edict of the prussian king concerning clergy attire. in both cases the regulations represented an insistence that
reformed clergy must wear clerical attire. to the lutherans it was a regulation
which robbed them of their traditional vestments where they were still in use.
Among the pietists vestments were regarded as outward pomp and ceremony
best done without; among the rationalists the liturgical vestments were regarded
as an embarrassing anachronism.148
According to sahlfeldt’s understanding, clergy are not bound to any specific
faith or confession. however, the state has bound them to preach morality, to
exult the good, and excoriate the bad in plain language. the church is the creature
of the state and is completely under the authority of a secular administration.
the administrators should be protestants, but excoriate no provision is made for
members of the clergy to hold any official position in the imperial College of
protestant Church Affairs.
sahlfeldt’s understanding of freedom of conscience allows imperial subjects
to convert from one religion to another. Apparently this should be taken to mean
that not only could protestants could become russian orthodox, but orthodox
could convert to protestantism. however, the matter is not that simple. the
orthodox could become protestant only with the express permission of the protestant College and his imperial highness. such permissions were not easily ob148
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tained. Furthermore, a pastor would be penalized were he to administer Baptism
to the child of a mixed marriage, that is where one parent was protestant and the
other orthodox.149 Emergency Baptisms were forbidden, since it would introduce
disorder in the congregational registers. the sacraments were nothing more than
“extraordinary” (germ. ausserordentlichen) church services. Anyone who wanted
to do so, could be baptized and to receive the lord’s supper, although in the case
the infirm and those close to death, no pastor could give Communion without
specific authorization by the attending physician.
the protestant consistories in st. petersburg, moscow, Vilnius, Jelgava, riga,
tallinn, and Vyborg were put under the direction of lay chairmen. membership
in the consistories is to include the superintendent of the district, one clergy and
one nobleman, and an assessor of the city dwellers, and where possible, another
assessor from the clergy, as well the required number of clerks. these consistories
were to have primary responsibility in all matters concerning religion, worship,
discipline, etc. in making their decisions the consistories are expected to seek the
advice, when appropriate, of governmental officials. Because the consistories
must deal with legal issues, an attorney should have membership in the consistory. the consistories are to be divided into deaneries of from 8 to 15 parishes,
each of which is headed by a dean, who as a representative of the consistory is
in charge of administration. in each parish a church council is to be elected every
third year. it may include two members of each of the following groups: administrators, nobility, intelligentsia, artisans, merchants, workers, and peasants. the
council has the power to levy taxes for the maintenance of the church, to elect a
pastor, and maintain order in the services.150
the most important administrative body in the church is the imperial College
of protestant Ecclesiastical Affairs in st. petersburg which is to take over the religious functions of the College of Justice. the regional consistories are responsible
to it. it represents the tsar’s intention to provide for the spiritual needs of his
protestant subjects. in fact, it actually provides for its effective control over them.
members of the College are the president who is of the third of fourth rank, a
vice-president of the fourth or fifth rank, two councilors of the fifth rank, and the
secretary of the eighth rank who has studied law for at least two years and has a
university certificate. Also included is a procurator named by his imperial highness. the secretary and chief notary of the College are chosen by the officers of the
chancellery. All members of the College must be of the highest and most worthy
character. the College oversees all protestant Church affairs and their direction,
especially with regard to religious and liturgical matters. the dorpat University
council is the authority in the doctrinal matters. in all matters the decision of
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his imperial highness is final. the consistories, all protestant clergy, secular authorities, and congregations without exception work by his permission and their
reports and protocols are addressed to the College. Appeal from the decisions
of the College to the imperial senate are permitted, but unsuccessful appellants
are subject to fines and two months imprisonment – a sobering warning which
would keep appeals to a minimum!151
in sahlfeldt’s draft the church is in every way a creature of the state, subject to
the imperial government’s complete control in every aspect of its life. Church officials, superintendents, deans, and clergymen were simply state employees who
were expected to do as they were told.152
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2 . 4 r eacti o ns to Chu rch o rder projec t
the publication of sahlfeldt’s work provoked lively discussion in the church.
one such reaction from a Courlandian source was published in Neuen wöchentlichen
Unterhaltungen of 1808, and in the same year articles were collected into a volume entitled: Gesammelte Urtheile und Bemerkungen über den Sahlfeldtschen KirchenordnungsEntwurf (Collected Judgments and remarks about the Draft Church Order of Sahlfeldt).
An examination of these responses reveals much about the state of rationalist religiosity in that day. in accordance with sahlfeldt’s directive that criticisms of his
work should be printed in public journals, a number of livonian and Courlandian
churchmen and others were more than happy to oblige. An unidentified contributor stated in his Anzeige (Advertisement) that since sahlfeldt had written by direction
of the imperial law Commission and that Commission had given its approval to
the publication of his draft, that work must be assumed to have the approval of his
imperial highness. however, the writer noted that the church order was the work
of only one man and furthermore, it was not quite accurate to claim that the protestants in the Empire had no church order. that might be true in the churches of
russia proper, but it was clearly not the case in livonia, Courland, Estonia, ingria,
and pilten. sahlfeldt should have acknowledged this fact and paid some attention
to these documents. in addition, sahlfeldt had sought no input from experts. Was
it credible to believe that there was only one competent judge in these matters in
the entire Empire? he further asked whether it might not have been wise to seek
the guidance of experts in ecclesiastical matters. he wondered whether it might
not be wise to leave the question of specific religious legislation in the hands of the
territorial churches themselves. Churches ought not to be bypassed when the laws
which would govern their religious life were being considered.153
A second criticism came from the pen of superintendent sonntag. Although he
was himself a devoted rationalist, he noted that the two were not of one mind in
many issues. in his articles Allgemeine liturgische Verordnung und Kirchenordnung
(General Liturgical Directive and Church Order) and Noch etwas über Beylage zu No.33.
der Neuen wöchentlichen Unterhaltungen (Some Words about the Supplement to No.33
of the New Weekly Information Reports) he stated that sahlfeldt seemed to be rewriting history. he noted that the supposed continuity between the 1805 liturgical
commission’s work and sahlfeldt’s church law was an illusion. sahlfeldt had not
sought any input from the commission and he had left it without any voice in the
matter. sonntag went on to note that the so-called liturgical section of sahlfeldt’s
work, which he claimed to be in continuity with the 1805 work, was no liturgy. it
completely ignored the provisions of that fairly complete work which included a
153
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long prayer of the Church and complete formularies for Baptism and marriage.
sahlfeldt had not even included a reference to them. sonntag also protested vigorously against the statement in Neuen wöchentlichen Unterhaltungen that this work
should be assumed to have a support of his imperial highness. he wondered
whether this could be stated to be the express desire of the monarch. did sahlfeldt
really speak in the name of the imperial law Commission and did the law Commission really speak in the name of the tsar? in any case, the monarch had not
really made his own position clear. on the basis of his past words and actions it
could not be assumed that the tsar intended that this work be made official.154
neither of these criticisms touched on the theological or liturgical aspects
of sahlfeldt’s work. they were concerned with legal matters. the theological critique, Bemerkungen zu dem Kirchenordnungs-Entwurf für die Protestanten im
russischen Reiche (The Remarks Concerning the Draft of the Church Order for Protestants in the Russian Empire), came from Carl gotthard Elverfeld, pastor of the Appriken (latv. Apriķi) and saleenen (latv. Saleene) parishes in Courland. the first
several pages of his criticism were little more than a song of praise which lauded
tsar Alexander i as a kind and wise monarch whose concern for his protestant
subjects had moved him to seek the creation of a worthy church order to ensure
that they might live in peace and justice. those who would most greatly benefit
from this work, he wrote, would be the young, the future generations who were
always in his thoughts. With this in mind Elverfeld stated that the tsar had given
sahlfeldt the responsibility of preparing just such an order.
so far one would gain the impression that Elverfeld was enthusiastically behind the new order. it is not until page seven that he began to tear it apart. he
began with sahlfeldt’s statement that the real worth of religion is the establishment of morality. Elverfeld argued that the establishment of morality was indeed
a worthy and important work, but it could hardly be described as the essential
purpose of religion, nor could one say that the protestant Church was nothing
more than a public institution of the state for the religious and ethical formation
of its people. its true purpose was to bring before man’s vision the greatness,
power, goodness, and glory of god. this vision alone could serve as the source of
peace and blessedness, and provide a basis for security in the hearts and wills of
men. true enough, in earlier times the state had played an important role in the
establishment of ecclesiastical or religious unity, but it could hardly be said that
the church or religion were creatures of the state.
Elverfeld also disagreed with sahlfeldt’s prohibition of the chanting of prayers
and other parts of the altar service, stating that this was an old and honored custom
in Courland. At the present time there were only a few pastors in Courland who
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were chanting the service but the practice ought not to be abolished, because it
uplifts the spirit from earth to heaven. some of the old prayers were no longer relevant, and up-to-date prayers were available which were set to music. such could be
found in dean Wehrt’s Handlungen und Gebete beym öffentlichen Gottesdienst and Johann Kaspar Velthusen’s Liturgisches Predigerhandbuch of 1801. Elverfeld stated that
chanting was not an out-of-date relict dead and buried in past ages. Wehrt’s work
has shown that it was still useful today. in addition, when the pastor’s chanting was
combined with the music of the choir, both added much to the festal atmosphere of
the service and these together encouraged the spirit of devotion.155
sahlfeldt had also done away with the general Confession of sins, claiming
that it had been subject to abuse. however, Elverfeld reminded his readers that
what has been abused should be corrected, not set aside. he stated that sahlfeldt
was inconsistent since his own order stated on page 40 that the people were to
make Confession before receiving the lord’s supper. sahlfeldt was unclear. now
general Confession had been abolished. Was there to be no Confession at all? Was
the service to stop while each communicant confessed individually? this was, of
course, impossible. in rural areas there was no saturday service and the congregations gathered only on sundays and feast days. Where would the pastor find
time to hear so many confessions? the people insisted on Confession. they knew
that they should prepare for Communion religiously. they felt in their hearts that
they needed to humble themselves before god, confess their failings, and resolve
to do better. if Confession be abolished, the less-educated people would simply
cease to commune. they would no longer receive the most outstanding sacrament in Christendom because of their sense of their own unworthiness. Educated
people were accustomed to gather in family groups before the lord’s supper, as
the german people did. here they could confess in their own words and from
their own hearts, or the head of the household could read a Confession for the
whole family. Among the latvian people, however, it was the custom that a general Confession should serve as a wholesome preparation for the lord’s supper.
Elverfeld also regretted that sahlfeldt’s regulation had stated that nothing was
to be said in the pulpit excepting what contributes to morality. he had said nothing about the lifting up of the heart in adoration to the majesty and glory of god.
he seemed to have little interest in the Christian faith as such. however, religion,
not morality was the business of the pulpit. As it is in religion, so it is in the
churchly worship of god. morality proceeds from true religion, for true religion
and conscientiousness are one and the same, and conscientiousness is more than
insight into one’s personal responsibility gained from moral teaching. one must
live and act in the presence of god from a disposition of will to do what is good.
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to begin with morality would be like trying to build from the roof down instead
of from the foundation up.
in the same spirit, Elverfeld noted that the 1805 liturgical directives directed
the pastor to instruct the confirmands that their Confirmation vows were to proceed directly from their Confession of the Christian faith. nothing like this could be
found in sahlfeldt’s directives. he seemed unaware that all laws and lawful activity
are fruits of piety, and so he directed that pastor should speak about such matters
as obedience to the state, the tsar, those in authority, and the law in general.
Elverfeld observed that the consecration of the bread and wine must precede
the distribution of the sacrament. Christ himself blessed the bread and wine with a
prayer of thanksgiving to god and, therefore, the bread and wine should be blessed with the Words of institution of Jesus, who loved his people to the death and
instituted this memorial in remembrance of his passion. none of this was of any
interest to sahlfeldt. Elverfeld noted further that it had always been the church’s
practice that the proper minister of ordination is the superintendent, assisted by
two or more pastors who participated with him in the laying-on of hands. this
had been the practice in the lutheran Church as in Courland. so too, the proper
minister of consecration at the blessing of a new church was the superintendent.
sahlfeldt, however, assigned the ministry of ordination and consecration to mere
deans. Elverfeld went on to state that the new regulation which forbad members of
the congregation even to baptize was capable of serious misinterpretation.
sahlfeldt’s Church order also stated that the protestant Churches stand in the
same relationship to the state as the russian orthodox Church. this was clearly
not the case. sahlfeldt stated that no protestant clergyman was to baptize the
child of a marriage in which one parent was protestant and the other orthodox,
nor was one able to leave the orthodox Church and become a protestant without special permission. Elverfeld also questioned the provision allowing for the
dissolution of marriage among protestants, as though divorce were only a civil
matter. he noted that although protestants did not hold marriage to be a sacrament, it was still a godly institution and no mere civil contract. it was the binding
together of two souls in a lifelong union. Christ himself had blessed marriage and
had given it a religious significance.156
Elverfeld’s critique was far more substantive than the superficial criticisms offered by others. it reflected the thinking of a man charged with the care of souls,
the pastor of a congregation. his perspective was far different from that of the jurists, the accommodators, and church administrators, who had little contact with
the pious members of congregations gathered around their lord in his gospel.
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Whatever his academic credentials might be, he knew how rationalists think and
how to marshal his arguments to them.
some in the church and its consistories thought themselves to be far superior
to the simple rural pastor. they regarded themselves as the articulate spokesman
of the new, rationalistic Christianity. they viewed sahlfeldt’s work from the perspective of their enlightened, rationalistic worldview. Among them were those
whose voices could be heard in consistory meetings and theological seminars.
they criticized sahlfeldt’s work from the perspective of their philosophical convictions, and they appreciated his work to the extent that it supported those convictions. dr. Johann georg leberecht von richter wrote a lengthy article which
articulated his own philosophical - theological notions ad infinitum, while from
time to time commending sahlfeldt’s work.
richter was born in dessau in 1763. orphaned at the age of 15 he was sent to
the halle orphanage. there he showed himself an avid student, studying every
course in the curriculum. he then attended the royal institute of pedagogy, studying ancient languages, ancient history, and ancient geography. he undertook a
decade long term as a tutor in Courland in 1786 and in 1794 he was promoted
to the degree of doctor of philosophy by the University of halle. After serving
as an adjunct and from 1799 as pastor at lesten (latv. Lestene) in Courland he
was called to doblen (latv. Dobele) in 1803 to preach in the latvian language.
in 1814 he was made a member of the consistory, in 1815 he received his doctor
of theology degree from dorpat, and in 1817 he was made a permanent member of the consistory. From 1824 he served as superintendent of the Courlandian
Church and from 1833 until his death in 1840 he was the general superintendent
of the Courlandian Church and vice-president of the consistory.157
richter’s critique of sahlfeldt’s work was entitled: Reflexionen über die Kirchenordnung für die Protestanten im Russischen Reiche (Considerations Concerning the
Church Order for the Protestants in the Russian Empire). As a product of the tolerant
pietist and later rationalist atmosphere in halle richter accepted wholeheartedly
the basic principles of the Enlightenment and the new theology - neology. to his
mind religion still had much to contribute in the age of the Enlightenment. By this
he meant not only the Christian religion but all religions in general. it provided
a foundation for morality, the human spirit, and life itself. there were, according
to his reckoning, two Christianities. the true Christianity taught by Jesus and
enshrined in protestantism, free of fussy and restrictive dogmas and doctrinal
restrictions. the other was the restrictive dogmatic Christianity which was typified by the spirit of Catholicism. he believed that the great contribution of luther
was that he had bravely freed the church from the shackles of Catholicism and
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let loose the spirit of freedom. For this he could rightly be called the author of
the protestantism and be honored and followed as such. According to richter, it
was unfortunate that in his later years luther came to be restrictive and dogmatic
and in some measure returned to the spirit of Catholicism, and in this he was followed by the so-called orthodox. their restrictive doctrinal formulations became
the new “shibboleth” and they became new inquisitors who quenched the spirit,
preferring instead their moribund formulations.158
the reformation, he stated, had many children, many separate churches, each
with its own individual characteristics. there was, however, one point on which they
were all agreed. it was their uniform goal to establish moral life in the community. so
it could be said that religion, even in its widely varied forms, could make a positive
contribution to society and could aid society in the quest for truth and justice.
richter was pleased to state that sahlfeldt and the 1805 liturgical committee
were agreed that the moral quality of religion was its most important characteristic. it was at this point that the goals of the church most closely approximated those
of the state. however, he insisted that the church was not the child of the state, but
rather its partner, and that both must work together for the moral betterment of
man. luther should be honored not as the father of lutheranism but rather as
the man who had unchained the spirit of freedom of conscience which had been
shackled under the papacy. protestantism was much more than a protest against
outmoded dogmas and doctrines; it was a protest against the shackling of the human spirit. it was a matter of spirit, which gives life against the letter which kills.
this, he boldly stated, was the real difference between protestantism and Catholicism. there could be no freedom where one was chained to that which was dying
or dead, as was the case when religion was tied to dead or dying doctrinal and
liturgical formulations. true protestantism could recognize no authority except
the Bible reasonably and properly understood. this principle had been set down
already in the Augsburg Confession, where every page made it clear that there could
be no room in protestantism for any authority whether of individuals or symbolical Books, but only the Bible itself. luther himself protested in the same spirit
that the Bible alone is the touchstone. no person, no book could be regarded as
infallible, but only god himself, and, as peter had rightly stated, god accepts the
man who does right and fears him. such men represent no threat to the state. they
are good citizens; they know and fulfill their responsibilities; they have a strong
moral conscience by which all their thoughts and actions are formed and guided.
the old Catholic expression Extra ecclesiam nulla salus (Apart from the church there is
no salvation) was replaced by the protestant Extra ecclesiam datur salus (Apart from
the church there is salvation). richter went even further - Extra ecclesiam et extra libros
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symbolicos Protestantium datur salus (Apart from the church and the symbolical books of
Protestantism there is salvation). if anyone put his confidence in Confessional Writings or formulas instead of only in the name of Jesus, he ought no longer to be
called a Christian. his religion was no more than a fetish.159
to richter’s thinking, liturgical formulas were of little importance. What was
important was the sermon, for the protestant minister was not like a Jewish or
heathen priest whose ministry consisted in performing ceremonies. he was first
and foremost a preacher. richter again and again refers to the protestant minister
as a teacher, stating that it was not by ceremonies but by his learned preaching
that men were made holy. therefore, it must be the special concern of the preacher and the territorial consistory that the needs of the people be determined so that
the preaching would be relevant.
it pleased richter that sahlfeldt had no interest in providing written formulas
for the liturgy, for again the letter kills, even when the letters are included in the finest liturgy, but the spirit gives life. the most important aim of public worship must
be the moral improvement of the auditors. this goal must be kept firmly in mind,
so that attention is not diverted from it by an exaggerated concern about means.
Although richter was unwilling to do away with such formulas as the our Father
and the Aaronic Benediction, he warned his readers that they must keep in mind
that the our Father was not a magic formula. the wording of the lord’s prayer was
not everywhere the same and no form of which was sacrosanct. the same was true
of Benediction and the sign of the cross. they were not magic formulas. the cross
did not make a person holy. no liturgical form had the power to save.
richter stated that the russian Empire was very large and that in it were many
different protestant groups which differed in many respects. it was neither possible nor necessary to create a liturgy or forms and ceremonies to be used everywhere and by all. however, there should be a protestant liturgical handbook, a
collection of tried-and-true formulas from which the pastor could make his judicious selection. the great luther had been of the same opinion. he had no interest of producing a mandatory liturgical form to be used in all parishes. like the
wise men of Courland, he recognized that a fixed formula would lead to worship
which was external and mechanical and without spirit or heart. this would be of
no positive value whatever to the church. Furthermore, it would be both contrary
to the genius of the protestant spirit and detrimental spiritually.
richter took a more positive attitude toward sahlfeldt’s directive abolishing
the Confession of sins, noting that in earlier centuries wise and learned theologians had done away with private Confession. he claimed that luther frequently
and bitterly commented that Confession would signal a return to papalism and
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the spiritual tyranny over man from which only the protestantism could set man
free. the only value of Confession, he stated, was as a preparation for Communion for, as the 1805 liturgical directives had so wisely stated, the aim must always
be moral betterment. however, the exact form of Confession must be left optional. the pastor might speak the Confession in the name of the congregation, or
all might pray it together with him. As the 1805 rite stated, this should be determined locally. As in 1805 there was no place for an Absolution. the pastor should
simply announce the grace of god to those who earnestly desire to improve their
lives, stating that, if they were sincere, the spirit of god would help them to accomplish it. no more was possible or necessary. there could be no room in protestantism for magic formulas. if a man on his sick bed insisted on confessing, the
pastor could do no more than to assure him that, if he were really earnest, god
would grant him improvement. this is the whole goal of the preacher, for he had
no power to forgive sins. richter seems to have been just as determined to do
away with Confession as sahlfeldt, but he was a bit more subtle in his methods.
At the same time he spoke in terms which made it possible for him to avoid the
charge that he wanted to eliminate what the 1805 rite allowed.
richter was in full accord with the directive that the pastor was not to take Communion to the infirm without the express permission of the patient’s physician. he
sensed that many physicians would forbid it, because doctors often have good reasons for proscribing the cultic activities of their patients. he went on to note that private Communion was a contradiction in terms and the focal point of serious abuses.
it never was anything more than a ceremony which could contribute nothing to the
health and well being of the participant. he stated that many thought of the sick
room as a dark and dreary place over which the angel of death was hovering, and
that such a picture still prevailed among the unlearned, especially latvians.
sahlfeldt had also abolished Emergency Baptism of infants, stating that this
practice brought disorder to the parish registers. richter wholeheartedly agreed
and stated that the ceremony was utterly meaningless. Jesus had already destroyed the kingdom of satan and cast out the devil. he had done away with all
signs, excepting the sign of Jonah. Besides this, the Baptism of a dying child could
only bring more pain to the heart of the poor mother, as she pictured her little
one being snatched up in the jaws of death. As an example of the misuse of infant
Baptism, he stated, that the laplanders, who were nothing but pagans and unbelievers, always wanted their children to be baptized. they had the notion that
Baptism would protect them from misfortune, sickness, and sudden death. richter declared that such a ceremony should not even be called Christian Baptism.
richter concluded his critique by stating that sahlfeldt’s order was a fitting
complement to the 1805 rite. it clarified matters left unclear in the earlier document. What was most important was that the church was now freed from the
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shackle of the letter of the law, and was instead guided by the freedom of the
spirit which leads man into truth.160
A different evaluation of the draft church order came from the pen of dr. Ernst
Friedrich ockel who from 1786 had been the superintendent of the Courlandian
Church. By the closing decades of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the
nineteenth almost all the top officials in both church and state in Courland were
committed to the Enlightenment. superintendent ockel was among them. While a
student at halle he had come to appreciate some aspects of the pietism still prevalent there in his day, but he was himself an advocate of the Enlightenment. From
the University of greifswald he received in 1792 the decree of doctor of theology. he fully supported the principles of the Enlightenment and thought it to be a
chief task of the church to aid in its propagation. he viewed the Enlightenment as
the triumph of the spirit and truth of the religion of Jesus. however, at the same
time religion was to him something more than human reason and Enlightenment
thought considered it to be. he considered the symbolical Books to be a mark of
identity which clearly demonstrated that the church was more than a sociological
movement to be put to the service of contemporary philosophies. he regarded
the liturgy of his day to be antiquated and anachronistic, but at the same time
he recognized that it had a certain tutorial value. it could be used to instruct the
people and facilitate the spread of the Enlightenment. he did not himself produce
any collection of proposed changes to the liturgy, but at the same time he did not
strongly object when enlightened pastors altered traditional liturgical forms.161
ockel wrote in such a manner as to appear to be very respectful to sahlfeldt.
in two articles - Eine Bemerkung über eine Stelle der Kirchenordnung (A Remark about
one Part of the Church Order) and Letztes Opfer eines Greifes, geweiht dem Altare der
Religion und des Vaterlandes auf Veranlassung des Entwurfs der Sahlfeldtschen KirchenOrdnung (The Last Offering of a Griffin Consecrated on the Altar of Religion and the
Fatherland on the Arrangement of the Draft of the Sahlfeldtian Church Order). in the
first article and in the opening pages of the second, the impression is given that
ockel enthusiastically supported sahlfeldt’s work. in the first article he stated that
he thought it necessary only to observe that the regulation concerning pastors in
city congregations seemed not to apply in the case of mitau, where there were two
pastors in one congregation, a primarius and a deacon.162 in the second article his
language was very guarded, giving the impression that sahlfeldt’s commendable
work needed only a little fine tuning. however, as one reads further, it becomes
increasingly clear that the superintendent ockel did not regard this work to be
acceptable for lutheran congregations, lutheran pastors, or lutheran Church
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leaders. he could not agree with those who depicted the symbolical Books as a
milestone hung around of the neck of the clergy, or who equated all religions and
reduced them to the status of creatures of the state, the real purpose of which
was to make good citizens. he agreed that a Christian was a good citizen, but
not simply because he had been taught morality. it was because his morality derived from a higher source. he believed in god and in the teachings and work of
Jesus. regardless of the position taken by government officials, the church must be
understood to be much more than a convenient institution for teaching morality
and obedience to worldly powers. he lamented that the author of the work was
first and foremost a jurist with no particular knowledge of the work of the church.
sahlfeldt wanted to prescribe what oath protestant clergy should swear, but not
one word in his formula mentioned the scriptures, the Creeds, or the symbolical
Books. he was concerned only with such matters as morality, personal excellence,
and obedience to the state. ockel also decried sahlfeldt’s failure to specify that sermon texts ought to be scriptural. sahlfeldt would permit as texts mottos proverbs,
quotations from philosophers, and other moral maxims. ockel noted that philosophy is inadequate, philosophers are not infallible, and philosophical fashions
are constantly changing. if the Bible were to be abandoned, Christianity would
be finished. “When faith in the Bible is submerged, it is ‘good night Christian
religion’,”163 he wondered why sahlfeldt could not make more constructive use
of the existing church orders in Courland, livonia, and Estonia, instead of producing a work which was his and his alone. he had sought no advice or collaboration from theologians, church leaders, or even other jurists. the imperial College
of protestant Church Affairs in st. petersburg, which sahlfeldt envisioned as the
highest authority in matters of faith and church affairs, was made up entirely of
laymen who were not learned in matters of faith and church affairs. Furthermore,
he undercut the office of the superintendent by giving his episcopal functions, including ordinations, installations, and consecration of churches to the deans. ockel
wondered why he did not go even further and allow every pastor to exercise these
functions. ockel became progressively more sarcastic in his comments, while trying to give the appearance that he was simply asking questions in the hope that the
learned jurist would enlighten him. he was in fact indicating his conviction that in
church matters sahlfeldt was altogether incompetent.164
georg Christian Wilpert, consistorial assessor and dean of the district of siuxt
(latv. Džūkste) and member of the committee which had produced the 1805 liturgical directives, also criticized sahlfeldt’s work in an article entitled: Einige Betrachtungen über die Kirchenordnung für die Protestanten im Russischen Reiche (Some
Considerations about the Church Order for the Protestants in the Russian Empire). he
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confined his remarks to practical and administrative matters. he began by noting that sahlfeldt’s work had appeared very suddenly and without any advance
notice. no one had been prepared for the appearance of this work and it was
entirely the work of one man. still, all were expected to carefully follow its prescriptions. no one had been consulted in its preparation, and at no time had its
provisions been discussed. its appearance was meant to immediately sweep aside
the church order which had previously been used in Courland. however, many
of its provisions were unclear, and as it now appeared they were also unworkable. pastors were made responsible for matters over which they had no control.
they were prohibited from communing any young person of 15 years or older
who could not read and write in his mother tongue. this new regulation was
given the force of law, even though literacy was a school matter not a church
matter. in addition, pastors were now required to create and keep an alphabetical register of every member of their congregations. in some cases parishes had
several thousand members, and it was impossible for pastors without secretarial
assistance to collect all the names and arrange and inscribe them alphabetically.
he regarded the new regulations concerning the discipline and suspension of
pastors to be harmful. Clearly, sahlfeldt had never thought of the ramifications of
his regulations and their affect on the relationship of the pastor to his parishioners, or the general estimation of the clergy in the community. the whole business
would much more wisely had been turned over to the consistory, which was in a
far better position than the state to govern such matters.165
pastor Karl Friedrich Watson of the lesten (latv. Lestene) parish in Courland also
published a criticism of sahlfeldt’s order. in his Bemerkungen über die neue Kirchenordnung der Prostestanten im Russischen Reiche (Remarks concerning the New Church
Order for the Protestants in the Russian Empire), he does not deal with liturgical and
theological matters. Either from ignorance of these or because he wished to be diplomatic, he stated that he and others saw no great difference between sahlfeldt’s
provisions and those of the 1805 work. in fact, the provisions of sahlfeldt’s order
further impoverished the 1805 order, which itself had greatly impoverished liturgical worship. Watson choose not to involve himself in a discussion of that. like
dean Wilpert, he was concerned about practical and administrative matters. he
stated that some parishes might have as many as 10,000 or 20,000, members and
on any given sunday 300-800 of them might commune. it would be impossible
for any pastor to keep an accurate alphabetical record of all this, and yet that is
what sahlfeldt required, warning that pastors who failed to do so would be liable
strong penalties and a temporary suspension from the ministry. he also noted that
the new imperial College of protestant Church Affairs, which had power over all
165
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consistories in the Empire, had not a single clergy member. As a result complicated
ecclesiastical matters were being dealt with by men whose expertise lay elsewhere
and who had no special competence in church matters. Watson suggested that
sahlfeldt’s work should be reviewed and revised by a committee of clergymen and
jurists who were knowledgeable in many areas, for many heads were better than
one. Better yet would be the formulation of a church order which would be more
immediate in its goals, and which would make better use of the consistories.
these criticisms show that although some lauded sahlfeldt’s work as a great
step forward, indeed as a work enshrining the spirit of modern age and freeing the
protestant spirit which had long been in chains, others saw it to be theologically
confused and practically unworkable. Critics treaded carefully to avoid offending
sahlfeldt, especially because his work was held in high regard by the imperial
law Commission, but it had to be stated that its provision were utterly impractical and burdened clergy who were already overworked. they protested that
pastors were neither professional educators nor statisticians, and yet sahlfeldt’s
proposed church order would impose severe penalties on any pastor who failed
to fulfill his teaching responsibilities and keep good church records.166
A sharp criticism came from the theological faculty of the University of dorpat. it was written by dr. Christian Friedrich segelbach and was published by
the university press in 1808, under the title: Bemerkungen über das von Kurzem erschienene Werk: Kirchenordnung für die Protestanten im russisch. Reiche; entworfen von
Georg Friedrich Sahlfeldt (Remarks on the Recently Appearing Work: Church Order for
the Protestants in the Russian Empire, edited by Georg Friedrich Sahlfeldt).
segelbach said nothing about his own theological position. he stated that he
proposed to examine sahlfeldt’s work on a strictly scientific basis, and to determine whether he had accurately characterized and made use of his sources. he
noted what he understood to be the clear goal of sahlfeldt’s work and then critiqued it from the standpoints of logics, politics, jurisprudence, and ethics.
sahlfeldt had stated that his sources were twofold: the 1805 liturgical directives
and the prussian Church order. segelbach’s examination of sahlfeldt’s work convinced him that nowhere did sahlfeldt’s accurately reflect the provision of either
document. his general Confession and Absolution demonstrated his lack of understanding of the purpose of these forms in the 1805 directives. Because his only
concern was to bolster outward morality, it was clear that he had eliminated from
his draft any consideration of Christian doctrine. his ban of chanting the liturgy directly contradicted the provisions of the 1805 liturgy. he eliminated from the rite of
Confirmation the references in the 1805 directives which declared the confirmands
to be servants of the Christian Church, since his own purpose was to make them
166
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obedient citizens of the Empire. nowhere in the work did he relate Baptism to membership in the church. Furthermore, the 1805 directives gave no suggestion that nonBiblical texts, even utterances of the tsar, might be made the subject of sermons. he
noted that every reference in the liturgy to the doctrine of faith had been eliminated.
segelbach wondered where in the 1805 rite sahlfeldt found any authorization to do
that. in addition, sahlfeldt’s lord’s supper made no reference to whatever to the to
the Words of institution, even though they were found in all the church agendas, as
well as the agendas of all different Christian confessions and were definitely a part
of the 1805 rite. on what basis could sahlfeldt regard himself competent to make
such a radical change. he further stated that there was not a word in the 1805 rite
or any other church order that he had seen to support sahlfeldt’s desire to ban, or
even declare invalid, Emergency Baptisms. A study of church registers showed that
in many cases pertinent information was left out and no one ever suggested that
this invalidated the sacramental act. in any case Emergency Baptism should not be
eliminated in order to keep parish registers up-to-date.167
sahlfeldt’s work fared little better when segelbach examined it the light in the
light of his second source, the 1794 prussian Church order.168 What the prussian
order and sahlfeldt had in common was only their statement that church records ought to be kept in order. however, the prussian order allowed responsible
citizens to choose the religious party with which they wished to associate themselves, and, if one member of a married couple wished to join his or her spouses’
religion, they needed only to declare it. sahlfeldt’s regulation was far more restrictive. he allowed that a protestant could join a non-protestant Church, and
a non-protestant could join a protestant Church, but only if the imperial College
of protestant Church Affairs agreed. he wondered whether it could be assumed
that lutherans, roman Catholics, and members of Union Churches were competent only to decide to join each other’s churches, or the russian orthodox Church,
but the russian orthodox were not competent to decide that they should leave
the orthodox Church. Furthermore, in the prussian Church order the mother of a
child born out of wedlock was not required to reveal the name of the father to the
pastor. sahlfeldt viewed the matter differently. the father might be orthodox - in
which case the lutheran pastor was forbidden to baptize the child at all.169
segelbach chose his ground very carefully. he gave the appearance of defending traditional lutheran doctrine and worship although he never specifically
spoke of either. he critiqued sahlfeldt’s unspoken motive of solidifying state control over the church without mentioning that motive specifically. since sahlfeldt
167
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had represented himself as a man of reason, segelbach criticized him on the basis
of reason. he had no need to mention that sahlfeldt had completely cast aside the
doctrinal position of the church.170
the printed criticisms greatly decreased the possibility that sahlfeldt’s proposals would be widely accepted in the church. As many noted, it was full of contradictions and could not take the weight that would be laid upon it as the official church
order. his notions concerning binding church law and the church’s subservience to
the tsar’s government went too far. the church wanted to know its place, but it was
unwilling to allow itself to be put in the place of an orphan without father or mother
or status of any kind. the 1809 livonian territorial assembly sought to make a determination about it. through otto Friedrich von pistohlkors, the livonian nobility
delegate to the st. petersburg imperial Court, they suggested that the church order
either be laid aside entirely, or the deadline for its acceptance be put off, since it
contained so many contrary elements.171 in the end sahlfeldt’s order was simply
ignored and the College of Justice chose not to pursue the matter further.
By the end of the first decade of the nineteenth century the Enlightenment
viewpoint, which had been introduced into the lutheran Church with such
wholehearted endorsement by its leaders, reached its zenith. the church and its
mission had come to be described in wholly rationalistic terms and both church
leaders and state ministers looked forward with optimism to a golden age of morality and personal contentment. the situation soon began to change. napoleon’s
eastward march toward moscow and the siege of that city came to be seen by tsar
Alexander i as a sign from god, as fateful as the handwriting on the wall in book
of daniel. Already inclined toward mysticism, the attack on his Empire was seen
by Alexander i and his closest associates as a judgment from god and a call to
turn away from rationalism.172 so it was that a new spirit of conservativism and
traditional piety was inaugurated. Even as napoleon’s troops drew near to moscow on december 6, 1812, Alexander i established the russian Bible society, modeled after the British and Foreign Bible society. its purpose was the publication
and promulgation of the sacred scriptures in the languages of the people. Alexander i appointed Count Aleksandr nikolaevich golitsyn (Александр Николаевич
Голицын), the procurator of the holy synod, to be president of the new organization. it was golitsyn who had first proposed the project to the tsar. the establishment of the new society was formalized on January 11, 1813 at a meeting attended
by official representatives of all major Christian confessions.
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in the eyes of Alexander i, napoleonic invasion of russia was nothing less
than an apocalyptic event. lutherans could not disagree with this judgment. As
moscow burned, so too the fires of piety were ignited in their hearts. rationalist
philosophy provided no comfort for besieged citizens and solders in the heat of
battle. rationalism itself was by no means dead among lutheran Church leaders
and the theology professors, but many lutherans were beginning to yearn for a
return to the more traditional lutheran piety of an earlier age, and the tsar and
his government were beginning to formulate a program by which rationalism
would be confronted and have to retreat before a newly awakened piety.
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3. TenTaTive Moves Toward
organizaTional and liTurgical uniTy
sahlfeldt’s church order was a failure
and the status of the lutheran churches
as independent groups continued as in the
past. while churches in the Baltics were
well organized administratively and each
had their own tradition of church law and
liturgy, congregations in russia proper had
neither an affective administration or a common liturgy. They operated under authority
given by the college of Justice which decreed that they were to operate on the basis
of the provisions of the swedish church order of 1686. it was evident that all the lutheran churches in the empire were in need
of a single up-to-date church order.
even before the ominous storm clouds of
count aleksandr nikolaevich
the napoleonic wars had begun to appear,
golitsyn, minister of cults and
the imperial government was developing
Public enlightenment, 1817.
plans to regulate lutheran churches and delineate their unique relationship to the state. a
new governmental office, called the Main administration for ecclesiastical affairs of
Foreign Faiths (rus. Главное управление духовных дел иностранных исповеданий), was
established in 1810 to administer the affairs of non-orthodox churches in the russian
empire. The new agency was designed to assume responsibility in ecclesiastical matters formerly governed by the college of Justice for livonian, estonian, and Finnish
affairs. The college of Justice would continue its work in religious administration, but
in a diminished role. The minister named to head the new office was count aleksandr
nikolaevich golitsyn, who was well acquainted with the lutheran church and had
a great appreciation for lutheran theology.173 little could be done to implement the
work of preparing the new church law during the napoleonic wars.
in 1817 the russian government took the important step of merging the Ministry of Public enlightenment, the Main administration for ecclesiastical affairs of
the Holy synod of the orthodox Faith, and the Main administration for ecclesiastical affairs of Foreign Faiths into a single agency to supervise both educational
173
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and ecclesiastical activities. The new agency was called the Ministry of cults and
Public enlightenment (rus. Министерство духовных дел и народного просвещения). golitsyn was named to head the new ministry. The new ministry consisted
in two departments: The department of Public enlightenment (rus. Департамент
народного просвещения) under Privy councilor vasilij Popov (Василий Михайлович
Попов) which was concerned with educational matters and the department of
cults (rus. Департамент духовных дел) under councilor of state alexander Turgeneyv (Александр Иванович Тургенев) which was charged with the supervision of
all religious organizations in russia. it was divined into four divisions: (1) greek
orthodox, (2) roman catholic, (3) Protestant, and (4) Jews and Moslems.174
1817 marked the 300th anniversary of the lutheran reformation. rationalism had
brought with it the notion that the lutheran reformation was of significance to the
whole Protestant community, and not just the lutherans. it represented the beginning of the throwing off of the yoke of roman bondage and the shining of the first
shafts of light signaled the end of the middle ages and the preparation of europe for
a real awakening in the time of enlightenment. it was well-known that the Prussian
King Friedrich wilhelm iii had already put into operation his plan to merge the
lutherans and reformed in his realm into a single entity, the so-called “evangelical
church.” in russia rationalistic minded lutherans, who themselves saw no significant differences between lutherans and reformed envisioned, a similar union.
The eyes of top governmental officials were on the Prussians carefully observing the progress of the union movement. on June 13, 1817 grand duke nicholas
(Николай I Павлович) married the daughter of Friedrich wilhelm iii, creating an
even closer bond of union between the russians and the Prussians. when the bridal
party stopped in riga on its way back to st. Petersburg, Marquis Paulucci, the governor general, gave a dinner party in its honor. Here the grand duke expressed his
desire that what was being done in Prussia to unite the Protestant churches ought
to be done in russia as well. He was not pleased to hear the response of Marquis
Paulucci, who remarked that in russia such things could not be accomplished by
imperial decree. if this displeased the grand duke, it certainly did not deter him.175
in russia the lutherans needed the approval of the tsar to sanction a public festal celebration of the anniversary of the reformation. The formal request, which
was put forward by Pastor Johann Heinrich Busse of st. catherine’s church in
st. Petersburg, noted that lutherans throughout the empire would gladly participate in this festal event. a similar request was made by the civil governor
of estonia. The tsar gladly granted these requests. on september 4, 1817 Turgeneyv, the director of the department of cults, issued a decree announcing that
lutherans would be festally celebrating the anniversary of the reformation on
174
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october 19 (old style; new style october 31). it was understood that these celebrations were to be held within church walls and that they were to be appropriate to
the spirit of the occasion and that speeches, remarks, and sermons should not be
judgmental towards others, since the spirit of christianity was the spirit of peace
and love which incidentally were also chief concerns of the tsar’s government.176
Pastors in tune with rationalism were not content merely to avoid speaking
ill of others, especially other Protestants. They chose to go further by inviting the
reformed to celebrate with them. at st. Peter’s church in st. Petersburg French
and dutch reformed preachers took an active part in the festal celebration. The
whole assembly received communion together in a common service of the lord’s
supper which provided a russian parallel to the german celebration in Berlin on
that same day. The only high ranking Protestant who did not participate was a
genevan calvinist preacher who stayed away because he had not received word
from geneva that he was permitted to participate. 177
a unique celebration in archangelsk saw the merging of the lutheran and reformed groups into a single “Protestant” congregation. This even, which technically was not connected with the reformation celebration, took place on november
30, 1817. according to the terms of the Akte der Vereinigung beider Protestantischen
Gemeinden in Archangel, 30. November 1817 (Act of Union of the Two Protestant Churches in Archangelsk, November 30, 1817), primary emphasis was placed on the external
rites of worship of the congregation, since the ceremonies were meant to symbolize
the unity of the new congregation. accordingly, the two pastors, Johann arnold
Brünings and Karl Friedrich christian Brehme, formulated a written contract establishing these ceremonies. The contract stipulated that on any given sunday one
preacher was to preach and the other to officiate. confirmations would still be held
separately, one on Palm sunday and one on holy wednesday and both groups
would commune of Maundy Thursday. at the lord’s supper one pastor was to
administer the unleavened bread which was not in the form of a host, and the other
was to administer the chalice. Both bread and wine would be administered using
the word of the lord, likely: “Jesus said: ‘Take and eat, …’,” or something similar.
Pastoral acts were to be administered “in the spirit of Jesus.” Members of the congregation were free to choose which minister should officiate. in order to distinguish one group from the other, the group formerly called reformed was simply
to be called st. Peter’s and the group formerly referred to as lutherans would be
called st. catherine’s. ordinarily the preachers would take the pulpit every other
sunday. Festal services would normally be held as st. catherine’s, because it was
bigger and it had an excellent organ. Furthermore, st. catherine’s was located in a
heavily populated area on the main street. There were english speaking Protestants
176
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living in archangelsk. These were largely affiliated with the german reformed
congregation. They also joined the union and called an english speaking preacher.
However, because of dissension english speaking people withdrew from the union
and established their own independent congregation.178
The college of Justice exploited the st. Petersburg reformation celebration as
an exhibition of the spirit of union and decided that what had been accomplished
in st. Petersburg should now spread all lutheran and reformed Protestants in
the empire. Baron Heinrich von Korff, the president of the college of Justice approached the Minister golitsyn to suggest that in the future the lutherans and
reformed should be united under a common banner and be referred to as the
“evangelical church.” golitsyn took the matter to the tsar who gladly agreed. on
January 7, 1818 golitsyn announced that because of the manifestation of the spirit
of mutual agreement in the gospel by the tsar’s Protestant subjects and for the
sake of good civil order the tsar supported this suggestion. Henceforth Protestant churches would united under the single name, the “evangelical church.” He
announced that the college of Justice would inform all evangelical consistories
of this decision, so that they might take appropriate measures to implement it.179
The decree provoked a strong reaction especially in the Baltic churches. since
the days of Peter the great (Пётр I) the tsars had always respected and guaranteed the rights and privileges of the lutheran churches and golitsyn’s decision
represented a major departure from this.
The livonian High consistory responded immediately. it described golitsyn’s decision as a serious encroachment on freedom of conscience which might
find enthusiastic supporters in st. Petersburg, but such would not be the case
elsewhere. The livonian High consistory wrote also to governor general Marquis Paulucci. its letter, dated January 25, 1818, asked for Paulucci’s help. in this
letter count ludwig august von Mellin, president of the livonian High consistory, general superintendent sonntag, and consistory secretary g. Busch stated
emphatically that golitsyn’s decision would jeopardize the lutheran church.
They reiterated the charge that his decree interfered with the internal affairs of
the church and it stated that pastors and congregations could not reasonably be
excepted to violate their consciences in such matters. in short, what had been
described as the will of the clergy and the people, was in fact not supported by
either the clergy or the people.180
The courlandian consistory also addressed its concerns to golitsyn. Their letter is no longer extant, but golitsyn made reference to it in his official reply on
March 18, 1818. He clarified his decision by stating that neither lutherans nor the
178
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reformed were being required to abandon their particular beliefs and customs but
only that they should come to see each other as believers “in the single flock of Jesus
christ.” it was this position that the tsar supported. He declared that the Protestants
were not being asked to give up their confessions. He went on to say that the term
“evangelical” was in widespread use to designate the very spirit of Protestantism
because all Protestants were followers of the gospel. luther himself, like st. Paul
complained when some called themselves after his name as though his doctrine
were his own. However, golitsyn continued, if any insisted on calling themselves
lutheran as a matter of conscience, they would be allowed to do so. The tsar’s government had no intention of interfering with their beliefs, worship, or practices.181
it appears that golitsyn’s chief concern was to identify the two major Protestant
churches in the russian empire under a single designation, so that they could be dealt
with unilaterally. golitsyn himself was a member of the russian orthodox church,
and as minister of Public enlightenment and cults he looked upon the Protestant
churches from an administrative point of view and had little interest in their teachings and practices as long they contributed to public order and morality. The idea
of uniting the two confessions under the general term “evangelical” had been suggested to him by Korff and the college of Justice. it seemed to suit his purposes and
so he presented the idea to the tsar.182 The tsar saw that the proposal would serve his
purpose. it would contribute to the moral welfare of the empire and serve as visible
expression of brotherly affection among his Protestant subjects. neither golitsyn nor
the tsar had any significant concern for the distinctive teachings and practices of either
the lutherans or the reformed. golitsyn’s decision was that both churches should be
designated by a single name, and golitsyn responded to the courlandian consistory
that the tsar preferred that lutherans and other Protestants refer to themselves as
“evangelicals.” However, they would not be penalized for calling themselves lutherans. as far as golitsyn was concerned, the matter was now settled. Many church
officials agreed with him. They were certain that the government would take no steps
to create a single united evangelical church. in this they were mistaken.
an incident in st. Petersburg in 1818 would soon demonstrate that more than a
change in nomenclature was envisioned. Pastor Johann Heinrich Busse of st. catherine’s church decided that a new edition of the 1783 hymnal needed to be issued.
what he presented for publication was not, however, simply a reprint of the old hymnal from the rationalist era. it went much further. He presented for the approval of
the college of Justice a hymnal which many regarded as openly contradicting Biblical
teachings. initially the members of the college of Justice did not think that this would
present any significant problems. The st. Petersburg parishes had been using the old
rationalist hymnal for several decades and none had complained about it. all the
181
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members of the college of Justice, including its President Korff and Privy councilor
Poman Pesarovius, signed off on the new edition but when it was published and russian lutheran pastors and congregations were able to examine it closely, they reacted
strongly against it. it soon became evident that the college had approved a hymnal
which contradicted the tsar’s new post-war anti-rationalist program. at this point
the members of the college declared that they had been misled by Pastor Busse and
he had slipped by them a hymnal of which they could not approve. as a result, the
hymnal was withdrawn from circulation, its use was prohibited, and Pastor Busse
was removed from the pastorate which he had held for 19 years.183
golitsyn now realized that something more was involved than just the production of a hymnal by a pastor with subversive ideas. The lutheran church itself
was out of control; its consistories were infested with rationalist notions which
the tsar now rejected and which were in fact contrary to the doctrinal standards of
the lutheran church itself. it was clear to him that a new supervisory body would
need to be created to bring the lutheran church and its consistories under control and keep them true to their doctrinal foundations of the lutheran church. He
decided that what was needed was a general consistory sitting in st. Petersburg
which would supervise the regional consistories and the entire church. The college
of Justice added the suggestion that this general consistory should supervise the
whole “evangelical church,” both the lutherans and the reformed. The draft recommendation, prepared by college of Justice vice-chairman Pesarovius called for
the appointment of an “evangelical bishop” to supervise both churches.
The establishment of such a supervisory body needed a declaration from the
tsar himself. once again the tsar’s approval was quick in coming. He was aware
of the decision of the king of Prussia to unite his Protestant subjects in one evangelical church and thought to do the same. He himself saw few differences between the lutherans and the reformed and considered that what differences did
exist were of little significance.
The tsar’s ukase was issued on July 20, 1819. in it he stated that the “consistorial
session” (germ. Konsistorialsitzung) of the college of Justice had called his attention
to the revised hymnal prepared by Pastor Busse. He was greatly saddened that this
book and its empty sophisms included hymns which obviously contradicted the
teachings of the scriptures and the spirit of christianity. a proper hymnal should
lift the mind to god but this book instead implanted impious notions such as could
scarcely be found in the better moral writings of the heathen. This, he stated, was
not the first time that his attention had been drawn to departures from the church’s
sound teachings and this experience had led him to examine more closely conditions in the church which had allowed this situation to develop.
183
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in agreement with golitsyn’s January, 7 1818 decree the tsar now spoke of a
single evangelical church consisting in two branches – lutheran and reformed.
He stated that the rights and privileges of the lutheran church were predicated
upon the doctrinal position of the lutheran church as stated in the sacred scriptures, three ecumenical creeds, the (Unaltered) Augsburg Confession of 1530, and
the Book of Concord. all this was clearly stated in the royal swedish church order
of 1686. so too was the so-called evangelical reformed church was granted its
rights and privileges on the basis of its confession of the scriptures, the decisions
of the synod of Bern of 1532, the Consensus Helveticus (1675), and the Heidelberg
Catechism. legal recognition, protection, and freedom of worship could be guaranteed only to those who held to these fundamental articles and it was his responsibility before god and the evangelical church to safeguard the church from
novelties which disregard proper christian morality.
so it was, he stated, that he had decided to create the office of “evangelical
bishop” after the model of the episcopal office found among the lutherans in
Finland, sweden, denmark, and Prussia. He would personally select and install
in st. Petersburg this bishop and make him responsible for the oversight of all
evangelical churches and clergy, lutheran and reformed, in russia. in addition,
he had decided also to create a general consistory which would be responsible
to determine that the church’s regulations were followed in conformity with its
church orders and that on this basis was supervising the teaching of the church’s
principles and the life and behavior of its clergy. This new general consistory
was to be called the “evangelical imperial general consistory.” all higher and
lower consistories as well as, the lithuanian evangelical reformed synod, and all
other Protestant ecclesiastical authorities and clergy would be subordinate to this
consistory. it would consist in a president, a vice-president, two secular members,
the evangelical bishop, and two other clergy. The bishop would be designated
spiritual chairman of the consistory. For the presidency of the new general consistory he was naming count Karl christoph von lieven, curator of the dorpat
educational district. For vice-president he was naming Privy councilor Pesarovius. count lieven would immediately undertake the drafting of the organizational structure and the budget of the new general consistory and present it to
the tsar for his approval. when this had been done, the ecclesiastical matters,
formerly administered by the consistorial session of the college of Justice, would
be turned over to the new body. until that time the consistorial session of the
college of Justice would continue, now under the leadership of count lieven and
vice-President Pesarovius. The ukase itself was addressed to Minister golitsyn
and made him responsible for its prompt execution.184
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on the same day, July 20, 1819, a second ukase was issued. in it the tsar informed the governmental senate that he was separating spiritual matters from
the responsibilities of the college of Justice and was creating a new body. For the
present time the consistorial session of the college of Justice would continue to
meet now under the leadership of count lieven and vice-chairman Pesarovius.185
The July 20 ukase called for a certain degree of unionistic activity between the
lutherans and the reformed, but it was still constitutionally different from the
union being implemented in Prussia. The Prussian union was meant to be a visible
expression of the king’s conviction that his lutheran and reformed subjects were
indeed one in faith, and it was for the sake of convenience that he was allowing
both churches to continue to recognize and adhere to their own confessional writings and traditions. in addition, the Prussian lutheran church had a well established and efficiently running church administration, centered in its High consistory in Berlin. what was most visible to the public eye was the form of worship in
the churches and the liturgical vestments of the clergy. The king was determined
to control both very closely. From 1811 onward the outward vesture of the clergy
was to be the black talar and white preaching tabs, the beffchen, although lutheran
pastors who were accustomed to wear albs, surplices, or chasubles were permitted to continue to do so. They were to wear them over the talar.186 even more important to him was the imposition of a common liturgy in both churches. He first
introduced his new liturgy in garrison churches in Potsdam and Berlin in 1816.
The ukase of the russian tsar said nothing concerning either the vesture of the
clergy or the form of worship to be used in the so-called “evangelical church” in
the russian empire. His concern and that of Minister golitsyn and the college of
Justice was strictly administrative. His primary purpose was to implement his war
against rationalism and he was determined to fight it by putting all Protestants,
lutheran and reformed, into one administrative body, governed by one law under
the supervision of common “evangelical general consistory” and “evangelical
Bishop.” By determining to establish an “evangelical general consistory” with a
single bishop as pastoral overseer over all Protestants the tsar fostered syncretism.
The ukase did not spell out how the tsar’s purposes were to be accomplished.
He was content merely to assign this task to count lieven. He was to formulate
and present to the tsar of draft proposal for the operation of the evangelical general consistory and nominate three suitable candidates for the episcopacy. The
ukase did not clearly state either the authority or work of the bishop; it simply stated that he was to be a resident in st. Petersburg and was to oversee all evangelical
churches and clergy. nothing was said concerning his proper activities or how he
was to accomplish them. To complicate matters still further the Baltic churches
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already had their own consistories and
had well established procedures. it was
unclear how these would be affected by
the tsar’s decree. a further complication
was the fact that the Treaty of nystad had
bestowed on the livonian, estonian, and
ingrian churches certain rights and privileges which russian rulers had always
confirmed. circumventing these would
prove to be difficult. in addition, the
lithuanian reformed synod had never
been under the authority of any bishop
and for them to submit to an episcopal
overseer now was unimaginable.
lieven decided to give his first attention
for the selection and the investiture of the
count Karl von lieven, president
of
the provisional general consistory,
evangelical bishop. Three nominees were
1819, minister of Public
proposed: Pastor Klaus Harms of Kiel, a
enlightenment, 1828.
well know leader of the revival of traditional lutheranism, Johann gottfried scheibel,
an orthodox lutheran professor in conservative Breslau, and zacharias cygnaeus, the
newly consecrated bishop of Borgå (Fin. Porvoo) in Finland. From the standpoint of the
tsar and his government the selection of either Pastor Harms and Professor scheibel
was out of the question because their confessional theology precluded their participation in any syncretistic activity. so it was that the lot fell to cygnaeus, who could be
characterized as a churchmen with mildly rationalistic predisposition.187
now the question arose how a member of one confession could become the
overseer of another very different confession and exercise supervision over well
established general superintendents in the Baltic churches. The ukase had not
addressed these issues. The solution proposed by alexander Turgeneyv, the head
of the department of cults, and his Protestant division chief Peter von goetze
was to restrict the bishop’s activities to the st. Petersburg region. so it was that
on January 31, 1820, cygnaeus assumed the office of Bishop of st. Petersburg.188
By the time of the investiture Bishop cygnaeus lieven was already hard at work
on the establishment of the evangelical general consistory. soon after the promulgation of the ukase the consistorial session of the college of Justice met under his
presidency. in his opening remarks the count reminded the members why the emperor had found it necessary to issue his ukase. The sad fact was that the church had
187
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departed from its historic faith. luther
and the generation which followed him
had clearly and unmistakably confessed
their faith in Jesus christ, the only begotten son of god. Peter and the other biblical
writers had stated in no uncertain terms
that the whole Bible bore witness to christ
and that there could be no salvation in
any other name but his. He declared that
it was indeed unfortunate that in the russian lutheran church this confession and
faith had almost entirely disappeared and
those who did proclaim it were like voices
crying in the wilderness. Modern theologians and preachers had forgotten that
they were called to be servants of christ
and stewards of the mysteries of god,
dr. zacharias cygnaeus,
bishop of st. Petersburg, 1820.
and that they were to be ambassadors
for christ who call all to be reconciled to
the christ who was without sin and who
made himself to be sin that in him men might once again be made righteous before
god. instead, these men had become dizzy with the spirit of the enlightenment and
deceived themselves and those who heard them with empty philosophies and traditions of men which denied christ. To them the word of god was filled with myth
and fables which had been quite suitable in the days of man’s infancy but which
today could be seen as exaggerated Hebraisms which must be cast aside. They had
turned the truth of god into a lie; they were unbelievers who distrusted the word of
god and arrogantly proclaimed their own great wisdom instead, even though god
in his wisdom had made foolishness of the wisdom of this world. They quibbled
about the word of god and perverted the gospel of christ stealing faith from the
hearts of the people, and replacing it with a cold, dry, and heartless morality built
upon crumbling foundations. They were deceivers who were themselves deceived.
in the words of christ they were blind guides. in view of this it was hardly a wonder
that in the russian lutheran churches scarcely 10 of 20 members could be found
in any congregation who knew what was the faith of the lutheran church. st. Paul
himself had predicted that the time would come when the people would no longer
endure sound teachings but with itching ears would look for teachers to satisfy their
sinful desires. over against this, lieven stated, the clear confession of the russian
lutheran church was expressed in the Augsburg Confession and all pastors had taken
an oath to teach according to it. aside from this faith the church had no reason or
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right to exist in the russian empire, but where this faith was proclaimed clearly and
boldly the church was no longer, in Paul’s words, “weighted down, tossed to and
for, and carried about with every wind of doctrine.” His imperial majesty must be
thanked that in a christian spirit and with fraternal care he has sought to protect
the lutheran church and its people from false doctrine and now called upon her to
preserve her ancient faith.189
lieven’s opening speech was indicative of his heartfelt convictions. Born and
raised in courland, in a family where faith in Bible teaching was taken very seriously, lieven was a Pietist who clearly based his faith on the word of god. in
1817 he was appointed to serve as curator of the dorpat educational district and
he set as his primary task the reformation of the theological faculty at dorpat where
only one dogmatician, the elderly lorenz ewers, defended orthodox lutheran
theology. others holding positions in the theological faculty were avowed neologists who considered christianity a merely human moral philosophy. among
them were the historical theologian christian Friedrich segelbach and practical
theologian Hermann leopold Boehlendorff. Best known for his writings not only
on theology but also on technical and agricultural practices was the rationalistic
exegete wilhelm Friedrich Hezel who in 1809 published his own translation of the
new Testament which soft peddled such terms as sin, grace, repentance, and kingdom of god. For this he was subjected to the scathing criticisms of count golitsyn
and in 1813 he was deprived of the right to lecture on exegesis.190
lieven threw his support behind the efforts of gustav ewers, long time rector of
the university, to cleanse the faculty of theology of the influence of the rationalists.
By 1823 all of them had either retired or been removed from the faculty. They were
replaced by professors of whose piety and adherence to the scriptures lieven was assured. They fell into three groups: some were strict confessionists, some were Pietists,
and some displayed the influences of schleiermacher and Hegel. no single school of
thought predominated in the faculty of theology, but all professors were committed to
the traditional lutheran faith and confession. Most prominent among them was ernst
sartorius, a dogmatician who had previously served as professor at Marburg. He was
called to replace lorenz ewers who honorably retired in 1823 at the age of 81.191
Turgeneyv had from the beginning supposed that the establishment of the
evangelical general consistory and the elevation of an evangelical Bishop would
be causes of great concern in the Baltic provinces and, indeed, a strong reaction
quickly developed in livonia.192 on september 9, 1819 general superintendent
sonntag writing on behalf of the livonian High consistory, prepared a petition ad189
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dressed to the tsar. He noted that under the terms of the 1572 Privilegium Sigismundi
Augusti and the document of capitulation of livonia in 1710, the livonian church
had been given the privilege of managing its own ecclesiastical affairs. The ukase
appeared to rescind these privileges by establishing a general evangelical consistory and by appointing a Protestant bishop which would supersede the decisions of
the livonian High consistory. it was difficult to imagine that a foreigner or group
of foreigners would now exercise control over the livonian church without regard
to the wishes of the livonians. The appointment of an evangelical bishop would
bring with it great difficulties; this appointment raised important doctrinal problems, especially so because he was a foreigner. in addition, it would be impossible
to accept the authority of a bishop who was superintending different confessions.
This would inevitably cause grave doctrinal issues. Furthermore, the Baltic provinces were not a homogenous unit. in consisted of three provinces each of which
had been granted special privileges, and each of which was constituted differently
and had developed its own program of religious and moral education. Furthermore, there was no single language in common use in all three provinces. some
spoke different dialects of the estonian language, including the so-called “Finnishestonian” of the region of Tallinn, and the “dorpat estonian” of the livonians. in
other regions it was latvian, or lithuanian, or swedish which predominated. The
use of german was so obvious that it did not even need to be mentioned. of course,
all were deeply grateful that the tsar was concerned to preserve the church from
heresy, but the livonian High consistory could assure that never had any antichristian books been published in its region, nor had any preachers taught heresy from the pulpit. were problems to arise the ecclesiastical authorities were well
prepared to deal with them. accordingly, the High consistory wished to implore
the tsar to again confirm the livonian privileges just as his predecessors had done
and to affirm the constitution of the church and its ability to govern. The petition
was signed by sonntag, count Mellin, the president of the High consistory Baron
campenhausen and members r. Budberg, c. cornelius and o. Masing. it was sent
to st. Petersburg together with a letter of the same date from governor general
Paulucci asking that the emperor give the petition his gracious consideration.193
when the petition arrived at the department of cults, count lieven studied it
and wrote a critique of it for golitsyn. He stated that in considering the appeal of
the High consistory to its historic privileges it must be noted that changes necessitated by altering circumstances and the passing of time meant that these privileges could not be regarded as absolute. Furthermore, Peter i had said as much.
regarding the livonian contention that no heresies had been spread and no false
teaching had been preached there, it must be remembered that High consistory
193
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itself had authored a catechism in which the revelation of John the Theologian had
been declared to be an account full of oriental imagery. The new riga Hymnal consisted only in inferior alterations to the old book, and the general superintendent
sonntag himself had written Sittliche Ansichten194 that was not in accord with the
assurances of lutheran orthodoxy which the High consistory claimed.195
Turgeneyv took a more moderating position. From the beginning he had regarded the enterprise of establishing an evangelical general consistory and the
establishment of the evangelical bishop as a questionable business, because he
expected that the Baltic nobility and the consistories would react strongly against
the proposal. To his mind the ancient privileges must be respected. The mere
fact that circumstances change and necessitate a revision of privileges does not
mean that privileges are not be taken seriously. concerning the catechism and the
hymnal it must be remembered that Privilegio Sigismundi Augusti had put doctrinal disputes and publications entirely in the hands of lutheran orthodox theologians. Finally, he remarked that sonntag’s book Sittliche Ansichten was highly
regarded not only in livonia but also outside the russian empire.196
count lieven was already at work of his draft of a constitution for the imperial
evangelical general consistory. in this work he was assisted by Pesarovius. He was
guided only by the imperial ukase and chose not to seek information or advice from
any consistories, experts in canon law, or church leaders. He seems not to have paid
much attention to the terms of the privileges which had been granted to the consistories or the church orders used in the territorial churches. He was neither a jurist
nor a theologian. He was a pious laymen whose only desire was to serve his tsar and
his church, so that the church might once again be purely orthodox in its lutheran
theology. He had no very high opinion of the consistories or the superintendents
since their ranks were infested with rationalists. To wrest this power from them he
determined that all power must reside in the general evangelical consistory the
decisions of which could not be appealed excepting by petition to the tsar.
The draft was completed within six weeks of the issuance of the July 20,
1819 ukase and was turned over to Turgeneyv who in turn gave it for examination
to von goetze, the head of the Protestant division in the department of cults. von
goetze found it to be completely unacceptable. unlike lieven, he took very seriously the privileges granted to the Baltic territorial churches. He was concerned
that the proposal denied to the territorial and city consistories the power to transact important local business such as the calling and installation of pastors and the
removal of a pastor from office. He was concerned also that this new consistory
194
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would have power equal to that of any synod and the evangelical bishop would
be granted rights completely unknown in any evangelical church, even though
his place in the imperial evangelical general consistory made him far inferior
in authority to the lay president or his deputy. The department of cults also rejected lieven’s proposal because it left the department out of the picture and it was
evident that the amassing of such power in st. Petersburg’s general consistory
would provoke strong reactions among the Baltic nobility and the consistories.197
clearly lieven would need to produce a more workable proposal. within a
short time he produced a second draft which was no less objectionable to the department of cults than his earlier proposal. The relationship between the general
consistory and the rest of the church was still unreasonably complicated. The bishop was to be lutheran but both lutherans and reformed would be represented by
a clergy member in the general consistory. Territorial and city consistories would
remain lutheran retaining their place between the congregations and the High
consistory. However, in dealing with reformed matters the territorial consistories
would be required to seek the advice of the nearest reformed minister who would
have the right to appeal before the general consistory any decision concerning the
reformed with which he did not agree. only in lithuania was there a reformed
synod which would stand between local reformed parishes and the st. Petersburg
general consistory. The new draft further stipulated that the general consistory
was to see to it that the doctrinal standards of the churches were maintained according to the accepted norms. The norm for lutherans was to be the unaltered
Augsburg Confession 1530 and for the reformed the resolutions of the Bern synod
1532, the synod of dort 1619, the Consensus Helvetica 1675 and the Heidelberg Catechism 1563. The liturgies used in the churches must conform to the church’s doctrinal
standard – thus displacing the 1805 regulations. although the bishop could deal
directly with lutheran clergy, in dealing with the reformed he shared authority
with the imperial evangelical general consistory and its creature the reformed
High consistorial council. The bishop had no direct power to depose clergy who
disagreed with him. This was left in the hands of the territorial consistories. church
officers, patrons and wardens, would now be permitted to attend synods although
their status there was left unclear. The new draft required that a local st. Petersburg consistory be established to have charge of the churches in the st. Petersburg
region as well as along the volga river, the Black sea and caucasus, archangelsk
(rus. Архангельск), astrakhan (rus. Астрахань) and irkutsk (rus. Иркутск) – indeed all Protestant parishes excepting those in Moscow.198
This draft was rejected as far too complicated and thoroughly impractical. at
this point the matter was taken out of the hands of count lieven and the depart197
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ment of cults decided that a special commission should be appointed to formulate
a more practical proposal. This new group should include both clergy and laymen,
experts in the contents of the statutes and church orders under which the territorial churches were operating, and the privileges which had been granted them.
golitsyn presented the matter to the tsar who approved it in principle. on september 26, 1820 golitsyn met with the Minister of Justice who on that same day declared
that a Temporary Commission for the Establishment of an Imperial Evangelical General
Consistory (rus. Временная Коммисия для образовании Государственной Генеральной
Консистории) would now be undertaken. unfortunately, no attention was given of
golitsyn’s stated desire that the territorial consistories should be represented on the
commission and that the clergy be given the adequate representation. By decision of
the Minister of Justice the new commission was headed by Bishop cygnaeus who
would in fact be the only clergyman on the commission. lay members included count
lieven, senator von Hablitz, member in the general consistory von aderkas, collegial assessor in the department of cults von goetze, and Turgeneyv himself.199
The first of four unfruitful meetings of this commission was held on october
6. not only were the committee members unable to move forward in their work.
Many of them were mutually antagonistic. nothing of positive value was accomplished and the committee held its final meeting on november 13.200
attempts to revive the work in 1821 again proved futile until, on december
18, tsar decided to put the whole matter into the hands of Bishop cygnaeus. The
ukase to golitsyn stated that proper attention must be given to opinions of the
Baltic consistories. For this purpose cygnaeus must work together with the Baltic
superintendents and other important clergy in the provinces and present a draft
proposal to him for his consideration.201
subsequently golitsyn informed the livonian High consistory on January 2,
1822 of the tsar decision and invited them to participate in the process.202 Three
days later, on January 5, Turgeneyv wrote to the livonian general superintendent sonntag informing him concerning the special responsibilities that the tsar
had given to cygnaeus and requesting that he consult together with dr. Johann
georg leberecht richter of the courlandian consistory and otto reinhold von
Holtz of the estonian consistory to act accordingly.203 on February 11 sonntag
passed along this information to the livonian High consistory.204
Following closely the terms of the ukase, Bishop cygnaeus established a committee to work with him in developing an acceptable draft document. His committee
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consisted of general superintendent sonntag of livonia, consistory member Johann
georg leberecht richter of courland, reval city superintendent christian gottlob
Mayer and consistory member arnold Friedrich Johann Knüpffer, both of estonia, as
well as riga city consistory member Pastor Paul Tiedemann. The first meeting was
held at dorpat university on February 20, 1822. By the March 6th meeting the committee had completed its work on the draft. it proposed that the imperial general consistory should serve as the highest legal administrative body for all Protestant churches
in the empire, replacing the college of Justice, the livonian High court and the estonian High appellate court. in all matters concerning divorce and complaints about
pastors the consistory should have the final word. since the superintendents were
now to be called “bishops” the bishop of st. Petersburg would become the archbishop
of russian Protestants after the model of the archbishop of uppsala in sweden, first
among equals (primus inter pares). The superintendents who would become bishops
would include the livonian superintendent general, and the superintendents of courland, estonia, saratov, and odessa. continuing to serve as superintendents would be
the superintendents of oesel, reval, and riga. new superintendents would be named
for vilnius and Moscow; Pilten would lose its superintendent. of these only the archbishop would serve as a member of the general consistory. additional members
were to be chosen in the following manner. The nobility of the three Baltic provinces
were each to select two candidates and the clergy of each province and the consistories were to select one each. This would present the general consistory with a pool of
candidates from which it would choose two members of the nobility and two clergy
to be presented to the tsar for his final approval. it was to be in the power of the general consistory to convene synods of the archbishop, bishops, superintendents, clergy
members of the consistories and other clergy representatives. These synods would be
competent to deal only with internal church business that is to say, with the church’s
faith, doctrine, liturgy, and related matters. decisions approved by the tsar would be
binding on the whole church and no appeal would be allowed.205
ecclesiastical business formerly subject to government approval would now
become the business of the general consistory. cygnaeus also proposed that the
city consistories of riga and reval would be merged into the livonian and estonian territorial consistories. in lithuania the lutheran consistory of vilnius was
to cease operation and a new consistory should be created in vilnius to govern
both the lutheran church and the reformed synod. Membership in the consistory would include both lutherans and reformed. among the many proposals
included were plans for the formation of a consistory in Moscow.206
cygnaeus’ commission also dealt with pressing liturgical questions. The tsar’s
rejection of rationalism called many of the provisions of the 1805 liturgical directives into question. This may have been somewhat painful for general super205
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contrasting images from the 1801 riga Handbook and the 1834 latvian edition
of the imperial agenda - reflection the return from rationalism to confessional lutheranism.

intendent sonntag who had been largely responsible for those earlier regulations.
it is perhaps for this reason that the committee did not reject or condemn the
1805 work, but stated that it wished to improve it and fill out what was lacking in
it. The committee decided that it would be the task of the first general synod to
concern itself with the preparation of a common liturgy to be used throughout the
empire. The liturgy would need to make use of the treasures of the past and the
splendid patterns which they displayed. so too, the educational program would
need to be updated and luther’s Small Catechism would be made the norm.207
The committee took no formal votes but was able to reach a consensus to which
all were agreed. First, the church would not be governed by bishops, because the
work of the bishops was to be strictly spiritual. The power of procurators in the
general synod to forestall the consideration of proposals which they deemed inappropriate was to be curtailed.
The announcement of appointments to the commission came to the immediate attention of the nobility, because no representatives of their group had been
invited to attend and participate in the deliberations. They complained that this
was contrary to the provisions of the rights and privileges they had long enjoyed.
The February 28, 1822 edition of the Rigischen Stadtblätter tried to cool tempers by
reminding its readers that the bishop’s commission was dealing only with internal
church matters and that a private interview with the bishop had made it clear that
many had either misunderstood or misinterpreted the committee’s purpose. later,
207
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the March 14 edition of the Rigischen Stadtblätter again sought to reassure its readers by stating that the work of the committee had been completed and that the
results would be found pleasing. The success of the committee’s endeavors could
be credited to the fine orthodox lutheran spirit and understanding, the experience,
sagacity, openness, and cordiality of Bishop cygnaeus, as well as the expert insight
and liberality displayed by von goetze, the representative of Minister golitsyn.208
Bishop cygnaeus delivered the draft to minister golitsyn of april 25, 1822 with the
request that it be submitted to the tsar. other matters appeared to have been more
pressing. By that time the position of golitsyn and his ministry were being challenged
by alexey arakcheyev and this required the minister’s undivided attention. on october 9 golitsyn informed Bishop cygnaeus about the present situation and urged that
he continue his work of developing the draft, based upon the deliberations in dorpat.209
The work on the new ordinance was finally completed in the early months of
1824 and was given the title: Entwurf einer allgemeinen Verordnung über das protestantische Kirchenwesen (Draft for a General Ordinance Concerning Evangelical Church
Affairs). it was subtitled: Allgemeinen Verordnung über das evangelische Kirchenwesen
(General Ordinance Concerning Evangelical Church Affairs). golitsyn received it on
March 2, 1824.210
The document was based on the imperial decree of June 20, 1819 and the dorpat deliberations and consisted in a work of some 29 pages. The purpose of the
document was to give form and substance to the general consistory which had
been established by imperial decree. it was not meant to be the constitution of
the imperial church-at-large. That was not its purpose. it was meant to describe
the shape of the imperial general consistory and its relationship to the existing
territorial consistories.
The document consisted in three parts. The first was concerned with the structure
of the evangelical church in the empire, with special attention to the imperial general consistory and the episcopal government of the church. it described also the
synodical system within the russian lutheran church, which consisted in a general
synod in which all consistories were represented and the synods of the individual
territorial churches. also described were territorial consistories and their relationship to governmental authorities to which they were responsible, as well as the internal arrangements in the consistories, membership and official workers, necessary
modifications to the constitutions of the territorial consistories, and their effective
operation. The second part was directed to the constitution and work of the imperial general consistory. This part set down the membership of the general consistory, its legal officer (procurator), and the chancellery. also described were the legal
208
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scope of operation of the general consistory, its oversight in matters of internal
church affairs, its exercise of ecclesiastical
administration, and the establishment and
management of the consistorial court. This
part dealt also with the relationship of the
imperial general consistory with imperial authorities, especially the senate and
the Minister of cults and Public enlightenment, as well as regulations concerning administration and court proceedings
in the general consistory. The third part
was concerned with sundry matters, such
as marital dispensations in matters involving prohibited degrees, matters pertaining
to engagement and marriage, devotionDraft for a General Ordinance, 1824.
al writings and religious literature, the
Manuscript.
censorship of religious publications, the
church and rural schools, church property
and charitable foundations, and church publications. Finally, in a separate section,
budgetary matters were covered.
in the body of the work cygnaeus and his committee proposed that the archbishop should serve as the chairman of the imperial High consistory and exercise
the spiritual office of consecrating bishops and superintendents and oversee all discussion of spiritual matters. His seat should be in st. Peter’s church in st. Petersburg
which would now be the cathedral. The imperial general consistory would take the
place of the college of Justice as the governing body for all lutheran consistories in
the empire. included in its membership would be the archbishop, a lay deputy chairman nominated by the department of cults, three representatives of the Baltic nobility, one member of the riga city council, and one chosen by the Baltic consistories. in
addition, one st. Petersburg pastor should be chosen by the consistories of st. Petersburg, vilnius, saratov, and odessa, one clergymen from the Baltic consistories, and
a third clergyman from the lithuanian reformed synod. The procurator of the consistory, subordinate to the Minister of Justice, should be nominated by the department of cults and appointed by the tsar. it should be his responsibility to supervise
the activities of the procurators of the territorial consistories. regional synods should
be held annually for the purpose of examining candidates for ordination and other
church matters. a general synod should meet once every ten years to decide matters
relating to doctrine, liturgy, ecclesiastical discipline, ministry, and school administra-
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tion. all matters relating to changes in church order should be submitted to the tsar
for his approval and become effective upon the granting of that approval.211
cygnaeus may have thought that the way was now clear for the implementation of his draft proposal. golitsyn, however, knew otherwise. although the June
20, 1819 imperial ukase had not made mention of it, the approval of the Baltic
nobility would be necessary before any proposal concerning church administration could be implemented. The draft proposal would need to be submitted to
Marquis Paulucci, the governor general of livonia, estonia, and courland, and
father-in-law of the future Tsar nicholas i. a year earlier, on august 27, 1823, the
bishop had been given permission to communicate his proposals to the governor
general, and now the time seemed ripe to do so. on april 29, 1824 the draft proposal was sent to Paulucci for his comments. Paulucci was aware that no ecclesiastical plan could be effectively implemented without the approval of the Baltic
nobility and that approval would be difficult to obtain.212
The nobility had little interest in surrendering rights and privileges which
gave them a strong voice in matters of church administration. Paulucci informed
the territorial assembly on July 2, 1824 about the draft proposal and its provisions
and stated that he had appointed a special committee on June 2 to meet in riga to
examine the proposal. Membership on this special committee would be a representative of the nobility to be chosen by the collegium of the livonian territorial assembly and one secular and one clergy member from the livonian High consistory and the riga city consistory. They should now choose its representative.213
now for the first time since 1819 the nobility were being invited to participate
in the reorganization of the church. However, the livonian nobility were not willing to address this matter immediately. on July 9, 1824 the territorial assembly
informed Paulucci that the matter would be taken up at the next regular meeting of the assembly, and that on december 1 Baron von campenhausen and his
deputy von r. i. l. von samson would inform him on the assembly’s decision.
Paulucci found this response very unsatisfactory. on July 30, 1824 he reminded
the collegium of the territorial assembly that this matter affected not only livonia
but the whole church and that it must be dealt with without delay. The committee
must meet on or before september 1. This required that a special meeting of the
nobility to be called. von campenhausen and district deputy von Bock undertook
a detailed examination of the draft proposal, taking particular note of the changes
being proposed and their effect on the rights and privileges of the nobility.214
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The meeting of the nobility was convened in august 1824. von campenhausen reported on his comparative study of the draft proposal and the newly published edition of gustav Johann von Buddenbrock’s collection of livonian laws.215
He stated that the draft proposal went far beyond the assignment given because
it gave to the imperial High consistory privileges and right which conflicted with
those previously held by the nobility.216
a negotiating committee consisting of Baron von campenhausen, representing
the nobility, august graf Mellin, the president of the livonian High consistory,
general superintendent Karl gottlob sonntag, Mayor Joachim rolssen of riga, and
august albanus, delegate of the riga city consistory, met from september 2 until
october 20 to evaluate the draft proposal. late in their proceedings they were joined
by Pastor Friedrich Beise who represented the reformed church. von campenhausen decided that no votes were to be taken and no decisions made. The records of the
meetings would simply give the critical views of the individual members.217
all agreed that the establishment of the imperial general consistory was not
in contention. as envisioned in the ukase the new consistory should concern itself
with the oversight of the church to see that the ecclesiastical statutes were carried
out in accordance with the church’s statutes and teachings, to see that a decent
standard of living was provided for the clergy and to ensure that the clergy were
held to high moral standards. The draft actually went far beyond this and gave
to the general consistory extraordinary administrative powers which conflicted
with the right and privileges reserved for the livonian church.
The establishment of an episcopal form of government provoked the strongest
reaction. The opposition to it expressed by sonntag at the dorpat deliberations was
already well-known. if it were only a matter of change of names from superintendent
to bishop, then the committee wondered, whether it was advisable to reintroduce
episcopal terminology which had been abandoned in the sixteenth century. However, the draft proposal envisioned a more fundamental change. in mentioned the
church of sweden where bishops had extraordinary authority and even wore special
vestments. if this office were introduced in the russian lutheran church along with
higher powers and liturgical vestments, many would consider this a very provocative action. Furthermore, exchanging superintendents for bishops would be seen by
many as a possible first step towards the adoption of an ecclesiastical polity similar to
that of the roman catholic and greek orthodox churches. in short, the very future of
Protestantism was in danger. it would be better that the highest officer of the church
be called the general superintendent and that the leaders of the territorial churches
be called territorial superintendents. Baron von campenhausen regarded the matter
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of titles as insignificant. He was not concerned about what named would be used
to designate the spiritual director of the general consistory. what mattered to him
was administrative power. neither he nor any of the nobles wanted the church to be
subject to the arbitrary decisions of one man. The members of the committee were
concerned about the seat of power in the church. The ukase had put a laymen in
charge of the presidency in the general consistory and restricted the bishop to purely
spiritual supervision (spiritual director). The draft, however, located power in the
office of the bishop or archbishop and made him the president of the consistory. in
comparison the vice-president, a layman, would have little authority.218
von campenhausen and sonntag were not able to agree over the question of
the right of appeal. The 1819 ukase stated that the imperial general consistory
would take the place of the consistorial session of the college of Justice. The new
draft made the decisions of the imperial general consistory unappealable. only
the tsar could rule against general consistory decisions. von campenhausen
stated that it was the secular court which must have the final word. The college
of Justice had so ruled in its decision of July 17, 1739, he stated, when it ruled that
the livonian High court (germ. hofgericht) was the court of last appeal. sonntag
viewed the matter differently. He stated that the livonian High consistory had
been established in 1634 and that it had been determined, that there could be
no appeal from its rulings, excepting by decision of stockholm and the king. To
sonntag’s mind the High consistory was in no way subordinate to the livonian
high court because no secular court could be allowed to rescind the decisions of
the church, especially in matters relating to marriage and divorce.219
The draft proposal was studied paragraph by paragraph and the opinions of
each participant were duly noted. in summary, the members found no fault with
the July 20, 1819 ukase or the establishment of the imperial general consistory.
However, they were concerned that the draft proposal went far beyond anything
envisioned in the ukase, and it ran counter to the rights and privileges of the livonian nobility and church.
a committee to examine the draft proposal was also constituted in courland. its
members included chancellor Baron august Fircks, regional Marshal Baron von
der Howen, superintendent dr. richter, reformed Pastor Karl Kruse, and consistory secretary e. w. slevogt. as in livonia no votes were taken but the opinions of
each member were recorded. The committee was far more critical of the establishment of the episcopacy than were the livonians. Baron Fircks stated that elimination of the episcopacy was absolutely essential to Protestantism because bishops always interfered with secular government. To preserve freedom of conscience there
must be no episcopacy. The representatives of the nobility vehemently renounced
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the proposal that such a form of government be established. They declared that in
courland and Pilten it was the nobility who were to exercise power in the church
administration and in the territorial assembly. This power included authority to
deliberate and make decisions concerning church orders, liturgies, and ecclesiastical regulations. The surrender of church affairs to the proposed general synod,
they warned, would rob the courlandian and Piltenian nobility and the regions
they governed of rights and their honor, the highest and most beautiful of all the
treasures which they had gained by the shedding of their blood.
Baron von der Howen summarized the opinion of the committee by stating that
the draft proposal ran counter to the spirit of Protestantism and the rights and privileges of the nobility. The committee was determined that the church should remain as
it was because everyone was well satisfied and happy with the present arrangement.
The clergy were doing their duty. The consistory was running smoothly under the
authority of the Ministry of Public enlightenment and cults and the college of Justice. The present arrangement was in agreement with the territorial constitution and
protected the church from the encroachments of alien hierarchical notions. Finally, the
representatives stated that they were happy that under the leadership of the russian
state and the established orthodox church in russia, the lutheran church was able to
live and work under humane principles of tolerance. Furthermore, in it the churches
were allowed their own legally recognized form of church government and liturgy,
far from the barbaric restraints common in western europe.220
committees to examine the cygnaeus’ draft were also organized in the legislative districts of estonia, oesel and the city of riga. The proceedings of these committees indicate that no serious objections were raised to the draft. still, little need
was seen to change the present arrangement for it appeared to be working well.
such was also the opinion of Marquis Paulucci, the governor.221
The results of investigations by the livonian committee were presented at
the december meeting of the livonian territorial assembly. on december 12,
1824 von campenhausen addressed the assembly and repeated the arguments he
had set down on July 1. He was still convinced that the draft violated the rights
and privileges of the nobility and must be rejected. The assembly was unanimous in declaring that it did not support the proposed draft. They directed Baron
campenhausen and vice-president von samson to bring this matter to the attention of the Ministry of cults and Public enlightenment.222
By this time, however, the whole matter was a dead issue. on May 15, 1824 golitsyn had been removed from office, and the Ministry of cults and Public enlightenment had been completely restructured. golitsyn had been described by his oppon220
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ents as the single person most responsible for the rapid increase of immorality and
destructive free thinking and anti-russian orthodox mysticism in russia. Furthermore, it was deemed necessary to restructure the ministry since it gave the appearance that non-orthodox religions were on the same footing as the official state religion. at the urging of count alexey arakcheyev and serafim, the Metropolitan
of st. Petersburg, all other religions must be dealt with separately from russian
orthodoxy. From this point forward the Ministry of cults and Public enlightenment
would be the Ministry of Public enlightenment and it would include within its structure the department of ecclesiastical affairs of Foreign Faiths (rus. Департамент
духовных дел иностранных исповеданий). named as minister was admiral alexander shishkov, who formerly had been the head of the academy of sciences.223
on december 1, 1824, Tsar alexander i died throwing the empire into a state
of political instability. it had been expected that alexander’s i brother constantine
would succeed him and would seek to conform russian life to the new political
realities which the napoleonic wars had brought to western europe. constantine, however, refused the crown and so it was his brother nicholas i who came
to the throne as Tsar nicholas i (Николай I Павлович). on december 14 a large
contingent of high ranking military officers who had been expected to swear their
allegiance to nicholas i refused to do so and instead led a revolt, the so-called
decembrist rebellion. in the face of this critical situation the reorganization of the
lutheran church was no longer considered as a matter of special concern.
The path to lutheran unity would prove to be one of Byzantine-like complexity.
The desire of the Baltic nobility to maintain its traditional privileges was a major stumbling block. The nobles opposed the creation of a imperial general consistory with
powers far exceeding their own powers in courland, livonia, and estonia. all efforts
to create a central administration, a common order, and a single liturgy were frustrated. The tsar wanted his lutheran subjects to be united into a single ecclesiastical
organization, but the Baltic nobility and those charged with the responsibility of implementing his desires had differing agendas. imperial officials in st. Petersburg were
concerned to maintain close bureaucratic control over the lutherans – a task which
would be far easier to accomplish, if the lutherans were united into a single body.
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4. Independent Attempts to Improve
LIturgIcAL usAges

4 . 1 I g n a ti u s Fe s s l e r’s sarato v Agen da
the failure to reach agreement concerning administrative unity between the
various Lutheran bodies led some to conclude that nothing short of a common
administrative structure imposed from above and implemented by forceful leaders could bring it about. only a united church could worship according to a common liturgy. such was not the case in the Baltic territorial churches which had
recognized liturgical norms and long established traditions and structures.
the situation was different in the younger german settlements along the volga
river where each community was independent and no common church order or
liturgy had been agreed upon. the college of Justice was accustomed to consider
these parishes as operating under the provisions of the 1686 swedish church order. they were supposed to, but in fact the parishes were laws unto themselves.
there was no single recognized church leader among the volga germans, no
common church order, no common consistory, and no common liturgy.224
german settlers along the banks of the volga river had come in response to
the invitation of tsarina catherine II (Екатерина II Великая) addressed to the economically downtrodden peoples of germany, Holland, switzerland, Alsace, and
Loraine to come and settle in russia. the first such invitation was contained in
an imperial manifesto dated december 4, 1762. Few in the West responded to
this first invitation, and so a second manifesto was issued on July 22, 1763. In it
catherine, who was herself a highborn german much impressed with the frugality and strong industrious work ethic of german peasants, encouraged them and
others like them to settle the volga region. All would be welcomed excepting
Jews. response to the invitation was slow at first but poor economic conditions
in western europe and the aftermath of the seven Years War made emigration
seem increasingly attractive. Before long germans, mostly from the territory of
Hesse, but also from thuringia, saxony, and swabia decided to make the move.
the first stop for many of the immigrants was st. petersburg and large numbers
of them moved no further. they settled in the region of st. petersburg giving the
germans a strong presence there. most of the immigrants, however, moved on to
the volga region and established communities on both banks of the volga river.
In the meadowlands to the east of the river which came to be known as meadow224
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map of the german colonies in the volga river valley.

side (germ. Wiesenseite) 59 colonial settlements were organized, and on the west
bank - Hillside (germ. Bergseite) 45 were established. By 1775 over 23,000 immigrants had arrived, though some chose later to return to the west because of
homesickness, the severe weather, the hardships of colonial life, and the threat
that the men might be forced into the army. In 1861 the population of the colonies
had increased to almost 129,000 Lutherans and 26,000 reformed, a total of nearly
of 165,000 individuals. not included in this number were the roman catholics,
mennonites, moravian Brethren, and other minority groups.225
225
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the settlers, who came to be known collectively as “volga germans,” lived in
small communities scattered along the banks of the volga river in independent,
self governing groups in which all settlers were of the same confession. the vast
majority of the settlers were Lutheran. some who decided to emigrate had done
so for other than strictly economic reasons. Included among them were individuals who had gotten themselves in trouble with the law or had manage to gain
a reputation for immorality or recklessness. Few had received much education;
secular, moral, or religious. It was difficult to organize educational programs and
religious life in the settlements. not many of the immigrant took much interest
in such things. disorder reigned, in many families parents refused to send their
children to school, most knew little or nothing of the catechism. What teaching
was available was usually of poor quality. Few settlements built and maintained
church building and schools. this made it necessary for both to use makeshift
facilities.226 Little provision was made for the support of the clergy with the result
that educated clergy were hardly likely to accept the call to minister among the
settlers. Although many pastors were faithful and long suffering, others became
discouraged and disheartened and turned to drink or other degrading behaviors.227 pastor Johann samuel Huber of ust’-solicha wrote in his memoirs that the
clergy struggled in survival mode. they were reduced to a life of “smash-and
grab” – they stole and ran away.228
the establishment of order in the life of the church was clearly a matter of
primary concern. complaints from colonist and local governments were sent to
st. petersburg and came to the attention of the tsar himself. He determined that
an administrative body must be organized to manage the affairs of his Lutheran
and reformed subjects who had settled along the volga. on october 25, 1819 he
ordered the senate to establish the saratov consistory, stating that this was necessary because conditions in the church necessitated his immediate intervention
and corrective action. the pure doctrine of the gospel, morality, and pastoral
oversight in the communities must be maintained, he stated, and the conduct of
preachers and ministers in their office must be overseen to stimulate good order in
churches and schools.229 Although the majority of the communities and congregations were Lutheran, he declared that the consistory was to govern the reformed
as well. this was the same pattern he had already established for the creation of
his Imperial general consistory. to his mind Lutherans and reformed were both
protestant and, therefore, could not really be all that different.
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not content with the college of Justice’s practice of calling for the election of a
senior pastor to act as leader the tsar decided that a stronger office was needed. one
man must be chosen to be superintendent
over both churches. His choice for the office was dr. Ignatius Aurelius Fessler.
Fessler had by this time already had a
colorful career. Born in czurendorf, Hungary, in 1756 he took vows as a capuchin
monk in 1773 and was ordained a roman
catholic priest in 1779. Already a man of
great learning his liberal philosophical
views and his knowledge of classical and
oriental languages made him a source
Ignatius Aurelius Fessler,
superintendent of the saratov
of irritation to ecclesiastical authorities
consistorial district.
whose views he contradicted. In 1784 he
wrote to emperor Joseph II to call for a
reform in the administration of monasteries and more adequate education for
the clergy. In response the emperor launched an investigation of irregularities
in monastic life. this did little to increase Fessler’s popularity among church
officials. Also in 1784 Joseph II released him from his monastic vows and appointed him to serve as professor of oriental languages and hermeneutics at the
university of Lemberg. He quickly completed his doctoral studies and received
the degree of doctor of divinity. In 1788 he published a novel, Sidney, in which
he portrayed King James II of england as a tyrant and described the traitorous
activities of roman catholics in england. As a result, it became necessary for him
to flee from Lemberg to silesia. there he settled in Breslau, took a position as a
tutor to the sons of prince schönauch-carolath and in 1791 converted to Lutheranism. A year later, 1792, he married. the marriage lasted until 1802 when it was
dissolved leaving him free to marry again. In 1796 he was called to Berlin where
he established a humanitarian organization and assisted Johann gottlieb Fichte
in reforming the statutes and ritual of the lodge of Freemasons. In 1809 he was
invited by Alexander I to come to st. petersburg to serve as court chancellor and
professor of oriental Languages and philosophy at the Alexander newsky Academy. Here Fessler was very popular among the students who admired him for
his breadth of learning and his open-mindedness. neither of these attributes were
much admired by administrators and soon steps were taken to clip his wings.
Archbishop Feofilakt (Феофилакт Русанов) was told that Fessler was spreading
heretical views and planting subversive attitudes among the students by encour-
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aging free thinking and, to make matters even worse, he was a freemason and
was an agent in st. petersburg for its spread. this made it necessary for Fessler to
vacant his position and to move with his family to sarepta (rus. Сарепта) where
he became associated with the moravian Brethren. during this period his own
theological attitude matured and he gained a new appreciation of theological
orthodoxy. the tsar made him clerical chairman of the newly established saratov consistory.230 At this point Fessler who had been ordained as a priest in the
roman catholic church sought episcopal consecration by the bishop of Borgå dr.
Zacharias cygnaeus who also invested him with the gold pectoral cross reserved
for bishops. this would make him something more that a mere superintendent,
an ecclesiastical functionary. He would now stand in the line of the successors
of the apostles. If any one wished to refer to him as a bishop, he certainly would
not object. Indeed, his home parish, the st. mary’s church in saratov, came to be
referred to as the cathedral church of st. mary.231
the october 25, 1819 ukase determined that the seat of the consistory was to be
saratov. the consistory would have a lay chairman and director, ernst reinholm,
and superintendent Fessler would serve as the spiritual chairman. the territory
of the consistory would be the largest in the world, moving across russia from
saratov northward to the urals mountains and from there eastward across the
vast russian territory. Included were the administrative districts of saratov (rus.
Саратов), Astrakhan (rus. Астрахань), voronezh (rus. Воронеж), tambov (rus.
Тамбов), ryazan (rus. Рязань), penza (rus. Пенза), simbirsk (rus. Симбирск), Kazan (rus. Казань), orenburg (rus. Оренбург), an area of over one million square
kilometers.232 Fessler would soon show himself to be head of the consistory and
the church in more than just name.
the consistory was to superintend both Lutherans and reformed. By this time
most of the reformed parishes had been receiving pastoral ministry from Lutheran pastors and were Lutheran in all but name. Within a year after the appointment of Fessler many no longer referred to themselves as reformed. In fact,
only three reformed parishes remained.233 one of them met in Fessler’s st. mary’s
church, which from the time of its consecration in 1793 was used not only by the
Lutherans, but also by the reformed and roman catholic congregations. After
1804 the roman catholics had their own building.234 open rebellion was threatened by a group of reformed in Zlatoust (rus. Златоуст) in the urals mountains.
they wanted to establish a separate strictly reformed congregation. Fessler was
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able to quiet them down. It would not suit his purposes to inflame any reformed
passions among german-speaking evangelicals.235
Fessler undertook his duties on may 30, 1820, aware that among the reasons
for his appointment was the need to establish discipline in the church.236 especially critical was the discipline of the clergy. some pastors were abusing alcohol, as
was evident in the case of pastor Karl Friedrich Ludwig Früauf of oleshna (rus.
Олешна).237 False doctrine was also a problem as evidenced by the unorthodox
sermons of pastor Karl August Limmer of saratov.238
When Fessler assumed his office, there were in meadowside 40 colonies with 20,500
communicants and 4,600 children who were baptized but not yet confirmed. to minister in this region there were only 4 Lutheran pastors, each of whom served an average
of 10 congregations, visiting each one in turn. there was only one reformed pastor in
the region serving the far flung reformed members. under these circumstances parish
congregations went many weeks without the presence of a pastor who when he came
would preach and celebrate the sacrament, but had little time for the important work
of catechesis. each of the clergy preached every sunday, 52 weeks a year and on the 20
festal days in the church calendar. they were clearly overworked and unable to provide the full ministry needed by the people. As a result, piety and morality had all but
disappeared; moral depravity was common and the young people were, according to
Fessler, little more than “christian pagans.”239
Fessler was assisted in his work by senior pastor Huber. together they developed
a three point program to improve the situation. First, the number of colonies in one
parish must be reduced to no more than four or five. second, as far as possible the
church building should be geographically located in the center of the parish. third,
every sunday and on every church festival a full day’s activities should be scheduled, including worship and preaching in the morning and catechism in the afternoon. When possible, the school should be visited by the pastor at least 15 times
a year, so that he might better see to the proper edification, instruction, and comforting of his people. In order to attract a better grade of clergy Fessler determined
that each pastor should receive a salary of 600 rubles per annum. From the end of
1819 through 1823 Fessler appointed seven pastors and ordained 12 candidates as
priests. His requirements of the clergy were stringent. those who did not measure
up would be removed and replaced. Among the requirements were obedience to
the decisions of the consistory and the use of the commonly agreed liturgy.240
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At this point the consistory had not yet been fully established and there was
no common liturgy. Fessler needed to address both these problems, but he gave
his first attention to the liturgy. He himself had a good liturgical sense but he was
aware that many in the church would discount his liturgical directives, claiming
that they were born of his years in the clergy of the roman church. He, therefore,
made a wise decision and announced that the work of preparing the liturgy was
being put in the hands of pastor Huber. By Fessler’s direction Huber formulated his
criteria in Vorschrift des liturgischen Ganges bei dem gewöhnlichen Sonn - und Feiertägigen Gottesdienste und bei der Feier des heiligen Abendmahls (Instructions for the Liturgical
Procedures in Conducting Regular Sunday and Holiday Services and for the Lord’s Supper). standing behind these instructions were the liturgical directives of 1805 and
the 1686 swedish church Law, couched in terminology which the reformed would
not find offensive. At the same time the reformed were permitted to follow their
own liturgical traditions. the instructions were approved by the consistory which
at that time consisted only of Fessler himself and chairman reinholm. It is probable
that the services provided by Huber were far more Lutheran than reformed and required ceremonies which went far beyond the meager provisions of the rationalist
liturgical directives issued in 1805. In order to implement the new liturgical regulations and other requirements of the consistory, Fessler embarked upon a program
of parish visitation which kept him busy from April 16 until october 27, 1821.241
reactions in the parishes indicated that the Instructions called for the reintroduction of many traditional Lutheran liturgical practices which people of that day
now wrongly described as roman catholic. Among them were reverent ceremonies in the celebration of the Lord’s supper and confirmation, the chanting of the
liturgy by the pastor, the reintroduction of the divine service on christmas eve,
choirs, pipe organs, and - horror-of-horrors - images, that is, statues, of the apostles.
some of the Lutherans and all the reformed cried out in anguish that roman
catholicism was being introduced into their church by Fessler, the ex-monk.
Fessler responded in a circular letter in 1821 by ordering every pastor to read
the entire Augsburg Confession to his assembled congregation on the reformation
day, so that the people might understand what the Lutheran church really believes, teaches, and confesses.242
the next step was to bring the consistory into full operation. on January 23,
1822 the saratov consistory was opened in a festal manner to transact the administrative and judicial work of the church. the membership of the consistory
consisted of superintendent Fessler, lay chairman and director ernst reinholm,
pastor Adam christian paulus Kohlreiff, pastor Johann samuel Huber, executive officer pastor Johann Hafthofer, and notary ehrström. Later lay member Jo241
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hann Kleinert and secretary Busch would also join.243 the first synod of pastors
convened the next day and met January 24 - 29. Included on the agenda was
the study of liturgical forms, the administrative duties and general behavior of
the clergy, church order, discipline and morality in the congregations and school
management, school subjects, teaching methods, etc.244
By 1823 it was evident that the work of supervising the congregations in such
a vast area was too much for the superintendent to do alone. two deans were
appointed. to serve in the deanery of Hillside pastor Lucas cattaneo was chosen
and pastor david Flitner was given the deanship in meadowside. they were to
conduct and supervise meetings of clergy in their deaneries and to officially visit
and inspect each parish every three year. this would also aid in accomplishing
another important goal, the establishment of a parish council of five members
in every parish. the council members, elected to serve three year terms, were to
oversee church activities. Along with them trustees were to be elected in each parish to superintend the schools and teachers.245
pressing matters were brought to the attention of the clergy at that first synod.
Fessler faced head on the question of pastoral freedom in matters of public prayer
and liturgical forms. over against the notion that the spirit of freedom allowed pastors to pray ex-corde and use whatever liturgical materials might suit their fancy,
Fessler declared that it was the will and purpose of the consistory which was to
be decisive in all such matters. It was the consistory which determined the form of
prayers and liturgical practices that were to be used in all parishes. It is from among
the prayers and forms approved by it that pastors were to make their choices.246
An outward manifestation of the unity of the church in prayer and worship
was a matter of deep concern to Fessler. He considered that such an outward
expression of unity could be achieved only if its chief expression, the church’s
liturgy, could be used without offence in all congregations. this proved to be a
formidable task. Fessler himself had a deep love for the rich catholic liturgical
tradition of the Lutheran church. that tradition was little appreciated by Lutheran pietists and the reformed. so Fessler determined that he must construct
a liturgy which would, as far as possible, follow sound ancient patters and put
it into words which would not offend pietist and reformed sensibilities. He was
unwilling to lay aside such traditional terms as “priest” and “altar,” and he was
determined to perpetuate the use of the collects from the ancient sacramentaries.
In his view protestants should find none of these things offensive, because they
were not roman catholic in origin. they had come into use in ancient times, even
243
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before the rise of papacy in the middle Ages. He based his appeal on the words of
st. paul: “Quench not the spirit.”247
the fruit of Fessler’s liturgical labors appeared in 1823 in his agenda, Liturgisches Handbuch zum beliebigen Gebrauche evangelischer Liturgen und Gemeinden (Liturgical Handbook of Optional use by Evangelical Liturgists and Congregations), published in riga. He proposed that it should serve for the edification in the faith of
clergy and laity alike.
the new agenda was more than 500 pages in length and included sunday services both with and without the Lord’s supper, ancient collects for sundays and
feast days, and the church Litany to be used at celebrations of the Lord’s supper.
Included in addition were propers for the high feasts and seasons of the christian
year, the sacrament of Holy Baptism, the churching of Woman, confirmation, marriage, the reconciliation of penitents, excommunication and the restoration, confession and Absolution, sick communion,
Burial, and the liturgical acts of the superintendents. placed also in the agenda were
a selection of psalms, morning and evening prayer for the christian home, prayers
and hymns for the sick, the explanations
of the liturgical acts which might occasion
controversy, and Latin collects and hymns
from the ancient church. nothing quite like
this formidable and comprehensive work
had appeared before this time in russia,
nor would its like be seen again in the coming years.
In his introduction to the agenda, dated
may 18, 1822, Fessler stated his conviction that the early church enjoyed many
centuries of unity, and that this undivided
church could provide as the model for the
evangelical church in russia. He stated
that it was only later that this unity, so evident in the days of the apostles and their
first disciples Ignatius, polycarp, clement, Justin martyr, and Irenaeus, and after
them tertullian, clement of Alexandria,
1823 Handbook
by Ignatius Aurelius Fessler.
origen, and cyprian, came to be broken
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because of the introduction of heresies and improper practices introduced by the
pope and his bishops. this devastating situation was not undone until, finally, the
pure gospel was restored by the great apostolic reformers Luther, melanchthon,
Bugenhagen, Justus Jonas, urbanus regius, and others – including Zwingli(!), calvin. these men produced agendas free of the accretions introduced by the popes,
bishops, and monks in the middle Ages. the results of their efforts, he stated, could
be seen in the pre-rationalist agendas of the evangelical churches in germany,
england, and sweden. Assertions clearly meant to appeal to his mixed readership.
Fessler claimed that he was basing his judgment in these matters on his own careful study of the agendas of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. He
spoke in guarded but positive terms of the 1805 liturgical directives, while at the same
time stating that the rationalistic era was clearly detrimental to the church’s faith and
worship. He recommended his own work as based upon the purified Latin mass of
the german and swedish Lutheran church orders. He cited rich and varied sources.
Included among them were the church orders prepared by Johannes Bugenhagen,
martin chemnitz, and Jakob Andreä from 1531 on, soest 1532 (urbanus regius),
nürnberg 1533, 1542, 1564, schweinfurt 1542, mark-Brandenburg 1542, Hildesheim
1544 (Bugenhagen, Antonius corvinus, Heinrich Winkel), mecklenburg-schwerin
1552, Würtemberg 1553, 1675, Hamburg 1560 (Bugenhagen), pomerania 1563, 1690,
cassel 1566, calenberg 1569, oldenburg 1573, darmstadt 1574, Jena 1580, mecklenburg 1631, Anhalt 1645, Baden-durlach 1649, osnabrück 1652, strassburg 1670, gotha
1682, Liturgia juxta usum Ecclesiae Gallicanae (Liturgy according to the Galician Church)
1690, swedish church Handbook, uppsala 1693, 1811, and La Liturgia per uso delle
Chiese riformate della Valle di Bergallia248 (Liturgy for use in Reformed Congregations in Bergallia) 1749. In these liturgies he claimed to have found the authentic reformation tradition which included the Gloria, salutation, ancient collects, traditional hymns, credo, the eucharistic prefaces, and threefold Agnus Dei. cast aside was everything from
the worship tradition of the papists which could be clearly identified as idolatrous.249
He also alluded to the work of such liturgical scholars as Johann Friedrich
Wollgast (Kirchenagende für Stadt- und Landprediger, 1811), georg Friedrich seiler (Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare der evangelischen Kirchen, Erlangen
1801-1804), and gabriel christoph Benjamin Busch (Agende für evangelische Kirchen, Sonderhausen 1821). He was aware that he would almost certainly be accused of romanizing tendencies, so he asserted in strong terms the evangelical
church was in fact the old Holy catholic and Apostolic church, and that the
word “catholic” should excite no fear, since Luther himself had used it in the
Small Catechism - apparently an allusion to the Latin translation of the catechism
248
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prepared by Justus Jonas. He went on to declare that it was the rationalists who
had banned the word “catholic” from the protestant vocabulary. He was not cunningly reintroducing romanism, he claimed; he was instead exhibiting the faith
of the old apostolic catholicism of the first three centuries. He further noted that
the evangelical church had always retained such ancient practices as the use of
the communion hosts (germ. oblaten), the sunday and festal collects, the Gloria
in excelsis Deo, the Apostolic and nicene symbols, the eucharistic preface, and the
sunday and Festal epistles and gospels. Furthermore, evangelical churches still
had altars and crucifixes and celebrated christmas, easter, Ascension, and pentecost. no one could regard any of this as objectionable. He declared that the church
was now freed of the papal spirit and with the open Bible in hand could affirm
as right and proper the old, correct, ancient, and holy service, undeterred by the
sectarian, rationalist, and neo-logical errors afflictions which had been so detrimental in the past. now the evangelical church could gladly proclaim: “Judah
steadfastly clings to god and to the proper, ancient, and holy divine services.” 250
Fessler’s Agenda begins with the service for ordinary sundays, called “public
congregational worship of god on sundays and feast days when the sacrament
will not be celebrated.” the service begins with the singing of a hymn while the
pastor goes to the altar. After the hymn he leads the congregation in a psalm
chosen for the occasion sung Antiphonally verse by verse by the school children
and other young men of the congregation. At the close of psalm the Gloria Patri is
sung by the liturgist with the choir and the congregation joining in the response
“As it was in the beginning, …” then the liturgist sings Gloria in excelsis Deo,
which a rubric directs is never to be omitted. the congregation then joins in singing the decius’ hymn “All glory be to god on high,” either the first stanza only,
or the whole hymn. the Liturgist then turns to the congregation and says the
salutation. the people respond: “And with your spirit.” He then invites them to
pray and says or sings the ancient collect appointed for the day. no allowance
is made for the substitution of this collect by any other prayer or a free prayer.
He avoids the creation of the situation in which thoughtless or lazy pastor would
pray the same collect week in and week out, year in and year out by not including a sample prayer. After the collect pastor goes to the left hand side (rather than
the traditional right hand side) of the altar and from there he reads the epistle
or he appoints a competent school child to read it. normally the pastor will be
expected to preach on the gospel of the day. during the gradual hymn he goes
to the pulpit and reads it before his sermon. If, however, he intends to preach on
a free text, he will read the gospel from the altar. the sermon concludes with
the Apostolic greeting: “the grace of our Lord Jesus christ …” the congrega250
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tion sings a hymn while the pastor returns to the altar. once there he recites the
Apostles’ creed and the congregation responds in the traditional manner by singing a creedal hymn. the pastor then prays the general prayer, adding appropriate
intercessions. After it he prays the our Father. then speaks the pauline ascription
of praise and after it blesses the congregation with the Aaronic Benediction and
the sign of the cross.251
A congregation in the opening decades of the nineteenth century must have considered this liturgy quite revolutionary. It omitted certain familiar elements such as
the Kyrie and the lengthy pulpit prayer and added an entrance psalm (Introit) and
prescribes new rubrics and the inclusion of special hymns and versicles. the service
adheres closely to the pattern and contents of the ancient Missa catechumenorum.
the Festal Liturgy of the Lord’s supper is preceded by a preparatory office
which begins with a hymn of repentance, followed by a lengthy penitential prayer,
three questions pertaining to the sense of anguish felt by the penitent, his earnest
desire for the aid of god’s grace that he might improve his life and walk worthy of
his calling, and his faith that god has given to his church the power of the office
of the Keys to forgive all sins. He then speaks an Absolution which begins with a
paraphrase based on verses from the letter to the Hebrews. then he states: “As an
ordained priest of our Lord Jesus christ, and as a called minister of his Holy gospel
and contingent upon your repentant hearts, your faith, and your love (!) I announce
to you the grace of god and the remission of your sins in the name of the Father
† and of the son † and of the Holy spirit † with the threefold sign of the cross.
those who receive this Absolution might well wonder whether they were in fact
forgiven, since they might consider that their hearts were not repentant enough nor
their faith and love strong enough to merit the remission of sins! this Absolution is
spoken as the penitents kneel at the altar rail. the priest then lays his hand on the
shoulders of two of them at a time, saying “go forth in peace, remain true to god,
and be reborn in the spirit of repentance through the power of the Lord.” A strong
pietistic and moralistic emphasis is evident here. While the penitents are being absolved the congregation sings hymns of repentance. the preparatory office closes
with the prayer of thanksgiving which, although addressed to god, is hortatory in
nature. the Apostolic greeting comes last of all.252
It is in the celebration of the Lord’s supper that one might well expect to see
some innovations, especially because of the “mixed” nature of the pastors and
congregations for whom this liturgy was intended.
this service begins not with an Introit but with the singing of the Litany. the
Gloria in excelsis follows, as usual, along with the hymn “All glory be to god on
high,” the salutation, and the collect of the day. next comes the epistle, gradual
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Hymn, gospel, hymn verse, and a sermon or homily based on John 6, 51-69, John
15, 1-9, or John 17, 1-26. the sermon is followed by a hymn.
At communion the nicene creed replaces the Apostles’ creed and the congregation sings a hymn as the pastor prepares the communion vessels. A short
communion prayer follows, calling upon god to prepare the hearts of the communicants to worthily celebrate the holy covenant meal, the sacrament of god’s
eternal love (!) - rather unusual designations which must have sounded rather
odd to Lutheran ears. Lutherans would expect to hear the Lord’s supper referred
to as the sacrament of the Altar.
the eucharistic preface follows. A single Vere dignum is given rather than seasonal prefaces. the liturgist, choir, and congregation join in singing the Sanctus
and Benedictus qui venit, or the choir may sing the hymn stanza “the god of the
seraphim.” next comes a prayer of humiliation and a response based on the ancient Hagios o Theos (Αγιος ο Θεος), sung by liturgist, choir, and congregation. this
is followed by the Lord’s prayer using the reformed version unser vater (!) rather than the Lutheran vater unser. the congregation and choir sing doxological
conclusion to the prayer. this is followed by a prayer which must have been quite
startling when it was introduced. It begins with an epiclesis of the Holy spirit
over the bread and wine asking that within the bread and wine the body and
blood of the glorified (germ. verklerte) Jesus christ might be present. Lutherans
characteristically avoided any wording which might give the appearance that the
body of the glorified Lord Jesus could be anything other than the body of the
crucified Lord Jesus. reference to glorified body might well have sounded calvinistic to their ears. A rubric states that when the bread is referred to the liturgist
should take it to his hands and do the same with the cup. this is followed by the
traditional Verba consecrationis during which the sign of the cross is made over the
bread and the cup. Joined to the Verba are the words which immediately follow
them in First corinthians 11: “As often as you eat this bread …” Fessler also includes the Fractio Panis (breaking of the bread) at the words: “he broke it,” a long
established reformed tradition which the Lutherans did not use. In accordance
with Lutheran practice he stipulates that during the recitation of the Verba church
bells are to be rung and the congregation is to fall to its knees. He further directs
that the Verba are to be spoken without any variation. these directives indicate
that the epiclesis prayer is seen as anticipatory rather than consecratory.253
no divine service in the russian tradition had been quite like this one. now
for the first time there appeared before the Verba consecrationis a prayer calling
upon god to sent his Holy spirit upon the elements. this prayer is not to be consecratory. Fessler meant it rather to be an anticipation of the consecration of the
253
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elements through the Words of christ. to make this point clear he directed that
it was after this epiclesis, and immediately before the Verba that the church bells
are to be rung and the congregation was to kneel. this prayer, the epiclesis was
something new, a prayer more commonly associated with eastern churches and
one which later in the century would occupy the attention of theodosius Harnack
and other liturgical scholars. other new elements included the manual acts during the epiclesis, the reference to the glorified body and blood of christ, and the
recitation after the Verba of 1 corinthians 11:26.
other interesting elements are found in Fessler’s liturgy. the Agnus Dei is moved
from its usual place after the Pax Domini and is placed immediately after the consecration. placed immediately before the Pax is the public recitation of a prayer from
the roman missal “Lord Jesus christ, who said to your apostles…” In the roman
rite this prayer was said sub voce by the priest before his communion. In the Formula
Missae Luther suggested that it be put in the plural and said aloud. Fessler followed
this suggestion. that he placed it before the Pax was an innovation. After the Pax
he includes other prayers from the roman rite with wording approved by Luther
in the Formula Missae. one of these was the prayer of the priest at the Sumptio, i.e.,
his self-communion. In Fessler’s rite after the priest has communed he invites the
congregation to come forward to receive the sacrament. this was a departure from
the more usual practice of that time that the priest should commune last and consume what remained of the sacred species. perhaps in deference to the reformed,
the distribution formula does not immediately connect the body and blood to the
bread and wine - “the body, the blood, of our Lord Jesus christ preserve your souls
to life eternal.” Fessler directed that hymns should be sung during communion.
no mention is made of the disposal of the reliquiae.
After communion the priest says the salutation and the Confitemini Domino:
“o give thanks to the Lord, for he is good. Alleluia” to which the congregation responds: “For his mercy endures forever. Alleluia.” the post-communion prayer
gives thanks that through Jesus the Father has granted divine comfort and heavenly
power by means of his covenant meal and asks that god would strengthen and increase in the communicants faith and discipleship. Again no mention is made of any
connection between bread and body. the service concludes with a prayer of blessing
as in the morning service: “Blessed be god, the Father of our Lord Jesus christ …”
the Aaronic Benediction and the closing hymn of thanksgiving come last of all.254
Fessler’s very unique liturgy combined elements from the eastern and western liturgical traditions, and both pre-and-post-reformation sources. He evidently wanted
his congregation to be more liturgical in its worship, and he recognized that the general structure and form of the Lutheran divine service, based on the roman mass,
254
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was the proper vehicle to accomplish this task. At the same time he wanted to include
such elements as the eastern epiclesis, which had no counterpart in the tradition of
the roman church. He wanted to couch his liturgy in terms which would not offend
the pietists and the reformed. In this liturgy one sees a picture of Fessler’s own remarkable pilgrimage from monasticism to Lutheranism, from there to rationalism,
to moravian pietism, and his final arrival at a irenic Lutheranism ready to share the
sacrament with reformed evangelicals as full brothers sharing a common faith, with
a slightly different emphasis – a notion promoted by the prussian king.
Fessler stated that his liturgical handbook was meant for the use of evangelical
liturgists and congregations. He did not, however, cite or make use of any the liturgical work being produced at that time in prussia - work which some german scholars considered to have been an epoch-making attempt255 to return to the sources of
reformation liturgies and heal the wounds inflicted on the church’s worship by
rationalism. Fessler’s ideas concerning what were the authentic resources of Lutheran liturgy were far different from those of the prussian king. He was far more
careful in his use of Luther’s Formula Missae and its provisions, and in his work one
finds nothing of prussian innovations, such as the migration of the eucharistic preface and Sanctus into the service of the Word and the conduct of the service of Lord’s
supper after the dismissal Blessing. It is clear that when Fessler says “evangelical”
he really means Lutheran, for the rite he produced made no allowance for a Zwinglian interpretation of the Lord’s supper. In comparison with the 1821 and 1822 Berlin prussian union agendas, Fessler went further in returning to the sources of the
Lutheran liturgical tradition and more completely restored what rationalism had
either distorted or cast aside. In this he was a pioneer on the path which would later
be followed by Wilhelm Löhe, theodor Kliefoth, and others.
Fessler’s Agenda was not enthusiastically received everywhere and by all. the
clergy would be expected to make use of it, since they were obliged by the consistory to do so, and in their ordination vows they had sworn unconditional obedience to their ecclesiastical superiors. no such vows were, however, taken by the
laity. the introduction of old Lutheran forms and ceremonies was regarded by
many colonists as romanizing.256
It was not only the agenda, but also the bishop’s stated program to return the
church to its reformation tradition, which led the consistory to state in an encyclical letter on september 29, 1822, the day of st. michael and All Angels, that all
must remember that superintendent Fessler had been appointed by the tsar and
speaks for the tsar. What he prescribes for the church is not to be thought of as
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innovative or mere novelty. It was well considered; it has the authority of the tsar
behind it, and it was to be obeyed.257
one who could not bring himself to such obedience was himself still rationalistic and moralistic, rather than evangelical. After his suspension saratov pastor
Karl August Limmer went to germany, where he took up his pen to fight from
afar. His 227 page indictment of the superintendent was printed in Leipzig in
1823 under the title: Meine Verfolgung in Russland. Eine aktenmäßige Darstellung der
jesuitischen Umtriebe des Dr. Ignatius Feßler und seiner Verbündeten in jenen Gegenden
(My Persecution in Russia. A Moderate Statement Concerning the Jesuitical Machinations of Dr. Ignatius Fessler and his Allies in those Regions).
Limmer was not interested primarily in defending himself, perhaps because he
considered that to charge a preacher with rationalism and moralism was so outlandish that it needed not to be taken seriously. He was far more interested in painting a picture of Fessler as a man who had departed from evangelical traditions and
whose unevangelical mind and behavior were exemplified by his flamboyant Jesuitical and roman catholic manner of dress and conduct. He described how Fessler had defaced the cherished church of st. mary, in which Limmer had served as
pastor for 25 years, and turned it into a grotesque pseudo-roman catholic shrine.
He had greatly enlarged the size of the altar to accommodate himself and the army
of subdominant pastors who were to serve him. He had ornately decorated this
altar and made it necessary that new paraments may be made at considerable
expense to the congregation. He had removed the 16 seats in the chancel given by
the women of the parish and replaced them with a very ornate throne like bench,
decorated with gold and scarlet, where he and his consistory would take their
places. He required the reorienting of the organ and choir and had placed three
new bells in the church tower. He had taken to wearing a violate cowl, like that of
the Jesuits, and a red beret, as well as a golden episcopal cross. In addition, he had
now taken to signing documents as “episcopally consecrated superintendent.” All
in all Limmer pictured Fessler as a man completely under the roman rite, a Jesuit
who required churchly repentance and excommunicated supposed heretics after
conducting an inquisition instigated by his spies. His liturgy Limmer described as
papist. He required of the clergy that they wore vestments like those of the Jesuits,
including cawls, capes, and berets of his own design. Finally, he forced ordinands
to take an oath of unconditional obedience to their spiritual superiors.258
Fessler responded that same year, 1824, in Geschichte der Entlassung des gewesenen
Pastors in Saratow Karl Limmer aus den Original-Acten; und wahrhafte Darstellung seiner
Verirrungen; ein Gegenstück zu Limmers Libell, betitelt «Meine Verfolgung in Russland.»
(History of the Dismissal of Karl Limmer, formerly pastor in Saratov, from the original
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source, and a true statement of his errors in contradiction against Limmer’s libelous “My
Persecution in Russia”), published in dorpat and riga. In this book he also dealt with
liturgical and other matters and explained his position on the use of liturgical vestments and provided his rational of the new agenda. He declared that the vestments
that he wore and which he advocated were by no means innovative. In fact, many
of the pastors who had come from germany had worn long capes and other garb.
In many countries the use of these vestments had never been discontinued among
the Lutherans. elsewhere, such as in prussia, vestments had been reintroduced.
It was proper and seemly that priests should wear their appropriate vestments
before the altar, not least because of inclement weather, but also because it was
off-putting to see them stand before the altar in regular trousers (germ. Pantalons)
like secular men. It was appropriate that the pastors should wear their traditional
ecclesiastical headgear, the beret, because even the shortest service would last an
hour and half and celebrations of the sacrament with 200-300 communicants might
take as long as three hours. the churches were poorly constructed, and wind and
rain swept through the walls, to say nothing of the broken windows. temperatures
might drop to minus 18-20 degrees celsius (0 to minus 4 Fahrenheit). Luther, calvin, Zwingli, and other great reformers all had the good sense to wear ecclesiastical
headgear. dr. caspar calvör of Lüneburg complained in the early days of the eighteenth century that now the practice of wearing the beret was dying out and pastors
wore only their hair, or else they put on secular on even military headgear,259 which
was entirely inappropriate to their ecclesiastical office.260
As for the new liturgy and the handbook, Fessler claimed that he was not
engaging in some dark and sinister papist plot but had behind his work a long
history of agendas prepared by the earliest reformers of the Lutheran church, including Luther, Bugenhagen, regius, chemnitz and others. In fact, his own contribution to the work had been restricted to the preface and annotation. the rest
of the 1823 Agenda represented the approved rites of the saratov consistory.261
As a work of liturgical scholarship no other agenda in russia in that period
was its peer. In some respects he was more than a century ahead of other liturgical
writers in russia. Fessler’s liturgy served the saratov consistorial district until 1832
when its use was superseded by the new Imperial Agenda. In that same year the
saratov consistory was made a part of the new consistorial district of moscow.262
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4 . 2 c h r i s to p h gi rg e ns o hn’s Liv on ian Lat v ian Agen da
until the beginning of nineteenth century the Livonian church had been officially tied to the 1693 swedish rite. the
Latvian-speaking Livonians had their
own translation of this rite published in
1708. After 1710 Livonia was no longer
under swedish rule and as the eighteenth
century progressed and pietism and rationalism came to fore, many found the
old agenda to be at least awkward, if not
altogether unsuitable. pastors, who were
dissatisfied with the old rite, began to
create their own unofficial liturgies. the
1805 liturgical directives was meant to
create a new service of worship in up-todate dress. In fact, it did little more than
offer some general statements and a variety of alternative formulae which only
further confused the liturgical situation.
Liturgical change was in the air everywhere. A modernized swedish Agenda appeared in 1811 and a new Berlin
Agenda was published in 1822 to serve
Livonian Latvian Agenda
the
needs of the prussian union churchby christoph girgensohn, 1822.
es. Among the Lutherans in the russian
empire Fessler’s 1823 Agenda appeared
to serve the needs of both of Lutherans and the reformed. A liturgical work also
appeared in Livonia to be used by Latvian pastors and congregations with the
title: Kleines liturgisches Handbuch für Prediger bey lettischen Gemeinden (Little Liturgical Handbook for Pastors in Latvian Congregations) was published in 1822 in mitau
to meet the needs of Latvian-speaking pastors and their congregations in Livonia.
this liturgy was the posthumous work of pastor christoph reinhold girgensohn. girgensohn had studied in Leipzig and had been ordained as pastor at
erlaa-ogershof (Latv. Ērgļu – Ogre) in 1775. In 1800 he was named the dean of the
Wenden deanery where he served also as pastor of pebalg-neuhof (Latv. Jaunpiebalga). girgensohn’s liturgy was published by his successor pastor Karl eduard
napierski, after his death in 1814. girgensohn’s work adhered to the general liturgical directives issued 1805. It was approved for publication by dorpat college
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director and president Hermann Leopold Boehlendorff on June 12, 1822. some sections of the pastoral acts and prayers were translated from the 1805 book which
had never before appeared in Latvian. other materials, chiefly from rationalistic
sources, came from such eighteenth century sources as the pfalz Agenda Ordnung,
Gebete und Handlungen bei dem öffentlichen Gottesdienste der evangelisch-lutherischen
Gemeinden in Kurpfalz. It is most likely that the author used 1786 edition. Additional
material was taken from sonntag’s Formulare, Reden und Ansichten bei Amtshandlungen I, 1802, Wilhelm Friedrich Hufnagel’s Liturgische Blätter 1790, the 1809 Livonian
Latvian hymnal Kristigas Dseesmas, Widsemmes basnizās un mahjās dseedamas, and
the 1809 Livonian Latvian prayer book Kristigas luhgschanas pehz beigta spreddiķa,
etc. girgensohn himself had been the chief editor of both the 1809 Latvian books.263
He made no use whatever of the swedish 1693 Handbook, nor did he even mention in his work that pastors were discarding the swedish service and basing their
liturgical services on the flimsy basis of the 1805 directives. By means of it they were
creating their own rationalistic worship forms.
It is not clear how girgensohn’s work was able to pass the censors in the dorpat Faculty of theology, especially given that at that time curator Lieven was
busily engaged in rooting out rationalism in the faculty. It was during this period
that the chief censor professor Hermann Leopold Boehlendorff, doctor of theology, retired from office.264
pastor napierski noted that girgensohn’s work was incomplete but that it
would still prove helpful to pastors who were concerned that something should
appear in print which was more than simply the translation of a german work
but which took into consideration the intricacies of Latvian terminology and
made use of the insights of modern liturgical scholars. He stated that it was his
hope that pastors would be pleased to have such a work and make use of it.265
the book begins with a diagram which indicates the contents of the book and
book’s relationship to the 1805 liturgical directives. girgensohn’s purpose that
the canonical regulations approved by the tsar should now in a more formal manner be fitted into the structure of the liturgical service in Livonia. the form of the
services is basically that of the old Livonian hymnal with new materials inserted
appropriately. the service is titled: “the Worship of god” (germ. Der Gottesverehrung). Included in it are up-to-date church prayers to be used at the beginning of the service, pulpit prayers for use after the sermon, appropriate prayers
for the close of the worship, a prayer before communion, prayers for the sick, for
childbirth, for dwellings, to the betrothed, and other prayers for use in church.
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Found in the second section are liturgies for the Lord’s supper, confirmation,
Baptism, marriage, Burial, Home visitations, and the visitations of the sick.
In the liturgy of the Lord’s supper nothing is said about what precedes the
new eucharistic preface which although based on the traditional preface has little
in common with it.
pastor sings: Lord, you are with us here.
congregation: grant us your spirit.
pastor: It is in your name that we ask,
congregation: direct our minds away from all else,
pastor: grant that the supper of your son may do you honor,
congregation: grant that through it we may be sanctified.
In place of the vere dignum the pastor sings: “Let Jesus christ abide in our
minds that we may eat his bread together and all of us may drink from his cup
that in faith, hope, and love we may be more strongly united in fellowship with
him and with our brothers. Bless us, Holy Father with your blessing through the
Lord christ, your son.”
the pastor marks the bread and the wine with the sign of the cross as he
speaks the Verba. After the consecration the congregation sings an updated Sanctus: “Holy, holy, holy is god almighty. Heaven and earth reflect his glory. All
tongues sing his praises. Holy is he who comes in the name of the Lord. praise
be to him in all the heavenly places.” then the pastor sings the our Father and
the congregation sings the concluding petition: “… deliver as from all evil” and a
modernized version of the Agnus Dei: “christ, the son of god, you loved us unto
death, we are yours. christ, our Lord, to your Father you has given glory, we will
be with you. then the pastor sings: “o Lord, come to our aid” and the people respond: “grant us your spirit.” no formula for distribution is provided, probably
because the 1805 book had already provided a formula: “‘take and eat’, our Lord
christ said, ‘this is my body’ …” After communion the pastor sings a versicle.
three alternatives are provided: “o give thanks to the Lord, for he is good and
merciful. Alleluia,” or “praise to the Lord.” the responses to these are: “And his
mercy endures forever. Alleluia,” or “praise to the Lord.” the third form is taken
from psalm 103: “give thanks to the Lord, o my soul” to which the congregation
responds: “do not forget all that he has done for you.” the pastors sings the postcommunion thanksgiving: “We give thanks to you, highest Lord and god, for
the supper which we have now received. We pray for your mercy. grant that this
supper may be of benefit to us, strengthen our faith, and produce in us the fruits
of love. We ask this through your son, Jesus christ, our Lord.” the congregation
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sings: “Amen” and the pastor then concludes the service with the Aaronic Benediction, to which the congregation responds: “Amen.”266
the examination of this liturgy indicates that it can be said to be a cut above the
usual services produced in the rationalist era all of which tend to be exceedingly
wordy and moralistic. the traditional wording has been replaced by sentiments
deemed more appropriate, but the shape of the liturgy remains intact. there is
still a prefatory dialogue of sorts; there is a prayer where previously was found
the Vere dignum; there is a modernized Sanctus; and the Words of christ are found
unaltered. the Agnus Dei is replaced with new words sung to the old melody.
the distribution formula from 1805 fall short of making it clear what the pastor is
giving into the mouth of the communicant. there is much said about love, mercy,
hope, and fellowship, but little about forgiveness of sins and nothing about the
real presence of christ’s body and blood under the bread and wine. If the shape is
traditional the contents surely are not. pietists would think it to theatrical, far too
much given to outward show with no clear proof that there was any solid basis to
it. Any traditional Lutherans would feel at home with the shape of the rite but the
words and the intended goal of the service would be jarring to their ears. the service was not Lutheran in the old sense; it is evangelical in the new sense. It is not
known to what extent this work found general acceptance. the imperial liturgical
commission when it took up its work to produce the 1832 rite took no notice of it.
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5. The UnificaTion of The chUrch
Under a Single chUrch order
and agenda

5 . 1 g ove rnme ntal acti o n and it s ef f ec t on t h e lut h eran
S tr uc ture and l i tu rg y
When Tsar alexander i died in 1825, his plan for a single lutheran church organization seemed to have perished with him. his brother and successor nicholas
i (Николай I Павлович) was concerned with the consolidation of his own power.
in the aftermath of decembrist rebellion the reign of nicholas i became one of almost paranoid reaction. admiral aleksandr Shishkov, who had succeeded golitsyn as Minister of Public enlightenment, was strongly reactionary and remained
suspicious about the lutheran involvement in the 1825 decembrist rebellion.267
in addition, he considered the russian Bible Society to be part of a foreign plot to
overthrow the tsar and his government. he closed it down in 1826.268 in such an
atmosphere no work could be done on a single church order and liturgy for the
lutherans. in the face of continuing demands from Baltic nobles who feared that
they were losing control over the church, in 1827 nicolas i chose to forestall any
conflict by reaffirming their ancient rights and privileges.269
it seemed that now the situation among the lutherans had been stabilized and
would require no strong intervention by the tsar’s government. Such was, however, not the case. Two roman catholic priests, ignaz lindl and Johannes evangelista gossner, had by their forceful mystical and chiliastic preaching stirred up
Pietists in the lutheran community and this agitation had continued even after
their expulsion from the country.
ignaz lindl, a priest from Bavaria, had incurred the displeasure of governmental and ecclesiastical officials in his native Bavaria and had for a time been
imprisoned because of his apocalyptic preaching which stirred up the uneducated. Johann evangelista gossner was a man of similar gifts and temperament.
ordained a roman catholic priest in 1797 he too had been imprisoned for stirring up the people. gossner taught that one must experience a conversion which
manifested itself in a “burning heart” and inner warmth which alone made it possible for one to live a christian life and obtain grace. lindl and gossner became
267
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close associates and both looked to russia for greener fields and the prospect of
less government and ecclesiastical interference. They came to russia in 1819, assisted by the good auspices of Minister golitsyn, who even arranged for lindl to
have a private audience with Tsar alexander i in 1820. The tsar saw to it that both
men were assigned to serve in the chapel of the Knights of Malta in St. Petersburg.
in a short time they collected enthusiastic supporters not only among the roman
catholics and orthodox but also among the Pietist lutherans. lindl was granted
power to sponsor german emigration to Sarata (Ukr. Сарата) near odessa in the
region of Bessarabia. The government’s intention was economic, but his intention
was to establish a truly christian community with all property held in common.
adding to growing suspicions about the work of lindl and gossner was a letter
from austrian chancellor Klemens Wenzel von Metternich to Tsar alexander i,
warning him that lindl was a dangerous heretic and political rebel. after their
expulsion from russia in 1824 both made their way to Berlin but kept close correspondence with their followers in russia. in Berlin both became associated with
lutheran pietistic groups and became lutheran pastors. lindl was suspended in
1843 for his close association with a nazarene apocalyptic sect. gossner became
the head of a Missionary Society which later took his name and did significant
missionary work in india and elsewhere.270
The affects of the work of lindl and gossner in russia were felt long after
they departed and caused much disorder threatening to turn part of the lutheran
community into a sect. Pastor rheinbott of St. anna’s church in St. Petersburg,
Pastor friedrich Volborth of St. Peter’s, and Bishop cygnaeus worked to bring
order to this chaos. Together they addressed a petition to the tsar on august 16,
1827, asking him to allow the lutherans to formulate a church order based on
lutheran principles to counteract the activities of the schismatic, whom they described as Pharisees who had spread crazy notions about outward righteousness
(germ. Scheinheiligkeit) which expanded sectarianism and undercut lutheran
morality. They reminded the tsar that his predecessor had strongly supported
the lutheran cause and had worked to unite them under a single church order.
it was only under the hand of his grace that such a church order could be formulated and enacted, so that the church would be able to withstand the pernicious
foreign influences, foreign powers, and the pernicious influence of sectarians and
religious romantics with their private conventicles.271
The petition did not fall on deaf ears. The tsar was genuinely concerned that
there should be peace and harmony throughout his realm and also among the
lutherans. he turned the petition over to Minister Shishkov for examination.
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The Ministry of Public enlightenment issued a report, apparently authored
by the dmitriy Bludov (Дмитрий Николаевич Блудов), director-general of the
department of ecclesiastical affairs of foreign faiths, which stated that the russian people were very suspicious of the lutheran pastors, not least because of
the missionary activity being conducted in the caucasus and southern russia
by untrained laymen and missionaries from the Basel Mission Society in collaboration with the herrnhutians. This at least indirectly contradicted the terms by
which the foreign faiths were to live and work in russia. There was to be no
proselytizing among the orthodox. Minister Shishkov stated that the activity of
the missionaries was also contrary to the 1686 Swedish church law and lutheran
principles in general, and it was in direct violation with russian law. immediate
steps would need to be taken to bring the russian lutheran community to order.
accordingly Shishkov recommended to the tsar that a committee be appointed
to continue the work already began on the formulation of lutheran church law.
Within a short time, on april 25, 1828 count lieven was appointed to replace
Shishkov as minister of Public enlightenment. The unification of the lutherans
under one general consistory had long since been a dream of count lieven, who
since 1819 had been general consistory’s president.272 The 1819 ukase had laid
on him personally the responsibility of gathering the lutherans into one fold and
he had formulated and submitted two draft proposals to accomplish it. Within a
few years, the task was turned over to Bishop cygnaeus, but lieven never lost his
interest in it. now he was minister of Public enlightenment in which the department of ecclesiastical affairs of foreign faiths operated. he was in a position to
exercise some pressure to accomplish his long sought goal.
Meanwhile on May 22, 1828 the tsar issued an ukase which announced the
establishment of a committee to accomplish the task of uniting the russian lutheran church under a common administration. The ukase stated that the lutheran church had since its introduction into russia been permitted to operate on
basis of regulations of established church orders and privileges under the supervision of the college of Justice. it was now evident that these norms were not
uniform in all places and that various customs and interpretations had been introduced. This had already come to the attention of Tsar alexander i in 1819 and,
shortly after the present tsar came to the throne, it was decided that steps must be
taken to provide a solid organization for the church.
at the request of the minister of Public enlightenment and its department
of ecclesiastical affairs of foreign faiths the tsar now prescribed that a special
committee of lutheran clergy and laity should draw up in outline form a church
law to address and correct this situation. This committee was to collect necessary
272
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information from the consistories and the ministry, and draw up statutes in accord with the lutheran doctrinal standard and faith, and provide for a common
church administration and public worship to be used throughout the church. The
ukase stated that this new church law and its provisions must comply in every
particular with the supreme state power, the statutes of the state, and the decisions of its ministerial authorities.273
To serve as clergy members of the committee the Ministry of Public enlightenment put forward the names of Bishop cygnaeus, dr. Karl Berg who had succeeded dr. Sonntag as Superintendent general of livonia, dr. gottlieb lenz, Professor of Practical Theology at the University of dorpat, and dean dr. eric gustav
ehrström, member of St. Petersburg consistorial Session and pastor of the Swedish
church in St. Petersburg. nominated to serve as laymen on the committee were
hermann Baron von campenhausen, member of the livonian Territorial council,
and reinhold gottlieb von Maydell, chairman of the estonian Territorial consistory. also chosen to serve were gotthard von Bistram, chancellor of the Supreme
court of courland, and friedrich von adelung, member of the imperial council
and lay representative of St. Peter’s lutheran congregation in St. Petersburg.274
nothing further was said about any plan to unite lutherans and reformed
into a single russian evangelical church. no reformed clergymen or laymen
were nominated for committee membership. The constitution of the general consistory was no longer a matter of primary concern to this committee. The entire
structure of the lutheran church would need to be examined and reconstituted.
So too the church’s liturgy would need to be set in order to ensure its uniform
usage throughout the empire.
The appointment of the committee was supervised by count lieven, who also
announced that an expert on church government was coming from Prussia to
work with the committee. however, even in these last moments the Prussians
were still discussing who ought to be sent. in response to russian request Minister
Karl vom Stein zum altenstein of the Prussian Ministry of religious, educational
and Medical affairs, the so-called “Kultusministeriums,” had nominated Superintendent friedrich Wilhelm von Schubert, professor of theology at greifswald.
Von Schubert had visited Sweden in 1817 and 1818, in order to inform himself
about the operation of churches and schools there. he had also gone to finland
and ingria and was well-known to Bishop cygnaeus, golitsyn, and Popov. as
the result of his careful study of these Scandinavian church organizations he had
published a five volume study which included both a three volume description
of his visits and a detailed two volume study on Swedish church law, entitled:
Schwedens Kirchenverfassung und Unterrichtswesen (Swedish Church Constitution and
273
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Educational Program.)275 on May 13, 1828 count allopeus, the russian envoy in
Berlin, in a conversation with count christian günther von Bernstorff, the Prussian Minister of the foreign affairs, urged that an expert be sent from Prussia.
Bernstorff could give him no clear assurance about when this would be done. he
was reluctant to send von Schubert and stated that Minister altenstein might be
able to suggest an appropriate emissary. nothing would be heard from altenstein about the matter for the next 13 months.276
There could be no progress on the new church law until a Prussian consultant
was named. finally, on July 1, 1829, allopeus suggested to Bernstorff that Bishop
georg Karl Benjamin ritschl, would be an ideal consultant. Bishop ritschl, who
had been a member on the commission which prepared the Pomeranian edition of the Prussian Union agenda, had recently been appointed general Superintendent of Pomerania. Vice-chancellor count nesselrode had suggested his
name to allopeus at a meeting in Warsaw. he characterized him as a man whose
professional competence and winsome personally would make him an ideal consultant, especially so since he had been actively involved in the establishment of
the Prussian Union. Two candidates were needed and now two candidates were
available. Bernstorff had nothing negative to say about von Schubert, excepting
to plant the notion that perhaps his personality did not really suite him for such
consultative work with the russians. he had no hesitation however with reference to ritschl, and it was ritschl whom the king appointed on July 30, 1829.
ritschl appears to have been ready and waiting for word from Berlin because he
arrived in St. Petersburg only six weeks later, on September 20.277
While negotiations were going on between St. Petersburg and the Prussians,
Marquis Paulucci and the livonian nobility were still expressing concern about
what role the livonian nobility would play in the church in general and its administration in particular. The 1828 ukase stated that the nobility would have a
role to play in the formulation of the new church law and Paulucci did not hesitate to act upon it. on august 20, 1828 he called the collegium of the territorial assembly to compile the statutes, ordinances, and regulations which had governed
the participation of the nobility in church administration both past and present,
and to solicit from the consistory its input on the matter. it was expected that the
compilation should be in the hands of the governmental leaders no later than
october 30, 1828.278
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5 . 2 T h e c omp i l ati o n o f an accept able
c h ur c h l aw and l i tu rg y
With count Tiesenhausen presiding the first committee meeting was held on
September 26. Thereafter meetings were regularly held on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays from noon until 4 PM in the residence of the court councilor
gustav von lersche, who at the same time served as notary. The committee’s
secretary was Paul eduard hörschelmann, senior pastor of Tallinn cathedral and
member of the estonian Territorial consistory. The proceedings were translated
into russian by the committee’s official translator alexander Koschelev.279
The 1686 Swedish church law served as the basis for the committee’s work.
one paragraph at a time would be read and then remarks about that paragraph
would be set down in parallel columns. The new edition of the 1686 Swedish
church law, which had recently been published and would soon be put into
effect, was also consulted. here too text was read one paragraph at a time from
the draft provided by cygnaeus in his Allgemeinen Verordnung über das evangelische Kirchenwesen 1824. Superintendent fessler also provided some documents
for examination, perhaps including his 1823 Saratov handbook.
no final text could be prepared until all aspects of the church’s situation and
need had been considered. To speed the process along members of the committee
divided into smaller sub-committees to examine particular sections of the church
law and then report back to the larger group. as work progressed protocols were
translated into russian and sent to dmitriy Bludov, director-general of the department of ecclesiastical affairs of foreign faiths. from time to time Bludov would
respond, calling attention to matters of particular concern. in a letter to Prussian
Minister altenstein ritschl described the committee as independent of all authorities in all matters. The commissioners did not simply reproduce a version for
Swedish church law for use in russia. Sweden and russia were very different in
culture and outlook and the german immigrants were neither Swedish nor russian. furthermore, lutheranism was in Sweden the state religion and in russia
the lutherans could never be more than tolerated quests. The church order must
cover such matters as the movement of people from one confessional community
to another and to remember that no proselytizing among the orthodox would be
tolerated. The procedures by which Protestants might join roman catholicism and
roman catholics might become Protestants had to be formulated as well as the
procedure by which non-christian converts could enter the Protestant church.280
The work proceeded very slowly. only 11 paragraphs were covered in the first
month, since it was seen to be imperative that due time must be taken to fully
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consider every item. The draft of the new liturgy as prepared by the clergy on the
committee needed to be sent to the theological faculty at dorpat for evaluation
and recommendations, and it had to go also to the consistories and deaneries,
so that church officials, deans, and local pastors might have the opportunity to
evaluate and field test the materials. it was a time consuming process.281
The formulation of regulations concerning Baptism presented particular difficulties. russian law allowed that no Protestant or catholic priest was to baptize the child
of an orthodox parent. if a Protestant or catholic married a member of the orthodox
church, children of the union were without exception to be baptized by an orthodox
priest. Penalties for violating this law were severe. after long discussion members of
the committee decided that they must appeal to the tsar stating, that while this law was
appropriate in russia proper, it was not appropriate to apply it to the Baltic provinces.
Under Peter the great they had been promised that they could exercise their religion
in freedom and this regulation concerning Baptism greatly restricted that freedom
and, they noted, neither the churches in finland or Poland faced such a restriction. in
finland the Baptism of a child was performed by the priest of the father, whereas in
Poland male children were baptized in the church of the father and female children
in the church of the mother. The committee asked that a similar regulation be formulated for the Baltic lands. They noted as well that in Swedish times russian couples in
the Baltic provinces could choose lutheran clergyman to baptize their children, since
there had been numerous instances in which a priest of their own confession was not
available. They noted also that this was done without prejudice and without jeopardizing the confessional affiliation of the family involved.
The committee also recalled the terms of the peace agreement enacted by Peter
the great. he had stated in article 10 that the terms of the existing Swedish church
law would be honored. The lutheran church would continue to be the dominant ecclesiastical community in the lands where it prevailed and its people would be free to
practice their faith and worship according to their confession. The lutherans agreed
that they would in no way hinder the faith and practice of orthodox christians. The
signing of Peter’s treaty began a new chapter in the life of the livonian and estonian churches. eventually some russians in these provinces married lutherans. children of mixed marriages were baptized in the lutheran churches and in some cases
eastern orthodox parents asked lutheran pastors to baptized their children, with the
understanding that this would in no way jeopardize their status or rights as eastern
orthodox christians. The exception to this pattern had been in Siberia where the only
Protestants were Swedish prisoners of war. They had been permitted to marry russian women but only on the condition that children of these marriages would be baptized in the orthodox church. indeed, it was ruled that all children born of any union
281
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between non-orthodox and orthodox in russia were to be baptized in the orthodox
church. despite this law the lutheran church in the Baltic provinces operated under
its own privileges. in order to clarify the matter in 1747 the estonian consistory asked
the college of Justice in St. Petersburg about the status of the children of mixed marriages in its administrative territory. The reply it received stated that such children
really ought to be baptized orthodox as in russia proper, since the laws of the state
were superior to the orders of the church. Still, the wording of the reply was capable of
different interpretations. it was the opinion of ritschl that the lutherans had allowed
themselves to be put in this unfortunate situation because of the casual indifference of
lutherans of influence in earlier days. They had been unwilling to contend for their
faith and now their children must suffer the consequences. in the face of russian xenophobia and the attitude of the orthodox toward other christians the committee could
accomplish nothing.282
during his time in russia ritschl kept in constant communication with his
king and ministers of the Prussian government in Berlin. in a february 19,
1830 letter to the king he reported that in an audience at the end of december
the tsarina had remarked that the tsar was well satisfied with the results of the
committee’s labors and that he knew that in large measure this was the result of
his personal participation in the work. in addition to informing Berlin about the
progress of the work, he also informed the Prussians of his criticisms concerning the lutheran church in russia. To the Prussian Minister von altenstein he
spoke about the general neglect of adequate confirmation instruction not only in
rural areas but even in St. Petersburg itself. he stated that in the city catechetical
instruction before confirmation was held only two days a week from new Year’s
to easter. Pastors, school teachers, parents, and children all seemed to lack much
zeal for religious instruction. he stated that it was not only church law and the
liturgy which needed to be corrected and improved, but that there was a serious
need for a religiously sound hymnal to be used throughout the empire. he complained that the hymnals currently in use were hopelessly out-of-date and full
of linguistic errors. himself a zealous advocate of the Prussian Union, he stated
that the ideal solution would be that the russians adopt the new Berlin hymnal
Gesangbuch zum gottesdienstlichen Gebrauch für evangelische Gemeinen (Hymnal for
Divine Service use in Evangelical Congregations), published on august 25, 1829. in
addition, he had been a leading member of the committee which produced it.
other members included such men of stature as daniel amadeus neander, franz
Theremin, and friedrich Schleiermacher. There also were no suitable hymnals for
use in schools and the organists’ sorely needed a decent organists edition, like the
new edition of Bach’s Choralbuch used in the Prussian Union.283
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ritschl also stated that the committee was involved in the project of organizing a
new general consistory. By order of alexander i a general consistory had been established in 1819, but it was not functioning efficiently. The general consistory needed
to serve as a central authority under which the territorial consistories would operate
and which could interact at the highest level with governmental and court officials. he
went on to say that the general consistory must also protect the church from foreign
influences. director-general Bludov was very supportive. he noted that the tsar had
no desire to directly influence a church to which he did not belong. The era of unionism in russia was now coming to an end. he wrote to ritschl that he thought that
the particular situation of the russian lutheran church called for the establishment
of a structure which would keep the consistories and church officials in touch with
congregations and members on the local level, so that it would know immediately of
any developments which might be a cause of concern. To facilitate this, he suggested,
that the general consistory should call together lay and clergy members from every
consistorial district at least once every 6-10 years to discuss questions about the life of
the church, make recommendations, and also to speak their own minds about matters
concerning the church’s well being.284
The presence of ritschl on the liturgical committee made it possible for King friedrich Wilhelm iii to be well informed about liturgical developments in russia and also
to some extant influence the outcome of the committee’s deliberations. The king was a
student of liturgy and regarded himself as something of an authority on the subject. The
Prussian Union was in every way his child. he had designed the structure of the union
and was the principle author of the liturgy which was required to be used throughout
the church. in doing so he was following in a tradition which had been established
already in the eighteenth century by his great-grandfather friedrich Wilhelm i, who
had attempted to unite both churches in his realm into a single evangelical church.
even before that King friedrich i with his court preacher daniel ernst Jablonski had
sought to replace the lutheran and reformed liturgies in all churches of his lands with
the liturgy of the church of england.285 The work could not be continued during the
napoleonic Wars but resumed afterward, by which time the king had decided upon
and began to implement his plan to create a united church with one liturgy. he began
his program to improve the situation with the 1811 directives concerning clerical attire.286 The second step would be the imposition of a common order of divine Service.
The first union rite, Liturgie für die Hof- und Garnison-Gemeinde zu Potsdam
und für die Garnison-Kirche in Berlin (The Liturgy for the Court and Garrison Church
in Potsdam and Garrison Church Berlin), appeared in a short booklet in 1816, and
before long its use was extended to all garrison churches in the realm. By 1821
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the booklet had grown into an entire
agenda, called: Kirchen-Agende für die Königlich Preussische Armee (Church Agenda
for the Royal Prussian Army) which now
included orders of service and formularies to be used in all garrison churches.
The king was circumspect in his directives. he had no jus liturgicum, no legal
power to impose the liturgy on the Prussian churches, so he began with his own
court churches in Potsdam and Berlin.
The 1821 garrison agenda was that
same year published as the first edition
of the Kirchen-Agende für die Hof- und
Domkirche in Berlin (Church Agenda for
the Court and Cathedral Church in Berlin).
a second edition appeared in 1822. now
the king was ready to move forward by
suggesting that his lutheran and reformed congregations might also want
to make use of the splendid recourses of
The first joint Prussian liturgy for
lutherans and reformed, 1816.
this new book. he said that it must be
clearly understood that they were under
no compulsion to do so.
The new service contained within it lutheran elements which dated back to the
time of the reformation and even before that to the medieval Mass. The divine Service included: hymn – invocation – confession – declaration of grace – Gloria Patri –
Kyrie – Gloria in excelsis - Salutation and collect – epistle - alleluia – gospel and response (“Praise to you, o christ”) – apostles’ creed – a form of eucharistic Preface
without dialogue – Sanctus and Benedictus qui venit – Prayer of the church – our father – hymn – Sermon - aaronic Benediction – concluding hymn stanza. The service
of the lord’s Supper would follow this order: admonition to communicants – Verba – Pax Domini – Agnus Dei – distribution (reformed formula, communion hymns) –
Post-communion Prayer – aaronic Benediction – concluding hymn stanza. it was
noted that on special church festivals the usual collect before the epistle should be
replaced by a prayer appropriate to the season.287
in his liturgy the king attempted to bring unity to the lutheran and reformed
churches in his realm and at the same time to introduce historical elements which
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had been lost in the course of time. although the king had a great appreciation for
these traditional elements, he seems not to have thoroughly understood them. his
mutilated eucharistic Preface was put before the sermon and no longer had any direct
connection with the celebration of the Sacrament. The our father and the Words of
institution were now separated by the hymn, sermon, the Benediction, yet another
hymn stanza and the admonition to communicants. furthermore, the king separated
the celebration of the lord’s Supper from the divine Service by putting the aaronic
Benediction after the sermon even when communion was celebrated. apparently
those who were non-communicants were then free to leave the church. The very title
of the service indicated that the lord’s Supper was only an occasional usage.
To encourage the use throughout the kingdom of this 1822 agenda the king had
copies of it sent to all ecclesiastical authorities, consistories, and superintendents
throughout his realm. They would understand that the king intended that in the
course of time this agenda was to be used everywhere and by all. The agenda was
received without much enthusiasm by both the lutherans and the reformed. despite their many disagreements both confessions were agreed that the king had no
legal right to impose a form of worship upon them. furthermore, the reformed
complained bitterly that this liturgy was too lutheran and therefore, too “catholic.”
The lutherans did not like it because clearly it was thrown together with no appreciation for the historic structure of the Mass and it imposed on them a distribution
formula which left the nature of the gift of communion quite unclear. The congregation was now reduced to a spectator role. it looked on as the pastor and choir performed the rite. it had little to do beyond singing hymn stanzas. The fact that hymns
were broken up was itself irksome to those who were used to singing whole hymns.
Prussian consistories and church leaders however knew that they would be
expected to enthusiastically endorse the king’s suggested rite and see to it that
their clergy and congregations fell into line. after some strong initial objections
by pastors and parishes by the year 1825, 5343 out of 7782 congregations in the
Prussian provinces were using the new rite.288 That same year the king announced
that the liturgy was a great success, but that apparently there were some who
either had been misinformed or did not understand the genius of the new service.
Those in authority would need to take steps to remedy the situation. The Prussian
consistories responded by ordering that all congregations must use the new book,
and that no candidates would be ordained or installed who refused to use it. in
order to secure the universal acceptance of the agenda, the king decided in 1827 to
allow each of the provincial consistories to make whatever minor modifications
they deemed appropriate.289 The use of the new Union agenda was supposed
to have been voluntary, but in 1834 the king declared that its use would hence288
289
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forth be mandatory in every Prussian
evangelical congregation.290 The church
agenda for Pomerania appeared in 1829
under the title: Agende für die evangelische Kirche in den Königlich Preussischen
Landen: mit besonderen Bestimmungen
und Zusätzen für die Provinz Pommern
(Agenda for the Evangelical Church in the
Kingdom of the Prussian Lands with Special
Regulations and Supplements for the Province of Pomerania). it is likely that this
edition which ritschl brought with him
to St. Petersburg was useful to him and
the committee in formulating revisions
in the proposed russian lutheran rite.
ritschl was well acquainted with the
king’s position on ecclesiastical matters
since he himself had been actively inPrussian Union agenda for the
volved in the adaptation of the 1822 BerProvince of Pomerania, 1829.
lin agenda for the province of Pomerania.
in his opinion the Prussian Kingdom had
already faced every liturgical problem the russians might encounter, and he knew
from his own close experience what those problems were. after all, he had been
a member of the Pomeranian committee that had been forced to deal with those
problems.
ritschl immediately sent all new materials to the king, who carefully studied
them and sent them back with his marginal notes. he meant to dominate but to be
very subtle in doing so. The Prussian agenda would not be publicly acknowledged
to be the basis of the new agenda, not least because the lutherans in livonia and
estonia were not Prussians and their liturgical tradition was not german but Swedish. consequently, it was publicly stated by the committee that the basis of the their
liturgical work was the 1708 Hand-Buch which itself was the german translation of
the 1693 Swedish handbook as used in livonia, estonia, and the russia proper. in
addition to this main source, it was further announced that liturgical forms used in
germany since the time of the reformation were also employed.291 The examination of the contents of the prepared russian imperial rite indicates that the newly
revised Swedish handbook 1811 was also consulted.
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King friedrich Wilhelm iii himself
wrote on the margins of the copy that
ritschl sent him that the liturgical part of
the Swedish church order agreed with the
german agendas which had appeared in
the middle of the sixteenth century. he
insisted, however, that the word “Protestant” should nowhere appear. The committee had used the term “evangelical-Protestant,” but the king would have none of it.
he stated that he did not like the sound of
it. What had begun as a protest, had now
become a stated position. Besides that, the
word “Protestant” was very negative, it
connoted being against something and put
the evangelical church in a bad light. he
recommended that the word “evangelical” (germ. Evangelisch) should be used.292
it was the task of the clergy on the com1693 Swedish handbook.
mittee to prepare the agenda itself. Portions
of the proposed drafts of the agenda were
examined one by one. ritschl would provide also his comments and suggestions and
then the committee would meet together with him and Senior Pastor hörschelmann
three times a week to prepare a final draft. Questions concerning the use of fessler’s
1823 Saratov agenda as primary material was also raised, especially since its author
had made abundant use of pre-reformation material. although this agenda was used
in the far-flung Saratov consistory, members questioned its pedigree. it was decided
that the best and sufficient source was to be found in works produced in the first century of the reformation and the lay members of the committee were in agreement. in
order to ensure acceptance of the new liturgy throughout the empire, it was decided
to establish definite criteria. it was decided that (1) the basic shape of the Western
liturgy should remain intact with the Kyrie, Gloria in excelsis, Sunday pericopes, Sanctus, Agnus Dei (with Dona Pacem), all as found also in the Prussian and Swedish rites.
(2) The present practice calling for 3 hymns before the sermon and 2 after must be corrected. There should be two hymns before the sermon, one at the beginning of the service and the other immediately before the sermon. a hymn should follow the sermon
and the service should close with a hymn. (3) To enrich the worship and aid in the
responsories parishes should have choirs to lead the congregation, and there should
292
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be hymn instruction in the schools. (4) in the
Baltic provinces there should, when necessary, be two services – one in the national
language and the other in german. (5) Pastors should resist the prideful temptation to
alter the altar prayers.293
When the committee completed its
work, it sent it to the faculty of Theology at
dorpat. The details of the faculty’s critique
are not known in detail. it is known, however, that the review, signed by Professor
ernst Sartorius, dean of the faculty, featured
10 suggestions:
1. The alleluia verse after the epistle
ought to be omitted during the lenten
season, on the day of repentance, and on
the Sunday of the commemoration of the
departed.
2. on good friday a passion hymn
1811 Swedish handbook.
should be sung in place of the Gloria in
excelsis.
3. on the high feasts of christmas, easter, and Pentecost the full setting of the
Gloria in excelsis Deo should be sung.
4. on these high feasts days and on Trinity Sunday as well the apostle’s creed
is replaced by the nicene creed.
5. The agenda should also include Trinity Sunday collect.
6. on feast days a special festal versicles and responses after the Salutation are used.
7. after the words “...and pray for the conversion of the heart” in confession
the following words are added “...and consider that so long as he continues in his
impenitence his sins will be held against him in the judgment.”
8. in the same place the words “...according to our powers” should be struck
out and replaced with the words “...with the assistance of the holy Spirit.”
9. in the marriage service to the words “…and now this bridal couple will
know many crosses” should be added the words “…to test them.”
10. in the burial service Bible verses and hymn stanzas may follow the prayer
over the coffin. The suggestions of the dorpat faculty were incorporated into the
final liturgical document.294
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The committee’s plans for a period of field testing turned out to be too optimistic. ritschl’s planed stay in russia of five months soon stretched to eight. his first
letter to altenstein on november 2, 1829 indicated that the work had progressed
better than he had thought possible, given the basically anti-Protestant attitudes
of the St. Petersburgians and their tsar. he expressed some hope that these attitudes could be overcome in the spirit of collaboration and by willingness to follow suggestions. Three moths later he reported to his chagrin that work would be
progressing more rapidly were count Tiesenhausen, the committee head, more
skilful and better organized. it was his opinion that, if it were not for Tiesenhausen’s aristocratic mentality, the work done in three meetings a week could be accomplished in one meeting a week.295
Work on the final draft was slowed by the illness or death of some committee
members. Professor gottlieb lenz of dorpat died in 1829 leaving the committee
bereft of the assistance of a clear, careful, and sensitive co-worker. Bishop cygnaeus passed away in 1830; Superintendent general of livonia Karl Berg left the
committee that year because of ill health. These three were replaced by Johann
georg lebrecht richter, superintendent of the courlandian church, dean eric
gustav ehrström, and dean christian Wilhelm Brockhusen of riga. Because of
the illness of dean ehrström, dr. Johann friedrich august Volborth of St. Peter’s
church in St. Petersburg was added to the committee.296
dr. Johann leberecht richter, who took the place vacant since the death of
gottlieb lenz, had twenty years earlier written a glowing review of the church
order proposed by Sahlfeldt. he was at that time an enthusiastic advocate of enlightenment thought. at that time he had thought that it was impossible for the
church to have to have only one a single liturgy since the enlightened had so little
in common with the simple people. after he became superintendent of courland
he changed his liturgical attitude. his enthusiasm for the enlightenment now had
to take second place to his concern about the disorder which “intellectualized”
clergy had introduced into the church. By the end of the 1820’s he had formed the
opinion that the liturgical formulas and practices he had earlier labeled as antiquated and backward were to be preferred to their modern counterparts.
his son lebrecht friedrich richter, pastor at dobele, published in 1929 a booklet entitled: Das liturgische Recht in der Protestantischen Kirche, etc. (Liturgical Law
in the Protestant Church, etc.). in it he cited the canonical particulars of a liturgy
which conformed to the Symbolical Books. he stated that although liturgical matters were in themselves adiaphora, they were not unimportant. individual pastors and parishes must follow church directives and not make arbitrarily changes
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in the liturgy, even in matters considered non-essential.297 in a second booklet
published in 1830, Versuch einer Zusammenstellung der Allerhöchsten Ukasen, Regierungs-und Consistorial-Verordnungen, etc. (Researches of the Collection of Imperial Edicts and Governmental and Consistorial Orders, etc.), he presented the clergy
with a systematic presentation of canonical legislation drawn from a variety of
sources. in the liturgical section he gave particularly close attention to neander’s
1786 church order and the 1805 liturgical directives.298
ritschl himself was not satisfied with the slow rate of progress being made
by the committee. he complained to altenstein that the longer he remained in
russia, the more he encountered obstacles which were caused by the internal
situation in Protestant circles in the empire and with which he had had little experience. he expressed also that the longer he stayed in russia, the more thankful
he was to live in germany and serve the Prussian state.299
The suggestions of the dorpat faculty had been incorporated into the final
document and ritschl was sent back to germany with uncommonly generous
praise and the tsar’s heartfelt thanks. This commendation ritschl regarded as his
happiest memory of St. Petersburg. Before his departure the tsar conferred on
him on easter eve 1830 the cross of the order of St. Vladimir (rus. Орден св.
Владимира).300 ritschl left for home on May 9, 1830. The Prussian king was glad to
have him back and stated that he was happy that work on the church order and
the agenda was now completed and expressed his satisfaction with it.
The work of seeing the church law through the editorial and revision process
was given to Johann von neumann, professor of theoretical and practical russian law at dorpat. he was a member of the imperial council and in 1807 he
had served as an aid to Sahlfeldt on the law commission. his work lasted until
March 1831. at that time the committee was again convened to consider these
revisions. it completed its task by the end of december, 1831. The final proposal
was then presented to Tsar nicolas i on January 2, 1832 and he turned it over to
the imperial council (rus. Государственный Совет) for close examination. after
it was translated into russian for them, they revised it and their revision was then
translated back into german.301 The document delivered back to the committee
was in many respects very different from the draft proposal they had presented
to the tsar. his concern and that of the imperial council was that the draft must
conform to governmental definitions. The commission had no choice but to accept them and to send the document back to the tsar without complaint.
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5 . 3 T h e 1832 c hu rch o rd e r
on december 28, 1832 the Tsar
nicholas i signed the new church law,
giving the lutheran church a document
which established organizational and liturgical unity for the lutheran church
in the russian empire. The imperial
Senate was then instructed to publish
the church law along with the directives
for pastors, and the church agenda.
in his enabling decree the tsar stated
that the purpose of this project was to
establish for the evangelical lutheran
church in russia a single law under
which to operate, and to provide also
supplementary instructions for church
authorities and the clergy to guide them
1832 imperial church law.
in the proper conduct in their offices.
finally, the project was also undertaken
to provide the lutheran church with a single approved and official liturgy. The
results of this labor had been carefully examined and edited, so that the tsar and
his government were now convinced that its introduction would accomplish the
purposes for which it had been undertaken. all previous church orders were declared null and void, and all church affairs would henceforth conform to these
provisions.302
The church was no longer to operate under the authority and direction of the
college of Justice. With the enactment of this new constitution the authority formerly vested in the college was now transferred to the imperial general consistory. it was not until June 6, 1833 that the governmental Senate took up this matter and stated that it was the will of the tsar that the imperial general consistory
was now ready to assume the responsibilities assigned to it in the new church
law. it would be the responsibility of the minister of the interior to see to it that
the transfer took place smoothly and efficiently and that all civil and military authorities be so informed. The St. Petersburg consistorial Session, which formerly
operated under the authority of the college of Justice, would now turn its attention chiefly to matrimonial questions.303
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The new church order, Gesetz für die evangelisch-lutherische kirche in Russland
(Law for Evangelical-Lutheran Church in Russia), was published in 1833. Signing
the final order commending the book to the tsar for publication were President
Senator Privy councilor count Paul von Tiesenhausen, friedrich von adelung of
the imperial council, herrmann Baron von campenhausen, livonian Territorial
councilor and president of the livonian high consistory, reinhold gottlieb von
Maydell, estonian Territorial councilor and President of the estonian Territorial
consistory, gotthard von Bistram, chancellor of the Supreme court of courland,
Superintendent dr. Johann lebrecht richter, Senior dr. Johann friedrich august
Volborth, and deans dr. eric gustav ehrström and christian Wilhelm Brockhusen. Secretary of the committee was court councilor gustav von lersche.304 as a
result of the work of this committee, the lutheran church in russia would be a
one church with one law and one agenda.
included in the church order are major articles on doctrine, followed in the
second and third sections by regulations concerning divine worship in public and
in private homes. The second section indicates what festivals were to be observed
in addition to regular Sunday services and it provides regulations concerning
weekday services. The description of the services indicates that evidently the
lord’s Supper was not celebrated frequently. it was considered an extraordinary event and was dealt with in the third section among the occasional services,
together with Baptism, confirmation, Marriage, and Burial. regulations are also
given concerning communion registration, the necessity of confession before
communion, and laws concerning from whom a communicant was to receive
the Sacrament. also given in this section are regulations concerning the time and
place of the service and special features of the communion celebration. in the
fourth section are regulations concerning engagement, marriage, and divorce,
and a fifth section deals at great length with the pastoral ministry. Sixth section
gives the enumeration of higher offices in the church, such as dean, superintendent, and general superintendent. Seventh section deals with the provincial, city
consistories, and the general consistory. The eighth section speaks of the relationship between ministers of the church and the consistories. in the ninth section
details are given concerning provincial and general synods of the church. The
tenth section deals with finances and property regulation, as well as lay leadership in the congregations. and the final part is concerned with the rights and
privileges of patrons. The church law closes with tables of consistories and formulas to be used in parish registers.
in addition to the regulations found in the statutes, a second book was published under the title: Instruction für die Geistlichkeit und die Behörden der Evangel304
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isch-Lutherische Kirche in Russland (Instructions for the clergy and authorities of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Russia). This includes directives concerning the use
of non-scriptural writings and the rights of other confessions. Special regulations
are given about the necessity of using the church’s liturgy unaltered, the preparation of sermons, proper texts for morning and evening sermons, as well as
sermons on weekdays. further directives are given concerning the use of hymns,
service times, appropriate behavior in church, and regulations concerning Baptism, particularly the Baptism of Jews and other non-christians such as Mohammedans and pagans. Special rules governing emergency Baptism are also included as well as directives about the preparation and examination of confirmands, as
well as general confession, Private confession, the privileged nature of the confessional seal, marriages and burials, along with special instructions concerning
marriage, the examination of candidates for the holy ministry, particularly the pro
venia concionandi and pro ministerio examinations, and the special responsibilities
laid upon church leaders and ecclesiastical officials.
The third book, bound together with the other two, was the Agende für die
evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Agenda for the Evangelical
Lutheran Parishes in the Russian Empire).
no further reference is made to the
“evangelical church” in general; these
statues are very clearly meant for a church
that is lutheran only. lutheran officials,
pastors, synods, and other organizations
would now be bound to a faith and practice normed by the church’s official confession, the ecumenical creeds, and the
lutheran symbolical books. The statutes
bind the lutheran church to the Sacred
Scriptures, the ecumenical creeds, and
all the confessions included in the lutheran Book of Concord, 1580: Unaltered
Augsburg Confession, 1530, luther’s Large
and Small Catechisms, 1529, the Apology of
the Augsburg Confession, 1531, the Smalcald
Articles and the Tractate on the Power and
Primacy of the Pope, 1537, and the Formula
of Concord (Epitome and Thorough Declaration), 1577. Some enlightened clergy had
1832 instructions for the clergy
and the authorities.
strayed from this confession, but the 1819
tsar’s ukase had made it clear that this
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standard was binding and was uniformly to be observed. now again this was
made a matter of law.305
The united congregation of lutherans and reformed in archangelsk represented a special circumstance and was exempted from this legislation. This congregation was supervised directly by the Ministry of the interior, as were a few
scattered congregations in southern russia.
There were still two lutheran churches in the russian empire which were
not put under the supervision of the imperial general consistory and the laws
which pertained to it. The first was the church in autonomous grand duchy of
finland where the church was administered by the cathedral chapter of Borgå,
finland. The other was the church in the autonomous Kingdom of Poland which
was administered by the Warsaw consistory. These two groups had their own
ecclesiastical statutes and liturgy, although the Polish lutheran church had not
yet found its way to a single normative liturgy.
The new imperial church law called for a centralized church administration under the evangelical lutheran general consistory (rus. ЕвангелическоЛютеранская Генеральная Kонсистория) in St. Petersburg. This consistory was
headed by a lay president. The vice-president was the general superintendent.
final selection of both the president and vice-president was left to the tsar. additional members of the consistory consisted in two clergy and two lay members.
The names of potential lay members were to be submitted to the government
by the Territorial councils of livonia, estonia, and oesel, the Supreme court of
courland, the Municipal councils of riga and Tallinn, and the consistories of
Moscow and St. Petersburg. nominations to clergy membership could be submitted by any consistory. each served a term of three years. in addition to these,
the governmental Senate also chose a procurator to see that all decisions corresponded with the legal requirements. The chancellery of the general consistory
was to employ a secretary and a worker to assist him, a translator, and the executive director. The imperial general consistory acted as the agent for the Ministry
of the interior in administrative matters, and in judicial matters it operated under
the authority of the governmental Senate.306
The imperial general consistory served as an organ of both church and state.
it was charged with supervision of the lower consistories and as a channel of the
Ministry of the interior for the administration of state policy. it stood also in a
position immediately between the Ministry of the interior and the lower consistories. The eight consistorial districts specified in the new church law included:
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1. St. Petersburg – the parishes in the governmental districts of St. Petersburg,
including cities of Kronstadt and narva, novgorod (rus. Новгород), Pskov
(rus. Псков), Vologda (rus. Вологда), olonets (rus. Олонец), archangelsk
(rus. Архангельск), Kostroma (rus. Кострома), Yaroslavl (rus. Ярославль),
Smolensk (rus. Смоленск), chernihiv (Ukr. Чернігів), Volhynia (Ukr.
Волинь), Podil (Ukr. Поділ), Kiev (Ukr. Київ), Poltava (Ukr. Полтава),
Yekaterinoslav (Ukr. Екатеринослав), crimea (Ukr. Крим, Таврия), Kherson
(Ukr. Херсон) including odesa (Ukr. Одеса), and the region of Bessarabia
(Ukr. Бесарабія) - 87 parishes.
2. livonia – the parishes in the livonian governmental district, excluding
parishes in the islands of arensburg county (est. Kuressaare) and all
parishes in the city of riga, except St. James church (germ. St. Jakobikirche) –
113 parishes.
3. estonia - the parishes in the estonian governmental district and the Tallinn
dom church – 52 parishes.
4. courlandian - the parishes in the governmental districts of courland,
Vitebsk (Bel. Віцебск), Mogilev (Bel. Магілёў), Minsk (Bel. Мiнск), grodno
(Bel. Гродна), Vilnius (Pol. Wilno), and Bialystok (Pol. Białystok) –
120 parishes.
5. Moscow – the parishes in the governmental districts of Moscow (rus.
Москва), Kaluga (rus. Калуга), Tula (rus. Тула), ryazan (rus. Рязань),
Vladimir (rus. Владимир), nizhny novgorod (rus. Нижний Но́вгород),
Penza (rus. Пенза), Tambov (rus. Тамбов), Voronezh (rus. Воронеж),
Kursk (rus. Курск), orlov (rus. Орлoв), Kharkov (Ukr. Харків), Saratov
(rus. Саратов), Simbirsk (rus. Симбирск), Kazan (rus. Казань), Vyatka
(rus. Вятка, Киров), Perm (rus. Пермь), orenburg (rus. Оренбург),
astrakhan (rus. Астрахань), Siberia (rus. Сибирь), georgia, and the region
of armenia - 65 parishes.
6. oesel – the parishes in the islands of oesel (est. Saaremaa), Mohn (est.
Muhu), runö (est. Ruhnu) and other minor islands belonging to the county
of arensburg – 14 parishes
7. The city of riga - the parishes in the city of riga (Stadt und Patrimonialgebiet)
with exception of St. James church – 11 parishes
8. The city of Tallinn - the parishes in the city of Tallinn with exception of the
dom church – 5 parishes 307
Total number of parishes in the imperial lutheran church was now 467; 315 of
them where in the Baltic lands.
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The regional consistories were organized according to the same pattern as the
imperial general consistory: lay president, clerical vice-president, two clerical
and two lay members. exceptions to this pattern could be found in Moscow, oesel, and Tallinn where there was only one clerical and one lay member. in the
consistories of St. Petersburg and Moscow the president was appointed by the
tsar based upon the proposal of the Ministry of the interior which acted on the
recommendation presented by the imperial general consistory. in the consistories of livonia, courland, estonia, and oesel the president was chosen by the territorial nobles under the supervision of the governor general. in riga and reval
it was the municipal magistrates who made the selection. in estonia, livonia,
and oesel only members of the territorial councils were eligible to nominate two
laymen for consistory membership. in courland the two nominees had to have
the recommendation of the Supreme court. in riga and Tallinn only academically qualified municipal councilors were considered competent to nominate two
suitable candidates. The names of all nominees were to be sent by the regional
governor to the Ministry of the interior, which in turn presented the names to the
tsar for his selection.308
The vice-presidency of the consistories always was to fall to the regional
superintendent or superintendent general. in St. Petersburg, Moscow, courland,
livonia, and estonia it was the superintendent general who served, and in the
consistories of oesel, riga, and Tallinn the superintendent was vice-president. in
courland, livonia, estonia, and oesel the two candidates were chosen by the territorial nobles. The general Superintendents in St. Petersburg and Moscow were
nominated by the imperial general consistory and in riga and Tallinn it was the
municipal councilors who were responsible for nominations. in every case the
final decision was made by imperial edict. although in every case the nominees
were from the clergy, the larger body of clergy had no say in the selection process, excepting only to furnish the consistory with the list of three or four pastors,
qualified to serve as consistory members. in St. Petersburg and Moscow even this
minor privilege was lost.309
The role of the dean (germ. Probst) was greatly enlarged in the new church law
and several new deaneries (Probstbezirke) were added to those already in existence. now there would a total of 31 deaneries: three in the St. Petersburg consistory, eight each in estonia and livonia, seven in courland, with an additional one
in Vilnius governmental district, and two each in Saratov and southern german
colonies. These deans supervised the pastors and parishes in their districts and
fulfilled a role very similar to that of the superintendents. among their duties was
the official visitation of every district parish once every three years.
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The practice of convening synods of clergy was introduced in the new church
order. The synods served as meetings of the clergy for instruction and mutual
edification on theological, ecclesiastical, and governmental matters. Provision
was also made for the convening of extraordinary general Synod under a supervisor appointed by the tsar.310 The first such synod would be held almost 90 years
after the passing of the new church law, in 1924 when russia no longer had a tsar.
from this time forward divine Services in all lutheran parishes in the russian
empire were governed not only by the directives found in the agenda itself but also
by the church’s statutes, which declared that there should be no deviation from
the approved rites, and only such options could be permitted as were found in the
rights themselves. in case any deviation should be necessary prior approval would
need to be given by the highest church authority.311 Superintendents, deans, and
consistories are given responsibility to see to it that the required services are held in
every church. Pastors who violate the laws concerning the liturgy must be appropriately dealt with by the dean or superintendent. for the first offence the penalty
is a verbal reprimand. Subsequent offences carry with them stronger reprimands
and possible suspension. in the most serious cases violators may be defrocked.312
in city parishes Sunday and festal services are to begin no later than 9 o’clock and
under special circumstances no later than 10 o’clock. in rural parishes services should
begin as early as possible, especially during the winter months, so that adequate time
is left for the service of the other language group. in case of local disagreements about
the service schedule, a final decision will be made by the consistory.313
christmas and easter services must always be held on two successive days. in addition to these mandatory observances, services are to be held in all churches on new
Year’s day, epiphany, annunciation (March 25), Maundy Thursday, good friday,
the feast of Pentecost, the nativity of St. John the Baptist, the day of humiliation and
Prayer (Invocavit Wednesday), the festival of the harvest (Sunday after September 29),
reformation day (october 31, or the Sunday following), the commemoration of the
faithful departed (Sunday last before advent), and the anniversary of the dedication
of the church. The birthdays of the tsar, tsarina, and heir apparent must also be celebrated with the divine Service in every church. other occasions are to be observed as
directed by the Ministry of the interior. Where weekday services are already held they
should be continued and other parishes should be encouraged to adopt this practice.314
only such hymns are permitted for church use as are authorized by the general
consistory or the regional consistories. Superintendents and superintendents general
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must give particular attention to the sermons of the clergy since this is the most important component in the divine Service. Texts are restricted to the pericopes and such
other texts as may from time to time be allowed by the imperial general consistory.
Sermons must be doctrinally pure and the teaching of the Savior must predominate.
Pastors are not to make their sermons the occasion of an unnecessary show of their
supposed intellectual brilliance. Sermons must interpret the text clearly and directly.
consistories are to take care that pastors do not in their sermons make “foolish” statements about the political situation or governmental procedures. Sermons are to be
restricted to the religious matters, and care must be taken that no statements be made
which would offend members of other confessions or other nations.315
Since repentance is a necessary prerequisite to the reception of the Sacrament,
every celebration of the lord’s Supper must be preceded by confession and absolution. The heartfelt confession of the people is articulated in the pastor’s Prayer
of confession.316 in special cases Private confession and absolution are permitted
and may be of great benefit. The Seal of confession is not to be violated, even in the
court room. no pastor may reveal what he has been told by a penitent without that
person’s permission. however, pastors are to advise those who confess crimes,
that they must turn themselves over to the appropriate authorities and willingly
receive the appropriate civil penalties for their actions. Moreover, if the confessor
hears anything which might threaten the tsar, his household, or his government,
it must be revealed immediately to the consistory, and, if asked to do so, he must
be willing to name his source. in these cases the oath of secrecy does not obtain.317
all communicants must register before the service with the pastor, giving their
name, position, and area of service. The pastor may forbid communion only to
those who have lost their minds. if an open sinner should ask for communion,
the pastor should counsel him. if the sinner still insists on communion, the pastor
must take the matter to the consistory for a decision. however, he is not to name
the person involved. if the consistory decides that the pastor was right in refusing communion or decides later to readmit him, the matter must be informed
at once to the Ministry of the interior. in these cases as well, no names are to be
mentioned. in large parishes, where there are many communicants, the lord’s
Supper should be offered weekly, bi-weekly, or at least monthly. if insufficient
bread and wine have been consecrated, more should be brought and consecrated
before it is distributed. The elements which remain after communion are to be
treated respectfully but not superstitiously.318
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holy communion is to be celebrated only in the church. however, in the case
of serious illness, old age, or infirmity the pastor may celebrate communion in
the presence of the afflicted. communicants are to be properly attired. Those who
dress inappropriately or immodestly are to be sent away without the Sacrament.
if they refuse this reprimand, the police are to be summoned, and they should be
charged with disturbing the peace and public indecency. all communicants are
required by law to commune at least once a year.319
communicants are persons catechized in god’s law and confirmed. confirmation will ordinarily take place between the fifteenth and eighteenth year. in special cases the consistory may allow confirmation at an earlier age. Those above
the age of eighteen must be carefully examined by the consistory to determine
why they had not been confirmed earlier. if the reason is irresponsibility, then the
pastor must reprimand the parents, and a report of the incident must be sent to
the general consistory and the Ministry of the interior, which will take steps to
see that such a situation does not develop again.320
all children are to be baptized within six weeks of birth. if parents refuse to
have their child baptized, the pastor is to report the matter to the consistory. Before any Jew or any non-christian adult is baptized, permission must be granted
by the Ministry of the interior.321
Those who seek ordination to the holy ministry are to be graduates of the University of dorpat or the University of helsinki. foreign pastors wishing to be admitted must be approved by the Ministry of the interior. candidates must take
the appropriate examinations. Before a candidate can preach, he must pass the pro
venia concionandi, and before becoming head pastor of a parish, he must pass the
pro ministerio. Pre-ministerial students in their final university year are permitted to
preach, but only if their sermon has been examined and corrected by an ordained
pastor. no candidate may be ordained before his twenty-fifth birthday, excepting
by special permission of the Ministry of the interior. if a pastor is forced to leave his
position because of illness, old age, or other infirmity, his successor is to forfeit to
him one third of his stipend. With permission from the consistory an infirm pastor
may secure the services of an adjunct. adjuncts must be ordained before they are
permitted to serve. Pastors are not to involve themselves in employment inappropriate to their position, such as merchandizing and trade. no pastor is to be absent
in his parish for more than one week without special permission from the dean. he
must also have secured the assurance of neighboring pastors, candidates, or pastor‘s assistants (germ. Küster) that they will serve the parish during his absence.
When necessary, a pastor may ask the dean to present to the consistory his request
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that he be permitted a vacation. Under no circumstances is such a vacation extend
beyond 28 days. Parishes with two pastors may designate one as head pastor (Pastor primarius, Ober-Pastor) and the other as deacon (Pastor secundarius, Comminister,
Diaconus), or both pastors may be permitted equivalent titles. in all cases the specific
duties of each pastor must be carefully defined. Under ordinary circumstances the
deacon sings the collects and does other liturgical duties. When the pastor is sick
or unavailable, he is to preach and fulfill all other duties of the ministerial office.322
Pastor is required to keep a record of all births in his parish, in addition to the
traditionally required enumeration of baptisms, confirmations, marriages, and
burials. he must also keep a separate register of the names of every member of
his parish. he must also maintain a chronicle of all significant events in the parish
and church year by year.323
in all their ministrations and at public festal events pastors are to be properly attired
in the vestments of the holy ministry. These include an ample black preaching gown
(germ. talar) of wool or similar material, a white color with hanging tabs (beffchen), and
a black velvet cap (germ. barett) to be worn out of doors. other vestments are not mentioned and are therefore not allowed. in addition to these prescribed vestments of ordinary clergy, as a gift of the tsar, superintendents and general superintendents wear
a golden cross on a golden chain. They are invested with the cross by the president
of the consistory when they are inducted into office. in extraordinary circumstances,
as a sign of the tsar’s favor and as a reward of long standing meritorious service, a
lutheran pastor may be designated bishop with the same vestments, title, and responsibilities as those of a general superintendent or superintendent.324
if a lutheran pastor receives into membership in his parish a member of the
orthodox church, he is immediately stripped of his office and is subject to civil
penalties imposed by the court. if a pastor should knowingly marry a couple one
party of which is a member of the russian orthodox church, or baptizes the child
of such a mixed marriage, he is immediately stripped of his office and may not be
transferred to another parish. if a lutheran pastor should receive into his parish
a member of another officially recognized confession without special permission
from higher authorities, he is stripped of his office. The same penalties apply, if he
knowingly ministers to a member of another such confession. if a pastor receives
into his parish a Jew, Muslim, or pagan without having obtained the required
prior permission, he shall in the first instance be strongly reprimanded. The penalty for a second offence is removal from office.325
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evidently the lutheran church was to minister only to its traditional population. Under no circumstance are lutheran pastors to engage in missionary activities. The work of the ministry is strictly regulated and any suspicious activity
will bring dire consequences to the offender.
The 1832 church law had a profound effect on the lutheran church in the russian empire. it created for the first time a single large administrative organization to
exercise supervision over all lutheran parishes in russia proper and in the Baltic territories under russian control. on the other hand, the church was now effectively tied
to the state. The tsar and his ministers, the majority of whom were members of the
orthodox church, had effective control of the lutheran church and exercised supervision over every aspect of its life. in some cases these regulations represented the
continuation of practices of long standing among the lutherans. in others they represented the fruits of a situation in which the church was made a creature of the state.
The church law was updated and appended in some minor points in the editions of 1857, 1881, 1898, and 1901.326 Because the Complete Collection of Laws of
the Russian Empire was an awkward oversized series of volumes, rarely reissued
and of interest only to limited numbers, by the end of the nineteenth century
an unofficial edition of the collection of laws appeared. The church law of the
lutheran church was printed Book Three, Volume Xi, fascicle (Book) Second,
Part i of the 1912 edition of this unofficial series, called Сводь законовъ Росийской
империи. Въ пяти книгахъ (The Collection of Laws of the Russian Empire. In Five
Books).327 This edition included some changes in law which had been enacted in
1906 in response to the 1905 revolution.
among the reformed churches only those in lithuania and Poland had organized structures. The lithuanian reformed church was the largest of that confession with 19 congregations. Their synod, which had been formed in Vilnius in
1557, was the supreme legislative body of that church. The reformed had 10 congregations in Poland operating under the reformed consistory in Warsaw. The
reformed congregations in russia proper and in other regions operated under
the authority of the Ministry of the interior. in areas that had a lutheran consistory a “reformed Session” was to be held under its auspices to superintend the
reformed clergy and reformed congregations. The reformed church had no institution dedicated to the preparation of candidates for the clergy in the russian
empire. Therefore, it had either to send its candidates to the lutheran faculty at
dorpat or call pastors from abroad.328
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5 . 4 T h e 1 8 3 2 imp e ri al age nd a
The labors of the committee on liturgy to produce a suitable divine Service to be used at every lutheran altar
in the russian empire finally reached
fruition with the publication of Agende
für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Agenda for the
Evangelical Lutheran Parishes in the Russian Empire). This official agenda was in
the german language, but the use of it
was binding in all language and ethnic
groups in the russian lutheran community. The church law and instructions for clergy subsequently appeared
in russian in the Complete Collection of
Laws of the Russian Empire, 1833. The
1832 imperial agenda.
liturgy, however, did not appear in
russian because that language was not
used in lutheran public worship in the
empire.
found in the agenda were the order of divine Service for Sundays and festivals, including Matins and Vespers, the Sunday and festal service without
communion and the liturgy of the lord’s Supper. also found in this book are
formulas for confession and absolution in the divine Service, general Sunday
collects, festal collects, and collects for use on special occasions. Prayers of the
church, shortened prayer formulas, and the litany are also included. appended
are Versicles and responses for the Sunday services, for festal days, and special
collects, along with the eucharistic Prefaces to be used on festal days and a section on preparation for the service of the lord’s Supper. The form for ordinary
Baptism is given along with forms for emergency Baptism, the Baptism of foundlings, and the Baptism of adult Jews, Mohammedans, and pagans. The formula
for the churching of Woman includes also a form for the blessing of a mother
whose child died shortly after being baptized, and another form to be used in
cases where the child was born dead. other pastoral acts included are confirmation, Marriage, Burial, ordination to the holy Ministry, installation of a Pastor,
installation of a Superintendent or a general Superintendent, the consecration
of a new church, the consecration of a new cemetery, the administration of
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church discipline, and an instruction concerning oaths and perjury. a final appendix gives the music for the divine Service.
Parish clergy would notice at once that they were now obliged to conduct a
liturgical service which was virtually identical in every lutheran parish in the
empire. The various special customs and usages of individual lutheran churches, together with the homemade liturgies produced by individuals and special
interest groups, must now to be laid aside. in general, this must be regarded as
a positive step forward, although, unfortunately, it brought with it also the suppression of the unique liturgical usages of different ethnic lutheran traditions.
Bishop georg ritschl, who had come from Prussia as advisor and had in fact
exercised the predominating influence in the committee, prepared the unsigned
preface.329 in it he stated that the new liturgy was based upon the Swedish liturgy.
he choose not to mention that the influence of the new agenda of the Prussian
Union church was also evident in the new russian rite. he made little mention
of german influences stating only that the forms provided traced back to the days
of the german reformation. he went on to say that some would murmur about
unfamiliar provisions such as the chanting of Versicles, collects, and Benediction
and the introduction of choirs to sing the liturgy. This was to be expected but he
noted that these had all been part of the church’s heritage from ancient times and
the reformation. nothing in the book was innovative; everything found in it had
long been used in the lutheran church. here the old tradition was simply recast
into heartfelt, simple, and salutary words which would be treasured for generations to come. he reminded the pastors that the new liturgy was binding; it was
to be used in all lutheran liturgical services in the empire and was in no way to
be altered.
in many respects the 1832 agenda was a clear improvement over the 1805 liturgical directives and most of the homemade worship orders which had preceded it. it clearly stands in the main stream of the lutheran liturgical tradition, built
upon the lutheran divine Services of the reformation era, although the material
is also drawn from the impoverished 1811 Swedish handbook and the eclectic
liturgy of the 1829 Prussian agenda.
first place in the book is given to the “order of the chief divine Service on
Sundays and feast days.” departing from old lutheran practice this liturgy does
not include the celebration and distribution of the Sacrament of the altar. That is
found appended to the order with the note: “When communion is held, the following order is to be used after the hymn which follows the sermon.”330
The divine Service itself begins with a hymn sung by the congregation. Then
the pastor standing at the altar turns to the congregation and says either the Glor329
330
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ia Patri or the Triune Invocation. The provision for this Triune Invocation is taken
from the Prussian agenda and derives from the priest’s confession before the
altar before the beginning of the latin Mass. There is no provision for an introit
or a Verse, as is found in the Prussian rite, but instead an exhortation to confession and a confessional Prayer immediately follow the opening words. The
exhortation is based loosely upon the exhortations of the 1693 Swedish and the
1829 Prussian rites and the Prayer of confession is almost verbatim that of the
1829 agenda.331 an innovation is the Kyrie sung by the choir after the Prayer of
confession as a choral response. The 1693 and 1811 Swedish rites and the Prussian 1829 liturgy do not couple the Kyrie with the confession of Sins but place it
after the declaration of grace. The 1832 rite appears to be the first case in which
the Kyrie takes on a penitential character and loses its traditional role as a greeting
of the Savior-King. The declaration of grace which follows is taken directly from
the 1693 and 1811 Swedish rites.332 an alternative form of confession is offered
taken from the 1829 Prussian book. The so-called “absolution formula,” which is
based upon Swedish models, is given in the optative mood: “May the almighty,
eternal god according to his boundless mercy and for the sake of his dear Son
Jesus christ forgive us all our sins, and may he grant us grace to improve our
lives and with him to receive eternal life.” The second declaration of grace is
worded as follows: “May the almighty god have mercy upon us and forgive us
all our sins; may he strengthen and confirm us through his holy Spirit in all good
and bring us to his eternal kingdom through Jesus christ, our lord.”333
Three alternative forms of doxology follow. The first is the traditional Gloria
in excelsis and Laudamus te following the wording of the 1693 Swedish rite.334 as
in the Swedish service the pastor does not intone the Gloria in excelsis Deo. The
second and third alternatives are introduced with the intonation by the pastor.
in the second alternative the congregations sings the hymn: “holy, holy, holy
god almighty …,” taken from the 1811 Swedish rite.335 in the third alternative the
congregation sings nicolaus decius’ “all glory be to god on high” without an
organ prelude. either the whole hymn may be sung or the first stanza only. on
good friday the pastor is not to intone the Gloria and in place of the Gloria the
congregation sings a passion hymn.
Before the collect the pastor sings the Salutation: “The lord be with you” and
the choir responds: “and with your spirit.” if there is no choir and the congregation is not trained to sing the liturgy, the pastor sings: “The lord be with you and
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with my spirit.”336 This is understood to be as a musical element and no provision
is made for the Salutation and its response to be spoken. There follows a general or
seasonal collect. ancient collects are included for the advent, christmas, epiphany, and other seasons, but the traditional Sunday and feast days collects from the
leonine, gregorian, and gelasian Sacramentaries are missing. a sample collect
from the 1829 Prussian rite is printed in situ. it asks that god would lead and guide
the people through his holy Spirit, that they may hear and receive with their whole
heart god’s Word and be sanctified by it, and setting their hopes on christ might
better their lives, be protected in all danger, and finally, receive eternal blessing.337 it
is noted that collects for festal days are found elsewhere in the book. Some pastors
would not bother to look them up but would instead use the sample collect at all
services. The collect ends with the twofold amen sung by the choir.
The Sunday pericope, upon which the pastor does not intend to preach, is now
read. in lent a reading of the Passion history may be used instead. The choir
responds with the alleluia, as in the 1829 rite. The alleluia is not used on days
which are penitential in character, such as the Sundays in lent, good friday, the
day or repentance, and the day of the commemoration of the departed. following the alleluia the pastor says the apostles’ creed using the form found in the
1811 Swedish rite, which have “We believe,” instead of “i believe.”338 on the three
high feasts and the festival of the Trinity the nicene creed can be used instead.
following the creed is the threefold amen from the 1829 rite.339 There is no provision for a congregation to speak a creed but it may sing luther’s hymn “We all
believe in one true god.”
The sermon hymn, the chief hymn of the day, is sung after the creed while
the pastor goes to the pulpit. after the hymn he reads his preaching text which is
taken from the pericopes for the day. after the sermon he prays the Prayer of the
church, makes the necessary announcements, and prays the intercessions and
thanksgivings. The Pulpit office concludes with the our father and a biblical
Votum.
While the pastor returns to the altar a short hymn is sung. at the altar he intones Laudatio: “The name of the lord is to be praised and blessed” to which the
choir responds: “Both now and forever.” an appendix offers alternative intonations which fit Sunday themes or the content of the sermon. after luther’s postcommunion collect and the amen the pastor sings the aaronic Benediction and
the choir responds with the threefold amen, as in 1829.340 last of all a hymn verse
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concludes the service. among the notes at the end of the rite is the directive that
where no special confession of Sins was held the day before communion, the
service was to begin with a confession hymn, confession and absolution. The
service then was to move directly to the Salutation, collect and lection. no provision is made for singing the Gloria in excelsis in this case. an additional remark
states that when there is no communion, there should be a catechization after the
sermon.341
The 1832 rite assumes that the normal Sunday morning service does not include the lord’s Supper and for that reason it marks this hymn verse as the conclusion of the service. The Prussian 1829 agenda had made the same provision.
The 1811 Swedish rite, however, although it is in many ways impoverished, especially when it is compared to earlier Swedish rites, assumes a celebration of the
Sacrament of the altar and gives the whole service straight through. only at the
end of service does it offer a concluding liturgy for the cases when the Sacrament
is not celebrated and distributed.
The 1832 agenda states that when communion is celebrated, the Preface follows the hymn after the sermon. it gives the Preface in its traditional form as
found in the lutheran church orders, and not the abbreviated of truncated forms
found in the eighteenth and early in the nineteenth centuries, especially in the
liturgies influenced by rationalism. The Swedish rite of 1693 had included it and
it was found also in the 1811 rite, although now only with the third invitation
“let us give thanks to the lord our god” and the response “it is meet and right
so to do” and the Vere dignum dropped.342 The Prussian rite moves it and the Vere
dignum to a place before the Prayer of the church and thereby severs its relationship with the lord’s Supper.343 The Preface and Vere dignum in the 1832 service
is back where it ought to be. The wording with only minor changes is from the
Prussian rite. it was the tradition in Swedish rites that the Vere dignum should
lead directly into the Verba Christi, as in luther’s Deutsche Messe. The 1832 rite
follows the traditional pattern according to which the Vere dignum leads into the
Sanctus. Seasonal Prefaces for christmas, lent, easter, ascension, and Pentecost
are provided in the appendix.344 The Sanctus includes the Benedictus qui venit, as
in the Prussian 1829 and Swedish rites. Two alternatives are offered in place of
the traditional Sanctus. The first is the Tersanctus: “holy, holy, holy is god, the
lord of Sabaoth, heaven and earth are full of his glory.” The second is a shortened
Sanctus, which follows a tradition found in courland, Poland, and lithuania. in
Warsaw, Vilnius, and Kaunas it was sung after the Bread-Words and again after
341
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the cup-Words – “holy is our god, holy is our god, holy is our god, the lord of
Sabaoth.”345 courlandian liturgies give it one time only, immediately after the full
consecration.346
Turning to the altar the pastor now prays the our father with the traditional lutheran wording “Vater Unser,” rather than “Unser Vater,” as found in the
Prussian agenda.347 The choir responds with the amen after the doxology. he
then says the Verba Christi making the sign of the cross over the bread and the
wine, as in the Prussian agenda. Then turning to the people he speaks the Pax
Domini - evangelical absolution, as in the earlier Swedish and in the 1829 Prussian agenda.348 While the threefold Agnus Dei is sung the people approach the
altar and the distribution begins. during the distribution communion hymns are
sung. alternative formulas for distribution are offered. The first is based upon
the Swedish rites: “Take and eat! Jesus christ, whose body (blood) you receive,
preserve your soul to life everlasting,” and differs from them only in that Swedish 1693 rite had “your body and soul” and the 1811 rite had only “you.”349 What
is most noteworthy is that the blessing is attached directly to christ and not his
body and blood. The second option is taken almost directly from the Prussian
agenda. “‘Take and eat’, says christ, our lord, ‘This is my body which is given
for you. This do in remembrance of me’,” “‘Take and drink’, says christ, our lord,
‘This is my blood which has been shed for you for the forgiveness of sins. This do
in remembrance of me’.”350 it differs from the Prussian formula only in that the
Prussian agenda gives no quotation marks, and instead of saying “christ, our
lord,” says “our lord and Savior Jesus christ.”351 again here nothing connects
the gifts given with any blessing. communion is an act of obedience which Jesus
said to do. The words are simply a quotation, and the communicant is left to
make of it what he will. he has done what his lord told him to do. he has taken
and eaten as an act of obedient remembrance. neither the Swedish nor Prussian
formulas say as much as lutheran formulae have been used to saying about the
locatedness of the gift. The 1832 rite allows that the pastor may also speak an appropriate Bible verse or deliver a short admonition to the communicants before
he dismisses them.352
after all have communed the pastor sings the traditional versicle Confitemini
Domino - “o give thanks to the lord, for he is good” and the choir responds: “and
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his mercy endures forever.” The pastor prays luther’s post-communion collect.
This Versicle and response are not found in either of the Swedish services, but
it together with luther’s post-communion prayer is given as an alternative in
the 1829 Prussian book.353 There are no closing versicles in either the Prussian
or russian rites. immediately after the post-communion prayer the pastor says
the aaronic Benediction making the sign of the cross, as in the Prussian rite. no
mention is made of the sign of the cross in the Swedish liturgy. The 1832 service
makes no provision in the communion liturgy for hymn or a closing stanza after
the Benediction.
at the close of the printed service several remarks are given. The choir is meant
to exercise a liturgical ministry and its part is not to be altered. The choir in every
case responds to the pastor’s Versicles and sings the liturgical hymns and the
amen. excepting in courland, where this practice had long been followed, this
was something new. only the Prussian agenda specifically stated that the choir
was to make the responses. This turned the congregation into a group of spectators whose only active role was the singing of the hymns. This provision was not
warmly received anywhere, even in Prussia. in the Swedish and other lutheran
liturgies the people sung the responses. The congregation might be allowed to
sing the responses, however, in most places it was not given this option. as a
result, where there was no choir, the versicles and responses in the service were
usually eliminated. in the case of the Salutations and the post-communion Versicle and response, the pastor sung “The lord be with you and with my spirit”
and in the latter, “o give thanks to the lord, for he is good and his mercy endures
forever,” as a solo. When there was no choir present to sing the Sanctus and the
congregation was not prepared to sing it, the pastor simply said it alone.354
although the service begins with the general confession, church law directed
that when the lord’s Supper is celebrated, a special Service of confession must
take place either on the day before the service or in the chief divine Service itself.355 in the latter case it replaces the usual general confession, Kyrie, declaration of grace, and the Gloria in excelsis. This special Service of confession includes
a newly composed admonition which speaks of the use and power of the office of
the Keys and general confession, and the importance of the proper examination
of those who wish to commune. it is recalled from the gospel how Jesus forgave
the sins of the penitent, and other Bible passages to the same effect are also included to encourage the communicants to faith and earnest repentance. finally, the
353
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congregation is admonished to confess their sins from the bottom of their hearts,
as the pastor prays a Prayer of confession aloud on their behalf. The prayer is
based on older Saxon and Prussian models, as found in the Prussian 1829 agenda. The pastor then asks whether what he has confessed is the confession of
each one present. although this question is similar to that found in the Prussian
agenda, the Prussian rite also asks whether the penitents intend to better their
sinful lives. This could give the impression that forgiveness depends upon it, a
theological area in which the committee may not have wished to venture. The absolution also follows the form found in the Prussian book, although it says more.
here the committee takes the step that it had not been willing to take before - the
absolution is made contingent upon the promise of the penitents that they will
do better. as in the Prussian rite, forgiveness is declared in the name of the Triune
god and with the sign of the cross. The pastor says: “Upon this your confession,
by the virtue of my office as a called and ordained servant of the divine Word,
i announce the grace of god and the forgiveness of sins to all of you, who have
heartily bemoaned your sins and with true faith trust in the merit of Jesus christ
and have made a firm and earnest resolution henceforth to amend your sinful
lives, in the name of the father, and of the Son, and of the holy Spirit †. amen.”356
The penitent might be tempted to wonder whether he is truly forgiven; he might
have cause to consider that perhaps his sorrow was not deep enough, his trust
not true enough, and his repentance not earnest enough to qualify. Perhaps there
are some strong remnants of Pietism and its inward-directedness still evident in
this form. Both Prussian and russian books add at this point a word of encouragement from the pastor. he is to tell his parishioners that, if anyone’s conscience
is such that they still desire special counsel and confirmation of the promises of
god, they should see the pastor. The pastor may replace the written admonition
with his own personal warning the people concerning unworthiness before god,
proper humiliation, the appropriate exercise of pious christian responsibilities,
and the misuse of the lord’s Supper. The common practice, by which penitents
come to the altar to receive the absolution with the laying-on-of-hands, may be
continued. There is no such provision in the Prussian book.
The agenda provides as well a directory giving the outline for an early morning service and an afternoon service. The early morning service consists of a
hymn, the sermon together with a short prayer, the our father, the Benediction,
and a closing hymn. The afternoon service follows a similar pattern: the hymn,
the sermon with a short prayer, the our father and a biblical Votum, a hymn after
the sermon, a Versicle and response and collect from the altar, the Benediction,
and a concluding hymn stanza, as in the morning service.357
356
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although the influences of both the
Swedish and Prussian Union rites are
clearly predominant in the 1832 service,
the influence of the Prussian service is
also evident. This is true both because of
the dominant role of Bishop ritschl on
the committee and his role in the adaptation of the Prussian rite for Pomerania,
as well as from the fact that the Prussian
rite itself draws heavily upon a wide
variety of liturgical sources, both of the
western catholic tradition and Protestant
forms. it was to the profit of the russian
lutheran church that its committee had
available not only the Swedish rites but
also the Prussian agenda which, despite
its shortcomings, gave evidence of liturgical traditions dating back to the refor1832 imperial agenda.
Musical Supplement.
mation. The 1832 service did not follow
every innovation of the agenda of the
Prussian Union. The introit is missing but
this is not unusual, for it is not found in the Swedish and Prussian services either.
of the sources available to the committee only fessler’s liturgy suggested the use
of entrance Psalm (introit). The Vere dignum and Sanctus are put where they belong in the service of the lord’s Supper. in general, the service retains the historical structure and content of the lutheran Mass while, unfortunately, accommodating itself to some practices introduced during the spiritual upheavals of the late
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. among these is the alternative distribution
formula for which agenda of the Prussian Union became well-known. in general,
it must be said that the russian imperial lutheran liturgy was an improvement
over what had gone before.
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5 . 5 T r a ns l ati o ns o f the agen da
i n to th e l angu age s o f the People
The liturgy was gradually introduced in the german-speaking parishes
throughout the church. according to
a circular letter of the livonian consistory, dated March 21, 1833, the book was
made available at a cost of for 3 rubles
per copy.358 The livonian consistory announced on october 9, 1833 that the
agenda was to be introduced in the livonian parishes on the first Sunday in advent.359 in courland the introduction took
place on december 17, 1833.360 latvian
parishes had to wait a bit longer for their
translation. The agenda in the latvian
tongue, Swehta ammata-grahmata preeksch Lutera draudses-mahzitajeem Kreewju
walsti (Book of the Holy Ministry for Pastors of the Lutheran Church in the Russian
Empire), appeared in riga in 1834. The
livonian consistory announced on June
30, 1834 that the book now was available
at the Steffenhagen Publishing house in
imperial agenda. 1834 latvian edition.
riga for 70 kopeks per copy, and on august 31, 1834 the consistory declared its
official introduction in livonian latvian parishes.361 in addition, in 1834 in riga
there was also published a short 16 pages booklet: Ka Deewa-kalposchana eeksch
Latweeschu Basnizahm schweht: deenas un swehtkos irr ja-turr (How the Divine Service in the Latvian language is to be held on Sundays and Feast Days.).362 The latvian
service was introduced into the latvian-speaking congregations in courland on
december 2, 1834.363
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Translations into the northern estonian
dialect and Swedish appeared in that same
year, 1834. The estonian edition, Agenda
ehk Kässiramat Lutterusse Usso Ristirahwa
Koggodustele Wennerikis (Agenda or Handbook for Congregations of Lutheran Christians
in the Russian Empire) was published in
Tallinn, and the Swedish Kyrkohandbok för
evangeliskt-lutherska Församlingarne i Ryska
Riket (Church Handbook for Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire)
was published in St. Petersburg. The estonian book was available for 150 kopeks,
as indicated in a June 30, 1835 circular letter of the livonian consistory.364
The livonian estonians needed their
own version of the agenda, since their dialect differed in many respects from that
of the north. a version in the so-called
“Tartu dialect” was published in riga in
1834 under the title: Jummala-orjuse Ramat
Ewangeliumi päle põhjendetu Lutteri-ussu
Koggodussile Wenne-Rigin. Tarto-mä-keelde
imperial agenda. 1834 estonian edition.
ümberselletedu 1834 ajastajal (Handbook of
Divine Services for Lutheran Congregations
in the Russian Empire. Translated into the Language of Tartu in the Year 1834). The
book was translated by Johann friedrich heller and carl gottfried gustav Masing.
The translation of the agenda into finnish was also completed in 1835. it was
published in St. Petersburg under the title: Kirkko-menoin Käsi-kirja Evangelisille
Lutheruksen Seurakunnille Wenäjällä (Handbook of Services for the Evangelical Lutheran Parishes in Russia).
although the church law together with the instruction for pastors was published in russian language and incorporated into Полное собрание законов
Российской империи. Собрание второе. Т. 7., 1832 (The Complete Collection of Laws
of the Russian Empire. 2-nd Compilation, Vol. 7., 1832), no russian translation of the
agenda appeared at that time.365 When the lutheran church law was published
in russian in a special edition, Уставъ евангелическо-лютеранской церкви въ
Россiи. С. Петербургь 28 Декабря 1832 года (Law for Evangelical-Lutheran Church in
364
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Russia), again there was no translation of the agenda included.366 lutherans were
foreigners, and they were expected to worship in their native tongues. Those who
wished to worship in the russian language should join the russian language
church, the orthodox church. despite its size, the lutheran church in the empire
was understood to be a church of immigrants. The tsar graciously permitted the
lutherans to practice their foreign rites in their foreign tongue. if they had been
permitted to use the russian language, the lutherans would likely exhibit some
missionary zeal and some hapless russian orthodox peasants might be beguiled
by their words. none of that was to be allowed.

366

The exact date and place of the publication of this special volume is unknown. a copy is
located in the library of the luther academy in riga, latvia.
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5 . 6 l i tu r g ical ins tru cti o ns fo r Past oral assist an t s
The lutheran church in russia never had enough pastors to meet the needs
of its congregations and their members. To have its own pastor a parish had to
have both sufficient means and the intention to support him, so that he would
be free to give himself wholly to the work of the ministry. congregations with a
pastor and a council were called parishes. congregations with a parish council
and a church building but lacking either the means or the will to support a pastor, could not call themselves parishes. They were simply congregations which
needed to associate themselves with some parish which could provide them with
the services of a pastor. a congregation without a pastor could not expect that it
would have divine Services with a pastor every Sunday and every festival day. in
some places there were congregations with no church building but only a school
and teacher. These were called preaching places or preaching stations. Pastors
would visit these stations whenever possible but usually no more than a handful
of times a year. all congregations which were without pastors needed to gather
on the lord’s day to hear his Word and call upon him in prayer, whether or not
a pastor was present. The leadership in such a service was not a responsibility
which any man would dare to take upon himself by right because of his station
in life, his influence, or his education. it was the decision of the church that those
who were called as teachers in the church’s schools should be considered ministers in this respect, that they were to lead Sunday and festival services when a
pastor was not present. They were solemnly set apart to this ministry in which
they could lead public worship, baptize, and bury the dead. it was understood
that this person, the so-called pastoral assistant (germ. Küster), was not called to
absolve sinners in absolution or to administer the Sacrament of the altar.
The 1832 agenda did not provide a form for use by pastoral assistants to lead
divine Services. Such a form, prepared by the general consistory and allowing
pastoral assistants to lead divine services from the lectern, was approved by the
Ministry of internal affairs on december 12, 1833.367 By order of the livonian consistory it was introduced into the livonian parishes on March 1, 1834.368
The approved form consisted of nine directives. The service was to begin with
a hymn taken from the hymnal approved by the territorial consistory. Then, after
the Triune invocation, the pastoral assistant was to invite the people to confess
their sins or proceed immediately to the confession found in the agenda, or use
a form approved by the pastor from some other traditional agenda well-known
to the congregation. in response the congregation was to sing the first stanza of
“all glory be to god on high.” following it the pastoral assistant was to read the
367
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Sunday or festal pericope which would not be the text of the sermon. following
this reading the remaining stanzas of “all glory be to god on high” were to be
sung. after the hymn the apostles’ creed was to be recited and this was then
to be followed by the singing of the chief hymn of the service. if that hymn was
“We all believe in one true god,” then preceding it the remaining stanzas of “all
glory be to god on high” and the apostles’ creed were to be dropped. after
he read the sermon the pastoral assistant was to pray the Prayer of the church
and the our father and conclude the office with a biblical Votum, such as luke
11:28, James 1:21, or Psalm 121:8. The congregation’s concluding hymn was to be
a hymn chosen by the pastor from the approved hymnal. if instead of an ordinary
hymn the congregation concluded with “god bless our going out” (“Unsern Ausgang segne Gott”), it was required that “We all believe in one true god” must have
been sung. Under no circumstances was the pastoral assistant to sing, read, pray,
or announce anything without the prior knowledge and approval of the pastor.369
it is likely that this instruction was followed in many places and became very
familiar to rural lutherans in areas of the empire where pastors and parishes
were few and far between, such as in lithuania, Belarus, the Ukraine, the Volga
river valley, and east of the Urals.

369
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6. InItIal Efforts toward lIturgIcal
rEnEwal and rEform

6 . 1 I n c r ea se d ap p re ci ati o n o f classic al lut h eran
l itu r g ie s
the new rite appears to have been
accepted with minimal dissent. many
pastors had questions concerning the
introduction of the new rite and the implementation of its provisions, but few
raised any strong criticism or objection to
the liturgical services themselves.
the new imperial church law directed
that pastoral synods be held in each consistorial district every year. the first of these
were held in 1834. the livonian synod
was convened on august 12-16 and some
questions were raised concerning the new
agenda. most questions had to do with
practical matters such as whether or not it
was really possible for pastors who had to
preach every sunday in two languages to
Protocols of the livonian Provincial
fulfill all the requirements of the agenda.
synod, 1834-1841.
In that case, which requirements were to
be regarded as most important. some expressed the desire that a pocket size edition of the agenda be printed for the use of
city pastors. some pastors expressed a wish for more information as to how the new
agenda would affect their conduct of the ministry. It was suggested also that perhaps
a report could be published showing clearly the differences between the old swedish
order and the new rite which replaced it. In the same synod Pastor Johann leberecht
Ehregott Punchel of lösern (latv. Liezere) reported that there was need for editions
of separate liturgical music volumes to go with the new agenda, and that there was
an acknowledged need for a general choral and melody book. He proposed that this
matter be put into the hand of a committee of pastors competent in music. the synod agreed in both matters. the question of an imperial lutheran hymnal was raised,
but Pastor Karl christian ulmann of cremon (latv. Krimulda) stated that such a book
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was neither necessary nor even desirable. He stated that it would be better that each
province retain its unique hymnody. Pastor rudolph gustav Hollmann of Harjel (Est.
Hargla) suggested that the matter be laid aside until the next synod.370 the proposal
that a new book of pericopes be published was raised at the 1839 livonian synod, but
again there were no substantive criticisms of the agenda itself. However, the question
of an imperial lutheran hymnal in the german language was raised by pastors who
complained about the subjectivity of many hymns found in provincial hymnbooks.371
the personal size agenda edition requested by the pastors did appear in
1835 under the auspices of the general consistory in st. Petersburg. Its contents
were taken from the full-size agenda and titled like it: Agende für die evangelischlutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
It was not until a full decade after the
appearance of the new agenda that questions about it began to be raised. In the
new rite general confession had been
securely tied to the lord’s supper. It was
expected that a special general confessional service would be held either the
evening before the chief divine service or
in the chief divine service itself. Private
confession apart was not rejected but no
form for it had been provided. the matter was raised by dr. ferdinand Karl anton walter of wolmar (latv. Valmiera),
a member of the general consistory, at
the 1844 livonian synod. He presented a
work on confession and the confessional
seal based on the lutheran confessions,
together with the new Imperial agenda
and the 1686 swedish church order. He
noted that in the lutheran church provision had always been made, even apart
from the preparation for the lord’s supper, for the penitent who seeks peace of
heart and mind to cast out anxiety and
Imperial agenda. 1835 german edition.
370
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doubt about sin by making his private confession before the pastor at any time
and hearing the words of god’s forgiveness spoken over him. such confession
was clearly under the seal, that is the penitent should have no fear that what he
had confessed might ever be divulged. the synod declared itself in agreement
with this understanding.372
new winds were blowing in the lutheran churches and elsewhere in the
christendom, bringing with them an increased appreciation of the theology of
the reformation and the era of the lutheran orthodox dogmaticians, and a desire
to open these treasures and make use of them. In 1817 Pastor Klaus Harms had
issued 95 new theses on occasion of the 300th anniversary of luther’s 95 theses.
Harms theses marked the beginning of a movement toward a greater appreciation of the theology and churchmanship of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and its theological and liturgical expression. Elsewhere in the christian
west the ultramontane movement in roman catholicism would begin to gain
momentum, spelling the doom of any remaining local rites and practices in favor of roman usages. In England the sermons of Edward Bouverie Pusey and
John Keble, and the Tracts for the Times of John Henry newman brought to life
the oxford movement and romantic notions of the English church’s catholic
past.373 In lutheranism it was the repristination of the theology of the orthodox
dogmaticians which led theologians to a new appreciation of classical lutheran
liturgies. In contrast to other churches, nineteenth century lutheran liturgical
work was never an independent movement; it was always tied closely to theology, and theology was understood to be the basis of all liturgical expression. the
proper order here was lex credendi / lex orendi - faith shaping liturgy rather than
the reverse. liturgy does not shape faith but is instead shaped and as necessary
corrected by the church’s faith, which is grounded in the sacred scriptures and
the church’s creeds and confessions.
the study of theology led theologians to reappraise the form of worship used in
the congregations. one young pastor, friedrich conrad wyneken, became pastor of
Zion church, friedheim and st. Paul’s fort wayne because of the death of the Pastor
Jesse Hoover. In addition to serving these two congregations, wyneken also traveled
as a missionary throughout northwestern ohio, northern Indiana, and southern michigan, gathering german immigrants into congregations committed to the lutheran
confessions and their theology. In 1841 he wrote to germany pleading for help. In
addition to his Notruf, titled: The Distress of the German Lutherans in North America, he
sailed to Europe to present his case in person in nürnberg, Erlangen, dresden, leipzig, and elsewhere. Pastor Konrad wilhelm löhe (1808-1872) of neuendettelsau, Bavaria, was among those who heard his plea for help and took up his cause. on the basis
372
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of his extensive study of over 200 church
orders and agendas, the Book of Common
Prayer, and roman sources, he produced
an agenda in 1844 for use in the north
american congregations, entitled: Agende
für christliche Gemeinden des lutherischen
Bekenntnisses (Liturgy for Christian Congregations of the Lutheran Faith). 374 this agenda
came to be used among german-speaking
lutherans in the american midwest, and
especially in the franconian communities
in michigan. It was eventually superseded
by the publication in st. louis in 1856 of a
revised saxon agenda.375
the winds of change were blowing
towards russia, as is evident from the
report of Pastor Karl lebrecht Bäckmann of cremon. He reported to the
1847 livonian synod on the activities
of Pastor löhe, Professor theodosius
Harnack, and schultz. He said that according to his understanding what was
Imperial agenda. 1844 german edition.
involved here was nothing less than a
revolution in the doctrine of the church.
It was evident that the lutheran confessions make clear the apostolic and catholic nature of the lutheran church and
clearly differentiated it from the roman and reformed churches. lutheran faith,
he stated, is to be found not only in her doctrine, but also in her life, her worship,
and in her understanding of the church and its nature. not one word was spoken
which anyone could identify as a direct criticism against the 1832 rite, however,
Bäckmann’s presentation made it clear that lutheran worship, life, and thought
should flow forth more directly from her confession. at the same synod dr. walter presented a paper in which he reconsidered lutheran practice and worship
also on other grounds, particularly with regard to the breaking of marriage vows,
divorce, and other matters.376
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6 . 2 l i tu r g ical co ntri b u ti o ns o f th eodosius H arn ac k
the most significant influence in moving russian lutheranism in new directions in liturgical study and appreciation
was theodosius Harnack (1817-1889), the
leading lutheran liturgical scholar in the
russian Empire.
Born in 1817 and raised in st. Petersburg, Harnack entered dorpat university in 1834 at the age of 17. at that time
the theological faculty had moved beyond
Pietism and rationalism to develop a more
positive theological viewpoint which Harnack shared. upon graduation from dorpat in 1837 he continued his studies in Berlin, Bonn, and Erlangen where he became
personally acquainted with the leading luthe rev. dr. theodosius Harnack,
theran theologians of the day. In Erlangen
dorpat university professor and the
leading member of the livonian
he was influenced by Johann christian Konliturgical committee.
rad von Hofmann, Johann wilhelm friedrich Höfling, and adolf gottlieb christian
von Harless, leading figures of the new Erlangen school of theology. most important to him was the influence of theodor Kliefoth, professor of practical theology
and the foremost liturgical expert in his generation. Harnack received his master
of theology degree in 1843 and was promoted to the degree of doctor of theology
in 1846. He was made professor of practical theology at the university of dorpat in
1847 and served there until he was called to Erlangen university in 1853.377
His special concerns about the liturgy were evident already in his masters
theses published in 1844 under the title: Die Idee der Predigt, entwickelt dem Wesen
des Protestantischen Cultus (The Idea of the Sermon developed in the essence of Protestant Worship). Here he showed that he was moving toward a comprehensive
and authentic lutheran understanding of divine service and worship. Harnack
complained that the lutheran distinctions between word and sacrament, law
and gospel, and mind and senses were now being turned into an either/or, as
in “word or sacrament,” “law or gospel,” etc. the sermon was being exalted at
the expense of the sacrament, and indeed the sermon was not so much a careful
exposition of the content of the divine word as it was a display of the skill of the
orator in moving his audience to whatever goal he sought to move it.
377
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what Harnack set down in his theses was not what one would expect from a
thesis title, The Idea of the Sermon. In it Harnack chose to begin his treatment of the
subject by returning to its threefold foundation. Instead of isolating the sermon as
one element, perhaps the dominant element in the service, he speaks instead of
the essence of the divine service itself.
In the divine service the church exhibits clearly who and what she is as the
assembly of believers and the body of christ, rather than a group to be described
in merely sociological or philosophical terms. this assembly, or congregation, is
bound together in the one faith proclaimed within it and confessed by it. from
god’s side the unity of the congregation is understood to be objective; that is, he
creates it by specific means, by spirit-given-gifts in word and sacrament. from
the human side it is understood subjectively, in terms of its having received the
gifts god has offered. thus Harnack was able to understand the object-subject
antithesis in a unique way. He could not agree with the editor of the Halle Evangelisches Kirchengesangbuch of 1842, who describes as objective the worship and
adoration directed toward god by believers, and as subjective the believers’ reflection upon that adoration. Harnack understood that what is objective is god’s
word and sacraments. It is upon these that faith rests, for they are the objective
means by which christ is present.378
the divine service includes sacramental and sacrificial elements. It is built
upon the person and work of christ which in the liturgy builds up and strengthens the congregation. Here god serves his people, and answering him back the
redeemed serve their lord; the center of both is word and sacrament. the sacramental and sacrificial elements in the divine service are distinct, but stand in
close relation. they must not be abstractly separated. what god does and man
does are not the same, but they do not stand in isolation apart from each other.379
In the divine service christ is leitourgos. He manifests his threefold office of
Prophet, Priest, and King. all of these three ministries or offices stand in close
relation, and together they form the foundation of the divine service and serve as
the basis of the sacrificial worship, which his people offer to god.
the prophetic activity of christ, by which god’s will for man is most perfectly
made known, is revealed in the person and work of christ. special emphasis is
given here to christ’s discourses and sermons, as they are found in the gospels.
By the activity of the Holy spirit this prophetic activity is manifested in the church
so as to upbuild, cleanse, prove, and strengthen the church and to proclaim him;
that is, to bear witness to him as the one to whom moses and the prophets pointed
forward and the apostles and evangelists gave their testimony. this activity goes
on in the present day most specifically in the sermon.
378
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the priestly activity of the lord manifests itself chiefly in his work as both
priest and victim, as high priest, liturgist, and sacrificial lamb. He offers himself
in a sacrifice which is both expiatory and eucharistic. the priestly office of christ
stands as the foundation of the priestly activity of the church. He has completed
the expiatory work; it is not repeatable in either a bloody or unbloody manner.
the church’s priestly activity is a eucharistic sacrifice in which by the power of
the Holy spirit god, he is thanked and praised by his people. this is manifested
particularly in prayer.
the royal activity and ministry of christ, by which he manifests his majesty
and lordship over the church, is revealed most clearly in the exercise of the office
of the Keys and the church’s sacramental ministry. those who have been grafted
into his kingdom through washing and the word and reborn from the waters of
Holy Baptism, are personally united with christ in his Holy sacrament, and this
Baptism has established a holy fellowship in him. sacramental ministry is the royal activity of the church, exemplified in the absolution and the communion.380
In his threefold office christ fulfils and concludes the old testament ministry
and establishes the new ministry which he gives to his church. this threefold office gives its proper shape to the church’s liturgical worship, its ministry of word,
Prayer, and sacrament. Each part plays its essential role in the whole. Each is
distinguishable from the others but not separable from them. there is an orderly
progression from one to the other, and, therefore, the service ought not to be truncated as is the case when one or the other part is omitted.
In the divine service priest and congregation stand in close relation. Each has
its essential office, distinguishable but not separable. one must also carefully distinguish the mental or intellectual aspects of worship from the sensual, as well as
the distinction between what is essential and what is ceremonial. these too must
be distinguished from each other but remain inseparable.381
Harnack’s Die Idee der Predigt was printed in 1844 in dorpat as a separate
booklet, and it also appeared under the same title in 1845 in Mittheilungen und
Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland (Communications and Reports for
Clergy of the Russian Evangelical Church) the theological journal of the Evangelical
lutheran church in russia.382 this article laid the foundation upon which Harnack would formulate his critique of the 1832 rite and establish criteria for liturgical reform. In his theses Harnack did not direct particular fire against Pietists,
rationalists, unionists, or radical Protestants. His purpose was rather to provide
a strong theological basis for the distinctive role of word and sacrament, as well
as other elements which must be distinguished but not separated. In terms of
380
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liturgical specifics Harnack had little to say. at this point he was engaged in the
essential work of establishing the principles for a liturgy which would be appropriately prophetic, priestly, and royal.
Harnack soon became a leading light in the university. as the Erlangen school
of theologians had influenced him, so too his influence in dorpat university became
decisive. In the livonian consistorial district as well, Harnack’s theological insights
would soon become well-known through his publications and his activities in pastoral gatherings and synods of the church. In 1849 the synod of livonian consistorial
district established a liturgical committee to gather materials for the improvement of
the 1832 divine service. this would prove to be the first step toward the liturgical
renewal of the russian lutheran church. selected as members were representatives
of each of the eight livonian deaneries - dr. arnold friedrich christiani, dr. Harnack
and Pastors Karl friedrich Kyber of arrasch (latv. Āraiši), Ernst wilhelm woldemar
schultz of Pernau (Est. Pärnu), Karl wilhelm Häcker, second pastor at wolmar, Emil
georg Hermann sokolowski of lude (latv. Lugaži), Karl gottfried georg croon of
lennewarden (latv. Lielvārde), and Emil Heinrich august Hörschelmann of oberpahlen (Est. Põltsamaa), representing the wenden (latv. Cēsis), riga region, wolmar
(latv. Valmiera), walk (latv. Valga, Est. Valka), Pernau (Est. Pärnu), dorpat (Est. Tartu),
werro (Est. Võru), and fellin (Est. Viljandi) deaneries.383 It was Harnack who presented
the first report of the new committee to the 1850 synod. He stated that the committee
had spent the previous year in a deep study of the liturgies for sundays and feast days,
their essential historical roots, and the principles governing them. understanding the
need to move cautiously, Harnack stated that it was not the purpose of the committee
to reform the church’s order of worship but instead to provide a clearer understanding of it and of the roots of lutheran worship in the divine word and the lutheran
confessions. the church’s chief divine service is constructed on this basis. In the same
synod the pastors of the walk deanery expressed their dissatisfaction with the lenten
divine rite used up until that time, describing it as liturgically impoverished. their
desire for improvement was referred to the liturgical committee.384
It was becoming evident to the livonian pastors that the 1832 liturgy could not
be considered the final expression of the russian imperial lutheran liturgical service. It was in fact only a first tentative step toward a more mature lutheran understanding of worship. It was providing the consistories and churches in the russian
Empire with a valuable service by giving them a liturgy built upon the traditional
pattern of the western mass and using many familiar traditional forms and formulations. Harnack had perceived that the time was now ripe to move ahead in the
quest to regain an authentically lutheran understanding of worship and to provide
the church with appropriate worship forms. He was well aware that the 1832 agen383
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da was deficient in several important respects. It still showed the imprint of Pietist
and unionistic notions, including misunderstandings concerning the purpose and
place of worship. It still supported a notion of worship inherited from the Prussian
union agenda where the congregation is little more than an audience which sits
passively, listening and looking at what the pastor and choir are doing. this mitigated against a proper understanding of lutheran worship.

6.2.1 t he t heologic al foun dations
and Pr i nci p les of l iturgic al w ors h ip
on behalf of the committee Harnack spoke even in stronger terms at the 1851 livonian synod. now he had in his hands the concrete results of his studies in the form
of articles and graphs. It was clear to him that the time had now come to once again
promote a fuller and more adequate liturgical worship in the church. He did not offer
suggestions, as though the church should be given a multiple choice list or ought to be
allowed to cast aside its heritage. He spoke rather in terms of what ought to be.
1. the Introit ought to be reintroduced. He reported that the liturgical committee
had prepared a collection of Introits for the entire church year for provisional use.
2. the Prayer of the church ought to be separated from the sermon by an appropriate biblical Votum.
3. In city congregations the confession of sins ought to be separated from the
chief divine service. It would be impractical to try to implement this in the rural
congregations and so this would need to be left in the hands of the pastors after
thorough discussion in the deaneries.
4. the administration of the lord’s supper should be a part of the divine
service even when there are only few communicants. with the exception of the
elderly and the sick there should be no private communions.
5. the proposed admonition and prayer at communion, which the liturgical
committee has prepared, should be introduced.
6. In addition to the sunday morning service, other liturgical services should
be introduced, such as Bible and catechism services, and in city congregations
the saturday evening Vespers, connected with confession.
7. a liturgical booklet for the congregations should be prepared and printed,
so that the people could be instructed in the liturgy. In addition, the litany and
the Te Deum Laudamus should be reintroduced and be sung in alternation between the choir and the congregation.
at the conclusion Harnack reminded the assembly of st. Paul’s apostolic admonition concerning such matters in 1 corinthians 14:33,36,40.385
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at the request of the livonian synod
liturgical committee the synod decided
to publish the report in order that a wider
audience might be informed about the
committee’s proposals. these appeared
in the 1853 edition of Mittheilungen und
Nachrichten, under the title: Referat über
die Arbeiten des liturgischen Comité’s der
Livländischen Prediger-Synode (Report on
the Work of the Liturgical Committee of the
Livonian Pastors’ Synod). thus the Referat
came to the attention of pastors throughout the russian Imperial lutheran
church.
In his introduction to the report
Harnack stated the basis of his interest
in the liturgy and his conclusion that a
thorough revision of the entire agenda
and all its formulas, beginning with the
chief divine service for sundays and
feast days, was an urgent task. He deCommunications and Reports for Clergy
clared that the lutheran liturgy was not
of the Russian Evangelical Church,
in need of reformation; it needed instead
foremost ecclesiastical journal
to be examined in the right spirit, so that
of the russian Imperial church.
the church would come to understand
and appreciate its treasures. this examination must begin with the review of the history of lutheran divine service going back to the beginning of the reformation Era. of special importance here were
luther’s Formula Missae, 1523, the foundation upon which lutheran liturgy is
built, the Prussian Artickel der Ceremonien of 1525 which Briesmann quoted almost
verbatim, and Briesmann’s old riga Kurtz Ordnung of 1530 which for so long a
time was used in livonia, Estonia, and courland, the swedish liturgy introduced
into livonia in 1707 (sic.), the old courlandian liturgy of 1570, which depended
heavily upon Briesmann, the new Prussian union agenda of 1822 which had
certainly not been without influence, and the 1832 Imperial agenda which had
depended so much on the participation of Bishop ritschl. In addition, the private
editions of lutheran liturgies produced by christian Karl Josias Bunsen, friedrich layriz, and wilhelm löhe needed to be studied not only for their similarities
but also for their differences. as a result of this study the church would come
to greater understanding about the principles and basis of lutheran worship. It
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would become evident that the liturgy in its totality and in its individual parts
has a nature and goal all its own, and it is not merely a succession of individual, unconnected acts. students of the liturgy must consider the difficulties of the
church’s present circumstances and what can be done about them. two books
in particular Harnack described as fundamental to the work of the committee
- Johann wilhelm friedrich Höfling Composition des christlichen Gemeindegottesdienstes (The Composition of the Divine Service of the Christian Congregation)386 and
theodor Kliefoth Gottesdienst-Ordnung der lutherischen Kirche (The Order of Divine
Service of the Lutheran Church).387 Harnack heartily recommended that all pastors
should become well acquainted with these works.388
He spoke first about the chief divine service as it is held every sunday and then
turned his attention to the festivals. His consideration of regular sunday liturgy began
with general observations concerning the essence of the divine service and its essential components. lutherans, he said, understand the divine service to be a congregational event and a covenantal act of the lord and his congregation, in which the congregation grounded in grace and faith is made visible, preserved, and extended. the
lord comes to his congregation, and the faithful congregation is drawn to its lord.
the vehicle by which this is accomplished is called the liturgy. with melanchthon in
the Apology of the Augsburg Confession the church distinguishes sacramental and sacrificial elements in the liturgy. sacramental elements or acts are those through which the
lord bestows his grace upon his congregation, as in the preaching of the word and the
distribution of the sacraments. sacrificial acts are those by which the faithful church
on the basis of the one, all sufficient sacrifice by which christ offered himself for man’s
redemption, now offers herself to the lord. Included here are prayer, intercession,
praise, thanksgiving, confession, vows, the hearing of the sermon, and the receiving
of the sacrament. concerning the relationship between sacrifice and sacrament, Harnack stated, that neither is to be isolated from the other, as though they were inimical.
they stand instead in a reciprocal relationship in which god’s sacramental actions
elicit sacrificial responses. consequently, sacramental elements in worship must always stand in first place. god speaks and acts first, and man speaks and acts in faithful
response. faithfulness to this understanding leads the lutheran church to agree with
the practice of the ancient apostolic church, which knew no chief liturgy without the
celebration of the sacrament of the altar. It is therefore lamentable when the congregation’s chief divine service does not include the celebration of the sacrament of the al386
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tar, or if communion reception is thought to be a private matter rather than the act of
the entire congregation. In the lutheran church no law is to be made concerning the
reception of communion and note should be taken that in many territorial churches
the sacrament is celebrated every second sunday. It needs to be stated emphatically
that the service of the lord’s supper is not an occasional service, and that the chief
service celebrated without the lord’s supper is incomplete. He noted also that unless
the pastors constantly admonish their people not to neglect the sacrament, as was the
practice in former generations, this neglect would not be corrected. the agenda must
make it amply clear that the full service is to be the norm and that a dismissal when
there are no communicants is to be regarded as a departure from the norm.389
on the basis of these principles Harnack now turned to a consideration of the
structure of the full divine service in two parts which stands side by side - the service of the word and the service of the sacrament. according to its nature, the word
of god calls, gathers, enlightens, and sanctifies. the sacrament seals and unifies believers in the true faith. In the Missa Catechumenorum of the ancient church believers
were gathered together as a congregation of catechumens growing in christ, according to Ephesians 4:13, to maturity and unity as members of the body of christ.
Both the service of the word and the service of the sacrament prepare the congregation for its priestly ministry in christ, that it may be enabled to come into his
presence and serve him. But how can this be accomplished when all present are
acutely aware only of their unworthiness and uncleanness and their need for the
renewal of their certainty? this accentuates the importance of the renewal of the
baptismal covenant and forgiving grace. this takes place in the general confession
and absolution, for here the entire congregation as the congregation of penitents
unites to confess sinfulness and unworthiness and to receive again the baptismal
grace which cleanses sinners. It is the grace of Baptism which opens the door to
the whole divine service. accordingly, here the congregation shows itself to be
the congregation of the penitents, the congregation of the catechumens, and the
congregation of the faithful – the congregation of the lord Jesus christ made up
of penitent sinners being made whole and complete, sanctified, and praise-giving.
Harnack now examined these three acts of worship one by one. first he noted
that the act of Preparation must necessarily include the confession and absolution and he noted that both are found in all of the oldest lutheran agendas and in
the preparation for mass, taken over by the lutherans from the medieval mass.
the Introit assigned to each service serves as a herald which proclaims what on
this day the lord does for his people. this biblical word stands in close relationship to the gospel of the day and consists of Psalm verses and the Gloria Patri. the
act of Preparation consists of interconnected elements: a short hymn appropriate
389
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to the church year, the Introit and Gloria Patri, the confession and Kyrie as congregational response, and the absolution. the greater Gloria and hymn “all glory be
to god on high” are sung as an act of thanksgiving for god’s forgiving grace.390
nowhere does Harnack mention the original significance of the Kyrie.
the second major element of the liturgy is the service of the word. Here the
ancient pericopes are read according to the church year. the practice of reading the
ancient Epistles and gospels testifies to the nature of the church year as an organism and sets lutherans apart from calvinists. Before the pericopes are read, preparation is made by the salutation and the collect of the day. By imparting the salutary blessing the liturgist is designated as the servant of the lord. this salutation
is characteristically found at the beginning of important acts of worship which the
liturgist undertakes in the name of the lord. It is found not only before the collect
but also before the Preface and before the blessing at the end of the service. the oldest lutheran rites permit additional Versicles and responses to be sung between
the salutation and collect. after the Epistle is read, the congregation responds with
the alleluia, however, during lent and other penitential days, the congregation
sings stanza three of “all glory be to god on high” - “o Jesus christ, thou only
son” (“O Jesu Christ, Sohn eingebor’n”), or “lamb of god, pure and holy” (“O Lamm
Gottes, unschuldig”) instead. It should be noted that Harnack recommended this
usage as a replacement for the alleluia after the Epistle, and not as a substitute for
the Gloria in excelsis. the earliest lutheran liturgies put the principal hymn (germ.
Hauptlied) between the Epistle and the gospel in the place formerly occupied by
the sequence, but Harnack made no provision for the principal hymn at this place.
He passed directly from the alleluia to the gospel and then to the creed which
is the church’s faithful response to the gospel. He suggested that after the creed
should follow the principal hymn of the day and then the sermon. Harnack had
no enthusiasm for the common practice of reading the gospel from the pulpit. He
regarded it as a swedish innovation for which there was no precedent in the earliest
lutheran liturgies. He noted that not even the Prussian union agenda permit this
practice. the altar is the place for worship, he said, and the pulpit is a practical piece
of furniture at which the pastor stands to preach. Harnack included an interesting
note about the length of the sermon. He suggested that it always should be at least
a half an hour in length but it should never exceed 45 minutes.391
the third element of the liturgy arose out of the grace which god has given
through the proclamation of his word. It is the congregation’s offering of prayer.
Here, on the basis of the grace it has been given, the congregation has the power
and responsibility to offer prayer and intercession, as directed by the apostle in 1
timothy 2:1-4, bringing before god her spiritual sacrifice of praise and thanksgiv390
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ing in christ, through whom she has been given all things. one form of such an act
of prayer found in the oldest lutheran liturgies is the litany, which is best sung
responsively by the congregation and choir. the litany is particularly appropriate
on such occasions as days of repentance and Prayer, good friday, and the like.
the other more familiar form is the Prayer of the church which has come to be read
from the pulpit. a correct understanding of the place of this prayer and the cause
of the misunderstanding about it can be gained by looking at history. the ancient
church distinguished between two forms of liturgical prayer: the προσφωνησις or
indictio of the deacon who led the bids before the prayers to which the congregation responded Kyrie eleison, and the Epiclesis (έπιχλησις) or Synaptê (συναπτη),
invocatio, the collect of the presbyter or bishop, which was prayed in the name of
the congregation without congregational participation. It was on this basis that the
earliest lutherans distinguished between collects and exhortations to prayer. one
type is the direct calling upon god before the altar in the name of the congregation, prayed with the pastor facing the altar. In the second, the exhortation, he faces
the congregation and invites the people to pray. the present day practice of reading the general Prayer of the church from the pulpit developed from the fact that
originally this was not a prayer at all but an invitation and exhortation to prayer.
the misunderstanding had its origin in the swedish Handbook and ought to be
corrected. It is psychologically and liturgically improper, and connects together the
sermon with the Prayer of the church, but this prayer is not an invitation or a free
homiletical prayer. thus it is unnatural and stands against all psychological and
liturgical basis, Harnack stated. secondly, the independent character and dignity of
prayer is lost when it is tied together so closely to the sermon, and the whole divine service begins to revolve around the personality of the preacher. for these and
other reasons as well, it should be stated again that the sermon should be preached
from the pulpit and prayers should be prayed at the altar. Harnack suggested that
the proper general prayer should include within it petitions for the church, for the
civil government and authorities, for home, school, and calling, for all stations of
life, and for all the needs of earthly life. He suggested that these petitions could
be divided by responses, such as “Hear us, dear lord god,” and “Help us, dear
lord god.” He stated that it is entirely appropriate that the sermon should be concluded with a free prayer by the pastor and the hymn stanza by the congregation.
However, the our father should not be included in the pulpit prayer, as if it were
a homiletical prayer of blessing now invoked upon the reading of the text. the our
father should be prayed at the altar.392
what went before now should rightly flow into the service of the sacrament,
which includes within it two sacrificial and two sacramental acts, Harnack stated.
392
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In his discussion of the sacrament Harnack concentrated his attention on the consecration. He noted that many questions had arisen which are worth considering,
especially because of innovations which have been introduced as alternatives to
traditional lutheran practice. He suggested that three things in particular must
be considered: the inclusion of a short word of admonition concerning the lord’s
supper, the inclusion of an additional prayer in connection with the admonition,
and the omission of the referential distribution formula, “‘take and eat’, says
christ, our lord…”393
He noted that the present agenda already included a form of admonition in
preparation for the lord’s supper, but this was included in the special service of
confession. strictly speaking it was an Exhortation to confession addressed directly to the communicants. there ought to be before the Eucharistic Preface some
short, compelling expression of the church’s confession concerning the sacrament
of the altar and a short exhortation stating the ongoing relationship between the
service of the word and the service of the sacrament. It ought to be formal and
liturgical, rather than a free homiletical expression. In other words, it was not to
be an admonition after the style of calvin and schleiermacher, but rather a fulsome expression of the church’s understanding of the lord’s supper in words
which admonish the congregation. such admonitions were found in the oldest
lutheran agendas.394
also to be desired would be the inclusion of an additional prayer after the admonition. such a prayer should not to be thought as a novelty, for it has a history
of use in communion liturgies of the lutheran church as well as in the wider
christian community.
finally, he stated, the formula of distribution was in need of correction. the history of distribution formulas can be stated very simply. In the earliest centuries it was
simply - “σώμα Χριστου, αίμα Χριστου, ποτηριον ζωής” (“Body of christ; blood of christ,
cup of life”). since the sixth century and more precisely from the time of charlemagne the phrase: “Keep you and your spirit unto life eternal” or similar expressions
were added. the reformation kept both of these formulas. However, in the year 1656
in ulm, germany, under the influence of the reformed the referential formula, which
had earlier been used in the reformed church, was introduced. It can be found in
Kurpfalz 1783, and adler 1797, and in the 1805 liturgical directives (“our lord Jesus
christ said, …”). now this form was to be found in all the liturgies of united churches (Prussia, Baden, nassau). In the russian agenda of 1832 it stands side by side with
the older and more appropriate indicative formula, Harnack stated. the livonian
liturgical committee has with a single voice opposed to the referential formula, for
the words of distribution are not meant to be a reference or citation, but a faithful
393
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declaration, a confession of what the lord is giving. the words of Institution, which
had already been spoken over the bread and wine, need not to be spoken again. the
words of distribution ought not leave any question concerning what is being given.
one member of the committee has suggested that the declarative formula be altered
to: “this is the true body of Jesus christ.” this should be understood to be a clear
expression of lutheran faith with no polemical intent. It should hardly be necessary
to note that at the conclusion of communion there should be a suitable prayer of
thanksgiving, appropriate to the church year or the festal day.395
the divine service without the sacrament of the altar Harnack described as incomplete. He stated that the liturgical committee could see no reason to depart from
the present practice, according to which, when there is no celebration of the lord’s
supper, the service of Preparation and the service of the word remain unchanged.
they could see no justification for the practice of importing elements such as the Preface and Sanctus into the service of the word when the sacrament is not celebrated,
even though this practice was recommended by Höfling and was found in the 1822
Prussian agenda. In the Prussian union agenda elements of the Eucharist, such as a
shortened Preface, the Vere dignum, the Sanctus, the Benedictus qui venit, and the our
father are inserted into the service of the word. Harnack and livonian committee
saw this as unwarranted innovation. If one desires to enrich the ante-communion
service, that can be done by singing the litany in alternation or by including an
enriched prayer of thanksgiving and sacrificial praise. the pattern should be: salutation, response, collect of thanksgiving, our father, and blessing.396
turning to the festal chief divine service Harnack spoke of it as liturgy in its
fullest and richest form. all parts of the liturgy need to preserve the content of the
feast being celebrated. the Kyrie may take the form of a hymn sung by the congregation. the greater doxology, the Gloria in excelsis Deo, should be sung and the collects at the beginning and at the end of the service are preceded by a Versicle and
response. the nicene creed replaces the apostles’ creed. However, since some
congregations in rural areas are not used to the nicene creed, its use should be optional. after the Prayer of the church the usual collect of thanksgiving is replaced
by the special festal form of the Eucharistic Preface. the Sanctus is followed by the
Hosanna or the hymn Te Deum Laudamus may be used in place of the Sanctus. to
further enhance the festal nature of the service the choir should sing one or two
special hymns. the largest city churches all have choirs, he noted, but he wondered
aloud what significant role the choirs should play in the liturgy. He answered by
stating that the special function of the choir was to support the hymn singing and
the music of the liturgy. It was not to replace the congregation, but to support it. It
acts relatively independently of the congregation when it sings music that is har395
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monically elaborate or polyphonic within the service. still, however, it serves the
congregation. By way of example, on high feasts the choir may return to the practice of earlier days by singing the sequence and tract after the alleluia, which follows the Epistle. the choir can also add more elaborate forms of the Hosanna after
the Sanctus. special settings of the Gloria in excelsis may also be sung by the choir. In
summary, Harnack described four desideria: (1) the restoration of the Introit, (2) the
reading of the gospel and the praying of the liturgical prayers from the altar, (3) the
incorporation of an admonition before the consecration and the Prayer of Blessing,
and (4) the reminder that when there is no celebration of the lord’s supper and
service is incomplete, a special prayer of thanksgiving should be added.397
Having turned to the question of the implementation of these desideria he
stated that some pastors and parishioners would stubbornly insist that although
these things may be desirable, it would be simply too difficult to introduce them,
since congregations have no point of reference to use as a model. Harnack disputed this and insisted that the liturgy is not too difficult. It is already in use. the
spirit and form of the present liturgy provide the liturgical norm which should be
followed and, in addition, it is not necessary to do everything at once. “our work
is an ongoing work,” he declared. “It is like the people of the old testament patiently rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem.” Pastors need to become acquitted with
the holiness and beauty of the lutheran liturgical rites and their worthiness and
importance in the revitalization of congregations in the evangelical faith. Kliefoth
provided an excellent help in his important book Gottesdienst-Ordnung der lutherischen kirche.398 on the parish level the people need to be catechized. If people are
to participate more fully in the liturgy, pastors will need to explain the liturgy to
them. the liturgy may be likened to a sermon which can only unleash its influence on the congregation when it is actually used. this cannot happen if the character of christian worship is forgotten and the rich liturgical and congregational
prayers lose their place and everything comes to be absorbed into the sermon. He
declared that several things are worthy of note. the congregation must itself take
part in the singing of the antiphons, instead of leaving it to the cantor and the
choir. Hymns should be sung in alternation between choir and congregation. this
is especially true of the singing of the litany, the Te Deum Laudamus, the Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel, and the Magnificat. furthermore, the congregation should
participate in the liturgical songs which have been passed down from the early
church and the liturgical hymns of the congregation - the Sanctus, Agnus Dei, the
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Kyrie hymn, and the sung creed. the congregation should also enter fully into the
Prayer of the church by singing the responses and the litany.399
several other elements were mentioned which were not provided for in the present agenda. first among them, Harnack stated, is the reintroduction of the Introit and
the Gloria Patri to be sung by the liturgist and congregation. It would be helpful, if a
collection of Introits for the entire church year be put into the pastor’s hand. second,
the Prayer of the church needs to be separated from the sermon by the singing of a
hymn verse, during which the pastor goes to the altar. third, perhaps the confession should be made separate from the divine service. fourth, there should be no
private communions excepting for the communion of the sick. fifth, the lord’s supper should always be celebrated in the divine service, even if there are only a few
communicants. sixth, the Preface for the lord’s supper should be preceded by admonition and prayer. seventh, only the declarative distribution formula should be
used. this means that the Prussian union formula should not be used. Eighth, special
liturgical services, such as saturday Vespers and confession should be introduced in
the city congregations. ninth, the nicene creed should be used on feast days also in
rural congregations. tenth, liturgical choirs should be formed in the parishes to support congregational singing. Eleventh, a liturgical booklet (germ. Handbüchlein) for the
congregations should be prepared and published. and finally, pastors need to come
to a common understanding concerning the proper conduct of public services.400
In order to provide the pastors with an instrument which displays the services
in detail, including communion, ante-communion, and the service on ordinary
sundays and feast days, Harnack provided a diagram, entitled: Ordnung des Gottesdienstes für einen gewöhnlichen Sonntag (Dom. II. Adv. D. N. J. Chr.) (mit und ohne
Abendmahlsfeier) als auch für einen Festtag (Fest. resurrect. D. N. J. Chr.) enworfen nach
den gemeinsamen Beschlüssen unsres liturg. Comité’s (Order of the Divine Service for a
typical Sunday (Second Sunday in Advent) with and without the Celebration of the Lord’s
Supper and also for a Feast Day (the Feast of the Resurrection), outlined according to the
General Conclusions of our Liturgical Committee.)401 Included in the diagram were the
various parts of the service, including both the ordinary and the propers, as they
are to be used in these situations, together with his parenthetical remarks about
each part. the diagram served to illustrate the chief points of Harnack’s essay.
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6.2.2 Pract i cal r es ourc es for l iturg ica l w o rs h ip
the livonian synod received
dr. Harnack’s work with gratitude and
requested that he now enlarge upon it
by providing practical resources. In answer to this request Harnack prepared
a new work, entitled: Liturgische Beiträge. Auf der Wunsch der Livländischen,
Evangelisch-Lutherischen Synode, und im
Auftrag des von derselben ernannten liturgischen Comité’s herausgegeben (Liturgical
Contributions Issued by the Liturgical Committee of the Livonian Evangelical Lutheran
Synod at the Synod’s Request). It was published in dorpat in 1851.
Harnack stated in his introduction
that he intended to provide resources
for the Introits and the communion
admonitions with their accompanying
Liturgical Contributions
prayers. He would also provide maby theodosius Harnack, 1851.
terial for the introduction of enriched liturgical divine services for high festival
days and days of remembrance, and devotions for Bible and catechism classes.
He noted that there lay before the church a great treasury of liturgical materials
and with it in mind he and the livonian liturgical committee recalled the words
of the angel to Peter: “all things are yours.” He went on to state that this was
a private publication meant to initiate and facilitate further discussion on these
important matters.
the work was divided into two parts. In the first part, entitled “concerning
the liturgy of the chief divine service” (Zur Liturgie des Hauptgottesdienst) he
delineated the chief foundations of liturgical worship, and provided an extensive
collection of Introits for all the sundays and major festivals of the church year.
also provided were four alternative admonitions and prayers to be used before
the Preface at the lord’s supper. two or more alternative Introits were provided
for each service. their shape was traditional, although no distinction was made
between antiphons and Psalm verse. only occasionally did any of these Introits
correspond with those found in the gregorian, gelasian, and leonine sacramentaries. the admonitions were constructed according to the pattern which Harnack
had suggested in committee’s report to the 1851 livonian synod. at their center
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was the exultation of the gift of communion and the remembrance of man’s need
for that gift. Harnack did not center his attention on man’s fallness and its manifestation in sinful acts. He did not, of course, overlook the fact that man is a sinner
but in the lord’s supper the center of attention was to be reception of the body
and blood of christ and the fruits of the offering of that body and the shedding
of that blood. the penitent was to be moved from the confession of his sinfulness
to appreciate god’s saving remedy, now set before him with the invitation to receive it gladly and in faith for it was indeed the medicine of immortality.402
the second part of the work, “the liturgical divine service” (Die liturgischen
Gottesdienste) delineated the chief foundations of liturgical worship for matins,
Vespers, and other minor offices during the chief church festivals and other various occasions, including the third day of the chief church festivals. Harnack included the ordinarium and parts of the propria, and a table which provided an
overview of the minor liturgical services for the principle feasts of the church
year, the beginning at the altar, the proclamation of the word in the readings, and
the conclusion again at the altar.403
In the appendix, “supplement to the formulary for the liturgical divine service” (Anhang zu dem Formular für die liturgischen Gottesdienste) Harnack provided
formulas for general use in liturgical worship and for use on high festivals. different forms of the Kyrie were given together with liturgical hymns to be sung
in alternation between choir and congregation, including the lamentations and
Improperia for good friday, which were modified on the basis of forms taken
from giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina and Bunsen.404 He suggested that the
lamentations of Jeremiah might be sung as an Introit together with the Kyrie.
He also provided various forms of doxologies, the Sanctus, the Benedicite omnia
opera (“the song of the three children”), found in apocryphal daniel, and the Te
Deum Laudamus in luther’s versified german version, to be sung in alternation.
He suggested that these could be used in the divine service after the Prayer of
the church which he had already proposed to the synod. also included were
luther’s german litany and shortened litanies together with the Agnus Dei, all of
which were to be sung in alternation.405
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6 . 3 d i s c u s s i o n o f Harnack’s Proposals in t h e liv on ian
s y n od
Both 1851 documents, the Referat and the Liturgische Beiträge, were important
building blocks upon which the reform of the Imperial agenda would be set. Harnack’s prescriptions were offered as the fruit of his careful historical and theological
scholarship and not merely as expression of his esthetic sensibility. He nowhere
claimed that he alone had insight into the genius of the lutheran liturgy. among
those who were to be credited with having made great contributions were Kliefoth,
löhe, Bunsen, layriz, Höfling, and Harless. It was not in a spirit of timidity that he
brought to russia the results of their research and his own. He was bold to open
these treasures before russian lutheran pastors, whose minds had been deeply
influenced by the Pietist mileu in which they lived and worked.
Harnack’s purpose was both the enrichment of the performance of liturgical
services and the enrichment of theological understanding concerning word and
sacrament for pastors and people. the celebration of the complete divine service should speak to the very nature of the worshiping congregation, gathered
around its lord, receiving his gracious gifts in the word of forgiveness spoken
over them in preaching and absolution, in the return to Baptism, and in the eating of christ’s body and the drinking his blood. Harnack stated that a service
without the lord’s supper was incomplete; whenever possible every sunday and
festival service should be complete, including within it the service of Preparation,
the service of the word, and the service of the lord’s supper.
It was to Harnack’s credit that he saw clearly that the divine service was not a
worship pattern which pastors, theologians, and congregations had constructed for
themselves and which they are free to rearrange as they saw fit in utter disregard
of history and theology. an understanding of god’s ways among his people made
it clear that to say that liturgical matters are adiaphora is not to say that they are unimportant. what is adiaphora has no divine mandate which would make its employment obligatory. In his Liturgische Beiträge he laid before the congregations only a
few of the rich liturgical treasures with which the church had been blessed. He was
opening the door to the storehouse only a crack but for many lutheran pastors in
russia this was already too much. some would not accept these treasures as their
own but rather as forbidden riches which beguiled the roman church into “error
and idolatry.” they would declare that these treasures must be kept closed and
securely locked, lest the lutheran church be led down the romanizing path.
Harnack lit a spark that soon fanned into flame and spread quickly across
the landscape of the entire imperial lutheran church. opinions, discussions, debates, and polemics soon followed. few synods were held at which there were
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no vigorous discussion of liturgical revision and its proper implementation, and
critical articles soon began to appear in the leading theological journals.
already in the time immediately before the publication of Harnack’s works
liturgical matters were a subject of discussion in riga. at the 1849 synod Pastor
georg Karl nöltingk addressed to the assembly his concern that the essence of
the lutheran church, together with its doctrine and way of life, find their natural expression in the sunday divine service at which the Holy sacrament is
celebrated. It is here that communicants should receive the lord’s supper and
not at private communion services. He stated further that if there were no communicants on particular sundays, this should be taken as an indictment of the
spiritual life of the people of the parish. He noted also that full participation of the
congregation in the liturgical worship should be encouraged, even though this
would mean the adoption of simpler melodies in place of the complicated music
of the choir, an apparent reference to the 1832 rite which exulted the place of the
choir and turned much of the congregation’s music over to it. In the 1850 riga
synod discussion centered around the pericopes. Pastor Karl Johann wilhelm
Julius Hillner expressed the wish that the old pericopes should be reintroduced.
other pastors, ferdinand tiling, Karl friedrich günter, and Herrmann gottlieb
Ernst Hartmann, demurred stating that pastors ought to be free to chose between
the old and the new pericopes.406
at the october 25, 1851 riga city synod senior Pastor martin daniel taube noted
that up until that time the sermon had been regarded as real center piece of the service. the congregation was basically passive; its proper work was to sit quietly and
listen. Its participation was limited to the singing of hymns. taube argued against
this view stating that fuller and richer morning and afternoon liturgies were surely
needed. these services should be celebrated most particularly on the three days of
christmas, Easter, and Pentecost, on mondays and thursdays from Quinquagesimae (Estomihi) until Pentecost, on wednesdays throughout the year, on saturday
evenings, christmas Eve, new Year’s day, the day of repentance, the annunciation, and the ascension. these special services should be celebrated also on Holy
monday, Holy tuesday, and Holy wednesday. He suggested that the enrichment
of the morning service should include luther’s hymn “may god bestow on us his
grace” (“Es woll uns Gott genädig sein”), a free prayer before the sermon, choir music,
spoken creed by the pastor and congregation, a hymn sung in alternation by choir
and congregation, a congregational hymn, a free prayer in addition to the intercessions before the sermon, the our father prayed by pastor and people, the blessing,
and a permanent closing hymn. the enrichment of the afternoon services should
include a congregational hymn, a silent prayer by the congregation after the pas406
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tor’s invitation, a hymn sung in alternation by choir or cantor and congregation,
a Bible lection, the alleluia, a hymn, free prayer and intercessions, the our father
and blessing, and a permanent closing hymn. these services should be put in the
appendix of the new hymnal. senior Pastor Hillner spoke of the need for basic
church music education in the schools. Pastor nöltingk spoke noting that the divine service has in it both human and divine elements which must come to their fullest expression. It is not sufficient that the choir should respond to the pastor in the
Kyrie, amen, alleluia, etc., the congregation must make these responses its own.
By doing so it participates more fully in the liturgy. this means also that melodies
must be provided which congregations can sing and communion hymns, responsories, etc., must be provided with notes to make participation easier. too often the
church pulpit prayer was treated as an appendix to the sermon. consequently, a
pulpit verse should divide it from the sermon. although festal intonations before
the salutation and collect are provided for the congregation, the special significance of the day is not properly revealed. this, he said, is a good argument for
the ancient church practice of beginning with the Introit, such as those found in
dr. Harnack’s collection.407
In Estonia too special attention was now given to the liturgical questions. at
the June 30, 1851 synod Pastor friedrich wilhelm anton Hasselblatt raised a
question whether the Prayer of the church and intercessions should be prayed
from the pulpit or at the altar. this raised the whole question of the relationship
between the church’s liturgy and her confession of faith, since the significance
of the Prayer of the church and intercession was determined by its place in the
service. If intercession is a part of the church’s regular prayer, then it belongs to
the Prayer of the church and this liturgical act should be like every sacrificial act
at the altar. Pastor Hasselblatt took note of the work of Harnack as displayed in
his Die Idee der Predigt. the divine service consists in three principle parts and
successively delineates the prophetic, the priestly, and the royal activity of the
lord. the scriptural readings and sermon belong to the prophetic activity of the
lord, in that they declare his will and work. this prophetic section ends with the
hymn that is sung at the conclusion of the sermon. the Prayer of the church and
intercessions are clearly related to the priestly activity of the lord; they are to be
said from the priestly place, the altar. these reports make it clear that Harnack’s
work had already left its impression on the pastors.408
In Harnack’s own home consistorial district there were some who enthusiastically supported his work and pressed for its wider circulation. at the 1852 livonian synod the fellin deanery expressed the desire that the congregations might
have a little liturgical booklet also in the native tongues of the people. Pastor
407
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Hörschelmann noted that ulmann’s music book Melodienbüchlein409 and responsories had already been put into Estonian, and a similar work was being planed
for publication in latvian.410
an ever more lively discussion of Harnack’s Introits developed in the riga
synod on november 27, 1852. In his report Pastor tiling noted that in the previous synod he and Pastor nöltingk had spoken about the Introits proposed for
use on sundays and feast days in Harnack’s Liturgische Beiträge. they had now
completed their examination of these and could report that for the most part they
were quite suitable for use with the new pericopes. only 17 Introits were in need
of alteration and tiling noted each instance and explained why revision was necessary. to his report he appended an overview of the altered Introits, listing
the scriptural verses used in each. His report was accepted and published as a
supplement to the protocol.411
It become clear that Harnack’s work as presented in Liturgische Beiträge had
practical consequences for the church. the synods were prepared to act upon at
least some of his recommendations. liturgically alert pastors began to make use
of his suggestions. It was not only his writings but also the presence of Harnack,
which did much to further appreciation of the liturgy and to provide impetuous
for its improvement.
this situation would not long continue. In 1853 Harnack departed for Erlangen
to assume the chair of practical theology previously held by Kliefoth. at the 1853 livonian synod dr. christiani, speaking of behalf of the liturgical committee, announced the departure of both Harnack and Pastor Hörschelmann and wished them
godspeed. He might well have wished for the good fortune of the livonian church
which with Harnack gone and would now enter the period of liturgical turbulence.412
though he was now in Bavaria Harnack did not cut his ties with the livonian church. In 1854 he wrote a letter, which general superintendent gustav
reinhold von Klot, the president of the synod, read to the assembled pastors, in
which he stated that he would forever cherish the faith and fellowship which he
had enjoyed in the livonian church. this church was and would forever be his
spiritual mother. He noted also that he had dedicated his monograph Der christliche Gemeindegottesdienst im apostolischen und altkatholischen Zeitalter (The Liturgy
of the Christian Congregation in the Apostolic and Old Catholic Age) to the livonian
church. the synod communicated its thanks to the professor.413 other than this
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the 1854 synod said nothing about further scholarly liturgical research. neither
did the riga synod in its 1854 meeting speak directly to liturgical questions. It was
concerned with practical matters. the question was raised whether the church
should rule that those, who had not come to the lord’s supper for six years or
more, would not be given christian burial. a further question was whether it was
proper that in a funeral service the pastor should dwell at length on the outward
life of the diseased (the Eulogy). the rigians apparently saw something of the
spirit of calvinism in the first proposal, and declined it as unfitting that gospel
sacrament should be used as a test, since there were a number of reasons why
a person might not present himself at the altar to receive the sacrament, not the
least of which was that he was simply unable to do so. Pastors ought to invite
their parishioners to receive the sacrament frequently but they were in no position to compel them to, for to do so might be to move one to receive unworthily.
the matter was left open for further discussion by the pastors.414
the 1855 livonian synod represented a turning point. now the synod itself
would move toward the implementation of plans for a revised liturgy. with regard to these matters the synod was asked to approve the liturgical committee’s
1851 report, which was made publicly available with the publication of Harnack’s
Referat in 1853. Pastor sokolowski reported that the livonian liturgical committee was continuing its efforts to fulfill the responsibilities laid upon it by the
1849 synod. He noted that the committee was mindful that liturgical reform was a
concern not only in the livonian consistorial district but in the church as a whole.
It therefore wished that the results of its work would be put before a general
synod of the imperial church. the synod accepted this proposal adding only that
it would like the committee to present their report for examination by the deaneries, so that in the next synod a final determination could be made. the road
ahead seemed clear for the livonian committee. It was to continue its work on
behalf of a synod which was eager to receive and act upon it.415
In riga as well there was heightened interest in liturgical matters but its synod
wanted to move more cautiously. the 1855 synod saw a discussion concerning
Harnack’s Introits and the revisions proposed the previous year. Pastor tiling
noted that it was important to consult with the livonians, especially since there
was some question whether some of the proposed revisions offered any real
improvement. the synod decided to take the matter to the general consistory,
asking permission to use revised Harnackian Introits in the liturgy. Pastor nöltingk spoke of the inclusion of intercessions for heathen and the people of Israel in
the Prayer of the church, stating that it was important part of the mission of the
414
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congregations to reach out to people of both groups. Here too prospects for the
eventual acceptance of an improved form of liturgy seemed assured.416
the general consistory received the 1855 riga city synod request concerning
the revised Harnackian Introits and on september 28, 1856 issued a circular letter to be read in all consistorial districts. It did not give any negative judgment
concerning the Introits but simply asked the territorial consistories to share their
opinion concerning whether Introits were desirable additions to the liturgy and
whether they would prefer the Introits published in Harnack’s 1851 Liturgische
Beiträge or their revision by the riga synod.
the general consistory’s 1856 statement was read to the 1857 livonian synod.
the majority of the delegates asked that the riga revisions also be considered.
the synod resolved to send these revisions to every deanery so that the pastors
could be informed of this proposal and examine and test the revised Introits.417
Interest in the introduction of the Harnackian Introits was evident also in the
Estonian consistorial district. the 1857 Estonian synod agreed in principle to the
introduction of the Introit, and expressed a desire that they be introduced for
optional use until the church would make an official decision concerning them.418
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6 . 4 P i e ti s t re acti o ns to li vo ni a n l it urgic al Proposals
not everyone in the livonian church was uniformly pleased with the recommendations presented by Harnack and the livonian liturgical committee or with
the church’s apparently enthusiastic acceptance of them. the critics held their
peace for a time, knowing that they would have little success, if they tried to
do battle directly with a man of Harnack’s knowledge and academic credentials.
any attempt to engage him directly would be unsuccessful. Even after Harnack
left for Erlangen in 1853, they still held their peace for a time.
the majority of the critics were Pietists and they took strong exception to the
proposals of the liturgical committee. In general, they and their sympathizers
were tolerant of liturgy but treated it as little more than a family heirloom, a
legacy, which perhaps ought not be cast aside but from which one would expect
little spiritual benefit. the law required them to use the prescribed liturgy and, as
good Pietists, they were minded to obey the law. But they did not expect much
from the liturgy and were not enthusiastic about the introduction of liturgical
changes which they regarded as marks of the re-catholization. Indeed, to have a
liturgical committee at all or to pay much attention to forms and ceremonies was
regarded by them as romanizing tendency.

6.4.1 Hu go Braun s c h weig’s c ritic is ms
It was the decision of the 1855 livonian synod to send the completed report
of the liturgical committee to the deaneries for examination and comments that
became the lighted fuse, which led to an explosion of critical comments on the
liturgical committee and its work. when in the synod of 1856 the report of the
liturgical committee and reactions from the deaneries came to the floor, it was
Pastor Hugo Braunschweig, assistant pastor at wolmar in the heart of the livonian Pietist country and a sworn opponent of the committee’s work, who took the
floor to raise strong objections to the committee and its work. In the session of the
synod on august 18 he complained that the committee confused common truth
with objective truth, that they subordinated the word of god to the sacrament,
that they included within the word of god what were in fact only mere matters
of church history and theology, and that they used the means of grace to separate
the christian activity of members of the congregation from christ’s work. In summary he stated that the committee unduly exalted prayers, hymns, and confessions above a christian way of life and its source in the word of god.419
419
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this was the opening bombshell in a war of words between the committee and
its opponents which would occupy the church for years to come.
Braunschweig wanted his comments to be widely disseminated not only
throughout the livonian consistorial district but all the consistorial districts of the
imperial church. He decided to write and publish his critique, which appeared in
the 1857 issue of Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. He entitled his polemical paper:
Beurtheilung der Arbeiten des liturgischen Comité’s der livländischen Synode (Critique
of the Work of the Liturgical Committee of the Livonian Synod). In it he directed his
fire against the 1851 report of the livonian liturgical committee and Harnack’s
Liturgische Beiträge of that same year. after setting down the basis of his critique,
he then elaborated on his own liturgical notions about the liturgy.
He made it clear that he had no use for the notion that liturgical worship could
be improved by a careful examination of its historical sources and development.
that was not how improvement came about, he said. Improvement was always
the result of the investigation of principles, in this case the study of the nature
of christian worship, for the word of god is the central means of grace and the
sacraments are the means by which the word manifests itself. He stated that the
means of grace were just one way by which the word does its work, but it was
not the only way, or even the chief way, so that one dare not subordinate the
word to the sacrament. this, he complained, was exactly what the liturgical committee was doing. It favored a dramatic performance of the liturgy, as could be
seen from its introduction of romanist notions and the use of terminology found
in the Apology of the Augsburg Confession, 1531, such as sacramentum and sacrificium. there could be no question in anyone’s mind but that the Apology was a
romanist document. this was made clear by the fact that the Apology spoke not
of two but of three sacraments. this corresponded to the committee’s insistence
on a three part service structure: confession, service of the word (sacrificium),
and service of the lord’s supper (sacramentum). the adoption of such a structure
would necessarily result in the subordination of the word of god to the church’s
cultic activity of confessing and preaching - a position far removed from proper
Protestant dogmatic.420
Braunschweig went on to illustrate his position by examining the various
parts of the service. He questioned the notion that the purpose of the Introit is to
introduce the act of Preparation, since the service had already been introduced
by the opening hymn. surely it was not necessary or even possible that the service could have two beginnings! It would be better that the service were to begin
with a short reading from the word of god. He then proceeded to analyze several
Introits which, he stated, were not clear or which introduced extracanonical writ420
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ings from the apocrypha or liturgical sources. He also questioned the use of the
Gloria Patri at the conclusion of the Introit. He further objected to the directive
that the pastor must face the altar when praying the confession of sins. He ought
rather to face the people, Braunschweig declared, so that they could hear what
he was saying. He objected also to the rubric that the pastor should stand to announce the absolution, while the people remain kneeling. this was nonsense, he
declared, for the pastor was in no way above the people and he should be kneeling too. furthermore, because the salutation and the Benediction used the optative, the absolution should use it as well. He also objected to putting the service
of confession on the day before communion. He stated that this was no more
acceptable than the notion of putting the service of the word on one day and the
service of the lord’s supper on the next. If the committee was right in claiming
that the complete service required the lord’s supper, surely the same must also
be said of confession.421
Braunschweig then turned his attention to the service of the word which begins
with the salutation. He noted that in the course of the service this salutation would
be repeated two more times. this, he stated, was sheer theatricality. surely, once
should be enough! the notion that the collect should echo the theme of the gospel, or be especially formulated on its basis, was confused, he declared. what was
really important was that this prayer should call upon god for the edification of the
congregation, as it prepared to hear god’s word. He was not convinced that there
should be special responsories for the various festivals of the church year. If there
were to be any Versicles and responses at all, they should be few in number, so as
to prevent confusion. He also disputed the notion that the Epistle was the preparatory word and the gospel was the word directed to one who is being prepared. He
preferred to think that the Epistle drives a man to the gospel, because the Epistle is
the norm and mirror of doctrine and points out man’s errors and trespasses, while
the gospel brings renewal and strengthening. this, he declared, was the rational
behind the pericopal system. He rejected what he called the committee’s notion that
the Epistles were in some sense subservient to the gospels, or that they were not
the word of god in the full sense, as though they could not stand on their own but
could only serve as the preparation for the gospel.
He questioned as well the provision for special choir music after the alleluia
since he claimed that singing is a congregational activity in which all should be
invited to participate. the use of a choir in the liturgy would divide the congregation into two groups, one active and one inactive. He also rejected the statement
that the gospel represents the lord’s grace in his church and, therefore, ought to
be read from the altar. this, Braunschweig stated, was thoroughly un-lutheran.
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this notion gave support to the ridiculous idea that the altar represented the gracious presence of the lord in a way that the pulpit did not. Perhaps, he stated,
one should want to administer Baptism from the altar instead of the font! Equally
absurd to his mind was the statement that the pulpit was to be used for practical
purposes. He wondered whether this meant that Baptism and the blessing of marriages were not practical matters. If they were, then perhaps the committee would
like to have them administered from the pulpit. furthermore, he wondered, if the
gospel was read from the altar and the sermon was preached from the pulpit, did
this mean that the reading of the gospel was more filled with the grace of god
than the sermon? according to the committee the pericopes were to be read from
the altar, because it represented the gracious presence of the lord. Braunschweig
wondered whether this might not be taken to mean that texts read from the pulpit
were not grace-filled. clearly, he wanted the gospel read from the pulpit.
He also wanted the hymn before the sermon to ask that the Holy spirit would
bless both preacher and hearer, or, he said, it might be a hymn of faith. He certainly did not want the Prayer of the church moved from the pulpit to the altar, and
he sought to reverse the arguments used by the committee to support the move.
He did not approve of the suggestion that the Prayer of the church should be “interrupted” by Versicles and responses. furthermore, he declared that to say the
our father more than once in the service was nothing but romanistic, rosary-like
repetition. He went on to say that the hymn which separated the sermon from the
Prayer of the church should not serve as a preparation for prayer, but rather as a
response for the gift given through preaching.422
Having completed his critique of the service of the word, Braunschweig now
turned his attention to the service of the sacrament, beginning with the “formulated” admonition. as one might well expect, he stated that the formula of
exhortation given by the committee was in no way superior to one formulated by
the pastor. It was only the words of man, not the word of god. again, he cared
little for the committee’s notion that the lord’s supper was the highest act of worship, higher even than hearing of the word of god. regarding the distribution
formulas he disputed the notion that these formulas should be a confession of the
nature of the gift. In the baptismal service the candidate was baptized by the repetition of the Instituting words of christ, so no one should dare to claim that the
lord’s supper should not be administered with christ’s own Instituting words.
He protested that he was not a calvinist or a schleiermacherian, or a unionist. He
was a lutheran who wanted nothing more than a faithful and pure confession of
the lord’s supper, and for this nothing could be better than to use christ’s own
words: “Jesus said: ‘this is my body’…”
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the introduction of variable Prefaces and collects for the church year were
another causes of great concern to Braunschweig; they were just examples of confusing variety. He had no objection to singing the our father. It was a prayer,
and as such it could be sung. But, he said, if one sings the words of Institution,
then one might also sing the readings and the creed. He also reacted against the
suggestion that the communicants should say amen when they receive the sacrament, because when there were 20 or 30 communicants at the table and each one
was to say amen after the distribution formula, the result was babbling: “amen,
amen, amen, etc.” so too, the self-communion of the pastor he labeled to be a
dangerous practice, for the same reason that the Smalcald Articles forbad the selfcommunion of the laity. communion was not an act of private devotion.423
He was equally critical of the distinction made between the “incomplete service” and the “festal service.” the committee had stated that the high point in the
“incomplete service” was the Prayer of the church, the expression of the church’s
thanksgiving and offering to god. Braunschweig declared that it could not be said
that this prayer was of higher quality than the means of grace, for the means of
grace were god’s act, not man’s, and prayer flows forth from the means of grace.
there was, he stated, an intimate relationship between the Prayer of confession,
the supplications, and the sermon. the purpose of the Prayer of the church was
to articulate special needs and concerns of the church. He objected as well to the
suggestion that the nicene creed ought to be used on feast days. “If then, why not
always?” over the course of several pages Braunschweig reiterated his conviction
that the people needed a clearer understanding of liturgy and liturgical worship,
but this had nothing to do with artificial divisions which separated the pulpit and
the altar, sacrificial and sacramental elements along with constant goings from altar to the pulpit and back again and all such unnecessary movements. It was no
improvement to return to rites and ceremonies long abandoned. what was needed
was exaltation of the word of god. therefore, the sermon must be central!424
Braunschweig was not alone in his criticisms. He spoke for a large number of
people of subjectivist orientation who regarded liturgical worship as an awkward
intrusion into their religious lives, and which might become a hindrance to their
religious development and spiritual self-realization. thus his published thoughts
became a matter of deliberation and discussion in the church.
Braunschweig and his group did not choose to deal with the question of the
adequacy of the 1832 liturgy. that was beside the point. what they were concerned about was the sudden increase in interest in the liturgy, which had been
occasioned by the report of the livonian liturgical committee and Harnack’s Liturgische Beiträge. they were certain that this sort of work ought not to be going
423
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on in the church and the church ought to have little interest in it. the church was
there to fulfill a servant role for the equipping of the christian man; it was not to
be a lord ordering christians around.
It was not just that Braunschweig and those like him would now be compelled
to become liturgical, but rather that now they would have to grapple with a doctrine of the church which seemed quite foreign to their Pietist spirit. It was the
doctrine of the church that was at stake. Heirs of a notion of the church articulated
earlier by friedrich schleiermacher, that the church was a voluntary organization
of like-minded people gathered together for mutual edification and consolation,
were now confronted by a greatly enlarged doctrine of the church. In this first
article Braunschweig made a point of asserting that he was not a schleiermacherian, but the fact that he had to make such an assertion may be an indication that
others had identified his social and theological predilections as schleiermacherian. like schleiermacher he would be utterly dependant upon god whose communication with the heart and mind is through ears attending to god’s word.
that word must rise above communion, creed, and liturgy, just as the pulpit
rises above the altar, as it does in many livonian churches where the pulpit rises
majestically above the altar and the cross.
the livonian liturgical committee was again attacked by Braunschweig who in
the august 17, 1857 session of the synod presented a second paper, entitled: Einige Bedenken gegen das liturgische Referat und die liturgischen Beiträge (Some Thoughts
Contrary to the Liturgical Report and the Liturgical Contributions). this paper appeared in print in the 1857 edition of the Mittheilungen und Nachrichten.425
He gathered his criticisms under four general categories. the first was concerned with the relationship between the lord’s supper and the word of god. He
enumerated his criticisms under 12 points. (1) the elevation of minor, unimportant matters in the liturgy to the status of major concerns such as the cutting apart
of the service into three separate acts; (2) the separation of the confession from
the liturgy as a distinct act of preparation which might be held the day before of
the service; (3) the singing of the our father and the words of Institution as an
unnecessary adornment; (4) the moving of the our father from the pulpit to the
altar and its designation as a Prayer of Blessing; (5) the designation of the sermon
as merely sacrificial, although, of course, it did have within it sacrificial aspects;
(6) the insistence on a formula of admonition before the lord’s supper, instead
of a free exhortation by the pastor; (7) the subordination of the pulpit to the altar,
together with the notion that the sermon symbolized the gracious presence of
the lord in his congregation whereas the pulpit was only a practical necessity;
(8) the reading of the gospel from the altar, instead from the pulpit where it nat425
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urally belonged, since the gospel was ordinarily the text of the sermon; (9) the
subordination of the Epistle to the gospel as though the Epistle were the word
of god only in some lesser sense; (10) the placing of the creed after the gospel
before the sermon, so that the flow from text to sermon was disrupted; (11) subordination of the reading of the word of god to the creed and sermon, with the
result that confession and sermon came to be regarded as cultic acts of a higher
order than the simple reading of the word; (12) the appearance of the salutation
at three points in the liturgy when one was sufficient.426
the second general category he described as subjective faith activity. Here he
spoke about the so-called “liturgical worship” without the full use of the means
of grace. He complained (1) against the notion that the service was incomplete
without the sacrament, when in fact the true means of grace is the word of god
and it was found in the sermon; (2) the breaking of the necessary connection between preaching and the Prayer of the church which coordinated the two and
gives added impetuous to the upbuilding of the congregation; (3) the removal
of the Prayer of the church to the altar, as though the altar alone symbolized the
gracious presence of the lord and the pulpit were simply a handy piece of furniture on which one could put his sermon notes; (4) responsive singing between the
choir and the congregation and polyphonic singing which robbed the congregation of its privilege of singing.427
the third group of criticisms was categorized as the “the ancient” (germ. des
alten). He objected to (1) the introduction of apocryphal literature in the service;
(2) the suggestion to read a paragraph of the reformation history in the liturgy
on the day of reformation, since it was not devotional material; (3) the introduction of readings from the lectern, a strictly superfluous piece of furniture; (4) the
introduction of variable collects and other propers according to the church year
which produced needless and confusing variety; (5) the removal of the referential
distribution formula (“‘take and eat’, says christ, our lord …”), when the words
of christ ought to be sufficient; (6) the overvaluation of the creed. If the sermon
were the words of man, then surely the words of the church were words of men
as well; (7) the reintroduction of the so-called Introits, when more comprehensible Bible verses would be sufficient. Braunschweig noted that the Introit for the
sunday after christmas included references from apocryphal books. He went to
criticize other Introits as well.428
His fourth general criticism was entitled: “general observations.” (1) He complained about the relegation of the sermon in liturgical worship to a place of relative
unimportance, while it should by right be given a central place in all worship servi426
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ces; (2) the divorce of liturgical worship from the purpose of the church which must
always be to nurture the family and the household of christians; family worship
has the same value as liturgical worship; (3) the suppression of special intercessions
for the needs of individuals. there must be a place for free prayer in the pulpit; (4)
the exaltation of liturgical formulas as more churchly than the free words of the
pastor to the congregation; (5) the removal of Baptism from the divine service as
though it did not belong there; (6) the absurd notion that the optative absolution
was weaker or less effective than the declarative absolution.429
these criticisms voiced by Pastor Braunschweig may be considered representative of those who thought that Harnack and the livonian liturgical committee
were seeking to introduce roman catholic practices into the lutheran church.
they understood that these practices were found in some of the lutheran reformation church orders but as time passed they were unceremoniously dumped
on the ash heap of history as contrary to the real spirit of the reformation. By the
nineteenth century the church had long since left behind the catholicizing practices of which the reformers had not successfully ridden themselves. now the
word of god had been given free reign; romanist practices had been discarded.
the livonian liturgical committee, however, was now seeking to turn back the
clock and would lead the church back into bondage.
Braunschweig’s criticisms occasioned heated discussion in the 1857 livonian
synod. when time came to vote, it was found that the majority of the deaneries
were in favor of the recommendations of the committee. the delegates from deaneries of fellin, werro, dorpat, walk, and Pernau sided with the committee almost
unanimously. there was one dissenting voice in the Pernau deanery. delegates
from Braunschweig’s own wolmar deanery did not uniformly agree with his
criticisms. all the wolmar delegates agreed that the lord’s supper should be
celebrated in connection with the sunday divine service. they also supported the
publication of a liturgical booklet for the congregations, and expressed the desire
that workable models of liturgical services should be presented both for pastors
and congregations. they also expressed concern about minor offices. the group
was almost unanimously in declaring itself in favor of the formulation of an admonition to the communicants. only one pastor expressed his wish that the pastor
prepare his own admonition. all but one were in favor of a hymn stanza after the
sermon, the so-called sermon verse (germ. Kanzelvers). only two disagreed that
there should be a general agreement in principle matters between pastors, so that
all congregations would have a common practice. all but two agreed that private
communion, excepting in case of necessity, should cease. agreement concerning
the introduction of the Introits, the proposed separation of confession from the
429
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divine service, the use of liturgical services (germ. die liturgischen Gottesdienste)
for matins, Vespers, and other minor offices, the more frequent use of the nicene
creed, the introduction of liturgical choirs (germ. Sängerchors) to support congregational participation in the liturgy, and the introduction of a longer form of
Prayer of the church when communion was not celebrated was mixed, and no
common decision was made on these matters. only three of the wolmarians were
in favor of the practice of alternation between choir and congregation in hymn
singing, and the introduction of responses into the general prayer. the group
could make no decision concerning the distribution formulas and the use of the
creed and the Kyrie. only one pastor favored reading the gospel from the altar.
In the riga region deanery the delegates declared themselves in favor of the
introduction of Introits, so long as pastors were allowed to either lengthen or
shorten them. the delegates were in favor of the communion admonition, provided that the wording of the admonition might be variable, and that on some
occasions it might be dropped altogether. they were not in favor of the removal
of the gospel from the pulpit to the altar or movement there of the Prayer of the
church and the intercessions, the frequent turnings of the pastor to the altar, the
interruption of the Prayer of the church with responses, the complete elimination
of the so-called referential distribution formula, the singing of the our father and
the words of Institution, and the reading of the nicene creed on church festivals.
the delegates did express the desire that Baptism ought to be administered in the
sunday divine service.430
through his determined efforts Pastor Braunschweig was able to undercut the
work of the committee. His criticisms inspired other pastors of Pietist inclination in the
riga and wolmar deaneries to complain as well. the liturgical committee announced
that they would formulate a revised report and present it at the next synod.
the preparation of a revised report proved to be very difficult because it was
evident that there was in the church a group which was opposed to any revision
of the liturgy and which had not much interest in formal liturgical worship at all.
It was not a matter of having to cope with minor differences between individuals who were otherwise in general agreement. It would be difficult to reach a
compromise with men whose understanding of the liturgy was so fundamentally
different and at odds with the views of the committee. to the Pietists public worship was meant for the subjective edifying of the worshiper. they centered their
attention on the sermon, and everything which surrounded it was thought to be
similar to the frame of a picture which attracted no attention to itself but pointed
inward toward the sermon. they understood the liturgical committee to be drawing attention away from the sermon and centering it on the framework. If the
430
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committee had its way, worshipers would no longer remark about the beauty of
the sermon but concentrate their attention of the glorious frame in which it was
lodged.
In his published speeches and critiques Braunschweig spoke from his Pietist
stance and provided no references. He nowhere mentioned Harnack by name or
gave him any difference based on his higher ecclesiastical and academic standing. He complained of the work of the committee that it gave little esteem to the
word of god and exalted the lord’s supper. He himself understood the supper
to be but one way in which the word of god manifested itself, but it was clear that
it was the word which was important. the word alone stood at the center. the
preparation pointed forward to it and the supper pointed back to it.
Braunschweig decried the attitude of the committee and its undervaluation of
the activity of faith which offer worship to god. what was needed was not more
liturgical worship but more human faith activity: praying, singing, confessing,
and reading. It was not the means of grace which must predominate, but the
activity of faith and the exercise of piety which flowed forth from the lives of
those who had received god’s grace. although he did not use this terminology,
Braunschweig seems to have been saying that the liturgy, god’s work (germ.
Gottesdienst), must not predominate over worship, man’s work. In the worship
service it is what man does that stands at the center.
Braunschweig stated that there were two great sources of grace and life: christ
and the congregation, god and man. worship is anthropocentric; in it man stands
at the center. He is the subject, he is doing what is done in worship; god is the
object, the object of devotion, the object of prayer, the object concerning which
confession is made, the recipient of the action of worship.
Braunschweig asserted that the committee put far too high a value on tradition. If one were to hold fast to the traditions of the forefathers, one would run
the danger that these traditions would become more important than the word of
god. a case in point, he said, was the fact that lutheran tradition placed a great
deal of importance on the apocrypha. this fact was clear to anybody who read
the lutheran confessions. However, the apocryphal books were not in the canon
and to reintroduce them into the liturgy was romanistic. He provided further
illustrations of this theses in his comments about the church year, the use of the
creed, and the Introit.
finally, Braunschweig stated that the committee placed emphasis on corporate liturgical worship at the expense of family worship. the church should not
interfere with the family or diminish it; it should rather fortify and cultivate the
family, but liturgical worship was a hindrance to family worship, because it is not
man who stands in the center at liturgical worship. the church should stand in
the service of the individual and the family, not vice versa. the church that fails in
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this task is no longer lutheran! Braunschweig’s fundamental point of view was
anthropocentric and subjectivistic. His criticism was not only directed toward the
liturgical but toward the church itself. He complained that theocentric, liturgical
worship failed to edify and equip the individual. If the lutheran church becomes
more liturgical, it will cease to be lutheran, according to his thinking.
Braunschweig’s public statements and writings provoked much interest and
made the work of the liturgical committee and its report a topic of major interest
in the livonian church. as a result, the committee had to address itself to the task
of defending its positions, instead of moving forward in its work. It was clearly impossible to construct a liturgy which would be as non-liturgical as Braunschweig insisted it must be. consequently, the liturgical committee was in no
position to present a revision of its work at the next livonian synod.

6.4.2 cont i n uin g debates about th e E s s e n ce
and form of th e l iturgy
not all who provided critiques of the liturgical committee’s work were of one
mind. some critics, among whom Braunschweig would surely be included, were
entirely against the committee’s report in almost every one of its provisions. they
either preferred the present 1832 rite or wished for a form of worship even more
markedly Protestant. others were thoughtful in their criticisms. their criticisms
were limited only to what they regarded as errors of fact and instances in which
the committee had said more than it ought to have said. always first on the list
of criticisms was the Introit, partly because it came first partly because it struck a
nerve and partly because some felt that the committee had overstated its significance as a herald of the day. the Introit was not unknown in livonian liturgies.
the Briesmann riga liturgy of 1530, modeled on luther’s latin Formula Missae,
provided for the singing of the Introits in latin. the 1567 edition added the note
that the old Introits might be used in latin to teach the young.431 consequently,
it must be said that the livonian services were permitted to retain the Introit into
the next century. the german services, which came to be used after publication of
the riga hymnal in 1615, did not provide for the Introit. when the german translation of the swedish liturgy was introduced in 1708, any possibility of using an
Introit came to an end, because the swedish rite did not provide for it. By the middle of nineteenth century the Introit was indeed a thing of the past, long forgotten. the attempt to reintroduce it was seen by many to be a shocking display of
the romanistic tendencies which they suspected were harbored by the committee
members. the riga city synod, on the other hand, thought that the reintroduction
431
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of the Introit was not a bad idea, but they were concerned that some of the verses
were not biblical and that in some cases the Introits did not adequately reflect the
theme of the day. In 1852 they issued their own revised edition of the Harnackian
Introits.432 these were accepted for consideration by the 1857 livonian synod.
Everything that needed to be said had not yet been said. Pastor Karl Eduard
Hasselblatt of Kambi (Est. Kambja) decided to study the matter and publish the results of his research in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in 1858, under the title: Ueber
Wesen, Zweck und Geschichte des Introitus und ob derselbe im Gottesdienste zuzulassen
sei oder nicht (Concerning the Essence, Goal, and History of the Introit and whether or
not it ought to be Given a Place in the Divine Service).
Hasselblatt wondered whether the committee was entirely right in calling the
Introit the “herald of the day.” some Introits did it well, others seemed to do it
poorly. He wondered whether, in any case, a few snippets of the scripture could
adequately summarize the theme of an entire service and its readings. He was
concerned about the use of apocryphal verses and the mixing together of verses
with little regard for their contexts. In summary, the little Introit simply could
not carry the weight of the many possible directions in which the readings might
lead pastor and people on a given day. He also shared the concerns of those who
wondered what the introduction of the Introit would do to the special service of
confession joined to the chief divine service on communion sundays, practiced
uniformly in the rural congregations. In this case the divine service should begin
with the penitential hymn and confession. Hasselblatt wondered where to put
the Introit. should it be put at the beginning before the divine service or would
there now be two confessions, one for communicants and another for non-communicants with the Introit inserted between them.
of greater concern to Hasselblatt, however, was the concern of luther and
other reformers, who although permitted the use of the Introits and continued to
do so especially in latin and mixed services, at the same time clearly stated that
they preferred to return to the early practice of singing an entire Psalm or a Psalm
hymn. this had been the practice in the early church. In the time of saint Jerome
and by his suggestion, Pope damasus had added to the Psalm the trinitarian
doxology - the Gloria Patri. later, in the interest of shortening and tightening up
the mass, gregory the great stripped out all but a single verse from the Introit,
leaving only two antiphons, a Psalm verse, the Gloria Patri, and the repetition of
the antiphon. this was the tradition which the lutheran reformers inherited and
which they wished to correct. It was gregorian tradition, rather than desired correction of it, which the liturgical committee now wished to reintroduce into the
church. Hasselblatt himself would prefer the correction which the reformers had
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desired, or else the singing of a Psalm hymn, another recommended practice of
luther and the reformers. those who wished to use the Introit should, of course,
be permitted to do it, provided that the Introits they use had passed muster by the
higher church authorities as not contrary to lutheran principles.433
Pastor Hasselblatt’s criticism was of an entirely different genre from that of
Braunschweig and the hyper-Protestants, and one might expect that the livonian
pastors and the liturgical committee itself would take note, especially because of
the valuable historical information that Hasselblatt provided.
It was evident to all that whether or not much light was thrown on the matter,
the discussion on the liturgy at the next synod would indeed be heated.
when the synod convened on august 15, 1558, discussion of the work of revision gave place to debates on the liturgy. the liturgical committee stated that it
was convinced that the russian imperial liturgy was the most historically faithful
and yet simple liturgy of all those currently in use, but it was in need of improvement and completion. the outspoken opponent of the work was, of course, Pastor
Braunschweig. Professor dr. alexander von oettingen responded on behalf of the
committee. He criticized Braunschweig’s simple coordination principle, which he
had used as the basis for criticizing the committee’s report, and for leveling his
accusation that it created a false subordination of the word to the sacrament. this
coordination, oettingen stated, did not in fact unify the service, it destroyed its
unity. He further stated that the notion that the committee was subordinating the
word to the sacrament by overvaluing the service of communion, was entirely
unjustified. word and sacrament must be given the same value. on the basis
of the Holy scriptures and the confessional writings of the lutheran church,
he continued, it would be nearer to the truth to speak first of the relationship of
word and sacrament in general, and only then speak of the relationship between
the preached word and the sacrament of the altar. only then would one have a
basis from which to make a judgment as to whether or not the order of service
proposed by the committee violates this relationship. Braunschweig had been
too quick with his judgment that the committee was undervaluing the word and
overvaluing the sacrament.434
Pastor sokolowski of ronneburg (latv. Rauna) also spoke on behalf of the
committee. speaking against Braunschweig’s critique sokolowski stated that Pastor Braunschweig was basing his criticisms on principles which simply do not
apply in liturgical matters in general and more particularly in matters concerning
the proposed Introits.
although Braunschweig was strongly criticized by members of the liturgical
committee, he found a strong defender in Pastor gotthard Vierhuff of schlock
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(latv. Sloka). on the afternoon of august 15, 1858 Vierhuff gave a report in which
he criticized what he called the modern concept of worship as an expression of
the faith-life of the congregation. this, he said, leads to the confusion of worship
and art and to a symbolic, dramatic, and even theatrical understanding of worship, which bypasses all truth and all foundations of congregational life and seeks
to construct an evangelical worship out of the faith-life of the solitary redeemed
sinner. He defined worship as the encounter of the congregation with god, the
goal of which is sanctification. the members of the congregation come to meet the
Holy one in order that they may become holy. this is a spiritual worship; it is not
an outward and theatrical activity.
the liturgical committee was now sent back to reevaluate its work. the members approached their task with the criticisms of Braunschweig and Vierhuff ringing in their ears. they were instructed to bring their work to conclusion for presentation at the next synod.
following his presentation in the synod Pastor Vierhuff published a lengthy
article, entitled Liturgische Studien. Synodal-Vortrag (Liturgical Studies. A Report to
the Synod) in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in 1859. In his article Vierhuff did not
restrict himself to a criticism of individual liturgical proposals, but instead attacked the fundamental principles of the liturgical committee. He declared that
Braunschweig’s criticisms were a fitting warning concerning the dangers now
facing the church because of modern liturgical proposals. liturgical committee,
he stated, had built its work on a false foundation and had wrongly depicted both
the essence and the nature of true evangelical worship.
according to Vierhuff, modern liturgical innovators proceeded from the notion that worship or liturgy is the expression of the faith-life of the worshiping
community. It was on this faulty foundation that Harnack, Höfling, Karl wilhelm Vetter, friedrich Ehrenfeuchter, friedrich wilhelm Kloepper, and Kliefoth
had build their liturgical work. this foundation was far too narrow, according to
Vierhuff, for surely the faith-life of the community was not the only way in which
it expressed its faith. He noted that in his own case his entire life was an expression of his faith, and that faith could in no way be shrunk down to the dimension of congregational worship. furthermore, correctly understood, worship was
in fact the expression of the faith of the individual rather than the community.
using words reminiscent of early reformed theologians and later lutheran Pietists and rationalists, he declared that it was the solitary individual who stands at
the heart of worship in a place where there could be little room for the discussion
of such esthetic considerations as music, fabrics, or the plastic arts. the notion
that worship should be the expression of the faith-life of the christian community lost sight of the fact that a congregation was simply a voluntary association of
individuals, each of whom was responsible for his own confession. the nature of
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worship was that it moved from the heart of the individual believer outward and
upward, and there was no room in it for the notion that there could be an objective
standard to which the individual must conform. If one were to follow that path,
then worship would become tutorial in nature, an event by which the church,
using symbolic and dramatic means, seeks to bring individuals into conformity.
It must be said that at the heart of worship faith needs to be understood not as a
series of propositions from the Bible or the symbolical Books, but as something
vital and active which arises out of the flesh and blood of the congregation. although it must be said that the faith expressed in the confessional writings does
not hinder the confession of heart and mind, it must be remembered that the lord
had said that it was not only mouth and lips but also the heart which must praise
him. He condemned those who praise with mouth and lips but their heart was far
off. Professor Höfling had rightly stated that the congregation consists of the true
believers. However, it must be further stated that the congregation also consists
of the penitent and the catechumens as well. otherwise worship would become
a tragic joke, an empty and meaningless form, a caricature. the failure to realize this was the fundamental error of modern liturgical work in the Evangelical
church. what resulted was pure formalism that did not deeply touch the heart.
again, it must be said, that worship is not the faith-act of a communal organization; it is the faith- expression of the solitary individual.435
Vierhuff further stated that according to his understanding every theory of
worship must move outward from the faith-life of the individual to the faith-life
of the congregation. the individual stands at the center of the concentric circles
which move outward from self to family and then to community-congregation.
It is the “I” which stands at the center, and indeed, as one would expect in Vierhuff’s essay, one encounters frequent instances of “ich,” “mein,” and “mir.” He
expressed the heart of true religion as follows: “By grace I am made righteous
before god, and through Jesus christ I stand in real relationship to god; that is,
I have the true religion.”436 He stated that in this relationship with his lord he
stood in the most intimate nearness to the all merciful and bountiful god. to
maintain this relationship, however, he must daily drown the old adam and fight
the angel of satan. although he was living in this process of sanctification, others
knew it only theoretically. the means of grace could only work effectively when
one stood in a relationship with god in christ, which could be described as conversion. this conversion was, of course, an entirely personal matter. Every conversion had two sides: “god is holy but I am unholy, and I know that I must be
sanctified.” that conversion was attested to by the Holy scriptures, which stated
that in christ man was given entrance into new, joyful relationship to the father
435
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(romans 5:2, Ephesians 2:18, 3:12). from god’s side this conversion was mediated through the objective means of grace. from the human side it was mediated
through the subjective means of connectedness to god, which showed itself in
prayer, the conversation of man with god. this association of the heart with god,
the christian man’s hidden walk within and before his face, was his particular,
individual worship. In other words, the objective means of grace must be met and
complemented by one’s own turning toward god. this worship of the individual
has a teleological character, because from man’s side it is the means by which he
is sanctified, while from god’s side it is the means of grace which make sanctification possible. thus, it may be said that the goal of the individual christian and
of the evangelical congregation and the essential task of both is sanctification.437
Vierhuff described worship as the encounter of the congregation with god
for the purpose of sanctification. Every form of worship must be judged by this
standard. neither the objective nor the subjective elements in worship should be
permitted to predominate. In speaking of what he called objective and subjective elements, Vierhuff did not delve deeply into the nature of the relationship
between the word and sacrament and the personal work of christ. although he
stated that entry into fellowship with god was granted to one through christ and
that god dealt with individuals through the objective means of grace, it appears
that to Vierhuff these means of grace were only potentially helpful. these instruments of god must now be taken in hand by man; he must subjectively appropriate them for the nurturing of his individual life.
Here one detects the sort of thinking concerning the sacraments found earlier
in the writings of Philipp spener and other Pietist writers for whom the means
of grace became instruments of judgment. If the proper fruits of conversion are
not evident in the life of the believer, or if he fails to walk in the light after having
received the means of grace, he will be judged severely.
Vierhuff boldly challenged his readers to show him where he had erred. He
claimed that none could do so, because he had not erred. He asserted that his
understanding of worship was the gospel truth, and that the modern liturgical
scholar and the forms he recommended were not evangelical, because they did
not derive properly from the proper principle. In a dramatic manner he then went
on to say that the house of god was the congregation, of which the lord Jesus
was the corner stone. this house was built upon the foundation of the apostles’
doctrine, and it rose toward heaven, like a gothic tower in the temple of god. He,
as the called and ordained servant of the gospel, labored in the building of this
tower, and the members of the congregation were the stones of which its walls
were constructed. no man, no liturgical committee, not even Professor von oet437
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tingen of dorpat himself was able to write a liturgy which properly described
such a tower. He himself was far more qualified than they for he laid the stones in
proper order, and these stones were the souls for which christ died.438
In Vierhuff’s writings what god gives objectively appears to be ineffective until
man by his own dint of effort makes them effective; that is, until man has effectively and efficiently appropriated them and put them to proper use. the means
of grace themselves do not effect this gracious and salutary result; it is purely the
result of man’s decision and his own efforts. Behind his view stands generation of
pietistic subjectivity found throughout the Baltic lands. Vierhuff pictured himself
as the defender of the Pietists against the assaults on their spirituality by the neoorthodox, who sought to repristinate dead orthodoxy. the liturgical committee
sought to restore the stale, dust-filled empty baggage of lutheran orthodoxy. It
was a retreat, not the way forward to the fulfillment of the promise of the gospel.
It sought to restore the meaningless ceremonies of the mass and its liturgical gibberish, all of which had long since been cast aside. what the church needed to
do, was to continue moving in the direction provided by the reformation, which
sought ever simpler, purer, and more evangelical rites of worship. the proper
purpose of the church’s worship was identical to the purpose of the congregation
itself - the sanctification of each and every individual soul. since the beginning
of the eighteenth century all theology had rightly been moving from the material
to the spiritual, and this was the path which the church must continue to travel.
no doubt spurred on by the warm, commendatory comments of Pastor Vierhuff, Braunschweig now assembled and published a document entitled: 66 liturgische Thesen (66 Liturgical Theses), published in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten
in 1858. In it he sought to reduce to maxims what he regarded to be the essence
of Protestant liturgical worship. the theses, which covered a broad range dogmatically, historically, and liturgically, indicated Braunschweig’s opposition to
the recommendations of the liturgical committee and his clear preference for the
1832 rite. He stood in the main stream of nineteenth century russian Protestantism. there can be seen in his theses the influences of both lutheran and calvinist doctrinal theology, as well as strong traces of wolmarian Pietism – and all
of it tempered by a strong desire to confront the nineteenth century world with
a theology and worship, which would be taken seriously and not ridiculed as
romanizing superstition. unfortunately, even what of theology, history, and liturgy was stated accurately in Braunschweig’s theses, they were at the same time
mixed together with his own determination to reflect what he understood to be
the essence of nineteenth century Protestantism.
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from the start Braunschweig made blanket statements where clear and concise
distinctions were called for. He spoke of divine service and worship without carefully distinguishing between them. He saw them as only different words for the
same thing, the gathering of the congregation by christ, the gatherer. He spoke
of the presence of christ everywhere, both inside and outside the church, without
making any distinction between his presence in the means of grace according to the
gospel on the one hand, and his omnipresence as the second Person of the trinity
in general. He did not distinguish between christ as he is in his essential being and
christ “for us” in the gospel and gospel sacraments. He stated that there could be
no difference between the means of grace, since all offer man the same christ. He
said nothing at all about the propria of each of the means of grace and uniqueness
of each. consequently, he spoke of a person eating the body and blood of christ
by hearing the word almost as though this rendered christ’s command to eat and
drink his body and blood under bread and wine superfluous.
with regard to the referential distribution formula, which Braunschweig
called the essential consecration, he insisted that it should not be changed since it
included the Verba. although he did not object to the traditional consecration by
the “words of the church” (germ. Kirchenworte), he saw it unnecessary to repeat
the sign of the cross again over each paten and cup.439
He claimed that the liturgical progression from sermon to sacrament subordinated preaching to the lord’s supper and violated the order established by
the lord himself in the upper room: supper-sermon-Prayer. He had little use
for the confessional distinction between sacrificial and sacramental elements of
the service, and stated that the distinction between Quia – and - Quatenus acceptance of the lutheran confessions was meaningless, since the Bible was the only
norm. altar he took to be only a shortened form of “altar table.” He believed
that the Protestant altar was no altar at all – it was a table. He declared that in
large churches, where what was of consequence could not be heard from the altar, it ought to be said from the pulpit. He abhorred all repetitions in the service,
whether of the salutation or the our father. the recitation week in and week out
of the apostles’ creed, he stated, was tedious and boring. when there is a Baptism in the service, he said, the creed ought to be dropped, because it had already
been said after the gospel. He admitted that formulas, such as the communion
admonition, might be of some value for young and inexperienced pastors, but in
general they were deadly. more mature pastors knew what needs to be said to the
people and how to say it.440
nowhere in the article does Braunschweig mention the liturgical committee.
Yet it is clearly the author’s purpose that his words should strike a responsive
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chord in the hearts and minds of the earnest pastors, so that they would rise up as
with one voice, the voice of modern russian Protestantism, and shout down the
liturgical committee and its romanistic nonsense.
the articles of Braunschweig and Vierhuff appealed to the unsophisticated
Pietist mentality which ran deep in the religious consciousness of pastors and
people in livonia. they had no need to provide convincing truth; they simply
stated Pietistic and rationalistic notions which were already quite common. the
new way of thinking, which swept through livonia in the eighteenth century,
put the individual man at the center of everything. god became object rather than
subject; the church became a voluntary group of like-minded people, a religious
club or special interest group. most pastors were not equipped by the education
they had received to critically evaluate the work of these men and to differentiate properly between liturgy and worship, ceremony and faith in the heart, or
between the means of grace, which create and nurture faith, and the expression
of that faith thus created and nurtured. Braunschweig and Vierhuff mix all these
together and make what god does and gives dependant upon man’s conscious
decision and efforts to appropriate it for himself. neither man can be said to be
essentially anti-liturgical, but neither regarded the liturgy to be of great importance either. as was the case with so many, the liturgy was seen to have value
only to the extent that it did not hinder, but rather assisted, in the sanctification of
the individual soul. they had determined that what the liturgical committee was
proposing did not do this. the committee’s liturgical proposals did not put man
at the center or deal with what they understood to be important and the effective
and beneficial use of the means of grace.
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6 . 5 t h e f i nal P ro p o s al s o f t h e liv on ian lit urgic al
c ommi tte e
Before the 1859 livonian synod the
report of the liturgical committee was
distributed to all the deaneries for study
and discussion. In his prefatory remarks
chairman christiani stated that the
previous synod had given the committee two tasks: it should prepare a new
report concerning the chief divine service for sundays and feast days, and it
should lay before the synod a revision of
the collection of Introits. He stated that it
had been impossible for the committee
to complete their work on the revised
Introits, and that this work would be
presented at the next synod. However,
it had been able to formulate a new report on the sunday divine service and
was ready to place it before the synod
together with 24 annotations concerning
1859 report of the liturgical
various parts of the liturgy. In preparcommittee of the livonian synod.
ing its report, he noted, the committee
had stuck closely to the mandate of the
synod and had not allowed itself to be diverted from their task by the attempts of
Pastor-deacon Braunschweig and others to erect new obstacles. on behalf of the
committee he asked that the lord might grant that the synod could put to use for
the good of the church the material it had provided, keeping before it the honorable principle: Unitas in necessariis, die caritas in dubiis (In necessary matters unity, in
uncertain matters charity).441
the report dealt with the parts of the service in adding explanatory notes to
each part.
a. Preparatory office. the preparation for the divine service consists in the
Introit, the Kyrie, and the Gloria.
1. Introit. the Introit is the Entrance rite and includes within it the opening
hymn and selected Bible verses, followed by the Gloria Patri. the committee noted
that there appeared to be some misunderstandings concerning the hymn. togeth441
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er with the Introit verses the hymn should express the central theme of the day.
accordingly, in the first half of the church year the hymn should be de tempore,
appropriate to the occasion. In the non-festal half of the church year both hymn
and verses should relate closely to the pericopes of the day.
Professor Harnack’s writings on the Introit gave the results of his research
and were not meant to offer any final conclusions. since the 1856 livonian synod
much dissension has arisen about the Introits. It distressed some that these Introits followed the form set in ancient times. the committee noted that Harnack’s
work was preparatory in nature. It was meant for examination by a general synod yet to be held. the committee had made this clear in its covering letter.
In the Imperial agenda the Gloria Patri is said by the pastor alone. In the Bavarian agenda the congregation joins in by singing the amen. a third possibility is
that the pastor may chant “glory be to the father and to the son and to the Holy
spirit,” to which the congregation would respond “as it was in the beginning,
is now, and will be forever. amen.” the committee recommends the third form.
2. Kyrie. the Kyrie immediately follows the Introit. It too consists in three parts:
a short admonition to confession by the liturgist, a Prayer of confession read by
him, and the threefold Kyrie sung by the congregation.
the present liturgy gives a fixed form to the admonition. this can be replaced
by verses. the new agenda will provide fixed form to be used as a pattern.
the committee recommends that the Prayer of confession be slightly revised
as follows:
“almighty god, merciful father, we confess you our many serious sins and
transgressions which we have committed against you and your holy commandments in thought, word, and deed, and thereby have rightly merited wrath and
punishment. look down upon us in mercy, and according to your gracious promise, forgive all our sins for the sake of the merit of your dearly beloved son Jesus
christ. amen.”442
3. Gloria. the Gloria consists in the absolution and amen, the chanting of the
Gloria in excelsis by the liturgist, and the congregational response.
despite opposition the committee is firm in declaring that the declarative form
of the absolution should be used rather than the optative form, followed in the
present rite. the formula stands as it is, excepting that “grant you” is replaced by
“sanctify you.” the admonition to do better is kept.
ordinarily the congregation will respond by singing of the first stanza of the
hymn “all glory be to god on high” without an organ prelude. on high festivals
the congregation may sing instead “and on earth peace, good will toward men.”
the present 1832 liturgy allows for the great doxology to be read by the pas442
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tor, followed by the first verse of the hymn “all glory be to god on high.” the
committee concurs but also asks for consideration in the deaneries that after the
intonation the congregation may sing not only et in terra Pax, but also the rest of
the great doxology, as in the Bavarian agenda. In this case the hymn “all glory
be to god on high” is omitted.
B. the service of the word. this service, which is called word-act, consists
in three parts: the gift of the word, the reception and Proclamation of the word,
and the fruit of the word.
1. the gift of the word. this consists in the salutation and response, the collect
together with twofold amen, reading of the pericopes, and the threefold alleluia.
the salutation and response remains as present: “the lord be with you” and
“and with your spirit.” the collection of collects is in need of revision. the committee has spent almost a year on this work, and the results of their efforts must
be tested, so that there will be a rich selection from which to choose. the committee proposes to prepare a selection of collects for the general synod to examine.
the fruit of the labors of löhe and dieffenbach and the agenda of the Bavarian
church in many cases recommend the use of the beautiful ancient collects. In
addition, many of the present sunday collects, which are well-known in the congregations, are suitable. the committee agrees with the practice suggested in the
present agenda, that a Versicle and response be chanted before the collect. the
new liturgy will provide for this.
the collect is followed by a reading of the lectionary and the threefold alleluia. the ancient church and the earliest lutheran church orders included two
readings for each sunday - the Epistle and the gospel, both read from the altar.
the committee recommends the revival of this practice. one of these readings
will serve as the text of the sermon, but there is no reason to dispense with it here
as in the old courlandian church order, on the grounds that the churches were
too cold for two readings in the winter months and that latvians could not understand two readings. It is the hope of the committee that both readings will be
read, and from the altar. the Epistle should be followed by the threefold alleluia,
excepting during lent and penitential days when a shortened hymn verse based
on the Agnus Dei is sung in place of it. after the reading of the gospel “Praise to
you, o christ. amen” should always be sung.
2. the reception and Proclamation of the word.
In the ancient church and the oldest lutheran church orders not only the
apostles’ creed, the baptismal creed, was used in sunday worship, but allowance was made for the use of the nicene creed. although some individuals have
objected to it, the committee recommends that the nicene creed should be used
on the high festivals instead. In the earliest lutheran church orders the hymn
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“we all believe in one true god” was sung in place of the congregational hymn.
the committee believes that this should be allowed.
3. the fruit of the word. this consists in the Pulpit Verse, the Prayer of the
church and the our father, and the hymn. the committee recommends that this
livonian practice be maintained.
the committee reiterates its recommendation that the Prayer of the church be
prayed from the altar rather than the pulpit, although it recognizes that in some
of the larger churches this is impractical because the acoustics make it hard to
hear the prayer. the committee also recommends that in the large country congregations, when the lord’s supper is celebrated the service needs to be shortened, but under no circumstances should the Prayer of the church be omitted.
on communion sundays it may be prayed from the pulpit, but when there is
no communion, it should be said from the altar, as in the present Bavarian rite.
this prayer is a transition from the sermon to the service of the sacrament and
should not be lengthy. the committee recommends the present shorter Prayer
of the church. It should not be replaced by a free pastoral prayer it. Before the
beginning of the intercessions the pastor should announce the situation which
calls for this prayer, and in each case he appends a short Votum. at the close of
the Prayer of the church all join in praying the our father. a hymn verse is sung
between the our father and the beginning of the lord’s supper; this serves as a
transition. already in many places this is understood to be the proper place for
the singing of a stanza of a communion hymn.
c. the service of the sacrament. this service consists in four parts: the act of
Preparation, the consecration or Blessing, the distribution of the sacrament, and the
conclusion of the service.
1. the act of Preparation. the act of Preparation is the traditional Preface, Sanctus and Hosanna. no replacement or alteration is proposed. However, the committee suggests that, following the practice of some of the older lutheran church orders, an admonition and/or communion prayer be inserted before the Preface. the
committee had not made a decision concerning whether the exhortation suggested
should be made voluntary or dropped altogether.
2. the consecration or Blessing. this act is divided into four parts: the Prayer
of Blessing, the Verba testamenti, the our father, and the amen.
although some might wish to retain the practice of simply reciting the words
of Institution and praying the our father, the committee suggests that the insertion of a Prayer of Blessing before the Verba would be historically proper and
theologically appropriate.
a comparison of eastern and western rites is given to form the basis of their
rationale. the ancient Eastern liturgies give this Eucharistic Prayer an important
place because it is a Prayer of Blessing for the lord’s supper. In many of these
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liturgies this prayer is far too long. It is a general Prayer of Blessing, hence it is
called Eucharistic. the consecration of the bread and wine is imbedded in the
prayer. the prayer is structured in three parts, the first of which, called Anamneses
tes trofes (άναμνησις τη̃ς τροφης), begins with a thanksgiving to god for the gifts of
creation, of which the bread and wine on the altar are representative. after thanking god for showing himself in history as the creator and lord of the world, the
prayer proceeds to the second part, the Eucharistic Prayer proper, the Anamnesis
to Pathos (άναμνησις του παθους). Here god is thanked for the benefits and gifts of
redemption in general and for the institution of the lord’s supper in particular.
It is within this prayer that the Verba Testamenti are included - “we thank you for
the benefits of our lord Jesus christ, who in the night when he was betrayed …”
the third part of the prayer is the epiclesis to penumetos agio (ὲπιχλησις του πνὲυματος
άγιου), in which the Holy spirit is called upon to unite the body and blood of
christ with the bread and wine, or, in the later liturgies, to change them, metabole
(μὲταβολη). this payer also asks that the Holy spirit would grant that those who
receive the sacrament, may do so beneficially. In its earliest form this Eucharistic
Prayer was not long. It is noteworthy that the Verba Christi did not stand in isolation as a consecration formula.
the western church, especially in the course of the development of the Missa
Romana, cast aside the longer Eucharistic Prayer, leaving only the Preface, the
Sanctus, and the Hosanna. the Epiclesis of the Holy spirit was eliminated in the
interest of enhancing hierarchical tendencies and to sharpen the notion that consecration resulted from the action of the priest. following the Sanctus, the Missa
Romana put the Canon Missae, which consists of a number of offertory prayers
articulating the peculiar roman catholic notion of the sacrifice of the mass. the
words of Institution are inserted in the midst of these prayers almost as a foreign
element which the priest speaks sub voce. He concludes preceding prayers by saying aloud: Domini nostri Jesu Christi and then begins the Verba with the words Qui
pridie quam pateretur, etc. after this there follows other prayers ending with the
Pater Noster, the Pax vobiscum, and the distribution. this was the form followed
at the time of the reformation. the reformers removed the sacrificial prayers,
leaving the following pattern: Preface, Sanctus, Verba testamenti, Pater Noster, Pax,
and Distributio. It is obvious that something is missing. It is perhaps for this reason that the practice was adopted of putting the Pater Noster before the words
of Institution to function as a sort of Eucharistic Prayer, but in the opinion of the
committee this is not the proper function of the Pater Noster and never did it have
such a function. of Protestant churches only the anglicans have come back to the
practice of including a Eucharistic Prayer and an Epiclesis of the Holy spirit, with
the words of Institution inserted in the prayer. In livonia, where the old swedish liturgy was used until 1805, the Verba Christi came immediately after the Vere
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Dignum of the Preface. then followed the Sanctus and Hosanna, the our father,
the Pax, and the distribution. In this service the words of the testament and the
our father stand in isolation.
the committee proposes that the following schema be adopted in the consecration section: Prayer of Blessing, Verba testamenti, and the our father. to avoid
confusion about the placement of the our father the committee would be satisfied with the order found in the Bavarian agenda in which the our father follows
the Prayer of Blessing and the Verba testamenti comes next. the committee suggests that the Prayer of Blessing may be taken from Harnack’s Liturgische Beiträge
or other sources.443
three options were put before the deaneries. first: Prayer of Blessing, Verba testamenti, and the our father. the second alternative recommends the present arrangement but with the insertion of the Prayer of the consecration before the our
father, as in Bavaria: Prayer of Blessing, our father, Verba testamenti. the third option would be to retain the order found in the 1832 rite: our father, Verba testamenti.
3. the distribution. this consist in the Pax Domini, the distribution of the consecrated bread and wine, and the Agnus Dei and communion hymns.
the committee proposed no changes in this section, but noted that it is not
proper to say that the indicative (exhibitive) formula (“take, eat; this in the body
…”) is not a mark of correct faith or that the referential formula (“Jesus said:
‘take eat, this is my body’ …”) is an exhibition of a more correct Biblical theology. the committee had earlier stated that the indicative formula was to be preferred, because the distribution is an act of confession. However, it noted that one
could hardly be criticized for quoting the Bible. In earliest times the distribution
formula said what the sacrament is. the Eastern church used the formula “σωμα
Χριστου, αίμα Χριστου.” this form was used in the west as well, but with the edition of Custodiat animam tuam, etc. this practice was adopted and continued by
the lutherans with only slight modification. the reformed, however, choose to
quote from 1 corinthians 10:11. the first instance of the repetition of the words
of Institution in the distribution formulas appeared in agendas (germ. unirende
Agenden) in southern germany which sought to mollify both groups. rationalist
agendas deemed the referential distribution formula, “‘take and eat’, says Jesus
…,” to be quite acceptable, as did adler in his 1797 schleswig-Holstein agenda.444 some rationalist agendas used the form: “our lord Jesus christ said …,”
while other rationalistic agendas created entirely new formulas, such as “Have a
443
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little bread and wine” (“Geniessen Sie ein wenig Brod und ein wenig Wein”). according to the practice of the rationalists, communion was accompanied by verses
from the poet friedrich von schiller. the Prussian union agenda was the first to
show real interest in formulas which could be used either by lutherans or the reformed – an indicative formula or the referential use of the words of Institution as
a formula of distribution. the committee stated that god should be thanked that
the lutherans in russia were not a union church and, therefore, had no reason,
either for the sake of confessionalism or unionism, to use the distribution formula
as a Shibboleth of orthodoxy or faith in the Bible. the committee had no reason for
including two different distribution formulas and favored the old formula: “take
and eat (drink), this is the body (the blood) of your lord Jesus christ, which preserves you in body and soul to everlasting life.”445
4. the conclusion of the service. this consists in the Versicle Confitemini Domino: “o give thanks to the lord, for he is good. alleluia” and the response “and
his mercy endures forever. alleluia,” the post-communion collect and amen,
the aaronic Benediction with a threefold amen, and a concluding hymn stanza.
the committee choose to leave the conclusion of the 1832 rite untouched. It
noted that practices concerning the final hymn stanza were not everywhere the
same, but concluded this was not an important matter.
the committee also stated that it had examined the fact that in the livonian
church many festal services were celebrated without the lord’s supper. In its earlier report it had suggested that when this was the case, the Preface and Sanctus
could be used anyway and that after it the service would conclude with a prayer.
this suggestion met with opposition, and the committee decided to withdraw
it, since in suggesting it the committee had followed the practice of the Prussian
union agenda. However, there was no precedent for such an innovation in the
early church or in lutheran services. If pastoral considerations allowed it, a better
solution would that the lord’s supper should be celebrated on the high feasts.
It was also noted that some discussion had arisen whether in the concluding
parts of the service the pastor should face the altar or the congregation. the liturgical practice of the ancient church and of lutherans up to the eighteenth century
differed and presented no uniform picture. the era of rationalism brought even
more variety. It has been a general principle that when the pastor speaks in the
name of god, he faces the congregation. when he together with the congregation
speaks to god, he faces the altar. this is a matter of liturgical decorum. a lutheran altar is more than a simple communion table; it represents the gracious
presence of god. the committee stated that it did not intend to engage in polem-
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ics on this point, and yet it felt necessary to say something, because some pastors
had incorrectly complained that the committee was introducing an innovation.
In addition to its recommendations concerning the mass itself, the committee
also noted that many had suggested that Baptism ought to be made a part of the
divine service. the committee decided that this was not very important matter and
would not make any recommendations concerning it. In fact, the committee could
not render an opinion about it because it was not of one mind about the matter.
Questions had also arisen concerning the choir. the committee’s previous
recommendation to give a greater significance to the role of the choir had met
with opposition. now after 10 years, they stated, the situation had changed. the
german congregations in livonia were now singing the liturgy. It would not be
correct to say that the work of the choir is superfluous, but it should be said instead that its proper work is to support the singing of the congregation and when
necessary to lead it.
the committee also stated that exception had been taken also to its suggestions concerning the relationship between confession and the lord’s supper. It
thought that the matter was really quite simple but had become complicated only
because of difficulties in rural congregations. originally confession was a private
matter between the individual and his father confessor. Even in its present form
general confession is still basically a private act, the committee stated. Each communicant hears the confessional address with his own ears and answers with his
own mouth and is absolved. most properly confession ought not to be a part of
the sunday service, but it had become the practice in livonia to have it there. In
ancient times christians went to the lord’s supper on sunday and there was no
need for a prior service of confession. confession was reserved for penitents and
those under church discipline who had created public scandal. when christianity
became the state church, this had to be changed. Pope leo I declared that every
communicant had to confess and be absolved before going to communion. It
was only over a long period of time that the later practices concerning penance in
the roman church developed, and it was a protest against these practices which
were a prime cause of the reformation. However, the lutheran confessions stated clearly that Private confession and absolution were to be retained, although
without an enumeration of sins or an act of satisfaction. this was the practice during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. confession was not attached to the
divine service but those who wished to come to the lord’s supper had sometime
beforehand to come to Private confession. the Pietists in a somewhat mechanical
manner called general confession the real entrance into the church. since the
time of caspar shade and the controversies in Berlin the territorial churches have
kept both public and Private confession. during the Pietist era general confession became the norm and was made a part of saturday evening Vespers. al-
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though Private confession was never formally abandoned, it disappeared. In the
era of rationalism general confession became the norm but communion was
seen to be an altogether private act. In the days of the Enlightenment the celebration of the lord’s supper was not curtailed in rural congregations, but confession was joined together with the divine service. this was not in accord with
the church’s earlier practice, which called for Private confession. the swedish
liturgy remained the law of the land, but by the end of the eighteenth century
there was liturgical chaos and the legally established rite was no longer properly
followed. the joining of confession to the service presented no problem. the
1805 liturgy did not bring any improvement, it instead greatly impoverished the
altar service. In rural congregations the special service of confession was joined
to the divine service, which would begin with a confessional hymn, a Confiteor,
and the absolution, and the lord’s supper followed the sermon. this became the
general practice in livonia and continues to be followed in the 1832 agenda. this
is how the practice of joining confession and the divine service came about and
the 1832 statutes gave it the force of law. However, the situation is very different
in the larger cities. where the number of communicants is not great, the pastor
dismisses the non-communicants after the sermon and continues the service in
private for those who wish to commune beginning with a confession and absolution. In other places confession and communion come before the sermon,
which is a clear departure from the practice of earlier centuries. In the major city
congregations, such as dorpat, confession is entirely separate from the divine
service and is held either on another day or at an earlier hour.
the committee decided to withdraw its earlier recommendation that the confession should not be connected to the divine service. as long as confession is
not private but public, in cannot be expected that people, especially in the rural
congregations, will be able to go to confession the day before the service. In these
circumstances confession must be combined with the chief divine service. the
majority of the members of the committee are of the opinion that confession
should come at the very beginning of the service in connection with the Introit
and the Gloria in excelsis. there should not be two separate confessions, one for
the whole congregation and the other for the communicants. the committee recommends that where confession is not held the day before the service, the pattern set down on page 10 in the 1832 agenda should be followed. this has been
the practice in most of rural congregations. according to this pattern, the service
begins with the confessional Hymn, confessional address, confession, absolution, and salutation. the committee suggests as an alternative that the Gloria in
excelsis and the first verse of the hymn “all glory be to god on high” may be sung
before the salutation as a song of thanksgiving for the absolution. the committee
stated its regret that so much dissension had arisen over this matter.
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finally, the committee suggested that when there is no communion the service of Prayer after the sermon should be lengthened. as in the communion service, the Prayer of the church is moved to the altar, and the litany with congregational participation might be used. a hymn stanza (germ. Kanzelvers) follows the
sermon and then the announcement of intercessions, other public notices, and the
Votum. after the Votum the congregation sings a hymn stanza while the pastor
goes to the altar. He then says the salutation and the congregation responds as
usual. this is followed by the Laudatio: “the name of the lord is to be praised and
blessed” with the congregational response: “Both now and forever.” then follows the Prayer of the church and amen, the our father with the twofold amen,
and the Benediction with the threefold amen.
In conclusion the committee declared that it was not willing to make this a
matter of life and death, because the present practice was acceptable.446
although beset by strong criticisms by anti-liturgical pastors in the years
after Harnack’s departure, the committee endeavored to maintain the positions
it had taken. they could not be moved from their recommendations regarding
the restoration of the Introits, the reading of the pericopes from the altar, and
the praying of the Prayer of the church from the same place, as well as the use
of the traditional lutheran distribution formula. after it had become evident in
the 1858 synod that many pastors disagreed with them, they showed some willingness to allow the praying of the church from the pulpit where poor acoustics
made it necessary. they also admitted that it might be difficult to maintain a separation between confession and the divine service in many rural congregations,
and stated that if some pastors chose to quote the words of christ in the distribution formula, they could hardly raise any strong objection to that. In the face of
heavy criticism they softened their position concerning the choir, but still insisted
that the principle purpose of it was to assist or even to lead the congregation in its
singing rather then to provide special music.
In general, the committee’s recommendations would lead to a significant enrichment of the 1832 rite, but they did continue to maintain some contemporary
prejudices about the place and significance of the Kyrie. they were confident in
their notion that the service of the word begins with the salutation and that the
Introit, Kyrie, absolution, and Gloria in excelsis are part of the Preparatory rite. Indeed, under the section “Kyrie” they included the admonition to confession, the
Prayer of confession, and the Kyrie itself. they had not yet come to the realization
that the preparatory confession and absolution should be put before the Introit,
and that the historic Kyrie is not a hymn of confession but rather an acclamation
of greeting to the savior-King. still unrecognized as well is the fact that the Gloria
446
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in excelsis is not a thanksgiving for the absolution but instead a hymn commemorating the coming of christ in his Incarnation.
another issue was the Prayer of Blessing. Here the committee drew from eastern
sources and depicted the western church as having deliberately cast the Epiclesis
aside in the interests of exalting the hierarchy and the priesthood. these historical
judgments were in accord with the judgments of some liturgical scholars of that
day. In fact, many students of the liturgy today might still agree with these judgments, however, there is no universal agreement that the western church had an
Epiclesis and later eliminated it. It is clear that the committee was not satisfied with
the usual lutheran schema because they thought that it did not enquire sufficiently
into the practices of the Eastern church. they understood that the lutheran reformers had cleansed the canon, but they believed that they had failed to restore
the Eucharistic Prayer to its right form and place. It was for this reason that the
committee called for the inclusion of a Prayer of Blessing (germ. Weihegebet). It
should be said to the credit of the committee that it wanted this Prayer of Blessing
to be prayed before the words of christ’s testament and not after them. It is also
to its credit that it dropped its recommendation to import the Preface and Sanctus
together with Hosanna into the service when communion was not celebrated.
noteworthy also is the rubric which calls for the singing of a concluding hymn
stanza rather than an entire hymn. this followed the 1693 swedish rite. the high
point of the service had already been reached. the people had received christ’s
body and blood and were sent forth with god’s blessing. after that the service
ought to conclude speedily with a single stanza and not a lengthy hymn. Perhaps
it is this old practice, which gave rise to the imperial church and its offspring to
the tradition, that the congregation stands for the closing verse of the final hymn.
at the conclusion of its report the committee asked that the deaneries discuss
and comment upon five of their recommendations.
1. the adoption of the singing of the great doxology (Laudamus te). the
1832 rite provided that after the liturgist intoned the “glory be to god on high,”
the congregation would ordinarily sing one or more stanzas of “all glory be to
god on high.” It was also usual that on the three chief feasts after the liturgist’s
intonation the congregation would respond: “and on earth peace, good will toward men.” then the liturgist would conclude the great doxology beginning
with the words “we praise you, we bless you, we worship you …” the committee
stated that because of a lack of clarity in the rubrics the practice developed that
after the great doxology read by the pastor the congregation would still sing a
stanza “all glory be to god on high.” the committee suggested that on the three
high feasts after the congregation’s response “and on earth peace, good will toward men” the congregation should sing the rest of the great doxology, and the
hymn “all glory be to god on high” should be omitted.
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2. the committee recommended that both the Epistle and gospel should be
read from the altar, even when one or the other would be the text of the sermon.
the 1832 rite provided for only one reading from the altar. the other reading, the
text of the sermon, was read from the pulpit before the sermon.
3. the committee also recommended that a voluntary exhortation might be
inserted before the Preface and stated that an appropriate text would be included
in the new liturgy.
4. concerning the preferred order in the consecration, three options were suggested: (1) Prayer of Blessing, Verba testamenti, our father, (2) Prayer of Blessing,
our father, Verba testamenti, (3) and the present 1832 formula: our father, Verba
testamenti with no Prayer of Blessing.
5. the committee suggested that the Gloria in excelsis and the first verse of the
hymn “all glory be to god on high” be sung also when the special service of
confession and absolution took place in the divine service. the 1832 rite did not
permit this.447
the deaneries discussed each of these proposals, voted on them, and communicated the results to the synod. the proposal that the congregation should sing the
entire great doxology, beginning with the words ”and on earth peace …,” was
agreed to by all the deaneries: fellin, riga region, walk, dorpat, wolmar, werro,
and Pernau. the wenden deanery added the note that one pastor suggested that
it would not be appropriate for the congregation to sing their part of the Gloria, if
the pastor could not sing his. the Pernau deanery recommended that the musical
notations be provided in the printed liturgy. all deaneries were agreed that only
that reading which would not be the text of the sermon should be read from the
altar. concerning the adoption of the voluntary exhortation before the Preface all
deaneries agreed that it was desirable. the Pernau deanery suggested that the
introduction of this voluntary exhortation should be encouraged throughout the
russian imperial lutheran church. the wenden deanery recommended that the
exhortation should be short and as far as possible ought to be formulated with
Biblical verses. the majority were clearly in favor of the committee’s proposal that
a Prayer of Blessing be added after the Sanctus, followed by the Verba testamenti
and the our farther. favoring this proposal were the deaneries of fellin, Pernau,
dorpat, werro, walk, and wenden. the wolmar deanery recommended that the
church keep the present practice by which the our father comes before the Verba,
but to add before both the Prayer of Blessing. only the riga deanery declared
itself in favor of the present practice with no changes. concerning the fifth proposal, six deaneries, fellin, Pernau, dorpat, wolmar, werro, and wenden, were
in favor of the inclusion of the Gloria in excelsis and the first verse of the hymn
447
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“all glory be to god on high” after the absolution in the service in cases where
the special general confession and absolution was added to the chief divine
service. the walk deanery added the suggestion that the laying-on-of-hands over
the gathered penitents should take place during the hymn “all glory be to god
on high.” the riga region deanery could come to no clear decision. five clergy
were in favor of singing “all glory be to god on high” without the intonation immediately after the absolution. five others voted for the intonation of the Gloria
in excelsis by the pastor before the hymn. the remaining five wanted to keep the
present arrangement, which had no Gloria in excelsis at all when the special general confession and absolution was added to the liturgy.448
Each deanery responded to inquiries of the liturgical committee concerning
specific provisions of the liturgy about which there had been much discussion in
the church. the majority of the deaneries were, in general, enthusiastic about the
committee’s work and the prospects that they would have a new liturgy in the
not-too-distant future. the riga deanery was less enthusiastic about the committee’s proposals. the committee had limited them to a consideration of five points,
but this did not begin to cover what members of the riga deanery thought to be
objectionable elements in the committee’s liturgy. they were concerned that the
liturgical committee would present to a coming general synod a report which
had within it matters with which some in the deanery were not in agreement.
they insisted that until agreement was reached no report should be submitted.
members of the deanery had concerns about the singing of the great doxology.
the majority in the riga deanery wanted the absolution to be in a form of a wish,
as in the present book. they wanted both the intercessions and the Prayer of the
church to be prayed from the pulpit rather than from the altar. they preferred
the referential form of distribution formula with the addition of the words: “the
lord Jesus christ says to you as well, take and eat …” members of the deanery
were not at all in agreement about when the liturgist should face the altar and
when the congregation; they wanted this matter to be left up for the individual
pastor. finally, they insisted that the committee should not exceed its mandate.
the final disposition of its work was for the synod to determine.449
the wolmar deanery reported to synod that at their meeting Pastor Braunschweig presented his new critique of the liturgical committee’s work in a paper,
entitled: Liturgisch-geschichtliche Aphorismen (Liturgical-Historical Aphorisms) in
which he quoted scripture, the lutheran confessions, and old church orders
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which, he claimed, contradicted the committee’s recommendations. He stated
that he intended to read this document before the entire synod.
Pastor moritz georg Kauzmann of odenpäh (Est. Otepää), another opponent
to the committee, raised issues in the werro deanery. He insisted that in addition
to the rite proposed by the committee, the present 1832 agenda should remain an
official service book of the church. He also stated that the new rite should not be
introduced in any congregation until that congregation had thoroughly examined
and agreed to it. However, the werro deanery as a whole did not agree with Kauzmann and by a large majority it decided to commend the report of the liturgical
committee as a pattern to the general synod. as a result of the deanery reports one
would not be surprised were the liturgical committee to think that its report would
meet with only minor opposition in the coming 1859 livonian synod.450
liturgical matters came to the floor at the livonian synod at the beginning of
its fourth session on august 13, 1859. Pastor Kauzmann immediately took to the
floor. He expressed his thanks that others too had offered critiques of the committee’s work and noted that these critiques showed that many had misgivings
about the committee’s report. He wished that these criticisms had gone even further because they only touched the surface. It was evident that the committee was
trying to legislate on matters which were in themselves trifling and insignificant.
He charged that the committee wanted to make hard-and-fast rules about matters which were non-essential, including particular formulas, words, the outward
deportment of the pastor before the altar, questions about when he should face
the altar and when he should face the congregation. In the present agenda all
these matters are left for the pastor to decide. Kauzmann stated that for the sake
of peace in the church and in the interest of the gospel cause two amendments
should be considered.
He suggested first that the report of the committee be amended, so that its
recommendations might be examined not only point by point but also with a consideration of their consequences in future. If matters which are adiaphora are made
binding, this offends against the gospel freedom which the church enjoys. Adiaphora must remain adiaphora. the committee’s report quotes “Unitas in necessariis,
die caritas in dubiis” but this should be understood to mean “libertas” or “varietas
in dubiis, in omnibus caritas” (“liberty or variety in doubtful matter, in all things
charity”).451 this must be the golden rule of the church’s liturgy.
In addition, he moved that there should be no changes in liturgy without the
express approval of the congregation. He declared that the congregations had
been aroused from their lethargy and were asserting themselves. they would not
450
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allow their rights as Protestants to be violated. they did not want or need new liturgies which against their will introduced catholic hierarchicalism and destroyed
the peace of the church. the congregations had been awakened to consider the
freedom with which christ had set them free; they would no longer submit to the
yoke of slavery (galatians 5:1). He stated that roman catholic ultramontanism
had now cast its shadow over the lutheran church, as was evident in the recommendations of men like löhe who wanted to introduce the anointing of the dying
and the cult of the madonna. He mentioned the situation in freiburg, where the
new Baden liturgy had been identified as catholicizing. In fact, the catholic Bishop of freiburg had gone so far as to say that it could be expected that all catholic
worship would before long be accepted by the Protestants. the liturgical committee must consider this and stop trampling on the rights of the minority. the
russian lutheran church, he declared, is a Protestant church which stands upon
solid ground. It is faith alone which justifies and saves, not liturgical formulas
and outward ceremonies. faith must have the highest value. any other position
leads to anti-lutheranism. the right of the minority to continue to use the present
agenda must be respected, he insisted.452
the liturgical committee saw no point in entering into any further discussion,
but Pastor wilhelm gottlieb frantzen of Karolen (Est. Karula) arose to bring up
three points which concerned him. the first point concerned the wording of the
Confiteor in the general confession. He stated that the prayer for grace of the
forgiveness of sins should contain references to the inborn sinfulness of man and
also a petition asking for sanctifying grace to improve one’s life. His second point
was that the notion that the pastor should be bound to an adhortatory formula
in the communion exhortation was groundless; a free admonition which speaks
of the grace of the lord’s supper would be more desirable. finally, he also raised
an issue concerning the question whether the liturgist should face the altar or the
congregation during prayer, stating that not only acoustical considerations were
involved. He recalled that in accordance with christ’s own words in mathew
18:20 “I am in the midst of you,” lutherans believe that christ is truly and actually present in the congregation. the pastor should by his comportment remind the
congregation that christ is truly in the midst of them that they be moved to true
devotion and faithful childlike prayer. thus he ought to face the congregation.453
dean christian Heinrich gustav Kupfer of marienburg (latv. Alūksne) then
gave a retrospective of the work of the liturgical committee and the spiritual
struggles which had arisen as a result of its proposals. It was his hope that if in the
future the liturgical committee’s majority support should wane, still the liturgy
through its own innate power would gain the victory.
452
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the session concluded with a presentation of a critical paper about the newly
revised report of the committee by Pastor Braunschweig. as in the meeting of the
wolmar deanery, he sought to illumine historically the rich variety of the liturgical
treasuries of the sixteenth century, reminding the delegates that lutherans had
many options and were not bound to only one traditional practice. It seemed to him
that it was not yet time for a final vote, because much of the work of the committee
still needed to be gathered together into a single comprehendible whole. until then
he personally could not make any final decision about the committee’s report.
the results of deanery discussions concerning the committee’s report were
shared with the assembly by the deans. the general superintended stated that
the deaneries had not come to unanimous agreement about liturgical matters. It
would not be possible to adopt the new liturgical report as a whole without first
adopting each of its individual parts.
Pastor Vierhuff, the only member of the liturgical committee to refuse to agree
with the decisions of the majority, declared that the liturgical committee’s recommendations were based upon fundamental dogmatic assertions which many
deanery members and congregations did not share. He stated that there must be
agreement in doctrine before any work could be adopted. the synod had no justification for adopting positions which affected the life of the congregations when
the call for new liturgical forms had not come from the congregations themselves.
He wondered aloud whether the time was really ripe for the synod to submit the
committee’s work to the general synod for possible adoption.454
speaking for the committee dr. christiani assured the synod that the committee did not at all consider itself to be a final authority. the synod had given it a job
to do, and any decision about its work would have to be made by the synod. In
the pursuit of its task the committee did not have sufficient time to solicit detailed
statements from those who had stated their doubts about its report. In making
its decisions, he said, the committee had not acted arbitrarily but had taken into
consideration the rich variety of the liturgical treasures of the sixteenth century
of which Pastor Braunschweig had spoken. concerning the statements of Pastors
Kauzmann and frantzen about prayers facing the altar, in this matter too the
committee was not introducing something new. the 1832 liturgy had directed
that the pastor should turn to the altar to pray the our father at the consecration, and never before had anyone suggested that to pray facing the altar was
a romanizing tendency. about Pastor frantzen’s suggestion that the Confiteor
should contain references to the inborn sinfulness of man, christiani declared that
this suggestion as certainly not inappropriate, but that when one thinks about the
transgression of the divine law, one’s thoughts immediately dwell on actual sins.
454
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consequently, the introduction here of a reference to original sin might appear
out of place. He also commented on frantzen’s preference for a free admonition
to communion before the Preface, stating that everything that ought to be said in
such an admonition was already included in the Exhortation to confession. nothing that ought to be said would be overlooked if one used the written admonition
before the Preface. the purpose of the communion admonition is best served
when the proper limits concerning its goal are observed. He moved that there be
no further postponement of the vote on the committee’s revised report and it was
decided that vote be taken at the beginning of the next session.455
the beginning of the next session saw yet another attempts to delay the vote.
the sound of “the time is not ripe” could be heard from several delegates. Pastor
Vierhuff again raised the question whether this was a good time for the synod to
resolve to adopt the report and send it to the general synod for consideration.
the question came before the synod whether or not to vote on the proposal; only
17 out of 91 said no. then the question was put to the assembly whether the report could be adopted without first considering each individual section. 20 voices
were against adoption of the report as a whole. the vast majority of the delegates
indicated that they wanted up or down vote. the result of the ballot was that
only 15 delegates declared themselves against the adoption of the whole report
as a whole; 3 did not vote. It was the will of the majority that the revised liturgical
report should be submitted to a future general synod and authorized its publication as an addendum to the synodical protocol.456
the 1859 livonian synod approved the work of the liturgical committee but
obstacles remained. now the synod needed to deal with Pastor Kauzmann’s two
proposals. It must decide whether or not the 1832 rite should still enjoy legal
status after the adoption of the new liturgy. 31 delegates voted in the affirmative
but the majority rejected the proposal. Kauzmann’s second proposal was that
no changes in liturgy be allowed in any congregation without examination and
approval by the congregation. this was referred to the deaneries for further consideration.
the adoption of the newly revised report came only after two decades of research and intense discussion by the committee itself and also by the livonian
synod. It seemed clear that the eras of Pietism and rationalism were on the wane
and that the majority of livonian pastors and congregations had already returned
to a more orthodox theology and liturgy. this was only beginning. the livonian church was only one among eight consistorial districts in the russian lutheran church, and at the head of all consistories was the general consistory in
st. Petersburg. It could hardly be said to be of one mind theologically and litur455
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gically with the livonians. from the standpoint of the general consistory russian church law was clear: there was only one approved liturgy in the lutheran
church, and it was the 1832 agenda. any departure from it was lawlessness,
even catholicizing lawlessness. the liturgy could not be changed except by the
action of the general synod, consisting of representatives of all the consistorial
districts. It would not be easy to organize or convene such a synod, nor would it
be a simple matter to get such a diverse group to agree on much of anything. the
general consistory looked for no early changes.
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7. Debates over the ImplementatIon
of the new lIturgy

7.1 further Disputes about liturgy and its Implementation
the dissension in the 1859 livonian synod was an indication that harnack’s
departure to erlangen was having an impact in the church. although the report
of the liturgical committee was eventually approved, it was now obvious that
there was a significant division of opinion in liturgical matters in the church.
some wanted the liturgical committee to move ahead full speed. they hoped for
a thorough revision of the liturgy. some however, were very critical about the
work of the committee. the opponents portrayed themselves as defenders of the
authentic reformation liturgical program. however, from the critiques they offered it was clear that many among them had strong pietist inclinations and an
anti-roman Catholic bias. they had little use for liturgical worship and characterized it as the sort of “theatricality” and “catholicizing,” which was entirely
inappropriate in truly evangelical word-centered congregations.
not satisfied that his work had been fully understood or appreciated after his
speech in the 1859 livonian synod, pastor Kauzmann published in 1860 a short review of his fuller views in an article in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. In his article,
Votum in Bezug auf das neue Referat des von der livländischen Synode niedergesetzen
liturgischen Comité’s über die Sonntags-liturgie (Offering in Reference to the New Report
Concerning the Sunday Liturgy Presented by the Liturgical Committee of the Livonian
Synod), he elaborated on his views and convictions that the revision of the liturgy
had no bearing on the problems the church was facing. Indeed, the revision of the
liturgy would now become just one more problem. he proceeded to critique the
committee’s report point by point. he made it clear that he wanted nothing at all
to do with Introits. they were romanizing and needed to be replaced by good
german hymns. he reminded his readers that Augustana vII very clearly stated
that unity in ceremonies instituted by men is not necessary to the true unity of the
Church. he noted also that the frankfurt Conference of 1531 stated that outward
conformity among protestants will lead to a new form of papalism. Kauzmann took
this to mean that similarity in ceremonies was not only unnecessary but it should
be discouraged! he also saw no reason to adopt the committee’s recommendation
that the congregation should sing the second half of the Gloria Patri, nor ought the
wording of the Confession to be changed. with reference to the absolution, Kauzmann thought that luther preferred the optative form and that any contrary opin-
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ion should be put to silence by that fact. although he did not object to having the
congregation respond to the pastor’s Gloria in excelsis with “and on earth peace,
good will toward men” and the Laudamus te, he saw no reason to abandon the
congregational singing of “all glory be to god on high.” he was also very cool to
the suggestion that löhe’s Collects be used, since the bavarian high Consistory
had identified his romanizing tendencies. neither could he support the notion of
reading both pericopes from the altar; he preferred that the service be kept short by
having the sermon text read from the pulpit. he stated that this also supported the
lutheran notion of “ecclesia verbi et sacramenti.”
his treatment of the committee’s report indicates that, although he did not disagree with everything the committee proposed, he thought that it was important
that everyone in the synod should know where he stood on every point. he did
not disapprove of the use of the nicene Creed, or the reading of a pulpit verse at
the conclusion of the sermon, but he could not support the notion of praying the
prayer of the Church from the altar, because, he stated, the vast majority of livonian Churches were constructed in such a way that it was difficult to hear what
was said from the altar when the pastor’s had his back turned to the people. he
had no complaint against an admonition before the preface of the lord’s supper,
as long as it could be ad hoc determined by time and place. It hardly need be stated
that he saw no need for the lutherans to conform to the pattern of the ancient
church with reference to consecration and epiclesis. he noted that there was no
prayer of blessing in baptism; surely the lord’s supper did not need one either. he
thought that the committee’s distinction between the objective and referential distribution formulas posited false alternatives. In any case, the statement of the committee thanking god that the russian lutheran Church was not a union church,
was most regrettable and flew in the face of Jesus’ high priestly prayer in John
17, and paul’s words in 1 Corinthians and ephesians, as well as other places in
the holy scriptures which spoke against dissension on confessional grounds. he
quoted an apocryphal word of the dying luther to melanchthon: “I really should
not have made too much of this lord’s supper business, I will leave it to god”
(sic!).457 how sad, Kauzmann said, that the committee was not of the same spirit,
for Christ and his disciples made clear that such a union was most desirable.
Kauzmann had little regard for the committee’s distinction between sacrificial
and sacramental elements in the service and the directives telling the pastor when
to face the altar and when to face the people. he found it most regrettable that a
protestant liturgical committee should spend so much time considering outward
ceremonies and altar decorum and other matters that were simply of no importance. he was happy that at least with reference to the relationship between bap457
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tism and the Divine service the committee had in good protestant spirit stated
that this business “was not all that important.” In his final conclusion he stated
that in general the practices recommended by the committee were not improvements over the agenda presently in use and the church would do well to keep
its present agenda. the needs of the congregation and its welfare were not well
served by the reintroduction of romanistic elements which were clearly not acceptable to protestants. the principle of the protestant Church must be kept clearly in mind - faith alone and not retrogressive, anti-lutheran liturgical outward
ceremonies justifies man and makes him righteous.458
pastor braunschweig as well was determined to share his views with the entire russian lutheran Church. his article, entitled Liturgisch-geschichtliche Aphorismen (Liturgical-Historical Aphorisms), appeared in the same journal in 1860. In it
he said nothing to directly criticize the liturgical committee. Indeed, one would
not know from this article that there even was a liturgical committee in the russian Church! he chose instead to set up a surrogate, and so he directed his fire
against friedrich Daniel ernst schleiermacher, who had died 25 years before.
he criticized schleiermacher for his ecclesiology, which stood as the basis of the
common notion that the Divine service with Communion stood as the highest
expression of the faith-life of the congregation. braunschweig stated that such a
notion unduly placed the church in a mediatory position between the redeemer
and the redeemed, as though one could not have the redeemer and the fruit of
his work unless he first had the church. Clearly, braunschweig had not much to
say in favor of the ancient maxim that to have god as one’s father one must have
the church as one’s mother, a phrase used approvingly by Johann gerhard, the
foremost lutheran dogmatician of the seventeenth century. as with the pietists
and rationalists, for braunschweig the church evaporates into a strictly platonic
association. what he believed to be most important was the individual standing
alone before his god, receiving from him either grace or judgment. braunschweig
quoted the statement of Jesus that he would not leave his disciples as orphans,
but nowhere does he refer to the church as the assembly of believers, the body of
Christ mystical, or the congregation of the redeemed. he takes luther’s explanation of the third article of the Creed to mean that the lord calls, enlightens, and
sanctifies but not through the ministry of the church. the results of such a position are obvious. If the church as a visible fellowship evaporates, then its liturgy
falls to the earth, at least in so far as it is a vehicle used by god among his people.
braunschweig allows no notion of a theological, accumulative view by which the
church moves from Confession to the proclamation of the word and its culmination in the celebration of the sacrament. to him the administration of the sacra458
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ment is of far lesser importance than preaching and should not be understood to
convey anything more or different from what was already given in the sermon.
braunschweig did not deal directly with the recommendations of the liturgical
committee regarding the structure of the Divine service; he chose instead to ask
his readers to make a choice between two contrary views of worship which were
current in the church. he spoke against the work of höfling who had died six
years earlier, but quoted approvingly his distinction between the understanding
of worship in the ancient church and in the reformation era. höfling, he said, saw
the teleological view of the reformation era to be deficient and defective.
In dealing with the committee’s suggestion concerning the structure of the
service, braunschweig based his critique on his reading of John 13-17 and other
passages. he noted that in John it appeared that Jesus began his liturgy with the
last supper (Communion-act) and moved from there to the sermon (word act),
and finally, to his high priestly prayer (the prayer act). he wondered aloud if
Jesus should be declared to have constructed his liturgy improperly! It should be
noted that some brethren groups in the baltic lands patterned their service according to this arrangement.
braunschweig further claimed that the lutheran Confessions stand against the
cumulative view, according to which the celebration and reception of the sacrament were the high points in the service. he claimed in support that the Apology of
the Augsburg Confession stated that in some of the larger churches it would be virtually impossible for all to receive the sacrament in the same service. he quoted
also the statements of luther in the Deutsche Messe and his 1539 Von den Konzilen
und der Kirche (On the Councils and the Church) that the word stands at the center.
to extol the sacrament is to do so at the expense of the word, and to do this would
be clearly un-lutheran.459
having stated these principles braunschweig then cited church orders from
the sixteenth century and particularly from the earliest period of the reformation
which appeared to contradict the positions taken by the liturgical committee. he
quoted a mixture of church orders including some which were not lutheran. this
was meant to answer the contention of the committee that its views were supported by the oldest lutheran Church orders. In fact, however, the phrase which
the committee had used was “many of the oldest church orders.” braunschweig
misquoted the committee to the effect that it was claiming the support of “all of
the oldest lutheran Church orders.”
braunschweig went on to declare that the lord’s supper was not the culminating act in Divine service in the lutheran Church of the sixteenth century, and
that there was no grounds for establishing by law a single liturgy for the whole
459
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church (germ. Reichsliturgie). he noted that höfling had cataloged at least 50 such
liturgies which had official status. he further asserted that the Introit was in no
way specifically lutheran and that the indicative formula in the absolution was
not the only one allowable. he cited seven different types of absolution found in
the sixteenth century, as well as differing formulas for Confession of sins, and he
noted that in some liturgies alternative forms of Confession and absolution were
offered side by side. he further stated that some orders had no epistle, providing
solid evidence for the notion of having one reading from the altar. he stated as
well that some church orders and even luther’s Formula Missae had no prayer of
the Church, and in some places the prayer of the Church was found at the end of
the lord’s supper. luther himself had not taken sides on the question of whether
prayers should be said from the pulpit or the altar. he declared the fact that no
form of Communion address was found in the sixteenth century orders did not
mean that no admonition was used; in only meant that the pastors were free to use
their own words. he noted that in the sixteenth century church orders no preference was given to the order of consecration prayer-Verba-our father. Indeed, most
of these orders had no prayer of blessing at all. furthermore, no formula for distribution was found in many church orders. the formula in strassburg 1525 began
“Jesus said …” some formulas expressed the wish that blessing would come to the
recipients: “may the body … preserve you,” “may the blood wash away all your
sins.”460 he noted that luther answered once and for all the question about which
way the liturgist should face, when in the Deutsche Messe he stated that Christ no
doubt faced his disciples. to suggest otherwise would be to contradict both Christ
and luther! he declared that it was certainly not during the pietist and rationalist eras that Confession was first connected to the liturgy but one could find that
practice already in sixteenth century church orders which placed the Confession
between the word act and the sacrament act. he could also find historical justification from pietist sources for putting the lord’s supper before the sermon, proving again that preaching was the high point of the service.461
finally, braunschweig declared, the lutherans must face the question whether
they wanted to follow the ancient church or the reformation. höfling had suggested that it was the ancient church which should be followed. braunschweig,
of course, disagreed. In summary, he was very critical of the liturgical committee
and its work, but he was rather uncritical in his use of sources to support his criticisms. his quotations from luther and the Confessions often ignored the context
and the significance of the citations. historical sources were quoted without regard to their relevance for the lutheran Church.462
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Despite the efforts of these critics the livonian consistorial district still remained
the only district in the imperial church which was striving to both make use of the
results of modern liturgical research and at the same time to remain true to the
lutheran Confessions. elsewhere only the consistorial districts of the city of riga
and estonia indicated much readiness to institute revisions of the liturgy. the other
districts were willing to remain on the sidelines and observe. the estonian synod
took only minor and tentative steps, acting on only a few of the matters which had
been debated in livonia. the 1859 synod heard from pastor paul eberhard that a
series of pulpit prayers for the high feasts would be published as an appendix to the
agenda. the prayers would be modeled after well established german patterns. at
least for the present the estonians were not ready to go further.463
regular reports of the scholarly work being done in livonia came to the attention of pastors throughout russia through the reports filed in the livonian synodical protocols and articles in the Dorpater Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche (Dorpat
Journal for Theology and Church) and Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. the inflammatory rhetoric of the committee’s critics excited even more interest than the reports
themselves. readers of Mittheilungen und Nachrichten saw one article after another
blasting the work of the committee and warning that it was undermining the
evangelical heritage of the russian lutheran Church. they depicted the work
of the committee as a surrender of the reformation to the forces of superstitious
Catholicism. Just as the critics had hoped, this prejudiced picture of what was going on in livonia excited a spirit of alarmed concern. as a result of their articles,
questions began to arise about whether the lutheran Church ought to adopt variable Introits or anything else that livonian committee had proposed.
the committee did not respond in print to any of these critics. Chairman Christiani had stated before the synod that it was not the desire of the committee to do
so, because the committee was simply an instrument of the synod and it was up to
the synod to determine whether or not it had properly fulfilled its assignment.464
It was pastor friedrich august wilhelm hollmann who cut through all of the
criticisms to address what was the central issue in all the criticisms. he understood that the particular liturgical questions involved were in fact secondary. behind them lurked a much larger issue, namely the nature of the fellowship of the
church and the relation of individual congregations to each other. Kauzmann’s
proposition in the 1859 livonian synod made it clear that rival ecclesiologies were
in contention. this was clear in his insistence that no liturgy should be adopted
by a local congregation until it had examined and voted upon it.
pastor hollmann of rauge (est. Rõuge) refuted Kauzmann’s arguments in an
article in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in 1861, entitled: Beleuchtung des von Pas463
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tor Kauzmann auf der livländischen Provinzial-Synode von 1859 gestellten Antrages:
“Es möge keine Veränderung in liturgicis ohne Gutheissung der Gemeinden eingeführt
werden” (An Inquiry Concerning the Proposal of Pastor Kauzmann to the Livonian Provincial Synod of 1859 “There should be no Alteration in Liturgical Matters without the
Approval of the Congregations”). hollmann began his article with an examination
of the provisions in russian Church law concerning the decision-making process
in the church. he noted that decision-making had been placed in the hands of the
consistory and synods. In addition, input was to be sought from patrons, so that
neither clergy nor nobility could gain the upper hand. then hollmann took up
the matter of liturgical reform, noting the special usage of the greek word leitourgia (λειτουργία) in the greek septuagint and the new testament. he noted that in
the old testament the word “liturgy” described the ministry of the priests in the
sanctuary. this priestly ministry found its absolute fulfillment in the high priestly
ministry of Jesus Christ, the true leitourgos (λειτουργος), whose priestly ministry
was fulfilled in his expiatory sacrifice. the writer noted that this ministry was
delivered to the church by Christ himself, and the fruits of it were ministered
through the means of grace, the word and sacraments. turning to the new testament, hollmann stated that now the word “liturgy” was being used not only to
describe the work of Christ but also the ministry of Christians. so it was that in 2
Corinthians the offering taken for the relief of the necessity of the saints in Jerusalem (2 Corinthians 9), and the personal service given to all in philippians 2 were
described as liturgical work. In romans 12 and elsewhere latreia (λατρεία), that is
sacrifice or offering, describes this same work. when the congregation gathers
for its liturgy, it comes together so that Christ can deal with his people graciously
through the means of grace and grant them the fruit of his eternal liturgy. hollmann noted that this was exemplified in the liturgy by the absolution, the readings, the sermon, the blessing, holy baptism, and the lord’s supper. all these
were liturgical acts in the proper sense of the word. what the congregation did in
response to this ministry could be best described as latreuon (λατρεύων), sacrificial
worship. Included here were the Confession, Gloria, Collect, Creed, the prayer of
the Church, the litany, the our father, Sanctus, and the hymns. these all were the
work of the priesthood of believers, the means by which they offer priestly service to god as described in exodus 19. by means of this priestly service the congregation comes to be built up to be a spiritual edifice of god in the spirit (1 peter
2:5). hollmann was especially concerned to note that this priestly work of the
congregation was founded upon the liturgical work of Christ in and for his members. he stated that on this basis one was to distinguish between the sacramental
and sacrificial elements in the liturgy. both had the work of Christ at their center.
by his word and sacrament god serves his church, and by prayer and praise his
priestly people serve him. this, hollmann stated, is the heart of the liturgy which
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must not ever be overlooked. the congregation is built up to be the sanctuary of
god. any and all changes which may be envisioned must serve this goal.465
hollmann went on to note that there is an established order to the Divine service, and at the center of it is the word, the whole word of god, understood
according to the analogy of faith. according to this analogy, each part must be
understood in its relation to the center: the person and work of Christ and fruit
of his work. the church fathers always understood that there was an important
historical dimension, a tradition that was worthy to be upheld. liturgical forms
and ceremonies were an important part of this tradition; they represent the means
by which the gospel is proclaimed and extolled. this, hollmann stated, must be
given careful consideration when the question of authorization for changes in the
liturgy is brought up.
Kauzmann’s proposition made the claim that individual congregations exercise
this right. hollmann countered that this was impractical, un-churchly, and has no
basis in scripture. It was simply the secular principle majority rule transferred from
the secular to the ecclesiastical sphere. In addition, he noted, what was given to the
church (germ. gemeinde) as a whole had now came to be understood as referring to
each isolated congregation. this put the individual congregation in the position of
judging matters which were meant to be judged by the whole church. the proposal
that the liturgical problem could be solved by calling a general assembly of the congregations, free of pastoral interference, was un-churchly; it fostered a spirit of false
independence and the notion of the autonomy of the laity. In truth, the community
of faith included both laity and clergy. It would be quite unscriptural to overlook
the fact that Christ said to his apostles: “he who hears you, hears me and he opposes you, opposes me” (luke 10:16) and “as the father has sent me, even so send
I you” (John 20:21), and, as Christ said to peter, “feed my sheep.” It should be noted
that it was god himself who set the ministry in the church to proclaim the gospel
of redemption (2 Corinthians 5, 1 Corinthians 2, ephesians 4). without this pastoral
ministry the church is incomplete. It was the lord himself who gave to his ministers the jus episcopale, so this could hardly be described as a romanizing tendency.
In the course of time this important function of the clergy was arrogated to themselves by secular rulers. although hollmann did not go into detail at this point, he
may have based his statement on luther’s call for the princes and nobility to take
action when the bishops did not institute visitations and reforms. hollmann’s point
was that Kauzmann’s appeal to the need for congregational approbation was neither well-founded or even appropriate.466
having described the situation in the livonian Church pastor hollmann proceeded to examine the question concerning who had the right of jus episcopale in the
465
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Christian Church. he noted that Christ is the one lord of the church, its one shepherd and bishop, its one head. he alone possesses the full jus episcopale. he demonstrated it during his earthly ministry by the words of his mouth and the deeds of his
hands. after his physical ascension into heaven he demonstrated it by the outpouring of the holy spirit as the means by which his lordly rule would be perpetuated in
the church. those upon whom the holy spirit was poured on the day of pentecost
received thereby their participation in Christ’s episcopal ministry and authority. Included among their number were the apostles and the disciples, that is to say, the
holy spirit was poured out upon the entire church. so it could be said that it is the
whole church, ministry and congregation together, which have received the jus episcopale. the church possesses the power of the holy spirit when it remains upon the
foundation on which it was built, and is built up into a holy temple of the lord by
the holy spirit through the work of the ministry. It is by this means that Christ continues to rule his obedient church under the full episcopal authority of Christ. what
is given to the whole church is possessed also by the Christian church in a particular
territory (germ. landeskirche). the authority of the jus episcopale in the larger church
is exercised by individual congregations as members of the whole. on the local congregational level there must be both pastor and people, if there is to be a congregation at all. the local pastor does not act in isolation from the congregation by altering
the liturgy, and pastor and people together do not act in isolation from the larger
church by altering liturgy. those who want to alter the form of the liturgy must not
arrogate to themselves a higher place that they have been given; they must instead
exercise self-denying love and humility. the church as a whole gives the authority
to alter the form of the liturgy to those whom it believes to be equipped to carry
out this work on the basis of the word of god and the analogy of faith. this is not a
work that these men arrogate to themselves. here, as elsewhere, the organ through
which the church as a whole exercises its jus episcopale is the church’s governmental
structure. In this structure church, ministry, and congregation are joined together in
organic unity under the rule of Christ and in faithful obedience to god’s word. by
these means the church may be disciplined, improved, and built up, sanctified by
her lord and god in the power of the holy spirit. liturgical reform is not decided
upon by individual congregations, as proposed by pastor Kauzmann. he stated that
the synod of the congregations had established a liturgical committee and ratified
its work, and now some were rising in opposition to this work. the charge was
being made that not only the results of the committee’s labors but the very existence of the committee itself were instances of romanism, as though outward church
government above the congregational level were by nature romanistic. he asserted
that in this Kauzmann was seriously mistaken for the church is the bride of Christ
whose ears are open to the voice of the bridegroom. Kauzmann’s proposal must be
set aside. It would be more in keeping with the nature of the church that before the
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introduction of the new agenda the church administration should work together
with the pastors, to see to it that the congregations will have a proper understanding
in these matters, and so that from the very first day of the introduction of the new
agenda the congregations can confess this gift in a proper manner as a means by
which they are being built up and richly blessed.467
hollmann’s purpose was that the congregations might worship faithfully in
a right awareness of the treasure bestowed upon them and that they offer their
proper sacrificial response. It was his goal also that acknowledge the proper
understanding of the work of the ministry and the inadequacy of any earthly
form to fully contain the riches of god’s treasures. he saw Kauzmann’s proposal
as a transparent attempt to sabotage the work of the committee on the basis of a
strictly congregational understanding of the church. whatever the church might
finally decide with reference to its liturgy, what was most important was that the
true nature of the church and the relationship between pastors and congregation
be properly understood. although the fully articulated views of pastor hollmann
did not appear in print until 1861, it was clear from the title of his article that it
was the events in the 1859 synod which provided the occasion of his article. his
views were already well-known even before the synod of 1860.
the consideration of liturgical matters in the 1860 livonian synod began on
the afternoon of august 20 with a consideration of Kauzmann’s resolution that
there be no changes in the liturgy introduced in any congregation unless the congregation is in favor of it. pastor Karl ludwig Kählbrandt of neu-pebalg (latv.
Jaunpiebalga) then spoke to the matter of the relationship between the clergy and
congregations. he noted that the lutheran Church takes a mediating position in
this relationship, in that it neither separates completely the clergy and laity, as the
roman Catholic Church does, nor does it abolish the difference, as the reformed
do by making the rule of the congregation supreme. In ecclesiastical matters both
laity and clergy participate and have their own roles to play. the central emphasis in church matters, however, belongs to the clergy in terms of initiative and
final decision. It was only in the period of rationalism that this relationship was
broken. the hierarchy directly intervened in the rights of the congregations, and
congregations came to see themselves as standing in opposition to their teachers.
a confessional congregation has certain rights, but it does not have the right to
make decisions without consulting with the clergy or to formulate regulations,
ordinances, and instructions against the will of the clergy, least of all in theological
matters. the congregation is called to protect the confessional stance of the church
and is empowered to check all clergy decisions before their implementation and
to see that they conform to that stance. In this way the parish plays an important
467
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role in church matters and exercises that role in a proper manner. the avenues by
which it exercises its will include the voters assembly, the elders (church leaders),
and the trustees. they also may bring their concerns to the general synod.
pastor hollmann spoke to the assembly in similar terms. he stated that it
would not be helpful to mix liturgical questions with questions concerning the
church’s constitution. Kauzmann’s suggestion pertains not only to liturgical matters, but deals also with legal matters. this challenge calls for careful consideration, clarification, and examination. In response to Kauzmann’s suggestions hollmann offered two proposals. first, for the time being, no decision should be made
concerning Kauzmann’s proposals and second, Kauzmann’s concerns should be
reformulated in positive language and presented to the future general synod
for consideration. he stated that it would be desirable that early in the process
of introducing the new agenda the materials should be shared with the gathered
pastors, so that they might properly exercise the responsibilities of their office
with regard to their congregations. the purpose should be to prepare them, so
that they might be able to explain to their congregations the liturgical improvements of the new order, that from the start the congregations might come to regard the new agenda as a blessing and a gift useful for edification.468
the consideration of liturgical matters continued in the morning session on
august 22. pastor Kauzmann complained that his suggestion concerning a congregational referendum had been misunderstood and now wished to change its
wording, to state that there should be no change in the liturgy unless the congregations themselves acknowledge the need for it and declare their approval
to establish and introduce it. he sought to defend himself against pastor’s hollmann’s criticisms and in a more positive way to prove on the basis of the lutheran Confessions and experiences in germany that the liturgical committee and
those who supported it were attaching too much importance to the liturgy, and
that to do so was both un-protestant and un-lutheran. the new liturgy, he stated,
interferes with the pastors and congregations, and the notion that the individual
congregations should have some input concerning its introduction does not violate church law. he sought to make two points. first, he declared that the consistory should recognize the inherent right of evangelical lutheran congregations
to meet together to declare whether or not they were satisfied with the present
liturgy, and whether or not they were willing to accept a new liturgy. secondly,
individual congregations, which had indicated that they had appropriate reasons
for wanting to keep the present liturgy, should have the right to reject the new
liturgy, since it was not unity in ceremonies but rather unity in spirit which binds
the church together.469
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Kauzmann’s appeal to congregationalism did not sit well with the deaneries.
the pastors understood that although in theory the congregations had the right
to make wide-ranging decisions, however, in practice they had surrendered the
full exercise of these rights to lawful authority. besides that, decisions in liturgical
matters require a great measure of knowledge and understanding concerning liturgical matters and therefore it was impossible simply to leave this up to a majority vote. so too, the congregations are not to interfere with matters that are the
initiative of the pastoral office, but are to work in relationship with their pastors
for the welfare of all.
after the initial difficulties had been faced the approval of the new liturgy by
the delegates was not difficult, however, how this resolution was to be implemented was another matter altogether. the practical question of the introduction
of the new liturgy in the congregation would prove to be fraught with difficulties
and would cause acrimony and continued arguments.
the general superintendent suggested that perhaps a method to accomplish
the introduction of the liturgy could be found in precedence set by the church’s
statutes. In particular, he stated, that article 164, which was concerned with the
manner by which pastors would be introduced and installed in the congregations, might be helpful here. the article stated that no pastor was to be installed
in a parish against the wishes of the members of the congregation. this general
regulation was to be followed even in cases where the congregation did not have
the authority to call its own pastor. even in this situation the pastor who is to be
called must first preach a trial sermon before the congregation, and if the congregation can show cause why he should not be called, it should notify the dean
within two weeks. after examining the situation the consistory should lay the
matter before the ministry of the Interior and the general Consistory. here, stated
the general superintendent, was a possible precedent. a congregation which believed it had cause to dispute the introduction of the church’s new liturgy for
doctrinal reasons, must file their objection along with corroborating evidence to
proof their contention.
the delegates determined that the matter had not been successfully resolved
and decided that the papers of pastors Kählbrandt, hollmann, and Kauzmann
should be printed in order that deaneries might study them.
the question of liturgical directives came up again in the next session. this time
the point in contention was whether the pastors should pray facing the altar. general superintendent Dr. ferdinand walter, the president of the synod, spoke to
the issue, recalling the statements of Dr. Christiani in the synod of the previous
year. there he had responded to the contentions of pastors Kauzmann and frantzen that the liturgical committee was introducing a false point of view by directing
that prayers should be said facing the altar. he asserted that this directive was not
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improper and noted that the 1832 agenda directed that the pastor should face the
altar for the consecration and the lord’s prayer. this indicated that the committee
was not introducing a false point of view. neither was the committee giving undue
consideration to unimportant matters by asking the deaneries to consider the five
liturgical matters appended to their liturgical report. these were matters concerning which there was disagreement within the church and it was important to have
some sense of the position of the pastors, as reported by their deaneries.470
as had been promised a year earlier, the liturgical committee now completed
the work on the Introits and was ready to present them to the synod for consideration. two series of Introits were offered for consideration by the synod - the harnackian Introits, as amended by the city of riga synod, and the original harnackian Introits as published in the 1851 Liturgische Beiträge. by the end of the ninth
session the deaneries were ready to vote. the synod indicated that it preferred
the original harnackian Introits, but it asked that the liturgical committee replace
the apocryphal verses with verses from the canonical scriptures. this being done
the synod voted to officially accept the harnackian Introits and also decided that
congregations could optionally use the amended Introits of the riga city synod.471
from the standpoint of the liturgical committee little of positive liturgical value
seemed to have come out of the 1860 synodical meeting. It was true that the use
of harnackian Introits was now allowed, but only after long and heated debates.
much remained to be done concerning the final preparation of the new agenda.
viewed from a broader perspective the committee had performed an important service to the church. It had raised issues about the nature and form of
the worship of the evangelical lutheran congregations which needed to be addressed. liturgical matters, usually treated only as topics in text books and lectures, were now placed in the context of the origin, life, and growth of the church
and its members. the church as a whole now had to struggle with matters which
had to do with its essential being and the centrality in her life of baptism, absolution, and the lord’s supper along with the preaching of the gospel, as the very
means by which faith is planted, nourished, and extended. that further liturgical
work might be stalemated for a time, while the synod struggled with these matters, was perhaps a good sign because that struggle was important.
the significance of this struggle in livonia extended far beyond the borders
of the district. the whole Imperial lutheran Church was now alerted, and pastors began to discuss in their gatherings questions concerning sacramental worship and the proper form of evangelical lutheran liturgy. not all pastors greeted
this situation with enthusiasm. the pietists feared any notion that the power to
transform fallen man could be found anywhere but in the subjective appropria470
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tion of the work of Christ by heart and
conscience. they detested formality and
eschewed outward ceremony and “theatricality.” the Imperial general Consistory strongly desired to maintain liturgical unity of the church. to them this
meant that the consistory must rule with
a firm hand and protect the church from
anything which might encourage dissension. In 1860 the general Consistory in st.
petersburg decided to republish the 1832
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen
Gemeinden im russischen Reiche. not one
word of the 1832 book was changed, not
even the preface. this was the clear statement that as far as the church as a whole
was concerned nothing had changed. as
far as the church as a whole was concerned, the old liturgical law still stood
firm. worship in the future was to be as it
had been in the past, and those who were
critical of it and wanted changes must
learn to speak quietly or hold their peace.

Imperial agenda. 1860 german edition.
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7 . 2 C h ai rman a rno l d Chri s t ian i’s “first an d l ast word”
on l i tu rg i cal matte rs
Dr. Christiani, the chairman of the liturgical committee, wanted to avoid getting involved in the war of words which
had erupted in the livonian synod. by
the 1860 synod he decided that now he
must make a public defense of the committee’s work and answer its chief critic,
pastor braunschweig. he published an
article in the 1861 edition of the Dorpater
Zeitschrift, entitled: Zur liturgischen Frage
in Livland. Erstes und letztes Wort (The
First and Last Word Concerning the Liturgical Question in Livonia). although this
was not the first defense of the committee in the journal, it was the first written
by the committee’s chairman.
In the opening lines of the article
the rev. Dr. arnold friedrich
Christiani noted that for the past four
Christiani, Dorpat university professor
and chairman of the livonian
years liturgical questions in the church
liturgical Committee.
had been dealt with in a manner not in
keeping with the standard set by the
apostle paul in 1 Corinthians 14:26. pastor braunschweig had used the discussions as the occasion for spouting his own theories about worship, and now he
had entered the area of history by claiming that the liturgy recommended by the
liturgical committee was not lutheran in character. braunschweig could offer no
solid historical evidence for this assertion.
Christiani sketched a short history of liturgical matters to provide some orientation for his readers. he noted that it was the 1849 livonian synod which had
established a liturgical committee of eight members under the leadership of professor Dr. harnack. this committee had been instructed to prepare a report concerning liturgical matters which should be refereed to a future general synod.
harnack and the committee laid the groundwork for their report by presenting
a table which gave the plan for the liturgy of the Divine service. the livonian
synod approved this together with the committee’s full report which provided
information on worship principles and cited the sources used in the preparation of the work. Christiani also noted that among the principle sources were
the prussian agenda of 1525, the briesmann riga liturgy of 1530, the swedish
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handbook, et al. In 1855 the work of the liturgical committee was concluded and
sent to the deaneries for examination and editing. It was only later, in 1856, that
braunschweig issued his diatribe against the four year old 1852 report. his broadside was discussed pro and con in the synod, and as a result, the 1858 synod asked
the committee to prepare a revised report. Christiani stated that he had authored
this new report which was appended to the protocol of the 1859 synod. the new
report followed the structure of the earlier report but it was revised so as to avoid
fruitless controversies about principles. It was in response to this revised report
that braunschweig had published his Liturgisch-geschichtliche Aphorismen. Christiani recalled that the synod had accepted the revised report to serve as a draft for
a future general synod.472
Christiani then turned his attention to a closer examination of braunschweig’s
Aphorisms. he presented the results of his examination in 12 summary sections.
he defended the committee against the charge that its liturgy was either completely un-lutheran or at least not lutheran enough. braunschweig had argued
that because of the great variety of lutheran agendas, it was impossible to construct a definite agenda and that there was no single general lutheran “Reichsliturgie.” Christiani noted that german lutheranism was divided into small territorial churches each of which had its own agenda. what was used in one territory,
might be unknown in the another. however, as the work of höfling and löhe
indicated, definite patterns could be discerned. the 1832 Imperial liturgy began
with the Confiteor and absolution. while many of the old lutheran agendas had
only the Kyrie and Gloria, the Imperial agenda was in agreement with the swedish
handbook. he stated that the sixteenth century agendas fell into families. from
the Formula Missae of 1523 flowed the sources for the agendas in northern and
eastern germany, including those of livonia, sweden, and elsewhere. these liturgies differed substantially from the agendas of southwestern germany, which
stood midway between the lutheran and reformed types. the greatest diversity
could be found in southwestern germany where there were many small territorial churches and an abundance of agendas. In evaluating all this the principle to
be followed was: Argumenta non sunt numeranda sed ponderanda (The argument is
not based on numbers but on predominating characteristics).
Christiani then addressed braunschweig’s arguments concerning the nature
of worship which, he said, could not have been provoked by anything which the
committee had asserted. braunschweig had accused the committee of introducing a false theory concerning the nature of worship. he himself had exalted the
didactic and pedagogical elements of worship over against what he called the
roman conception. Christiani declared that braunschweig could hardly argue
472
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justly against the report concerning of congregational worship found in the First
Apology of Justin martyr 139 aD. Justin reported than on sunday, when the Christians gathered, the word of god was read from the scriptures, a sermon on this
word was preached by the leader, and this was followed by prayer and the lord’s
supper. very clearly the pattern was word-prayer-sacrament. later liturgies followed this same pattern and enriched it. although its character was altered, its
structure was not changed. the roman mass deviated from this order in only two
essential respects: the sermon was no longer an integral part of the mass and the
lord’s supper was turned into an unbloody sacrifice with few or no communicants. the lutheran Church had always been very cautious in its cleansing of the
mass - a fact which braunschweig obviously did not entirely appreciate. while
it was true that the church kept the old order, it was important to note that the
lutherans put the sermon where it had been in the ancient church, namely after
the Creed. that is where it was to be found in the majority of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries lutheran Church orders. for lutherans the culminating
act, the high point, was not the sacrifice of the mass but the Communion. when
there were no communicants, a shorter conclusion to the service was used. so, it
could rightly be said that the lutheran liturgy was in part a reestablishment of
the ancient catholic order, and not simply a continuation of the medieval mass.
the charge that now the word was being subordinated to the sacrament had
no basis whatever. such a view relegated the sacrament to the position of being simply another way in which the word does its work, and this in turn made
the sacrament almost superfluous. the fact of the matter was that the sacrament
worked in a manner different from the word. furthermore, the committee had
not spoken in terms of the culminating act, nor had it at any time entertained this
foreign notion. the word of god and the sacrament were understood to be of like
dignity, standing side by side with each flowing into the other.
Concerning the Introits Christiani noted that in the latin Church the Introit
consisted of antiphons and a short psalm verse, sung together with the Gloria
Patri. a small number of these antiphons were from non-biblical sources, such
as the apocrypha. however, the text and music were some of the most beautiful liturgical products of the latin Church. they were indeed meant to express
the central idea of the day. almost all of the sixteenth century lutheran Church
orders kept them, both in latin and in german. In fact, in 1526 a book of german
Introits and other songs was published in erfurt. the german Introits usually
translated the latin ones verbatim. with the passing of time these Introits came
to be displaced by the entrance hymn. he stated that this was not secret information which anyone had tried to keep from the church. the committee noted
that the entrance hymn did not serve quite the same purpose as the Introit and
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would like to introduce the Introits without at the same time doing away with
the entrance hymn.
Christiani also stated that the committee recommended the practice of praying the prayer of the Church from the altar not as the institution of a new practice, but rather as the introduction of a practice called for by the majority of the
old agendas. the practice of praying toward the altar had never been completely
abandoned, as could be seen from the fact that this is how the litany is prayed..473
the 1852 report suggested that an admonition and prayer in preparation for
Communion should be put before the preface, and that this usage was found
in the majority of lutheran agendas. the new report allowed this prayer to be
dropped and stated that the liturgist might use the prescribed admonition or his
own. It was the opinion of the committee that this was not the time nor the place
for the pastor to demonstrate his homiletical or pedagogical skills. In any case, the
admonition was an optional usage. when there was a large number of communicants in rural congregations, it was clearly not advisable to unduly lengthen the
service. In any case, the admonition was not necessary because it was the practice
to begin the Communion service with Confession. the situation was somewhat
different in city congregations, where a Confessional service was held the day
before Communion. Decisions about this practice should be left to the deaneries.
Concerning the order of the lord’s supper Christiani noted that three orders
were possible: (1) prayer of blessing - Verba - our father, (2) prayer of blessing our father - Verba, and (3 our father and Verba without a prayer of blessing. the
lutheran agendas did not provide sufficient resources to decide the matter. the
committee’s recommendation was based on the practice of the ancient church.
In the section on the formula of distribution braunschweig was playing with
words, according to Christiani. he was undoubtedly aware of the sourcebook
prepared by Dr. höfling, which gave an overview of distribution formulas. however, braunschweig said that in some liturgies the words “this is” were missing,
as though somehow this changed the church’s teaching. of course it did not. the
prussian union agenda framed its referential formula with the union in mind
and lutheran protests against it were well-known. the committee eliminated this
formula because it was contrary to the majority of the lutheran Church orders,
including that of livonia, and, in addition, it was important that a distinction be
made between the words of Consecration and the words of distribution. In other
words, the committee believed that braunschweig was in error in his claim that
the distribution formula was always the consecration formula.

473

luther is perhaps referring to the fact that in early times the bishops prayed and preached
across the altar. their cathedra was behind the altar facing the people.
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Concerning facing the altar during prayer the committee stated that braunschweig had taken luther’s words in the german mass out of the context. luther
was not suggesting that the pastor should turn his back on the altar.
furthermore, concerning general Confession and absolution after the sermon, it was during the era of pietism that private Confession was replaced by a
general Confession before Communion. this wedded Confession and absolution to the celebration of the lord’s supper, although before that time general
Confession had not been so intimately connected with Communion. It was in the
agendas of southwestern germany that this new practice first appeared, while
in electoral saxony (germ. Kursachsen) and a few other territorial churches in
northeastern germany there was a Confession led from the pulpit after the sermon. It was called “general Confession” but it had nothing specific to do with
the lord’s supper; it was simply a part of every sunday service. the committee
placed this general Confession at the beginning of the service where it was found
also in the swedish handbook. the fact that the absolution as such was no longer
spoken from the pulpit did not devaluate the pulpit, since the forgiveness of sins
was openly proclaimed in the sermon.
Concerning the place of the sermon in the sunday service, pastor löhe had
observed that most lutheran orders put it after the apostles’ Creed. this was, of
course, not the only possibility. one order put the sermon at the very beginning,
and another at the very end. braunschweig’s suggestion was that the lutheran
service should begin with Communion and end with the sermon. he clearly had
something else in mind from what pastor löhe was describing. at the time of the
reformation the sermon was no longer a part of the mass at all. It was a separate
office, held either before or after the mass. the majority of church orders corrected this practice, and it was in this context that löhe made his remarks.
Christiani went on to note that the polemical zeal with which braunschweig
has gone about his task of attacking the committee served to give the impression
to some hearers that he had solid justification for doing so. therefore, it should be
of some interest to state that all this material had been reviewed time and again
over a period of 16 years, and that it had been shown by impartial scholars that
the positions which braunschweig labeled un-lutheran were lutheran, despite
his ranting and raving. braunschweig had caused much alarm in the church but
he was speaking without authority and it was to be hoped that this whole matter
could now be laid to rest, Christiani declared.
what the committee desired, he stated, was to make it possible for congregation to celebrate a beautiful sunday service that was theologically and liturgically
sound. even more important was the living preaching of the gospel of Christ. De-
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spite the claims of braunschweig, the livonian liturgical committee were good
lutherans and would remain so until the end. he closed by saying “enough is
enough.”474
this was indeed Christiani’s last word on the subject. apparently he spoke no
more about it in the synod and wrote no more about it in the journals. unfortunately, it did not put braunschweig to silence.
the wolmar pastor responded in yet one more article, published at Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in 1861 under the title: Erwiderung auf Prof. Dr. Christiani’s erstes und letztes Wort in liturgicis (An Answer to Professor Dr. Christiani’s
First and Last Word in Liturgical Matters). braunschweig protested that he had been
wrongly characterized by professor Christiani as stirring up unrest and creating
alarm through his numerous polemical liturgical writings. he repeated his earlier
assertions and continued to reinforce suspicions about the committee’s course.475
fuel was added to the fires of controversy by pastor Kauzmann who in
1861 published an article, entitled Es möge keine Veränderung in liturgicis ohne
ausgesprochenes Bedürfnis und Gutheissung der Gemeinden festgestellt und eingeführt
werden (There Should be no Alteration in Liturgical Matters either Established or Introduced without the Express Need and Opinion of the Congregations). this was a long
and detailed response to hollmann’s criticisms. from his congregationalist perspective Kauzmann attacked every point which hollmann had raised and concluded his article with a stirring appeal to the protestant spirit of the congregations, admonishing the synod to believe in god and in the spirit of truth, which
he had promised to bestow upon the entire Christian community, and not just the
pastors and to believe also that in the last analysis the church, as the sanctified
prayer assembly of the saints had the right to decide on all liturgical matters not
only in theory, but also in fact.
Kauzmann then repeated his proposal to the 1860 synod that in the first place
the consistory must pay attention to the inalienable right of the congregations to
gather in convention and there to decide whether or not they are satisfied with
the present liturgy and wish to keep it. If they are unsatisfied, then convention
alone should decide whether it wishes to keep the old liturgy or replace it with
another. secondly, he repeated that the congregations which desired to keep the
1832 liturgy should be permitted to do so, since not unity in ceremonies but rather
unity of spirit binds the church together. he declared that this bond of unity of
spirit should rightly lead the livonian Church into a union with the reformed
Church after the pattern established by the prussian union already being practiced in archangelsk. he stated that the pious king of prussia, as sumus episcopus,
474
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had created an agenda which cast out all un-protestant traditions. this agenda
should serve as the model for the russian lutheran Church to follow.476
many were still undecided as to what procedures should be used to introduce the revised liturgy which the 1859 synod had approved. what should be the
role of the general synod in the introductory process and what ought to be left
for territorial consistories to decide? the discussion occupied many pages in the
theological journals, although no mention had been made about the liturgy and
its introduction in the minutes of the 1861 and 1862 livonian synods. pastors and
parishes in opposition to the new order were either unprepared or disinclined to
give their rational. for some that rational was perhaps not so much theological as
cultural, or even emotional. what resulted was a stalemate in which neither the
supporters nor the opponents of the revised rite could claim victory. Despite this
situation, even while difficulties remained unresolved, the livonians held out
the hope that one day their liturgy would be used throughout the whole russian
lutheran Church.
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7 . 3 e mi l s o ko l o ws ki ’s p ro p o s als an d t h eir af t ermat h
the question of how the livonian liturgy might be made official was addressed by pastor sokolowski in an article in the 1863 edition of the Dorpater
Zeitschrift entitled: Über die Betheiligung der Gemeinden bei Einführung liturgischer
Neuerungen resp. Verbesserungen (Concerning the Participation of the Congregations
in the Introduction of Liturgical Improvements). he recalled the controversy stirred
up by pastor Kauzmann in the recent livonian synods and responses of pastors Kählbrandt and hollmann. he stated that Kauzmann’s insistence that each
congregation must decide for itself what liturgy to use was based upon the false
notion that the church was offering two alternatives from which a choice could be
made. the congregation had a right to point out doctrinal error. If the allegation
proved, then the liturgy would have to be corrected. however, the congregation
did not have the right to reject the church’s new liturgy on any lesser basis.477
pastor sokolowski declared that perhaps the best way to introduce a new
agenda was for a general synod to charge its own liturgical committee with a
responsibility of assembling materials and with the approval of the general Consistory to distribute these materials to every pastor for evaluation. It would be the
duty of each pastor to make his congregations aware of the provisions of the new
liturgy to promote understanding. for a period of one year the new and the old
liturgies would be used alternately. then the pastors would assemble their reports and bring them to the provincial synod for examination. the results would
be turned over to the general synod’s liturgical committee for its final evaluation and revision. when the work of the committee had been completed and the
general Consistory had given its approval, the new agenda would then be introduced. according to this program, each congregation would be assured that its
voice had been heard and the new liturgy was not being arbitrarily imposed.478
In the 1863 livonian synod some pastors raised strong objections to sokolowski’s proposal. pastor Karl eduard hasselblatt of Kambi (est. Kambja) declared
that it made a mockery of the rights of the congregations, while pretending to
take them seriously. It would turn sunday worship into a by-weekly competition
between the two different agendas. neither would win; a third alternative would
have to be cobbled together out of the two. he stated that history showed that
liturgies forcibly imposed by higher authorities always proved to be disastrous
and caused much dissension, anger, and schism. liturgical worship, he declared,
is the fruit of tradition, the inherited wisdom of the church. It is neither systematic nor dogmatic; its form could not be established exegetically from the word
of god. he went on to say that when traditions are forcibly changed, the results
477
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are intolerable, detrimental, and disastrous. they must change gradually at their
own speed. when the parishes are ready for change, they will let the church administration know it.
hasselblatt went on to note that the committee had now been at work for many
years but the church had little to show for it, excepting the increase of rancor,
dispute, and party spirit. even if the committee produced an agenda on which
all livonians could agree, it still would count for little, because the livonian synod was not empowered to make any decision in such matters. the creation and
implementation of liturgical innovation could only be determined by a general
synod, and the church had been waiting for 30 years for such a synod to be held
and would evidently need to wait many years more. the whole livonian discussion would lead nowhere. hasselblatt could not resist the impulse to remind the
synod that the liturgical committee itself had stated that the 1832 liturgy was a
good one. It appeared that the present rite simply needed a little fine tuning with
regard to general pulpit verses, cemetery service material, etc. he pointed also to
the publication of the Introits for optional use and stated that those who wished
to use them were free to do so. finally, he proposed that for the sake of peace in
the church the liturgical committee should be disbanded and there should be no
more synodical wrangling about a new agenda. anyone interested in particular liturgical questions was free to bring them to the attention of the synod, but
there should be no more organized programs of liturgical reform under synodical
sponsorship.479
pastor hasselblatt thought this proposal would end dissension in the church.
now, however, the pastors had yet one more proposal to argue about. as some
observed, the proposal to end dissension and acrimony was a major source of dissension and acrimony. pastor sokolowski declared to the synod that hasselblatt’s
criticism of the committee only poisoned the wells and made constructive criticism impossible. no proposal regardless its soundness could survive such treatment. the church’s liturgical problems could not be solved simply by ordering
that the passing bell be rung for a dying committee. the committee had raised
burning issues and its work could not go forward until these issues were aired
and resolved. the notion that the committee should be dissolved because it raised
difficult issues was absurd. the issues would not simply go away. these remarks
and those of other pastors moved pastor hasselblatt to withdraw his resolution.
he protested that his purpose had been misunderstood. he only wanted peace in
the church. now the ranking member of the liturgical committee arose to express
a little disappointment that now they would not be conducting a suitable liturgical funeral service for the liturgical committee.480
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the question still needed to be faced how the liturgical committee should
proceed. the wolmar deanery proposed that the committee should embark on
improving the liturgical services for Confirmation and the burial of the Dead. the
president of the synod Dr. walter concurred stating that it was known to all that
these liturgical services were impoverished and were in critical need of revision.
the synod agreed. on behalf of the committee pastor sokolowski expressed gratitude and promised that the work of the committee would indeed go forward.481
It had become clear that the Divine service was a minefield which had best be
avoided for the present while the committee turned its attention to other matters.
It now had the general support of the synod to begin work on liturgies which,
though they might be considered minor, were indeed significant events in congregational life and worship.
the critics of the livonian liturgical committee continued to remind pastors,
deaneries, and synods that liturgical matters were after all matters of indifference. they had succeeded in bringing work on the Divine service to a halt, but
now liturgy was a topic of great concern
throughout the livonian Church, and
this moved the liturgical committee to
move ahead cautiously. pastors, who
earlier had stood on the sidelines and
viewed the work of the committee only
from afar, now began to think more
about the liturgy and to engage in their
own serious study of it and to share the
results of their work with others. all
this would lead to a deepening appreciation of the role of liturgy in the maintenance of the church’s confession of
faith. from livonian Church interest in
the liturgy and appreciation of it would
now spread to the other consistorial
districts. they would find that the work
done in livonia would be an important
resource for them.
less appreciative of liturgical questions in general and the livonian contributions in particular was the general
Consistory in st. petersburg. their only
Imperial agenda. 1866 german edition.
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real concern was the unity of the church and they understood this to mean that the
whole church must use the same liturgy, the church’s official 1832 liturgy and not
a livonian innovation. liturgical revision was the business of the whole church,
not a single consistorial district, but the whole church could only act through a
general synod and the tsar would not allow it.
the general Consistory had to take the only course open to them. aware that
there was by this time a shortage of copies of the agendas,482 they resolved in
1866 to republish verbatim the 1832 rite, reminding everyone that this was the
only officially approved agenda of the imperial lutheran Church. even the title
remained as it had been in the original edition with the exception only of the date:
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
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8. The Progress of LiTurgicaL reform
afTer harnack’s reTurn from germany
1866 was marked by a singular and significant event which would impact greatly
on a Livonian church. Theodosius harnack returned to Dorpat after 13 years in
erlangen to again take up the work he had
been doing in the years prior to his departure. he returned to Dorpat as mature
theologian, whose own theological and liturgical understanding had grown significantly through his researches into the theology of martin Luther and his professional
and personal interaction with colleagues.
erlangen university had been established
by the roman catholic ruler of Bavaria for
his Lutheran subjects, and it had become
well-known throughout germany for its
combination of Lutheran scholarship, aca- The rev. Dr. Theodosius harnack, Dorpat
demic freedom, and commitment to the Luuniversity professor and
leading liturgical theologian
theran confessions. among those who left
of the russian imperial church.
his special stamp on the theological faculty
was adolph gottlieb christian von harless,
a noted Lutheran scholar who regarded the content of the scriptures and the christian
believer’s personal experience of salvation as closely related. from 1852 he served as
president of the high consistory in münchen. he was an avid supporter of research
on hymnology and liturgy. The best known of the erlangians was Johann christian
konrad von hofmann, who developed a new approach to the interpretation of the
old and new Testaments which he styled history of salvation (germ. Heilsgeschichte). he believed that christ suffered on behalf of man but not his place. This position
moved harnack to engage in a close and careful study of Luther, who von hofmann
claimed, supported views of the work of christ similar to his own. harnack published
his two volume work on Luther’s theology Luthers Theologie: mit besonderer Beziehung
auf seine Versöhnungs- und Erlösungslehre (Luther’s Theology Especially with Reference to
his Doctrines of Reconciliation and Redemption) in 1862-1869. in it he provided fresh perspectives about Luther’s views by the examination of his own writings and sought to
provide correction for some of von hofmann’s less than unorthodox views.
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among the other faculty members who served with harnack was adolf gerhard
von Zezschwitz. it was von Zezschwitz, who was a close friend of Pastor Wilhelm
Löhe of neuendettelsau, and who would succeed harnack as professor of practical
theology upon his return to Dorpat. harnack was also influenced by the writings of
kliefoth. in 1854 kliefoth’s Acht Bücher von der Kirche (Eight Books About the Church)
was published. his views contradicted the notions of schleiermacher and others who
reduced the church to little more than a gathering of believing individuals. he understood it to be a living organism, a congregation of believers, and an institution through
which the Word of god is proclaimed and the sacraments are administered to the
gathered faithful. his major work on liturgy appeared in 1847 as Die ursprüngliche
Gottesdienstordnung in deutschen Kirchen lutherischen Bekenntnisses, ihre Destruction und
Reformation (The Original Divine Service of the German Churches of the Lutheran Confessions, its Destruction and its Reformation). an expansion of this study appeared later as
volumes 4-8 in his series Liturgische Abhandlungen, published in schwerin, 1858-1861.
harnack found in kliefoth a kindred spirit who eschewed Pietism and liberalism and
gave careful considered to both objective and subjective elements of worship.
While at erlangen harnack had to fight the accusation that he was introducing
romanistic elements into Lutheran liturgy. his stated his position in Der christliche Gemeindegottesdienst im apostolischen und altkotholischen Zeitalter (The Divine
Service of the Christian Congregation in the Apostolic and Early Catholic Age) in 1854.
included in this book were essays he had written in 1852 while he was still in
Dorpat. he dedicated the work to the Livonian synod as a token of his “deep reverence, sincere gratitude, and abiding fellowship in faith and love, confession and
prayer.”483 The Livonian synod received this dedication with deep gratitude.484
harnack retuned to Dorpat in 1866 as professor of practical theology replacing Professor christiani. in his inaugural lecture, entitled Die wissenschaftliche Stellung und die
Aufgabe der Theologie in unserer Zeit (The Scholarly Position and Task of Theology in our
Time), he delineated his understanding of the place of theology in the university in the
modern age. he stated that theology must not be limited to empirical studies which reduce the inquirer to the level of Jesus’ contemporaries who could see nothing beyond
evidence of their eyes and who exclaimed: “is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose
father and mother we know? how can he say, ‘i have come from heaven’?” such a
crippled theology is blind to revelation and the supernatural world and the possibility of miracles. it is a theology of negativity which sees revelation as a unfathomable
riddle and knows nothing of faith in christ or the doctrine of the incarnation. harnack
advocates in place of it a positive ecclesiastical theology which conducts its investigation in an historical and critical manner, with open eyes to see beyond what can be
483
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seen with the unaided eye, and which therefore can confess with the early christians:
“We have believed and know that you are the christ, the son of the living god.”485
The Lutheran church suffered great devastation in Livonia and estonia during
1840’s - 1850’s when multitudes of Latvian and estonian peasants, who had been
baptized and confirmed as Lutheran, were by various means forced into the russian
orthodox church. The economic condition of the peasants was poor. The german nobility oppressed them constantly. With the collaboration of russian state officials the
russian orthodox church was able to entice large numbers of peasants into its fold.
This was the direct cause of the loss of more than 100,000 souls to the Lutheran church
during this period. an 1864 report to the tsar stated that only about one tenth of the
reported 140,000 russian orthodox church members in Livonia were actually orthodox.486 The promises made to the peasants were shown to be empty. no improvement
of their condition followed, and when they sought to return to the Lutheran church,
they were informed that this was impossible. The law clearly stated that no member of
the orthodox church was permitted to leave for another faith. Pastors who communed
them were prosecuted. The 1862 Business and statistical report of the general consistory
in st. Petersburg gives a clear picture of the sad state of affairs facing Lutheran pastors
of that period. it stated that any Lutheran pastor, who knowingly admitted a member
of the orthodox church to the Lord’s supper, was liable to be suspended from office
from six months to a year for a first offence. a second offence subjected him to removal
from the church’s ministry and required him to register his resignation before the police. if, however, a member of the Lutheran church received the Lord’s supper from an
orthodox priest, this act joined him forever to the russian church.487
During the second half of the nineteenth century there was hardly any pastor
in Livonia or estonia who was not charged at least once with violating the laws
against ministering to the orthodox. Later the russian church historians would
claim that the Lutherans had come voluntarily; they had fled to russian orthodoxy,
it was claimed, because german pastors did not care for their spiritual needs.488
These historians neglect to mention that the russian clergy knew no more of the
languages, temperament, or spiritual needs of the Baltic peoples than the germans
did. This time of great hardship brought the church to again think deeply concerning the proper work of the church. To the Dorpat faculty this meant giving particular attention to practical theology and ministry of preaching and the sacraments.
485
486
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8 . 1 ha r nack ’s T he o l o g i cal crit eria f or Lit urgic al r ef orm
harnack’s chief concern was the
wide-spread lack of theological maturity among the pastors. The Pietist emphasis on the religion of the heart was
anthropocentric and ran counter to the
centrality of the means of grace which
come from god to act upon man. harnack understood that liturgical revision
would accomplish little without a program to educate the clergy concerning
Lutheran theology and liturgy. so it was
that his first major paper published in
the 1868 issue of Dorpater Zeitschrift was
entitled: Die kirchliche Verwaltung des
heiligen Abendmahls (The Churchly Administration of the Lord’s Supper). in this
paper harnack sought to convey to his
readers what he believed to be most central - the theology of the means of grace.
To speak of liturgical revisions and
ceremonies without this fundamental
understanding would, he understood,
Dorpat Journal for Theology and Church,
be counterproductive. he stated that
published by the faculty of Theology.
the means of grace stand at the center of
1868 edition.
Lutheran theology, for it is by his Word,
Baptism, and the supper of his Body
and Blood that the favor of god is offered, conveyed, and received. This the Lord
himself declared. indeed, harnack stated, the battle concerning faith in christ,
power and truth, comfort and hope, finds its center in the means of grace. it is
here that christ ministers to his people and plants, nurtures, and nourishes faith.
in conformity with the articles in the Augsburg Confession concerning justification
and the office of the ministry, Lutheran theology insists that to be without god’s
Word and sacraments is to be without the spirit of god, for they are the means
through which he works. he went on to note the important work of andreas
gottlob rudelbach, karl friedrich august kahnis, august Wilhelm Dieckhoff,
franz hermann reinhold frank, heinrich schmidt, and his colleagues harless,
gottfried Thomasius, hofmann, franz Delitzsch, and others. he particularly
noted that harless had long since written about the central significance for the
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christian church and her faith of a right understanding of the means of grace.
he further noted that the question of churchly practices concerning the administration of the Lord’s supper was central to that right understanding. it was his
purpose to throw as much light on this as possible.489
harnack articulated the role of theology in the use of the sacraments under
eleven headings, beginning with the recognition that, in terms of the Lord’s supper, as in all other matters, the church is bound to the Word by which christ instituted it. in the case of the sacrament of the altar that Word is the command “this
do.” everything that is said concerning this sacrament: when it is to be celebrated, why it is to be celebrated, etc., must draw from this Word of christ. he further
noted that the sacrament of the altar is an event in the life of the congregation. it
is most often called the sacrament of the altar and the Lord’s supper. Both these
terms illustrate something of the nature of the sacrament. most properly the sacrament is celebrated at the church’s altar and it binds together publicly those who
receive the consecrated gifts. The Lord’s supper is by nature a public act and,
therefore, the term “private” in connection with it is something of an oxymoron.
The Lutheran confessions refer to the sacrament as Leitourgia, i. e. publicum ministerium; synaxis, i. e., multorum communicatio; communis participatio, it is missae publicae seu communes. Liturgy is a public ministry; synaxis is a participation of many,
a public or common mass, and not something done privately in the corner (germ.
Winkel- und Privatmessen). Luther referred to it as the sacrament of the church. he
noted further that those who receive it, do so by their own volition on the basis of
their understanding of their need. no one is forced to receive it to his detriment.
Those who commune must know what the sacrament is and what is its purpose
and they must come with penitent and believing hearts.490 The absolution they
receive is meant to insure them of their place as members of christ’s church and
household, children of god. Those who do not want or desire the blessings of the
sacrament should be advised to stay away. Those who receive the sacrament in
the church, do so as members of the church bound to live within her doctrinal
boundaries and discipline, concerning such matters as Baptism and confirmation, confession and absolution, spiritual growth and the minor and major Bans.
The spiritual and subjective need of the christian must be acknowledged if the
sacramental blessing is to be received with benefit. frequency of communion
is not to be based upon external necessity or compulsion. The celebration of the
sacrament requires that there should be communicants to receive it and not just
the liturgist himself. The sacrament of the altar manifests the church as the body
of christ, therefore, church fellowship and communion fellowship stand in the
closest mutual relationship. By participating in the eucharist and receiving the
489
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sacrament one publicly expresses his fellowship with the celebrating and receiving congregation and church. it is incumbent upon those who receive the sacrament of the altar, the highest rite of the church, to be an active member of the
congregation. at the same time the church must take its communion practices
seriously and avoid the notion that anyone can go to communion simply because
he is outwardly a member of the church.491
after this initial statement harnack went on to lay before his readers a comprehensive statement of the Lutheran doctrine of the means of grace with particular reference to the sacrament of the altar. in it he quoted extensively from
the Lutheran confessions and well-known theologians of impeccable reputation,
including Luther, melanchthon, Leonhard hutter, martin chemnitz, Johann gerhard, Johannes andreas Quenstedt, and others. not even the Pietists could complain against any of this group! he noted also that in Lutheran theology Word
and sacrament are inexorably bound together. if they were to be separated, one
would necessarily come to be exalted and the other debased. he cited also more
recent theologians, including Thomasius, on this interrelationship between the
Word and sacrament. however, it was primarily from the earlier theologians that
he gathered the preponderance of his evidence. Luther and gerhard provided
citations on the public nature of the sacrament and its benefits and church fellowship. martin chemnitz offered a rich treasury of quotations from the church fathers, including cyprian, augustine, and chrysostom. he noted that the teachings
of schleiermacher were a rich source of false understandings of the church and
church fellowship. he presumed to give special emphasis to the Lutheran understanding of ecclesiology in a day when theologians either completely misunderstood it or avoided speaking about it at all. he understood the quintessential
Lutheran to be Luther himself. he demonstrated that Lutheran ecclesiology and
sacramental theology are closely intertwined. he stated that as the sacramentum
confirmationis, the Lord’s supper follows after Baptism and the proclamation of
the Word in furnishing and vivifying the new man in christ, so that made new in
nature and person he may live as a child of god in christ’s own congregation. he
repeated his condemnation of the practice of private reception of the sacrament
of the altar, since the sacrament is given to the church.492
harnack understood his words to be a necessary prolegomena to the process
of liturgical reform and the renewal of the church. only when clergy and their
congregations know and understand the doctrine of the means of grace, by which
christ offers all his saving benefits and administers them, are the true blessedness
of these means able to be comprehended. Then too, revision and renewal of liturgical practice comes to be seen desirable and even necessary. if anything is to be
491
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accomplished other than simply an increase of dissenssion and acrimony based
upon conflicting personal opinions about style and esthetics, a solid theological
foundation must be laid and built upon.
harnack’s paper had its desired effect. Pastors began to consider questions
of ecclesiology and the means of grace. in the 1868 Livonian synod Pastor ferdinand hörschelmann of fellin-köppo (est. Viljandi-Kõpu) drew the attention of
his fellow delegates to Professor harnack’s paper and drew from it his own list
of necessary consequences. he stated that it was clear that the present practice
of the church concerning the administration of the Lord’s supper needed to be
improved. The synod suggested that Pastor hörschelmann should publish his
proposal in an upcoming periodical, so that the question of the relationship of
Word and sacrament might be aired and the practice of the churchly administration of the sacrament might be made more uniform.493
The question of emergency communion came before the synod. Pastor oskar
Leopold Törne of gudmannsbach-Tackerort (est. Häädemeeste) took the floor and
spoke first about the unitive nature of the three means of grace – Word, Baptism,
and the Lord’s supper. he then turned to the question of the Lord’s supper. he
said the fact that the Lutheran church practices emergency Baptism but has no
form for emergency communion, does not indicate that the sacrament of the altar had only secondary significance to salvation. he reminded the delegates that
Baptism, not the Lord’s supper, is the sacrament of initiation by which one enters
the church. he noted that the fact that the reformed have no emergency Baptism
means that they think that Baptism is not necessary for salvation. Lutherans have
no emergency communion, because the reception of the Lord’s supper is not an
absolute necessity. however, this fact should in no way be understood to depreciate its importance.494
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8 . 2 T h e r e l ati o ns hi p o f co n f ession of sin s
a n d c ommu ni o n
The 1860’s were marked by a lively discussion and debate about confession
and absolution as the necessary preparation for reception of the sacrament of the
altar. until then that relationship had been assumed. it was almost universally
believed and everywhere taught that no one was to receive the sacrament who
had not previously made confession and received the absolution in preparation
for it. This teaching and practice had the force of law behind it, at least since 1832.
until the eighteenth century Private confession was widely practiced among
Lutherans in the Baltic lands and elsewhere. communicants went at regular intervals to make Private confession before their father confessor and to receive from
him the absolution, but this did not ordinarily bear any close relation to attendance at the Lord’s supper. Private confession was occasional; the sacrament was
celebrated frequently. The swedish mass, imported into estonia and Livonia in
1699 and 1708, did have in it a short form of general confession and a Declaration
of grace, but its purpose was to serve as a reminder of man’s continuing need to
confess and repent of his sin and receive god’s mercy. it was not meant to replace
Private confession. apart from this only the Pilten agenda of 1756 introduced
a form of general confession, perhaps as an early indication of the move away
from private absolution.
it appears that it was among some of the Pietists that the movement away
from Private confession received its greatest impetuous. Philipp Jakob spener
had spoken of the abuses of Private confession but never condemned its use as
such. some other Pietists, however, were more frank in their rejection of Private
confession and absolution. The earliest recorded case is found in Berlin in 1697,
where Pastor Johann caspar schade of st. nikolaus church did away with private confession and substituted for it short spiritual conversations concluding
with a general confession and absolution. This caused an uproar in the congregation and Dean spener ordered the restoration of the traditional practice. elector friedrich iii of Brandenburg decided to involve himself in the controversy.
he issued a decree at the end of 1698 in which he stated that pious and upright
christians should not be required to go to private confession but that for ordinary members of the congregation the traditional practice should continue as in
the past. he also stated that in the case of the impenitent and wicked no concessions were to be permitted.495 The Pietists regarded themselves as pious and upright christians and increasingly absented themselves from Private confession.
rationalism as well took its toll; by the end of the eighteenth century the use of
495
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Private confession and absolution had declined greatly and had been replaced
in most places by forms for general confession and some sort of declaration assuring the penitent of forgiveness - either through a Declaration of grace or an
absolution together with the laying-on-of-hands, a practice taken over from Private confession.496
The russian Lutheran church law as formulated in 1832 perpetuated this connection between confession and communion. in many other respects the new
law sought to reestablish a more scriptural and confessional Lutheranism in the
russian empire, but here it decreed that only those who had recently been absolved could receive the sacrament. it stated in specific terms that confession
was an absolutely necessary preparation for reception of the Lord’s supper, and
that only those were to be considered absolved who had inwardly grasped the
pastor’s confessional prayer and affirmed it in their own heart. Those who wanted to commune must appear before the pastors, give a record of their name, rank,
estate, office or business and receive the absolution. furthermore, they were to
do this in their own home parish. under special circumstances they could present
themselves for confession and communion before the pastor of another parish,
if they brought with them a written consent of their own pastor or a dispensation
from the consistory. Those who held land in more than one parish could confess
and commune in any of those parishes. in cities not divided into parishes a communicant must decide where he would make his confession and commune. once
having chosen he could not switched churches without written permission from
the pastor of the church he had chosen. in case of an epidemic or disaster the usual
regulations were suspended and people could commune without parochial documents. Protestant foreigners might attend the church of their choice, however, if
there were doubts about their membership in the Protestant church, they were to
be asked to produce appropriate documents. in churches with many communicants the confession and the sacrament of the altar should be offered weekly.
otherwise confession and communion should be offered at least twice a month,
and in no case less than once a month. confession and communion should be
offered only in the church, except in the case of illness, infirmity, old age, and
other pressing cause. in communion services held in private dwellings members
of the family and household were to be permitted to participate and commune. if
anyone appeared at the Lord’s supper dressed or acting inappropriately or in a
scandalous manner, he or she was to be immediately removed, and if they were
uncooperative, the police should be called. according to church law, every communicant must commune annually except for pressing cause. Those who insisted
upon it could make Private confession but this was no longer the norm.497
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The period after 1850 was a period of repristination of the church’s liturgical
treasures and her theological tradition. Pastors began to question the obligatory
relationship between confession and absolution on the one hand and sacramental reception on the other. They began to examine confession formulas and
consider their propriety, as well as appropriateness of such manual acts as the
laying-on-of-hands at the absolution. others began to gain a new appreciation
for Private confession and absolution completely independent of communion
preparation.
Questions concerning the propriety of the absolution and the laying-on-ofhands were made public in an article of Pastor karl Ludwig kählbrandt of neuPebalg (Latv. Jaunpiebalga) which appeared in the Dorpater Zeitschrift in 1860 under
the title: Ueber Absolutionspraxis (Concerning the Practice of Absolution). kählbrandt
questioned whether on the basis of only a general confession a pastor ought to
ever declare an unrestricted absolution of any and all who were present in the
service. he went on to question whether it was proper for pastors to lay hands in
absolution on those whose personal confession they had not heard and whose
commitment to repentance they were not personally assured. he went even beyond that to question the relationship between confession and absolution and
the Lord’ supper. kählbrandt noted that the Lord’s supper had been instituted
by the Lord and was not subject to any adjustment or alteration by the church,
but that the form of absolution has been established by the church and could be
altered to meet her needs. furthermore, general confession and absolution were
simply not the same as Private confession and absolution. The office of the keys
had been given to the church, and the church was responsible for its exercise, but
in the case of the Lord’s supper, it was the Lord himself who was in charge. it
was his body and blood which were administered to communicants, so that the
pastor could rightly say to each communicant “Take and eat, this is the body …”
but he could not say with assurance: “your sins are forgiven, go in peace.”498 Judas received the Lord’s body and blood, according to kählbrandt, but he was not
forgiven and did not go in peace. The Lord’s supper retains its meaning and truth
even when an unworthy person receives it, but he does not receive its benefits,
and so the absolution means nothing to him. kählbrandt then reminded his readers that absolution and the laying-on-of-hands were one thing, and the reception
of the sacrament was something else altogether. Both were cheapened when the
pastor laid his hands on any and all who came to the altar as though this act undoubtedly prepared them to receive the body and the blood in a worthy manner.
kählbrandt touched on a very delicate matter. many pastors insisted that the
absolution with the laying-on-of-hands was a desirable and perhaps even neces498
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sary prerequisite for receiving the sacrament in a worthy manner. kählbrandt
declared that this was an incorrect assertion which robbed the office of the keys
and confession of its proper place with the result that neither absolution nor the
reception of the sacrament were properly appreciated.
other pastors joined the discussion and brought other perspectives into the
discussion. Dean adalbert hugo Willigerode of the Dorpat deanery expressed
his concern that all attention was being given to the communicants to the exclusion of those who were not going to commune. he addressed this matter in an article entitled: Der Zurüstungsact im sonn-und festtägigen Hauptgottesdienste nach der,
dem Kirchengesetze von 1832 beigegebenen Agende für die Evangel.-Luther. Gemeinden
im Russischen Reiche (The Service of Preparation at Sunday and Festal Divine Services
according to the Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire, accompanying the Statutes of the 1832), published in 1863 in Dorpater Zeitschrift.
he observed that many would be present in the service who did not intend to
receive the sacrament and so had not participated in the special confessional
service and had not received the assurance of forgiveness. it was his concern
that some form of absolution, together with an action indicating that forgiveness
was for them, should be included in the service. Without such an assurance the
question could be asked whether they were worshipers in this service or only the
observers, and, if observers, did the service begin for them only at the so-called
service of the Word, namely the salutation and collect.499 he was also concerned
that, when the special confession was coupled to the Divine service, the Gloria in
excelsis was to be dropped, robbing the worshipers of their song of praise to god
for forgiveness freely given and thankfully received.
it was the opinion of Willigerode that this service of preparation was the
weakest part of the Divine service. There needed to be some form of absolution included for the non-communicants who had no part in the absolution or
the laying-on-of-hands. To remedy this he suggested an alternative. The opening
hymn, he stated, could be any appropriate hymn, not necessarily a hymn of confession. The use of an introit was quite acceptable addition to the service, as long
as the congregation was allowed to participate in it by singing the second half of
the Gloria Patri. after the introit there should be a short confessional address,
although on occasion the full address as printed in the 1832 rite could be used.
it should be understood that this address was meant specifically for those who
intended to commune. after the address the general admonition “Beloved in the
Lord …” from the 1832 rite should follow. it was addressed to one-and-all. it is
understood that all, communicant and non-communicant alike, should join in the
Prayer of confession “i, a poor miserable sinner …”500 at its conclusion all should
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sing the Kyrie, and the confessional questions should be addressed to all present.
Willigerode expressed some concern about the forms of absolution provided in
the 1832 rite. The first, optative in wording, was to be used in the service without communion. it expressed the hope that those who had confessed would be
forgiven. The second, the special service of confession declared forgiveness, but
to Willigerode’s mind it did not sufficiently convey what it declared. Better here
would be some action which would include the laying-on-of-hands to convey the
blessing to the penitent, but, since not everyone present would be coming forward for the laying-on-of-hands, forgiveness would need to be conveyed to them
to in some other manner. he suggested that the pastor should raise his hands in
blessing and make the sign of the cross, while saying: “receive the grace of god
and the forgiveness of all your sins in the name of the father, and of the son, and
of the holy spirit.”501 This would be followed by the congregational amen and
the singing: “all glory be to god on high.”502
Willigerode offered no convincing evidence that the word spoken as an announcement and declaration to the congregation did not in itself convey what it
said, for it was the Word which the Lord had put into the mouths of his ministers
to declare so that he was the one forgiving sins. at the same time one could not
say that the laying-on-of-hands was an improper act. Willigerode himself seems
to have thought that this or some other action was needed in order to convey
the absolution to the penitent. however, the laying-on-of-hands like every other
ceremonial action is an adiaphora, neither commanded nor forbidden. it is the
Word of the Lord which conveys forgiveness, not the ceremonial act which accompanies it. here the old Livonian problem with ceremonies, a problem which
had plagued that church already since reformation times, was simply raring its
head once again. on a positive note he supports the use of the introit and the congregation’s participation in it, so too he would not have the congregation robbed
of its song of thankful praise, the Gloria in excelsis.
Pastor anton hermann haller of nukkö (est. Noarootsi) in estonia reacted
to Willigerode’s article in a subsequent issue of Dorpater Zeitschrift. his Liturgische Betrachtungen (Liturgical Considerations), published in 1863, stated that
what Willigerode thought to be a problem was not a problem at all. Willigerode
could easily satisfy his concerns by having the confessional service on saturday
night instead of sunday morning.503 What is more, haller could not agree with
Willigerode that it was absolutely necessary that every communion service be
preceded by the absolution of every communicant. confession and absolution
on the one hand and the reception of the Lord’s supper on the other were separ501
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ate acts which belonged in separate services. Willigerode had created a problem
for himself because he did not want to have a separate confessional service. he
had based his arguments upon abstract liturgical principles as though the liturgy
were constructed on the basis of strict mathematical formulas.504 in even stronger
terms he contended that Willigerode was incorrect in his notion that a specific
physical act must be included if grace was to be conveyed. he did agree with
Willigerode on several points. he did not care much for the optative statement
of forgiveness, since it was in fact not an absolution at all.505 he agreed that the
opening hymn need not be a hymn of confession and that the Gloria in excelsis
ought not to be omitted when the special service of confession and absolution
was used.506
Pastor alexander ferdinand hörschelmann’s article Welche Bedeutung hat die
Beichthandlung vor dem heiligen Abendmahle? (What is the Significance of Confession
before the Lord’s Supper), published in the Dorpater Zeitschrift in 1865, asked a far
more basic question. hörschelmann answers the question put in the title very
simply by saying that to his mind the only significance of this confession before
communion is that it represents a serious call to repentance.507 Therefore, neither
the confessional prayer nor the absolution are essential. What is essential before
communion is the admonition that a man should examine and pass judgment on
himself. no formal absolution is needed because that comes with the reception of
the sacrament itself. hörschelmann wants it clearly understood that he is not opposed to confession and absolution as such, or even to Private confession, but in
the context of the Lord’s supper what is most necessary is that those who intend
to come to the altar should come with penitent hearts. Therefore, an admonition
to repentance should replace confession and absolution before communion.
They should be kept separate from the Divine service, so that they may be used
to better effect and the relationship between father confessor and the penitent
may develop properly.
some pastors complained that hörschelmann had gone too far. Pastor Paul
eberhard of goldenbeck said as much in his article Welche Bedeutung hat die Beichthandlung vor dem heiligen Abendmahle? (What is the Significance of Confession before
the Lord’s Supper), the same title as hörschelmann had used. eberhard’s article
was published in the Dorpater Zeitschrift in 1866. eberhard was willing to admit
that the scriptures did not command that communion be preceded by confession and absolution, but it together with confirmation, church marriages, burials, much of the liturgy, and many other worthy customs were long standing
504
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traditions the Lutheran church. To turn ones back on them would be to align
oneself with the ultra-reformed Puritanism which demanded a specific divine
injunction for every action. he did not think much of hörschelmann’s argument that the Lutherans had uncritically taken over a roman catholic practice
when they began to associate communion with confession and absolution. The
roman catholic confession was built upon notions of self-purification and satisfaction which were entirely foreign to the evangelical church. roman catholic
notions of the coupling together of heartfelt contrition (contritio cordis) and oral
confession (confessio oris) together with works of satisfaction (satisfactio operis)
were completely unacceptable to Lutherans, who confessed that christ has made
full and complete satisfaction for their sins and that it was the assurance of this
that the penitent received in the absolution.508
according to eberhard, the benefits given by absolution and the Lord’s supper are basically the same but still they are very different. The absolution forgives sins and releases man from its power; the Lord’s supper creates an intimate
and personal bond between the communicant and the crucified and risen savior
and through him an intimate communion with all three members of the holy
Trinity. Therefore, one could say that the absolution gives the grace of god in
negative way in that it takes away sin, and the Lord’s supper gives the grace of
god in a positive way, in that it creates an association with christ, the father, and
the holy spirit. Therefore, both absolution and the Lord’s supper work together
in a complementary manner. This also answers the question why those who have
received the grace of god in the absolution should also come to receive grace in
the Lord’s supper, for each of these means of grace seals forgiveness in its own
unique manner. What has been sealed in the absolution, is made new and, still
stronger, sealed in the sacrament.509
accordingly, eberhard rejected hörschelmann’s understanding of the significance of the confessional act in connection with the Lord’s supper and his
proposal to replace it with an admonition. he stated that those who had not
themselves experienced the liberating power of this great connection between
forgiveness spoken in the absolution and forgiveness given in the sacrament of
the altar would do well to heed a stern warning: “Do not destroy this, for there
is in it a blessing.”510
eberhard’s arguments were logical, but they did not convince those who
wished to cut the gordian knot between confession and communion. somewhat problematic was the distinction made between confession and absolution
considered only in negative terms and the reception of the sacrament in positive
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terms, as though god did not in each of his gifts give all that he has to give. To
speak now of different graces would seem to reintroduce scholastic categories
reminiscent of Thomistic theology and scholasticism.
Pointedly critical of eberhard’s presentation was Pastor anton hermann haller who wrote his article Ueber Beichte und Abendmahl (Concerning Confession and
Lord’s Supper) to support hörschelmann’s position. it appeared in the Dorpater
Zeitschrift in 1866. in it he presented a detailed historical study of confession
beginning in the days of the early church and continuing down to the present
time. he also spoke to the points raised by hörschelmann and eberhard. haller
declared that it was doctrinally questionable to tie the reception of the sacrament so closely to confession as to make that connection obligatory. This, he
said, undercut the very nature of the act of confession. haller stated that it was
dogmatically improper to make communion reception dependent on a previous
confession. if it was obligatory, it was no longer a confession freely made, and
therefore, it could not be considered a true confession. under such circumstances
the pronouncement of the absolution was also problematic. Like his colleague
hörschelmann, he suggested that the general confession and absolution be separated from the Divine service. a special confessional service should be held on
saturday where it could provide an avenue for the reintroduction into the church
of Private confession and absolution.511
Both hörschelmann and haller supported the retention of confession and absolution in the church, even to the point of recommending that such a service be
held the day before every communion service. They also urged the return of the
confessional (germ. Beichtstuhl) which had been so important in the Lutheran
church in earlier generations. however, they stated that those who participated
must do so of their own free will and not as an absolute condition to the reception
of the Lord’s supper. not only would such a requirement make the act of confession pro forma, but it would turn the gift of the absolution into an instrument
of the law, turning a gift from god into a task for man to accomplish, a complete
perversion of the office of the keys and the confession.
in the 1867 estonian synod debates concerning confession and absolution
and their relation to the Lord’s supper continued. Pastor haller was asked by
general superintendent ernst Wilhelm Woldemar schultz, the president of the
synod, to elaborate further on his own reactions to the articles which Pastor hörschelmann, Pastor eberhard, and he had written in the Dorpater Zeitschrift in
1865 and 1866. haller stated that the present practice of general confession and
absolution should give way to a service of confession in which the people are
exhorted to repentance and given an opportunity for Private confession. Those
511
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who did not wish to make a Private confession could still join in the general confession and be comforted by the proclamation of the gospel of forgiveness. neither Private confession and absolution nor participation in the confessional service should be mandatory. however, a confessional service and opportunity for
Private confession should be available outside the communion service, perhaps
the previous evening. in place of the general confession the communion service should include an admonition which states the significance of the sacrament
and admonishes the communicants to repentance. This shifts the emphasis from
confession to communion. furthermore, the saturday service of confession and
absolution should be the occasion for pastoral care and provide a bridge for the
reintroduction of Private confession. haller stated that he cared little for the general absolution and suggested that the laying-on-of-hands should be preceded
by the penitent’s verbal “yes,” indicating that the confession was his own.512
haller suggested that the church law be amended to state that the confessional service was meant for those who had sins to confess and wished to receive
from their father confessor the word of absolution applied to them directly. such
a service ought to be held in every church at least once a month, but more often if
Lord’s supper was celebrated more often. at the same time it should be stressed
that participation in this service was not a necessary prerequisite for admission to
the sacrament. The purpose of absolution is to impart forgiveness, not to provide
access to the sacrament. in every communion service the pastor should exhort
the communicants to live a life of repentance and teach them about the significance of the sacrament for christian living.513
Pastor franz nerling was of a different opinion. he presented his study on
Private confession which, he stated, was based upon his historical investigations.
he was sharply critical of Private confession, stating that the reformation reacted strongly against the roman sacrament of Penance. The absolution added
nothing that was not already given in the proclamation of the gospel in the sermon, and confession could not be considered to be on a par with either Baptism
or the Lord’s supper, since it lacked a material element by which grace was conveyed. it could not be questioned that the Lord instituted confession but it was
not for general use. it was only for special occasions, because its habitual use was
dangerous and would lead impenitent and worldly minded members to think of
Private confession and absolution as a mere opus operatum.
in the concluding discussion on confession various viewpoints and insights
were brought up. some stated that their local conditions were not conducive to
the introduction of a service of confession and absolution on saturday evening,
although none doubted that such services would be a great blessing. some point512
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ed out that in parishes which covered a large area only a small number lived close
enough to the church to take advantage of such services. Pastor georg knüpffer
noted that attendance at such saturday services led some to see the great blessings of Private confession, and that such services were a blessing not only to the
penitents but also to the father confessor. it was good that a man learn to confess
his sins before god and man, and to say with his mouth what was in his heart, to
put a name on his sin, and separate himself from it.514
no vote was taken whether to accept or reject haller’s proposals, but the
president of the synod stated that these were very important matters which needed to be taken up by the deaneries. finally, he stated that respecting the freedom of the pastors and the necessities caused by local circumstances, the pastors
should themselves test the value of the saturday confessional services in which
opportunities for Private confession were included.
also addressed by the synod was the statement in article 37 of the church law
that those who were absolved, were those who inwardly grasped the pastor’s
confession Prayer. no pastor was in any position to make any definitive statements about the inner disposition of the penitent. so Pastor eberhard suggested
that this article be reworded to state that those are absolved who appropriately
answer the pastor’s question “Whether this was their confession.” That appropriate response was already found in the liturgy – “yes.” The vast majority of those
present were of the opinion that this was vastly superior to the old wording of
article 37.515
it was inevitable that the question of the relationship of the confession and
the Lord’s supper should be publicly discussed in the 1868 Livonian synod. recalling the articles of Pastors hörschelmann and haller which had appeared in
1866, Pastor eugen mickwitz of nüggen (est. Nõo) noted that the pastors in the
Werro Deanery had been discussing this matter and wished to bring it to the
attention of the synod. he stated that this was an important question because
it involved an alteration in the church’s present practice. it was his opinion that
neither Pastor hörschelmann’s doctrinal position nor the dogmatic-historical
position of Pastor haller adequately reflected the position taken by the Formula
of Concord of the broad sweep of Lutheran dogmatic. he stated that neither were
successful in their attempts to show that the present practice of the church with
regard to the relationship between confession and communion was untenable.
The synod directed Pastor mickwitz to publish his own proposals in one of the
church’s theological journals.516
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The 1868 estonian synod heard a report of the reactions of the deaneries to
Pastor haller’s proposals. These proposals had provoked a great deal of discussion and in general it could be said that the pastors had a real appreciation for the
exercise of the office of the keys and confession, both in public worship and in
personal ministry. most were in general agreement with haller’s first proposal
that confessional services be held separately from the Lord’s supper. The Jerwen
deanery noted that the introduction of the confessional service was desirable,
as could be seen from its salutary effects where it was already practiced. at the
same time it stated that the obligatory general confession before the Lord’s supper should definitely be preserved and that those who went to communion must
first have confessed. The Wiek deanery stated that it also agreed that the special
confessional service would bring great blessing, but like Private confession it
must remain free. it noted that in most cases the general confession and absolution in the Divine service were sufficient to console trouble consciences and that
even in the case of serious sins public absolution was often sufficient. others in
the deanery, however, warned that it must be remembered that Luther and the
reformers had spoken in the highest terms of the great blessings of Private confession and absolution. They did not make Private confession and absolution
obligatory but recommended it highly, and their words must be heeded in this
present day. The deanery recommended that confession be retained as it is and
serve as a preparation for the reception of the Lord’s supper. furthermore, pastors should teach and preach to their people about the importance of these special
confessional services. against haller’s recommendation that these special services be held before every communion service and certainly not less than monthly,
the deanery responded that this put an unnecessarily heavy burden on the clergy.
They further held, in contradiction to haller, that the confession before communion must remain obligatory. others, however, disagreed. They stated that
this requirement should be dropped because some might be led by the sermon to
desire to receive the sacrament.
The harrien deanery also rejected the proposals of haller. They noted that the
absolution, which proclaims the forgiveness of sins through the Word, is sealed
through the visible sign of the sacraments, however, this is an incomplete picture
because it speaks only of the removal of sins. There is also a positive side which
must be considered, the impartation of union with the Lord. This reinforces the
importance of maintaining the closest possible connection between the absolution and communion.
The Wierland deanery agreed that the confessional service was desirable but
should not be made mandatory. in any case, however, the special confessional
address with the imparting of the absolution should remain as a preparation for
the Lord’s supper and not be replaced by a admonition concerning the supper.
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as Pastor karl friedrich sigesmund Walther indicated in his presentation to the
deanery, the present practice did not violate the consensus of scripture; it had
developed in the church as a wholesome and salutary order and it had good dogmatic foundation in the confessional Writings, perhaps an allusion to Augsburg
Confession, XXV,1 and Apology of the Augsburg Confession, XXiV,1 both of which
states that communion is administered to those who have been examined and
absolved, statements which refer specifically to private absolution! Pastor hunnius of the allentacken (est. Alutaguse) deanery stated that he had made a special
study of Luther’s doctrine on repentance which might well affect the decisions
of the deanery. he stated that in Luther’s view what was most important was a
christian’s repentance before god, because that was divinely commanded and
could not be bound to a particular time or place. The second to be considered was
his repentance before a christian brother, based mainly on matthew 18:15-20.
Third was repentance before the father confessor. This was not obligatory but entirely free and had the purpose of granting peace of mind. hunnius seems to have
confused repentance (germ. Busse) and confession (germ. Beichte). Luther had a
much higher view of confession before the father confessor than hunnius was
willing to grant. one could speak his confession directly to god and read of his
forgiveness in the scriptures, but the Word of god’s forgiveness from the mouth
of the father confessor was to Luther most firm and sure.517
although the discussion of haller’s propositions was now concluded, Pastor
eberhard insisted on making one more remark. haller had stated that “…it is
dogmatically false to make communion reception dependent upon a previous
confession.”518 eberhard complained that this statement presupposed an opposite point of view which did not exist, since in fact no one had dogmatically stated
that confession and absolution before communion were absolutely necessary
in every case. he went on to state, however, that it was clear that such a practice
had great value.
President schultz summarized the discussion by saying that the assembly was
in general agreement with the central core of haller’s propositions, but with regard to particulars they could not agree, because it was clear that confession
before communion had brought many blessings and had been a boon to the cure
of souls. furthermore, it was a long standing practice which need not and ought
not be overturned. Therefore, this relationship should remain obligatory in the
churches, although it must be recognized that there are exceptional cases, as, for
example, when one’s heart is turned by the preaching of the Word and that Word
draws him to the sacrament.519
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8 . 3 T h e c hu rch’s ye ar o f g rac e
a n d its l i tu rgi cal fo rmu l aries
having brought to the attention of the church the important place of the sacrament of the altar and its celebration and reception in the Dorpater Zeitschrift, harnack now moved on to the second phase of his project for the liturgical restoration
of the Livonian church by drawing attention to the church’s year of grace, which
in the eyes of Pietists was little more than pious romanticism. only vestiges of
the old church year could be found in the 1832 agenda. from the beginning of
the reformation the Livonians had been particularly ruthless in their treatment
of the church year and in particular the keeping of the days of apostles, evangelists, and saints. They were concerned to root out anything which might be in any
way associated with idolatry, such as some of the special traditions associated
with these days. harnack’s purpose was to emphasize again that in the context
of the church’s year christ’s saving person and work are communicated through
preaching and the sacraments. The church’s liturgical treasuries extol the gospel
and ought not to be left hidden in the corner. They ought to be openly revealed
and made known for the good of the church and her people.
in pursuit of this goal Dr. harnack prepared a lengthy article for the Dorpater
Zeitschrift in 1869, Das evangelisch-christliche Kirchenjahr (The Evangelical Christian
Church Year). it was supplemented by a practical article by Pastor karl maurach of
oberpahlen (est. Põltsamaa) in which he provided the liturgical formularies for the
observance of special days in the church year to complement Dr. harnack’s article.
Dr. harnack’s article sketched the shape and significance of the christian
church year and provided some historical information which would probably
be little known to Livonian pastors and congregations. he noted that much had
been lost during the areas of Pietism and rationalism, and what was known of
the church year was based mostly on information furnished by agendas heavily
influenced by these movements, neither of which held the church’s year of grace
in high regard.
he noted that it was no longer generally known that the church year with its
various feast days, sundays, and special observances provided a strong witness
to and an active confession of the church’s faith and life. it followed an inner law
by which the history and order of salvation were laid down. The events which
celebrated the personal work of christ and its effects should not be described as
festivals of dogma. The fundamental idea behind the church year is always that
the Lord lives for his church and in his church, and the church lives for and in
him. he is the head and she is the body. This is best illustrated in dramatic fashion
by the two most ancient feasts – easter and Pentecost – to which harnack then
turned his attention.
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harnack wrote that the easter cycle encompassed the time from the first coming of christ (christmas), and moved forward from there. The Pentecost cycle
also moved forward toward the consummation (fulfillment of all things). These
two days provided the central focus of the christian church year and all other
observances and days fell naturally into place within one or the other of these
cycles. The new Testament gives ample testimony to the observance of special
days of the Lord, festal days and sundays, which are then days of the church.
included among these were those which commemorate the heavenly birthdays
of the martyrs - natalitia martyrum. somewhat later, in the fourth and fifth centuries, came the development of the calendar days. The observance of the first day
of January and the Quatember Days in each season of the year were set apart for
special devotion, fasting, and ordinations. The reformation did not do away with
these observances completely. it kept those which had a biblical basis. included
among them were the Purification and Visitation of mary and the circumcision,
Baptism, Transfiguration, and ascension of christ. The day of the nativity of st.
John the Baptist, as well as the days of the apostles and the martyrs stephen and
Lorenz were kept, and in some places the day of st. nicholas, all saints Day, and
commemoration of mary magdalene, the first witness of the resurrection and
representative of the women in the congregation of the faithful, were observed.
in addition keeping the anniversary of the establishment and the consecration of
a particular church were kept, as well as the day celebrating the introduction of
christianity into the country, and the anniversary of the Lutheran reformation.
other special occasions observed yearly were the days of sowing and harvesting,
the Quatember days (Wednesday, friday and saturday after the third sunday in
advent, the first sunday in Lent, Pentecost, and the feast of the holy cross), and
the rogation days (monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday before ascension). The
Lutheran church also developed other observances uniquely her own.520
The easter and Pentecost cycles marked off the two halves of the church year,
the year of the Lord and his work. although the entire year is the year of the Lord,
the first half, the semestra domini, finds its center in the history of his person and
work in his incarnation. The second half, the semestra ecclesia, recounts the work of
the holy spirit in the history of the church. Both relate to christ who is alpha and
omega, Beginning and ending, he who is, he who was, and he who is to come.
harnack noted that the easter half of the church year begins with the christmas cycle and includes also the epiphany season. During these days the church
celebrates christ’s coming in flesh, his childhood, the work given him by his
heavenly father, his sufferings and death and resurrection, his exaltation and
transfiguration.
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The Pentecost half of the church year considers the kingdom of god. christ
through his spirit lives in his congregation as both king and head. in ancient
times the sundays were numbered from Pentecost. The first and last gospels in
the pericopes mark out the nature of the season. The Pentecost season is subdivided into three cycles, marked by three festal days of remembrance, that of
st. Peter and st. Paul on June 29, st. Lorenz the martyr on august 10, and either
cyprian of cartage on september 16 or the archangel michael on september 29.
The sundays following these days can be numbered from them. The central idea
is always that the Lord lives in and for his church and the church lives in and for
him. he is the head and she is the body. The last sundays in the Pentecost cycle
(24-27 sundays after Trinity) are eschatological in nature. Their purpose is to prepare the faithful for the day of consummation.
harnack suggested that more attention needed to be given to these smaller subdivisions within the Pentecost season. The first subdivision comprises Trinity sunday and nine sundays following it. The day of st. Peter and st. Paul falls within this
cycle and a central theme is the newly laid foundation of the christian church. emphasis is placed on the apostles and their proclamation of the gospel, the Bible and
mission, and the apostolicity and catholicity of the church. The second division
includes the period from the Tenth to the Twentieth or the Twenty-third sunday
after Trinity. During this time the church remembers the martyrdom of Lorenz, the
beheading of st. John the Baptist, and st. cyprian. The third subdivision, which
comprises the final sundays of the church year, emphasizes eschatology.
harnack had mentioned many days which were not mentioned in the 1832
church law. They had traditionally been found in the Lutheran church calendars
but were no longer observed in russian and Baltic Lutheran congregations. The
church law had not even mentioned the days of the apostles. it had legislated that
in addition to sundays, the following festival days were always to be observed:
first and second christmas Day (December 25-26), new year’s Day (January 1),
the feast of the epiphany of christ (January 6), the annunciation (march 25),
maundy Thursday, good friday, first and second easter Day, the ascension of
christ, first and second Day of Pentecost, the nativity of John the Baptist (June
24), the Day of repentance and Prayer (Wednesday after invocavit), harvest festival (sunday after st. michael’s Day), reformation festival (october 31, or the
sunday following), the commemoration of the Departed who died in the year
just passed (Last sunday of the church year), and finally, the anniversary of
church Dedication were celebrated or where the congregation wished to introduce it. The church law had noted that when annunciation fell in holy Week or
on the first or second Days of easter, it should be kept instead on Palm sunday or
on the Tuesday after easter. in addition, all evangelical Lutheran parishes were
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required to celebrate the birthdays and name days of the tsar and tsarina, the heir
apparent grand duke, and other state occasions set by lawful authority.521
adequate regulations were to be included in the church law which would ensure that proper order was maintained in the church and on sundays and feast
days the assigned pericopes and other propria should everywhere be used. all this
was necessary to establish uniformity throughout the russian Lutheran church.
harnack, however, had a far deeper goal. he intended to show the pastors something of the inner logic of the cycles which constituted the christian year, their
contents, and their orderly progression. he wished to take the pastors far beyond
the simple notion that the church year was divided into two halves, the festal half
and the non-festal half. his purpose was to demonstrate how within each cycle
there was a natural dynamic, an ebb and flow, which contributed to the significance of the season and moved the record of god’s saving work and its application forward. he intended to do far more than impart simple information about
the church year to the clergy, but to inspire to reintroduce in their own parishes
the traditional days which celebrated that gracious activity of god, which is not
only prevenient but ever present and forward moving.
harnack recognized and acknowledged his indebtedness to Pastor karl
maurach, who had assisted him immeasurably by preparing special materials
for congregational worship services, marking the nativity of st. John, reformation Day, and the commemoration of the faithful Departed. he noted that in
these three festivals great themes were to be found: Bible, mission, and the rest of
the Departed. The Day of commemoration of the Departed particularly recalled
the faithful to acute consciousness of the unity, sanctity, catholicity, and glory to
which the stories of the saints bear witness.
he stated that in these celebrations one could note a nine-fold division:
1. The old Testament, the preparation of the church for the coming of christ.
st. Johns day.
2. The apostolic age, the original prototype and picture of the church. The
days of the apostles.
3. mission to all nations and the extension of the kingdom throughout the
world. mission festival
4. The holy scriptures and the pure teaching of the Word of god. Bible festival.
5. The time of the martyrs, the warfare and suffering of the church. The days
of the martyrs.
6. The connection of the angels with the world, the treasure of the church. st.
michael’s Day.
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7. The planting of christianity in the country and the establishment of the
church and the building of the church. anniversary of consecration.
8. anniversary of the Lutheran reformation and the renewal of the church.
reformation Day.
9. The fellowship of the earthly and heavenly congregation, the future and the
consummation of the church. The eschatological sundays.522
harnack lamented that the Livonian church had lost all consciousness of these
connections and practices, which had been so important to Lutherans in earlier
times and by which the church was enabled to better understand her place in the
plan of god.
he concluded his article by giving an overview of the church year and the
themes of the pericopes in each of the seasons of both the easter and Pentecost
cycles, including both sundays and festivals. his purpose was to provide a perspective of the church year which would serve as a resource in the preparation
of sermons, catechesis, and the shaping of congregational life. special note was
taken of specific biblical pericopes which could serve as sermon texts and materials for instructions. By the observance of these times and cycles, harnack declared, the church holds in remembrance god’s wonderful works and proclaims
his glory in the upbuilding of his church. he noted that these cycles provide a
successive unfolding of god’s mighty words and acts, relating them to the life of
the congregation and thus also to the life of the individual believer.523
harnack’s article laid the necessary first step which would later lead to more
specific recommendations and liturgical forms for holy Baptism, confirmation, the
chief Divine service, and other churchly acts. it was his purpose at this point to
open the eyes and minds of his readers to a deeper understanding of the ongoing
activity of god in his church, which is the work of christ through the holy spirit.
Pastor karl maurach’s article appeared in the same issue of the Dorpater
Zeitschrift. it was entitled: Formulare für einige ausserordentliche Festfeiern und Feiertage der evangelischen Kirche (Formularies for Singular Extraordinary Festal Celebrations and Feast Days of the Evangelical Church). in it maurach provided detailed
outlines of special services to be observed on christmas eve, new year’s eve,
good friday, easter, Pentecost, the school festival, mission festival, the cemetery service on st. John’s Day, and the festival of the reformation.
in his Formularies Pastor maurach notes that he prepared his paper in response
to a request of Professor Dr. harnack that on the basis of his more than 18 years of
experience he should provide information on the development of liturgical services on special occasions. in agreement with harnack he declares that the church
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year is a single organic whole and not merely a string of independent and unrelated observances. included in the church’s calendar are many special observances
which should be freed from the shackles of reformed liturgical poverty, dryness,
and boring sameness. he presents the results of his own experience in preparing
special services for christmas, new year’s eve, and the cemetery celebration on
the day of the nativity of John the Baptist when thousands take part and many
visitors from other churches attend.
he gives first consideration to the liturgical morning and evening services on
the high feasts. These, he states, ought not to be called extraordinary or special
celebrations at all, for they merely replace the usual Divine services on these days.
surely it is not sufficient that on these occasions one simply reads the appointed
epistle and gospel and then preaches on one or the other when it is possible to
provide much richer fair. special attention needs to be given to the special services in the so-called non-festal half of the church year. it is during this period that
the church celebrates the festival of the harvest, the anniversary of the Lutheran
reformation, and the commemoration of the Departed. The first two of these
have a particular festal character to them.
The festal half of the church year deals with the foundation of man’s salvation,
and the second half with the acquisition, extension, and preservation of that salvation and the kingdom of god.
special attention should also be given to special festivals for children and
schools. These should not be simple services which happened to be held in church,
but should include brass, choirs, quartets, solos by children, and other special
inclusions. special services should also be provided for the poor in spirit, those
whom the scriptures declare spiritually blessed. These would include the special
Bible festival, which is the oldest and most widespread of the special services.
The mission festival should celebrate the extension of the kingdom with special
decorations, choirs, brass choirs, the pastor, schoolmaster, and special guests.
finally, a special cemetery celebration should be held in the church yard over
the graves of those who have cast off the spotted garment of the flesh. Pastor
maurach suggests that the best time for this would be all saints Day, although
poor weather in november makes it impractical. Therefore, he suggests that the
st. John the Baptist be set aside for this celebration. it was John who came in the
wilderness clothed in camel skin, calling all men to repentance at the command
of god (isaiah 40). in the midst of struggle, misbelief, and the power of the world
the church celebrates the reformation festival with the call to repentance ringing in its ears and singing songs of joy, rejoicing that she has been established
upon the rock of christ. The harvest festival awakens the church to remember
that god’s people are called to offer the sacrifice of thankful praise. The national
patriotic festival, which is appropriately celebrated on february 19, provides a
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fitting occasion for the observance of the Day of repentance and perhaps also an
inner mission festival, reminding the church of its social obligations to care for
those in need.524
all these observances mark out aspects of the life of the christian congregation
and its members. such observances deserve to become popular and to be marked
by special ceremonies, included among which should be such things as the special lights, christmas trees and wreaths of christmas and new year’s eve, school
processions, and the mission festivals. These are incorrectly labeled as romanizing. it would be more correct to say that insisting that the people sit in darkness in the church, singing hymns which have no beauty to them, and holding
special observances which sever the connection between the Divine service and
all spheres of life, and exhibit only an unattractive barren (naked) poverty of form
are clearly Protestantizing tendencies, which need to be rejected. such things are
not at all characteristic of Lutheran worship. The author concludes his essay with
an appendix of formularies to be used at these special occasions.
Directions for nine festal services are appended: christmas eve, new year’s
eve, good friday, easter morning, Pentecost morning, school festival, mission
festival, cemetery service, and reformation festival. The services consist of
scripture passages interspersed with hymns sung antiphonally by the men and
women of the congregation. a great deal of congregational participation is provided. The services could hardly be characterized as romanizing.
Typical of these services is the cemetery service. The service begins with the
choir singing “you, who rest in peace” (“Wie sie so sanft ruhen”), after which the
congregation sings five verses of “i am a guest on earth” (“Ich bin ein Gast auf
Erden”). The liturgist then reads Psalm 90:2-12 and the congregation sings three
stanzas of “eternity, you word of thunder” (“O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort”). The liturgist then reads three verses from isaiah 40 and the congregation sings 8 stanzas
of “for me to live is Jesus” (“Christus, der ist mein Leben”). following this hymn
the liturgist reads mark 13:1-16,19-27 and the choir then sings: “Wake, o wake for
night is flying” (“Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme”). The liturgist reads revelation
20:11-15 and the congregations responds with stanzas 4-6 of “eternity, you word
of thunder.” This is followed by the reading of 2 corinthians 5:1-10, the choir
sings: “o world, i know must leave you” (“O Welt, ich muss dich lassen”), and this
is followed by the sermon. after the sermon the congregation sings five stanzas
of “Prepare yourselves, you faithful” (“Ermuntert euch, ihr Frommen”), or three
stanzas of “Jesus christ my sure defense” (“Jesus, meine Zuversicht”). The liturgist
reads John 7:9-17 and then he sings: “Jerusalem, thou city fair and high” (“Jerusalem, du hochgebaute Stadt”). he then reads revelation 21:1-5 and the congregation
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sings: “under the lilies” (“Unter Lilien jener Freuden”) or four stanzas of “Who are
these like stars appearing” (“Wer sind die vor Gottes Throne”). Then the liturgist
offers free prayer and the congregation sings stanzas 6-8 of “Prepare yourselves,
you faithful” or stanzas 6-8 of “Who are these like stars appearing.” after the
singing the liturgist says the blessing to which the congregation responds with
the threefold amen. Then all join in the Lord’s Prayer.525
although the official agenda did not provide for it, and Pastor maurach does
not indicate it, it is probable that annual cemetery services were already by that
time an important annual celebration in Lutheran congregations throughout Livonia, courland, and Lithuania. The writer makes no mention of the practice
imported from the Prussian union agenda of observing the last sunday in the
church year as a commemoration of the faithful Departed. as a Lutheran, he
would classify this service as a calvinist innovation, forced upon the Lutherans by the king of Prussia. maurach himself would prefer the observance of all
saints Day (november 1), but the weather factor would seem to make mid-summer’s eve a more hospitable time for people to gather in the cemetery to remember the departed.
The effects of both articles can be seen in the discussion they provoked and
the decisions arrived in the 1869 Livonian synod. The synod reacted positively
to Pastor maurach’s proposal that in the interest of the church and in consideration of its present needs Dr. harnack should be asked to move forward in his
liturgical research. maurach also reported about the establishment of a society
for the promotion of interest in liturgical arts, and stated that nicolaus von oettingen of Luhdendorf and Dr. harnack had been asked to assume leadership of
the society. harnack responded to the request of the synod by asking that he be
provided more specific information about what days over and above those listed
in the agenda should be observed with Divine services and whether these services should be primarily liturgical or homiletical. he also asked to what extent any
of them could be called folk festivals. finally, he asked whether the deaneries,
which agreed with the ideas articulated in his article on the church year, thought
his conclusions to be in agreement with the church’s goals.526 When the matter
came up in the 1870 Livonian synod, general superintendent Dr. arnold friedrich christiani, the president of the synod, suggested that the deans should prepare a report on the results of the discussions in the deaneries and submit them to
the synod. apparently the deans at that point were prepared to speak about them
only informally. The president wanted something in writing.527
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The articles of Pastor maurach and Professor harnack occasioned a lively discussion in the 1869 estonian synod. Pastor karl friedrich sigesmund Walther of
st. Jakobi (est. Jakopi-Kih) in Wierland (est. Virumaa) reported on the discussion
in his deanery of harnack’s last article. The pastors had found his proposals to be
useful and asked that the synod take a position concerning them. Walther asked
that pastors in sympathy with the proposals comment upon them. The synod
determined that more should be made of the evening services before the high
feasts, however, they did not want these services to be liturgically elaborate. The
synod could give no answer concerning the principles on the basis of which these
services should be constructed but decided to leave it up to Professor harnack to
make appropriate arrangements.
Three particular questions were put to the synod. first, it was asked whether
the synod was in agreement with the ideas that Dr. harnack had developed concerning the church year; secondly, it was asked whether the pastors thought it
desirable to introduce the services proposed in Pastor maurach’s liturgical formularies; and thirdly, whether the synod itself agreed that the festivals proposed
by Professor harnack should be observed.
With regard to the first question the delegates decided that they were in no
position to make a final determination, because not all were of a common mind
concerning harnack’s fundamental ideas. concerning Pastor maurach’s liturgical formularies, Pastor otto august Leopold hörschelmann of st. martens
(est. Martna-Kih) in the strand-Wiek deanery stated that the Protestant church
was in favor of a simple proclamation of the gospel rather the liturgical extravagances. The apostle did not make his appeal on the basis of fancy liturgies, for,
as he said, the natural man does not receive the things of the spirit. To him false
belief and unbelief were one and the same. The synod reacted to his presentation
by stating that his arguments were entirely too one-sided and that it must be
acknowledged that liturgical services could be a great blessing. concerning the
third question Professor harnack’s proposals concerning feast days was referred
to the deaneries.528
in summary it can be said that both the Livonian and estonian churches greeted harnack’s proposals with general approval. Those who did not approve were
not proponents of alternative liturgical theories; they were pastors who had not
much use for liturgy at all.
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8 . 4 h a r n a c k’s L i tu rgi cal f o rmularies
a n d P r a c ti cal T he o l o g y
after his return from erlangen to Dorpat harnack’s works were largely theoretical. The time was not yet ripe for him to present practical suggestions. Braunschweig, kauzmann, and others had strongly criticized the committee’s work
and its implementation, and as a result, progress on the formulation of the Divine
service had ground to a halt. Before the work could advance pastors would need
to be informed about the theological dimensions of the liturgy. only when the
ground had been cleared and a secure footing had been laid, could construction
of the liturgical house begin. By the end of this decade this had been done. in the
1869 estonian synod its president, general superintendent Woldemar schultz,
could announce to largely enthusiastic delegates that Professor harnack was
now at work on an agenda book. The delegates responded by asking that their
president convey to the professor their strong desire that he should complete his
work as quickly as possible, since the need for it was great.529
harnack began his work on a new agenda by giving first attention to the liturgical rites for Baptism and confirmation. Both were in need of revision, and it was the
confirmation rite, which was in most urgent need of reworking. in the 1863 Livonian
synod the attention of the delegates had been directed to deficiencies in the present
confirmation rite. They were told that it and the Burial rite were the poorest in the
entire agenda. The present rite magnified confirmation out of all proportion, giving it
a quasi-sacramental character. in fact, some might think it more important than either
Baptism or the Lord’s supper.530 in the 1867 estonian synod Pastor Paul eberhard
declared, that if the church were to overcome the false view that children received the
holy spirit in confirmation over and above the spirit-endowment in Baptism, a new
order for confirmation which made clear the relationship between confirmation and
Baptism would be needed. he pointed out such misleading formulas in the service, as
“receive now the holy spirit” and “i receive you now into the congregation of god.”
he noted that these are sacramental, baptismal gifts, and that confirmation is not a
sacrament. one becomes a member of the church through Baptism, not confirmation.
eberhard spoke also of the need to rewrite the confirmation prayer, since the present
prayer incorrectly stated that it was by confirmation that the child is “… rescued
from the power of darkness and set down into the kingdom of god’s beloved son.”531
The synod responded positively to eberhard’s proposal by selecting a committee to
prepare a new form. named to the committee were Pastors eberhard, karl Theodor
knüpffer, and nicolaus carl gustav Bruno von stackelberg. The matter came to the
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floor again in the 1868 estonian synod. The delegates adopted Pastor eberhard’s motion that the proposal concerning alterations to the confirmation formula, which he
had made in the previous synod, should now be referred to the deaneries.532 in the
1869 estonian synod the Wierland (est. Virumaa) deanery announced its agreement
with Pastor eberhard’s position and noted that the rite of confirmation is sacrificial,
not sacramental. To give it a sacramental character would detract from the sacrament
of holy Baptism. Pastor hasselblatt reported the results of his own study of confirmation, as well as the contributions of kliefoth and höfling to the confirmation debate.
he suggested that the rite of confirmation in Löhe’s agenda could be adopted by
the estonian church with minor modifications. he stated that various church orders
and agendas had understood the act of confirmation differently, but the explorativecatechetical approach was most in line with the Word of god and the principles of the
Lutheran church. This is the approach taken in Löhe’s agenda. he recommended that
this form ought to be adopted with minor modifications by the estonian consistorial
district. The Jerven (est. Järvamaa), harrien (ost-harrien, West-harrien) (est. Harjumaa), and Wiek (Land-Wiek, strand-Wiek, insular-Wiek) (est. Läänemaa) deaneries
supported this suggestion. at the close of the discussion the president of the synod
proposed that a commission be assigned the task of working through the improved
formularies on the basis of Pastor eberhard’s critique. This work would then be given
to the deaneries for their study. The delegates agreed.533
in the 1871 estonian synod discussion concerning of the confirmation rite
resumed. Pastor eberhard read the new confirmation formula which had been
prepared by the commission appointed to this task by the previous synod. now
it would be necessary for the deaneries to consider the new confirmation rite in
preparation for a final decision by the synod.534 The proposed rite was appended
to the record of the proceedings.
harnack decided that now the time had come to begin work on a new agenda
book. he had not earlier written specifically about Baptism and confirmation,
but his numerous writings and lectures on the relationship between sacrificial
and sacramental elements in the liturgy had brought pastors to realize that the
rite of confirmation had been magnified out of proportion.
in 1871 harnack wrote his first paper addressing the issue of the relationship
between Baptism and confirmation. The article appeared in two parts in the Dorpater Zeitschrift. The general title of both was Beiträge zur Revision und Vervollständigung unsrer Agende (A Contribution to the Revision and Completion of our Agenda).
The first was subtitled Die Taufhandlung (The Administration of Baptism) and the
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second Die Jach- und Nothtaufe, die Taufe der Erwachsenen und die Confirmation
(Emergency Baptism, the Baptism of Adults, and Confirmation.)
he declared that the 1832 agenda had much in it to be commended. it was the
most adequate formulary of the period in which it was written, and it made use
of the swedish handbook of 1693 as well as the Prussian union agenda, both
of which were important sources. and yet this agenda was a child of its time.
it lacked dogmatic clarity and certainty and had in it many high-blown phrases with little solid meaning behind them. This was a failing which was evident
throughout the book. some of its forms were no longer even used. The need for a
better formulary had been noted in the various territorial churches in germany,
particularly in Prussia, saxony, Württemberg, and Bavaria. a number of conferences had been held to explore the matter. in the russian Lutheran church only
the general synod could authorize a new order and it was to this end that harnack devoted his special attention to orders in particular need of revision.
harnack researched carefully the rites in the swedish handbook of 1708, the
courlandian 1570 and 1765 agendas, the sixteenth century riga liturgy of 1530
and the church orders of saxony, Pomerania, mecklenburg, and Prussia. he also
consulted the Württemberg church book of 1843, the Sammlung liturgischer Formulare aus älteren und neueren Agenden 1845 of friedrich Wilhelm Bodemann, the
works of Wilhelm Löhe and christian friedrich Boeckh,535 and the articles by
kliefoth in the Liturgische Blätter für Mecklenburg.536
harnack noted that the preface to the 1832 agenda stated that its formularies had depended more upon earlier agendas, than later ones. he stated that he
had decided to analyze the formulary for Baptism in the two agendas previously
used in the region - the swedish handbook and the courlandian agenda. Both
rites derived from Luther’s Taufbüchlein (The Baptismal Booklet) 1526. he included
a table showing which ceremonies were common to both orders, and which were
found only in one or the other. he noted that the outline of the 1832 rite followed
closely the swedish handbook but omitted some individual parts found in the
swedish and courlandian rites. among the omitted elements was the exorcism.
harnack then enumerated the various ceremonies of the baptismal liturgy, explaining their purpose and noting the references to them in the works of contemporary scholars, as well as their use in the earliest church orders.
Turning to the rite of confirmation he stated that it is a purposeful and wholesome enrichment to the church’s life. however, it was not instituted by the Lord
and could not be called a sacramental rite or a means of grace; it had no divine
mandate and no divine promise was attached to it. it was a churchly catechetical-pastoral act of blessing. he stated that it was the most recently introduced
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of all pastoral acts and was instituted in the post-reformation era. it appeared
in Pomerania, calenberg, hoya, Lauenburg, Waldeck, and hesse as a rite at the
conclusion of catechesis. it was in no way related to the roman sacrament of confirmation, which had been rejected by the reformers. furthermore, the ceremony
of confirmation was not to be found in either the 1708 swedish handbook or the
1765 courlandian Vollständiges Kirchen-Buch. The rite came into general use only
in the closing days of the seventeenth century as a result of the influence of Pastor
Philipp spener. The rite was seen to mark the discharge of church’s responsibility
to prepare young people to receive communion. in most places the central emphasis was always on confession and absolution, followed by first communion.
To facilitate this the church established a private examination of young people on
the model of the practice of adults going to confession before communion. it was
rightly said that the Lord’s supper was sacrament of sacraments and confirmation was a renewal of the baptismal confession and vows. apart from this confirmation had no particular meaning. Divergent points of view developed both
concerning the meaning of confirmation and the manner in which it ought to be
administered. This, harnack stated, was evident even in his day. many questions
about confirmation remained unanswered. it was not clear how confirmation
could be said to be a renewal of the baptismal covenant or a reception into church
fellowship through the extending of the right hand of fellowship. There was no
commonly agreed understanding of the relationship between confirmation and
confession. it would be most theologically proper to view confirmation as a catechetical and pastoral act of blessing marking the end of the period of catechization. according to harnack, confirmation rightly understood was connected to
the catechization of the young people. it looked back toward Baptism as its basis,
and it looks forward toward the sacrament of the altar as its goal.537
harnack then moved on to a discussion of the different views of the relationship between confirmation and Baptism and various misunderstandings concerning that relationship. he warned that the ceremony of the laying-on-of-hands
in confirmation must not be given a sacramental significance, as though it were
a conferral of the holy spirit above and beyond that given and received in holy
Baptism. it properly represented the church’s prayer that the gift of the holy
spirit, which the confirmand had received in Baptism, might continue to work in
him to strengthen and establish him in the true faith.
Before presenting a detailed examination of the rite of confirmation, harnack set down six theses to serve as the basis of his examination. he stated first
that confirmation was in no way comparable in meaning or power to the sacrament of holy Baptism; second, it must never appear that the laying-on-of-hands
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imparted a new or special bestowal of the holy spirit; third, it must be clearly
stated that confirmation did not conclude churchly catechesis or the church’s
mandate to teach. it was merely a ceremony to mark the end of the catechesis of
the child. This catechesis would serve as the basis for a new, ongoing relationship
of the child to the church, to the congregation, and to the pastoral office; fourth,
it would need to be made clear that it was not the confirmation ceremony which
was important. The Lord’s supper must be exalted as the most important part
of confirmation and real goal of the catechesis of the young. fifth, confirmation
was not to be taken to be an exuberant act of taking vows and making promises
which could not be done honestly; finally, in no way should confirmation be
made to appear sacramental or theatrical.
harnack examined the 1832 rite part by part. he noted that the rite begins
with a prefatory statement about the meaning and goal of confirmation, but no
formula for this statement was provided. furthermore, the rubrics called for an
examination of the confirmands at the close of the address and noted that in many
places this rubric was completely ignored. There followed a hymn, an admonition and invitation to confession addressed to the confirmands, and then another hymn. Then the confirmands were to make their confession of faith and
vows, stating clearly whether they intended to confess the gospel of Jesus christ
and continued in it as long as they would live, whether they would confess the
Triune god, as confessed in the apostles’ creed, and whether they intended to
fulfill the responsibilities to which this confession bound them, namely to love
god and their neighbor and to use the means which god had ordained for the
strengthening of their faith. This was followed by the laying-on-of-hands with
the formula: “receive now the holy spirit …,” a declaration taken word for word
from the 1556 Waldeckian church order. following it the congregation was admonished to receive these children and pray for the strengthening of their faith.
Then with the confirmands kneeling, a prayer built upon a model taken from the
1569 Pomeranian church order was prayed. in conclusion all prayed the our
father and the pastor gave the blessing.538
harnack then closely examined and evaluated each of these parts. he stated
that the admonitions ought most certainly to include a reading from the scriptures. he proposed a number of passages, including acts 8:14-17, which makes
clear that confirmation is not an act which confers the holy spirit. he stated
that where there was no public examination, the two admonitions and the hymn
could be dropped. in any case, the singing of “come holy ghost, god and Lord”
at this place was not particularly appropriate. he stated further that the our
father should be moved from the end of the service and put before the confes538
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sion and vows, as Löhe had recommended. The confession ought to take a form
of the apostolic symbol, because in keeping with the distinction between fides
quae and the fides qua and the understanding of faith as fiducia, the apostolic
symbol clearly stood as the fides quae. it was to be followed by the norma fidei,
assensus - “Do you confess from your heart that this faith into which you were
baptized and in which you have learned the church’s confession is in accordance
with the holy scriptures …” Third Part is the fides qua, fiducia - “Do you earnestly
desire to be made righteous before god …” The vows or promises must be reworded, harnack stated, so that they indicate that the confirmand earnestly desires to continue in this holy faith to walk according to it, and to make use of the
means of grace. The thanksgiving and intercession should thank god for the gift
given through Baptism and the Word and give thanks also that children could
receive the Lord’s supper to their blessing, and that the gift of the holy spirit
might be preserved in them, so that they could be strengthened in true christian
faith and a christian way of life and continue in it until the end. concerning the
laying-on-of-hands harnack noted that in the oldest agendas there was only a
prayer and no exhibitive formula (“receive the holy spirit …”). This act was
only an adiaphora; the rite itself did not depend upon it. Where it was used, the
laying-on-of-hands should be accompanied by a Votum. however, the proper
use the laying-on-of-hands was in confession and absolution. The admonition
addressed to the congregation should remind worshipers that they should look
upon the confirmands as members of Jesus christ in his church and support
them in their christian walk. although this had already been done in the admonition, it bore repeating.539
according to harnack, confirmation ought to be performed on a sunday
morning if possible, so that the whole congregation could be invited to take part
along with the parents, godparents, and relatives. it is a congregational service
and the congregation had played important roles in the fulfillment of church’s
responsibility toward the confirmands. The Würtemberg church order provided
a special note of this. special regulations concerning the time of confirmation in
the church year, the age of confirmands, the length of the instruction, etc., were
not agenda matters; they should be dealt with in the church order.
harnack’s 1871 article acquainted the church with his analysis of the rites of
Baptism and confirmation. now it remained for him to provide formularies for
these rites for examination, testing, and possible adoption. he announced in the
1871 Livonian synod that he was already at work on formularies for pastoral
acts and that his work on Baptism and confirmation would shortly be ready for
printing.540
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The fruit of harnack’s work on Baptism and confirmation appeared in Liturgische formulare zur Vervollständigung
und Revision der Agende für die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche im Russischen
Reiche (Liturgical Formularies Toward the
Completion and Revision of the Agenda
for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the
Russian Empire). his preface to the work
was dated october 2, 1871. The Livonian consistorial assessor approved the
work for publication on october 29 and
the imperial censor authorized its publication one day later.541 This volume, the
first of three, was subtitled: Taufe und
Confirmation (Baptism and Confirmation).
harnack noted that future volumes
would deal with marriage, communion of the sick, the commendation of
the Dying, and Burial. he further declared that he hoped also to provide a
formulary for ordination and other speLiturgical Formularies
cial services and to deal finally with the
by Theodosius harnack, 1871.
chief Divine service and other services.
harnack reminded his readers
that this volume was a private work with no official standing in the church. it
represented the fruits of his studies on Baptism and confirmation which he had
published in the Dorpater Zeitschrift earlier that year. This volume was not to be
considered a finished agenda, but he hoped that it would be of value in the preparation of one.
The little book consisted of three parts. The first dealt with holy Baptism the Baptism of children, together with explanatory notes, appendices, shortened baptismal rites, emergency Baptism and its public recognition, and the
Baptism of adults. The second part included the churching of Woman after
childbirth, that is the thanksgiving and blessing of a mother before the altar and
the announcement and prayers of thanksgiving and intercessions from the pulpit. The third part, confirmation, gave forms for the public examination of the
catechumens and the rite of confirmation itself with four appendices on vari541
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ous parts of the rite, including a form
connecting confirmation to confession
and absolution. harnack stated that he
was submitting this work to the synod
for discussion and to the deans and
deaneries for examination and field
testing.542
The reaction of the church to harnack’s Liturgical Formularies was discussed in the 1872 Livonian synod. The
response was generally positive. Pastor
karl rudolph Theodor Döbner of kalzenau (Latv. Kalsnava) read a critique in
which he praised the richness and variety of the forms provided, and noted
also that some criticisms were in order.
The synod decided that this critique
should be printed and by resolution
of the Wenden and Wolmar deaneries
Professor harnack was thanked for his
labors.543
Liturgical Formularies
in 1874 harnack published a second
by Theodosius harnack, 1874.
volume of Liturgical Formularies under
the same general title with the following subtitle: Trauung; Krankencommunion; Einsegnung der Sterbenden; Begräbniss; Ordination und Installation; Grundsteinlegung, und Weihe einer Kirche und eines Gottesackers (Marriage, Sick Communion,
Commendation of the Dying, Burial, Ordination and Installation, Corner Stone Laying,
the Consecration of a Church and a Cemetery). harnack completed this work on november 13, 1873. in his brief preface he noted that now all his work on formulas
of blessing and consecration has been completed. all that remained now was to
prepare the order of the chief Divine service and other public liturgical services
and the service of confession. he stated that he hoped to have these ready for the
printer in the near future. he noted again that this was a private work offered to
the synod for its examination and advice.544
Dr. harnack decided that before he could offer practical suggestions, he must
first provide for his readers the results of his systematic examination of the his542
543
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tory of theology of worship and its place
in the life of the church in terms of the
contemporary age and the confession of
faith of the worshiping congregation. it
was his judgment that only a systematic
examination of the theological basis of
worship in the christian congregation
and an analysis of its historical development could equip him and his readers
to answer their critics. The fruit of his
labors was the publication in 1877 of the
first volume of Praktische Theologie von
Dr. Th. Harnack. Einleitung und grundlegung. Theorie und Geschichte des Cultus
(The Practical Theology of Dr. Theodosius
Harnack. Introduction and Foundations.
Theory and History of Worship).
in order to lay an adequate foundation harnack spoke of the church according to its nature and its significance
as the assembly of the redeemed. This
Practical Theology
required of him that he discuss in detail
by Theodosius harnack, 1877.
the kingdom of god in the church and
in the world, the nature of church and
its god-given calling, and the ministry
of the church. having explored these themes he then turned to an examination
of the historical development of the church beginning in the “old catholic era”
(early church), the establishment of the church as a legal entity, the reformation
era, and the relationship between church and churches. he then turned to an
examination of the basis and function of the upbuilding of the church (germ.
selbsterbauung) in both its theological and practical dimensions.
The second section of the book considered the general theory of worship, its essence and necessity, its origin and goal, its objective and subjective factors, and the
principles of worship. he then considered the relationship between cult and culture,
the place of worship, its times and seasons, the development of the church year, the
present state of the church year in the Lutheran church, and the relationship between
word and sign in worship. next he wrote concerning the theory and history of worship, the special role of the proclamation of the Word of god, and the essence and
form of the sacrament of the altar. in addition to these sacramental considerations,
he concerned himself also with the sacrificial aspects of worship and also with church
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music. Then he traced the historical development of liturgy as an act of worship (cultic
act) from the apostolic times to the era of old-catholicism. he included here a consideration of the Apostolic Constitutions, the development of the eastern and Western
liturgies in general, and those of roman origin in particular. he then laid the groundwork for a consideration of worship in the church of the reformation (germ. Der evangelische Katholicismus). here special attention was given to the evangelical Lutheran
Divine service, the ordering of divine worship in the reformed and Prussian united
churches, the Lutheran agendas of the sixteenth century, the destruction and attempts
to rebuild the church’s liturgical tradition, and finally, the construction of the proper
form of the Divine service of the evangelical Lutheran church.
harnack wanted his hearers to understand clearly that Lutheran and reformed
worship proceed from entirely different bases, had undergone different processes
of historical development, and consequently were quite different in their essence
and construction. unlike the reformed, the Lutheran church has retained and built
upon the traditional roman mass of the Western church. it was a historical structure with a long tradition behind it. it was not a de novo construction, a mysterious
figure like melchizedek, appearing out of nowhere without history or genealogy.
for this reason, harnack stated, he was determined to offer his practical suggestions only when the foundation had been laid and the theological and historical dimensions of worship had been made clear. in his introduction he noted that external and material elements in worship, such as the extending of the hands in prayer,
the laying-on-of-hands in blessing, the sign of the cross, the bowing of the head, the
prominent display of the crucifix, and burning of candles, as well as the exchanging
of rings in the marriage service, and the casting of earth on the coffin in the burial
rite were natural symbols, the meaning of which were evident to everyone. he
went on to note, that the reformed church emphatically rejected many of them.
harnack had no use for the popular but wholly inadequate understanding of
congregational worship, according to which it was understood to be little more
than a convenient way for the preacher to disseminate the Word of god. nor
had harnack any kind word for the notion that individual worshipers should
come from this experience edified by the fact that they have given themselves to
hearing the words of the preacher and taking them to heart. he stated that such
notions lost sight of the fact that in the liturgy god gathered into one family those
whom he had called to be his own, those who had turned to him in heart, mind,
and body to receive all that he desired to give them, so that they might be built up
into a living temple, a holy priesthood (1 Peter 2:5). even the hymns were brought
into the service of the liturgy. if the particular act of piety in the eastern church
was characterized by the Ektenia and that of the roman church the priestly sub
voce prayer, for the Lutheran church it was the hymns which stood out as the
highest expression of faith. The chief Divine service of the Lutheran church of-
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fered all that the Lord wished to give through Word and sacrament. neither was
merely a supplement to the other, as though one could have the sacrament frequently with little or no preaching, or incessant preaching with little or no Baptism or the Lord’s supper. all were tied together as means of grace by which god
made himself present in a gracious manner.
The service must be considered indivisible, and yet it contained within it four
actions which were individually distinct, according to harnack.
The first of these acts, he stated, is the service of Preparation (germ. Der Vorbereitungsact). This includes the introit and Doxology, the Confiteor and the Kyrie, the
promise of god’s grace and its inevitable reference to Baptism, and the hymn “all
glory be to god on high.” here harnack reiterated the understanding of the structure
of the Divine service and its elements which he had earlier articulated in his liturgical articles. his notions concerning the service of Preparation perpetuated an understanding of the Kyrie, which had come from the swedish tradition and had become
firmly implanted in the 1832 liturgy. The swedish church, however, did not place the
Kyrie between the confession and Declaration of grace but after the penitential act.
in the 1832 agenda, however, the Kyrie served as a penitential prayer rather than as
a petition addressed to the Lord at his coming. so too, the Gloria in excelsis became a
specific act of thanksgiving for the Declaration of grace, instead of a remembrance of
the incarnation. instead of understanding the service of Preparation as a public preparation for the Divine service, akin to the private preparation made by the priest in the
sacristy, harnack understood the preparation to be an integral part of the service in
which the confession of sins followed the introit, instead of preceding it.545
in harnack’s scheme the service of the Word (germ. Der Wortact) immediately follows the service of Preparation. here the reading of the epistle and gospel
stand at the center. Before this reading the forgiven assembly is invited to pray.
The service of the Word begins with the pastor intoning the salutation and singing the collect. The congregation responds with its faithful amen. Then the Pastor reads the epistle, and following it the congregation sings the threefold alleluia
(except during Lent) as an expression of joyful worship. on feast days the choir
may add a special note of thanksgiving with special music. after the gospel the
congregation’s responds: “Praise to you, o christ.” Then follow the creed and the
sermon. The sermon is introduced by a free prayer and with both introductory and
concluding Votums. historically creed marked the point of division between the
missa catechumenorum and the missa fidelium and was not meant to be considered a
response either to the reading of the gospel or to the sermon. harnack stated that
the creed is the church’s deliberate and faithful confession of god according to
his self-revelation. following the sermon, the Prayer of the church stands as an
545
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independent element. it is not a development or expansion of the sermon. a hymn
verse should separate the sermon and the Prayer of the church and most properly,
during the hymn the pastor should move from the pulpit to the altar. harnack also
noted that the our father was not properly to be used as an act of supplication from
the pulpit. its proper place was at the conclusion of the consecration or, when the
Lord’s supper was not celebrated, after the Prayer of the church.546
at the beginning of his treatment of the service of the Lord’s supper (germ. Der
Abendmahls-Act) harnack noted that Lutheran liturgies usually fell into one of two
patterns. in some orders the offertory hymn “create in me a clean heart, o god”
was followed directly by the Preface, Sanctus, our father, Agnus Dei, Verba Christi,
Pax, and communion. in other orders, which follow the pattern set down by Luther
in the Deutsche Messe with its Paraphrasis, the movement is as follows: Verba testamenti, our father, Pax, Agnus Dei, and communion. The Livonian deaneries had
indicated that they wanted an admonition addressed to the communicants which
could be read before communion. harnack suggested that Luther’s admonition in
the Deutsche Messe could serve as the model for this admonition, and that it should
precede the Preface, Vere Dignum, and Sanctus. The admonition he prepared followed the wording of Luther’s Paraphrasis, but omitted the paraphrased our father.
“Dear friends in christ, since we are gathered here in the name of the Lord to
receive his holy Testament, i therefore exhort you that you make use of the same in
true faith and most of all firmly take to heart the words by which christ gives us his
body and blood for forgiveness; that you give thanks for his boundless love which
he has shown us in that through his blood he has delivered us from the wrath of
god, sin, death, and hell, and to that end he has given externally the bread and
wine, that is his body and blood, as a guarantee and pledge. accordingly, in his
name and by his command we desire so to administer and use the Testament.”547
The Preface immediately follows this brief admonition and the Vere dignum
follows after that. harnack proposed also the addition of a prayer after the Sanctus and before the Verba to lead in a natural manner from the thought of the Sanctus to the consecration.
“indeed, truly holy are you and holy also is your son, our Lord and savior
Jesus christ, who by one sacrifice has perfected for all eternity those who sanctified. Therefore we give you our thanks and do as you have said to do:
for in the night in which he was betrayed … such do in remembrance of me.”548
harnack here offered a suggestion which in the course of time would excite
discussion and controversy, namely the inclusion of a eucharistic Prayer which
harnack called the Prayer of Blessing (germ. Weihegebet). To forestall any compli546
547
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ant that he was introducing an element foreign and inimical to Lutheran theology,
harnack cited as the pattern for his prayer the prayer included in the Pfalz-neuburg church order of 1543. The similarities between the two prayers are evident:
Table No. 1549550
Pfalz-Neuburg Church Order, 1543

Practical Theology, 1877

“o Lord Jesus christ, only true son of
the Living god, who gave your life into
bitter death for us all and shed your blood
for the forgiveness of our sin, and who
commanded all your disciples to eat this
very body and to drink this very blood and
thereby to remember your death; we bring
these your gifts of bread and wine before
your divine majesty, and we pray that by
your divine mercy, goodness, and power
you would hallow and bless and grant
this bread to be your body and this wine
to be your blood, and that all who eat and
drink thereof may receive everlasting life,
who lives and reigns in unity with god
the father and the holy spirit now and
forever.”549

“remembering thus his innocent sufferings
and death, his glorious resurrection and
ascension to the right hand of majesty and
his promised return in glory, we place
these gifts before your face, your own of
your own, and we implore you that by
your divine goodness, grace, and power
you would hallow, bless and grant that
according to the institution of our Lord
Jesus christ, this bread may be his body
and this wine his blood, and that all who eat
and drink thereof, may receive forgiveness
of sins and sanctification of soul and body,
that we may have joy in the day of the
coming of your son and together with all
the faithful might celebrate with him the
great banquet in his heavenly kingdom.”550

The pattern is clearly set in the Pfalz-neuburg rite, but harnack has made
some significant changes. he addressed his prayer to the father, the creator, the
fons bonitates. The son is the father’s gift for the life of the world, just as bread
and wine are his gifts to sustain earthly life and to make glad the hearts of men.
549

550

“herr Jesu christe, du eyniger warer son des lebendigen gottis, der du dein leib für vns alle
in den bittern tod hast dargeben, vnd dein blut zu Vergebung vnserer sünde vergossen,
Darzu, den selben dein leib, vnd dasselbig dein blut, allen deinen Jungern zu essen vnd
zu trincken, vnd deines tods darbey zu gedencken hast befolhen. Wir bringen für deine
götliche maiestat,dise deine gaben, Brot vnd Wein, vnd bitten, du wöllest die selben, durch
dein götliche gnad, güte, vnd krafft, heiligen, segnen, vnd schaffen, das dises Brot, dein
leib, vnd diser Wein, dein blut sey, vnnd allen denen, die daruon essen vnd trincken, zum
ewigen leben lassen gedeihen, der du mit gott dem vatter in eynigkeyt des heiligen geysts,
lebst vnd regirest ymmer vnd ewigklich, amen.” Richter II 1871, 28.
“eingedenk also seines unschuldigen Leidens und sterbens, seiner glorreichen auferstehung und auffahrt zur rechten der majestät und seiner verheissenen Wiederkunft in
herrlichkeit, stellen wir diese gaben vor Dein angesicht, das Deine von dem Deinen, und
bitten, Du wollest dieselben durch Deine göttliche güte, gnade und kraft heiligen, segnen
und schaffen, dass dieses Brod, nach der einsetzung unsres herrn Jesu christi, sei sein Leib
und dieser Wein sein Blut, und dass es allen denen, die davon essen und trinken, zur Vergebung der sünde und zur heiligung an seele und Leib gereiche, auf dass wir freudigkeit
haben auf den Tag der Zukunft Deines sohnes und sammt allen gläubigen mit ihm das
grosse abendmahl feiern mögen in seinem himmlischen reich.” Harnack 1877, 631.
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harnack added a strong eschatological note as a reminder that participation in
the holy supper is a foretaste of heaven. he made specific reference to the remembrance of the coming again of christ in the last day and participation in
the heavenly banquet. one sees perhaps the influence of the liturgy of st. John
chrysostom, in which specific mention is made of the remembrance of christ’s
coming again in glory. This reference was entirely lacking in the Lutheran liturgies of that day. Whereas in Pfalz-neuburg order christ was addressed and
remembrance was made of his saving work, harnack’s prayer remembers the
work of christ before the father, to whom the entire prayer is addressed. Both
the Pfalz-neuburg and harnackian prayers turn their attention to the work of the
church – “…we place these gifts before your face” (“… stellen wir diese Gaben vor
Dein Angesicht…”) and “we bring” (“wir bringen”). This may seem intrusive and
perhaps might more appropriately be put in the Prayer of the church, especially
because it is sacrificial rather than sacramental in character.
more problematic is harnack’s decision to put this prayer after the Verba rather
than before it. in Pfalz-neuburg it was found before the Verba and the Verba were
specifically referred to as Verba consecrationis. although the Words of christ had been
spoken over the bread and wine, harnack desired the addition of a second Prayer
of Blessing, to ask that the father now to sanctify and bless elements over which the
Verba had already been spoken. This pattern might be thought to support the contention that the Words of christ spoken over bread and wine were not consecratory, and
that a special Prayer of Blessing was needed. The historical circumstances, as stated
in the synoptic gospels and first corinthians 11, indicate that Jesus spoke a Prayer of
Blessing – eulogēsas (εύλογήσας) in mathew and mark, and a Prayer of Thanksgiving
eucharistēsas (εύχαριστήσας) in Luke and Paul, before the breaking of the bread and the
distribution with the Verba. although in matthew, mark, Luke, and Paul the prayer is
put in first place before the Verba, harnack followed the pattern of those eastern liturgies which put it after the Verba. This apparent eastern influence might also be seen in
the introductory words of harnack’s Eulogia (εύλογία) which, following the pattern of
the Liturgy of st. John chrysostom, begins memores igitur.551 This prayer also included
the phrase “… we place these gifts before your face, your own of your own …” and it
made specific reference to christ’s second coming. harnack appears to have followed
this pattern, although he did not go on to include an epiclesis invoking the holy spirit
as the instrument through which the consecration is accomplished.
harnack believed this Prayer of Blessing to be not only an appropriate addition
to the Lutheran liturgy, but a necessary addition. although he did not clearly state
it, it appears that harnack’s interests in this matter were an indication of his ecumenical concerns. Both the roman and eastern churches surround the Verba with
551
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prayers. in an age in which voices were being raised to question whether the Verba
needed to be spoken or sung over the bread and wine, harnack declared emphatically that this practice must continue and went on to state that there should also be a
Prayer of Blessing. harnack affirmed the position stated in Formula of Concord, Solid
Declaration Vii552 that the Words of institution must never under any circumstances
be omitted. however, he appears to have thought that something more than the
Words of christ were needed, not only for clarification but also for consecration.
he believed that the inclusion of the Eulogia was a practice from apostolic times.
however, the Lutheran church had always confessed that the consecration was
accomplished by the recitation of the Verba over the bread and wine. accordingly,
it would best be placed before the Verba rather than after it, in order to avoid the
notion that one is asking god to hallow and bless by his “divine goodness, grace,
and power” what he has already hallowed and blessed by his Word.
The congregation responds with its amen. This is followed by the our father.
harnack stated that this prayer was to be prayed on behalf of those who were about
to receive christ’s body and blood. Therefore, he said, it ought to be prayed not before
but after the Verba, before the Pax Domini and the Distribution. some older Lutheran
liturgies, like that of Briesmann 1530, had placed this prayer after the Verba but Luther and others had placed it before the Verba. in general, it could be said that either
way the Verba and the Lord’s Prayer could be thought of as two parts of a single action and not two separate actions. harnack, however, offered the view that the prayer
was quite distinct from the Verba and served a separate purpose, namely god’s gracious blessing upon those who were about to receive the sacrament. accordingly, the
our father ought to follow the Verba as in the Pfalz-neuburg church order.
The high point of the Divine service is communion and after it the service is to
be brought to a speedy conclusion. The service of conclusion (germ. Den Schluss)
consists in the Nunc dimittis or verses from Psalm 23 or Psalm 103, followed by the
Versicle, post-communion collect, and the blessing.553
harnack noted that the congregation had also other forms of liturgy available
to it in addition to the chief Divine service. included among these were the socalled preaching service and the morning and evening services of prayer, which
consisted chiefly of psalms, readings, and canticles. all these bore testimony to
the richness of the church’s liturgical heritage.
The second volume of harnack’s Practical Theology, entitled: Geschichte und
Theorie der Predigt (Homiletik). Geschichte und Theorie der pastoralen gemeindeleitung
(Seelsorge) (History and Theory of the Sermon (Homiletics). History and Theory of the
Pastoral Care in the Congregation), appeared in 1878. in this book he dealt with the
sermon as an act of worship, its purpose and goal, and its place in the care of
552
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souls, as well as its relationship to liturgical worship and the place of all of these
in the life of the congregation.
With this work behind him harnack now considered that he had laid sufficient
groundwork for volume three of his Liturgical Formularies. The book was approved
for publication by the Livonian consistory on may 16, 1878 and was published in
Dorpat later that year under the same general title, with the subtitle: Der Hauptgottesdienst und die Nebengottesdienste (The Chief Divine Service and Minor Offices).
in this volume harnack provided formularies for the chief Divine service
and minor offices (germ. Die Nebengottesdienste), prayers for the Divine service
(germ. Gebets- oder liturgischer Gottesdienst), the Divine service on occasions of
state and christian instruction (germ. Christen Lehre), ordinarily conducted on
sunday for the catechumens. he also provided his readers with a theological
overview for each section.
as he had stated previously in his Practical Theology, harnack described the
chief Divine service as binding together three or four separate parts: the entrance
rite, the service of the Word, and the service of the sacrament together with the
concluding rite.
harnack’s entrance rite (germ. Eingang) consists of the introit together with
the Doxology. The Confiteor and Kyrie
are answered by the absolution and the
Gloria in excelsis, understood as an act of
thanksgiving for forgiveness received.
harnack included examples of invitations to confession, a Prayer of confession, and a form for the Declaration of
grace, which he called the absolution,
although it was not an absolution in the
proper sense. a proper absolution at
this point would be inappropriate after
what was in fact only a general confession in the first person plural - “We confess before you …” harnack offered a
traditional Declaration of grace: “The almighty, merciful Lord has had mercy on
us and has given his only son into death
for our sins, and for his sake forgives us;
also to all those who believe in his name
he gives the power to become the sons of
Liturgical Formularies
by Theodosius harnack, 1878.
god and promises them his holy spirit.
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he who believes and is baptized shall be saved. sing praises to his name.” since
harnack thought of the Gloria as the congregation’s corporate response to the
Declaration of grace, rather than a response to the angelic salutation at the coming of the christ child, this last phrase provided an appropriate transition to it.554
The second part is the service of the Word (germ. Der Wort-Act). according
to harnack, this service should begin with salutation, Versicle, and collect. also
included are the epistle, the alleluia, the gospel, the Laus tibi - “Praise to you,
o christ” the creed, the sermon, and the Prayer of the church. numerous examples of Versicles and responses for use at church festivals with the collects
are included, as well as general and seasonal collects, based in some cases on
ancient models. included also are prayers for special occasions to be used as the
Prayer of the church on sundays and festival days. harnack indicated that the
traditional epistles and gospels should be used and should be read from the
altar. The epistle is followed by the alleluia verse and the gospel is followed
by Laus tibi.” The text of the sermon, if it is either of the altar readings, may be
repeated by the pastor from the pulpit before the sermon. if a special or free text
is used, it is read at this point. The creed should be read by the entire congregation, not by the pastor alone, as in 1832. The congregation may sing: “We all
believe in one true god.” The Prayer of the church should be read from the altar,
not from the pulpit. The Litany or the Te Deum Laudamus may be sung antiphonally. special intercessions may be announced and read from the pulpit. The
Pulpit office closes with a Votum. Then the Prayer of the church is prayed from
the altar. harnack included several general prayers for ordinary and special occasions, all with congregational responses. 555
The service of the sacrament (germ. Der Sacraments-Act) begins with a hymn
verse, based on verses from Psalm 51 (create in me clean heart, o god …”). This
is followed by the Preface, Sanctus, and Benedictus qui venit. The common Vere
Dignum is supplemented with proper Prefaces to be used at christmas, epiphany,
Lent, easter, ascension, Pentecost, and Trinity. in every case the phrase “hosanna to the son of David” is inserted before the Benedictus and the traditional
“hosanna in the highest” follows it. after the Sanctus the pastor turns to the
congregation to admonish them to a right regard and use of the sacrament, based
on Luther’s Paraphrasis. in his Practical Theology harnack had suggested that this
admonition should be put before the Preface, as the Livonian liturgical committee
had earlier indicated. he now moved it to a place after the Sanctus where it would
lead immediately to the act of consecration. The admonition is as it was before,
with one change in the final sentence where harnack notes that the congregation
administers and receives the sacrament not only in the Lord’s name and by his
554
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command but according to his own words. Turning now to the altar the pastor
speaks the Words of christ’s Testament over the bread and wine. The our father
and the Pax Domini follows the Verba, but before them is an anamnesis and an
epiclesis, addressed to the second person of the Trinity:
“remembering therefore, Lord Jesus christ, eternal and almighty son of god,
the once and for all and complete sacrifice of your body and blood, by which you
have perfected for eternity those who are hallowed, and thus have ordained your
holy supper to be a remembrance and seal; we implore you, hallow us in body
and soul, make us ready and worthy to draw near to your table with true hunger
for salvation, so that we, abiding in you as you abide in us, may have forgiveness
of sins and eternal life and finally, together with all the faithful, may celebrate
with you the great banquet in your heavenly kingdom.”556 The congregation responds: “amen.”
This prayer differs significantly from the prayer harnack had given in his
Practical Theology. he did not call this a Prayer of Blessing (germ. Weihegebet),
nor did he speak of the placing the bread and wine before the face of god. This
prayer is a prayer of remembrance, a thanksgiving for the gift of the supper, a
prayer for the hallowing of the communicants that they might receive the gifts of
forgiveness of sins and eternal life, and a prayer that together with all believers
the communicants may have their portion in the banquet of christ’s heavenly
kingdom. This prayer is worded in such a way that it could not be criticized as
introducing a foreign theology into the Lutheran church. That the consecration
has already been accomplished by christ’s Words spoken over bread and wine
by one ordained by the church to do so can be seen by the fact that the prayer is
not called a Prayer of Blessing, and also by the fact that the prayer is addressed to
the second Person of the Trinity now present under bread and wine. The son of
god is asked to bless the communicants that they might eat and drink in a worthy
manner with a true hunger for salvation, to receive the gifts imparted in christ’s
body and blood as the fruits of his redeeming work. in an explanatory footnote
harnack stated that this prayer was the one new element in this liturgy, and that
he had taken the liberty of recommending it partly to make the agenda complete
by supplying elements found, for example, in the Bavarian liturgy, and partly to
give emphasis to the significance of the praying of the our father by the congre556

“eingedenk also, herr Jesu christe, ewiger und allmächtiger sohn gottes, des einmaligen
und vollkommenen opfers Deines Leibes und Blutes, mit welchem Du in ewigkeit
vollendet hast, die geheiliget werden und deß zum gedächtniß und siegel Du Dein heiliges
abendmahl verordnet hast, bitten wir Dich, heilige uns an Leib und seele und mache uns
also bereit und geschmückt, Deinem Tische mit rechter heilsbegier zu nahen, auf daß wir
in Dir seiend, gleichwie Du in uns, Vergebung der sünden und das ewige Leben haben,
und endlich sammt allen gläubigen mit Dir das große abendmahl feiern mögen in Deinem
himmlischen reiche.” Harnack II 1878, 93.
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gation, which immediately follows this prayer. in his Practical Theology harnack
had stated that the Lord’s Prayer should be prayed after the consecration instead
of before it, because this prayer was best understood to be a prayer for worthy
communion.
The our father is then followed by the so-called evangelical absolution - the
Pax Domini. The pastor says both the Pax Domini, “The Peace of the Lord be with
you all,” and the amen, which follows it.557
The distribution and the Agnus Dei immediately follow. if there is a large number of communicants, then instead of the Agnus Dei, the hymn “Lamb of god,
pure and holy” may be sung. The words of distribution are “Take now and eat,
this is the body of our Lord Jesus christ, given into death for you,” “Take now
and drink, this is the blood of our Lord Jesus christ, shed for you for the forgiveness of sins. may this strengthen and preserve you in body and soul to life
everlasting.”558
The concluding service (germ. Schluss) consists of a Versicle and a collect of
Thanksgiving (five choices are provided, the first of which is Luther’s prayer),
the Benedicamus Domino: “Bless we the Lord” without the response “Thanks be to
god.” harnack called it the Benedicite. it is followed by the Benediction. after the
Benediction the congregation sings a hymn verse. in his earlier works harnack
had indicated that the final hymn should be brief and Dr. christiani and the Livonian liturgical committee had indicated their agreement that a single hymn verse
should conclude the service.559
There is little here which departs from proposals found in harnack’s earlier
writings, including his recently published Practical Theology, and the proposals
of the liturgical committee during the christiani years. however, in this volume
harnack appears to have softened his position on the consecration. he affirmed
the traditional Lutheran doctrine that it is the Word of christ spoken or sung over
the elements which consecrate them. he included also a prayer which invoked
god’s blessing upon the communicants. earlier he had given a prayer which
asked for a blessing upon the communicants and also upon the bread and wine
that it might be the body and blood of christ.
Liturgical Formularies III was a mature liturgical writing of Dr. harnack. it
was the fruit of his years of careful study prepared in order to meet the practical
needs of the church in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. he addressed his work to the church which he wished to serve by means of his work
557
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in most Lutheran liturgies the congregation responds by saying amen (Prussia 1822) or
“and with your spirit” (riga 1530, sweden 1693, courland 1765). harnack includes no
response.
Harnack II 1878, 93.
Harnack II 1878, 94-95.
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to the pastors, who would study and consider his proposals and test them at
the altar, and finally, to the church’s liturgical committee which would consider
his proposals when preparing a new agenda for the russian Lutheran church.
in the preface he expressed his hope that this work would in some measure offset the destructive influences of Pietism and rationalism, the cult of the pulpit
orator, and the doctrinaire - those who “know-it-all.” following the example of
Lucas Lossius in the preface to the 1561 edition of his Psalmodia, hoc est, Cantica
Sacra Veteris Ecclesiae Selecta, he concluded: “vult Deus, ut vox evangelii multiplicater in publicis coetibus sonet.”
The 1878 Livonian synod was informed by Professor von oettingen that the
third part of harnack’s Liturgical Formularies was ready and would soon appear.
harnack’s recommendations were uncontested. When the book was published,
no criticisms were offered either in print or in the Livonian synod. The Livonians
appeared ready to move forward with the preparation of a new agenda.560

560

Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1878, 12.
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9. The Progress of The reform
of The LiTurgy in The oTher
ConsisToriaL DisTriCTs

9 . 1 L itu r g ical De l i b e rati o ns i n C ourlan d
The Courlandian consistorial district located in the southernmost regions of
the Baltic provinces, was also engaged in liturgical discussions. here however,
there were no overtures concerning a major revision of the 1832 rite, but there
were a number of questions concerning uniformity of usages and their significance, caused by the fact that the present agenda was deficient in some respects.
These matters were brought to the attention at the 1852 Courlandian synod.
The grobin (Latv. Grobiņa) deanery suggested that the synod address itself to
agreement on a common mode for the election and introduction of church custodians and the adoption of a form for the ceremonies of burial. Pastor hermann
ehrenfest Katterfeld of Durben (Latv. Durbe) read a paper, entitled Rituale oder
keins (Ritual or not), in which he stated that an examination of various agendas
and formularies in use since the reformation showed that the Lutheran Church
was not opposed to ritual, and that common agreement in the exercise of pastoral acts by pastors and their co-workers were factor in stability and unity of
the church. accordingly he proposed that the general synod turn its attention
to research which would lead to the publication of an established ritual of pastoral acts. The synod discussed the matter and decided to establish a commission,
consisting of Pastors Katterfeld of Durben, and heinrich Christian eduard rottermund of Libau, and Dean Jannot emil Launitz of grobin to examine materials
and bring concrete proposals to the synod.561
in 1855 synod questions of Private Confession aroused as the result of a paper
by Pastor Wilhelm ferdinand eduard seeberg of Wahnen (Latv. Vane) concerning Private Confession and relationship to special pastoral care. he spoke of Private Confession as an essential means of help to souls faced with evil. he noted
that this matter was overlooked in the agenda. The Small Catechism spoke of it
but only incompletely and the Confessional Writings restricted themselves to
speaking against the roman practice of insisting that all sins must be enumerated. Luther was quoted to the effect that no one should fear Confession in the
ear, and that according to the doctrine of the Lutheran Church it was an insti561
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tution rich in blessing. however, general Confession should not be done away
with. in reaction it became evident that the majority of the pastors did not think
that it was possible to introduce it at least at the present time but that particular days and hours could be set aside for it. Concerning the introduction of the
confessional (germ. Beichtstuhl) it was felt that it had too many roman Catholic
associations. however, one could come to the sacristy and kneel there to make
his confession. it was emphasized that it was very important that congregations
be instructed concerning the essence, practice, and blessing of Private Confession
and the inviolability of the Confessional seal. it was also said that Luther’s advice
to preachers was very beneficial that a particular Bible verse be quoted for the
benefit of those confessing.562
renewed appreciation for the doctrine of the sacrament found in the Lutheran
Confessions led many pastors in Courland to consider whether they should commune themselves or receive the sacrament only from the hands of other pastors.
This question probably would not have vexed many during the era of rationalism, because during that period there was little sense of Communion as a sacrament and gift from the Lord. instead the central emphasis was on the supper as
a meal of remembrance and a personal commitment to the moral teachings of
the master. The 1832 agenda brought a new appreciation for the real nature of
the sacrament, but it provided no clear instructions concerning the pastor’s selfCommunion or the disposition of the reliquiae. Discussion centered around two
points. few parishes had more than one pastor. if pastors were only to receive
the sacrament from other pastors, they could commune only seldom - at diocesan meetings of the clergy, parish anniversaries, and synods. This would mean
that pastors would administer the sacrament to their people without receiving it
themselves. Questions also arose concerning what should be done with the consecrated elements not consumed by the communicants. Lutheran Churches did
not practice reservation of the sacrament and some were of the opinion that consecrated elements were only potentially the bearers of Christ’s body and blood.
They interpreted the Formula of Concord to mean that only in the moment of reception could bread and wine be said to bear the body and blood of Christ to the
communicants. Based on this receptionist view some simply put the unused hosts
back in the bread box with unconsecrated bread and poured the consecrated wine
back in the bottle. in some cases pastors were permitted to use it as a beverage.
The more abstentious would more likely pour the unused wine on the earth in the
church yard, as was the case also with baptismal water.
appreciation for the Lutheran Confessions was growing in the Courlandian
Church but it seemed not so much to solve questions as to raise them. some pas562
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tors might oppose self-Communion, claiming it to be a decadent romanistic practice built on the notion that the sacrifice of the mass was fulfilled by the priestly
eating and drinking. more significant to many was the belief that the Smalcald
Articles clearly forbad any self-Communion. Luther had written in article ii: “…
to commune oneself is a human notion, uncertain, unnecessary, and even forbidden.” This was taken to forbid the pastor’s self-Communion, and therefore some
could state that it was better for the pastor not to receive the sacrament at all than
to administer it to himself. however, Luther’s words were taken out of context.
he was not referring to the pastor’s self-Communion in the mass. Luther himself
had provided for self-Communion in his Formula Missae and had included the
traditional prayers which were to be said by the priest at his self-Communion.
Luther’s complaint in the Smalcald Articles was against lay people communing
themselves outside the mass, thereby violating the very nature of the sacrament
and the doctrine of the church.
The first appearance of the question of self-Communion is found in the synodical protocol of the Courlandian Church in 1856. Pastor Theodor emil Lamberg
of Dobele (Latv. Dobele) read a report by Pastor gustav gottlieb grüner from
subbath (Latv. Subate) in which he stated that a careful examination of the Verba
indicates that for a number of reasons the self-Communion of the clergy should
under no circumstances be permitted. The synod agreed.563 The proceedings of
the 1857 synod show that the question did not go away. further research into the
doctrine and liturgical practices of the Lutheran Church had indicated to some
that for both objective and subjective reasons one could not condemn unequivocally the practice of self-Communion. Pastor Lamberg now admitted as much in
his presentation of a study by Pastor Karl eduard otto Claus of sickeln (Latv.
Sikele). Claus’ work showed that one could not declare clergy self-Communion
impermissible, doctrinally, historically, or from an examination of the practice of
earlier times. at the same time Pastor Claus made it clear that it was much to be
preferred that the pastor should receive the sacrament from the hand of another
pastor, stating that Confession and absolution were prerequisite to the reception
of the sacrament and no one could absolve himself. his position was that only
when everything was done in absolutely proper order, could self-Communion
be allowed.564 This position also proved unsatisfactory, and the question arose
again in the 1860 synod. Pastor seeberg of Wahnen read a report of Johann Ludwig König’s work on Der jedesmalige Mitgenuß und das Selbstnehmen des heiligen
Abendmahles von Seiten des konsekrirenden Geistlichen (The Regular self-Communion
of the Consecrating Pastor) in which the writer stated that there were no doctrinal
or historical reasons for the rejection of self-Communion. it had been widely prac563
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ticed in the past. he rejected what he described to be questionable arguments to
the contrary. he went on to suggest that this was no inconsequential question;
the matter deserved close attention.565 in 1862 the question arouse again. Dean
Karl gottlob schmidt of edwahlen (Latv. Ēdole) brought a lengthy discussion to a
close by stating that there had been entirely to much vacillation on this point. The
doctrine of the universal priesthood of believers could not be taken to forbid selfCommunion, and the very nature of the sacrament teaches that in the sacrament
one is united with the divine son of god. Therefore, it could make no real difference whether the pastor receives the true bread of heaven from his own hand or
that of another. What was more important was faith in the real presence of the
Lord in the sacrament. in the face of this truth all other questions fade away.566
During this period reform of the 1832 agenda was not a matter of any real
concern in the synods of the Courlandian consistorial district. nothing much was
said about it in the protocols but pastors were being influenced by developments
in neighboring Livonia where the reform of the liturgy was a matter of concern.
some wanted a richer liturgy and began to introduce liturgical forms not authorized for use in Courland. others found other reasons for altering the official rites.
This matter was brought to the attention of the 1868 synod by Dean august ernst
raison of gross-auts (Latv. Lielauce). he reminded the assembly that liturgical
uniformity in the church was absolutely essential, especially because heresy was
on the march. Besides that the church was legally bound to its liturgy; it was not
to be altered according to the whims of the pastor, lest the church’s unity of faith
and practice be lost.567
raison brought up the matter once again in the 1873 synod. he reminded the
delegates that sects were multiplying. To counteract the appeal of the sects the
pastors needed to use the church’s agenda and its liturgical forms to bear witness
to the fellowship of faith in which the church lives. unauthorized forms must be
rejected.568
although raison’s concerns were legitimate, he did not address the question
of the adequacy of the old forms. he apparently did not realize that there was
something other than a mere desire for novelty which led pastors to make innovations at the altar. in many cases their decision to do so was the result of their
conviction that the present liturgy could not carry the weight.
one pastor who was acutely aware of the shortcomings of the 1832 rite was
Dean reinhold friedrich Julius räder, pastor of st. Catherine’s Church in goldingen (Latv. Kuldiga). räder had read widely in the studies produced by Wil565
566
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helm Löhe, Ludwig schöberlein, georg Christian Dieffenbach, and others and
had familiarized himself with the recent publications of Lutheran Churches which
were seeking to enrich their worship according to classical Lutheran norms, as
was the case in Bavaria where the Agenden-Kern für die evangelisch-lutherische
Kirche in Bayern has recently been published. he stood firmly against arbitrary
and idiosyncratic liturgical tinkering, but he was interesting in the enrichment
of the liturgical and sacramental life of his parishioners. he had already added
more elaborate liturgical services of matins and Vespers to his schedule of parish
services and was ready to enthusiastically recommend that others do the same.
räder agreed with Dean raison who at the 1873 synod had expressed concern
about departures from the church’s liturgical norms. he noted however, that a
careful distinction must be made between those who tinkered with the liturgy
and made changes to suit themselves, and those who were seriously concerned to
improve the worship and sacramental life of their parishes through the reintroduction of classical Lutheran practices. he wanted nothing to do with the former
but was glad to count himself among the latter.
in the 1874 Courlandian synod he read a paper, entitled: Zum Ausbau unserer
Gottesdienste (Concerning the Improvement of our Divine Service), in which he dealt
with the issue.569 he noted that it is one thing to seek the improvement of the liturgy and quite another to simply mutilate it. it had been the fate of the old swedish handbook that its terms had been very much violated. however, now the
church had its own rite, adopted in 1832. This rite could properly be built upon
and supplemented; its terms, however, must not be violated. The work of supplementing has been going on in the Livonian liturgical committee for a number of
years. räder was not aware of where this work stood at the present time, but he
noted that some time in the future a general synod would need to deal comprehensively with the question of liturgical reform.
he noted that there was no liturgical uniformity at the present time. in some
places the harnackian introits had been introduced, and in Livonia and other
consistorial districts the use of the pulpit verse after the sermon had been introduced. This had been done with the consent of the general Consistory. With the
approval of the synod at mitau Children’s services had been introduced. no provision for these liturgical changes had been considered in the 1832 rite. one was
forced to wonder whether on this account these changes ought to be outlawed.
going even further, perhaps mission festivals too ought not be permitted, because no mention was made of them in the 1832 agenda. räder advocated no
such curtailments. it was his opinion that the church was bound to the 1832 agenda only in a relative sense.570
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räder included in his presentation some recommendation for the improvement of the Divine service for sundays and festal days and for the minor offices.
he recommended that the harnackian introits be introduced in the Divine service at very least in the german city congregations. he noted that the introit states
the character of the day and prepares the congregation for the confession of sins.
at this place the 1832 rite had only an optional Triune invocation and the Gloria
Patri. it was between these two elements that the introit finds its proper place.
The invitation to the Confession of sins ought to be introduced at least on festal
days by an appropriate verse, such as 1 John 1:8-9. This addition, found in Dieffenbach’s Handagende, was already being practiced in the university Divine service at Dorpat. he suggested also that a declarative absolution ought to replace
the optative form as was already being done in Livonia and some other places. he
recommended also that the congregation should play a larger role in the liturgy.
The 1832 rite had followed the Prussian practice of dividing the liturgy between
the pastor and the choir, leaving the congregation little to do but sit and listen
and sing the hymns. räder suggested that in addition to singing “all glory be to
god on high,” the congregation should be permitted to take the choir’s part in the
Gloria in excelsis, when no choir was present.
Like others of his day räder considered the Gloria in excelsis to be the conclusion of the Preparatory service. The service of the Word was understood to begin
with the salutation, Versicle, and Collect. räder suggested the insertion of the
alleluia verse before the singing of the alleluia. The 1832 rite had unfortunately omitted this verse, often called the “gradual Verse” but he noted that it was
found in “all good agendas.”
räder recommended also the insertion of a Pulpit Verse between the sermon
and the prayer to demarcate the end of the sermon and separate it from the prayers. This verse ought to state the theme of the day. räder reminded his hearers
that originally no prayers were said from the pulpit, and this was acknowledged
in the newer agendas. in the pulpit the pastor should limit himself to announcing
the intercessions and objects of special prayer, but the prayers themselves ought
to be said at the altar in connection with the Prayer of the Church. This rule, he
suggested, ought to be followed everywhere excepting where it is impossible for
worshipers to hear and understand what is said before the altar. he suggested
also that a form of the Sanctus should be used in connection with the Prayer of
the Church at festal services without Communion to emphasize the church’s
thanksgiving for god’s blessings. he further recommended that the Prayer of
the Church should not be a pastoral monologue. after each part of the prayer the
congregation might respond: “here us, dear Lord god.” Before the Prayer of the
Church the Versicle should be intoned by the pastor and the response to it ought
to be sung by the congregation rather than the choir. The Prayer office should
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come to an end with the our father. as in the Communion liturgy, the pastor
prays the petitions of the prayer and the congregation sings the Doxology. The
final Collect, found in the 1832 rite, should be dropped.
räder also objected to the common practice of closing of the service with a
hymn stanza or stanzas. The blessing ought to be the very last element in the service. if there is to be a final hymn, it should precede the blessing, not follow it, for
the Lord’s Word of blessing upon his people should be upper most in the heart
and mind of all worshipers. it is for this reason that Dieffenbach and schöberlein
put the closing hymn verse before the blessing and the Bavarian agenda and
Löhe eliminated it. räder suggested the following order: salutation – Benedicamus (“Bless we the Lord”) and congregational response (“Thanks be to god”) –
aaronic Benediction – Threefold amen – silent prayer and organ postlude.571
about the offices of matins and Vespers räder noted that these had been lost
during the era of rationalism, when the house of prayer had been turned into a
house of preaching. Prayer had not been completely lost but it had come to Pietist
and methodist pattern of free prayer which expressed the thoughts of the person
praying it and that alone. The agenda work of Löhe, Dieffenbach, schöberlein, and
others had restored the foundations of the old Lutheran liturgy but all this took
place after the publication of the 1832 liturgy. matins and Vespers were part of a
rich liturgical tradition. They were liturgical offices, and their successful reintroduction had been accomplished by the work of men such as Löhe who restored
the old services in his congregation at neuendettelsau. They were restored also
at the Dresden Deaconess house. Dieffenbach also reintroduced these services.
The office Vespers should be seen as an evening sacrifice. after the organ prelude the pastor immediately begins the service standing at the altar: “The Lord
is in his holy temple, let all the earth keep silence before him. from the rising of
the sun until the going down of the same shall my name be sanctified among the
heathen, says the Lord, and in all places shall incense be offered in my name and a
pure sacrifice be offered, for my name shall be sanctified among the heathen, says
the Lord of sabaoth.” The congregation, aware of its unworthiness to offer such a
sacrifice, responds by singing in alternation with the choir the Kyrie:
Choir: Kyrie
Congregation: Eleison
Choir: Christe
Congregation: Eleison
Choir: Kyrie
Congregation: Eleison.
Then the pastor and congregation speak the Versicles and responses:
571
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Pastor: Let the words of my mouth be acceptable to you
Congregation: and the meditations of my heart as well, o Lord, my rock and
my redeemer
Pastor: o Lord, deal not with us after our sins
Congregation: and do not reward us according to our misdeeds.
Pastor: enter not into judgment with your servants
Congregation: for in your sight shall no man living be justified.
Pastor: o god, be gracious unto us according to your goodness
Congregation: and cast away our sins according to your great mercy.
after this the pastor prays the Collect of confession of sins. he then comforts
the congregation with an absolution verse, such as 1 John 1:8-9: “if we say that
we have no sin …” The congregation responds with the alleluia. after it has received the word of forgiveness, the congregation presents to the Lord its evening
sacrifice. This consists in four parts: psalms, readings, hymns, and prayers.
if an offering is to be received, this should be done during the hymn after the
reading. The prayers begin with the Versicle from Psalm 141:
Pastor: Let my prayer be set forth before you as incense
Congregation: and the lifting up of my hands as the evening sacrifice
Then the pastor and congregation, or choir and congregation, sing in alternation the Magnificat according to the Tonus Peregrinus, or the Litany may be sung.
The Magnificat concludes with the Gloria Patri. Then the Kyrie is sung in alternation by pastor, choir, and congregation. at the close of the our father the congregation sings the Doxology.
Then the pastor prays the Versicle: “Lord, hear my prayer,” and the congregation responds: “and let my cry come unto you.” Then one, two, or three Collects
are prayed. The first should be de tempore, appropriate to the season. The service
concludes with the salutation, Benedicamus, aaronic Benediction, and threefold
amen. after silent prayer the congregation leaves during the organ postlude.
räder dealt with matins in much the same way. he noted that unlike Vespers,
matins begins with a hymn and the following Versicles:
Choir: o Lord, open my lips
Congregation: and my mouth will declare your praise.
Choir: o Lord, i call upon you, make haste to help me
Congregation: hear my voice when i call to you.
all: glory be to the father, etc. alleluia.
This is followed by a Psalm sung according to eight Psalm tones. The choir intones the Psalm and the congregation responds. at its conclusion the Gloria Patri
is sung, this time responsively:
Choir: glory be to the father and to the son
Congregation: and to the holy spirit.
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Choir: as it was in the beginning is now and ever shall be
Congregation: World without end. amen.
The pastor then reads the lection and concludes it with the words: “But you,
o Jesus, have mercy upon us,” to which the congregation replies: “Praise be to
you, o Jesus, forever.” a short explanation with paraenesis may follow. a hymn
may precede it.572
räder did not provide instructions concerning the conclusion of the office of
matins. it may be presumed that it should be patterned similarly to Vespers with
a morning canticle Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel or Te Deum Laudamus, instead
of the Magnificat.
he suggested that these services might well be introduced by teaching them
first to the young people and the choir members in the congregation. The members of the congregation would soon learn to follow their lead and sing with love
and understanding. he mentioned that he himself had already celebrated Vespers 17 times in his congregation and could testify that the people found it edifying and strengthening.
most of räder’s suggestions are well-founded upon classical Lutheran traditions and their pre-reformation sources. it represents a significant first step toward the renewal of parish worship in Courland which would in the course of
time need to be extended to consider also changes in the service of the Lord’s supper. it is interesting to note that it is the work of one man, a parish pastor, serving
in a community in west central Latvia, far distant from the university.
räder’s presentation excited a lively discussion in the 1874 synod and those
present expressed great interest in the development of an enriched uniformed
rite. a committee was appointed consisting of Pastors robert Julius Böttcher of
Blieden (Latv. Blīdene), Karl Johann salomo grass of Kursieten (Latv. Kursīši), and
räder to carefully sift through the available liturgical material and bring suggestions to the next synod.573 subsequently räder’s presentation was published in
Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in 1875 which he made his remarks available to the
wider audience of pastors in the russian Church.574
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9 . 2 P r opo s al s o f the Co u rl a n dian Lit urgic al C ommit t ee
in the 1875 Courlandian synod Pastor grass built further upon what Pastor
räder had earlier said about the structure of the liturgy. he spoke about the historical development of the Lutheran liturgy and the necessity of its enrichment. he
stated that the liturgy presently in use was a relatively good one, but that it was
necessary that a committee be organized to examine closely the structure of the
liturgy and to present to the synod proposals for its improvement. The work of this
committee and its proposals was to build upon and supplement the work done
by the Livonian liturgical committee. The synod did authorize the establishment
of the committee under the leadership of Dean räder. one of its members, Pastor
Böttcher, subsequently retired and was replaced by Pastor gustav seesemann from
mitau (Latv. Jelgava). Critiques of the liturgical material presently in use were being
prepared for the information of the synod. at the same synod Pastor räder gave a
presentation, entitled: Eine Bußtagsliturgie (A liturgy for the Day of Repentance). There
was not sufficient time for it to be discussed. his presentation was subsequently
printed under the same title in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten 1876.575
at the 1876 Courlandian synod Pastor räder read his Referat des liturgischen
Comité’s (Report of the Liturgical Committee). The synod decided that this article
should be printed in the Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. on the next day, september 20, Pastor schmidt again brought up the matter of the self-Communion of the
pastor. he noted that in preparation for the Council of Trent in 1551 the Lutheran
theologians had formulated in the Confessio Saxonica the rule sumit ipse et distribuit
sumentibus - he communes himself and then distributes to others. This continued
to be the common practice in many places until the era of rationalism. indeed,
the practice never entirely died out. The synod found this matter to be of great
interest and a lively discussion ensued.576
räder’s Referat des liturgischen Comité’s, published in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten 1876, bore witness to the impoverished nature of the 1832 agenda. he noted that
for the past decade and a half the liturgical committee of the Livonian Consistory
had been carefully examining the liturgy and had produced a number of recommendations which were worthy of consideration also in Courland. he stated that the
church’s regulations concerning the liturgy were quite clear – no liturgical changes
were to be introduced without the prior approval of the highest church authority,
the general Consistory. Clearly, the matter of liturgical changes would need finally
to come before a general synod which would then decide on the official practice of
the church. The present liturgical work was being done to prepare for this. What was
being produced would need to be carefully examined and critiqued.
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The report of the Courlandian committee dealt with suggestions concerning
the service of Preparation and the service of the Word. räder and his committee
accepted without negative comment the pattern set by the Livonians for ordinary
sundays. according to this pattern, the usual sunday Worship would consist of
the Preparation, the service of Word, and the concluding service.
With special reference to the introductory service räder and his committee
noted that the use of harnackian introits had been permitted by the general
Consistory and were being used in Livonian parishes. it was their wish that this
practice should be introduced also in Courland. The introits were to be placed
between the invocation and the exhortation to Confession, and each would conclude with the Gloria Patri, sung or said by the pastor with the congregations
answering: “as its was in the beginning …” The act of Confession should begin
with an exhortation, forms of which were provided for ordinary sundays, high
feasts, mission festivals, and the Day of repentance. forms of Confession were
provided, one for sundays and church festivals and another for the Day of repentance. it was taken for granted that the pastor would read the Prayer of Confession and the congregation would respond affirmatively by singing the Kyrie
eleison, as in Livonia. This would be followed by the absolution and the greater
Gloria. räder called the absolution the Declaration of grace, since it took the form
of a declaration of god’s mercy. separate forms of Declaration of grace were
provided for sundays and feast days and for the Day of repentance. räder noted
that the 1832 agenda had provided that on the three great festivals the pastor
should say the Gloria in excelsis and the Laudamus te. he stated that all the liturgies, old and new, examined by the committee indicated that the pastor should
intone the Gloria and the congregation should then take up the song. if there is
one, the choir should join in. Courlandian liturgical committee suggested two alternatives: The pastor would intone the Gloria, the choir would sing the Laudamus
te, and the congregation would sing stanza one of “all glory be to god on high.”
in the absence of a choir the pastor would intone the Gloria and the congregation
would respond: ”and on earth peace, good will toward men.” Then the pastor
would sing the Laudamus te and the congregation would sing stanza one of “all
glory be to god on high.” it was noted that liturgical scholars correctly suggest
that the whole text of the Laudamus te should be used, and not merely a short
paraphrase. The practice set down in the present agenda was that on good friday the passion hymn “Lamb of god, pure and holy” would replace the Gloria.
The committee suggested that this practice should be followed throughout the
whole Lenten season. The committee also noted that according to the present
practice the Kyrie and Gloria were omitted when the special service of Confession
was added to the liturgy on Communion sundays. They recommended the following pattern: Confessional hymn, introit and Gloria Patri, admonition to self
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examination, Confessional address and Confession together with the Kyrie. Then
should follow the traditional question addressed to the penitents and the absolution answered by the congregation’s amen. The laying-on-of-hands ought also to
be employed at the absolution. When the number of communicants is small, after
the laying on of hand the pastor intones: “glory be to god in the highest,” and the
congregation sings stanza one of “all glory be to god on high.” if the number of
communicants is large, there is no intonation but “all glory be to god on high” is
sung in its entirety during the lying on of hands.577
The first part of the service of the Word celebrates the Gift of the Word of God
(germ. Gabe des Wortes). This part consists in the salutation, Collect, and lection.
The 1832 agenda included Versicles for ordinary sundays, for feasts, and for special occasions. The committee deemed most of them suitable but noted that the
alteration of the biblical words in some was not helpful. for example, the agenda
changed “Call upon me in hour of need” to “Call upon me, says the Lord, in
the hour of need.” Were the introits to be introduced, most of the general sunday Versicles would be rendered superfluous. Where the 1832 book offered two
Versicles for many festivals, the committee suggested that the second could be
used with a Collect of Thanksgiving. räder noted that Collects were provided
before the lection and again at the conclusion of the Divine service, whether or
not Communion was celebrated. he stated that this was not a settled tradition
in the church but that it could continue. he suggested however some changes in
wording. he noted also that the 1832 rite offers no Collect for use when there was
a failure of harvest. he suggested the inclusion of an appropriate Collect from the
Christian friedrich von Boeckh’s agenda.578 attention was also given to the alleluia after the reading. Three choices of gradual verses were provided: “o Lord,
your Word is a lamp to our feet and the light to our path,” “Blessed are those
who hear the Word of god and keep it,” and “These are the Words of our gospel
(epistle) of the day. The Lord bless our souls through the power of his holy spirit
and preserve us ever in his holy true Word.” he noted that the 1832 liturgy correctly provided that the alleluia should be omitted during Passiontide, on the
Day of repentance, and on the Day of the Commemoration of the Departed. he
and his committee recommended that following the example of Dorpat the following verses should be used when there was no alleluia: in Passiontide – “o
Christ, Lamb of god, you take away the sin of the world; have mercy on us and
grant us your peace;” on Days of repentance and the Commemoration of the Departed - “holy Lord god, holy mighty god, holy merciful redeemer, suffer us
not to fall from the comfort of the true faith Kyrie eleison.”579
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The second part of the service of the Word deals with the Reception and Application of the Word (germ. Annahme und Verarbeitung des Wortes). it consists in the
Creed, hymn of the day, and sermon. The 1832 agenda had directed that the apostles’ Creed was to be used on ordinary sundays and the nicene Creed at festivals.
introductory words found in Dieffenbach and Boeckh were recommended. The
wording of the apostles’ Creed should agree with the version found in the catechism, and it was suggested that in the nicene Creed “We” be used instead of “i.”
The third part of the service of the Word is the Fruit of the Word: Prayer and
Offering (germ. Frucht des Wortes: Gebet und Opfer). it consists in the Prayer of the
Church, the intercessions, the our father, the Votum, and the hymn. in the 1832
agenda the prayers were read from the pulpit but liturgically they ought to be
read from the altar. The committee recommended that special forms of prayer be
used on particular occasions and suggested an order of versicles and prayers for
ordinary use, along with appropriate versicles and prayers for the seasons of the
church year and special occasions. also included was the form of intercessory
prayer used in germany, the act of Confession on Days of repentance, and the
Litany without its traditional concluding Collects.
it was noted that the concluding acts of worship would differ on Communion
sundays. When there was no Communion, the order would be Laudatio, “The
name of the Lord is to be praised and blessed,” and its response, “Both now and
forever,” Collect and amen, final hymn verse, Benedicamus and response Deo Gracia, aaronic Benediction and the threefold amen, and the organ postlude. it was
noted that it is not the hymn that concludes the service but the Benediction and
the congregation’s faithful amen. on festival days there is a special festal prayer
of thanksgiving, instead of the final Collect. This is followed by the our father,
the final hymn stanza, Benedicamus, and Benediction. The same practice is to be
followed on the Day of repentance.580
it is self evident that when Communion was celebrated, the service would not
end at this point. räder reminded the synod that Communion was without question the high point of Christian worship. at this point he was already directing
his attention to it, and he and his committee would prepare recommendations to
present to the next Courlandian synod in 1877.
as a whole, these suggestions seem modest but the committee recognized that
some changes were in order and it intended to move forward incrementally. The
synodical reaction to these modest proposals was positive, and this encouraged
the committee to move ahead slowly. The course they proposed largely followed
the practices which had been introduced in Livonia. This indicates that at this
time both liturgical committees seem to have been in general agreement.
580
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9 . 3 r e i nho l d räd e r’s Co nti n uin g researc h an d Lit urgic al
Pr opos al s
in addition to the material he and
his committee prepared together, Pastor
räder also reported concerning the special studies he had conducted personally
concerning the service of the Word and
the service of the sacrament and their
place in the liturgy. his work on the service of the Word does not appear to have
provoked any particular criticism in the
1877 Courlandian synod, but his work on
the sacrament appears to have touched
on some sensitive points. nothing is recorded in the protocol concerning the
criticisms leveled against räder’s presentation, but it is likely that they were
concerned primarily with the eucharistic
Prayers which he had suggested should
be placed before and after the Verba. Protests were directed against the novelty of
these inclusions rather than against their
Parallel Formulary by Julius räder, 1878.
content, and räder was able to complain
that many of these criticisms missed the
point because his critics had not carefully studied his work.581 for his part räder
wanted to face squarely all theological-liturgical issues and to inform the pastors of his recommendations. To facilitate the use of the new formulary he provided the pastors with material for examination and trial use in a short booklet,
published in 1878 under the title: Ausbau der Agende. Ein Paralel-Formular fuer den
Haupt-Gottesdienst (Improvement of the Agenda. A Parallel Formulary for the chief Divine Service).
räder continued his own personal research and published his conclusions in
an article in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten 1878: Der einleitende und der Wort-Act
im Hauptgottesdienste (The Entrance and the Service of the Word in the Divine Service).
here he noted that Dr. harnack had indicated his appreciation for Pastor räder’s
work and that they were in mutual agreement on most matters. moving beyond
the work of the Courlandian committee räder himself identified the principle
581
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area of his disagreement with harnack to be the questions concerning the service
of Preparation and its relationship to the service of the Word. it had become clear
to him that the preparatory service should include the invocation, invitation,
Confession, and absolution. These should be entirely separate from the service
of the Word.
The service of the Word should begin with the introit and the Kyrie restored to
its proper place after the introit immediately before the Gloria in excelsis and Laudamus te. in lengthy comments he presented the course of his study which had led
him to the conclusion that the Kyrie was not meant to be connected with the Confession of sins but was instead a separate petitionary prayer. he declared that in
the earliest Baltic liturgy, prepared by Johannes Briesmann with the collaboration
of andreas Knöpken and sylvester Tegetmeyer in 1530, the order was as follows:
introit, Kyrie, Gloria. in Courland this same arrangement had been followed in the
agenda based on Briesmann’s rite which had been prepared under the supervision
of gotthard Kettler. Briesmann’s Kurtz Ordnung had continued in use in Livonia
until 1708 when Charles Xii decreed that it was now to be replaced by the swedish
handbook. in the swedish order the introit was dropped and the new order was
imposed: Invitatorium, Confiteor, and Absolutio. The Kyrie came to be attached to the
absolution. This gave rise to the arrangement found in the 1832 agenda. he noted
that significant material on this matter had been published concerning the Kyrie by
friedrich hommel, georg Christian Dieffenbach, and Wilhelm Löhe and that he
must now revise the statements made in the report to the 1876 Courlandian synod
and printed in the committee’s Zum Ausbau der Agende.582
in the form included in his article räder separated the service of preparation
from the service of the Word. The service of Preparation consisted in one of the
following opening hymns: “Come, holy spirit, Lord and god” (“Komm, heiliger
Geist, Herre Gott”), “Lord Jesus Christ, be present now” (“Herr Jesu Christ, Dich
zu uns wend”), or a hymn of confession. The service of Preparation proceeds as
follows:
Pastor (facing the congregation): “in the name of the father, and of the son,
and of the holy spirit.”
Congregation: “amen.”
P: “Beloved in the Lord! open your hearts! Let us confess our sins to god and
ask for forgiveness in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. speak after me to god
with heartfelt longing in faith in our Lord Jesus Christ through the holy spirit.”
P (facing the altar): “our help is the name of the Lord,
C: “Who made heaven and earth.”
P: “i said ‘i will confess my transgressions to the Lord’”
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C: “and you forgave the iniquity of my sins.”
“i, a poor, sinful man, confess to god the almighty, my Creator and redeemer,
that i have not only sinned in thought, word, and deed but also i was conceived
and born in sin, so that my entire nature and all my being is without excuse and
condemned before his righteousness. Therefore i flee to his boundless mercy,
seeking and imploring his grace: Lord, be gracious to me, a poor sinner.
C (optional Declaration of grace): “may the merciful god have mercy upon us
and forgive our sins, and give us the holy spirit that we may fulfill his divine will
and receive everlasting life.”
P & C: “amen.”
P (facing the congregation): “Lift up your hearts to god. The almighty and
merciful god has had mercy on us and has given his only son into death for us
and for his sake forgives us all our sins, and to all who believe in his holy name
he gives power to become the children of god and has promised them the holy
spirit. he who believes and is baptized shall be saved. grant this, god, to us all.”
P & C: “amen.”583
The service of the Word, which celebrates the Gift of the Word of God (germ.
Gabe des Wortes), would begin with the introit sung by the choir, and at its conclusion the pastor sings the Gloria Patri: “glory be to the father, and to the son and
to the holy spirit,” and the congregation responds: “as it was in the beginning, is
now, and shall be forever.” it is after the introit that the pastor and congregation
sing the Kyrie. The pastor sings in greek and the congregation responds in german – “Kyrie eleison, Lord, have mercy, Christe eleison, Christ have mercy, Kyrie
eleison, Lord have mercy upon us.”584 options are provided. The choir may sing
the entire introit, including the Gloria Patri, and after it the congregation may
sing the Kyrie: “Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy, Lord have mercy upon us,”
without any pastoral introduction. at the conclusion of the Kyrie the pastor turns
to the altar and intones: “glory be to god on high,” and the congregation then
sings the entire Laudamus te. no provision is made for singing “all glory be to
god on high” instead of it. after the greater Gloria pastor and congregation sing
a seasonal Versicle and response. This is followed by the salutation and after it
the pastor sings the Collect of the Day. after the reading of the epistle, a gradual Verse, such as “Blessed are those who hear the Word of god and keep it,” is
sung together with the threefold alleluia. During Lent the alleluia is replaced
by “o Christ, Lamb of god, you take away the sin of the world; have mercy on
us and grant us your peace.” on the Day of repentance and at the Commemoration of the Departed the Hagios o Theos (Αγιος ο Θεος) is sung instead: “holy Lord
583
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god, holy mighty god …” after the alleluia verse and before the gospel the
chief hymn of the day is sung. following the gospel the congregation responds:
“Praise to you, o Christ.” up to this point the service of the Word is called: “The
gift of the Word.”
The second part, called The Reception and Application of the Word (germ. Annahme und Verarbeitung des Wortes), begins with the Creed, apostles’ or nicene,
sermon, pulpit verse, intercessions perhaps in a form of the pulpit prayer, the
tradition Votum “The peace of god which passes all understanding …” and the
offertory hymn, during which the offerings are received.
The third part of the service of the Word, the Fruit of the Word (germ. Frucht
des Wortes), consists of the Prayer of the Church spoken from the altar. its paragraphs may be interspersed with the response: “hear us, dear Lord god.” on
Communion days a stanza of a Communion hymn, or the hymn, “Create in me a
clean heart, o god,” is sung.
räder noted that the goal of his work and that of the committee had been the
elevation of worship in the congregations. They had found the liturgy prepared
by Dr. harnack to be most helpful in this regard.585
in 1878 räder’s Der Sacramentsact im Hauptgottesdienste (The Service of the Sacrament in the Chief Divine Service) also appeared in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten.
Like all liturgical confessionists of his day räder was concerned that the church’s
worship should exalt the sacrament of the Lord’s supper as the high point of
the Divine service and that its liturgical celebration should be appropriate to its
elevated position. That the elements to be distributed should first be consecrated was to his mind not to be questioned. st. Paul spoke of the chalice as “The
cup of blessing which we bless…” The liturgies of John Chrysostom and Basil of
Caesarea provide further witness to the fact that the act of Consecration takes
place through Word and action. The earliest Lutheran liturgies, in particular Luther’s 1523 Formula Missae, Bugenhagen’s 1524 order, and Döber’s 1525 evangelical mass, show that the our father prayed after the Words of Consecration
was understood to prepare the elements as bearers of heavenly gifts. The same is
found in the roman mass. a second type of Lutheran liturgy, in which the our
father precedes the Verba, is found in Luther’s 1526 Deutsche Messe, and after
both types were found. it was räder’s desire, that in addition to the Words of the
Testament, a prayer specifically setting apart the bread and wine for Communion
ought to be included in the Courlandian liturgy to make it clear what was being given and for what purpose it was being given. räder recalled the words of
scripture that all things are blessed through the Word of god and prayer. in the
sacrament the Words of Christ are spoken over the bread and wine, but no prayer
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is included with these Words to fulfill the scriptural mandate. if the our father is
to serve as such a prayer, it should follow rather than precede the Verba, as was
the case in ancient times. even better would be the inclusion of a prayer, an Oratio
Fractionis, which specifically calls upon god to grant that those who receive these
elements will receive the true body and blood of Christ and all the gifts Christ
has to give. such a prayer would also serve the purpose of clearly articulating
Lutheran doctrine concerning the nature and purpose and blessing of the sacrament over against the errors both of the roman Church and the reformed. further, as a prayer for right reception this prayer would in fact ask that god bless
his heavenly gifts in the bread and wine, so that their purpose would be truly
fulfilled. By stating it thus räder sidesteped the pitfall of stating that the Words
of Christ spoken by the priest are not consecratory but require an epiclesis. räder
was not willing to make such a statement. he said instead that the purpose of
this prayer was to ask that god would grant that what had been blessed by the
Words of Christ might reach its proper fulfillment in those who faithfully receive
the gifts.586
räder introduced these considerations because liturgical theologians now
found themselves in a new situation. There had been in academia a flowering of
studies on the history and theology of worship, and Lutherans, who saw their
theological tradition as a witness to Catholic truth, were concerned that their liturgies should express the fruits of these studies. This would be an era of confessional repristination in which the church and its teachers again addressed themselves to the fundamentals of the Lutheran reformation. from this two streams
flowed forth. some regarded the Lutheran Confessions as isolating them and
cutting them of from others, lest the church’s theology and liturgy be contaminated by contact with alien elements. even fellow Lutherans were under suspicion
of heresy if they departed in even quite unessential matters from the standard,
which had been designated to be truly and authentically confessional. others
understood their confession to be an authentic expression of the church’s Catholic heritage. They did not practice communio in sacris with other confessions; they
sought to bear witness to their own confessional tradition as a true and adequate
expression of the faith proclaimed in the holy scriptures, confessed in the Creeds,
and borne witness to in the Lutheran Confessions. They understood those Confessions to be founded upon and nourished by the teaching of the apostles and are
truly catholic that is, pertaining to the whole faith proclaimed in the whole Word
of god. nineteenth century theologians in this confessional stream included such
men as Wilhelm Löhe, Theodor Kliefoth, Theodosius harnack, and others who
desired that the Lutheran liturgy should more adequately articulate the biblical
586
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and confessional truth concerning Word and sacrament. They occupied themselves with a careful examination of hundreds of liturgies and church orders
representing the Western Church, the eastern Churches, and Lutheran and other
post-reformation liturgies as well. Their purpose was not to try to distill from
these certain common elements after the manner of practitioners of the school of
Comparative religion and the motif theologians, but instead to come to a better
understanding of how best to express the Lutheran confessional position and its
catholic sacramental tradition. They were not willing to abandon Lutheranism
or to condemn its liturgical tradition as defective but to provide liturgical forms
which adequately articulated confessional Lutheran faith and theology. it was
clear to them that the church’s liturgy should articulate clearly the doctrine of the
Word of god and the church’s confession of the gift of Communion.587
after having laid the theological foundations räder presented his concrete
proposal for the Liturgy of the sacrament. he divided it into three parts. first
came the so-called act of Preparation: eucharistic Preface, the Vere dignum, the
Sanctus, and the Benedictus qui venit. The Benedictus is given in two forms. on ordinary sundays “Blessed is the son of mary who comes in the name of the Lord”
and during Passiontide “Blessed is the Pascal Lamb who comes in the name of the
Lord,” taken from Löhe’s Ordnung der Communio oder der evangelischen Messe.588
The second part consists in the Consecration and Distribution and included before the Verba a Prayer of Blessing (germ. Weihegebet), based on the work of Wilhelm Löhe in Beicht- und Communionbuch 1871:
“o Lord Jesus Christ, son of the living god, who in your most holy person
has united the uncreated divinity with created humanity in order to put aside all
division which has been caused by sin; we come to you in this holy moment and
bring before you here these elements of bread and wine, praying and waiting
upon you that you would unite with them your true, immortal, risen body which
hung on the cross for us, and your own incorruptible blood which you have borne
into the sanctuary of heaven. We beseech you to reach out to us as a medicine of
eternal life and a food of immortality what you have brought before your heavenly father as a singular holy offering for our bodies and souls, and grant that
we, who have received the earthly gifts with salutary heavenly blessings, may be
made meet to offer to you all that we are and have and be purely yours in eternity,
as you in the sacrament are completely and altogether ours forever.”589
587
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“o herr Jesu Christe, Du sohn des lebendigen gottes, der Du in Deiner allerheiligsten
Person vereinigt hast die unerschaffene gottheit mit der geschaffenen menschheit, um
alle Trennung aufzuheben, die von der sünde kommt: zu Dir kommen wir in diesen
heiligen augenblicken und bringen Dir hier die elemente des Brodes und Weines, betend
und wartend, daß Du mit denselbigen vereinigen wollest Deinen wahren, unsterblichen,
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The congregation answers: “amen.”
as an alternative to this prayer he offers a prayer which Ludwig schöberlein
had included in his 1855 and 1859 works taken from the 1753 Danzig agenda:590
“almighty god, heavenly father, we ask you to bless this bread and this cup
which from your own gifts we place before you, and through your divine mercy
to grant that they may be the Communion of the body and blood of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and grant also that all those who eat and drink thereof may have
eternal life with you, who together with the son and the holy spirit live and reign
now and forever.”591
This part concludes with the Words of institution and the sign of the cross
made over the elements. after the consecration the congregation sings the Agnus
Dei and the pastor then prays the Oratio Fractionis (germ. Brotbrechungsgebet) – the
prayer over the breaking of the bread.
“Blessed are you, Lord Jesus Christ, almighty and everlasting son of god, that
through the perfect sacrifice of your body and blood offered once and for all, you
have perfected those who are sanctified, and have ordained this holy supper to
be a memorial and seal in which you give us your body to eat and your blood to

590

591

auferstandenen Leib, der für uns am Kreuze gehangen, und Dein allein unverwesliches
Blut, welches Du in’s heiligthum der himmel eingetragen hast. Wir bitten Dich: reiche uns
als eine arznei des ewigen Lebens und eine speise der unsterblichkeit, was Du Deinem
himmlischen Vater dargebracht hast als das einige heilsame opfer für unsere Leiber und
seelen, und verleihe, daß wir, nachdem wir die irdischen gaben zurückempfangen haben,
mit seligmachenden himmlischen gütern desto mehr bereit seien, Dir alles zu opfern, was
wir sind und haben, und lauterlich Dein zu werden in ewigkeit, wie Du im sacrament ganz
und gar unser wirst in ewigkeit.” Räder III 1878, 285-286.
räder did not personally compared schöberlein’s prayer with the prayer in the Danzig book.
Had he done so, he would have found some significant differences. The Danzig prayer is
a prayer for worthy reception, while schöberlein asks that god the father would bless the
bread and cup to be communion of the body and blood of Christ. Danzig: “allmächtiger gott,
himmlischer Vater, wir bitten dich, du wollest uns deinen heiligen geist verleihen, dass wir
mit bussfertigen hertzen das hochwürdige sacrament des wahren Leibes und Blutes deines
lieben sohnes, unsers herrn und heylandes Jesu Christi, würdiglich empfahen, und dadurch
unser glaube gestärcket werde, wir in der Liebe, hoffnung und allen Tugenden machen, und
beständig biss an unser ende in deinem Lobe und gehorsam verharren, durch denselben
deinen lieben sohn Jesum Christum unsern herrn, amen.” (“almighty god, heavenly father,
we implore you that you would grant us your holy spirit, that we might worthily and with
repentant hearts receive the most venerable sacrament of the true body and blood of your
dear son our Lord and savior Jesus Christ, to the strengthening of our faith, and that we might
grow in faith hope and all patience and daily until our end abide in your praise and obedience
through the same your dear son our Lord Jesus Christ. amen.”). Verordnung 1753, 38.
“allmächtiger gott, himmlischer Vater, wir bitten Dich, Du wollest segnen dieses Brod und
diesen Kelch, die wir von Deinen gaben Dir darbringen, und durch Deine göttliche gnade
schaffen, daß sie die gemeinschaft des Leibes und Blutes unseres herrn Jesu Christi seien,
und allen Denen, die davon essen und trinken, zum ewigen Leben es lassen gedeihen, der
Du mit dem sohne und dem heil. geiste lebest und regierest immer und ewiglich.” Räder III
1878, 286 fn.*; Schöberlein 1855, 252; Schöberlein 1859, 373.
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drink, that we being in you as you are in us, may have eternal life and be raised
up at the last day. gracious exalted savior, we are altogether unworthy of the
mercy and truth which you bestow upon us, and on account of our sins we are far
too unclean and weak rightly to receive this salutary gift. sanctify us, therefore in
body and soul through your holy spirit and prepare us rightly adorned to draw
near to your table to your glory and our blessing. Whatever through weakness
we lack in true repentance and sorrow for our sins and in steadfast faith in your
merits and earnest purpose to better our lives, do you yourself establish and fulfill graciously with the richness of the merit of your bitter sufferings and death,
so that we, who in this world now walk on our pilgrim way, may partake of you,
our only comfort and savior in this holy sacrament, that in the true fatherland we
finally may see you face to face and together with all the faithful may abide in you
forever. Be our intercessor and mediator, as we in one faith with all Christendom
of earth pray in your name and with your own words: our father, etc.”
The congregation responds: “for thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the
glory, forever and ever. amen.”592
The Oratio Fractionis was also taken from Löhe’s 1871 Beicht- und Communionbuch. it was also found in the 1856 agenda of the Bavarian Lutheran Church593
and was reproduced by harnack in his Liturgical Fomularies III.594
in a footnote räder cited yet another prayer from Löhe’s 1871 Beicht- und Communionbuch: “Blessed are you, Lord Jesus Christ, who has come in the name of the
Lord and who daily comes to us in your Word and sacrament, and who will come
again to judge the living and the dead and to lead your faithful people into your
592

593
594

“gelobet seist Du, herr Jesu Christe, ewiger und allmächtiger sohn gottes, daß Du mit
dem einmaligen und vollkommenen opfer Deines Leibes und Blutes in ewigkeit vollendet
hast, die geheiligt werden, und hast deß zum gedächtniß und siegel Dein heil. abendmahl
verordnet, in welchem Du uns Dein fleisch zu essen und Dein Blut zu trinken giebst, auf
daß wir, in Dir seiend, gleichwie Du in uns, das ewige Leben haben und auferweckt werden
am jüngsten Tage. gnädiger, erhöheter heiland, wir sind viel zu gering der Barmherzigkeit
und Treue, die Du uns beweisest, und sind unserer sünden halber viel zu unrein und
schwach, Deine heilsame gabe würdiglich Zu empfahen. heilige darum Du selbst uns an
Leib und seele, durch Deinen heil. geist und mache uns also bereit und geschmückt, Deinem
Tische zu nahen, Dir zur ehre und uns zum segen. und was uns in solcher schwachheit
mangelt an rechter Buße und reue über die sünde, an festem glauben und Vertrauen auf
Dein Verdienst, an ernstlichem Vorsatz, unser Leben zu bessern, das, erstatte und erfülle
Du gnädiglich mit dem reichthum des Verdienstes Deines bittern Leidens und sterbens,
auf daß also wir, die wir jetzt noch in der Welt auf dem Wege unserer Pilgerschaft, Dich,
unsern einigen Trost und seligmacher, im heil. sacramente begehren zu genießen, dereinst
auch dort in dem rechten Vaterland Dich von angesicht zu angesicht schauen und sammt
allen gläubigen mit Dir leben mögen in ewigkeit. sei Du unser fürsprecher und Vertreter,
wenn wir in einhelligem glauben mit der ganzen Christenheit auf erden in Deinem namen
und mit Deinen Worten also beten: Vater unser u. s. w.” Räder III 1878, 286-287.
Agenden-Kern für die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche in Bayern. nürnberg 1856 (second edition, 1877).
harnack ii 1878, 93.
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eternal blessed kingdom. Blessed are you that you have ordained that in your holy
supper you give us to eat and drink your body, which you gave for the life of the
world, and your blood, which you have poured out for the forgiveness of our sins.
By your holy spirit make us ready to come to the table which you have prepared
for us and with true living desire and thanksgiving to come to receive your holy
sacrament to our comfort and to the strengthening of our faith, to our growth in
love, and to the firm establishment of our patience and hope. you are the vine, we
are the branches - so let us be and remain in you and ever proclaim your death until
you come. Let us also be joined together as one body and one spirit, eager to maintain the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace, that when you will appear in glory
we may meet you with joy and together with all the faithful may celebrate the great
banquet with you in your kingdom; to you be glory in the congregation to all ages
now and forever. in your name we pray: our father, etc.”595
The distribution begins with the so-called “evangelical absolution” - the Pax
Domini. The congregation responds with the amen, instead of “and with your
spirit.” after it the pastor turns to the altar and prays:
“Lord i am not worthy that you should enter under my roof. But say only a
word and my soul will be healed.”
he then consumes the bread (Sumptio), saying: “The body of our Lord Jesus
Christ preserve my soul unto life everlasting. amen.” Then with the paten in his
hand he turns to the communicants and speaks the Confessio corporis Christi: “This
is truly the holy body of our Lord Jesus Christ, who suffered bitter death for you.”
The people respond: “amen.” he then distributes the consecrated bread to the
communicants, saying: “Take and eat, this is the body of our Lord Jesus Christ,
given into death for your sins. may it preserve your body and soul to life everlasting.” he then turns again to the altar saying: “What shall i render to the Lord
for all his benefits which he has given to me. i will take the cup of salvation and
595

“gelobet seist Du, herr Jesu Christe, daß Du gekommen bist im namen des herrn, und
täglich zu uns kommst in Deinem Worte und sakramente, und einst wiederkommen wirst,
zu richten die Lebendigen und die Todten, Deine gläubigen aber einzuführen in Dein ewiges
seliges reich. gelobet seist Du, daß Du Dein fleisch, welches Du gegeben hast für das Leben
der Welt, und Dein Blut, welches Du vergossen hast zur Versöhnung für unsre sünden, in
dem heiligen abendmahle uns zu essen und zu trinken verordnet hast. Bereite uns durch
Deinen heiligen geist, daß wir zu dem Tische, den Du uns bereitet hast, mit rechter gläubiger
Begier und Dankbarkeit hinzutreten, und Dein heiliges sakrament empfahen zum Trost und
zur stärkung unsers glaubens, zum Wachsthum in der Liebe, zur Befestigung in der geduld
und hoffnung. Du bist der Weinstock, wir die reben; so laß uns denn in Dir sein und bleiben
und Deinen Tod verkündigen immerdar, bis daß Du kommst. Laß uns auch untereinander,
als Ein Leib und Ein Geist, fleißig sein zu halten die Einigkeit im Geist durch das Band des
friedens, damit wir, wenn Du erscheinen wirst in herrlichkeit, Dir freudig entgegengehen
und sammt allen gläubigen das große abendmahl mit Dir feiern mögen in Deinem reiche.
Dir sei ehre in der gemeinde zu allen Zeiten von ewigkeit zu ewigkeit! in Deinem namen
beten wir: Vater unser u. s. w.” Räder III 1878, 287 fn *.
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call upon the name of the Lord.” he then drinks from the chalice, saying: “The
blood of our Lord Jesus Christ preserve my soul to life everlasting. amen.” Then
turning with the chalice to the communicants he speaks the Confessio sanguinis
Christi – “This is indeed the true treasure of the precious blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ with which you have been purchased.” The people respond: “amen.”
räder noted that he had first heard this response as a confession of the body and
blood of Christ in the neuendettelsau church. he thought that perhaps this response had come from the early church. When he administered the cup, he said to
communicants: “Take and drink, this is the blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, shed
for you for the forgiveness of sins. may it preserve your body and soul unto life
everlasting.” he noted that during the distribution the congregation sang hymns
or the choir sang psalms. Last to be sung was the Nunc dimittis.596
The conclusion of the service begins after the distribution with the post-Communion Versicle: “o give thanks to the Lord, for he is good. alleluia.” The congregation responds: “and his mercy endures forever. alleluia.” This is followed
by the Collect of Thanksgiving to which the people respond with the amen. following the prayer the congregation sings the final hymn stanza (germ. Schlussvers). after it the pastor says the salutation and the people respond in the usual
manner: “and with your spirit.” after the Benedicamus Domino: “o give thanks to
the Lord” they respond: “Thanks be to god forever.” Last of all comes the Benediction and the threefold amen. all depart as the organ plays the postlude.597
räder published Der einleitende und der Wort-Act im Hauptgottesdienste as an
amendment to his final proposals to the synod. What the Courlandian pastors received as the final result of his labors was Ausbau der Agende. Ein Parallel-Formular
für den Haupt-Gottesdienst (The Improvement of Agenda. A parallel Formulary for the
Chief Divine Service) 1878. in his introduction, written in april 1878, he stated that
he had produced this work to fulfill the responsibility laid upon by the 1877 Courlandian synod, and in it he had taken careful account of the comments of the clergy.
in the booklet räder included two alternative services of Preparation. The
form a, which he called the Erste, ursprüngliche Form (First, Original Form), was
based on the studies of Löhe and Dieffenbach, and included everything in the
service of Preparation up to the salutation and Collect: opening hymn – Triune
invocation – exhortation to Confession – Psalm verses in the form of Versicles
and responses – Confession of sins – Declaration of grace – introit – Kyrie – Gloria
and Laudamus te. in a footnote two alternative forms of the Gloria in excelsis are
offered. on ordinary sundays the congregation may sing stanza one of “all glory
be to god on high” and on feast days follow a more elaborate order in which the
pastor sings or says, “glory be to god on high,” and the choir responds, “and on
596
597

Räder III 1878, 287-288.
Räder III 1878, 288.
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earth peace, good will toward men. We praise you …” after the Laudamus te the
congregation sings the first stanza of “all glory be to god on high,” or the pastor
sings or says, “glory be to god on high,” and the congregation responds, “and
on earth peace, good will toward men.”598 in Der einleitende und der Wort-Act im
Hauptgottesdienste, which was published later that year, räder suggested to close
off the Preparatory service after the Declaration of grace, and to make the introit
the opening act of the service of the Word. he had also moved the chief hymn to
a new position before the gospel instead of after the Creed.
The form B, which räder called Zweite, verschobene Form (The second, Relocated Form) was meant to be used by those who preferred the form found in the
1832 agenda. however, in this form the introit was included and the wording
of exhortation to Confession was changed: opening hymn - introit - exhortation to Confession – Confession of sins – Kyrie – Declaration of grace - Gloria and
Laudamus te.
The service of the Word in räder’s proposal: Versicle and response - salutation – Collect –reading - gradual Verse and alleluia - nicene Creed – Chief
hymn – sermon – Pulpit Verse – Prayer of the Church (at church feasts the Prayer
of the Church should be prayed from the altar).
The Communion service is little changed from Der Sacramentsact im Hauptgottesdienste: Preface and Vere dignum – Sanctus with Benedictus qui venit – Prayer of
Blessing (germ. Weihebet) – Verba – Agnus Dei - Oratio Fractionis – our father – Pax
Domini – Sumptio - Confessio corporis Christi – Distribution of the Paten – Sumptio Confessio sanguinis Christi – Distribution of the Cup - Nunc dimittis. räder added
some formulas to be spoken at the distribution of body and blood: “Take and eat,
this is your food which nourishes and preserves you to life everlasting;” “Take and
eat, this is the body of our Lord Jesus Christ, given into death for your sins. may it
preserve your soul (body and soul) to life everlasting;” “Take this and share with
one another with the washing away of your sins.” it is followed by the Cup-Words:
“Take and drink, this is the blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, shed for you for the forgiveness of sins. may it preserve your soul (body and soul) unto life everlasting.”
The concluding part of the service is as before: Versicle and response – Luther’s post-Communion Collect – final hymn stanza – salutation – Benedicamus
Domino – Benediction.
räder also provided a service for sundays when there were no communicants.
in this case the service concludes as follows: the Laudatio and its response – Collect - final hymn stanza – salutation – Benedicamus Domino – Benediction and
threefold amen - organ postlude. for feast days special versicles and prayers are
included which conclude with the Sanctus without the Benedictus “holy, holy,
598

Räder I 1878, 6.
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holy is the Lord; both heaven and earth are full glory,” in obvious imitation of
the Prussian union agenda. also included are several Prayers of the Church for
use at festivals, the general form of intercession used in Lutheran Churches in
germany, and the Litany and prayers for the Day of repentance. This he sent to
the Courlandian clergy for comments and criticisms.599
important decisions concerning liturgy needed to be made in the 1878 synod.
räder had already sent copies of his Ausbau der Agende to the deaneries, so that
the delegates to the synod could come prepared to discuss intelligently the whole
question of liturgical revision and räder’s recommended changes. When the matter of liturgy came to the floor of the synod, räder asked for permission to clarify
his recommendations by reading his latest as yet unpublished paper Der einleitende und der Wort-Act im Hauptgottesdienste. he told the delegates that he was
in close agreement with harnack except that introit should come after the service
of Preparation instead of before it. This would also restore the Kyrie, which was
not a plea for forgiveness, to its original purpose. he stated that he regretted that
Dr. harnack chose to perpetuate the practice of joining the Kyrie to the Confession of sins. in the older rites the Kyrie had never been a part of the entrance rite
at all. it was instead the first of two songs of praise which stood at the beginning
of the service of the Word. räder asserted with firmness that the original from of
the service of Preparation (germ. ursprüngliche Form) was attested to in the works
of Löhe and Dieffenbach. Their evidence was clearly supported by the history of
liturgy. Their scholarly work had shown the proper place and use of the Kyrie.
Pastor Johann gottfried august Bielenstein of Doblen (Latv. Dobele) and otto
Panck of mesohten (Latv. Mežotne), neither of whom were the members of the liturgical committee, offered substantive criticisms of räder’s statements. Bielenstein
stated that räder’s labors on the liturgy were much to be appreciated in principle
and all must agree that new formulations were necessary. he declared, however,
that the material räder presented was unsatisfactory. it was historic but in other
important respects it was deficient. The new formulas needed to be simple in form,
easily understandable, uplifting, logical in their presentation, psychologically appropriate, and correct in their use of language. räder’s material, he declared, failed
to meet these criteria. new formulas must come, but they must be formulated very
carefully and represent something better than what had been used in the past.
Pastor Panck stated that he was in agreement with Pastor Bielenstein’s critique,
but he went further by asserting that the introduction of any new liturgical forms
without appropriate authorization was unlawful. The parallel forms that räder has
presented for approval were not the sort of forms for which approval should be
sought. it would be appropriate for räder to coordinate with the Livonians and
599

Räder I 1878, 5-12.
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other consistorial districts, so that the church could move forward together in its reform of public worship. such coordinated efforts and their results would be heartily approved by the general Consistory, and the whole church would benefit.
in responding to these critiques räder defended his historical approach. he
stated that the history of the liturgy does much more than simply indicate what
was done in the past. The old liturgies were far richer and more adequate expressions of the faith of the church and for that reason the church today had much to
learn from them. it would profit greatly from their reintroduction. it was not his
aim that abrupt changes and alterations be made to the church’s public worship.
Changes must be made carefully and thoughtfully, so that congregations could
come to a deeper understanding and appreciation of their liturgical treasures.
general superintendent Theodor emil Lamberg, the president of the synod,
then asked that the deaneries to offer their opinions of the liturgical material prepared by Pastor räder. The most thorough analysis was offered by the mitau
deanery. it stated that the declarative form of absolution was to be preferred to
the optative form, but that in general the 1832 service of Preparation ought to be
maintained. no agreement could be reached by the pastors concerning the relationship between the our father and the Verba. some thought the Lord’s Prayer
should precede the Verba, other thought it should follow. it was agreed that the
Pastor’s self-Communion (Sumptio) should be optional. The introduction of the
prayer after the consecration (germ. Brotbrechungsgebet) was approved, but the
form given by harnack in his recently published Liturgische Formulare III was
preferable. unlike räder they chose to follow harnack in keeping the final hymn
stanza after the aaronic Benediction. The deanery stated that should räder’s proposals be enacted, a Latvian version of them should be prepared. finally, note
should be taken that uniformity was to be sought also in liturgical services held
outside the church, such as the blessing of homes and chapels.
The Kandau (Latv. Kandava) deanery reported that it was not yet prepared to
make a detailed report because not all members of the deanery had been able to
study räder’s proposals and knew only what they remembered from oral presentations. in general, this deanery was of the opinion that the present agenda was
adequate as a basis for liturgical uniformity.
Pastors in the grobin (Latv. Grobiņa) deanery were not agreed on all issues.
The majority, however, thought that the Prayer of the Church and intercessions
should be said from the altar. in answer to inquiries from the dean all but one
pastor stated that no new liturgy was necessary or desired. When asked whether
räder’s formulary might be used as an option, the answer was again in the negative, because its introduction would do nothing to promote unity of worship and
indeed it would only add to the confusion.
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The pastors of the Pilten deanery stated that in their opinion the improvement
of the chief Divine service was generally desirable. in answer to the question
whether räder’s proposal should be adopted, the Pilten pastors declared that
only the synod itself could make such a determination concerning the work as
a whole. They had not yet formulated opinions concerning its individual provisions.
The goldinga deanery, of which räder himself was a member, stated that all
greatly appreciated the hard work that räder had expanded on the liturgy. however, the material had not come to them in time for them to study it carefully and
render a proper opinion about it.
The overall evaluation in the synod of räder’s work was lukewarm. The Courlandian synod as a whole did not want any substantive changes in the present
agenda. some pastors received räder’s proposals more positively than others
but no one seemed to have agreed with him in all matters. City congregations
were more amenable to changes than rural congregations, and Courland was predominantly rural. it was evident that liturgical changes there would come very
slowly and only after discussions which produced more heat than light.600
räder’s work was carefully considered but his Courlandian consistorial district was unquestionably the most liturgically conservative in the empire. The
pastors were not quick to make changes in public worship, although here and
there some were experimenting with new forms. There would be no public discussion of the matter until the appearance of the Livonian liturgy in 1884.
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Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1878, 21-25.
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9 . 4 L itu rg i cal Co nce rns i n est on ia
estonians had no desire to be left behind and yet it would not do for them simply to accept the proposals of Dr. harnack and the Livonian liturgical committee.
There must be room for some uniquely estonian contribution to the liturgical
discussion. They too would need to have proposals to present to a future general
synod. it was with this in mind that Pastor anton hermann haller of Keinis (est.
Käina) offered three proposals for discussion and action in the estonian synod
of June 1871. he proposed first that the synod establish a liturgical committee of
three members to examine the entire agenda and bring the fruits of their research
to the deaneries in order that finally the outline of an improved agenda might
be produced to be forwarded to a future general synod. he also proposed the
establishment of a commission of three members to formulate a new Prayer of the
Church and a new ritual for marriage to be presented first to the deaneries and
then to the church authorities for consideration by the provincial synod. finally,
he proposed that another commission of three be chosen to prepare a new translation of an entire agenda from german into estonian for submission to the deaneries with a view to submitting it finally to the consistory. The first proposal was
tabled and referred to the next synod, because it was not clear to all that the entire
agenda needed revision. The synod chose Pastors Karl Theodor Knüpffer, Paul
eberhard, and nicolaus Carl gustav Bruno stackelberg to prepare a new Prayer
of the Church and marriage service. a translation committee consisting of Pastors
Karl eduard malm, Woldemar friedrich Kentmann, and Leopold hörschelmann
was established in answer to the proposal for a new estonian translation of the
agenda. This synod gave special consideration to the liturgy. included on the
program were a lengthy presentation by Pastor ferdinand Luther from emmast
(est. Emmaste) about Augsburg Confession article 24 concerning the mass, and a
presentation by Pastor hunnius on Ludwig schöberlein’s work on the Divine service and the liturgical heritage of the ancient church. it was clear that the church
wished to move forward deliberately.601 in the synod of 1873 the results of the
work of the commission, charged with formulating the Prayer of the Church and
marriage, came up for discussion and the results of the discussions in the deaneries were made public. of particular interest were the reports from harrien (est.
Harjumaa) deanery, which stated that they had not taken a vote on the matter
and the results from Wiek deanery which asked that the first and third formulas
of the Prayer of the Church be merged and reworked. The synod agreed and in
addition decided that baptismal formulas one and three should be translated into
estonian for optional use by estonian-speaking congregations. The press of local
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responsibilities made it necessary for Pastor haller to request that he be relieved
of his responsibilities on the liturgical commission. Pastor franz Johann nerling
was named to succeed him.602
in general it must be said that the estonian consistorial district was not willing to move ahead with the ambitious project suggested by Pastor haller in 1871.
Later synods dealt only with such particular matters as the translation of the
agenda into estonian, theological aspects of divine worship, and the self-Communion of the clergy. in the 1880 synod Pastor nerling addressed this matter
stating that there is no place in the scripture where self-Communion of the pastor
is spoken against. many still expressed concern that such a practice would mean
that pastors were receiving the sacrament unabsolved.603
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Protokoll der Ehstländischen Synode von 1873, 13.
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9 . 5 T h e st. P e te rs b u rg r e act ion again st
th e L i v oni an r e fo rms
The st. Petersburg consistorial district was, of course, interested in the liturgical discussions going on in Livonia and Courland, but the st. Petersburg pastors
were determined to take their own independent course. it was in the 1869 synod
that the matter of liturgical reform first came to the floor. The point at issue was the
proper form of the absolution, whether it should be declarative or optative. general superintendent Dr. georg Karl Ludwig gottlieb frommann, the president of
the synod, declared that any change in the liturgy would need to be build upon
a strong theological foundations. he observed that a majority of the clergy might
prefer the declarative form “The Lord has had mercy on you …,” however, the
optative then in current use had to commend it. Considered both historically and
theologically it was to be preferred to the declarative form, since the declarative
form was ambiguous and unconditional absolution was not consonant with the
church’s confession. after a lively discussion it was decided that all parts of the
liturgy should be thoroughly investigated and appropriate proposals for revision
should be submitted to competent ecclesiastical authorities. 604
The diaspora situation of the church and the shortage of pastors brought to light
questions concerning the Lord’s supper. These were not liturgical questions as such
but rather questions of order. it was customary among Lutherans that only pastors
should consecrate and administer the sacrament, but the question now arose whether
this position, affirmed in the Lutheran Confessions, was basically theological or only
practical. What was one to do when a Lutheran was dying and desired to receive the
sacrament as viaticum? it was not unknown that in some places a church elder would
in such cases speak the Words of Christ over the bread and wine, so that the dying
man could receive the sacrament. The question came up for debate in the 1872 synod.
Pastor alexander Wilhelm fehrmann of st. Petri Church in a detailed paper outlined
the traditional position of the church with particular emphasis on Augsburg Confession
articles 5 and 14. he asserted that the Confession and the usage of the church mitigated against lay consecration. he stated that there was no absolute necessity for one to
receive Communion, which would justify the violation of the church’s stated confession and usage. he further stated that the special needs of the church in the diaspora
could only be solved by the office of the ministry and that it was not proper for individual pastors to parcel out the work of the ministry to others, since the Lord desired
that this work should be done by bishops with apostolic zeal. Pastor Konrad raimund
freifeldt of st. anna Church presented a paper which followed a very different course.
he treated the whole matter of lay consecration as simply a practical matter with no
604
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theological significance, since the Lord gave the sacrament and its administration to
the church and not simply to the person of the apostles and disciples. he understood
scripture and the early church in such a way as to see the church’s ministry as derived
from the general priesthood of believers, so that one could not say that the administration of the sacrament was to be limited only to the clergy. general Consistory
member raison stated that lay consecration created special difficulties. Pastors anton
Camillo Bertoldy and otto armin findeisen spoke against it. Pastor ferdinand gottlieb Tannenberg said that emergency situations arose not only in the diaspora but also
in any parish which had two or three affiliated congregations. President frommann
concluded the discussion by stating that there was clearly a difference between lay
consecration and emergency Communion. The decision had long before been made
to allow emergency Baptism, but the church would need to more thoroughly discuss
the question of emergency Communion.605
The discussion was renewed again in the 1878 st. Petersburgian synod.606 apparently the question concerning emergency Communion was widely acknowledged. it was also addressed by Deacon anton hermann haller of st. olai in the
1877 Tallinn city synod. although there might be some similarity in the wording, there is a notable difference between the emergency Baptism and emergency
Communion. Lay administration of the Lord’s supper in emergencies is without foundation. Where there is no possibility of an to orderly administration the
Lord’s supper, the Word of god must suffice.607
The 1872 st. Petersburg synod also turned its attention to harnack’s Liturgical
Formularies and it was announced that an opinion concerning the first volume of
the formularies would be presented at the next synod.608
By 1876 the work of Dr. harnack in Dorpat and the general interest in liturgy
which arose from it in Livonia, Courland, and estonia made it necessary for the st.
Petersburgians also to consider the matter. at the 1876 synod Pastor Johann Wilhelm murmann of Keltos-rjabowa and albert masing of st. mary’s Church in st.
Petersburg presented their study entitled: Kritik unserer Agende mit Beziehung auf die
symbolischen Bücher (Critique of our Agenda on the Basis of the Symbolical Books), which
had been requested by the synod. murmann concerned himself chiefly with the
form of public worship and the administration of the sacraments. he was concerned
that the Confession of sins and its relationship to the gloria in excelsis needed to be
clarified. he stated that there was no place here for an absolution, but rather there
should be a biblical word of comfort addressed to the truly penitent and that the
real absolution belongs after the sermon. he expressed also his concern about the
605
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consecration and the place in it of Christ’s Testamentary Words and the our father,
noting that Christ had consecrated the bread and wine with a Prayer of Thanksgiving to his father. he stated that the church ought to do the same, and that it was by
means of such a Prayer of Thanksgiving that the consecration takes place. he went
on to say that the manual acts of lifting up the vessels and making the sign of the
cross over the elements cannot be consecratory. he noted that by way of analogy
the Words of Christ instituting Baptism are not used in the baptismal service for
any other reason than indicate the necessity of Baptism. accordingly, the Words
of institution in the Lord’s super should not be regarded as consecratory. he also
objected the use of the sign of the cross with the aaronic Benediction stating that
the cross is the sign of Christ’s redemptive act and is not an act of blessing. in the
baptismal order the practice of the laying-on-of-hands with a prayer such as the
our father is problematic, since the laying-on-of-hands implies a direct blessing. a
formula of blessing should be used instead.
Pastor masing presented a critique of the present agenda in the form of seven theses
in which he stated that in several respects the agenda contradicted the scriptures and
the symbolical Books. among these objectionable features he noted that the notion
that one is incorporated into the fellowship of the triune god through Confirmation
contradicts the Church’s Confessions. also contrary to the church’s Confessions were
forms of prayer which dragged on and did not come to the point. so too, he stated
that the formulas for the consecration of churches and cemeteries contained notions
contrary to the scriptures. With regard to the agenda itself he stated that it was by
no means necessary that pious pastors follow it word for word although, of course,
it would be improper, disturbing, and even dangerous for any pastor to arbitrarily
make changes in agenda formulas, unless a committee of the synod had authorized
such optional usages in advance. indeed, although the church’s agenda was not to be
violated or changed arbitrarily, still according to masing the notion that its forms must
be adhered to slavishly was contrary to the spirit of the evangelical church, and the
church’s Confessions nowhere required it. finally, he noted that like the sermon the
liturgy has tutorial value and must meet the needs of the faith at the present moment.
masing’s critique was received with reservations, especially his critical remarks
about the forms for consecration of churches and cemeteries and his statement that
pious pastors had no need to repeat the words in the agenda as they stood. however,
it was clear that the pastors of the st. Petersburg consistorial district were more in tune
with the spirit of the age than were their brothers in the hinterlands.
it was in this synod that innovative notions of the consecration of the sacrament first came up for discussion. Pastor murmann was emphatic in his statement that it is not the Words of Christ spoken over the elements and the our
father which consecrate the sacrament, but rather the special Prayer of Thanksgiving which Christ uttered before taking the bread and cup into his hands. not
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much attention appears to have been paid to the details of this new argument at
the time. in future years they would provoke widespread controversy.
a liturgical committee was chosen to prepare a revision of the 1832 agenda.
selected as members were Pastors georg Karl nöltingk, otto armin findeisen, Johann Christophor Öquist, and murmann. now the st. Petersburg consistorial district had a liturgical committee of its own.609
Discussions concerning the sacrament of the altar at the 1877 synod indicated
a new state of theological affairs in the st. Petersburg consistorial district. Pastor
reinhold Wilhelm Walter gave a paper, entitled: Abendmahlsgemeinschaft setzt Bekenntnissgemeinschaft voraus und begründet Kirchengemeinschaft (Communion Fellowship Presupposes a Fellowship in Confession and Established Church Fellowship). he
stated that church union is more than a mere recognition of oneness among religious men. it refers to agreement in the revealed truth as set down in the church’s
confession. Church fellowship is fellowship in the Lord’s supper, for that supper
is a scriptural and proper confession of the fruit of the death of Christ expressed in
word and deed. over against the reformed Church and the roman Church the Lutheran Church based her doctrine of fellowship on 1 Corinthians 10:16. she stood
in the middle between the spiritualizing tendencies of the reformed doctrine and
the opus operatum understanding of the roman Church. Lutherans were bound to
god’s Word, as it was clearly confessed in church’s Confessional Writings.
a lively debate ensued, which included discussion on such matters as the
meaning of the words “This is my body,” the local inclusion of the person of
Christ in the sacrament, and unworthy participation in the sacrament. These discussions demonstrated that there was some confusion among the pastors concerning the church’s confessional position. Pastors Bertholdy and stackelberg
could go so far as to state that those who were unworthy could have no fellowship in Christ’s body and blood, since to eat is to assimilate, and assimilation by
the unworthy would be a logical contradiction.
Pastor nöltingk’s report on the activities of the liturgical committee were limited
to a report on the introit and the Confession. on behalf of the committee he stated that
important questions concerning both of these needed to be answered. although he
made it clear that neither he nor the other members of the liturgical committee thought
much of the suggestion that introits be included in the service, still they would like to
know the mind of the synod about this matter. Therefore, they are asking whether or
not the inclusion of the introits was desirable and, if so, whether or not the Livonian
introits were acceptable. if not, might the church consider joining together the opening hymn and a biblical verse as the model to be followed, and in this case it would
need to be determined whether this Biblical verse should be sung and, if so, by whom.
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further, it needed to be asked whether the introits associated with particular days
ought not to be replaced by a small selection of introits which highlighted the theme of
the season. Concerning the service of Confession he asked whether the present form
found in the imperial agenda was acceptable or should the optative form of absolution be replaced by a biblical word of comfort.
Pastor Öquist, a member of the commission, rose to state that he was not oppose
to the introduction of the introit in principle but felt that its introduction in finnish
speaking rural congregations was problematic. however, if the synod directed it,
they would do everything they could to accept that decision and implement it, because they always wished to identify themselves with the decision of their betters.610
The synod declared the report of Pastor nöltingk to be of great value and
decided that it should be printed in the Mittheilungen und Nachrichten, so that the
questions raised in it could be dealt with in the next synod.
at the 1878 synod it was reported that the report of the Liturgical committee
presented by nöltingk’s at the previous synod had been published in the Mittheilungen und Nachrichten, so that the next synod could reach some conclusions.611
nöltingk’s article, entitled Referat des liturgischen Comité’s der St. Petersburger
Synode (Report of Liturgical Committee of the St. Petersburg Synod), revealed that
that committee had little in common with the committees in the Livonian, Courlandian, riga, and estonian consistorial districts. it operated on the basis of a very
different theology and liturgical principles. instead of critiquing the 1832 agenda
the committee was more interested in criticizing harnack’s efforts to improve it.
The committee began its report by quoting Luther’s letter to the Livonians
of 1525 in which he stated that the outward order of the Divine service such as
the mass had nothing to do with salvation. By this quotation they intended to
give the appearance that harnack and other liturgical writers were confused on
this issue. in fact, one would look in vain in the works of harnack, Dieffenbach,
Kliefoth, and other Lutheran liturgical scholars of that era for any indication that
they thought that salvation depended upon liturgical ceremonies!
although the committee’s report was lengthy, it was by no means comprehensive.
in fact, it barely got beyond the preparatory service. serious fault was found with
harnack’s recommendations concerning the introit. The members of the committee
claimed that they did not object in principal to inclusion of an introit, however they
took strong exception to the introits that harnack had produced. They complained
that these introits antedated the reformation and, therefore, must be rejected as
roman Catholic. They sought to stigmatize harnack as a romanizer. They went on to
state that the Bible verses cited in these introits were often unclear. They gave as an example the introit for the sixth sunday after epiphany which begins “great is the Lord
610
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and greatly to be praised in the city of our god, on his holy mountain” (Psalm 48:1).
They objected that it was not clear what mountain is here referred to. is it perhaps
mount Zion? is it the mount of Transfiguration referred to in the gospel of the day?
They went on to note that the introits were of roman origin and that, although Luther
had included them in his Formula Missae, they were not found in his german mass,
where their place had been taken by a spiritual song or german psalm. This indicated
that probably sometime between 1523 and 1526 Luther finally came to his senses!612
if introits were to be received at all, then the practical question must be faced, which
introits should be included? What are the proper prerequisites for deciding whether
or not an introit should be used in a Lutheran congregation? The report goes on for
several pages on this matter and then finally turns to the rest of the service of Preparation and the further question whether or not there should be a form of absolution in a
Divine service at all. if so, where in the service ought the Confession and absolution
to be placed - at the beginning or after the sermon? against the practice of beginning
the service with the Confession of sins, the committee quoted schöberlein to the effect
that the roman Church had put it here as an act of Preparation before entering the
holy place. The committee’s notion was that Confession arises out of the hearing of the
Word of god in the sermon.613 in any case, the correct form should be that the pastor
reads the Confession aloud in the name of all and that the congregation affirms his
words by singing the Kyrie.
The st. Petersburg liturgical committee seems to have had a low opinion of
any liturgical suggestions coming from the hinterlands regardless of who presented these suggestions and what consistories and synods approved them! in
any case, they were not willing that the work of Dr. harnack and the Livonian
Church be approved for use in the rest of the russian Lutheran Church.
on the basis of their own theological understanding they proposed to follow
an order widely adopted in newer european agendas. in their eyes the Preparatory service should begin with an invitation which would clearly state what
needed to be confessed:
Invitatorium: “Beloved in the Lord, we have gathered in the house of the Lord
and come before his face with prayers and supplications that he would guide us
into the way of peace and quicken our souls through his holy Word; so let us
confess before him that we are unworthy of such grace and beseech him that he
would sanctify us for his holy service. Come, let us worship and kneel and fall
down before the Lord who has made us and pray thus:”
Confession of Sins: “holy, merciful god, what is man that you are mindful of
him and the son of man that you consider him? We are not worthy of your mercy
and grace, for we are of unclean lips and unclean hearts. Cast us not away from
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your presence but absolve us that we may be clean, so that we may rejoice and in
righteousness offer you praise. amen.”
Absolution: “Be comforted, for thus says the Lord, the holy one. Behold i have
taken from you your misdeeds and cast away your sins. open your lips that your
mouths may proclaim my praise.”614
This Preparatory service offers a very limited view of what needs to be confessed
and forgiven and what that forgiveness consists in. here what is confessed is ritual
impurity, liturgical unworthiness. The moral, social, and theological dimensions of
sin are not spoken of; in fact nowhere is there any mention of the person and work
of Christ as necessitated by the sin of man, or of absolution as made available by
his sufferings and death. man is made aware of his unworthiness which hinders
him from properly worshiping and praising god. he needs to hear from god that
he has been cleansed, so that he may proceed with his worship assured that god
holds nothing against him and is willing to receive his praise.
harnack, of course, was more than able to adequately defend himself, and he did
so in a 1878 report, published in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten under the title: Bemerkungen zu dem Referat des liturgischen Comité’s der St. Petersburger Synode (Remarks Concerning the Report of the Liturgical Committee of the St. Petersburg Synod). in his remarks
he did not respond directly to the accusations in the st. Petersburg report, but provided ample historical and theological justification for his recommendations concerning
the introit and other matters. he understood that as in other learned matters, so too in
theology one does not convince others by raising one’s voice. he provided a detailed
history of the use of the introit, both before and after the reformation, and showed that
its decline was inexorably linked to the destructive liturgical and theological positions
taken in the eighteenth century. he exhibited the same scholarly sense when speaking of the Confiteor and the general absolution. Concerning Confession and Kyrie he
stated that it should be followed either by a Declaration of grace or an assurance of
forgiveness put in general terms, so as to assure the entire congregation of god’s grace
and to prepare it to worship in a worthy manner. finally, he provided his readers
with a series of shorter introits to be used during the seasons of the church year and
on special occasions. he expressed the hope that his labors had not have been entirely
in vain but that the church would have some good use of them. he noted also that it is
far easier to destroy the church’s liturgical heritage than to restore it, and that the work
of restoration must necessarily move forward slowly. he had done what he could do.
now the matter was in the church’s hands.615
The report of the st. Petersburg liturgical committee left no one in doubt that
they branded the Livonian proposals as romanizing. it also made clear that the
committee had no interest in making positive use of harnack’s work.
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in the 1879 synod Pastor murmann offered a strong critique of harnack’s “romanizing introits,” the revision of the service of Confession, and the need for a proper
Prayer of Thanksgiving such as the Lord spoke in the upper room. his paper, entitled
Die Aufgabe der Revision der Gottesdienstordnung unserer Agende (The Task of the Revision
of the Order of the Divine Service in our Agenda), served to distance him from Dr. harnack’s views in the second volume of his Praktische Theologie. murmann observed that
harnack came to his conclusions on the basis of his scholarly analysis, however this
approach is not satisfactory and its conclusions are without proper basis. harnack mistakenly thinks that there is an inner logic to the liturgy, which is built around the fact
that it is the worship of a redeemed community in which are found already the grace
of god and the faith which that grace produces. Because of this approach he does not
see the unconverted and the unregenerated as the proper target of the Divine service.
murmann gives the impression that the Divine service must be given value; it must be
given a goal, something to accomplish. it must awaken, it must arose, it must mobilize,
it must convert. Because harnack does not recognize this, he wrongly begins the service
with an introit which consists of untargeted use of “Bible passages.” This murmann
believes to be unhelpful and ineffective. The service must begin with the sinner being
brought to his knees in an act of Confession. in other words, the service should be patterned after the order of salvation, and not according to some inner logic independent
of that order. The place for “Bible passages” is immediately before the sermon in which
the penitent is instructed in the matter in which he may save his soul. With regard
to the Lord’s supper he went on to say that the nuda Verba and the our father were
clearly unsatisfactory as an act of consecration, repeating what he had reported in earlier synods. he suggested again that a Prayer of Thanksgiving in which the Verba are
imbedded constitutes the proper consecration. it is his assertion that the consecration
of the Lord’s supper in the upper room was accomplished by Lord’s recitation in a special Prayer of Thanksgiving which is no longer extent. The consecration today is best
guaranteed by reintroducing the recitation of a specially constructed Prayer of Blessing
which includes within it the recitation of the Verba. he cites as exemplar the presence of
such a prayer in the old swedish agenda and states also that such a prayer is still in use
in finland. it is not clear to what swedish liturgy he may be referring, because no such
prayer can be found in the 1693 and 1811 swedish agendas.
Pastor nöltingk reported on the work of the liturgical committee and stated
that it had not been able to move forward in its task of bringing proposed formulas to the synod. he said the problem was that since the last synod a third volume
of harnack’s Liturgical Formularies had appeared and that the committee needed
to give it close attention. They may not have cared much for harnack’s proposals
but they recognized that what he wrote was in need of close attention.616
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in the early years of the next decade
the st. Petersburgians continued their
quest for an adequate liturgical expression of their theological views. in the
1882 synod the protocol of the Duderhof
Conference and its decisions were presented and discussed. at this conference
it was decided that the absolution ought
to be given in the indicative mood and
from the pulpit after the prayer “merciful
god …,” according to the example of the
Prussian agenda. The Sanctus should remain as it was in the past, that is it should
always be included. The our father before the distribution should be prayed by
the pastor, and the Agnus Dei should be
sung only once ending with the words
“grant us your peace” (“Verleihe uns
deinen Frieden”). general superintendent Cornelius Laaland, the president of
the synod, declared that the sung our
imperial agenda. 1879 german edition.
father should be replaced by a spoken
our father but that the rest of the matters would require the action of a future general synod.617
although the st. Petersburg synod was in favor of embellishing the consecration,
the criteria for liturgical reform in this consistorial district were quite different from
that of Lutherans in the Baltic provinces. it would be difficult to produce a revised liturgy which all could accept. in fact, the extent of the disagreement and its nature might
make it impossible to effect a significant revision in the russian Lutheran Church.
The general Consistory in st. Petersburg was carefully watching liturgical developments in the regional consistories and synods. it was clear to them that st. Petersburg
and Livonian consistories were moving in quite different directions. Perhaps as an
assertion of its authoritative role in the church, the general Consistory issued in 1879
a new edition of the 1832 rite. in it nothing was changed, excepting only that the introductory section was shortened. even the title remained as it had been: Agende für die
evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche. The regional consistories might
propose what they wished but they could reach no common agreement, and the general Consistory recognized its responsibility to maintain liturgical unity in the church.
617
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9 . 6 T h e 1 8 3 2 age nd a i n the K i n gdom of Polan d
a n d i ts s u b s e qu e nt re fo rms
The Third Partition of Poland and Lithuania in 1795 brought the Kingdom of
Poland into the russian empire. its size and importance brought Poland a certain
measure of autonomy within the empire. Both church and state were freed from
some of the restrictive measures which were so much a fact of life in most other
parts of the empire. as a result, the Lutheran Church in Poland was not required
to introduce the 1832 Church Law and agenda in its congregations.
The restoration of the rights and privileges of the Polish Lutheran Church in 1768
and 1775 brought with it the recognition that the church needed to establish norms
for the conduct of liturgy and a common administrative organ for the church management. as in Lithuania the question of collaboration and even political union with
the reformed Church was much discussed.618 The 1782 general synod at Wengrów
dashed the hopes of those who advocated such a union. The synod decided that the
consistory which had just been established in Warsaw would be exclusively Lutheran.
in liturgical matters it expressed the hope that a common form of worship could be
achieved in Poland and in Lithuania with the introduction of a saxon agenda. The
synod did not specify which saxon agenda it wanted to serve as a standard.619
During the period following the reestablishment of rights and privileges there
was a resurgence in the Lutheran Church in Poland. Before 1775 less than a handful
of congregations remained, the most important of which was the congregation at
Wengrów. The Wengrów congregation, which was closest to Warsaw and served
the spiritual needs of Warsaw Lutherans, did not even have its own church building. it made use of the reformed Church for its services. By 1782 several dozen
congregations had sprung back to life or had been newly established. it is thought
that the worship in these congregations followed the saxon tradition but it is not
known what agendas were used. What is known is that the Warsaw congregation, by far the largest in Poland, used the saxe-Coburg agenda, the Vollständiges
Kirchen-Buch of 1747.620 many of the smaller congregations may have followed the
same tradition. When the 1782 Wengrów synod stated the need to adopt the saxon
agenda, it is likely that it was the 1747 agenda that it had in mind.
The synod’s desire never came to fruition. This saxonian agenda may have been
difficult to obtain by the latter part of the eighteenth century. a greater difficulty was
the inability of the church to resolve some basic questions about the liturgy in an age
dominated by rationalism. major discussions about the reform of the liturgy occu618
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pied the synods of the Lutheran Church in major Poland in 1786621 and 1788 at their
meetings in fraustadt. Questions were asked concerning the continued use of Latin
hymns and Latin liturgical texts, such as the Doxology, the salutation, and the advent
introit Rorate, coeli. Questions were also raised about the elevation of the consecrated
sacrament, the chanting of the Pericopes and the Benediction, and the recitation of the
story of the Destruction of Jerusalem traditionally read on Trinity 10. general senior
Jacob Kopp suggested that some elements in the saxon liturgy should be replaced by
portions of the Kurpfalz agenda Ordnung Gebete und Handlungen bey dem öffentlichen
Gottesdienste of 1783, prepared by Carl Benjamin List.622 The adoption of this agenda
would have been a step backwards, for it was formulated on the basis of a “biblically
pious” form of rationalism which showed no mark of Lutheran confessionalism at
all. The only spirit it displayed was the modern rationalist “spirit of Gellert-Seiler”
in that it recalled the efforts of georg friedrich seiler and reformed minister georg
Joachim Zollikofer to bring together into one liturgy elements of older liturgies, some
Lutheran and some reformed.623 in Poland, as elsewhere. questions were being raised
about the appropriateness and suitability of traditional liturgies which articulated a
faith eschewed by the rationalists. in many territorial churches “improved” liturgies
were coming off the press and, as a result, liturgical confusion reigned. in such a time
of spiritual turbulence it would have been difficult for the Polish Church to come to
agreement about one proper form of liturgy, although it would be difficult for rationalism to gain a foothold in a church living in a strong roman Catholic environment.
The Polish Church entered the nineteenth century without a mutually agreed
form of liturgy. The church was exempted from the necessity of introducing the
1832 russian imperial liturgy but was unable to agree on an alternative standard.
it was not until november 11, 1872 that the Warsaw Consistory declared the russian imperial agenda to be the norm and insisted that it be introduced in the Polish
congregations beginning on Trinity sunday 1873. since this liturgy was in german,
it needed to be translated into Polish. This task was given to Pastor Carl gustav
manitius, the senior pastor of the Warsaw congregation.624 his Polish translation
of the imperial agenda, which was 30 pages shorter than its 1860 german edition,
was published in Warsaw in 1874 under the title: Agenda dla zborów ewangielickoluterskich w Rossyi zaprowadzona w zborach ewangielicko-augsburskich w Królestwie Polskim (Agenda of the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Russia introduced into the
Congregations of the Evangelical Augsburg Church in the Kingdom of Poland).
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The introduction of the 1832 rite in 1872 did bring a certain degree of uniformity to worship in Polish congregations but many pastors were aware that this rite
was not without it failings. The 1881 Warsaw synod addressed what it called
shortcomings and mistakes in the imperial rite. many of these were identified
as being the result of mistranslations but some pastors declared that the liturgy
itself was not sufficiently Lutheran, no matter what title it bore. a leader among
those who complained that the liturgy was insufficiently Lutheran was Pastor
Wilhelm Petrus angerstein of Wiskitki. a commission was appointed to examine the matter. selected to serve on it were Pastor Wilhelm Petrus angerstein,
Pastor Dr. Leopold martin otto of Warsaw, heinrich Zander of aleksandrów,
and friedrich Wendt of nowosolna. Their charge was to revise and complete the
imperial agenda to make it acceptable.625 The commission gathered a rich assortment of materials, including church orders, agendas, and liturgical works, established its principles, and distributed the materials among its members.
When each of the commission members had completed his work, the group
then met together again to examine the results. Their primary concern was the
chief Divine service. They decided that the introit should be restored to the service and recommended that the ancient introits and the introits prepared by
Dr. harnack, published in Evangelisch-lutherisches Gesangbuch für Kirche, Schule
und Haus 1882, the latest hymnal for the Baltic provinces, should be included. The
commission recommended also that only one formula of distribution be permitted, the traditional Lutheran formula: “Take, eat; this is the body…” The alternative Calvinist-leaning formula of the 1832 rite was stricken.
much discussion swirled around Confession and absolution. The commission
was dissatisfied with the placement of Confession and absolution at the beginning of the Divine service and its connection with the Kyrie. it gave special attention and study to its form and place in the service. it found that Luther and all of
the earliest church orders in the reformation era, as well as many church orders
up to the present time, including the newest agenda in saxony, made no connection between the Confession of sins and the Kyrie. The proper place of the Confession of sins, the commission declared, was after the sermon, where it had been
placed in medieval times and later Lutheran agendas. even the reformed placed
it after the sermon at first, but later they deformed the service by moving it to
the beginning. The commission stated that this new arrangement was imported
into the Lutheran Church from the reformed through the hesse church orders. it
was then introduced into the other Lutheran Churches in Prussia, the Kingdom
of saxony, and north america. The commission adjudged this development to
be inappropriate, basing their judgments on the research of Dr. Zezschwitz, pub625
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lished in his article Liturgie in the second edition of the Real-Encyklopädie für protestantische Theologie und Kirche. in it he demonstrated that this change had come
as the result of Calvinist influence.626
Concerning Confession the commission stated that several factors should influence its placement in the service. When the Confession was put at the beginning of the rite, those who arrived late to church were deprived of the absolution and could not go to Communion. furthermore, when, as in Warsaw, it
was still the custom that a special service of general Confession and absolution
be held on saturday, it was not necessary to repeat the confessional address,
Confiteor and absolution on sunday morning. eliminating them would shorten the service and put to silence those who complained that they could not attend the Communion service because it took too much time. The Lord’s supper
should follow immediately after the sermon, Confession, and absolution, and
the Prayer of the Church. This would show it to be the high point of the Divine service. The commission also stated
that the practice of separating preaching
and Communion into separate services
should be discontinued. every service
should be a complete Divine service of
Word and sacrament in which there is
both preaching and Communion.627
The draft edition of the commission’s agenda was examined by Professors Theodosius harnack and ferdinand
hörschelmann of Dorpat and Dean
reinhold räder of goldingen.628
The commission exceeded its charge
in that it did more than simply correcting
and embellishing the 1832 rite. it also took
the bold step of printing its proposal, with
the permission of the imperial censor on
July 7, 1882, even before the synod had
any opportunity to study and approve
it. The work was published in Warsaw
under the title: Entwurf einer Agende für die
Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche unverändert1882 Polish agenda.
er Augsburgischer Konfession im Königreich
626
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Polen (Draft of an Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the unaltered Augsburg
Confession in the Kingdom of Poland). 629 The title page of the work advertised it as
a “revision and Completion of the agenda for evangelical-Lutheran Congregations in the russian empire.” in it the Kyrie and Gloria in excelsis were completely
independent of the Confession of sins. a Confiteor was said quietly by the pastor
while the congregation was singing the first hymn at the beginning of the service
before the introit and Kyrie. a special office of Confession and absolution, the socalled “offne Schuld” for use before the Lord’s supper, was put after the sermon
before the Preface. along with the ancient introits the revised introits of harnack’s
1851 Liturgische Beiträge as now printed in the 1882 Baltic hymnal were included.630
in the 1882 Warsaw synod objections were raised about the commission’s procedures and its decision to go to print. Pastor eduard Lemon complained that no
time had been set aside for a thorough and detailed examination of the liturgy. This
was highly improper, he said, because the liturgy was supposed to be a work of the
whole synod. The work should be distributed to all members of the synod and their
comments should be solicited. even if these comments were brief, they could not be
gathered until easter of the next year at the earliest. There should be no further discussion on the liturgy until this was done. The commission responded that they had
sought the opinions of theological authorities in the faculties of Dorpat, erlangen,
and Leipzig universities, and Pastor angerstein went on to say that eminent liturgical authorities had also been sent copies for detailed examination as well. he was
asked to read the opinions offered by Professors harnack and hörschelmann and
Pastor räder. These opinions were very supportive and praised the work.631
some pastors had been given copies of the draft agenda and were asked for
their comments. Pastor sigismund otto manitius presented his report to the synod, entitled: Critical Remarks of the Most Important Sections of the Draft Agenda in
General and the chief Divine Service in Particular.632 he was not critical of the commission’s work. he particularly liked the introduction of the introit to be sung by
pastor and congregation in alternation and suggested that the Gloria Patri should
be sung in alternation as well. he also commented favorably on the proposed
Kyrie in place of the Confiteor at the beginning. he noted that both internal and external considerations were such that the general Confession should not be put at
the beginning of the service. he also commended on the inclusion of the declarative absolution and the praying of the Prayer of the Church from the altar immediately after the Confessional office, which was read from the pulpit. finally,
he made some remarks concerning the Baptismal, Confirmation, and marriage
629
630
631
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rites. Pastor rudolph gustav gundlach also read a paper giving his critique of the
Baptismal and Confirmation rites in the draft agenda.
superintendent Carl gustav manitius, the president of the synod, read a notice from the augustów diocese concerning the revision of the agenda. This diocese wanted no reform of the agenda at all but simply a supplement which would
present the present order, put into easily understandable language. They desired
also the publication of an agenda for Cantors.
The president of the synod set before the assembly several options and asked
whether the delegates wanted to cease all debate on the agenda until all had had
an opportunity to examine the document. This included the acceptance of the
assessment of the paper by Pastor manitius without debate and the establishment of a new commission to review the draft agenda, taking into account the critiques which had been offered. The synod answered all these questions affirmatively. elected to the review commission were Pastors rudolph gundlach, ernst
Bursche, sigismund otto manitius, and Wilhelm Zimmer.633
The second commission gathered critical opinions from the pastors and presented its recommendations to the 1883 synod in a report, entitled: Kritischen
Gutachten über den Entwurf einer Agende (Critical Opinions on the Draft Agenda). in
response Pastor edmund holtz suggested that debate on the most central issues
concerning the agenda should begin the following morning and that secondary and
minor questions should not be permitted to stall the proceedings. The next morning
Pastor manitius summarized on behalf of the review commission some of the main
points, which the commission had considered and stated which items it thought
needed to be publicly discussed. The synod agreed to proceed on this basis. in
agreement with the commission the synod unanimously voted to recommend the
introduction of the introit as desirable and noted that the introit should be sung by
the choir and that either the ancient introits or harnack’s recommendations could
be used. Both would be printed in the agenda. There was much debate over the
place of the Confession and whether it should be called Confiteor and absolution or
“offne Schuld” - the public expression of guilt. it was decided that the name Confiteor
and absolution should be used. it was agreed that the Confiteor should not be put
after the sermon but at the beginning of the service. The absolution should be declarative but it should not be spoken of as a high point of the service. it was decided
also to maintain the present practice of reading from the altar only the pericope
which would not serve as the text of the sermon. if a free text was to be the text, then
both the epistle and gospel should be read from the altar. The revision commission
suggested the addition to the service of a Prayer of Blessing at the Lord’s supper.
The synod did not agree but decided instead that a prayer for worthy Communion
633
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should be inserted in the service immediately before the distribution, as in 1882.
finally, the synod decided to merge the two commissions into a single group. Pastor albert eugen Biedermann was appointed to take the place made vacant by the
death of Dr. Leopold martin otto. The commission was instructed to keep close
contact with other commissions doing the liturgical work in the Baltic provinces.
This proved to be impossible and the commission had to proceed to work alone
without referring to the work being done in the Baltic consistorial districts.634
although the time given to accomplish their work was short, the joint commission was able to present a completed project at the 1884 synod. speaking on behalf
of the commission Pastor manitius stated that because its time had been so limited, the commission had made decisions by simple majority. The commission had
decided that the old church introits should be sung by the choir or in alternation
between the pastor and the congregation. if neither was possible, then the pastor
should read the introit alone. if the introits prepared by harnack were used, the
pastor should read them alone. With reference to the place of the Confiteor and
absolution the commission decided to drop the so-called “offne schuld” option after
the sermon. if a special service of Confession had been held sometime before the
Communion service, then the Divine service should move directly from the introit to the Kyrie and Gloria in excelsis. one lection should be read from the altar
but when the text of the sermon was the free text, both the epistle and the gospel
should be read from the altar. Theoretically, the proper place for praying the Prayer
of the Church is the altar, but the commission recognized that this arrangement was
not always practical. The individual pastor must himself decide whether to pray
this prayer from the altar or the pulpit. The Prayer of Blessing in the Lord’s supper
was dropped because of the danger that some might think of it as consecrating the
elements. in its place the new rite would have instead a prayer for worthy reception
to be prayed immediately before the distribution. The our father should precede
the Words of institution, according to the commission, and not simply for historical
reasons but because the natural flow of the service would be interrupted were it to
follow the Verba. The phrase “This do in remembrance of me” moves forward appropriately to the Pax Domini, Agnus Dei, and the Distribution.
President manitius, thanked the committee for its work and invited comments
and questions from the delegates. Pastor holtz immediately rose to complain that
the commission had done its work too quickly. it should have taken its time and
submitted its recommendations for examination and testing by the pastors. only
then should the synod be asked to make a decision about it. To his mind no decision should be made about the new liturgy before the 1885 synod. Pastor Lemon
also complained that the commission had moved too fast. he strongly urged that
634
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the synod should take its time and considered these matters very carefully. at
this point a third opponent, superintendent Carl Ludwig Teichmann rose to add
his complaint, which echoed the sentiments Pastor Lemon.
in defense of the commission Pastors manitius, angerstein, and Zander stated
that it had labored over the agenda questions as much as was possible given the
short time it had been allotted. furthermore, it seemed to them that the complaints uttered by holtz, Lemon, and Teichmann were directed not so much
against the work of the commission as against the resolution of the synod which
had imposed these time restrictions.
Based on the recommendation of superintendent manitius, the delegates accepted the commission’s work and directed that the first volume of the liturgy
should now be printed. Voting against the resolution were Pastors holtz and
Lemon and superintendent Teichmann, all of whom complained that more consideration should be given to these matters on every level. The commission stated
in response that it could not but agree.635
at the 1885 Warsaw synod Pastor holtz asked about the progress of the agenda. The commission responded that it was hoped that the printing of the first
volume would be done before the old year was out, and the draft of the second
volume should be ready for the 1886 synod. Those who wished to make comments or recommendations on volume two would need to get them to the commission before april 1.636
remarkably, the Polish Lutheran Church was able to revise the imperial liturgy
and publish the results of its labors in only five years. it had indeed moved quickly.
in russia itself the discussion of liturgical revision had began in 1849 and it was
after ten years, in 1859, that results appeared. The Livonian synod accepted it but
its use was not implemented because of the strong, outspoken opposition of some
pietistically oriented pastors. The Livonians understood, of course, that what they
had produced could only be authorized for use throughout the entire church unless
a general synod decided to authorize it but no general synod was planned.
it can hardly be agreed that the Poles moved too quickly in their program of liturgical reform. The complaint of holtz and his colleagues that not sufficient time
and thought had been given to the matter was baseless. The Polish liturgical commission showed itself to be well apprised concerning liturgical matters, and it made
its decisions on theological rather than esthetic or even historical grounds. They recognized that the Confession and the Kyrie were separate elements in the Divine service and needed not necessarily be joined together. Consequently, they recommended
that Confession be held before the service proper, and the inclusion of the Confession
wedded to the Kyrie in the Divine service was left as an option. it is worthy of note
635
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that the new agenda rejected formulas of
distribution capable of more than one interpretation. in fact, they strengthened the
distribution formula to speak of “the very
body” (germ. der wahre Leib) and “the very
blood.”637
The first volume of the new Polish agenda appeared in 1886 and the
second came off the press in 1888. Both
were printed in Warsaw and bore the
title: Agende für die Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche im Königreich Polen (The Agenda of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the
Kingdom of Poland).638
The Polish Lutheran Church served an
international community and its Divine
services and preaching used the german,
Polish, and Lithuanian tongues. as early
as 1882 the augustów Diocese recognized
that the tri-lingual nature of the church
Polish agenda. 1886 german edition.
needed to be taken into consideration and
that a Lithuanian agenda should be prepared for use in the suvalkian (Lith. Suvalkija) congregations in which the Lithuanian
language was used. at the 1882 Warsaw synod plans were made for a translation of
the agenda into Lithuanian, and Pastor Leopold eduard erdmann was proposed as
the translator.639 no actual work could be undertaken until the new agenda was itself
approved and printed. for reasons which are no longer clear this work was never completed and published. Perhaps funds were not available for the project, but more likely
it was decided that the Lithuanian-speaking congregations in the Warsaw Consistory
were too few in number to warrant such an expensive project. it is also possible that
competent translators were not available. Pastors in Lithuanian-speaking congregations would need to translate the german text themselves and prepare a manuscript
edition for their own use.
The translation of the new agenda into Polish was undertaken by superintendent manitius, who translated the 1832 imperial agenda into Polish, and Pastor
Ludwig Behrens. manitius translated the first part but illness prevented him from
working on the second part. This work was taken up by a committee consisting
637
638
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of Pastor edmund hermann schultz and
Pastor otto Wistehube. another commission consisting of Pastors Wistehube,
Behrens, and heinrich Leopold Bartsch
made necessary improvements in language and corrected translation faults.640
The first volume of the Polish edition
was published in Warsaw in 1889 and
the second appeared two years later, in
1891. The general title of both volumes
was Agenda dla kościoła ewangelicko-augsburskiego w Królestwie Polskiém (Agenda
for the Evangelical Augsburg Church in the
Kingdom of Poland).641
The liturgical work being done in Poland was noticed elsewhere in the russian empire. Pastor anton hermann
haller took note of it in a short article in
Mittheilungen und Nachrichten, which apPolish agenda. 1889 Polish edition.
peared on the occasion of the publication
of the first volume of the new Polish agenda in 1888. it was entitled: Die Agende für
die evang.-luth. Kirche in Polen (The Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Poland).
Pastor haller looked very favorably upon the work. he commended the liturgical
work of the Poles, whom he described as living under the clear sign of the cross and
yet inwardly maturing in a land which to others in russia could only be described
as “unknown territory” – “terra incognita.” he took particular note of the decision to
separate the Confession of sins from the Kyrie and to begin the service with the introit.
it pleased him to see harnack’s name mentioned in connection with the introits and
he took note of the recommendation that one or two choirs should sing it, or when this
was not possible, the pastor should sing it with the congregation in alternation. haller
wondered how the Polish congregations might react to the singing of the introit by
one or even two choirs. he suggested that Polish congregation members might think
of this a bit “catholic.” in general, he described the liturgy and agenda as very rich in
its music and provisions and he expressed the cordial wish that this book should be of
service to the brethren in Poland for many years.642
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10. AgendA TrAnslATions inTo nATive
lAnguAges

1 0 . 1 F i r s t lu the ran A ge nd a i n t h e russian lan guage
A new page in the history of the russian lutheran Church was begun, when
in 1872 the first lutheran agenda in the russian language was published with
official approval for use in lutheran Churches in the empire. Before this time lutherans in the empire were permitted to worship only in their mother tongues. it
was a punishable offence for any lutheran pastor to minister to or to receive into
his congregation a convert from the russian orthodox Church.
According to the Code of Criminal and Administrative Punishments (rus. Уложениe о наказаниях уголовных и исправительных) of 1845, it was a criminal act
for any russian orthodox to leave his church. Article 195 of Chapter ii in division ii stated that those guilty of apostasy lose their rights and privileges and
are a subject to banishment to the regions of Tomsk (rus. Томск) or Tobolsk (rus.
Тобoльск) in siberia or two years in a correction facility. Those guilty of inducing
them to apostasy by any means, physical or compulsory, were themselves liable
to forfeiture of all rights, corporal punishment, and deportation to siberia for an
undetermined period. under such circumstances pastors would be very circumspect in their dealings with members of the russian orthodox Church.643
The status of the lutheran Church, large though it was, was that of a guest
church in a foreign land, suffered to minister only to its own members in their native languages. it was a matter of law that the children of mixed marriages were
to be baptized and raised in the orthodox Church. There was no need for a russian language edition of the 1832 Agenda to be prepared.
This situation began to change in the 1860’s when it became evident that many
of the children of these immigrants were beginning to lose the use of the languages of their ancestors. As children they might have learned their prayers in
their mother tongue but they were now russians. They spoke and thought as
russians, and yet they were lutherans and needed to be instructed in luther’s
Small Catechism and Bible history.
in 1863 a young graduate of the university dorpat, Albert Masing, came to
st. Petersburg. He was given the task of instructing russian-speaking confirmands in the lutheran faith. He was ordained in April 1865 and was given a salary
of 600 rubles and the specific task of instructing these russian lutherans in the
643
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russian language, the only language in which they were proficient. He was aided
in this task by the russian translation of luther’s Small Catechism which had been
prepared by Pastor Fechner of Zarskoje selo (rus. Царское Село). This catechism volume was later followed by of works on Bible history by Wangemann and
Kurtz, and by the history of the church prepared by ottobald Bischoff.
in 1867 money from the treasury of the Mutual Support Fund (Unterstützungskasse) was used to procure a prayer house on Kamennoostrovski Prospect no.
1 in st. Petersburg in which Pastor Masing could preach on sundays and feast
days in german. However, it was clear that russian language catechumens and
those who had already been confirmed were in need of a divine service and
spiritual direction in their native language. By the direction of Bishop ulmann
and without government approval Masing began to preach in russian. in order
to avoid problems with the law and the possibility that the pastor might be accused of proselytizing, official permission to hold lutheran services in russian
was soon sought and received from the Ministry of the interior. Because there
was no russian liturgy and hymnal, it was a barebones service without hymns or
music - little more than a monologue by
the pastor.
Pastor Masing undertook to prepare a modest hymnal in russian. The
first edition contained 52 well-translated hymns. A second edition added
8 more hymns and the third edition
numbered 85 hymns. in 1874 st. Mary’s
Church was built in the lutheran area
of st. Petersburg. it was consecrated on
september 14 of that year. st. Mary’s
church with 500 seats became the site
of russian language lutheran services.
on the high feasts so many were in attendance that the overflow had to stand
in the aisles.644
it was primarily through the efforts
of Pastor Fechner that the most necessary pastoral acts from the 1835 edition
of the 1832 Agenda were translated
imperial Agenda.
into russian and used in st. Mary’s
The first edition in russian, 1872.
church.645 in 1871 the general Consis644
645
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tory together with the regional consistories petitioned the Ministry of the interior
to allow them to publish it and put it to use. Permission came on August 21, 1871,
and less that a year later, in 1872, the volume was published in st. Petersburg
under the title: Евангелическо-Лютеранскiй краткiй служебникь. (Агенда) (Short
Evangelical Lutheran Service Book (Agenda)).646 The book was 57 pages in length and
included only the most basic materials needed by pastors and pastor‘s assistants:
the divine service, the Prayer of the Church, the litany, Confession and Absolution, the Communion liturgy, the Baptism of Children, and the Baptism of those
converted from Judaism, islam, and the Heathen, Confirmation, Marriage, and
Burial. Also included was a form for the administration of oaths.
now russian lutherans could consider themselves more than simply guests
in a foreign land. Their russian language lutheran Church was no longer german or swedish, or anything else but russian. The first step toward it had been
taken when Alexander ii at that time heir to the throne, found out that one of his
cadets was a german who knew no german and decreed that he must be catechized in his lutheran faith in the russian language. now, many years later it came
about that russian solders and others with foreign names could be ministered to
in their lutheran faith by russian-speaking lutheran pastors.
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1 0 . 2 T h e ne w T rans l ati o n of t h e Agen da
in to e s t o ni an and l atvi an
The original edition of the imperial Agenda appeared in the german language.
in 1834-35 editions appeared in estonian, latvian, swedish, and Finnish to meet the
needs of congregations of these ethnic groups. These translations appeared to be adequate for that time, but by the 1870’s language developments and other factors made
it evident that new estonian and latvian translations were needed. Congregations in
three consistorial districts were concerned. in the Courlandian Church both german
and latvian were widely used, and in estonia, estonian was used along with german. The livonian Church was linguistically divided with congregations from riga
to Walk using german and latvian, while congregations north of Walk used estonian
and german. Furthermore, estonian language congregations were divided into two
distinct dialect groups. Congregations in the north spoke northern estonian, which
was not well understood by parishioners in the congregations of southern estonia,
that is livonian estonia. The latvian dialects used in Courland and livonia were
different but not incomprehensible. What
was more serious was the fact that the latvian edition of the 1832 Agenda sounded
strange to modern speakers.
The Courlandian and livonian synods
decided that they should work together to
produce a modern latvian language edition of the agenda which would eliminate
expressions no longer used in the latvian
language. At the 1875 Courlandian synod
Pastor Hugo Czernay of Würzau (latv.
Vircava) noted the seriousness of the linguistic situation and stated that it was clear
that a thorough revision was needed. The
task of linguistic revision of the latvian
language Agenda was undertaken by the
latvian hymnal commission. Pastor rutkowsky, a member of the commission,
requested that all members of the synod
should make known to him any linguistic
imperial Agenda. 1877 estonian edition.
errors of which they became aware.647
647
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The 1877 Courlandian synod considered a proposal for the new edition of
the latvian hymnal which included in its contents portions of the agenda. it was
noted that the whole agenda, and not just sections of it, needed to be brought upto-date linguistically. Pastor Bielenstein was appointed to undertake this work
in association with the livonian Church. Because there were latvian-speaking
congregations in the riga city consistorial district, the subject of the revision of
the latvian Agenda and hymnal would necessarily need to be brought before its
synod as well.648 At its 1880 synod at Walk the livonian Church was informed by
Pastor Johannes neuland that work of modernizing the latvian Bible, agenda,
and introits had been completed together with the revision of the hymnal. Pastor
Karl Conrad ulmann presented the assembly with a copy of the revision of the
latvian language agenda which had been prepared by the joint Bible commission
which consisted of three livonian and three Courlandian pastors. The synod expressed the wish that it be printed as soon as possible.649 in the 1880 synod of the
riga city consistorial district superintendent Johann Carl Müller, the president of
the synod, announced that the work on
the latvian Bible having been completed, and he informed the delegates about
the progress on the production of an
agenda in modern latvian, undertaken
by the Courlandian and livonian synods. The synods had now accepted this
work. The riga city synod was of the
opinion that no further work need be
undertaken beyond the language corrections.650 The revised latvian Agenda
was printed in 1882.651
estonians in estonia proper too were
concerned about the modernization of
the language of the agenda. The matter was taken up by the synod of the
estonian consistorial district in June
1871 when Pastor Haller proposed that
a commission of three members be selected to prepare a new translation of
the entire agenda from german into es1878 estonian appendix to the agenda.
648
649
650
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tonian and to submit the revision to the deaneries within one year. After the deaneries had agreed about necessary changes the final work would be submitted to
the consistory. The synod established a translation commission consisting of Pastor Karl eduard Malm, Woldemar Friedrich Kentmann, and leopold Hörschelmann.652 it was not until 1875 that Pastor Hörschelmann could report what linguistic corrections were needed.653 The new translation appeared in print in 1877
in Tallinn under the title: Agenda ehk kässiramat Lutterusse Usso Ristirahwa Koggodustele Wennerikis (Agenda or Handbook for the Congregations of Lutheran Christians
in the Russian Empire). only the language was updated. There were no substantive
changes in the agenda. even the form and layout of the older work remained as
it had been. At the estonian synod of 1878 its president, general superintendent
Woldemar schultz, stated that that the appendix or companion volume to the
estonian Agenda has now been translated as well and had now been printed in
Tallinn as a separate book under the title: Agenda ehk kässiramato Lissa, Eestima
öppetajate sünodi liikmetest kokkoseatud ja Konsistoriumi kohto polest prugitawaks lubbatud (Appendix to the Agenda or Handbook, compiled by the Members of the Estonian
Synod of Pastors and authorized by the Consistorial Court).654 This would provide at
least temporarily for the needs of the pastors serving estonian parishioners. it appears that no separate revision for the southern estonian congregations of the livonian consistorial district was undertaken. Perhaps the pastors simply marked
the changes in their old agendas.
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11. The New AgeNdA of The LivoNiAN
CoNsisToriAL disTriCT

1 1 . 1 A u th o ri zati o n o f the Ag e nda by t h e Liv on ian syn od
The Livonian Church was resolved to move forward on the basis of the work
of dr. harnack and the synod’s liturgical committee. The divisiveness which had
marked the years when harnack was at erlangen was now long past and now
there was general agreement that a thorough revision of the agenda was needed.
in the 1883 Livonian synod Pastor Karl Maurach read a paper, entitled: Über
die Revission der Ordnung des Hauptgottesdienstes (Concerning the Revision of the Order of the Chief Divine Service). The reaction of the assembly showed that there
was a general concern that the liturgy should be revised but there was no general
agreement in the russian Church as to how the work of revision should proceed. The approval of the general synod would be needed before a liturgy for
the entire church could be offered. however, no general synod had been held in
the past 50 years, and it was unlikely that one would be convened in the foreseeable future. how could a legally valid revision be offered without the approval
of the general synod? Maurach noted that imperial church law did not make
specific declarations about the church’s agenda. The church was free to make its
own regulations concerning worship as long as these regulations did not violate
the 1832 Church Law which was a part of the russian state law. he noted that
the wording of the Article 140 of the canon law allowed that alterations could
be made in liturgical matters, if they had the written approval of higher church
authority.655 The article did not define what body represented higher church authority. Livonians could assume that for them it was the Livonian synod and
its consistory. These, of course, could legislate only in matters pertaining to the
Livonians, as long as these regulations did not contradict the statutes of the imperial church. he noted also that for several years parallel liturgical formularies
had been in use both in Livonia and in other consistorial districts. They legally
had never been challenged. for the sake of unity in the church there must be good
lines of communication and appropriate sharing of material between the consistorial districts, and the liturgical committees should discuss together the results
of their labors. As a result the whole church would benefit.
Acting upon Pastor Maurach’s statements the synod decided that its liturgical
committee should share the results of its work with the other consistorial districts
655
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and then at a conference in dorpat in January 1884 solicit the reactions of those
districts. Then the liturgical committee would be in a position to finalize its work.
The fruit of its labors would be published at synodical expense and sent to all pastors in the Livonian consistorial district. Named to serve on this Livonian committee were representatives of every deanery of the Livonian Church, including
Professor ferdinand hörschelmann, deans heinrich Christian gustav Kupfer
and ernst Magnus schneider, and Pastors Karl Maurach, gotthard vierhuff, Carl
schlau, and gotthold Kügler. Pastor Adalbert hugo willigerode would represent
the consistory on the committee.656
The committee was requested to work together with like committees in other
consistorial districts as far as possible. few consistorial districts responded to the
request. Among them was the liturgical committee in riga where consideration
of liturgical revisions had already begun and was proceeding without ranker or
dispute. As early as the 1879 riga city synod Pastor Magnus daniel werbatus
could report that in 1878 the commission had completed its work on an evangelical Lutheran hymnal which would include an appendix with the liturgy, various
pericopes series, prayers, and revised harnackian introits. he told the delegates
that Prof. harnack in dorpat had consented to conduct a final examination of
these liturgical materials and hoped to be able to complete this work within the
next year. The synod received this report and acknowledged with gratitude the
extensive labors, which the members of the committee had expended in order to
bring their assignment to a speedy and successful conclusion.657
in the 1883 riga synod its president, superintendent gustav Adolph Alexander Jentsch, read a letter from Pastor Maurach, who had written on behalf on
the Livonian liturgical committee expressing the wish that the riga synod join
with it in this work. The synod selected senior Pastors dr. Lütkens and Theophil
gähtgens and Pastor harald gottlieb Poelchau to serve as its liturgical committee
to work with the Livonians.658 At the next synod in 1884 senior Pastor gähtgens
reported that the work on the revision of the Livonian Agenda was progressing
but could move forward no further until that year’s Livonian synod had given its
authorization. A further report would be given at the next synod.659
Note was taken of the Livonian proposal in a report to the 1884 st. Petersburg
synod by Pastor walter of st. Catherine’s Church. he agreed with the judgment
of Livonian Pastor Maurach that, taken as the whole the liturgy of 1832 exhibited a good Lutheran spirit, however, it also revealed rationalistic and unionizing
656
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influences, especially in one of its distribution formulas and in the rite of Confirmation. on the other hand, it preserved a good Lutheran spirit over against the
reformed Church by maintaining the prominent position of the celebration of the
Lord’s supper and over against roman Catholicism it called for a high degree of
congregational involvement. he went on to say that confessional churches must
beware lest they become liturgically stagnant. They must instead be progressive
in their liturgical developments while strictly adhering to biblical principles.
he then proceeded to examine more closely some of the provisions of the Livonian proposal about which he believed some legitimate questions might be
raised. he suggested that the inclusion of the Gloria Patri at the beginning of the
rite was altogether unnecessary, since the congregation would soon be singing
the Gloria in excelsis. The placement of the special service of Confession and Absolution for the communicants at the beginning of the chief divine service was
liturgically correct but it better belonged in a separate service the evening before
when there would be greater opportunity for private pastoral care and edification
in connection with Private Confession. he stated that the singing of the Laudamus
te in connection with the first stanza of “All glory be to god on high” on feast
days was redundant, since the essence of it already was in the Laudamus te itself.
The Creed, he stated, should be made a congregational act in which the pastor,
standing at the altar, leads the congregation in its recitation. The significance of
this comment is unclear, since this is exactly what the Livonian order directed.
Perhaps he was suggesting that the pastor should not turn back to the altar, but
should continue to face the congregation during the recitation of the Creed. Also
unclear is his comment concerning the our father. he stated that no other prayer
should stand in place of it in the consecration, apparently a reference to the special Prayer of Blessing found in the Livonian rite in which the our father is then
put after the words of Christ.
Pastor walter closed his report by stating that the st. Petersburg synod should
commend the Livonian Agenda and give its full support to its eventual optional
adoption. he concluded with the request that attention should be given to the
important work of revising the pastoral acts in the agenda.660
Apart from the riga city and the st. Petersburgians other consistorial districts
appear to have expressed little interest in the Livonian invitation. The estonians
had their own liturgical committee which was concerned with the revision of
liturgical worship but there is no record in the synodical protocols of how they
responded to the Livonian overture. in the 1884 synod the estonians said nothing
about the Livonian invitation but concerned themselves with questions about the
formularies for high feasts, reformation day, the annual Commemoration of the
660
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departed, and end of the year school celebration.661 Again in 1885 nothing was
said about collaboration with the Livonians, but delegates expressed concern that
the new agenda should among other things have improved Prayers of the Church
and a wider selection of Collects. They wanted also the introduction of introits
and a formulary for divine services on days of celebration proclaimed by the
tsar.662 in 1886 the synod received the affirmative reports of the deaneries about
the liturgical materials prepared by the liturgical committee and expressed the
desire that these materials should be printed soon.663
The Courlandians did not respond to the Livonian invitation. After the earlier
rejection of the materials prepared by Pastor räder and the liturgical committee,
the Courlandian Church appears to have decided to temporarily suspend further
discussion of the liturgical revision.
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1 1 . 2 T h e 1 884 chi e f d i vi ne se rv ic e
The Livonians were determined to
move ahead with the publication of the
new agenda. The first step towards the
realization of this resolution was the publication in 1884 of the chief divine service, the liturgy of the holy sacrament.
The consistory submitted the slim booklet to the censor on february 9, 1884 and
it was approved for publication on february 18, 1884 under the title: Agende für
die Evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im
russischen Reiche. Revidirt im Auftrage der
livländischen Provincial-Synode des Jahres
1883 (Als Manuscript gedruckt) (Agenda for
Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the
Russian Empire, edited by Authority of the
Livonian Provincial Synod of 1883, Printed as a Manuscript). The booklet was 21
pages in length and it was devoted entirely to the divine service. it could be
Livonian Agenda.
regarded as a first fascicle of what would
1884 Chief divine service
eventually be a far larger work.
The forward was tutorial in nature
and reminded the reader of the place of liturgical worship in the life of the church.
it spoke in very direct terms against the little regard which many took concerning
the house of god, the sanctuary and altar, their decoration and went so far as to
state that the poverty of beauty and decoration of the holy place was an offence
against god and stood as an accusation against the people, whose love of mammon was such that they did not want to offer their silver and gold to god’s glory
and the beauty of his house. it was no credit to pastors, the committee wrote, that
they had not led the people to repentance and instilled in them a spirit of sacrifice.
Clearly, the church building, the altar, and the sacramental vessels should be of
great beauty, for the altar is no merely human table set for an earthly meal. The
writers went on to state that the people needed to be instructed in the meaning of
the liturgy and worship in the spirit of faith and prayer. The pastors must remember that they not only preach but also stand before the altar as the servants of the
Lord. They must conduct themselves in a proper manner, exercising a decorum
appropriate to their priestly work, for theirs ought not be the manner of earthly
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orators but of those whose gesticulations give honor to the content of the divine
service. They must, therefore, be free of human affectation. furthermore, pastors
are servants of the singing church and therefore need to be practiced in liturgical
song, so that the people will come to understand its beauty. They must conduct
themselves in the holy liturgy in a manner which is appropriate to it and worthy
of it, expressing reverence before the supreme mystery of the Christian church.
This should also show itself, the writers continued, in the laying-on-of-hands on
the communicants and the proper manual acts in the consecration and distribution of the sacrament. Careful attention would need to be given also to the way
the altar is prepared. The wine should not be in flasks or carafes, but in a proper
flagon placed upon the altar. The ciborium and chalice must be set upon a linen
cloth, the corporal. if it is necessary that more bread or wine be brought, it should
be consecrated in a sort of half voice, but always with the sign of the cross. At the
end of the service the liturgist blesses the congregation with Aaronic Benediction.
Beginning from the word “The Lord bless and keep you…” he should extend his
arms over the congregation and, at the words “…and give you peace,” he makes
the sign of the cross. in all, the pastor is to conduct himself in the liturgy as one
who has been anointed by the spirit of god as a “minister (leitourgos) of Jesus
Christ in the priestly service of the gospel of god,” as Paul writes in romans
15:16.664
evidently the liturgical committee had no high opinion of the way in which
the pastors were conducting the divine service. They needed clear instruction
concerning the house of god, how it should be appointed, how the holy place
should be treated, and how pastors should conduct themselves in their leadership of the congregation at worship. They must teach their people to respect the
holy place. The forward could be taken as a reminder to the pastors and their
people that they must learn to take off their shoes, as it were, for they are standing
on holy ground.
The divine service for sundays and feast days followed the general order
established by dr. harnack. it consisted in four parts: Preparatory rite (germ.
Eingang), service of the word (germ. Wort-Act), service of the sacrament (germ.
Abendmahls-Act), and Conclusion (germ. Schluss des Gottesdienstes). An alternative ending was provided for occasions when there was no Communion. however, in the eyes of the liturgical committee the full divine service must to be
regarded as normative, and therefore no separate order is given for the divine
service without the Lord’s supper.
The Preparatory rite begins with an opening hymn. This is followed by the
introit, read by the liturgist facing the congregation. According to the rubrics, the
664
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introit is a sacramental act, a proclamation of the word of god, akin to the epistle
and gospel. Like them it is spoken facing the congregation. The pastor concludes
the introit with the Gloria Patri which he may sing. The congregation always responds by singing: “As it was in the beginning …” A note is included stating
that when there is a special service of Confession and Absolution included in the
divine service, it is to be inserted at this point.
At the ordinary Confession in the service of Preparation the liturgist admonishes the congregation to make Confession, using the first form provided in the
1832 Agenda:
“Beloved in the Lord, we are gathered here to worship god in spirit and truth,
to thank him for all his marvelous deeds and to call upon him for everything that
we need in body and soul. Therefore, with a sense of our own unworthiness let us
confess before him our sins and say together:”
An alternative form, patterned closely on harnack’s second form in his 1878
Liturgische Formulare, is also printed:
“Beloved in the Lord! open your hearts! Let us confess our sins to god and
ask for forgiveness in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. speak after me to god
with heartfelt longing in faith in our Lord Jesus Christ through the holy spirit.”665
The third, fourth, and fifth alternatives are taken directly from harnack’s Liturgische Formulare.
“Blessed are those whose transgressions are forgiven and whose sins are covered up. Therefore let us confess our sins to the Lord” or “Come, let us worship
and fall down before the Lord who made us and confess to him our sins,” or “if
we confess our sins, god is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse
us from all disobedience. Therefore speak together with me thus:” it is recommended that on the day of repentance the decalogue from exodus 20 be read at
this point, after which the congregation sings: “in the midst of earthly life” (“Mitten wir im Leben sind”)666
The liturgist, turning to the altar, says the Confiteor, as found in harnack’s
Liturgische Formulare:
“All merciful god and father, we confess before you our many and burdensome sins and inequities, with which we have offended against you and your
holy commandments [in thought, word, and deed] and by which we have rightly
deserved your holy wrath and punishment. Look down upon us in mercy and according to your gracious promise forgive us all our sins for the sake of the merit
of your dear son, our savior Jesus Christ.”667
665
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if it is the custom, the liturgist and congregation may kneel for this prayer. The
congregation then sings the threefold Kyrie.
Then the liturgist says the declaration of grace, called the Absolution. four
forms are provided. The first is taken almost verbatim from the 1832 rite, but it is
in declarative form:
“The Almighty, gracious god has had mercy upon us and according to his
boundless loving kindness and for the sake of his beloved son Jesus Christ, has
forgiven us all our sins and has also granted us grace to sanctify our lives and
with him to receive everlasting life. Amen.”
The next three are proclamations of the gospel taken from the New Testament:
“god so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten son, so that all who
believe in him should not perish but have everlasting life. Amen,” or “This is
a true word and worthy of all men to be received that Christ Jesus came into
the world to save sinners. Amen,” or “The blood of Jesus Christ, the son of god
cleanses us from all our sins. Amen.” Then congregation sings “Amen” and rises.
The liturgist facing the congregation sings Gloria in excelsis - “glory be to god
on high.” A note states that only if he is unmusical, should he speak these words
instead of chanting them. The congregation responds by singing stanza one of
“All glory be to god on high.” however, during Passiontide the pastor chants:
“The Lamb which was slain is worthy to receive honor and praise and glory forever” (“Das Lamm, das erwürget ist, ist würdig, zu nehmen Lob, Preis und Ehre in
Ewigkeit”), to which the congregation responds with “o Jesus Christ, Thou only
son,” stanza three of the hymn “All glory be to god on high.” on good friday
the congregation sings instead: “Lamb of god, pure and holy.” on high feasts,
after the liturgist intones: “glory be to god on high,” the congregation responds:
“And on earth peace, good will toward men.” Then the liturgist alone says the
Laudamus te, from the greater Gloria - “we praise you, we bless you, we worship
you …” The congregation responds by singing: “All glory be to god on high.”
This concludes the Preparatory service.668
The service of the word begins with the salutation. The liturgist faces the congregation and chants: “The Lord be with you.” The congregation responds: “And
with your spirit.” on high feasts and the festal seasons (Advent, Christmastide,
epiphany, Passiontide, eastertide until Ascension and Pentecost, reformation
day, day of repentance and the Last sunday of the Church Year) the liturgist
chants a versicle in alternation with the congregation.
Then he chants: “Let us pray” and turning to the altar he prays a Collect. The
congregation then sings a twofold Amen. Turning back to the congregation he
invites them to listen to the word of god from the epistle of the day. with the
668
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congregation standing he reads the epistle and concludes with the words “Lord,
keep us steadfast in your word. Alleluia.” The congregation responds with the
threefold Alleluia. however, the liturgist may instead read the gospel concluding with the words: “glory to you, o Lord Jesus,” to which the congregation
responds by singing: “Praise to you, o Christ.” on the festal days and especially
on Advent sunday, the first and second days of Christmas, epiphany, Maundy
Thursday, good friday, the first and second easter days, Ascension, the first
and second days of Pentecost, the day of repentance, reformation day, and the
Bible feast both the epistle and gospel are read and each lection are followed
by the appropriate response. if either lection is the text of the sermon, it is read
immediately before the sermon and is replaced here by the appropriate pericope
from the new series of readings. A choir selection may follow here, and also after
a hymn stanza, the so-called chancel verse (germ. Kanzelvers), and at the close of
the service. it is noted, that the text and music of such choral selections must be
of a suitable churchly nature and they must be sung well and without affectation.
Turning to the congregation the liturgist now invites the people to confess the
Creed: “Let us come before god with the sacrifice of thanksgiving and the confession of our most holy Christian faith. Confess it, saying with me: ‘i believe in god
the father Almighty …’” (Apostles’ Creed). The Creed ends with Amen. following it the congregation sings the threefold Amen. A note states that it would be
much desired that the congregation should join in the Confession of the Creed
and that during it they should stand. on the three chief feasts and on Trinity sunday the liturgist says the Nicene Creed, but without congregational participation.
he uses the plural “we believe …” in this case the Creed closes with the Amen
and there is no choral response. it is not stated whether or not the congregation
responds to the Nicene Creed with the threefold Amen. The absence of the rubric
concerning it is probably an oversight.
The congregation sings the sermon hymn, the principle hymn of the day, while
the pastor goes to the pulpit. he begins his sermon with an Apostolic greeting
and the reading of the text. At the close of his sermon prayer he prays: “sanctify
us in your truth, your word is truth.” No word is given concerning the length
of the sermon. After the sermon the congregation sings the chancel verse. Then
according to the custom of the congregation comes the announcements. This includes not only the reading of the Bans of Marriage but also a report of births and
baptisms, the churching of women, intercessions for the sick, commendation of
the dying, remembrance of the departed, so also there are intercessions for communicants, confirmands, mourners, etc. The intercessions or prayer of thanksgiving is followed by a short votum and bids from the Prayer of the Church.
These are prayed from the pulpit and at their conclusion the pastor may add a
free prayer. where made necessary by poor acoustics in the church or for other
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cause, the Prayer of the Church may be prayed from the pulpit, although it more
properly should be prayed at the altar. The Pulpit office concludes with the final
votum and silent prayer as the pastor leaves the pulpit.
while the congregation sings one or more stanzas of the chief hymn or some
other hymn, the liturgist goes to the altar for the Prayer of the Church which
ought to reflect the character of the day. The prayer may be interspersed with
sung responses by the congregation. This ends the service of the word.669
The service of the sacrament begins with one or two stanzas of a Communion
hymn. The liturgist then speaks the word of invitation, especially if the communicants have not yet approached the altar: “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst
after righteousness, for they shall be filled,” or he may expressly request that
the communicants come forward. Then he chants the Preface beginning with the
salutation. After the invariable Vere dignum the congregation sings the Sanctus.
Although the 1832 rite and harnack’s Liturgische Formulare provide seasonal Prefaces, the Livonian order gives only one. in addition, harnack had given the entire
Sanctus and the Benedictus qui venit but the agenda provides only a shortened
Sanctus and allows the addition of hosanna and the Benedictus qui venit only as
an option. The liturgist now turns to the altar for the Prayer of Blessing which is
modeled after schöberlein’s 1855 and 1859 works and was found also in räder’s
Ausbau der Agende 1878.670
“Almighty god, heavenly father, we beseech you that you bless this bread
and this cup which we bring before you from your own gifts, and in the power
of your holy spirit to ordain that all those who eat and drink thereof may receive
the body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ which you give us under the bread
and the wine for the strengthening of their faith and for eternal life. reveal yourself to us, as now according to the institution of Jesus Christ, your dear son, we
administer and use his holy Testament in his name and with his own words: our
Lord Jesus Christ, in the night, etc.”671
The liturgist then speaks the Verba over the elements, making the sign of the
cross over both the bread and cup at the appropriate place. At the conclusion
of the Verba the congregation sings the Amen. The liturgist then prays the our
father facing the altar, and the congregation joins in the doxology: “for thine is
669
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the kingdom, the power, and the glory, forever and ever. Amen.” The pastor may
chant both the Verba and the our father. Then turning to the congregation he
imparts the Pax Vobiscum – “The peace of the Lord be with you all,” to which the
congregation responds: “Amen.”
At the distribution of the body of Christ liturgist says: “Take and eat, this is
the body of our Lord Jesus Christ, given into death for you. May this strengthen
and preserve you in body and soul unto life everlasting.” The cup formula is:
“Take and drink, this is the blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, shed for you for the
forgiveness of sins. May this strengthen and preserve you in body and soul unto
life everlasting.” during the distribution the congregation sings Agnus Dei. when
there is a large number of communicants, additional Communion hymns may
be added. After each table the liturgist dismisses the communicants with one of
several alternative scripture verses.
At the conclusion of the distribution the liturgist turns to the congregation and
chants Confitemini Domino, called in this liturgy the Benedicamus: “o give thanks
to the Lord, for he is good. Alleluia.” The congregation responds: “And his mercy
endures forever. Alleluia.” The liturgist then chants: “Let us pray,” and then turning to the altar he says the Collect of Thanksgiving. At its conclusion the congregation sings: Amen. The liturgist then turns to the standing congregation and blesses
them chanting the Aaronic Benediction. At the words “…grant us your peace” he
makes the sign of the cross over the congregation which responds with the threefold Amen. After the service the congregation may sing a final hymn stanza.
when there is no Communion, after the Prayer of the Church or the Litany, the
liturgist prays the our father. The congregations joins him to sing the doxology
“for thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory, forever and ever. Amen.”
he then imparts the Benediction and the congregation sings the threefold Amen.
if the Prayer of the Church has been prayed from the pulpit, the pastor goes to
the altar after it and sings the Laudatio: “The name of the Lord is to be praised
and blessed,” and the congregation responds: “Both now and forever.” he then
invites the congregation to pray, saying: “Let us pray,” and turning to the altar he
says the final Collect to which the congregation responds: Amen. Then he turns
back to the congregation to give the Aaronic Benediction. The congregation responds with the threefold Amen, and a final hymn stanza is permissible.672
The basic structure of the service does not differ much from the 1832 rite, although in many instances it follows harnack’s provisions given in his liturgical
works. There are some tentative steps forward. it is asserted that the complete
divine service should be used every sunday. This moved against the prevailing
custom in many places according to which the Lord’s supper was celebrated only
672
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three or four times a year or only during the penitential seasons. harnack’s finger
prints are easily discerned in the invitatories and declarations of grace, introits,
versicles and prayers. his recommendation that the Prayer of the Church should
be prayed at the altar, is also followed in the Livonian rite.
it is in the service of the sacrament that the liturgy differs somewhat from
harnack’s service. his admonition before the Verba is nowhere to be found, and
in place of his consecratory prayer after the Verba in Praktische Theologie 1877 and
his additional Prayer of Anamnesis in 1878 Liturgische Formulare there is a simpler
Prayer of Blessing put before the Verba. That the act of the consecration is accomplished by the Lord himself through his word is further emphasized by the
congregation’s concluding Amen after the Verba. As in harnack, the our father
spoken after the Verba before the consecrated sacrament, serves as a prayer of
preparation for reception.
The wording of the 1884 rite was forthright and clear; it left little room for
alternative interpretations. Those who paid attention to the words of the liturgy
would see that the new service was in these respects quite different from what
had gone before. There is now a thoroughgoing Lutheran consciousness, which
was somewhat lacking in the earlier service, which provided alternative formulas
meant to satisfy those inclined toward Unionistic notions.
still lacking, however, is a proper understanding of the role and place of the
Kyrie, which was originally meant to be an acclamation of Christ, the church’s
Lord, rather than simply a humble plea for forgiveness. Additionally the introit
is misplaced. The preparatory service properly ought to end with the Confession and the declaration of grace before the introit, rather than after it. of all the
nineteenth century liturgical scholars in the russian empire only Julius räder of
goldingen, Courland, appears to have rightly understood this. finally, it is unfortunate that the Benedictus qui venit appears only as an optional usage after the
Sanctus rather then a normal prayer of greeting to the present Messiah and savior.
The only ceremonial directions provided are traditional. No new ceremonial
actions are introduced. This indicates that the service was to be conducted much
as it had been in the past. There would be little in ceremonial detail which might
be criticized as innovative or romanizing, or which might for any reason cause
disquiet among pastors and worshiping congregations.
in all it can be said that the Livonian liturgy was a cautious step forward.
Caution was well advised considering the radical Protestantizing attitudes of the
st. Petersburgians and some of the pastors and parishes of Pietist background
throughout the consistorial districts. one liturgy must serve the entire church
and, therefore, the weak must be considered. in the preparation of a service for
all the evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the russian empire forward movement necessitated cautious steps.
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1 1 . 3 T h e 1 885 A ge nd a
The printed draft was sent to the deaneries for comments. Now the Livonian
Church seem to have come to a greater
sense of unity in its understanding of
what liturgical revision must entail. No
deanery raised objections and in the 1884
Livonian synod Pastor Maurach, chairman of the liturgical committee, presented his committee’s final revision. he
gave a short overview of the history of
the discussion of the liturgical questions
in the consistorial district and then recommended that on the basis on Article
140 in the church’s statutes the synod
now legally approve the Agenda for use
in the congregations. it was not necessary
to take the matter to the general Consistory or the general synod, because it was
understood that this work was for the exLivonian Agenda. 1885 german edition.
clusive use of congregations in the Livonian Church.
The synod received the positive report of the special commission, which had been constituted at the request of the
wolmar deanery for review of the liturgical committee’s work on the basis of
the reports from the deaneries, and chairman Maurach’s recommendations were
adopted. The liturgical committee was told to move ahead and also to oversee the
preparation of Latvian and estonian editions of the new agenda.673
subsequently, some minor changes had to be made in the chief divine service,
and it was not until the 1885 Livonian synod that Chairman Maurach could announce that the final german edition of agenda was in the press and would be
available for the pastors in January 1886. he asked whether the synod wanted
to give the committee responsibility for preparing a special edition to be used
by pastor‘s assistants and schoolmasters. he also asked whether the committee should prepare a supplementary book for pastors with rites not found in the
present book, including the installation of teachers, the celebration of jubilees,
and the blessing of dwellings. finally, he asked whether it would be appropriate
673
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that the committee prepare a form for the burial of suicides and those who had
died in duels. The synod responded affirmatively in every case.
The Livonian Agenda was published in dorpat in the autumn of 1885 under the
title: Agende für die Evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Agenda for
the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire). The consistory’s approval
was attested by Pastor Adalbert hugo willigerode of st. Mary’s church in dorpat on
August 27, 1885. Although the work bore a pretentious title, it was in fact authorized
for use only in the congregations of the Livonian consistorial district. included in the
agenda were the order of the Chief service on sundays and feast days, the proper
introits for sundays of the church year, the Collects for sundays and feasts and fasts,
together with seasonal versicles and votums for special occasions, the Litany, a number prayers of the church for sundays and festivals, seasonal responsive versicles,
scripture verses to be used at the dismissal of communicants, general Confession both
within and apart from the divine service, and the music of the service.
The second volume of the Agende für die Evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im
russischen Reiche was approved by the consistory on october 16, 1886 and was published that year in dorpat. Because of the last minute editorial decisions the table
of contents listed at the end of the book mistakenly lists confession as the first item
in this volume. Actually, it was decided to include it in volume one and begin volume two with the baptismal rites. included in the volume are the rites for Baptism,
Confirmation, Marriage, Burial, ordination, introduction of superintendents,
Pastors, and servants of the Church, the Consecration of Cornerstones and New
Churches, the reconciliation of Penitents with the Church, warnings concerning
Perjury (lying under oath), and special occasions, including Lenten services, Bible
and Mission services, sunday and daily Matins and vespers, special liturgical
forms for use on Christmas eve, good friday, easter, and Pentecost, Children’s
services, and special services on New Year’s eve, Mission festival, Cemetery services, school festival, and National holidays, and finally, Catechization.674
The chief divine service in the 1885 Agenda is essentially that of the 1884 test edition,
however, the introduction to the work is heavily edited. following the recommendations of the 1884 Livonian synod, the editors have removed the sections which rebuked
the pastors and congregations for their reprehensible neglect of the house of god, the
altar furniture, and Communion vessels. gone is the section which complains about
the decorum and demeanor of the pastor, his mannerisms, and his a sing-song chancel
tone (germ. Kanzeltone), etc. The section on and the proper imparting of the blessing of
the Lord is severely shortened. gone too is the reminder that the pastor is a consecrated
servant of the word, a minister of Christ Jesus in the service of the gospel of god.
Much of the Latin terminology of the first edition has been eliminated. Music is
now included as well as several new liturgical annotations. Pastors are informed
674
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that they may chant the Gloria Patri. The Alleluia is to be replaced during Passiontide by the Agnus Dei stanza three. The words “in thought, word, and deed”
are dropped from the general Confession of sins. A general Collect and Collect of
Thanksgiving after Communion are printed in the text of the service. The hymn
before the Prayer of the Church is now a “short hymn” rather then a “few stanzas
of the principal hymn.” The prayer before the Verba no longer has a title a Prayer
of Blessing (germ. Weihebet). it is given no title at all. Both the Verba and our
father may be chanted and melodies are provided in the appendix. A final Collect is given for sundays when there is no Communion.675
The special service of Confession and Absolution is understood to be a necessary prerequisite to the reception of the sacrament. rites are provided both in the
service and apart from it. it might be made a part of the chief divine service, or it
might constitute a special service at an earlier hour on sunday, or it might be held
in the evening before the divine service.
when the special rite of Confession is included in the divine service, it takes the
place of the ordinary Confession of sins. After the introit and Gloria Patri the pastor summons the penitents to the altar, saying: “Come to me, all of you who labor
and loaded down with burdens, and i will give you rest.” he then admonishes the
communicants either with a sermon of his own construction or a formula of some
length printed in the Agenda. The major emphasis in the printed admonition is
given to the office of the Keys and the importance of Absolution in the preparation
of the communicant to receive the sacrament in a worthy manner. when time or
other circumstances are pressing, this exhortation may be shortened but the last
paragraph of the admonition, which emphases the need for Confession and Absolution and warns that the impenitent and unbelieving are left in their sins and must
come to repentance before the day of judgment, is always used.
he then invites the congregation to humbly confess their sins from the bottom
of their hearts:
“Almighty god, merciful father, i a poor, sinful man confess to you all my
sins in thought, word, and deed by which i have justly deserved your wrath and
punishment in time and eternity, but i am heartily sorry for them and sincerely
repent of them and i pray you of your boundless mercy and for the sake of the
holy, innocent, bitter sufferings and death of your beloved son Jesus Christ, to
be gracious and merciful to me, a poor, sinful being, to forgive me my sins, and
graciously grant me the power of your holy spirit to better my life. Amen.”
The people sing the Kyrie.
The liturgist then asks: “do you confess your sins from your heart and desire forgiveness for the sake of Jesus Christ. if so, answer: ‘Yes’.” The people respond: “Yes.”
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The liturgist speaks Absolution: “Upon this your Confession, i, by the virtue
of my office as a called and ordained servant of the divine word and upon the
command of our Lord Jesus Christ, announce to you, who with repentant faith
trust in the merit of our Lord Jesus Christ and desire to sanctify your life anew
to be his possession, the grace of god and the forgiveness of sins in the Name of
the father, and of the son, and of the holy spirit. Amen. †. go forth in peace!”676
where there is no laying-on-of-hands, the intonation of the Gloria in excelsis
follows immediately. where there is laying-on-of-hands, each individual table
of penitents is blessed with the sign of the cross. during the Absolution with
the laying-on-of-hands hymns of Confession and repentance are sung, or Lenten
hymns, such as “Lord Jesus, we give thanks to Thee” (“Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu
Christ”). At the final table the Absolution takes this form: “i proclaim the grace
of god to you and absolve you fully and freely of all your sins in the name of the
father, and of the son and of the holy spirit. Amen. Be of good cheer. Your faith
has helped you. Your sins are forgiven. go in peace. † Amen.”
The absolution formula of the 1832 Agenda is permitted as an alternative:
“Upon this your confession, by the power of my office as a called and ordained
servant of the gospel of Jesus Christ, i announce to you the grace of god and the
forgiveness of sins in the Name of the father, and of the son, and of the holy
spirit. Amen. †.”677
when the Confessional office is held apart from the divine service, the invitation to the penitents is preceded by an opening hymn. it is permitted that after
the hymn the pastor reads his text and Confessional Address together, concluding
with obligatory printed conclusion. Then he proceeds with the admonition and
Prayer of Confession, as above. however, the congregation does not respond with
the Kyrie, and the Gloria in excelsis is not sung. The Absolution begins with the question: “is this your sincere confession, then answer: ‘Yes’.” After the Absolution the
pastor prays one or two prayers of thanksgiving, or he may pray ex corde. All join in
the our father. After the blessing the congregation sings a closing hymn stanza.678
in criticism it can be said that while the order does give attention to earlier
forms, it does not go back to the wellsprings of the reformation. it is not preparation for the joyful reception of the crucified and risen Christ in his body and blood
that predominates here. one may indeed call this a holy meal but not a banquet
of joy, the banquet of the Lamb, a foretaste of the joys of heaven. whether or not
Communion is celebrated weekly, it can be expected that communicants will receive the sacrament infrequently, that is when their sense of their need is great. it
may be said that harnack and his liturgical committee failed to complete their task
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to renew sacramental understanding and build lives around the means of grace.
The heavy stress on judgment, wrath, and punishment would lead to less frequent
reception of the sacrament. only in large congregations with thousands of parishioners would there be a real possibility of initiating and sustaining weekly celebrations. in small towns and villages and rural parishes Communion would continue
to be celebrated only occasionally, mainly during the penitential seasons.
The work of the Livonian Consistory continued to move forward. At the synod at
walk in 1885 it had been decided that, in addition to the handbook for pastors, a similar volume should be produced for the pastor‘s assistants and schoolmasters. Pastor
Maurach had asked whether it might be appropriate for the pastor’s handbook to
also provide orders of service for such occasions as the installation of a teacher, anniversaries, and the blessing of dwellings, etc. he had gone on to ask whether something should be produced to provide a services of burial for suicides and those who
lost a duel.679
The handbook for pastors appeared in 1886 in dorpat under the title: Liturgisches Handbuch zur Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen
Reiche. Für die Pastoren (Liturgical Handbook to the Agenda of the Evangelical Lutheran
Congregations in the Russian Empire for
the Pastors). it was approved by the censor on January 1886 and included forms
for Private Confession, the self-Communion (Sumptio) of the pastor, fuller
and shorter forms for the Communion
of the sick, prayers for visitation of the
sick and the dying, scripture readings at
the sick bed, reception of new members
into the Lutheran Church, the installation of a school teacher in the congregation or the village, the dedication of the
new school house, dedication of dwellings, the anniversaries of ordinations
and marriages.680
in 1887 a similar volume was published for the use of pastor‘s assistants
and schoolmasters, approved by the
censor on december 1, 1886. it appeared
under the title: Liturgisches Handbuch zur
1886 Livonian handbook for the pastors.
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Ge679
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meinden im russischen Reiche. Für Küster
und Schulmeister (Liturgical Handbook
to the Agenda of the Evangelical Lutheran
Congregations in the Russian Empire for
the Pastor‘s Assistants and Schoolmasters).
As in the case of the pastoral handbook
it was published in dorpat. The book
was limited to those acts which a pastor‘s assistant or schoolmaster might
need to perform in the absence of a pastor, but it contained nothing pertaining
to the ordinary duties of pastor‘s assistants and schoolmasters. included were
shorter and longer forms for emergency
Baptism, readings and prayers at the
placing of the departed into his coffin,
the blessing of the corpse, burial, and
prayers for use with the sick and dying.
This answered a real need because often
1887 Livonian handbook for the pastor‘s
the ministrations of a pastor at the bedassistants and schoolmasters.
side of the critically ill and dying was
not possible.681
Pastor Maurach reported to the 1886 synod at wolmar about the progress on
the agenda project. he reported the publication of a musical appendix, a handbook for pastors, and Latvian and estonian translations of the greater part of the
work.682 in addition it was noted that not all deaneries were making use of the
program of pericope reform proposed by the liturgical committee. The committee
had prepared a new series which included seven pericopes from the ancient series together with seven special texts for optional use. This was referred back to the
deaneries together with so-called fourth pericope series which had been prepared
by Pastor hugo Braunschweig of schlock (Latv. Sloka). At the next year’s synod,
held in walk on september 23-28, 1887, discussion centered on the inclusion of
parallel pericopes alongside the ancient series of epistles and gospels. These parallel pericopes were accepted for optional use in the deaneries.683
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1 1 . 4 A C on te mp o rary Cri ti qu e of t h e Liv on ian Lit urgy
Most important theological works provoke some positive or negative reaction
from learned critics, but it is interesting to note that the first publication of Livonian Agenda was met by silence. it was not until 1888 that the first printed critique of the agenda appeared in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten, written by a noted
elder theologian and churchman, Pastor Anton hermann haller, superintendent
of Tallinn.
haller noted that although it was usual that the publication of a revised liturgy was met by heated discussions and even serious arguments not only by
the learned but also by simple members of the congregation, such was not the
case with the Livonian liturgy. even two years after its appearance one could
hear hardly a whisper against it. This might lead some to think that the book had
been passed over in silence as valueless and that there was nothing in it either to
admire or criticize. such, however, was not the case with the Livonian book, he
declared. it paid homage to the church’s present rite but was unafraid to offer not
insignificant changes in the order of the chief divine service, Baptism, Confirmation, Burial, and other rites.
The introduction itself was quite noteworthy, haller stated, because it gave
the rational for the inclusion of materials and liturgical directions and instruction
in liturgical chanting. he mused that the matter of liturgical chant does not rise
above the statement of the biases of critics who are quick to say “what they don’t
like.” in addition the writer of the introduction had stated that there were only
two reasons why a pastor did not sing: stupidity and personal convenience. he
might well have added a third: the admission of the total lack of musical ability.684
he noted that the Livonians had taken a step forward by providing a single
service, the full service of word and sacrament. The Livonian Agenda made it
clear that the chief divine service was to be the evangelical Mass, the divine service of word and sacrament. it had to be recognized that this was an ideal that
would not be everywhere achieved. in many places long-held customs relegated
the sacrament to special seasons and days. some thought that the sermon was
the high point of the service and that the Lord’s supper was of less importance,
to be observed at the convenience of the parishioners. Continued education and
admonitions were needed, along with the realization that the Lord’s supper is not
a mere adjunct to be added on occasion after the all-important sermon.
haller singled out for special comment the reintroduction of the introit. The
question of introits had been a subject of heated discussion during the previous
two decades. it was clear to all that introits were by no means absolutely ne684
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cessary and in some cases the ancient introits might well be replaced by hymns
which expressed equally well the special character of the day, as had been done
in the reformation era. The introits in the Livonian Agenda had been provided
by harnack, although a few of his introits had been altered. some had been shortened and in some cases verses had been removed which might be misunderstood.
As a whole the series was excellent.
haller’s own evaluation was that no shortening of harnack’s introits was necessary, excepting in a few cases, such as the day of repentance and Prayer, harvest festival, reformation day, and Confirmation. he noted also that in some
cases the shortening interrupted the necessary movement of thought between
verses, as in the case of the introit for epiphany. he approved changes in the
Pentecost introit and other introits in which verses might be misunderstood. he
thought the phrase “The Lord is risen” to be overused and suggested that its use
be restricted to easter and its octave, instead of all the way to the rogate sunday.
finally, he could find no connecting thought in the introit for the first sunday
after Trinity. he thought highly of the decision to provide a second series of introits which included seasonal introits for the festal half of the church year and
divided the non-festal half into six periods.685
haller observed that there were now five alternative invitatories provided in
place of the one found in the 1832 Agenda. This represented no radical change,
since many pastors had long since abandoned the 1832 formula and had supplied an invitatory of their own creation. doubtless, the committee hoped that by
giving pastors five options they could be persuaded to abandon the practice of
constructing their own. however, he wondered, whether in fact this would really
come to pass.
he observed that the Prayer of Confession had not changed much but lamented that the phrase “in deep humility” was now lost. he wondered somewhat
sarcastically whether this meant that penitents no longer needed to be humble.
haller noted the there were now three formulas of Absolution and that the
third one included the biblical phrase: “This is a true saying, and worthy by all to
be received, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners.” This phrase,
he asserted, is not an Absolution and would better be used as an invitatory. Concerning the first Absolution he strongly approved that this was no longer a set
down as a prayer or the statement of a wish, but a real Absolution in the declarative form. it should be noted that here he overstated his case, because this form
was in fact simply a declaration of grace which imparted no forgiveness. To his
credit haller suggested that the objective treasure of god’s gracious forgiveness
should be underscored by altering the first line of the general Absolution formula
685
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to read: “The Almighty, gracious god has had mercy on us in Christ Jesus…”
This, he thought, was preferable to the Agenda’s statement: “The Almighty gracious god has had mercy on us…”686
haller made no comments about the place or role of the Kyrie and Gloria in
excelsis. The 1832 Agenda provided that on good friday the intonation “glory be
to god on high” should be dropped along with the hymn “All glory be to god on
high,” and a passion hymn should be sung instead. The Livonian Agenda provided an innovation in that during Passiontide the intonation “glory be to god
on high” was replaced by the phrase, “The Lamb which was slain is worthy to receive honor and praise and glory forever,” to which the congregation responded
by singing stanza three of “All glory be to god on high.” on good friday the congregation was to sing “Lamb of god, pure and holy.” haller did not comment on
this decision to embellish the divine service in Lent, when the old tradition was
to eliminate embellishments during Lent. Not the least of these embellishments
was the singing of the Gloria in excelsis. with reference to the Kyrie he made to recommendations. he appears not to have taken note of what dean Julius räder had
written concerning the preparatory service and his suggestion that the service
proper should begin with the introit, Kyrie, and Gloria in excelsis.687
haller was very sparing in his criticisms of the service of the word. he saw no
need to alter the sunday Collect which was in ordinary use and in which the pastor prayed in the name of the congregation that “our lives be made better according to thy word,” instead of asking that the lives of the people might be sanctified.
This change, he said, was unnecessary and involved no real correction. he also
criticized the new directive which called for the reading of both the epistle and
the gospel from the altar on feast days and some other occasions, while only one
reading was read on ordinary sundays. it was his opinion that if two readings
were sometimes desirable, then they were always desirable. however, the fact of
the matter was that the practice was both bothersome and unnecessary. he also
criticized the continual use of clichés in connection with the Pulpit office, such
as “sanctify us in your truth, o Lord; your word is truth,” and the perpetual use
sunday after sunday of the Apostolic greeting. here there ought to be freedom
and variety. he singled out for special criticism the new rubric which stated that
the Prayer of the Church ought to be read from the altar, except when acoustics
or other local circumstances made it inadvisable. The majority of worshipers, he
asserted, and especially those who were devout and intelligent, clearly preferred
the continuation of the old practice by which this prayer was always prayed form
the pulpit. he thought that few pastors would elect to pray this prayer from the
altar, although those who wished to do so might be given that option.
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Concerning the celebration of the sacrament of the Altar he had no substantial
criticism. he briefly noted that the old Vere dignum, i.e., “Truly, it is meet and right
and salutary,” had now been expanded to “Truly, it is worthy and right, meet and
salutary,” a change which really added nothing. so too the words, “Creator of all
things visible and invisible,” added nothing but length. he noted also that the
place of the our father before the Verba was now taken by a Prayer of Blessing of
which he approved.688 one might have expected that this comparatively radical
introduction of a Prayer of Blessing would have occasioned more comment from
Pastor haller. he passed over the matter in silence. so too, he said nothing about
the disappearance of the proper Prefaces which have been included in 1832.
his single criticism of the conclusion of the divine service was that changes
had been made in the old 1832 Collect for the closing of the service without Communion which were unnecessary and might prove misleading, because now a
distinction was made between the pastor who proclaimed the word and the congregation which heard it. The old Collect had made it clear that the whole congregation together with the pastor was involved in the task of proclaiming the word.
haller also noted that the new agenda included several supplementary appendices which increased the value of the book. included among them were a rich assortment of Collects, more adequate than the selection in the 1832 book. included
also was an appendix of versicles and responses to be used after the salutation
before the Collect of the day at festal services. he wondered, however, whether
the selection was not too rich, since it surely would be beyond the ability of most
congregations to learn so many versicles and responses. he approved the rich
selection of special intercessory prayers to be prayed from the pulpit as occasion
required. Approved as well in his eyes were the two Prayers of the Church which
were provided. They were constructed on the basis of prayers in the 1832 book
and richly augmented them. he regretted, however, that no reference to Christ’s
coming again in glory or the resurrection of the dead were found at the close of
the prayer. he approved the addition of special services with liturgical formulas
for Passion services with or without Communion, Bible and Mission services,
and liturgical celebrations for Christmas eve, good friday, easter, and Pentecost.
All this he termed praiseworthy enrichments to congregational worship.
haller observed that the new agenda included two forms of the special service
of Confession and Absolution to be used in connection with the celebration of the
sacrament of the Altar. one of these was within the divine service itself and the
other apart from the service. he approved this distinction. Concerning the service itself he felt that it was unfortunate that the service still retained the overly
schematized pattern which sought to set down in order the reasons for confession
688
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numerically: first, second, and third. This, he stated, ought to have been replaced
with a more free-flowing and winsome statement. he did, however, approve the
continued inclusion of the warning that the sins of those who remained impenitent are not forgiven, the so-called retention formula in the exhortation. he stated,
that this should serve to ward off any notion that forgiveness comes pro forma,
without heartfelt repentance.
finally, in conclusion haller stated that he would not want anyone to think
that he found more in this work to blame that to praise. it was clear to him that
the Livonians had presented the church with an agenda which was carefully researched, constructed, and edited so as to give it great value. it was his hope,
he declared, that the way would be made clear for this book to provide great
blessing not only for the Livonians but the whole Lutheran Church in russia. he
heartily recommended it as a work which should everywhere be put to good use
as an optional agenda.689
Pastor haller clearly believed that he should restrict his criticisms to minor
and unimportant matters. he was a close associate of the Livonians and had no
intention of casting any aspersions whatever on their work. his criticisms could
only be described as insubstantial. he mentioned only matters of little importance, such as differences in wording, but passed over important and forwardlooking changes such as an introduction of a Prayer of Blessing. he took no note
of relegation of the Benedictus qui venit in honor of the real presence to optional
status, nor did he say anything about the elimination of the festal proper Prefaces
and their replacement by a single, all-purpose Preface. it seems that he was reluctant to make much of these matters because he was concerned that the work
of preparing a new agenda should go forward, as it had elsewhere in the russian
empire, such as finland and Poland, where new agendas had recently been published. The Livonian committee probably got from him what they were hoping
for. if they had wanted a more substantial critique, they could have applied elsewhere to their finnish or Polish confreres, or even liturgical experts in germany.
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1 1 . 5 L a t vi an and e s to ni an Tran slat ion s
of th e Li vo ni an Ag e nd a
The Livonian Church not only needed the german Agenda; it also needed Latvian and estonian translations of the work to meet the needs of Latvian and estonian congregations. Pastor Maurach reported to the 1886 Livonian synod that most
of the work on these translations had already been completed.690 At the 1888 synod,
held in wolmar on August 11-15, it was reported that the decision of the deaneries
concerning the estonian and Latvian translations of the agenda were now known.
The majority of the deaneries were in favor both of printing it and had underwritten its cost. in order that it might be more widely disseminated the synod asked
the liturgical committee to make contact with the neighboring Courlandian and
estonian consistorial districts.691 The Latvian Agenda material was approved by the
censor on september 24, 1888 and subsequently it was sent to the printer. 692
The 1888 Courlandian synod also
considered these matters. general superintendent robert Julius Böttcher, its
president, shared with the delegates a
letter from Pastor gotthard vierhuff of
wenden, Livonia, which said that the
majority of the Latvian translation work
was already done and asked for the Courlandians to support this work financially
and eventually make use of it. The synod approved the request and asked the
general superintendent of Courlandian
Consistory to authorize the optional use
of the new translation after it had been
approved by the general Consistory. The
synod agreed to underwrite the cost of
100 copies.693 in the 1890 Livonian synod
at walk the estonian and Latvian delegates divided to discuss privately their
native language editions. in the Latvian
session dean Karl August emil KählLivonian Agenda. 1889 Latvian edition.
brandt reported on the progress of the
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translation work. he stated that the first
part of the Latvian Agenda had already
been completed and was available for 2
rubles a copy. The dean had procured
two copies for each pastor. he added
that the second part of the agenda was
already in the press and would be published when approval came from the
general Consistory. in the estonian session it was announced that the estonian
Agenda would soon be printed.694
The Latvian and estonian translations
of the Livonian Agenda appeared in
1889. The Latvian edition, Agenda preeksch Ewangeliskahm-luteriskahm draudsehm
Kreewu-walsti, pahrlabota pehz Widsemes
mahzitaju-sinodes usdewuma no 1883. gada
(Agenda for Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire, edited acLivonian Agenda. 1889 estonian edition.
cording to the Instruction of the 1883 Pastoral Synod), was printed in dorpat. it
reproduced the german edition almost
word for word. The estonian edition passed censorship on March 16, 1889 and
was also published that same year in dorpat. it was entitled: Agenda Evangeeliumi
Lutheruse kogudustele Weneriigis. Läbi waadatud ja parandatud 1883. aasta Liiwimaa
sinodi käsu peale (Agenda for Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire. Edited and Corrected by Order of the 1883 Livonian Synod).695 Latvian and estonian congregations electing to use the new books would no longer be dependent upon the 1832 Agenda and its reprints. At the 1890 synod at wolmar Pastor
vierhuff spoke about the indemnification of the printing of the Latvian Agenda
and alterations in the contract with the printer. The cost of printing of the Latvian
Agenda had been higher than expected. he mentioned also the publication of a
musical appendix to the agenda.696 he stated also that an edition of the estonian
version of the pastors’ handbook was needed. The text of it was approved on August 11, 1889 by the censor, and it was published in Tartu that same year under
the title: Liturgia käsiraamat Agenda kõrwa Ewangeliumi Lutheruse kogudustele Weneriigis. 1, Õpetajatele (Liturgical Handbook to the Agenda I. For Pastors). An edition for
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pastoral assistants and schoolmasters
was also published in Tartu in 1889 under
the title: Liturgia käsiraamat Agenda kõrwa
Ewangeliumi Lutheruse kogudustele Weneriigis. 2, Köstritele ja koolmeistritele (Liturgical Handbook to the Agenda II. For
Pastor‘s Assistants and Schoolmasters). it
included ministerial acts which pastor‘s
assistants and schoolteachers were permitted to perform in the absence of a
pastor.

Livonian handbook for the pastors.
1889 estonian edition.
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12. The CoordinaTive efforTs
of The General ConsisTory
in The PreParaTion of an aGenda

1 2 . 1 T h e re vi s i o n o f the li vo n ian a gen da
in 1886 the livonian synod sent its agenda to the General Consistory in st.
Petersburg for examination and requested that it be made an official agenda
throughout the church alongside the 1832 rite. The General Consistory passed
this request along to the Ministry of the interior. The opinion of the General Consistory was that in the interest of the unity of the divine service they could not
go along with this request and were, therefore, opposed to the obligatory introduction of the new agenda in the lutheran congregations of the empire. despite
its pretentious title the livonian agenda was only for optional use in livonia.697
however, at the same time the General Consistory moved that the livonian work
should be sent to the other consistorial districts for their opinion about it as a
contribution toward the formulation of a final church-wide agenda. They would
not move quickly and they were unwilling to slam the door on the livonians.698
at the 1888 Courlandian synod, Pastor otto Panck of Mesothen (latv.
Mežotne), member of the General Consistory, reported that the General Consistory had asked the territorial consistories to examine and critique the livonian
agenda. for this purpose the Courlandian Consistory had established a committee consisting of Pastors Karl Gottlob stender, Gustav seesemann, reinhold
räder, and himself. They had together carefully examined the work and now
recommended that it be accepted without change for optional use. at the same
time he suggested that it would be desirable that before any further edition appeared the livonian proposal should be set before the committees of all the consistories.699 The enthusiasm of the Courlandians was not shared by the General
Consistory. in the 1889 Courlandian synod the General superintendent robert
Julius Böttcher announced that permission for provisional use in Courland of the
livonian agenda had not yet arrive from st. Petersburg. Until such permission
had been received only the old agenda should be used in the congregations.700
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The 1886 riga city synod was informed by its president, superintendent
Theophil Gähtgens, that the agenda prepared by the liturgical committee and its
handbook for pastors had been received. he noted a need for worthy pastoral
material.701 at the 1887 synod he announced that the consistory had received a
letter from the General Consistory asking that the livonian agenda be carefully
examined and that an opinion concerning it be prepared. at that time the riga
Consistory felt that it had another pressing matter with which to concern itself
namely, the question of a liturgical formulary for the readmission of Baptists into
the evangelical lutheran Church.702
The commission established for the evaluation of the livonian agenda considered the work and brought its report to the 1888 riga city synod. senior Pastor
harald Gottlieb Poelchau announced to the synod that the committee was of the
opinion that this document would well serve the liturgical and churchly life of
the riga city congregations and should be introduced for general use. The synod
accepted this opinion and passed the matter along to the General Consistory.703
The st. Petersburg synod also felt a need to contribute its recommendations for
liturgical renewal in the church. Pastor dr. Walter read his paper, entitled: Über
die Abendmahls-Liturgie in der revidierten Agende für die Evangelisch-Lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche (On the Liturgy of the Lord’s Supper in the Revised Agenda of the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire.) after discussion
the synod decided to establish its own committee of pastors from the city of st.
Petersburg to further review and assess the livonian proposals and disseminate their opinions to the rest of the clergy. Pastor Konrad raimund freifeldt, the
newly appointed vice-President of the General Consistory, spoke on the subject:
Die Ordnung des Haupt-Gottesdienstes in der revidierten Agende (The Order of the of
Chief Divine Service in the Revised Agenda. in the afternoon session Pastor Müthel
spoke on the subject: Über die Konfirmation in der revidierten Agende (Concerning
Confirmation in the Revised Agenda) and Pastor findeisen spoke on the subject Einige Bemerkungen zu dem Taufformular der revidierten Agende (Some Comments on the
Baptismal Formula in the Revised Agenda). 704
it was not until 1891 that any further action was taken. Then the synod expressed the desire that the opinions of the st. Petersburg liturgical committee concerning the livonian agenda should be printed in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten
because the synod had not had sufficient time to discuss the matter. it appears
that in fact the opinions of the committee never saw print.705
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The consistorial districts responded positively and some declared themselves
ready to adopt the livonian revisions, if or when the General Consistory would
permit it. This encouraged the General Consistory to decide that it should get
involved in coordinating the work of the revision of the church’s liturgy. it had
to face the fact that the 1832 liturgy was no longer a church-wide norm and that
there soon might be a proliferation of liturgies produced independently in each
consistorial district. The General Consistory could find little to criticize in the
livonian work. it was firmly grounded in the traditions of the lutheran Church
in general and the russian lutheran Church in particular. in fact it really did not
differ much from the 1832 rite.
some questions arose how a revised liturgy could be given legal status, since
it was generally believed that only a General synod could change the liturgy. To
call a General synod would be difficult, and it would create many problems because of the wide range of issues which might be raised. it would be easier to find
some way around the law. This was accomplished by the spreading of an assertion that church law and the liturgy were quite different matters. Church law had
to do with such church matters as those in which the state would have an interest
and a liturgy dealt with a strictly internal matters that had nothing to do with the
state. in short, the liturgy was none of the state’s business. as long as the church
continued to pray for the tsar and the members of his household, the government
would have little to complain about if the church changed either the words or the
music used in public worship.
in the 1892 livonian synod Pastor Maurach reported on the work of the liturgical committee which had been established in st. Petersburg, and the synod
moved that the livonian committee should collaborate with the st. Petersburg
committee in the revision of the agenda. The consistories of oesel and the city
of riga had now been made deaneries in the livonian Church and the synod
decided that the liturgical committee should include representatives from these
deaneries. Chosen were Pastor Gottwalt Grohmann, representing oesel, and senior Pastor alexander Peter Martin Bernewitz, representing the of riga city (Germ.
Riga-Stadt und Patrimonium).706
The Courlandian synod also formulated its official opinion. in the 1892 Courlandian synod Pastor otto Panck informed the delegates that word had been received that the st. Petersburg liturgical committee had examined the livonian
agenda and had prepared its suggestions for liturgical revision. The fruit of their
work had been sent to the consistorial districts for examination and critique. he
noted as well that the st. Petersburgians had not changed the livonian agenda
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much but had made some editorial alterations, mostly in the chief divine service.707
no single consistorial district could formulate liturgical rites and an official
agenda which the entire russian imperial lutheran Church would be bound
to follow. That prerogative lay with a General synod of representatives of the
consistorial districts. no such synod had ever been held, nor did it appear that
there was much chance that such a synod would be held in the near future. The
problem was not one of legality. There was no legal reason why such a synod
could not be held. The problem was that it was doubtful that the tsar would give
the permission necessary to set the elaborate mechanics in motion which would
make the assembly of such a synod possible. all that consistorial districts could
do in matters liturgical was to empower their liturgical committees to examine
the material which had been assembled by the livonians and which had led to
the publication of their proposed agenda in 1885 and critique it. a meeting was
called for november 10, 1892 for the general superintendents of the consistorial
districts of livonia, Courland, estonia, st. Petersburg, and Moscow to meet in st.
Petersburg to examine each critique and make final decisions about the forms of
worship deemed allowable.
Meanwhile events were transpiring in the st. Petersburg consistorial district
which would have important effects on the whole church. Pastor Julius hermann
Müthel, who had for several years been the pastor of the Jesus Church in riga
(Germ. Jesuskirche) and in 1887 had been called as pastor of st. anna’s Church in
st. Petersburg, began to publicly articulate his extraordinary liturgical views. although Pastor Müthel was not a member of the st. Petersburg liturgical committee, he claimed for himself a certain expertise in lutheran theology and liturgics
on the basis of which he insisted that important revisions must be made in the
way of worship of the russian lutheran Church and in particular with regard to
the consecration of the sacrament. Müthel stated that he had carefully examined
lutheran liturgical materials, especially those produced by the livonian liturgical committee, and what he found in them was generally acceptable. however,
when it came to the setting apart of the bread and wine for Communion the livonians had gone completely wrong - so wrong, in fact that he had unfortunately
found it necessary to rewrite the act of consecration and its prayers to correct the
livonian errors.
in september 1892, two months before the scheduled meeting of the general
superintendents, Müthel approached his old friend General Consistory vicepresident Pastor Konrad freifeldt with an index of livonian errors and their necessary correction. freifeldt could do little but say that he would see that the
707
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manuscript got to the General Consistory. he also invited Müthel to attend the
november 10 meeting of the general superintendents in st. Petersburg.708
on the day of the meeting Müthel appeared and was permitted to give an
oral report of his findings. Copies of his manuscript were distributed for the information of the general superintendents, but as Müthel later stated, it was not
his manuscript but rather the critiques and recommendations of the consistorial
districts and their liturgical committees, which would serve as the basis of their
further discussions and decisions.
The discussion in the meeting centered around the question of the consecration. here the peculiar views which had been circulating in the st. Petersburg
consistorial district since the 1870’s and the views of Pastor Müthel came to play
a prominent role. no one complained about the livonian Prayer of Blessing but
there was disagreement about its proper place. The st. Petersburgians and Müthel insisted that the Prayer of Blessing must follow the Verba, indicating the accomplishment of what the Verba promised. The Benedictus qui venit was regarded
in st. Petersburg as problematic since it spoke of the lord’s coming before the
consecration. The livonians had allowed it as an option, the st. Petersburgians insisted that it must be dropped along with the sign of the cross over the bread and
wine, since the Verba were not to be understood as doing anything but providing the congregation with a report of the words and actions associated with the
institution of the sacrament. as Müthel had insisted the proper place of the sign
of the cross was at the end of the our father, when it could confidently be said
that the consecration had been accomplished. agreement on these points would
make the publication of a draft agenda possible but it would only be a provisional
document and not an official replacement for the 1832 rite.
The general superintendents named Pastor Müthel project manager.709 according
to the minutes of the 1893 Courlandian synod, the final draft of the proposed agenda was sent to all consistorial districts for examination. The committee appointed by
the general superintendent to examine it in Courland were Pastors Panck, Johann
Gottfried august Bielenstein, Karl Gottlob stender, Karl feyerabend, and hugo Czernay. They were to review the material and send their comments to Pastor Müthel
in st. Petersburg.710 although the 1893 Courlandian minutes say nothing about any
disagreements concerning the proposed rite, later reports indicate that there were
some concerns expressed by the Courlandian committee.711
in the livonian synod of 1893 its president, General superintendent friedrich
august Wilhelm hollmann, announced that the revision of the liturgy had been
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completed through the initiative taken by the General Consistory and that procedures were now being carried out which would lead to its introduction. There
is no indication of any complaint about the reordering of the Verba and the Prayer
of Blessing.712
The 1893 st. Petersburg synod, always ready to find something that needed
either improvement or correction, centered its concerns around the sedes doctrine
of holy Baptism as articulated in the baptismal liturgy. Pastor Müthel included
mention of it in his report concerning agenda matters. he stated that the agenda
was now about ready to be published but a question remained about the proper
translation of the Greek verb “mathēteuein” (μαθητεύει̃ν)) in Matthew 28. in the
baptismal rite it was translated “to teach,” but scholarship indicated the proper
meaning of the verb to be “to make disciples.” if no changes are made in the text,
note would need to be taken of the proper meaning of the verb in a footnote. The
synod was not able to come to one mind about the matter. 713
The proposed rite would also need to pass muster both theologically and linguistically and for this purpose the dorpat faculty of Theology would need to
examine it. Müthel presented the proposed agenda to the faculty in May 1893 and
after examination the faculty responded that all that was needed were a few linguistic changes. an example of one such adjustment could be found in the opening words of the Prayer of Blessing.714 The livonian agenda had: “almighty God,
heavenly father, we ask you to bless this bread and this cup …”715 The dorpat
faculty suggested instead: “Therefore, we beseech you, almighty God, merciful,
heavenly father, that you would bless this bread and cup …”716 as far as theology
was concerned they detected no problems. all in all, they stated, the document
met the legitimate needs of the church. 717
in addition, Müthel decided to submit the unpublished draft to an unnamed
scholar in Germany, whom he described as being “one of the most excellent lutheran liturgical scholars in Germany at the present time.” according to Müthel’s
report, the scholar heaped praise on the draft, stating that it was well situated in
the most ancient traditions of the lutheran Church and quite clear in its teaching
and expression.718
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1 2 . 2 T h e st. P e te rs b u rg 1893 Prov ision al agen da
The draft edition of the st. Petersburg provisional agenda was published
in 1893 under the title: Agende für die
evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im
Russischen Reiche (Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian
Empire). it was to serve, like the 1885 livonian agenda, as a working document
on the basis of which a new imperial
agenda would be developed.
The work showed clearly its livonian
origins. indeed, the preface of the work
included several paragraphs with only
minor alterations.
The book was divided into two parts.
The first part included within it the various divine services of the church, including the chief divine service for sundays
and feast days, both with and without
1893 st. Petersburg agenda.
Communion, sunday Children service
together with the introits for sundays and
feast days, as well as seasonal introits, the
litany, Collects and Prayers of the Church for ordinary sundays and feast days,
versicles, Collects, and prayers for the various seasons of the church year, and such
occasions as days of repentance, the annunciation, the nativity of John the Baptist, the harvest festival, the festival of the reformation, Bible festival, Mission
festival, anniversary of the Consecration of the Church, synods, and Cemetery
Celebrations. also included are votums and Bible verses for use before the intercessions and dismissal verses after the lord’s supper. other sunday divine services also are included. among them is the sunday Children’s service with its special
introits, Collets for special occasions and ordinary days. also found are special divine services on state occasions, sunday and daily Matins and vespers, Bible and
Mission hours, new year’s eve and lenten services, Mission festival and Cemetery services. Concluding this part are liturgical celebrations for new year’s eve,
Good friday, easter, Pentecost, the Commemoration of departed, and Catechetical
services for Catechumens.
The second part of the work includes holy Baptism for children and adults
along with the public recognition of emergency Baptism, the Churching of Woman,
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Confirmation, the reception of Converts and readmission of former lutherans,
Confession in the divine service, apart from the divine service, and Private Confession, Marriage, the full and short forms of the Communion of the sick, the Burial services at home, in the church or chapel, and the cemetery, as well as special
Burial services for adults, children, and those who have taken their own lives. The
burial section concludes with readings, versicles, Collects, and exhortations. also
included are ordination into the Public Ministry, the introduction into office of
Pastors, superintendents, Patrons of rural congregations, and Custodians, as well
as the Corner stone laying of the new church, the Consecration of a Church, the
Consecration of a new or enlarged Cemetery, the dedication of the school house,
and the dedication of a dwelling. a special section gives the forms for Churchly
repentance and the exercise of the office of the Keys. The section concludes with
the several forms of oaths for undertakings, office holders, witnesses, etc. a glance
at the structure shows that the work differs little from the livonian agenda of 1885.
The outline of the Communion service is, as in the livonian agenda, divided
into four parts, the contents of which are substantially the same in both cases,
although the various headings are sometimes altered, as for example, in the
Communion liturgy in which the “Prayer of Blessing and Consecration” (Germ.
Weihegebet und Consecratio) have now been joined together with the our father
under the heading “Prayer of Consecration [!] joined to the our father” (Germ.
Consecrations-Gebet, schliessend mit dem Vaterunser), and provision is made for an
exhortation before the Pax vobiscum. in both cases 30 liturgical points are enumerated though the numbering does not always coincide.
in agreement with the livonians the chief divine service is the service of Word
and sacrament. The rubrics in the st. Petersburg agenda are more complete. The
st. Petersburg rubrics state that during the singing of the last stanza of the opening hymn liturgist is to go to the altar and face the altar while offering a silent
prayer. it also states that when the special Confessional office is included the
opening hymn is to be a hymn of Confession.
The introit is found virtually unchanged from the livonian agenda. The invitation to Confession contains only a slight change in the form of address. in it the
“Geliebte in dem Herrn!” now becomes “In dem Herrn Geliebte!,” a change perhaps
suggested by the dorpat language experts. There are now two alternative invitations
instead of three, and an additional alternative Prayer of Confession is provided:
“Most merciful God and father, in deepest humility we confess before you our
many sins and iniquities. look down upon us in mercy and forgive us all our sins
for the sake of the merit of your beloved son our savior Jesus Christ. amen.”719
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a new form of declaration of Grace, called the absolution, is given: “The almighty, eternal God, who has had mercy on us in Christ Jesus and for his sake has
forgiven us all our sins, grants us also grace to improve our lives and with him receive eternal life.” This declaration of Grace mutes to some extent the strong accent
on God’s boundless mercy, which had been a characteristic of the livonian form. no
alternative declarations of Grace are given. during Passiontide the Gloria in excelsis is
replaced by the hymn “lamb of God, pure and holy.” The livonian agenda called
for this hymn to be sung only on Good friday; at other services in Passiontide the
third stanza, “o Jesus Christ, Thou only son,” of “all glory be to God on high” was
used instead. in later editions the st. Petersburg rubric would prevail. in addition, the
livonian rite directed that the pastor should recite the Laudamus te after the congregation had said “and on earth peace …” in the st. Petersburg rite the Laudamus te was
to be sung by the choir but when there was no choir, the pastor would say it. Both
liturgies stated that the congregation should respond by singing: “all glory be to God
on high.” The rest of the Preparatory service (Germ. Beicht-Act) differs little.
The second section is given a new title. “The service of the Word” (Germ.
Wort-Act) is now “The service of the Word and Prayer” (Germ. Wort- und GebetsAct). in most respects it reproduces the livonian rite with only some changes.
The st. Petersburg rite allows for one reading, either the epistle or the Gospel
from the altar and allows for no exceptions to this rule. The livonian service
had stated that on advent sunday, first and second Christmas day, epiphany,
Maundy Thursday, Good friday, first and second easter day, first and second
day of Pentecost, day of repentance, and the festivals of the reformation and
of the Bible both readings and their responses should be used. The newer service provides for the response amen instead of alleluia after the epistle during
Passiontide, whereas livonians used the amen only on the day of repentance
and the Good friday. otherwise in Passiontide the livonian service directed that
the response “o Christ, lamb of God, you take away the sin of the world; have
mercy on us and grant us your peace” should be used. The newer service encourages the congregational recitation of the Apostolicum by marking of the Creed
into manageable phrases, so that the congregation could easily recite the Creed
together. The nicene Creed is not so marked because the rubrics direct that the
congregation is not to participate in its recitation. This provision for recitation of
the nicene Creed by the pastor alone was found also in the livonian agenda.
Congregational participation takes the form of the singing of the threefold amen.
as in the livonian order the Prayer of the Church is to be prayed at the altar, however when the acoustics make it necessary, the st. Petersburgian provisional rite allows it to be said from the pulpit. in that case the short hymn, meant to occupy the
congregation while the pastor went to the altar for the Prayer of the Church, is replaced by the Communion hymn and the Communion liturgy follows directly. a ru-
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bric directs that announcements of a secular kind are not to be made from the pulpit.
in the countryside, where people lack communication with the outside world, the custodian should post necessary news on the church door. The rest of the service of the
Word and Prayer are virtually identical, although the st. Petersburg rite adds several
rubrical notes, including special instructions for the reading of the banns marriage.
To this point the new rite essentially reproduces the old one with some additional explanatory notes.
The designation “service of the lord’s supper” (Germ. Abendmahls-Act) remains
but corrections and improvements have been incorporated. after the Vere dignum
the congregation sings the Sanctus without the hosanna and Benedictus qui venit. The
livonian rite had given the same directive but had allowed that the 1832 form which
included them could be used. This option was now dropped because of the st. Petersburgian assertion that no allusion to the coming of the Messiah was appropriate in
liturgy before the consecration. at this point Christ had not yet come. in the Prayer of
Consecration (!) (Germ. Consecrations-Gebet), as it is called for the first time, the Verba
was given first place and the prayer asking for God’s blessing on the bread and wine
came after it. This was a significant correction in the eyes of the st. Petersburgians
and Pastor Müthel, who appear to have thought of the act of Consecration as taking
place progressively rather then as a whole. To them the Verba are insufficient to effect
the consecration. The church must in addition pray that God would bless the bread
and cup and the consecration be effected by the power of the holy spirit, and that
those who receive the sacrament might do so to the strengthening of faith and eternal
life. The livonian prayer, which itself was adapted from the 1855 and 1859 works of
schöberlein, was significantly altered and moved after the Verba.
The livonian prayer precede the Verba and st. Petersburg prayer came after
the recitation of the Words of Christ. This move raised significant issues. lutherans who believe that the sacrament is consecrated by the Words of Christ spoken
over bread and wine might be inclined to question the placement of this prayer
after those words had been spoken. Without making more of it than one ought,
it should be noted that with the approval of General superintendents of the consistorial districts the epiclesis was put after the Words of Christ. The deliberate
placement of this prayer after the Verba could be taken to support the notion that
the Verba are not consecratory and that an additional invocation of the holy spirit
is needed. This would be indicated outwardly by the removal of the sign of the
cross from the Verba to the close of the our father. Whatever may have been the
motive of the theological rational behind the Consecration Prayer, the decision to
move it led to a storm of controversy in the russian lutheran Church.
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Table No. 2720721
1885 livonian agenda

1893 st. Petersburgian agenda

“almighty God, heavenly father, we ask
you to bless this bread and this cup which
from your own gifts we place before you,
and through your divine mercy to grant that
they may be the Communion of the body and
blood of our lord Jesus Christ, and grant also
that all those who eat and drink thereof may
have eternal life with you, who together with
the son and the holy spirit live and reign
now and forever.”720

“Therefore, we beseech you, almighty
God, merciful, heavenly father, that you
would bless this bread and cup and ordain
that in the power of the holy spirit we,
who receive under the bread and wine the
body and blood of our lord Jesus Christ,
might eat and drink to the strengthening of
faith an eternal life.”721

The Consecration Prayer (Germ. Consecrations-Gebet, schliessend mit dem Vater
Unser) consisted of three consecutive acts: the Verba, the epiclesis, and the our
father and its doxology prayed by the liturgist alone. The congregation responds
with the amen. This completed the consecration and the liturgist moved on to
the Pauline exhortation concerning the bread and cup from 1 Corinthians 11,
not found in the livonian rite, and the Pax vobiscum. again the congregation responds with amen. The distribution differs only in that the livonian phrase “…
strengthen and preserve you in body and soul unto life everlasting!” now becomes “…strengthen and preserve you in true faith unto life everlasting!” a note
is taken that the phrase “in true faith” may be replaced with “in body and soul.”
The Agnus Dei is listed as the Communion hymn, as in livonia.
The self-Communion by the pastor (Sumptio) is permitted only if he has prepared by making his Confession and has received the absolution from another
pastor. The formula for self-Communion is “your body, lord Jesus Christ, preserve me in the true faith (or “in body and soul”) to life everlasting,”722 with similar wording for the cup. no provision for this was found in the livonian agenda.
The rest of the service of the lord’s supper is the same in both rites.
The conclusion differs only slightly. in 1885 it was called “The Conclusion
of the divine service” (Germ. Schluss des Gottesdienstes). The 1893 service calls it
“The service of Thanksgiving and Blessing” (Germ. Dank- und Segens-Act). The
aaronic Benediction in the st. Petersburg rite includes the sign of the cross, a feature not found in the livonian rite.
720
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“darum bitten wir dich, allmächtiger Gott, barmherziger himmlischer vater: du wollest
segnen dieses Brod und diesen Kelch, und in Kraft des heiligen Geistes wirken, dass der
leib und das Blut unseres herrn Jesu Christi, die wir unter dem Brod und Wein empfangen, allen denen, die davon essen und trinken, zum stärkung des Glaubens und zum ewigen leben gedeihen. – vater unser, der du bist im himmel, etc.” Agende 1893, 19.
Agende 1893, 20.
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in both books it is understood that the normal service includes the celebration
and distribution of the consecrated elements, but provisions are also made for the
service to end without Communion. in this case the pastor returns to the altar after
the sermon while the congregation sings a short hymn. he prays the Prayer of the
Church and the our father and the congregation responds by singing stanza nine
“amen, that is, so let it be” (“Amen, das ist, es werde wahr”) of “our father, Thou in
heaven above” (“Vater unser im Himmelreich”). it is noted that when the pastor says
the Prayer of the Church and the our father in the Pulpit, there is no congregational
response, and where it is the practice, the catechization of children may follow the
prayer. The pastor then sings the Laudatio: “The name of the lord is to be praised
and blessed,” and the congregation responds: “Both now and forever.” The livonian rite had given two alternative endings. in the first the pastor goes to the altar
while a short hymn is sung and then prays the Prayer of the Church. he then says
the our father with the congregation then singing the doxology. This is followed
immediately by the Benediction and, where used, a hymn stanza. in the alternative
ending the pastor says the Prayer of the Church and the our father from the pulpit,
then after a short hymn stanza he goes to the altar for the Laudatio and its response
and the final Collect. alternative Collects are allowed, as in the 1885 rite. The congregation responds with the amen and the pastor blesses the congregation, but without
the sign of the cross. again where used, the service concludes with a hymn stanza.723
The special service of Confession and absolution in preparation for the lord’s
supper follows a common pattern in both rites. The Prayer of Confession, the
question before the absolution and the absolution show only minor differences
in wording. Both services allow for worshipers to come forward to be absolved
individually.724 The proper introits, versicles, Collects, votums are much the
same in both services, but the st. Petersburg rite provides many additions, and
the propers for the high feasts are structured so as to facilitate their use.
The new agenda featured few changes from the earlier livonian work. The
fingerprints of the livonian committee are still much in evidence. The st. Petersburg committee, however, did leave its mark on it also. one could say that it was
as though one sought to improve a painting by a great master by altering it to
suit one’s particular notion of what the work ought to show. The most significant
alteration was the shift in the Prayer of Consecration. The storm of controversy
which resulted indicates that some pastors and congregations in the russian empire did not share this new understanding of the consecration.725
723
724
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Protocols of the 1894 Courlandian synod indicate that Pastor otto Panck declared that the
synod should announce its desire that no pastor conducts the divine service simply as he
sees fit. Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1894, 14.
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1 2 . 3 T h e 1 894 l i ttl e Chu rch a gen da
in the period before the publication of
the official new imperial agenda there
appeared a third liturgical document:
Kirchenbüchlein für kleine evangelische Gemeinden (Little Church Book for Small Evangelical Congregations.) This book consisted
of liturgical services assembled and edited
by Pastor hugo Günther of Tolovka (rus.
Толовка) in saratov region. its publication
was authorized by the Moscow evangelical lutheran Consistory on august 12,
1894. it was printed by the h. laakmann
Book and lithography Printshop in dorpat and published by eben-ezer Book
Concern in Tolovka in 1894.
The book included the order for the
chief divine service, instructions for
services led by the pastor‘s assistant, liturgical services for Christmas eve and
Good friday, the celebration of the state
Little Church Book
holiday, introits from the 1885 livonian
by Pastor hugo Günther, 1894.
agenda, as well as Collects for feast days
and special necessities from the same
book, formulas for Baptism, Burial, the visitation of the infirm, and a musical
supplement.
Unlike the livonian provisional rite of 1885 and the 1893 st. Petersburg provisional rite, both of which were meant to serve as contributions toward the development of a new liturgical standard for the entire russian lutheran Church,
the aim of this little book was far different. Pastor Günther stated in the preface that the situation of small congregations in the volga region was critical. he
called it an emergency situation in which pastors were few and far between and
pastor‘s assistants, teachers, and elders often were called upon to conduct divine
services, to witness oaths, and to baptize. There was a paucity of materials in German fraktur to guide them, since the 1832 agenda and its later reprints were all
written in latin letters. Unfortunately, the excellent liturgical material produced
in the recent livonian and Warsaw agendas was not accessible to the diaspora
congregations. it was for this reason that Günther decided to assemble the ma-
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terials in this little booklet from proven and approved agendas for the benefit of
these congregations.726
Günther’s book, however, went beyond the goal which he had set for it in his
introductory words. he did not simply give his readers the 1832 rite in fraktur
but he provided also some of the fruits of his labors, which took into account also
the provision of the 1885 and 1893 agendas.
The general structure of the divine service was presented as in 1832 with the
ante-Communion presented as the normal sunday service to which on occasion
the service of the lord’s supper was added. This was no doubt because the officiant at many sunday services would not be an ordained pastor. Therefore Günther departed from the order, found in both the livonian and st. Petersburg services in which weekly Communion was considered the norm.
The divine service began as in the 1885 livonian order with the traditional
introit followed by the Gloria Patri to which the congregation responded “as it
was in the beginning …” The exhortation to Confession was as found in both the
livonian and st. Petersburg liturgies and the prayer of Confession was from the
1893 book. The declaration of Grace after the Kyrie came from the 1885 livonian
service. The liturgist was to say the entire Gloria in excelsis together with the Laudamus te on high feasts, and the congregation was to respond by singing decius’
hymn “all glory be to God on high,” except on Good friday, when a passion
hymn replaced both the Gloria in excelsis and the decius’ hymn. The Collect after
the salutation was from the livonian order and alternatives were permitted. The
apostles Creed was given in the first person plural form for the first time in a
russian lutheran liturgy. it is surprising that the nicene Creed, which was to be
used on high feasts, did not follow suit but used instead the singular form. added
to the nicene Creed was “holy” (Germ. heiligen), thus making the first sentence
of the Creed “i believe in one holy, almighty God” (“Ich glaube an Einen, heiligen, allmächtigen Gott …”), perhaps a local usage. a hymn followed and then the
sermon and after the sermon the Prayer of the Church, as in 1885 and 1893 rites
but with the names of the members of the tsar’s family included, and with new
congregational responses. it was noted that instead of the Prayer of the Church
the litany might be prayed, as for example, on the day of repentance. The Prayer
of the Church was followed by the our father, a hymn, versicle and response,
closing Collect and Benediction, and closing hymn stanza.
When Communion was to be celebrated, the form followed the 1832 book:
Preface - Vere Dignum – Sanctus (hosanna is permitted, but there is no Benedictus
qui venit) – our father - Verba with sign of the cross – Pax Domini – Agnus Dei –
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distribution (no formula is provided) - versicle and response – post Communion-Collect – aaronic Benediction.
Those who intend to commune must, of course, confess and receive absolution in the special order for Confession either the evening before the service or in
connection with the Communion service itself. in the latter case Pastor Günther
directed that the service should begin with a hymn of confession and the Prayer
of Confession and absolution, after which the liturgist was immediately to move
on to the salutation omitting the usual Gloria, as in the 1832 rite. This directive
was not mandatory. The liturgist might follow some other.727
The only radical innovation in this book in comparison to the 1832 rite was the
inclusion of the introit. Given the hostile attitude toward the livonian introits
by Pastor alfons Meyer of sarata (Ukr. Сарата) in the Governorate of Bessarabia
(Ukr. Бесарабія) and some of the st. Petersburg clergy, it is perhaps surprising
that it is these particular introits that Pastor Günther chose to include. also new
are the special services for Christmas eve, Good friday, and state holidays. The
divine service is very traditional and makes no use of advanced formulas for the
consecration, as in the livonian and st. Petersburg orders. it is unknown why
Günther chose to put the Apostolicum in the plural, a practice not attested in any
of the russian lutheran agendas.
a decade earlier the publication of such a document as this would have been
impossible. The General Consistory of that day would not have countenanced
any departures from the official 1832 agenda. it was the livonians who broke
this pattern in 1885 and set a new precedent. in this case the matter was never
even brought before the General Consistory. it was considered sufficient that the
Moscow Consistory approved it. like the livonians in 1883, the Moscow Consistory decided they could go their own way. That the pastor‘s assistants could not
read latin script was to them a sufficient cause to give permission to Pastor Günther to move forward in his work.
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13. Theological DisagreemenTs abouT
The consecraTion of The sacramenT
anD oTher maTers

1 3 . 1 l i tu rgi cal Di s cu s s i o ns at t h e 1895 Dorpat c on f eren c e
The publication of the 1893 st. Petersburg draft edition moved many to begin to
give greater consideration to the question concerning the lutheran understanding
of consecration. Pastor müthel, a man of a forceful personality, widely disseminated his views on the subject. he had opened the door to discussion of sacramental
theology, a door through which many now began to pass. some agreed with müthel’s views, others took strong exception either complaining that his views were not
in accord with the lutheran confessions or that he had not gone far enough.
The first indication of real discontent came at a pastoral conference held in Dorpat on January 19, 1895 for the purpose of finalizing the form of the communion
service. Disagreement and division arose not only on practical issues but on theological questions, which went to the very heart of lutheran theology – what constitutes the consecration of the sacrament of the altar. is the sacrament consecrated
by the church’s invocation and prayer to god that he would sanctify the gifts to be
the body and blood of christ, or is the consecration entirely christ’s own doing, accomplished as his Words are spoken by the liturgist over bread and wine? involved
in this discussion were pastors representing a broad spectrum of views. some insisted that on the basis of their reading of early christian liturgies and the practice
of eastern church a special Prayer of blessing was clearly needed. others rejected
this assertion stating that it was not supported by the history of Western church or
the theology of luther and the Book of Concord, and that it was objectionable to lutheran worshipers who had long since been taught that it is christ’s Words spoken
or sung over the elements which constitutes the real presence.728
With reference to the 1893 rite müthel stated that it was only right and proper
that the hosanna and Benedictus qui venit be dropped from their close association
with the Sanctus, for this was exactly what luther himself had done in his german
mass.729 With regard to the Prayer of blessing müthel still thought that the 1893
Prayer of consecration was quite good but he now suggested an alternative, which
he believed to be even better. he proposed that at the conclusion of the Sanctus the
pastor standing at the altar should pray the following Prayer of blessing:
728
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“almighty, eternal god, your only begotten son ordained this meal of grace
for the salvation and life of our souls. for our lord Jesus christ, on the night
in which he was betrayed, took the bread, gave thanks, broke it, and gave it to
his disciples and said, ‘Take and eat, this is my body which is given for you. Do
this in remembrance of me’. in the same way he also took the cup after the supper, gave thanks, gave it to them, and said, ‘Take and drink of it all of you. This
cup is the new Testament in my blood, which is shed for you and for many for
the forgiveness of sins. Do this, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me’.
Therefore, we call upon you, merciful heavenly father, that you would bless the
bread and the cup of this holy supper, that all those who desire to eat and drink
thereof would through your holy spirit receive the body and blood of our lord
Jesus christ under the bread and wine for the strengthening of faith and the increase of eternal life.
as your children we pray: our father, etc.”
The congregation sings: “for thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory,
forever and ever. amen.”730
To support his contention müthel stated that the introductory phrase “almighty, eternal god, your only begotten son …” must never be lacking because it
provides a proper introduction to the Words of christ’s Testament, which makes
them an essential part of the prayer instead of an independent element. he stated
that this was necessary to circumvent the notion that these words have within
them a certain inherent power to effect the consecration, a notion more germane to
roman catholicism than the evangelical faith. furthermore, the words “this bread
and this cup” (“dieses Brod und diesen Kelch”), as found in 1893, must be changed
to “the bread and cup of this holy meal” (“das Brod und den Kelch dieses heiligen
Mahles”),731 to make it clear that all the bread and wine of the supper are blessed,
and not just that which happens to be standing on the altar during the prayer. if
730

731

“allmächtiger, ewiger gott, dein eingeborener sohn hat das mahl der gnade zu unserer
seelen heil und leben geordnet. Denn unser herr Jesus christus, in der nacht, da er
verraten ward, nahm das brod, dankte, brach es, gab es seinen Jüngern und sprach: nehmet
hin und esset, das ist mein leib, der für euch gegeben wird; solches thut zu meinem
gedächtnis. Desselbigengleichen nach dem abendmahl nahm er auch den Kelch, dankte,
gab ihnen den und sprach: nehmet hin und trinket alle daraus, dieser Kelch ist das neue
Testament in meinem blut, das für euch und für Viele vergossen wird zur Vergebung der
sünden; solches thut, so oft ihr’s trinket zu meinem gedächtnis. Darum rufen wir dich
an, barmherziger himmlischer Vater: du wollest das brod und den Kelch dieses heiligen
mahles denen, die davon zu essen und zu trinken begehren, segnen, dass durch deinen
heiligen geist der leib und das blut unseres herrn Jesu christi, unter dem brod und Wein
empfangen, ihnen allen zur stärkung des glaubens und zum ewigen leben gedeihe. ( - als
deine Kinder bitten wir: Vater unser, der Du bist im himmel .... von dem Übel.)
Die Gemeinde singt: (Denn dein ist das Reich und die Kraft und die Herrlichkeit in Ewigkeit.)
Amen!” Muethel 1895, 119.
Muethel 1895, 120.
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more bread or wine had to be brought to the table, no special consecration of it
was necessary, according to müthel, since the Prayer of blessing referred to all the
bread and cup to be used in the holy supper and not just this “particular” (germ.
dieses) bread and this “particular” cup. The 1893 prayer did not sufficiently protect
against misunderstanding. müthel also insisted that the word “desire” be added
to the 1893 phrase “those who eat and drink,” to stress the dogmatically important
point that only those will be blessed who earnestly desire the body and the blood.
The phrase “to receive under the bread and wine” was particularly important to
müthel because, he said, it emphasized an important and specifically lutheran
doctrinal point concerning the nature of the sacrament - a point which was not
clearly stated either by roman catholics or by the reformed. müthel eliminated
the sign of the cross from the Verba because the Words of christ were now part
of the prayer, and not an act of consecration in themselves. after all, he said, the
prayer was addressed to god, not to the elements. There was no room here for any
manual act, except that the pastor should fold his hands in prayer. The sign of the
cross might be made later, after the prayer, as for example, at the Pax vobiscum,
or even perhaps before the Preface, because it had the beautiful meaning of the
imparting of a blessing. The lord’s Prayer was very fittingly used as the final act
of prayer in this consecration, he stated. it summarized the petitions of the church
and culminated in the congregation’s sung amen.732
müthel presented his theses for discussion at the Dorpat conference. he summarized his proposal for the reform of the russian lutheran liturgy under six
theses. (1) The lutheran communion liturgy fails to clearly articulate the lutheran doctrine of the sacrament of the altar. indeed, it contradicts that doctrine.
(2) over against the doctrines of Zwingli and calvin found in the reformed communion, the true lutheran position is often called catholic. however, lutheran
doctrine stands squarely against the catholic doctrine of Transubstantiation, according to which the bread and wine are “changed” into his body and blood.
Zwingli denies the real presence of christ’s body and blood in the sacrament on
the basis of his teaching that christ’s Words “this is” are not be taken literally.
calvin distinguishes between the celestial and terrestrial material in the sacrament, and denies that the body and blood of the lord are bound together with
the elements. The lutheran position states that the body and blood of christ are
present in, with, and under the bread and wine for the blessing of believers and
the judgment of unbelievers. however, this clear lutheran teaching is nowhere
properly expressed in the liturgy but is left unclear. it is important that the liturgy
should make it clear that the body and blood of our lord are received under the
bread and wine. (3) lutheran doctrine clearly states that in the lord’s supper
732
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the real presence of the body and blood of christ does not occur “ante usum sacramenti,” before the use of the sacrament. it occurs instead “accedente usu,” at the
distribution. To suggest that the body and blood of christ are present on the altar
beginning at the consecration directly contradicts lutheran teaching. The false
teaching is perpetuated when the sign of the cross is made over the elements during the recitation of the Verba, or it is suggested that the Verba are addressed super
elementa. The presence of christ must be identified only with the distribution.
(4) This point is clearly annunciated in the Formula of Concord in words which
clearly distinguish lutheran doctrine from the roman notion that the priest confects the sacrament. The Formula of Concord states: “We believe, teach, and confess that it is by no human work or pronouncement of the church’s minister that
christ’s body and blood are present in the supper. This is effected only by the
power of our lord Jesus christ.” no liturgical actions should be permitted which
give the impression that lutherans hold the roman doctrine. (5) The high point of
the consecration is the distribution. apart from it, the blessing of the elements are
only a purely human sacrificial act, and such an act is by no means the chief thing
in the sacrament. (6) The correct liturgical expression of the lutheran doctrine
requires that there be a Eulogia (εύλογία), a eucharistic table prayer, after the manner of the lord’s Prayer at the institution, and in which the Verba testamenti are
included as a confession of the church’s faith. if the Verba are not included in such
a prayer, they should instead be announced ad populum as a public proclamation,
the purpose of which is to establish and strengthen the faith of the hearers.733
in the course of the discussion which followed two questions were raised. (1) it
was asked whether it was proper to imbed the Verba within a prayer in which
they are preceded by an introductory word of praise and thanksgiving directed to
god; (2) it was asked whether the current practice of marking the elements with
the sign of the cross in connection with the Verba ought to be retained or removed.
because the pastors were not of one mind on these questions, müthel sought
consensus on three other points: (a) he asked first whether it could be acknowledged that in the lutheran liturgy there is no dogmatic or liturgical grounds for
making the sign of the cross over the elements or in a Prayer of blessing which
might follow the Verba; (b) he sought agreement that the presence, content, and
form of the Verba make the inclusion after them of a Prayer of blessing desirable.
(c) he sought also consensus of the proposition that from a dogmatic point of
view the Words of institution were to be understood as spoken by the lord at
the distribution of the sacrament and were, therefore, not Words of consecration
spoken over the elements. in other words, the Words of institution are ad populum
rather than ad Deum.
733
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müthel himself wrote in his report on the conference that these theses precipitated great debate in the assembly. many dissented from his proposals and
supported the notion that the Words of christ should stand by themselves and
ought not be included within a consecratory prayer.734 in reply müthel stated that
to give the Words of institution an independent position would create a false analogy with the baptismal rite in which the Words instituting baptism introduce
the act. The logical conclusion would have to be made that in this case the Verba
ought properly be put before the Preface but, of course, no historical, dogmatic
or liturgical precedent could be found for such a radical move. in the whole history of the Western church no roman catholics or lutheran liturgies, or in the
liturgies of the early church could any precedent be found for such a placement.
luther had written that he was in fact opposed to any radical departure from the
established liturgical tradition. at the same time he stated, it must be noted that
in the early church the Words of the Testament were included in an act of consecration (germ. Consecrations-Akt). Were this not the case, one might look for a
parallel in baptism, but the baptismal liturgy does not provide a precedent for
liturgical novelty.
so saying, müthel sought to disarm those who wished to maintain the old
practice of moving from the Sanctus to the our father and the Words of christ,
the Pax Domini and the Distribution. müthel caricatured this practice by stating
that the logical conclusion of such act of isolating the Words of institution was to
adopt a similar position to those who wanted to put the Words of christ before
the Preface. he did not deal directly with the question of the nature of the Words
of christ; he typically referred to them not as Verba consecrationis but as Verba testamenti. he regarded the notion that these Words are consecratory as the position
of the roman church and as such unacceptable to lutherans.
müthel then moved the discussion to his four characterization of positions
being articulated in the conference. These positions, he stated, necessarily lead
to the following conclusions: (1) if the Verba are tied together with an admonition that the congregation should now listen to the biblical statement concerning
the institution, this would turn the Verba into nothing than an additional gospel
reading or a simple historical recitation. This müthel rejected out of hand saying
that it would raise the question of the proper placement of these Words in the service. (2) if the Words stand independent of an introduction or a following prayer,
the results are at best awkward and clumsy; (3) if the Verba stand by themselves,
without an introductory word and without a Prayer of blessing following, this
would represent a surrender to catholicism. a further complication is that when
the Words are spoken over the elements without introduction and a Prayer of
734
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blessing then follows, this gives raise to the notion of a double consecration; (d) if
the Words of institution standing independently are addressed to god with neither an introduction nor a Prayer of blessing following, this again raises the issue
of where the Verba are to be put. in his german mass, he noted, luther solved
the issue by simply eliminating the Preface altogether. luther includes a long
admonition followed by the Verba. The Sanctus comes later. he himself advocates
taking a different approach by putting the Words within a Prayer of blessing.
müthel’s proposal simply built further upon what had been offered in the 1893
draft edition. however, in order to avoid the problem of a possible double consecration, such as he found in the 1893 rite where the Verba stood independent and
were followed by a Prayer of consecration, he now recommended a single Prayer
of blessing which included within it the Verba testamenti, so as to make the Verba
a remembrance before god of the circumstances of the institution of the sacrament. in line with his new proposal the sign of the cross is completely eliminated.
it is found neither in connection with the Verba nor in the Prayer of blessing, thus
eliminating any catholicizing tendencies
müthel characterized the positions articulated by the clergy. most of those
who advocated that the Words of christ should stand alone rejected out of hand
the notion that the Verba should be put before the Preface. They wanted the
Words to remain where they were. a large number of pastors did not object to
the Prayer of blessing but they took offence that the Words of christ should be
put in a subordinate position, introduced by the word “for our lord Jesus christ
…” müthel stated that he might be willing to concede this point and allow the
opening words of the prayer as follows: “almighty, eternal god, your only begotten son, our lord Jesus christ in the night in which he was betrayed…” he
posited that there an important dogmatic principle was involved. he insisted that
as a lutheran pastor he must state firmly that the lutheran faith is fundamentally
different from that of the roman catholic church, and no notion of sacramental
magic connected with the Words of institution spoken over the elements could
be allowed. They must be put in a prayer, so that the Words of christ are spoken
ad Deum but not super elementa.
müthel stated that it was necessary that the Verba testamenti should be surrounded by an introductory prayer and a concluding epiclesis, which would
eliminate any catholic notion that christ was present because of the power of the
Verba. christ should be understood to be present as the result of the church having asked that he be made present. The consecration, he stated, is the act of the
church; it is not the result of sacramental magic having been worked by the mere
speaking of the Words of christ over bread and wine.735
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1 3 . 2 J ul i u s mü the l ’s T he o l ogic al con c ern s an d t h eir
l i tu r g ical e xp re s s i o n
The result of the Dorpat conference
was further confusion. Pastors, most
of whom were not expert in dogmatic
theology, found müthel’s words persuasive but they were still not altogether
convinced. in order to convince his opponents and those sitting on the fence
müthel published his arguments in Ein
wunder Punkt in der lutherischen Liturgie.
Beitrag zur Liturgie (A Surprising Phenomenon in the Lutheran Liturgy. Contribution
to the liturgy).
in the opening pages of his work he
enumerated what he considered to be five
serious “errors” in the present lutheran
liturgy. (1) The hosanna and Benedictus qui
venit are added to the Sanctus. (2) The pastor
Julius hermann müthel,
passes directly from the Verba testamenti to
pastor of st. anna’s church
the our father. (3) The congregation sings
in st. Petersburg
amen at the conclusion of the Our Father
(4) The pastor turns to the altar to speak the
Verba testamenti. (5) at the words “This is my body” and “This is the new Testament
in my blood” he marks the elements with the sign of the cross.736
müthel asserted that these “errors” were both theological and liturgical in nature. The addition of the hosanna and the Benedictus qui venit to the Sanctus is
improper, he declared. its proper place should be immediately before the distribution, where it would properly be addressed to the lord who is present in his
gracious sacrament to those who receive it, for christ is present only in the distribution and reception. The present practice corresponds to the roman catholic
notion that the consecration effects a change in the elements. here müthel reveals
that he is a “receptionist,” i. e., he holds that the body and blood of christ are
present in and under the bread and wine only in the moment of reception. Therefore, any homage toward the bread and wine, which would give rise to the notion
that christ is already present on the altar before the reception, is erroneous. christ
is not present until the sacrament is eaten and drunk.737
736
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concerning the second “error” müthel stated that joining the Verba testamenti
to the our father gives the our father the
character of a Prayer of blessing in which
the elements are blessed. he claimed that
the present order, according to which the
our father is immediately followed by
the Verba testamenti, implies that the our
father is a prayer by which the elements
are consecrated. The fact that luther followed this practice does not make it any
less erroneous. The our father cannot be
considered consecratory.738
The third “error” which müthel pointed out is the amen after the our father.
although this might seem a trivial matter müthel devotes more than a score of
pages to the exposition of what he regarded to be a practice contrary to sound
A Remarkable Phenomenon
lutheran doctrine. since the liturgy is to
in the Lutheran Liturgy.
reflect the church’s teaching, its dogmatcontribution to the liturgy
ic theology must be the touchstone of the
by Pastor müthel, 1895.
liturgy. This theology is betrayed by this
amen. To understand the seriousness of
this error, he stated, one must first have a clear grasp of lutheran theology and
in particular the lutheran doctrine of consecration. contemporary theologians,
among whom must be counted Dr. gerhard von Zezschwitz, have mislead the
church in this regard; they have turned the lutheran lord’s supper into an imitation of the roman mass, a Papist atrocity. müthel proposed to instruct the pastors
on this matter, stating that luther and the earliest lutheran theologians never
regarded the recitation of the Verba as consecratory. he stated that just as there is
no act of blessing of the water in the baptismal liturgy, so too in the lord’s supper the lord’s Words spoken over the bread and wine do not consecrate them.
he proceeded to explain what he considered to be the real teaching of the Formula
of Concord, Solid Declaration Vii. he selectively quoted parts of that article while
disregarding their context. he affirmed, for example, that christ himself, and not
the words of man, consecrates the sacrament. The recitation of christ’s Words
must serve some other purpose; the real purpose of the recitation, he stated, is
738
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to strengthen the faith of the hearers in christ’s promise, presence, and blessing.
To support of his argument he cited sections 79 – 81 of article Vii but he conveniently neglected what followed in section 82 - “Thereby the elements of bread
and wine are hallowed or blessed in this holy use, so that therewith the body and
blood of christ are distributed to us to eat and to drink, as st. Paul says – ‘The
cup of blessing which we bless …,’ which happens precisely through the repetition and recitation of the Words of institution.” he observed quite correctly that
in contrast to the roman catholic practice the Verba should be spoken or sung
clearly in every celebration of the supper but he was unwilling to identify these
Words as consecratory.
müthel led his readers on a guided tour through carefully selected sections
of article Vii but he made sure that some doors were left unopened, securely
locked. he supported his position with the words of st. chrysostom in section
76 of article Vii that the Words of christ spoken in the supper are for all times
efficacious with the result christ’s true body and blood are present today in the
church’s supper. however, he conveniently passed over the first half of the citation which stated that - “The words are spoken by the mouth of the priest, but
by god’s power and grace, by the word, where he speaks: ‘This is my body,’ the
elements presented are consecrated in the supper.” it appears that he chopped off
what was not useful and stretched the rest to fit his purposes.
müthel summarized section three by enumerating four conclusions to which
he stated all lutherans would necessarily agree. (1) for the sake of those who
receive the sacrament the Verba testamenti should never be omitted in the supper;
they should always be spoken clearly and loudly so as to establish and strengthen
the faith of the hearers. (2) The consecration of the elements is a necessary part of
the administration of the sacrament and should never be omitted. (3) The recitation of the Verba during consecration contributes nothing without the distribution
and manducation of the elements; without all three there is no sacrament. (4) The
consecration is held in suspension until the distribution and reception. he builds
this conclusion upon his understanding of the words of sections 83 and 84 of
article Vii of the Formula of Concord, which state that in the supper the whole
command of christ must be kept integrally and inviolably: taking, consecrating,
distributing, eating and drinking. however, he came to a conclusion which the
article does not permit in that he separated and isolated the taking and consecrating from the eating and drinking. here again müthel cited parts of article
Vii while ignoring other parts. The formula forbids this separation in order to
make certain that the lutheran lord’s supper is not an imitation of the roman
mass – the very error of which müthel was accusing the church. To consecrate
without distribution is a familiar practice in the roman church, a practice which
the lutherans always forbade. accordingly, the lutherans refuse to consecrate
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the sacrament for the purpose of reservation, benediction, and Corpus Christi processions.
müthel then turned to the exposition of a fourth “error.” he stated that given
the doctrine of consecration which he had developed under point three, the
pastor should not face the altar when reciting the Verba. The recitation of the
Words of christ have no other purpose than to establish and strengthen the
faith of the hearers and therefore these Words of proclamation ought properly
to be addressed directly to the congregation, and not to the altar. if the pastor
faced the altar during the recitation of the Verba, it could be little wonder that
people were mislead to think of this as a significant moment, the moment of
consecration.739
The fifth “error” was the use of the sign of the cross in connection with the
Words of institution. here the argument given under point four was understood
to lead to this conclusion. he wished to avoid giving the impression that the sign
of the cross over the elements during the recitation of the Verba had some consecratory significance. if the sign of the cross must be made at all, he would much
prefer to see it used at some point before the distribution.740
Pastor müthel also related to his hearers the important factors which led him
to prepare this essay. it had become clear to him that present day lutheran liturgies have completely abandoned the doctrine of the reformation and returned
to a position which closely approximates that of the roman church. This is most
clearly seen in the catholicizing notion that something happens to the elements
in the consecration. changes in the liturgy came about so gradually that no one
realized what was happening. he himself grew up as the son of a pastor and
was influenced by the lutheran liturgy to accept this roman notion. it was only
his concentrated doctrinal and liturgical studies which alerted him to the fact
that lutherans had abandoned the reformation position. it was only then that
he came to realize that the notion that through the sign of the cross the Verba testamenti were applied to the elements, so that christ’s body and blood now come
to be present in, with, and under the bread and wine, was based upon a catholic
viewpoint, inimical to the gospel. he came to realize that it was not the consecration on the altar but the eating and the drinking by the communicants that must
always stand at the center. This realization forced him to the conclusion that he
must share his insights with the whole russian lutheran church in these critical
days in which a new liturgy was being prepared as a witness to the faith of the
lutheran church in the russian empire.741
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müthel’s theology of the sacrament can perhaps best be described as “receptionism.” according to this understanding, the Words of christ repeated in the
communion service are a proclamation to the congregation and not a formula of
consecration. müthel insists that his views are neither calvinist nor Zwinglian,
and this assertion is correct at least to the extent that he asserts that the repetition
of christ’s Words are more than an historical recitation, and that all who receive
the sacrament eat christ’s true body and drink his true blood. however, for the
sake of his unsubstantiated fear of romanizing tendencies he is willing to sacrifice the church’s clear confession that christ uses his own Words spoken by the
mouth of the pastor to make present his body and blood in the bread and wine.
in place of it he promulgates his “receptionist” teaching, misleading his readers concerning the content and intention of luther’s writings and article Vii of
the Formula of Concord. he asserts that the whole russian church must adjust its
theology and its liturgical practices, so as to fight the supposed demon of romanistic tendencies. it might bear mentioning that with the possible exception of the
lithuanians in the courlandian consistorial district and lutherans in latgale, few
of his readers would have much contact with or knowledge of roman theology
or practice.742
in his article müthel also described the road he had traveled to arrive at his
views. he states that like many early reformers it had always been his wish that
the church’s supper should approximate as closely as possible the original supper in the upper room. here it can be noted that luther early abandoned this
quest, as he himself indicates in his treatise Dass die Worte Christi, “das ist mein Leib
etc.“, noch feststehen. Wider die Schwarmgeister (That these words of Christ, “This is My
body,” etc., still stand firm against the fanatics), that the new Testament writers give
us no clear picture concerning that supper, excepting the Words of christ, however liturgical scholars have never been deterred by the lack of evidence about the
supper. even the Words of christ have been closely scrutinized in the attempt to
uncover the answers to questions which the evangelists and st. Paul apparently
regarded as secondary.
müthel sought to bolster his arguments by a close consideration of the terms
Eulogia (εύλογία) and Eucharistia (εύχαριστία). The real consecration of the sacrament, he asserted, was effected through the words of the Eulogia or Eucharistia, the Prayer of blessing / Thanksgiving, which the lord prayed in the upper
room. The Verba testamenti, he stated, were nothing more than the distribution
formula the lord spoke when he distributed the bread and wine over which he
had spoken this Prayer of blessing. christ did not say “in this night in which i
am being betrayed, i am taking the bread and giving thanks over it, and saying to
742
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you: take, eat; this is my body …” instead, he spoke a special Prayer of blessing
which consecrated the sacrament and instituted this use for all time. Therefore
the church ought to reintroduce a proper Prayer of blessing and Thanksgiving at
this point in imitation of her lord’s words and acts. according to müthel’s understanding, christ’s Words “This do” (του̃το ποιεĩτε) ought to be taken to mean that
christ wants his church to do what he did, and not simply to do what he said to
do (eat and drink). müthel sought to support his argument by citing early documents thought to be representative of eucharistic celebrations. The majority of
these documents were eastern and were held in high regard by russian orthodox
liturgiologists. müthel gave the historic Western mass short shrift and accused it
and its lutheran offspring of promoting notions of sacramental magic – a charge
which he remarkably never made against his eastern sources. in the anti-catholic
russian environment he would like his beloved lutheran church to take on a
certain eastern orthodox coloring, at least to the extent of introducing a Prayer of
blessing with an epiclesis after the manner of the orthodox. he went on at great
length to assert the clear superiority of the rich liturgical tradition of the eastern
churches over the impoverished roman mass, and he quoted Justin martyr, the
Didache, irenaeus of lyons, and the liturgy of John chrysostom to support his
thesis. The only Western liturgy for which he had much use was the mozarabic
rite which, although catholic, maintained a liturgical tradition independent of
rome. he quoted luther mainly to underscore his criticisms of the roman mass,
but he did not mention luther’s deep appreciation for the liturgical tradition of
the Western church.
müthel believed that in the present hour the russian imperial lutheran church
had a unique opportunity to write a liturgy which accurately reflected its doctrine.
luther had articulated the proper principles for liturgical reform in his writings,
chiefly in the Formula Missae and the Deutsche Messe, but the church had erred by
reforming its liturgical forms without considering the theological rational behind
them. as a result, serious errors had been introduced which luther had sought
to exclude, namely the notion that the pastor confects the sacrament by speaking
christ’s Words over the bread and cup, while making the sign of the cross and
elevating them. so it was that the church came to espouse and support a magical
sacramental view which verged on romanism. müthel believed that the corrective was to be found in selected passages from the Formula of Concord Vii which
indicated that the distribution and reception were those actions in which christ
come to be present in the elements. he was convinced that it was his responsibility to point out the fundamental failings of the lutheran liturgies, especially the
russian imperial lutheran liturgy, so that these errors might be addressed and
a truly lutheran liturgy based upon the lutheran doctrine of faith might take its
place. This ought not be an indication of the egomania of a single man setting
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himself against the church. To the contrary, müthel claimed that his conclusions
were shared by the church’s leading theologians Johannes haussleiter of greifswald, gustav Kawerau of breslau, Walter caspari of erlangen, georg rietschel
of leipzig, and Dean hermann beck of Würzburg, and that careful evaluation of
the work of Dr. Theodosius harnack would inevitably lead all thoughtful students to the same conclusions.743
indeed some of these theologians had responded to müthel’s paper positively.
Positive evaluations came from the pen of gustav Kawerau in his Über die liturgische Gestaltung der “Konsecration” in der luth. Abendmahlsfeier (Concerning Liturgical Form of the Consecration in the Lutheran Celebration of the Lord’s Supper),
published in Theologische Studien und Kritiken. Beitr. zur Theologie u. Religionswissenschaft (Theological Studies and Critiques – Contributions to Theology and the Study
of Religion) in leipzig 1896,744 and hermann beck in Ein Wunder punkt, etc. (A Surprising Phenomenon, etc.) in Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift (New Ecclesiastical Periodical),
1895.745
müthel now appealed to the consistorial districts and their liturgical committees to approve the conclusions of his treatise Ein Wunder Punkt, especially the
form he had presented at the Dorpat conference and his edited Prayer of blessing. he sent copies of his proposal to every pastor in the livonian consistorial
district and his decision to do so apparently brought positive results. he also
decided to attend the 1895 livonian synod himself.746
To answer criticisms Dr. roderich bidder of lais (est. Laiuse) reported to the
1895 livonian synod that the liturgical committee had examined müthel’s work
and agreed in the main with his conclusions. bidder said that in looking back it
was not difficult to see that some elements in the service of the sacrament had
contributed towards the superstitious catholic views. The livonian committee
agreed that the practice of making the sign of the cross over the elements at the
words “body” and “blood,” and the use of the nuda Verba were not found in
the earliest liturgies, but were added only in the course of time. furthermore, it
was clear to the committee that Jesus spoke a Eulogia, a Prayer of blessing, and
the church should do the same today. consequently, the practice of making the
sign of the cross over the elements during the recitation of the Words of christ’s
should be dropped. luther himself expressly dropped this practice as is clear
also in his baptismal ritual in which there is no specific act of signing the water
to bless it. it was the prayer of Jesus, and not the Verba testamenti, which blessed
the supper. The most proper place for the sign of the cross is at the blessing of the
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people in connection with the Pax vobiscum. The insertion of the Verba testamenti
in a proper Prayer of blessing would be theologically proper and historically authentic, as was asserted also by Dr. harnack in his Praktische Theologie.
With regard to the prayer which müthel included in the 1895 Ein Wunder Punkt
two points were raised. The first concerned the prayer’s introductory words:
“almighty, eternal god, your only begotten son ordained this meal of grace for
our salvation and life.”747 The committee stated that this form was historically
accurate but inferior to the other form: “almighty, eternal god, we would do as
your only begotten son has commanded. for our lord Jesus christ, in the night
…,”748 would be better. secondly, the committee suggested that the Prayer of
blessing after the Verba be followed immediately by the our father, i.e., without
the phrase: “as your children we pray: our father, etc.” The synod asked its
president, general superintendent hollmann, to communicate this matter to the
general consistory through the livonian consistory, so that proper adjustments
could be made in the new agenda. The matter was passed without discussion.749
Dr. bidder decided that perhaps the way to promote the adoption of müthel’s Prayer of blessing would be for him to state that in his Praktische theologie
Dr. Theodosius harnack had recommended the adoption of such a Prayer of
blessing. müthel himself had on several occasions alluded that his position was
in every important respect the same as that of the late Professor harnack.
harnack had spoken to the question of a Prayer of blessing in his Praktische
Theologie 1877. he had suggested that the Words of institution ought to be introduced by a prayer affirming god’s holiness and offering thanksgiving for christ’s
perfect sacrifice. he produced such a prayer to precede the Verba testamenti: “indeed, truly holy are you and holy also is your son, our lord and savior Jesus
christ, who by one sacrifice has perfected for all eternity those whom he sanctified. Therefore we give you our thanks and do as you have said to do: for in the
night in which he was betrayed … such do in remembrance of me.”750 The Verba
was followed seamlessly by a Prayer of blessing reminiscent of the memores igitur
of the roman mass. it was modeled after the prayer found in the Pfalz-neuburg
church order 1543, where it came before the Verba.751 although this prayer does
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not specifically ask that the holy spirit would come to accomplish what christ has
promised, it may be considered an epiclesis. The development of the sacramental
understanding articulated in this prayer was the result of his historical studies
and his increased acquaintance with anglican and eastern liturgical forms.
in Praktische Theologie harnack himself did not spell out the relationship between the Verba and the Prayer of blessing. he seems to have been hesitant to
state unequivocally that the Verba were not consecratory and that the inclusion
of a special prayer was a necessity. after careful study harnack clarified his position in Liturgische Formulare 1878. here he placed after the Verba a prayer which
after an initial anamnesis goes on to ask that god would sanctify his people in
body and soul and rightly adorn them to worthily approach the holy Table. This
position was further clarified in the 1885 livonian agenda, where the Prayer of
blessing comes before the Verba, which concludes with the congregation’s amen,
indicating that the act of consecration is now complete. some pastors may have
been concerned about this matter, since earlier lutheran rites had striven to strictly remove any notion of man’s action from the consecration of the sacrament.
luther had gone so far as to remove even the offertory from its traditional place
for fear of perpetuating the notion that christians are something more than recipients of god’s sacramental gifts, beneficiaries of his grace. The 1878 Liturgische
Formulare and the 1885 livonian rite lead to the conclusion that harnack himself
only gradually was able to decide in favor of the consecratory Words of christ.
Dr. harnack died in 1889 and therefore was in no position to instruct the liturgical committee as to his understanding of the Verba and the consecration.
müthel’s insistence that he and harnack were in accord led the liturgical committee to support his proposals as theologically sound and liturgically accurate.
The appearance of Pastor müthel’s paper moved general superintendent
leopold hörschelmann, the president of the 1895 estonian synod, to appoint a
five member committee, consisting of Dean Karl malm, senior Pastor ferdinand
luther, Pastor Konrad bergwitz, Pastor ernst sokolowski, and Pastor franz nerling, to examine it and report their findings. Their report to the 1895 synod stated
that they all favored the elimination of the sign of the cross at the recitation of the
Verba and the placing of the our father after the Verba. however, the status of
the Verba and its proper use was a matter of some contention. one member of the
committee suggested that the liturgist speak the Verba facing the congregation
without a Prayer of blessing. Three agreed with müthel that a Prayer of blessing
should be included. Yet another member favored an arrangement in which the
Verba would be spoken toward the people and then be followed by a Prayer of
blessing. one member of the committee, senior Pastor luther, suggested that the
1832 form should be retained but the our father should be put after the Verba,
and to eliminate any notion that the Verba are sacrificial the sign of the cross
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should not be made over the elements. The general discussion which followed
the report showed that at least some of the pastors thought that current lutheran
views about the sacrament were quite catholic and superstitious. They wanted
no blessing of the elements with Verba, no sign of the cross, nothing that might
smack of sacramental mystery of magic. The sign of the cross over the bread
and wine might have connotations of magic, as though by this sign the elements
were transubstantiated. some also called for the transposition of the Verba to
another part of the service, where it would serve simply as a statement of the
church’s faith that on a certain night the lord had supper with his disciples
and spoke to them what would be accomplished through his holy death and the
shedding of his blood. The thoroughly modern and Protestant ideas of Pastor
müthel, who came to this synod as well, were quite clearly shared by a large
number of pastors in estonia. at the conclusion of the discussion the assembly
instructed its President hörschelmann to bring its conclusions to the attention of
the general consistory and that the corresponding corrections be incorporated
in the new rite.752
Pastor müthel’s proposals were not so enthusiastically received by pastors in
the courlandian consistorial district. speaking for himself and other pastors at
the 1895 synod Pastor ludwig Katterfeldt noted that any significant critique of
müthel’s proposals must begin from an examination of his liturgical principles.
müthel himself stated, and Katterfeldt agreed, that the church’s liturgy must accord with lutheran doctrine but, Katterfeldt stated, it was precisely here that
müthel’s proposals fail the test, for what he has proposed is in stark contrast
to the positions taken by the lutheran confessions, and especially the Formula
of Concord, Solid Declaration Vii. consequently, müthel’s proposals must be adjudged as unacceptable.
The discussion of Pastor müthel’s Ein wunder Punkt resumed the next day,
september 16. müthel rose to defend himself and his work against the charges
made by Pastor Katterfeldt that the confessions and the writings of luther did
not support his views. müthel insisted that he had not departed from them but
that it was clear that the Words of the lord were not Words of consecration but
only a distribution formula. The consecration was refereed to when the text said
“he blessed it” (eulogein). The unfortunate and incorrect judgment of the courlandians stood over against the positive judgment of müthel’s proposals by the
estonian and the livonian synods.
Pastor feyerabend then read verbatim the opinion of the liturgical committee
defending the current liturgy against the charge that it catholicizes and needs
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to be replaced by a more evangelical liturgy. he declared that the liturgy of the
lord’s supper currently in use was founded upon sound evangelical principals.
in response Pastor müthel retorted that Professors hausleiter, Kawerau, rietschel, and Dean beck all agreed with his position. Tension was building, and President
general superintendent böttcher found it necessary to remind the pastors of the
words of Paul that in one body there are many members, and that not all members
have the same function, and that the gifts of the spirit given to one are meant for the
good of all, and finally, that each member is to contribute his gift for the upbuilding
of the body. he reminded the gathered pastors that Pastor müthel had presented
his proposals for the improvement of the church’s agenda, and that he had done the
church great service through his untiring efforts. for this all present should thank
him. however, one could still thoroughly disagree with his conclusions. The fact
that eminent professors who had studied the matter independently had come to the
similar conclusions as müthel was impressive, but it should be kept in mind that
they were speaking in an area in which they were not experts. Professor hausleiter
was a professor of church history and could speak only concerning the present
scholarly opinions of church history professors. his statements could not be regarded as definitive with reference to dogmatic theology. Parish pastors who stood
before the altar provided another needed perspective on these matters, as Pastor
müthel himself could attest, and as was evident from his disagreement with some
of the positions taken by Professor Zezschwitz.753
President böttcher summarized the general position of the pastors stating that
they could not agree that Pastor müthel had presented a compelling argument
that the confession and doctrine of the lutheran church call for a revision of the
lord’s supper liturgy, or that the current liturgy promotes roman catholic views
concerning the lord’s supper. Pastors also expressed their concern that what
müthel proposed was far from the church’s tradition and would cause disunity.
The president noted two dangers which would come with the acceptance of
müthel’s proposals. first, that acceptance would lead to scandal in the congregations, which would in turn mitigate any sense of transcendent mystery in the
lord’s supper. it was the responsibility of the clergy to protect that sense. second,
many clergy would view any attempt to require them to use the new liturgy and
its new form of consecration as requiring them to act against their conscience thus
making any unity in liturgy problematic.
his own opinion was that the chief contention was concerning the use of the
sign of the cross and the inclusion of the Verba in a prayer. he decided to put
these matters to a vote which showed that all but five of those present wanted the
use of the sign of the cross to continue. and that all but eleven wanted its use over
753
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the bread and the wine at the Words of christ to be maintained. concerning the
position of the Verba all but twelve stated that the Words must stand alone, as in
the present liturgy, and not be included in a prayer. The synod regarded müthel’s
proposals negatively.754
in the st. Petersburg consistorial district itself not much attention was being
given to liturgical matters in general or Pastor müthel’s proposals in particular. although there were some who were in opposition, many pastors simply
accepted his work without question. They were far more concerned with the
problem of communion attendance. it was noted by Pastor otto rokkanen in
the 1895 st. Petersburg synod that this age-old question needed to be addressed.
only 25 percent of church members had received the sacrament four times a
year, as required by church law. one would expect that perhaps two thirds of the
members would participate. he suggested several reasons for low attendance.
many pastors, he declared, really did not care whether their people came or not,
and they kept no accurate records. They preached sermons which stressed the
dangers of unworthy reception and discouraged the people from coming to the
sacrament. some did not come because they were expected to pay to do so. in
some cases pastors preached highly polemical sermons which made their people
feel very guilty and this quilt did not translate into increased communion attendance. other factors included mixed marriages, the increase of sectarianism and
poor spiritual care provided by pastors. among the cures suggested were harsher
words and tougher measures. it was suggested that if people neglect the sacrament, they should be forbidden to come. it was clear that it was not only among
the parishioners that there was no clear understanding of a role of the sacrament in the life of the christian. President böttcher found it necessary to suggest
that the pastors examine their own communion attendance. he stated that they
should ask themselves why they did not receive the lord’s supper often, indeed
at every celebration, and suggested that they should preach about the magnificence of the sacrament.755
müthel claimed that his work was enthusiastically received everywhere excepting in courland and by some in st. Petersburg.756 he received supportive
affirmation from the estonian and livonian synods and from the Dorpat faculty,
and he received a large number of approving letters from the st. Petersburg and
moscow consistorial districts. seven congregations in the caucasus had already
ceased using the sign of the cross at the consecration. only courlandians, whom
müthel dismissively called “dissented brothers,” disagreed.757
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it is true that it was only the courlandian synod that voted to reject his
revisions, but there were like-minded
pastors in the other consistorial districts
as well. müthel thought that he could
correct the errors of his courlandian critics and win over others, who he claimed
had misunderstood him, by publishing
yet another work Nochmals Sätze über
unsere lutherische Consecrations-Liturgie
im Abendmahls-Akte (More Thoughts about
our Lutheran Consecration Liturgy in the
Act of the Lord’s Supper), printed in 1896
in leipzig.
in this work he declared that he did
not retract a single word of what he had
written. his arguments, he said, had
been misunderstood by some, and so he
would now summarize his position in
More Thoughts about our Lutheran
five theses.
Consecration Liturgy in the Act of the Lord’s
1. The lord established the sacraSupper by Pastor müthel, 1896.
ment of the holy supper through that
action which is called the consecration
by means of a Prayer of blessing (εύλογία) over the bread and cup. This prayer is
described in the holy scriptures as an act of blessing, and since the last supper
its use has continued. following the example of their lord did the apostles blessed the bread and wine in the lord’s supper by offering prayers of thanksgiving.
2. This act of consecration is in every case an act of Prayer and it is sacrificial
in nature in that by means of it man offers something to god. This and nothing
else describes the nature of an act of consecration. To add something to this act of
Prayer completely destroys its meaning.
3. There can be no greater guarantee concerning the consecration of the elements in the lord’s supper than the example of the lord’s own words and actions. consequently, the proper consecration does not consists merely in the recitation of the Verba over the elements or the adding of the Verba after a Prayer of
blessing but by the action of giving thanks which Paul describes as εύλογου̃ντες.
To posit consecration through some other act contradicts the scriptures and is
invalid.
4. Those who state that the Prayer of blessing alone, without the Verba included within it, consecrate the elements are in error according to the lutheran
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confessions. in addition those who assert that according to lutheran doctrine
consecration is effected by the recitation of the Verba either with or without additional acts or prayers are mistaken. The recitation of the Verba cannot be regarded
to be the efficient cause of the union of the body and blood of christ with the
bread and the wine in the supper, and those who holds this position seriously
misunderstand the lutheran confessions.
5. The reintroduction in later times of the practice of making the sign of the
cross over the bread and wine during the recitation of the Verba is not lutheran.
it is a return to catholicism. This un-lutheran practice was unfortunately introduced into the russian lutheran church by the 1832 agenda, three centuries
after the reformation. To put the sign of the cross at the end of the Verba or in
the Prayer of blessing is also without foundation and is a serious, intolerable error. The practice must be completely discarded, since the consecration is accomplished by christ’s Prayer of blessing (eulogein). The new agenda must reflect this
view.758
in this article müthel again insisted that his proposals were supported both by
the history of the liturgy and by a correct reading of the confessional Writings.
The sacrament was consecrated by christ’s Prayer of blessing, not by the Verba.
The Verba were simply christ’s distribution formula. in the earliest account of the
celebration of the lord’s supper, reported by Paul to the corinthian church in 1
corinthians 11, the central emphasis is on the word eucharistēsas (εύχαριστήσας), i.
e., giving thanks, and in the Didache this giving thanks is mentioned but the Verba
are nowhere to be found.
müthel seems to have assumed that in the earliest celebrations of the supper
the apostles gave thanks eucharistein (εύχαριστειν), but did not repeat the Words of
the Testament. it was his contention that the church in corinth never heard the
Verba until Paul set them down in 1 corinthians 11:23, saying: “i pass on from the
lord what i have received, that our lord Jesus christ in the night…” at this time
none of the gospels had yet been written, and few knew of any direct quotations
of christ’s Words.759 in the eastern church the Verba were never given any special
prominence but were simply placed in a Prayer of Thanksgiving in which what
christ had said in the supper was recalled before the father. The Western church
distorted this practice. it discarded the Prayer of Thanksgiving and replaced with
a series of short supplications. as a result, in the roman rite the Words of christ
stand in isolation as consecratory Words to be attended by the ringing of bells,
elevations, and genuflections. The roman church went even further to disfigure
the mass by turning the consecration in to an act of sacrifice in which the priest
offers christ in an unbloody manner to the father in payment for the sins of the
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people. The lutheran confessions thoroughly repudiated this roman travesty
and returned to the apostolic doctrine and the practice of the ancient fathers and
the earliest liturgies. The confessions state that the body and blood are present by
virtue of christ’s own Prayer of blessing in the night of his betrayal and not by the
human and sacrificial act of reciting the Verba and signing the elements. in recent
years, müthel continued, through ignorance and misunderstanding the lutheran
church has allowed itself to once again become ensnared in papist error. undue
emphasis has been placed on the Verba and the sign of the cross. This error is
particularly perpetuated when the Verba stand apart from a Prayer of blessing
and are given undue prominence. This, he proposed, could only be corrected by
the reintroduction of a Prayer of blessing into which the Verba testamenti have
been folded and given their rightful place, i.e., in a prayer which recalls before
the father the benefits that christ has won for his people and asks that when they
partake they may be given christ’s body and blood under the bread and wine as
had been promised.
it seems hardly necessary to note once more that müthel’s reading of Formula
of Concord Vii is very selective and that he interprets it in a manner not supported
in luther’s writings. article Vii actually states that its purpose is to put controversies among the lutherans to rest by a clearly stating luther’s position. luther
himself spoke of christ as present on the altar from the point of the recitation of
Verba until all have commune and until all the elements are consumed. in his controversy with andreas von Karlstadt, Johannes oecolampadius, and huldrych
Zwingli he asserts that what the priest takes from the paten to put it in the mouth
of the communicant is the very body of christ. The formula emphasizes the total
act as a corrective against the roman practice of consecrating for the purpose
of exhibition and the excitement of devotion. it is not its purpose to locate the
reception as the moment in which christ’s presence is effected. if it were to do
so, as müthel does, then christ’s presence would be dependent upon a human
act, the act of giving and receiving. nowhere in the confessions does one find a
receptionist view according to which the presence of christ is effected only in the
moment of consumption. furthermore, the phrase “in, with, and under” nowhere
appears in the confessions. luther’s formula “in and under the form of bread and
wine” is clearly preferred. müthel interprets the Formula of Concord on the basis
of his reading of the ancient fathers and he interprets them on the basis of his intolerance of roman practices.760 although no ecumenical councils or authoritative
sources have made the epiclesis a dogma of the eastern church, eastern theologians have assigned the moment of consecration to the epiclesis, and certainly
not to the moment of reception. in article 24 of the Apology melanchthon cites the
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example of the eastern liturgy but his purpose is to refute the roman error of the
sacrifice of the mass. nowhere do the confessions build a sacramental theology
on citations from the fathers or the example of the eastern liturgy, as müthel does.
unlike müthel, luther regards the Verba as consecratory, as his writings clearly
indicate. no one is to be given bread and wine over which christ’s Words have
not been clearly spoken or sung, as luther made clear in the Wolferinus controversy. Wolferinus misplaced a consecrated host and gave a parishioner a host
over which christ’s Words have not been spoken. at the conclusion of the mass,
when the lost consecrated host was found, Wolferinus instructed the sacristan to
put it back in the box with the unconsecrated bread. This caused great scandal.761
To luther the presence of christ is clearly tied to the recitation of his Words over
the bread and cup, a point emphasized in the Formula of Concord, but ignored by
müthel. he seeks solace in the notion that the congregation acts in imitation of the
examples set by the lord and his apostles and for this reason one can reasonably
expect that the lord will fulfill his Word. müthel is concerned that the recitation
of the Verba might be understood to be a human sacrificial act, a work of man by
which christ is rendered present under bread and wine, while at the same time
he insists upon the introduction of a Prayer of blessing, which is most clearly a
human act.
so too he is concerned with the sign of the cross at the Verba, because it imparts
a consecratory character. he states that this is only a recent innovation, introduced in the russian empire with the publication of the 1832 agenda. most agendas did not have the sign of the cross at this point. The 1765 narva handbook and
fessler’s 1822 saratov agenda, both of which were printed before the publication
of the 1832 rite, include the practice, but müthel may not have been acquainted
with either work. in any case the practice can hardly be called catholicizing. it
came into the imperial agenda through the Prussian union agenda, which was
prepared under the strong influence of the reformed King friedrich Wilhelm iii.
it was his 1821 agenda for the royal army which first introduced the cross into
the Prussian union rite, and from there it spread to other Prussian agendas.762
müthel marched in line with theologians who have sought in vain to recreate
the supper as christ celebrated it in the upper room. luther himself gave up
this line of inquiry in the 1520’s, noting that adequate sources are not available
to establish any particulars of the first supper – “all we have are the Words of
christ.”763 This has not deterred others, from Zwingli to Dom gregory Dix in
The Shape of the Liturgy, to seek to uncover the true shape of the liturgy and the
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authentic content of the prayer which Jesus prayed. Dix claimed that what was
most important was the fourfold or sevenfold “shape” of the liturgy. like müthel,
many theologians have claimed that the church must seek to do what Jesus did in
the upper room. luther and the confessors went in a different direction, claiming that what is most important is that the church do what Jesus said to do: “Take
and eat, this is my body.”
many pastors in the russian lutheran church were not willing to read lutheran theology and understand the liturgy in the same way as müthel. To still
his opponents and fortify his arguments müthel appended to his Nochmals Sätze a
lengthy catalogue of testimonies, which, he claimed, showed that knowledgeable
church leaders and theologians both at home and abroad supported his proposals.
he claims the support of the pastoral conference in Dorpat, the estonian synod
and the protocol of the livonian synod. he declared that the conclusions reached
at these meetings were in agreement with his proposals and differed from him
only in inconsequential matters. he claimed further that there was no unrest in the
congregations excepting in those places where pastors had stirred opposition to his
proposals. he stated that he was providing the testimonials from georg rietschel
from leipzig, gustav Kawerau from breslau, Walter caspari from erlangen, Johannes haussleiter from greifswald, schwabachian Pastor max herold, editor of Siona,
Monatsschrift für Liturgie und Kirchenmusik, archdeacon friedrich Wilhelm lüpke
from cammin in Pomerania, superintendent Karl lumnitzer from Teplitz (Töplitz)
in bohemia, and Dean hermann beck, ordinary of Würzburg to close these pastors’
mouths and quiet the fears of their peoples. he expected that these thunderbolts
would still the voices of his opponents, but a closer examination reveals that he did
not accurately quote his correspondence. They commended him for his historical
research on the ancient liturgies and the use of the sign of the cross. indeed, the rejection of the sign of the cross as the effective cause of the consecration seems to predominate in almost all the citations, although, this was not the major point in contention. The real question was about the power of christ’s Words, the importance
of the Verba being clearly spoken over the bread and wine, and their relationship to
the consecration, but this matter was not much mentioned by the correspondents.
most of the professors gave attention on historical questions but carefully avoided
being pinned down on points of controversy.764
The disagreement between müthel and the courlandians was soon noticed
outside the borders of the russian empire. it became the subject of three articles
printed in germany in Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift (The New Ecclesiastical Journal)
volume 7, in 1896. courlandian general superintendent robert Julius böttcher wrote against beck and müthel in an article, entitled: Zur Abendmahlsliturgie
764
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(Concerning the Liturgy of the Lord’s Supper). Pastor J. clüver wrote about the
Prayer of blessing in the Pfalz-neuburg
1543 church order in Das Weihegebet
in der Abendmahlsliturgie (The Prayer of
Blessing in the Liturgy of the Lord’s Supper), and müthel wrote defending his
position in Zur Konsekrations-Liturgie im
Abendmahls-Akte (Concerning the Consecration Liturgy in the Act of the Lord’s
Supper). The journal Neue kirchliche
Zeitschrift was not readily available in
russia, so müthel decided to include
all three articles in a separate publication of his Zur Konsekrations-Liturgie im
Abendmahls-Akte published in 1896 in
erlangen and leipzig.
müthel’s primary interest was to
try to answer the böttcher’s Zur Abendmahlsliturgie. böttcher had first criticized
beck for his unreservedly enthusiastic
Concerning the Consecration Liturgy in the
Lord’s Supper by Pastor müthel, 1896.
approval of müthel’s proposals in Ein
wunder Punkt. beck had stated that the
russian lutheran theologians preparing the new liturgy must listen to the warning voice of müthel and consider his
proposed changes. böttcher responded that this statement could easily be taken
to mean that the russian lutheran church was on the wrong course and that
its liturgy stood in opposition to sound lutheran doctrine. böttcher went on to
contend that müthel was misrepresenting the liturgy and the church’s theology
with the notion that only the catholics believe in the union of the heavenly and
earthily material in the sacrament and that this union of the res coelestis and the
res terrestris was transubstantiation. The Augustana and Apology did not specifically speak about transubstantiation, but it was singled out in the Smalcald Articles
and the Formula of Concord. To claim that lutherans who believe in the presence
of christ in the sacrament hold transubstantiation was a false argument and a
bogeyman. böttcher went on to say that according to müthel christ is present in
the sacrament only in its distribution, and more specifically in its manducation,
but such a doctrine was nowhere articulated in the scriptures or the confessions.
The lutheran confessions do not speak concerning the moment at which christ
makes himself present. müthel thinks he knows the moment but the lutheran
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church confesses that it is a mystery. one cannot pin it down to a particular moment - not to the sign of the cross and not to the manducation. The sacrament is
an organic whole, which is not to be divided into a series of actions at some point
in which christ comes to be present.
böttcher went on to examine müthel’s statement that in place of the our father a Prayer of blessing should be introduced. böttcher insisted that the our father
should not be discarded from its place in relation to the Verba because its close
proximity to the Words of institution serve the special purpose of preparing the
congregation for the coming of the lord, even though there is no explicit reference to the lord’s supper in the prayer. böttcher could not agree with müthel that
a special Prayer for blessing in the lord’s supper was necessary or that a Prayer
of blessing needed to include in it the Verba. no special prayer was required at
all. The combination of the our father and the Words of institution had always
been regarded as consecratory by the lutherans. böttcher’s judgment was that
upon a serious examination of müthel’s liturgical theology it became clear that
his voice must not be heeded, for his notions did not provide any improvement
in the liturgy.765
müthel went on to dissect böttcher’s article word by word in five sections
labeled a, b, c, d, and e. he reminded his readers that some important german
theologians appeared to agree with him in his rejection of the consecratory significance of the Verba and the use of the sign of the cross. he noted also that the
esteemed estonian and livonian synods had approved his theses.766 surely, he
could not be mistaken when so many learned men were in agreement with him.
The article brought nothing new in the discussion. his ten point summary rehearsed the same material found in his earlier writings. he again insisted that the
scriptures, luther, and the writers of the Formula of Concord all bear witness to his
views. he held firmly that christ blessed the sacrament through a Prayer of blessing which was no longer extant, and that the sacrament was not present until the
whole action had been completed, and that the elements on the altar could not be
called the sacrament. he said again that the recitation of the Verba as a consecratory act made the consecration a human work, that the Formula of Concord contradicted those lutherans who hold that Verba has sacramental power, and he cited
the saliger controversy as proof that it is the eating, and not the consecration,
that is most central to the sacrament. müthel declared that there was no sacrament at all ante usum, i.e., before the eating and drinking. he claimed support in
statements by lutheran theologian Johannes andreas Quenstedt and the Dorpat
faculty of Theology.767
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The position taken by müthel and those in livonia and estonia who agreed
with him could have created practical problems in the russian lutheran church.
What is to be said or done if additional bread and wine is needed to complete the
distribution, or are they consecrated by their use in communion? is additional
bread and wine simply to be mixed with elements already set apart? should perhaps the whole act of consecration be repeated? What can be said to assure the
pastor and the communicants that what they are giving and receiving is what
the lord intends them to give and receive? müthel refers to the saliger controversy to answer questions about what represents totus usus and about whether
christ’s body and blood are present before and remain after reception. müthel
claimed that saliger was reproved and deposed because of his views concerning
totus usus, however, his judgment in this matter shows that he had not studied
the saliger case carefully.768 saliger was not reproved because of his statements
concerning the relationship between consecration and distribution, but because
of his general contentiousness and for accusing the clergy of lübeck and later
rostock of espousing receptionist views, which they did not in fact hold. David
chyträus, one of the authors of the Formula of Concord, in his judgment concerning
the saliger case declared that it is improper to speak of the sacrament as complete
before the distribution, but that it is equally improper to hold that christ’s body
and blood are not present in the elements until they are eaten. he declared further that it is erroneous to say that the body of christ is not in the bread but in the
eating. The position which chyträus describes as erroneous is precisely the same
position that saliger criticized and it is the position taken by müthel. his reference to the saliger case does not support his theses but directly contradicts it.769
müthel was an outstanding proponent of the Prayer of blessing, and one might
expect that he would praise the prayer in the Pfalz-neuburg 1543 church order
as a worthy model but he did not, since this liturgy from reformation era contradicted his desire to put the Verba in a subordinate position. Pfalz-neuburg asked
that the bread be made the body of christ but to müthel this was transubstantiation. furthermore, this prayer found its center in the Verba, and that to müthel
was romanistic sacramental magic.
so it was that he responded to the article of Pastor J. clüver commenting the
1543 Pfalz-neuburg Prayer of blessing as a worthy model for lutheran liturgy.
clüver had quoted Dean hermann beck who had quoted the Pfalz-neuburg
prayer in his article Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift 1895 with the minor change in wording. clüver was concerned to the stress that the relationship between the material
and celestial elements in the sacrament might best be described as a “commun768
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ion” (germ. Gemeinschaft) and, therefore, he writes: “… that this bread be the
communion of your body and this wine the communion of your blood …”770
müthel might be expected to accept this slight revision of the Pfalz-neuburg
prayer but he cannot bring himself to do so. he criticized clüver’s suggestion
as unliturgical, because it joined together the “concreteness” of bread (“das Brot
(ein Konkretum)”) with the “abstraction” of “communion” (“Gemeinschaft (ein Abstraktum)”). This he stated had no place in a prayer to be used in a congregation
which was incapable of undertaking it. far more serious, he stated, was the fact
that the Pfalz-neuburg prayer neglected to contain within it the Words of christ’s
Testament but left them in an isolated position. This would, of course, lead to the
notion that the Words of christ were consecratory or perhaps even a notion that
there was a double consecration, once by the Prayer of blessing and then again by
the Words of the Testament.771
although he states that he rejects the eucharistic theology of the reformed, Zwingli, and calvin, it is not easy to determine the point at which this rejection shows itself.
luther, of course, rejected the doctrine of Transubstantiation but Zwingli, calvin, and
other reformed theologians have always rejected luther’s doctrine as a form of Transubstantiation. müthel protests that he is a genuine lutheran who follows the doctrine
of luther and the Formula of Concord, but his mind and heart seem to be with those
who accuse the lutherans of fostering transubstantiation.
some agreed with müthel, others felt he had gone to far. still others adjudged
his position to be an insufficient and inadequate response to the insidious catholization of the lutheran church and its liturgies. foremost among these critics
was alfons meyer of sarata in bessarabia, pastor and educator. in his 1896 article, published in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten, entitled: Noch einige Desideria zur
neuen Agende (Still one more Thing to be desired in the New Agenda), he argued that
nothing less than a complete removal of the Words of institution from the Prayer
of blessing and the our father would do. he viewed that the baptismal liturgy
is analogous to the communion liturgy and argued that as in baptism so also in
communion the Words of institution should stand in first place and should be
spoken toward the congregation as an announcement.772
meyer objected to the phrase in the 1885 livonian agenda Prayer of blessing “… which you give us under the bread and the wine …”773 he wanted no
identification made between the earthly and heavenly elements at this point. The
lutheran doctrine of the liturgy, he stated, should be clearly articulated in the
770
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opening words in the eucharistic rite, even before the Words of institution were
spoken. This is where the Verba should be placed. furthermore, in references to
the sacrament he wanted nothing to be said about it. accordingly, phrases such
as “We bring you these gifts” in the 1893 prayer must be dropped. There is much
that can be offered to god, meyer stated, including money, possessions, heart,
and even life itself. Thanksgiving too should ascend to god as incense but bread
and wine set apart for the sacrament must never be referred to as a sacrifice.
meyer wanted the service of communion to be radically restructured. after
the Prayer of the church the congregation should sing a communion hymn and
then the pastor should address the words from matthew 5:6 to the congregation,
saying: “blessed are those who hunger and thirst after righteousness.” Then, after
the salutation and response, the pastor should speak the words of invitation:
“according to the command of our Jesus christ, we would now celebrate the
holy supper in which under bread and wine we receive the body and blood of
Jesus christ. Therefore, let us first of all hear the words by which he instituted the
same: “our lord Jesus christ, in the night in which he was betrayed …”774
meyer suggested that in the introductory words no reference should be made
to “Testament” since that word would be heard in the Verba in a different sense
and this would invite misunderstanding.
only after having recited the words of invitation with the Verba ad populum
imbedded with them should the pastor then sing or say the Preface. The Preface
concludes with the Sanctus and hosanna, and after it the pastor invites the congregation to pray, and turns to the altar to pray the Prayer of blessing, and then
the our father and the Pax Domini, at which the sign of the cross is permitted. The
congregation then should sing the Agnus Dei and the Distribution commences.775
meyer noted that each table of communicants may rightly and properly be
dismissed with the words “go in peace,” as in the dismissal of the penitents in
the special service of confession of the 1893 agenda. The use of the sign of the
cross here would be improper, he stated. it was enough to say: “go in peace.” he
agreed with those who suggested that the pastor should be able to choose from
any number of appropriate dismissal verses, as already was being done in Volga
colonies in which pastors say to the young people who have come separately to
the table: “rejoice, o young people, in your youth,” or “even as a young person,
keep your way blameless,” etc.
meyer went on to say that the Verba which have been spoken as a part of the
invitatory should not to be repeated and certainly ought never to be spoken over
the bread and wine. This radical step must be taken in order to stamp out catholic superstition in the church. in support of this notion he claimed that in the
774
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early liturgies no prominence at all was given
to the Verba and in some liturgies they were
simply left out. evidently, meyer was referring
to the Divine liturgy of Addai and Mari and the
Didache. however, it is not universally agreed
that the Verba were not used in these rites. many
scholars think that they were simply not written down because of the disciplina arcani. some
have even suggested that the Didache might
be a manual of instruction for communicants.
hans lietzmann and others suggested that it
was a late survival of the agape rite, which they
thought was kept separate from the eucharist.
What meyer wanted was the creation of a liturgy which would be authentically apostolic
Pastor alfons meyer of sarata
and genuinely lutheran. although he never
alluded to it, what he proposed had much in
common with early reformed liturgies, such as calvin’s 1542 geneva and 1545
strassburg rites. both of these began with an historical recitation of the report of
the institution of the supper and included the Verba.776
The position taken by Pastor meyer seems not to have found much support
in the church. more compelling were the seemingly more logical arguments presented by Pastor müthel whose words seemed appropriate in a day when some
scholars were loudly proclaiming that the lutheran reformation was incomplete
and needed to be shorn of its surviving catholic elements. still, it was necessary
that the consistories examine and evaluate müthel’s proposals in the face of widespread dissension.
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1 3 . 3 r e a c ti o ns to mü the l ’s P roposals in t h e syn ods
Questions concerning the new liturgy and müthel’s proposals again dominated the 1896 meeting of the courlandian synod at mitau. in the interval between
synods pastors had taken the opportunity to examine müthel’s proposals in detail, and several pastors had prepared detailed critiques.
Dean otto Panck presented the fruits of his research on the use of the word
Eulogia in the new Testament in his Bemerkungen zu den Muethelischen Angriffen
gegen unsere Abendmahlsliturgie (Remarks about the Attack of Müthel on our Liturgy
of the Lord’s Supper). his paper subsequently appeared in the 1897 edition of Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. Panck stated that it was not his purpose to offer a
critique of müthel’s writings or to again enter into a defense of the present liturgy
against the charge that it was contrary to the confessional Writings or that it led
to catholic viewpoints. he wanted only to show that the present liturgy was not
deficient, as müthel claims. he noted that müthel placed a great deal of emphasis
on the word eulogein (εύλογει̃ν) and seemed almost to claim that he knew what
words the lord had used in blessing the bread and cup. müthel stated that it was
clear that the lord spoke over the elements a Prayer of Thanksgiving to god the
father, the goal of which was the consecration of the bread and wine for its use
because, he stated, eulogein does not mean merely to thank and praise in some
general sense, but it means further to bless and to consecrate.777
in one sense the lord’s Eulogia over the bread and cup might be considered
a “Table Prayer” (germ. Tischgebet), as müthel suggested. it is known such table
prayers took place at the beginning of the meal, and again over the bread and over
the cup, and at the conclusion. it would be reasonable to suggest that the lord
followed this custom at the last supper. if the eulogia were such a table prayer,
then the lord would have prayed four separate prayers in the course of the meal.
however, as Panck noted, according to matthew 26:30 it is not the word eulogein
that is found at the conclusion of the meal but rather the word himnein (ύμνει̃ν - to
sing a hymn). accordingly to designate the prayers and responsive Psalms of the
Passover meal as table prayers, would seem inappropriate, since it would necessitate broadening the definition of table prayers to include the responsive Psalms
used in the course of the meal. müthel seemed to have read the evidence about
the prayers in the last supper in a creative manner which enabled him to claim
that the sources supported his theories.778
Panck observed that eulogein and its cognates were found many times and in
many ways in the new Testament. To identify the lord’s Eulogia in the last supper as a Prayer of blessing seem arbitrary. in addition, the four reports of the in777
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stitution of the lord’s supper were quite diverse and do not give a common view
as to time and place. Paul wrote only that it took place in the night in which Jesus
was betrayed, but said nothing about the Passover meal. mathew and mark identified it thus and stated that the cup was given immediately after the distribution of the bread. luke, however, wrote that it was instituted in an evening meal
which began with Words over the cup in which Jesus said that he would no more
drink the fruit of the vine until the Kingdom of god would come. The distribution
of the bread came after the meal. furthermore, in their report about the breadWords mathew and mark used eulogēsas (εύλογήσας), but luke and Paul gave
eucharistēsas (εύχαριστήσας). in the Words of institution used in the liturgy it was
Paul’s account which predominated. The faithful congregation comes to receive
the supper confessing the real presence of the glorified savior on the basis of his
words, “This is my body,” “This is my blood.” The church has not been given the
Words of christ’s Prayer of Thanksgiving. They are unknown. What is known,
is the phrase he spoke when he gave the bread and cup - “This is my body,” etc.
his words “This do in remembrance of me” refers specifically to the eating and
drinking. This is what he commanded to be repeated.779
he went on to state that müthel had said nothing about the lutheran practice
of using communion hosts – a practice originally introduced to further the doctrine of Transubstantiation. he simply neglected to mention that although it was
not prescribed in the agenda, many pastors break the bread because Jesus did. he
wondered why müthel had not condemned this practice, instead of concentrating
his attention of the Words of institution.780
concerning the moment of the conjoining of the earthly and heavenly elements Panck went on to state that for lutherans the important thing was that
christ gives his body and blood in, with, and under the bread and the wine. There
would be little point in pursuing the argument as to exactly when the conjoining
takes place. it was enough to say that it happens in the lord’s supper. furthermore, against müthel’s contention that the conjoining takes place at the moment
of manducation, stands the evidence of 1 corinthians 10:16. müthel mentioned
this passage twice but neglected to note that it spoke to this issue. Paul spoke of
the cup of blessing not the cup in which he would give his blessing in the moment
when the cup was pressed to the communicant’s lips. Thus the koinonia (κοινωνία)
could not be pinned down to the moment of reception.781
so too it must be adjudged that müthel’s Prayer of blessing represented no
improvement. further, the sign of the cross was simply an outward sign setting
apart that which the lord was blessing. it had always been understood that one
779
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has a responsibility to vest spiritual acts with outward signs. The lord himself
had done this when he took children up in his arms and blessed them, and when
he lifted up his eyes to heaven in prayer. The appropriate place for the sign of the
cross was at the words “body” and “blood.” There it served as a sign of the power
of the lord’s Word to give what he said and provide the blessing he promised.
Pastor Karl feyerabend of Dubena (latv. Dignāja) in the selburg (latv. Sēlpils)
deanery presented his paper Warum lehnen wir Pastor Müthels Vorschläge zur Aenderung unserer Abendmahlsliturgie ab? (Why do we oppose Pastor Müthel’s Proposals
to change our Liturgy of the Lord’s Supper?) in which he rejected müthel’s claim that
the church’s present liturgy was contradictory to the lutheran confessions and
the scriptures and catholicizes the understanding of the sacrament. furthermore,
he stated, all of müthel’s liturgical proposal proceeded from the presumptuous
notion that the very salvation of believers and the future of the church depended
upon the acceptance of his proposals. This must be rejected if for no other reason
than its denial of christian freedom in liturgical matters.782
Pastor anton Jürgenson offered his analysis of Pastor müthel’s central arguments. he dealt first with the notion that by isolating the Words of institution the
lutherans are imitating roman catholic practices. he noted that the Verba in the
roman mass do not in fact stand in an independent position, but they are made
a part of the canon and are introduced with the words Qui pridie, quam pateretur, etc. luther’s Formula Missae and Deutsche Messe follow a different practice
which gives the Verba an independent position. The result is a liturgically rich
and beautiful rite in which the Words of christ are extolled. accordingly, it must
be stated that müthel’s argument that the lutheran liturgy is romanizing has
no basis in fact. second, Pastor müthel’s contention that luther and all lutheran
theologians until well into the seventeenth century did not use the sign of the
cross in the consecration has no real support. it was in the adiaphoristic controversy that the use of the sign of the cross was eliminated. The only evidence that
luther eliminated the sign of the cross is in the Formula Missae and here müthel
has misunderstood luther, who was not referring to the consecration but to the
post-consecration prayer libera nos, when he said that the sign of the cross should
be eliminated. luther wanted the whole libera nos along with its manual acts eliminated. Jürgenson explained that luther and the sixteenth century church orders
saw no need to mention the use of the sign of the cross at the consecration because
it was not a matter of controversy. it was only when the lutherans were opposed
by the calvinists who forbad the use of the cross that the practice became a public
issue. indeed, the use of the sign of the cross in this connection became an outward symbol of the difference between the lutheran and reformed celebrations
782
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of the lord’s supper. müthel’s argument that the “reintroduction” of the sign of
the cross was a romanizing practice evaporates like mist in the wind.783
The question of the “Table Prayer” appeared again in the presentation of Dean
heinrich seesemann’s Agape und Eucharistie in der Zeit von Justin (Concerning Agape
and Eucharist in the Time before Justin Martyr), which was published in Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten in 1897.784 seesemann noted the importance and sometimes controversial conclusions reached by adolph harnack and others on the basis of their
study of recently discovered documents, as well as well-known early christian liturgy. he did not dispute the right of academics to formulate opinions and discuss
such matters, but as he noted müthel had now introduced these matters into the
evangelical lutheran church in russia by way of his articles Ein wunder Punkt and
Nochmals Sätze. he had brought up matters which were not scientific in nature but
had rather to do with christian aesthetics. These matters were adiaphora and in no
way necessary to salvation. They did not involve any crisis of conscience, and there
was no struggle concerning these matters stirring in the church, but müthel was
fomenting controversy concerning them on the basis of sources which he had not
correctly understood. müthel had labeled the Words of christ over the elements
and the sign of the cross as a residue of catholicism in the lutheran church and
claimed that they promoted the catholicizing of lutheranism. one might wonder
why he did not complain that the lutheran church continued to use individual
unleavened hosts (germ. oblaten), since these might be easily identified with the
roman sacrifice in the mass. The lutheran church has chosen to retain their use
even though they were a medieval innovation. it needed to be understood that the
lutheran church was not revolutionary but reformatory, and had counted in its
heritage a multitude of practices from the past.785
seesemann noted that the lord’s supper had at first been celebrated in close
connection with the agape meal, the feast of love mentioned in 1 corinthians, acts
2, and the epistle of Jude. in the second century it had been dropped. Justin martyr
bore witness to a celebration of the eucharist in the morning of the first day of the
week, rather than in the connection with an evening meal. The prayer in the Didache
chapters 9 and 10 came from an earlier time when the agape and eucharist were
still together. it could be asserted that the Prayer of Thanksgiving in the Didache
was not a Prayer of blessing of the eucharist but rather a simple Table Prayer after
the manner of the Jewish Berakah. in defense of the traditional lutheran practice
of speaking the Verba in consecration, seesemann maintained that it could not be
asserted with any certainty that in the early church the bread and wine were consecrated by a special prayer. furthermore, in answer to müthel’s insistence that the
783
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lutheran practice must be altered to conform to the results of modern research,
there was no “must” involved at all. The sources müthel had quoted were chiefly
cultural and esthetic in nature and dealt with adiaphora, i.e., matters which were
in no way necessary to salvation. about such matters the church made no laws.
“Where the spirit of the lord is, there is freedom.”786 There was no place for scholasticism ruling about matters which were strictly academic in nature.
general superintendent Julius böttcher opened the discussion which followed
by pointing out that two important points must be made in the consideration of
this matter. first, one must consider from the standpoint of history the reliable
and mature liturgy of the lord’s supper, as it was used in congregations. second,
it must be said that Pastor müthel’s assertion that the Formula of Concord supported his position was erroneous. Whether or not pastors in both livonia and
estonia were willing to support his position, it simply would be incorrect to say
that the evangelical lutheran churches in germany agreed with his view.787
President böttcher also informed the assembly that he had asked Pastor
Traugott hahn of Tallinn to clarify the position taken by the estonian synod concerning the proposals of Pastor müthel. Pastor hahn responded that the estonian synod could not agree to the opinion that the present liturgy was a cause
of catholicizing in the church. catholicizing was not caused by the independent
position of the Verba, and moving the Words around would not correct the situation. The real cause of misunderstanding was to be found in the mystical view
of the sacrament held by many parishioners. This could only be corrected by a
clearer explanation of the lutheran doctrine in catechesis and preaching. The use
of the sign of the cross was not a problem, excepting in the minds of those who
thought it to have a magical influence on the elements. it should perhaps best be
dropped in the future. The synod understood that müthel wanted the church to
have a new agenda which would improve upon and enrich the chief Divine service. With this desire they were in agreement. They wanted also the introduction
of a good Prayer of blessing and, although the protocol of their 1895 meeting had
not noted the fact, the pastors strongly believed that the Verba testamenti must
continue to stand by itself apart from the Prayer of blessing.788
Pastor hans friedrich bernewitz of Kandau further discussed müthel’s proposals by warning that by putting the Verba in a Prayer of blessing and the elimination of the sign of the cross over the elements, the liturgy might give the appearance that the consecration was a human activity. he suggested that if the sign
of the cross were to be retained in the new agenda, its use ought to be made optional. President böttcher disagreed with this, because, he said, it would mitigate
786
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against the most important goal of the agenda - to promote order and uniformity
in churchly acts and usages.789
general consistory member Pastor hugo czernay noted that in his Nochmals
Sätze müthel had caricatured the opposing viewpoint and had imputed to the
courlandian synod views which it did not in fact hold. The courlandians had not
given müthel’s Ein wunder Punkt minute examination but knew enough to state
that the church’s liturgy was in agreement with the holy scriptures and the confessional Writings of the lutheran church. They had further stated that it was inappropriate in a time when it was important to maintain peace and harmony in the
church to make an issue on such a peripheral question. he asked that the president
of the synod in collaboration with other pastors should produce a short clarification
concerning müthel’s proposals and publish them in an appropriate forum.790
in the ninth session the president of the synod read the draft of a letter addressed to the editor of Mittheilungen und Nachrichten about Pastor müthel’s
Nochmals Sätze concerning the resolution of the courlandian synod with reference to the liturgy of the lord’s supper. The draft was brief but included a direct
quotation of the 1895 courlandian decision concerning müthel’s proposals about
the elimination of the sign of the cross and the inclusion of the Verba in a Prayer
of blessing. he noted that initially the synod chose not to go into the question of
whether or not Pastor müthel’s peculiar views were correct or incorrect, but the
whole manner of his conduct has been such that it has become necessary for the
synod to declare in a straightforward manner its own position over against his
conceptions and proposals. The synod’s conviction has been that further scholarly research needs to be done in this area, and it regrets that müthel chose to
respond to its legitimate concerns as he did.791
The presentations and deliberations of the courlandians provided an important reminder to the whole imperial church that the liturgy is the servant of the
church’s theology and not its master. only the Word of god is the pure fountain of
israel and the norm of all that is to be believed, taught, and confessed in the church.
at the same time the courlandians reminded the church’s academic theologians
that their office was not only to advance the study of theology, but also to take
care that the faith of pious believers might not be shaken nor scandal introduced
because of matters which were in themselves unnecessary and even unhelpful. it
could not be denied that the liturgy could be improved and that the introduction
of a Prayer of Thanksgiving ought not to be rejected. What was offensive was the
notion that the Words of christ should lose their independent position as Words
of consecration and be subsumed in a prayer offered to god. in a time of theo789
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logical convergence and liturgical confusion, courlandians reminded the whole
church that lutheran identity is grounded in commitment to the scriptures and
the confessions, not in changing academic and liturgical fashion.
The bold position of the courlandians led the livonians to reconsider their
own commitment to the new rite, and it dampened their enthusiasm for müthel’s
proposals. at the 1896 livonian synod the representatives of the Wenden deanery insisted that the protocol of the 1895 synod be corrected. it had stated that all
members of the liturgical committee unanimously supported the proposed amendments to the liturgy. Pastor Vierhuff of Wenden insisted that this was untrue. he
was a member of the committee but had not been present to take part in the vote.
indeed, only seven members of the nine member committee had been present and
therefore, in was incorrect to state that the committee had spoken with single voice
concerning the amendments. indeed, the matter was important to Pastor Vierhuff
because he was opposed to the elimination of the sign of the cross at the Verba.
Professor Dr. hörschelmann stated that the minutes of the meeting would be corrected to state that the seven members present voted unanimously.
in the afternoon session a memorial from the Wenden deanery was presented,
which took note of the position taken by the courlandians, since this meant that
now there was no longer unanimity concerning the new agenda. The livonians
did not begrudge the courlandians their position on the matter, but at the same
time they did not want to see the important liturgical contributions of Dr. Theodosius harnack, Dr. christiani, the liturgical committee, and others to go to
waste. The courlandians could not be faulted for preferring a consecration which
included only the our father and the Verba, but the livonians wanted to assert
that the use of a special Prayer of blessing was allowable, provided only that it be
properly structured and worded. They decided to suggest to the general consistory that two alternative forms of consecration be permitted - one making use of
the liturgical advances of recent decades and the other permitting the continued
use of the 1832 form. in this way a compromise could be reached in which individual parishes, deaneries, and even whole consistorial districts could elect to use
one form or the other.792
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1 3 . 4 l i tu rgi cal De b ate s i n th e Th eologic al J ourn als
The decision of the courlandian synod to authorize its president, general
superintendent böttcher, to publish the results of their study of müthel’s proposals, brought those proposals and the controversy swirling around them into the
public eye. Previously pastors who dissented from müthel’s views had kept that
fact to themselves, but now the synod of one of the largest consistorial districts in
the russian lutheran church had publicly protested against müthel’s work and
the rational he had provided to support it. The courlandian critique, entitled Zu
den Verhandlungen über die Abendsmahls-liturgie (Concerning the Debate over the Lord’s
Supper Liturgy), appeared in the october-november 1896 edition of Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten.793 it contained the verbatim statement of the courlandian synod to
which was appended a closing statement from general superintendent böttcher.
in it he stated that the decision of the courlandian synod should not be taken as a
critique of Pastor müthel, but rather as an assertion that the present liturgy does not
in any way depart from the scriptures and the church’s confession. in the ongoing
discussion of this matter the question whether Pastor müthel’s particular views
were correct or incorrect did not come up initially, however the manner in which
he asserted his views later made it necessary for the synod to do so.
müthel was not one to quietly accept correction or thoughtfully consider criticisms before responding to his critics. instead he sought to drown out their critiques with a sea of words. he answered the courlandian three page critique
with a sixteen page rebuttal. it appeared in the 1897 edition of Mittheilungen und
Nachrichten under the title: Zur Beantwortung (In Response) and included five separate sections labeled a-e.794
müthel made it clear to his readers that he did not agree with his critics but felt
constrained to refute their criticisms one by one. he had already appealed to the
confessions and had demonstrated to his own satisfaction that his position did
not run counter to their intention. since the lutheran confessions had no other
purpose but to bear witness to the teaching of scripture, their statements must be
understood so as to agree with the scriptures.
his position was clearly scriptural, therefore the scriptures must be understood to be in agreement with it. The confessions did not go into the matter of
Eulogia, but that word was used in the scriptural accounts of the institution and
needed to be taken seriously. it was a serious deficiency of the lutheran churches
that they had adopted a roman catholic understanding of the use of the Verba in
place of the biblical one, and this must now be corrected. he went on to say that
the opinion of the courlandians that the present liturgy was not catholicizing was
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simply wrong. They seemed to have a blind spot when it came to the doctrine
of consecration. it was difficult to understand, he wondered, why they did not
see that their use of the Verba was catholicizing. instead they defended a defective liturgy and simply closed their eyes to its self-evident deficiencies and misdirections. To the charge that his revisions were a departure from the tradition
and were causing dissension and upset in the congregations, he wondered why
the same complaint had not raised about the livonian 1885 liturgy, which had a
Prayer of blessing and in that way departed radically from the so-called tradition.
if he was departing from the tradition, he certainly was not the only one doing
so. The livonians and estonians wanted to allow for two forms of consecration,
one traditional and one non-traditional, and this did not seem to trouble anyone.
To the courlandian claim that his liturgy was upsetting the people and that for
that reason many pastors would not use it, müthel replied that he could hardly
be blamed since it was not he who was creating an upset in the congregations,
but rather the pastors who dissented from his views were promoting disunity.
he noted that there was no disunity in livonia, estonia, or the Volga colonies because in those places there was general agreement that his proposals were sound.
he complained that he was being victimized by his critics, when in fact he
was a plain-spoken man whose only fault was that he always spoke the truth and
refused to call something white when it was black, and refused to employ the
equivocating nuances which were so much a part of academic life. The church
was not the academy, he said; in the church things must be called by their right
names, boldly and without fear. he based his position on the plain and simple
truth of the holy scriptures; he could not and he would not be moved.795
some pastors decided that more needed to be said beyond what the synod
had stated. among them was Dean carl grüner of rönnen (latv. Renda), whose
article Pastor J. Müthel und unsere Agende (Pastor Müthel and our Agenda), appeared
in the same issue of Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. he took note of müthel’s charges concerning shortcomings in the 1832 agenda and the critical judgment of the
courlandian synod. he noted that müthel’s excessive concern about so-called
catholicizing tendencies in the liturgy was just that – excessive. The chief enemy
of lutheranism was not catholicism but the sacramental spiritualizing of the reformed and the sacramentarians. early in the reformation luther had fought the
crass teachings of the roman church concerning the sacrament and the priesthood, and then he found of necessity to turn his attention to those who rejected
sacramental realism for a spiritualizing doctrine. early advocates of this spiritualizing were first Zwingli and later calvin. Their views led to a multiplication of
sects and finally, to the utter dissolution of Protestantism. he noted that there
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were in the lutheran church some who supported this sacramentalizing doctrine,
which simply destroyed lutheran sacramental doctrine and set the confessions at
naught. as a result, lutheranism was now involved in a life and death struggle.
because of the ascendancy of Protestant sacramentalism the later sixteenth century
church orders found it necessary to reintroduce some sacramental practices which
earlier had been laid aside. This was done to protect lutheran doctrine.
grüner asserted that müthel’s fears about supposed catholicizing tendencies
in the 1832 agenda were baseless and his evidence proved nothing. superstitious
practices among lutheran people could not be blamed on the liturgy. There was
nothing in the liturgy of briesmann or later liturgies, which lent support to the
superstitious use of the consecrated host in magic ceremonies, etc. These practices
originated in medieval times long before the reformation when the people were
little more than infants in the faith. it was the task of teaching, not liturgy, to correct these abuses. a good example of the growth of improper understandings was
the offertory. in the early church it had consisted in the bringing of gifts of bread
and wine which would be used in the celebration of the sacrament. in the middle
ages it became the presentation of the consecrated host as an atoning sacrifice.
grüner stated that what was needed was a critical discussion with müthel over
the cardinal points which were at issue. The cardinal points included questions
concerning the essence of the consecration and the “moment” in which the unio
mystica, i.e., the coming together of the earthly and celestial elements takes place.
it needed to be noted that the roman catholic understanding of consecration, i.e.,
the changing of the elements into the body and blood of christ, had a purpose beyond communion. it was the further goal of offering a sacrifice to god. in the moment that the priest spoke the Words of institution over the elements the change of
those elements was believed to take place – sacerdos conficit sacramentum. müthel’s
claim was that the body and blood were not present until they were not consumed
and that any contrary opinion was catholicizing. This view, however, was clearly
erroneous as any pastor must realize who repeats christ’s Words. christ did not
say, “This will be my body,” but “This is my body.” on the other hand, Protestants
who spiritualize everything say that the real purpose of the supper is to faithfully
receive the love of christ without any union of the elements. This view too the
lutherans reject. To the lutherans the moment of the union cannot be separated
from the purpose of the union. müthel has claimed that the moment of the union is
the moment of reception and that the Formula of Concord and luther supported his
view. grüner noted that the Formula of Concord made it clear that the consecration
was not accomplished by any act of man but by virtue of the power of the Word of
the lord Jesus christ. müthel had not proven what he intended to claim. his view
of the usus sacramenti was far too narrow. The formula stated plainly that there
could be no sacrament, excepting when the Words of christ’s Testament were
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publicly spoken over the bread and cup to bless them, and that these Words could
under no circumstances be omitted. in his refutation of müthel, grüner quoted
several passages from the Formula of Concord Vii at great length to show his readers that müthel has been quoting isolated passages out of context to make it appear that the Formula supported his notions.796
grüner summarized his presentation in four points. (1) The single purpose of
the unio mystica was that the people may receive the blessing for which christ had
instituted the sacrament (2) There was no dogmatic interest in trying to fix the
moment of the sacramental union with the eating. The sacramental usus begins
with the blessing or consecration and concludes with the distribution and eating.
no part of the usus is to be omitted. (3) The sacrificial act of setting apart of the
elements to holy use was best accomplished in a Prayer of blessing. The establishment of the sacramental use comes through the recitation of the Words of institution connected with such a Prayer of blessing. The eucharistic Prayer is sacrificial,
the Verba testamenti are sacramental. (4) since the question of the moment and the
manner by which the earthly and celestial elements are conjoined comes not from
dogmatic but liturgical concerns, it is difficult to comprehend why the practice
advocated the present agenda should be seen as a sign of catholicizing.797
in conclusion grüner provided a three point summary of his position. (1) he
noted first that when the pastor speaks the Words of christ, he should face the altar and speak the Words over the elements. These Words are not an announcement
made to the congregation, as calvin would have it; they are Words addressed to
god. This act might seem catholic, but the Formula of Concord made clear that it is
an act of consecration. (2) With regard to the our father prayed over the elements
müthel was incorrect in stating that this was another catholicizing element. The
our father should properly come after the consecration and not before it, so that
it leads naturally into the Pax vobiscum. (3) concerning the sign of the cross made
over the elements, this should be called a pure lutheran sign, because its lutheran
use is entirely different from its roman catholic use. lutherans reintroduced it in
the 17 century as a clear testimony over against the sacramentarians that lutherans believe the Words of the lord and intend to use the sacrament as he has given
it. if müthel chose not to use it, let him omit it. hopefully his congregation will not
take offence. however, other pastors cannot be criticized for retaining it, for it is a
clear sign of the lutheran teaching concerning the sacrament.798
exceptions to müthel’s proposals could also be found in his own st. Petersburg
consistorial district. friedrich georg moritz von busch, pastor and rector of the
Deaconess-house (germ. Diakonissenhause) in st. Petersburg, wrote a short theo796
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logical observation Zur Abendmahlsliturgie, published to the same 1896 issue of
Mittheilungen und Nachrichten, in which grüner’s critique appeared. he stated that
the short articles of Pastor müthel in Evangelischen Sontagsblat 46 and 49 had overlooked important testimony. he had neglected to mention that the large number
of pastors and laity, who believed that the power of consecration resided in the
Words of christ spoken over the elements together with the sign of the cross, were
building on a rather solid foundation. he cited the words of luther in his House
Postil, as well the clear testimony of the Formula of Concord Vii that this view was
not roman catholic, as müthel had claimed, but it was the clear doctrinal position
of the evangelical lutheran church. in addition, the church’s canon 724 stated
explicitly that if the consecrated bread and wine was insufficient for all communicants, a new supply must be consecrated in like manner as before. Without using
inflammatory rhetoric Pastor busch stated that müthel had not only been selective
in quoting proofs to support his position. he had failed to mention that the theological position he was assailing was the church’s official position.799
müthel quickly rose to his own defense in an article written not only to correct
the leaders of the courlandian synod but to share with all the clergy his singular
insights. he saw it as his duty to respond in minute detail to every article which
disagreed with his research and conclusions. he was not to be instructed, he was
the instructor who alone understood the significance of the results of scholarly
research and not least the work of Professor harnack. in addition to his response
to the courlandians, he would also answer grüner and busch in his article Zur
Beantwortung B, C, and D. here he left no word of his critics unchallenged. he
dealt with every sentence in which he had been named, protesting that he could
not be so wrong, since in his recent visit to the Volga region with two other pastors he had been gratified to see that 16 congregations in the colonies had adopted his revisions of the Prayer of blessing without offence and upset. he further
chided the courlandians for criticizing him since they were already on record as
favoring the introduction of eucharistic Prayer. They had clearly stated so in the
opinion they gave to the general consistory concerning the livonian agenda.
now they were simply stirring things up. he already knew of busch’s criticisms
from a presentation made in one of the evening gatherings of the clergy in st.
Petersburg. busch had mentioned as an aside that his own reference to Johannes
brenz had been taken from one of harnack’s works. This provided müthel with
an opportunity to launch a lengthy argument in which he stated that busch had
entirely misunderstood the writings of Professor harnack and tried to plant in his
readers that busch was clearly out of his depths in these matters. 800
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his attempts to silence his critics were of no avail. shortly thereafter there appeared an article by Dean heinrich seesemann Agape und Eucharistie in der Zeit von
Justin (Concerning the Agape and the Eucharist in the Early Church) 801 and this was
followed up by Bemerkungen zu den Muethelischen Angriffen gegen unsere Abendmahlsliturgie (Remarks about the Attack of Müthel on our Liturgy of the Lord’s Supper), another careful study of the Prayer of Thanksgiving, by Pastor otto Panck.802
These articles reproduced their theological presentations at the 1896 courlandian
synod. both articles appeared in 1897 Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. in his Zur
Beantwortung E and F müthel tried to take his opponents apart by minutely dissecting their sentences. he managed to cut one short paragraph of seesemann’s
article into seven parts which he dealt with at length to show that, as was always the case, he was right and his opponents were not just simply mistaken but
were unfair and belligerent. Panck’s short article earned him a 15 point rejoinder. again müthel broke no new ground and could only express his sorrow that
others should take such strong exception to conclusions which he had reached
only after having worked with this material for seven years.803
by this point Pastor Theodor Taube, the editor of Mittheilungen und Nachrichten,
was tiring of these lengthy articles and announced that no further discussion of
these matters would be published in this periodical.804 however, Pastor friedrich
von busch insisted that he must be allowed to respond to what he called müthel’s
gross misrepresentation of his position and that of luther, the Formula of Concord,
and official lutheran doctrine. Taube allowed him to publish his response in the
november 1897 edition of the periodical in an article, entitled: Zur Bekämpfung des
Anticonsecrationismus (Toward the Argument of anti-Consecrationism). he argued that
he had quoted harnack only in his historical notes about the arguments of the lübeckers and Würtembergers, and was not concerned at this point to analyze or critique harnack’s theology. he would instead take his clue from luther, the Formula
of Concord, and the theologians Johannes andreas Quenstedt, andreas gottlob
rudelbach, Theodosius harnack, ferdinand guericke, franz hermann reinhold
frank who indicated quite clearly that it is the Words of christ spoken over the
elements which consecrate the sacrament - a position which müthel erroneously
identified as roman catholic. he was incorrect in his assumption that this doctrine
ascribes the power of consecration to the priest. it does not. it ascribes the power
of consecration to the Words of christ. additionally müthel improperly divides
from each other the three indivisible acts which make up the usus of the sacrament, namely consecration, distribution, and reception. These three constitute an
801
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indivisible whole, for among lutherans there is no consecration without distribution and reception, no distribution without consecration and reception, no reception without consecration and distribution. müthel goes wrong also in his insistence on creating an artificial analogy between holy baptism and the sacrament of
the altar, as though the fact that the Words of christ are not spoken over the water
in baptism to consecrate it means that the Words of christ should not be spoken
over the elements to consecrate them. busch identified this as a false analogy which
runs completely counter to luther’s own testimony that the Word comes upon the
element and makes the sacrament. These three significant blunders demonstrate
that müthel’s theology is not lutheran. it might better be likened to that of Zwingli
and calvin who are unwilling to ascribe any power to the earthly elements, and
for whom even the divine Word itself is understood as having no power to effect
a consecration or to mediate the power of the blessed Trinity. in his insistence that
the lutheran faith in the consecration is superstitious and even magical, müthel
seems to agree with calvin. in his flight from any hint of catholicism he finds himself aligned with the reformed. busch concludes his article by stating that faith in
the power of the Word of god to attach itself to earthly things is fundamental to the
evangelical lutheran faith, as was true also of the faith of the early church.805
This article was meant to put the debate to rest, but müthel could not let the
matter rest. he had been cut to the quick. he had earlier said that he would write
no more, but now he felt that he must respond since he could not bear the criticism that he had blundered so greatly and was espousing a position that was not
only un-lutheran but also anti-lutheran. busch, his pastoral college in st. Petersburg, must be put in his place.
apparently the editor was not willing to allow him to publish his 41 page sea
of words against busch and in his own defense but finally he agreed that if müthel printed it at his own expense, he would be permitted to have it inserted in the
next edition of the Mittheilungen und Nachrichten as a supplement to the journal.
so it was that the april 1898 edition included supplementary pages by müthel,
entitled: Letzte Beantwortung (Final Response).
he indicated first his unhappiness that Pastor von busch had described their
disagreement as a contention or battle, since he had no intention of entering into
battle. as was his usual practice, the 13 page article of von busch was dissected
line by line and at great length. clearly, von busch had misconstrued his words
and was really out of his depth in taking him on, according to müthel. he built
five new points upon the points he had originally set down in earlier papers,
stating that he stood firm on all five and added that if one agreed with rome on
the first point and placed the consecration outside of the act of distribution, then
805
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he must also agree with rome on points two and three, that indeed neither the
distribution nor the reception were necessary. in other words, to disagree with
müthel on one point, was to adopt the romanistic position on all points. on the
other hand, to agree with him that the consecration must be identified with the
act of distribution required that all his five of his points must be agreed. he was
highly offended that he should be labeled anti-consecrationist. he claimed that
he was not opposed to the consecration or even to understanding it as a sacrificial
act. What he insisted was that the proper Prayer of blessing be in the form of a
Eulogia after the example of the lord. The unkindest cut, he stated, was that he
should be classed together with Zwingli and calvin. certainly he did not stand
against the manducatio oralis. What he did insist was that the significant moment
in the union of the sacrament takes place only in the reception. he also resented
busch’s charge that he denied the power of the divine Word at the consecration.
as he saw it busch believed that the lutheran church teaches that the union of
the sacrament lasts for the entire duration of the use of the supper. müthel countered by saying that his understanding of the lutheran doctrine was that there
was no sacramental union apart from the distribution that is to say, the elements
over which the Words of christ had been spoken must be distributed and only
then did the sacramental union take place. according to müthel, if busch was
right, then everything he had written must be discarded. however, if he was right
then everything he had written stood firm. There could be no further discussion.
he would have no more to say about the matter.806
müthel had no more to say concerning liturgical reform or the Prayer of blessing. To the end he affirmed his understanding of Formula of Concord Vii as affirming the notion that it was in the moment of reception that christ came to
give his body and blood to those who eat and drink in the supper. he was and
remained a “receptionist.”
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1 3 . 5 Q u e s ti o ns co nce rni ng t h e ben ef it s of t h e sac ramen t
so it was that a theological disagreement delayed the publication of the new
imperial agenda for four years. This was ironic, because at its heart the disagreement was only secondarily liturgical. What good came of it was a clearer understanding of the lutheran doctrine of the consecration as articulated by luther,
the Formula of Concord, and the older theologians on one side and the alternatives
to that position. it was not to the modern academic theologians that the pastors
looked for answers to theological issues but to theologians of earlier time whom
they regarded as more trustworthy.
The theological discussion concerning the lord’s supper did, however, initiate some lively discussions in the russian church. Pastor Paul Willigerode wrote
an article Zur Abendmahlslehre (Toward the Doctrine of the Lord’s Supper), published
in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten 1897, in which he raised the issue of the “bodily fruits” (germ. leibeslebens) of the reception of the body and blood of christ.
he noted that the calvinists would say that participation in the supper brought
with it forgiveness of sins and eternal life, a position stated in the second helvetic confession, article XXi, and the Heidelberg Catechism. This position would
seem to bear some similarities to the lutheran confessions which stated that the
fruit of the sacrament is forgiveness of sins, strengthening the communion with
christ, and eternal life. Willigerode noted that nothing much was said about the
bodily fruits of reception, a matter which had occupied the attention of the early
church, as could be seen in the writings of ignatius, irenaeus, gregory of nyssa,
and later greek fathers. it was obvious to him that the lutheran understanding of the fruit of communion went far deeper than that of the reformed and
he stated that the lutheran understanding must be based not so much on John
6:53, as on 1 corinthians 11:30 which was speaking directly to the celebration and
reception of the lord’s supper. Willigerode noted that stating the danger of the
manducatio indignorum Paul said that many among the people in the church of
corinth were weak and sick and some had died. although Paul clearly connected
this with unworthy reception, it was difficult to make conclusions concerning the
bodily benefits of reception and its relationship to the resurrected body of the believer. however, the confession of bodily benefits must not be surrendered. in his
article Willigerode concluded by stating four points. (1) The lutheran doctrine
of the lord’s supper speaks in general terms of the various benefits of the real
presence but this statement is incomplete. (2) What is incomplete is that nothing
is said about the logical consequences of the effects of the sacrament on bodily life
(germ. leibesleben). (3) a denial of bodily benefits in the lord’s supper represents
a concession to calvinism. (4) hypotheses concerning the feeding of the man’s
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resurrection body by the lord’s supper are very interesting and deeply comforting, but lack sufficient evidence to support them.807
Pastor Willigerode raised an issue which nineteenth century lutherans were
very reluctant to examine, the question of the bodily fruit of eating and drinking
the body and blood of christ. This question, discussed as early as the time of ignatius of antioch, then by the greek fathers, Thomas aquinas and the scholastics,
and luther himself, was rejected out-of-hand by the reformed, and leading lutheran theologians of the period either rejected it or passed over it without comment. scholars regarded the notion of bodily benefit as an import from paganism
which surely offended against the popular Protestant notion of “pure inwardness.” luther had stated without equivocation that the sacrament benefited both
body and soul, although he did not speculate as to how this was accomplished.
The sacrament was meant for the whole person and from the biblical standpoint
“spiritual” did not stand over against “material,” as it did in human philosophy and reformed Protestant theology. Those who ate christ’s body and drank
christ’s blood did so bodily (manducatio oralis), and not just spiritually, and what
was given nourished and vivified not only the soul but also the body.808 it is perhaps with this in mind that the livonian 1885 agenda and the 1893 st. Petersburg
draft rite stated in the distribution formula “strengthen and preserve you in body
and soul unto life everlasting,”809 over against in more usual “in the true faith.”
Willigerode’s article appeared at the request of the 1896 livonian synod. The
pastors were not of a common mind as to whether the benefit of the sacrament,
the forgiveness of sins, were exclusively spiritual in nature in the sense that it in no
way affected the body. others recognized that forgiveness of sins was something
more than just a decision of god which really did not in any way affect the body.
luther himself had said that where there is forgiveness of sins there is life and
salvation, and there was also the matter of the statements of the lord in John 6 and
the warning of Paul in 1 corinthians 11. They considered that it would be good to
have Willigerode’s words in writing, so that they might consider the matter more
closely and the deaneries might direct their special attention to this matter.810
The 1896 livonian synod put this matter on the agenda for its next meeting,
and so it came before the delegates again in 1897. The general superintendent
read an opinion from Dean burchard sielmann in which he stated that he could
not agree with Willigerode that there was a gap in the lutheran doctrine of the
lord’s supper. he stated that Willigerode could present no dogmatic or scrip807
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tural grounds for his statement and that it was impossible to speak in any definite
terms as to what bodily benefits the sacrament might bring. he stated that luther
did not go much into the matter in his Small Catechism.811 This viewpoint was supported by Pastor Wilhelm Taurit of Dahlen (latv. Dole) who wrote a counter-article against Willigerode, entitled: Ueber die Wirkung des Heiligen Abendmahles (Concerning the Effect of the Holy Supper). The article would be printed in Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten later that year at the request of the synod.
Taurit contended that modern dogmaticians were unanimous in stating that
on the basis of exegesis and on general principle neither John 6 nor 1 corinthians
11:30 could be regarded as proof texts for bodily blessings. in theology every assertion must be supportable on the basis of solid evidence. if Willigerode wanted
to posit bodily benefits, he must substantiate his claims and describe how sacramental manducation could provide them. This he was unable to do. he could say
only that there was a bodily blessing, but how it came to be a blessing or how it
was effected he could not say.812
Taurit sought to inform his readers with a short overview. he stated that in
the early church the greek fathers invoked the notion of bodily benefit to support
their understanding that god became a man that man might become deified. it
was in this sense that ignatius and irenaeus could speak of the sacrament as a
medicine of immortality. in their doctrine of the lord’s supper the whole mindset of the eastern fathers was revealed to be anthropological and sotereological,
rather than purely theological. in the roman church it was in the middle ages
that the notion of bodily benefits was invoked to support the notion that bodily
benefits would enable man to produce good works.
according to Taurit, luther was far from claiming that there was any bodily
benefit to sacramental participation. To him the sacrament served to put down
the body and strengthen life in the spirit. The sacramental eating could be said to
have a beneficial effect on the poor, sinful body only in that in the resurrection it
would become a glorified resurrected body.
he could find little support for the notion of the bodily benefit in the writings
of Philipp melanchthon, the Formula of Concord, and the later dogmaticians. he
further stated that nineteenth century theologians no longer spoke in such terms.
as evidence he cited the 1832 liturgy and its distribution formula “…strengthen
and preserve your soul to the everlasting live.” The 1885 livonian agenda introduced the phrase “… strengthen you in body and soul,” which could only be
understood as referring to the preparation of the sinful body for eternal life. he
asserted that Willigerode’s position was not supported by a careful overview of
the history of the notion of bodily benefit or by the new Testament, which spoke
811
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only of a positive blessing to those who received worthily and judgment to those
who received unworthily. The blessing could be described as threefold: participation in the sufferings and death of christ, the remembrance of his passion, and the
mutual fellowship and communion of christian people.813
on the basis of his overview he could again state that Willigerode’s viewpoint
was without support. he went on to say that it was not proper to introduce calvin as a bogeyman, as though to deny bodily benefits was to fall into calvinism.
There was no real contention between lutheran and reformed theology in the
matter of the bodily effects of the eating and drinking.
in summary Taurit offered eight theses. in them he stated that the view of a
physical effect of the sacrament is a theologumenon without scriptural foundation
which introduces a foreign element in the relationship between baptism and the
supper, and establishes an unprovable specific effect of baptism in distinction
from the Word. it leads to the mistaken notion that if the effects of the means of
grace are not physical, then they can only be ethical, and the consequences of unworthy eating upon the body are not serious, since bodily eating is not necessary
to salvation. The denial of the bodily benefits does not lead to calvinism, he stated. The matter, therefore, need not to be introduced into practical catechesis.814
neither the argument of Willigerode nor the dissension which arose in the
wake of it entailed any necessary alterations in the church’s liturgy. The question
raised was important but it was not a liturgical issue and it had no liturgical consequences. The question was important in that it revealed that some pastors in the
russian lutheran church in the 1890’s were not altogether clear on the relationship between lutheran doctrine, the history of doctrine, and the directions being
taken by modern exegetes and the dogmaticians whose own points of view were
influenced by the spirit of the age.
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1 3 . 6 T h e P ro p ri e ty o f l i tu rgic al c h an t in g
Questions arose concerning the chanting of the liturgy. some pastors recognized chanting to be proper and even important, others saw it only as a survival
from the past which militated against the very nature of a religion of pure “inwardness” and earnest purpose.
lutheranism in the russian empire had undergone dramatic changes. The
practice of chanting had been important in earlier times, as could be seen from
the rich storehouse of musical materials found in the briesmann liturgy and the
1530-1615 riga hymnals, the 1572 courlandian church order, and other church
agendas and hymnals.
since the days of luther normally the lutheran Divine service had been the
sung mass in which the Verba testamenti were sung by the celebrant. The 1708
(1693) swedish agenda specified that the Gloria in excelsis, the eucharistic Dialogue and Preface, the Verba, and the our father were all to be chanted. The salutation was listed among those parts of the service to be said, and no directions
were given concerning the collects.815 The 1741 courlandian agenda stated that
the eucharistic Dialogue and Preface should be spoken by the pastor, but the
responses were to be sung by the choir. although no music was provided, the
Verba and our father could be sung.816 The collects as well were to be sung.817 The
Pilten agenda, which also appeared in 1741, included no music but stated that
the eucharistic Dialogue, Preface, Verba, and our father were all to be chanted.818
in places where Pietism and later rationalism came to dominate pastoral
chanting and indeed even the liturgy itself often came under a shadow. it was
thought inappropriate to sing a prayer. of course, many Pietist pastors thought
it equally inappropriate to read a prayer, since prayers ought always to come
directly from the heart. music could have only a practical, didactic purpose. in
relation to the pastor’s liturgy it was not only a needless extravagance but entirely
inappropriate. The 1740 Tallinn agenda, much influenced by Pietism, specifically
stated that the Verba were “not to be sung” (“wird nicht gesungen”).819 The 1765
narva agenda had no music and said nothing about chanting,820 however the
1795 agenda for latvian-speaking lithuanian congregations called for the chanting of the Gloria in excelsis and the collects.821
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music would still have its place as the church turned more and more to rationalism, but it needed to know its place. music could be used appropriately to express the feelings of the heart and to rhapsodize about the moral life but this was,
of course, not liturgical chanting. some rationalists were not willing to go even
this far. They allowed pastor and congregation to sing hymns, but insisted on putting new words to the old music or they replaced them with entirely new hymns.
chanting had no place. The majority of rationalists much preferred that strong
pastoral voices speak in dramatic tones words of lasting deep, moral value. a
sing-song styled chancel tone (germ. Kanzeltone) was much admired.
The 1792 agenda prepared by the courlandian Dean carl Dietrich Wehrt contained several new rationalist hymns. The pastor was to speak his liturgy, excepting
only that the Versicle after communion should be sung.822 The 1805 liturgical directives would give only the barest outline of the service with mention of the music. The
service was to be basically the pastor’s solo – it was to be spoken, but not sung.823 another rationalist agenda appeared in 1805. This one prepared by Pastor alexander
Johann stender for latvian congregations in courland. The Versicles and responses
were arranged like poetry. Perhaps the pastor might sing them but no directions
about it were given.824 The 1822 latvian agenda prepared by Pastor girgensohn was
mildly rationalistic. he directed that the pastor should sing and he provided an entirely new series of Versicles to replace the traditional eucharistic Dialogue and the
Preface. in the lord’s supper the pastor was to sing the Verba and the our father.825
The 1832 imperial agenda brought real improvement. The pastor was directed
to intone the Gloria in excelsis, salutation, collect, Laudatio, benediction, eucharistic Dialogue and Preface, our father, Verba, post-communion Versicle and collect, and benediction. musical notation for all these was provided in the appendix.
some parts of the liturgy were chanted only if there was a choir. congregations
were thought to be ill equipped to sing the responses. if there were no choir, the
pastor was to join the salutation and its response together and say: “The lord be
with you and with my spirit.”826
it fell to the livonians to undertake the special work of bringing liturgical
song back to life in the russian church. The 1885 agenda included all the music
of the pastor’s liturgical chants excepting only the Verba and the our father in the
body of the text. music for the Verba and the our father were put into a musical
supplement. The 1893 st. Petersburg rite did the same, although here and there a
note or two was altered.
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The appearance of music in these books infuriated those pastors who thought
liturgical chanting to be a move backward to a time best forgotten, a catholicizing
tendency to be strongly resisted. Pastor alfons meyer of sarata became spokesman of this group and wrote about it 1896 issue of Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in article excoriating chanting, entitled: Noch einige Desideria zur neuen Agende
(Still One More Thing to be desired in the New Agenda). he asserted that music was
reflective and passive, while prayers and blessings were active and suited only
for the spoken word. chanting was an adiaphora which was not only out-of-date
but also “psychologically impossible” and simply nonsense - a meaningless flapping of the lips.827
Pastor anton hermann haller quickly responded with an article which rebuffed meyer’s piece. his rejoinder was entitled: Zur Apologie des liturgischen
Gesanges (In Defense of Liturgical Chant) which appeared in Mittheilungen und
Nachrichten in 1896.
haller stated that pastors expected the new agenda to provide them with positive directions concerning liturgical music and that what meyer had written was
misleading. liturgical chanting by the pastor was not backward nor nonsense,
nor inappropriate. of course, it could be inappropriate in cases where the pastor
was simply incapable of singing at all or could not stick to the notes and sang
instead in the cracks between the notes. That, he said, would be very disturbing to anyone who had some appreciation of good music. he noted though that
in other lutheran churches pastors receive training in singing, a practice which
went back to the days of the reformation. it certainly would not be inappropriate
if pastors in the russian lutheran church were taught to sing and to sing properly. furthermore, if pastors did not sing their Versicles, then the people ought not
to sing the responses. The notion that singing was simply reflective and passive
activity and nothing more than that was absurd on the face of it. he noted that
many of the great lutheran chorals, which had been sung down through the ages,
such as “a mighty fortress is our god” (“Ein’ feste Burg ist unser Gott”) or “from
depths of woe i cry to thee” (“Aus tiefer Noth schrei’ ich zu dir”) were in no sense
passive in nature. To label them “psychologically impossible” or “nonsense” was
in itself simply nonsense. if singing prayers was a mere flapping of lips, then
perhaps the good pastor should acknowledge that the same statement could be
said about reading prayers. he went on to declare that the value of sung prayers
was not only theoretical but had been proven in practice hundreds and thousands
of times. furthermore, while a spoken prayer might not even be heard in large
church with poor acoustics, a sung prayer would reach to the farthest corners. it
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must be said that liturgical chanting was not a hindrance but a great blessing to
the church.828
haller’s examination of the question of chanting as a practical issue was soon
supplemented by an article by Pastor heinrich seesemann, entitled: Das liturgische
Sprechen und Singen des Pastors (Concerning the Pastor’s Liturgical Speech and Chanting), published in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in 1897. he too provided an overview of the history of the use of chant in the liturgy. he noted that from the earliest
times the liturgy took the form of the dialogue between liturgist and the congregation in which each sang his part. Different traditions of song arose. among them
ambrosian chant and gregorian chant, the latter being formally and officially edited and approved by gregory the great. The lutheran reformation continued to
use these chants, as is clear in luther’s Formula Missae and Deutsche Messe. This
practice continued until the time of Pietism, when attention was turned to interior
religious feelings and pious subjectivity. There was no understanding of the purpose and use of liturgical music. rationalism simply nailed the coffin shut. music
had no value beyond the didactic and moral. in more recent nineteenth century
developments fresh interest in liturgical song had been awakened and it had come
to be appreciated that it is a meaningful part of the lutheran liturgical heritage.
some groups of pastors have expressed their opposition to the reintroduction of
chanting on practical and esthetical grounds and for various other reasons. The old
lutheran rule had always been to allow liberty in such matters. if a pastor could
sing and wanted to sing, let him sing. of course, if he sang only poorly, then for
practical and esthetical reasons he ought to refrain from doing so. Those who were
opposed to chanting on principle should realize that their principles were those set
down by rationalism which had twisted and reshaped the church’s theology and
practice. Whether the pastor speaks or sings, his conduct of the liturgy ought to be
appropriate to the high office to which he has been called.829
The discussion about liturgical chanting showed that the spirit of the eighteenth century was still alive in many places, not least among the Pietists, whose
most articulate representative, Pastor alfons meyer, had taken the lead in opposing the reintroduction of chanting. both haller and seesemann, who represented
estonian and livonian lutherans, showed a very different point of view concerning chanting. in their writings they encouraged pastors and congregations to
appreciate and build upon lutheran theological and liturgical traditions, which
had been formed, shaped, and promoted since the earliest days of the reformation. in the course of time the liturgical chanting had fallen into disuse in many
places. now they wished to encourage its revival, since song is the natural form
for praise and thanksgiving.
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1 3 . 7 r e ne we d Di s cu s s i o ns a bout con f ession
a n d c ommu ni o n
another important matter relating to the preparation of the new agenda was
the resurgence of interest in the place of Private confession and absolution in the
life of the church. The confessional revival which began earlier in the nineteenth
century had by the 1850’s begun to reacquaint pastors with this practice which
during previous century had been almost completely supplanted by the general
confessional service and by the addition of confession and absolution to the sunday liturgy itself. There was no form for Private confession and absolution in the
1832 agenda and pastors had long been asking that this deficiency be corrected.
The 1832 church law had permitted Private confession and absolution in special situations since, as it noted, in some circumstances its use was beneficial.
When there was dissension between parishioners and pastoral admonition was
falling on deaf ears and those involved showed no willingness to be reconciled,
the pastor was to counsel them privately and in certain cases recommend that
they refrain from participating in the lord’s supper. The secrecy of the confessional was to be held inviolate, excepting only when the pastor was informed
of a crime or impending crime against the monarch, his household, or the state.
in such cases he must advice the penitent that he must go to the authorities and
confess his guilt. if he refused to do so, the pastor was to report the matter to his
superiors without naming his penitent. if the superiors insisted that the name be
given, the father confessor was thereby freed from the vow of silence. in all cases
in which the pastor was told of crimes, he was to instruct the guilty to report himself. if the penitent refused, the pastor was to withhold the absolution and bar his
way to the sacrament.830
articles began to appear which traced the history of the practice of Private
confession and absolution from the days of luther and the confessional Writings down to the nineteenth century. it was becoming clear to many that Private
confession was not to be seen to be an absolute requirement before the reception
of christ’s body and blood. it was meant to be used when the penitents were
troubled by temptation and sin, so that they might open their hearts and minds to
their father confessor for counsel and absolution.
renewed interest in confession and absolution led to the inclusion in the 1886
livonian pastoral handbook Liturgisches Handbuch zur Agende (Liturgical Handbook to the Agenda) of a suggested form. it reminded the pastors that there was
no particular proof needed to establish a value of Private confession, and that
there was no regulated form which must be followed. The form followed should
830
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seek to meet the needs and circumstances of the penitent. When announcing the
celebration of the sacrament and registration for it, pastors should also state that
no one should be ashamed to come to the pastor if he wished to make a Private
confession. he should provide fatherly counsel to those who came to him and
speak some appropriate word from the bible to set the penitent on the right path.
The pastoral handbook provided a form which begins with the Triune invocation, a reading from Psalm 32:1-5 or other appropriate texts. at this point the father
confessor engages in a pastoral conversation with the penitent. if circumstances
permit, he kneels with the penitent and they pray together. following this he invites the penitent to humble himself before god and with a penitent heart to confess his sins. The penitent, who continues to kneel, makes his confession. following the confession the pastor asks the penitent if he acknowledges that by his sins,
which he then names, he has earned god’s wrath and his temporal and eternal
punishment, if he bewails his sins and believes that Jesus christ died on the cross
for his sins, and that it is from him alone that one may receive forgiveness of sins,
and whether he intends to glorify god by living a better life in the strength of the
holy spirit? To the affirmative answer to these questions the pastor blesses him,
saying: “god be gracious to you and strengthen your faith.” Then laying his hand
in absolution on the penitent he says: “as you believe so be it to you. upon this
confession of your sins, i by the command of our lord Jesus christ, forgive you in
the name of the father, and of the son, and of the holy spirit. go forth in peace.”831
The 1893 st. Petersburg draft included a somewhat shortened form based on
the livonian order. it gives no Triune invocation or introductory section but contains only the questions to be asked by the pastor after the Private confession and
form for the absolution to be said with the laying-on-of-hands: “on the basis of
your confession in which your sorrow has demonstrated your faith and on the
basis of your promise to do better, as a called and ordained servant of the divine
Word, i announce the grace of god to you and by the command of the lord Jesus
christ i forgive you all your sins in the name of the father, and the son, and the
holy spirit. The lord bless you and keep you … †. amen.”832
The st. Petersburg form of absolution moves in a direction not entirely consonant with standard lutheran teaching. here the announcement of forgiveness
is made to appear as dependent not only on the command of christ and the grace
of god but also upon the penitent’s sorrow and his promise to do better. This
could understandably create the impression that forgiveness is earned by tears
and promises, and not by grace alone.
synods and their members would need to examine what was being offered
and discussed whether it ought to be included in the agenda.
831
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in the 1896 courlandian synod Pastor Theodor becker presented a thorough
study of the practice of Private confession in the church down to the present day.
he noted that confession had been instituted by the church but was without any
divine command. it was an example of the wholesome enrichment of the church
which the church’s had the right and privilege of introducing for the good of the
people. neither in the apostolic nor sub-apostolic ages could evidence of Private
confession and absolution be found. it appeared later bound together with a
program of church discipline. it was in the eastern church at end of the third
and the beginning of the fourth centuries that Private confession made its first
appearance, as an attempt to regularize repentance for public sins. in the Western church augustine paved the way for it, leo the great laid its framework,
gregory the great developed it further, and innocent iii set down the developed
practice concerning Penance and confession. Private confession before the priest
came to be declared to be necessary for salvation. The enumeration of all sins was
made a point of dogma, and it was made canonical law that every christian must
make his confession before the priest at least once every year. The reformation
cast this developed program aside but retained confession before the priest for
the sake of the absolution. confession was made voluntary, and its purpose was
understood to be the quieting of the conscience and heart lamenting sin. such
confession maintained an independent position in the life of the church and was
not coupled to preparation for the lord’s supper. it was this understanding of the
practice which is articulated in the lutheran confessions. later the confessional
service or confessional Vespers was introduced, however, Private confession
still predominated. in later times Private confession lost its independent position
and was made a prerequisite for the reception of the lord’s supper. This practice
began as early as the Thirty Years War. Pietism made confession a public exercise before communion and rationalism carried this even further. now general
confession completely supplanted Private confession.
becker stated that the reintroduction of Private confession in the lutheran
church was much to be desired. it did not need to supplant general confession
since both serve to implement the gospel. general confession would doubtless
continue to predominate, but since it lacked a strong personal character Private
confession and absolution as found in the lutheran catechisms would provide
assurance to the penitent. it must, however, be a free act for those who felt the
need of it. no one should be required to go to Private confession, nor was it to be
regarded as having innately higher value or greater power than general confession and absolution. Private confession should be understood to be for special
circumstances and in this way the misuse of the practice would be avoided.
at the close of his presentation Pastor hugo czernay rose to share with the
delegates the news that a formula for Private confession would be included in
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the forthcoming agenda. in the next session the synod discussed Pastor becker’s
presentation and after long debate general superintendent böttcher put to the assembly the question whether it was advisable that Private confession be revived
in the sense that by it is meant a personal confession followed by an absolution.
The synod decided that further clarification was needed and resolved to pass the
question along to the deaneries.833
The courlandians were not alone in their desire that Private confession and
absolution should once again become a living and vital force in the life in the
church. some of a quite different Pietist orientation shared the same interest. The
Pietists had always been concerned about the pastoral care (germ. seelsorge) of the
people, and Pastor alfons meyer wrote an article in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten
1897 in which he stated that he thought that the reintroduction of Private confession and absolution would be a most wholesome restoration. in his article,
entitled Etwas über die Privatbeichte (Something Concerning Private Confession), he
stated that this was a most important and meaningful aspect of pastoral work. it
was a matter of concern, however, that its proper place in the church had been lost.
from the time of the reformation Private confession had been tied to the sacrament of altar (sic!) and those who wished to commune were expected to appear
before the pastor to make their confession. unlike the practice in roman catholicism, the penitents were not expected to enumerate their sins but simply to name
one or more which particularly weighted on their consciences. This soon became a
matter of rote, a dead form with no life in it, and eventually it was simply dropped.
meyer noted that the practice of Private confession was in no way limited to
communion preparation and indeed when freed from its connection with it, it
offered an opportunity for christians to unburden their hearts and souls and receive comfort and consolations from their pastors. he wrote that the new agenda
were to reintroduce the practice, then it would need to become just that, a practice. it would be up to the pastors to use it properly, so that it would not die again
but become a widespread usage throughout the church.
he went on to remark that experienced pastors did not need to be convinced
about the value of Private confession. They knew from their own experience that
it had great value, particularly in the ministry to the dying, when those who were
facing their end opened their hearts and unburden themselves, so that they may
receive the absolution and that the walls between man and god created by sin
might crumble. of course, it was not only in such circumstances that sinners could
speak of their misdeeds, so that their besetting sins would lose their power over
them. especially significant was the possibility of a confirmand being converted
and opening his heart to his pastor when he has revealed the sins of his youth.
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so it must be stated, wrote meyer, that it was a good thing that a directive reinstituting this practice should be included in the new agenda. however, it must
also be asked whether or not it would be put to use and how it would be put to
use. Would it be just another regulation such as article 717 in the canon law or
will it become a living force to nurture the lives of the people.
meyer had nine suggestions he wished to share in the hopes that others might
enlarge upon them or supplement them. from the start it needed to be emphasized that there was a great difference between lutheran confession and absolution and roman catholic Private confession. if this was not made clear early and
often, he stated, confession and absolution would deteriorate and die. it must be
stated that Private confession is not obligatory. it is instead an opportunity for
one to freely confess his sins and receive guidance and comfort. congregations
will need to be reminded frequently that Private confession is by no means limited to the confession of gross sins, as though to go meant that one had great or vile
sins to confess. furthermore, the penitent needed to be reminded that whether
his sins were great or small the pastor was obligated to hold secret all that he was
told. nor should the penitent think that his pastor will think less of him because
of his confession. The pastor should remind his people that Private confession
is appropriate at any time and not just before communion. he should set a time
and place when his study or office door will be open to the penitents. in that time
and place he and those who come to him would be free from distractions, such
as children playing and domestic sights, sounds, and smells. Those preparing for
confirmation should be encouraged not only to confess their past sins but even
more particularly those of the very recent past. by his friendly words and manner
the pastor should show himself to be a dear friend to whom the confirmand can
tell all. inasmuch as there is a strong connection between confession and communion, and general confession has now supplanted Private confession, one
may ask how often he should go to Private confession, instead of being content
with the public service. The answer usually heard is that one should go when he
feels the need for it. This is hardly adequate. it would be better if the pastor were
in confirmation instruction and in his sermons to stress the importance of Private confession for growth in the christian life, using such words as those of the
psalmist in Psalm 119:32 and luther’s words from the Small Catechism: “Where
there is forgiveness of sins, there is life, i.e., spiritual life and salvation.” There
was always danger that Private confession could again become an empty form
and need to be dropped. it would be up to church authorities to see that pastors
would not allow this to happen. Private confession should be a formal part of the
pastor’s annual reports, if not annually, then bi-annually or in some cases once in
every five years. Without control Private confession will die. congregations will
need to assert their authority and insist that the pastor fulfill his office whether
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he wants to or not. finally, no merely earthly attempts to restore Private confession will be enough. help must be sought from above. With great earnestness
god must be asked to bless this ministry, so that by means of it the establishment
of his kingdom might be promoted and the spiritual lives of the congregations
enriched.834
so it was that Private confession would come to be recognized once again
as a great spiritual blessing in the russian imperial lutheran church, one that
was expressly included in the agenda and provided for in the church’s directives.
now it was hoped provision for it would be more than simply a collection of
words in canon law. What now was needed was that pastors might have in their
hands something with which to encourage to make use of this ancient practice.
however, by continuing to associate confession chiefly with the reception of the
sacrament, the majority of the people would always think of it as little more than
that. The majority of these people would more likely participate in general confession than to open up their hearts and their lives before their pastors.

834
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14. The New ImperIal ageNda
The general Consistory of St. petersburg received the reports of the various
synodical meetings and noted carefully the course which the discussion of the
agenda had taken. They were to produce a work to be used by all lutheran congregations in the empire, and for this reason it was necessary for them to take
special note of the arguments concerning the prayer of Blessing and the Verba,
and in particular the heated arguments which had arisen in the Courlandian Synod and spread to the livonian and other consistorial districts.
Final revisions were made at a conference of all of the general superintendents
in the general Consistory in december 1896.835 On February 15, 1897 through the
efforts of Senator Baron alexander Üxküll gyldenbandt the final draft was sent
to the minister of the Interior Ivan goremykin (Иван Лoггинович Горемыкин) who
approved it on march 19, 1897. The original copy had been signed by Senator
emil von Scholtz, the president of the general Consistory, vice-president Bishop
Konrad Freifeldt, lay members Senator a. von gerke and alexander von Veh,
clergy members dr. reinhold walter and hugo Czernay, and Secretary Julius
von döbert.836 The work was now ready for the printer.
pastors everywhere were anxiously awaiting the appearance of the new agenda. On September 16, 1897 president Böttcher announced to the Courlandian Synod that the german edition had already been printed and that the latvian edition
was now being prepared. he then resumed the discussion which had begun at
the 1896 synod on the topic of what must happen in order for the new agenda to
have a fruitful impact on the faith-life of the congregations.837 On October 15, 1897
the livonian general superintendent reported to the delegates that the new agenda had been printed and the translation work was under way. he then informed
delegates about the meeting of the general superintendents which had been held
the previous december to finalize the agenda.838
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1 4 . 1 T h e 1 897 Imp e ri al a ge nd a
The finished work appeared in 1897
under the title: Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen
Reiche (Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran
Congregations in the Russian Empire). It
appeared in two parts. part One was entitled: The Order for the Chief Divine Service
on Sundays and Festivals (germ. Ordnung
des Hauptgottesdienstes an Sonn- und Festtagen). Its contents were largely the same
as in the 1885 and 1893 books. provision
is made for both the chief divine Service
and for an abbreviated ending of the
Service when Communion was not celebrated. Included also is a selection of Introits for Sundays and feast days, as well
as seasonal Introits for festal seasons and
Trinity tide. Found also are the litany, a
collection of Collects and prayers of the
1897 Imperial agenda.
Church for ordinary Sundays, Versicles,
Collects, and prayers of the Church for
festival days and festal seasons, Biblical mottos to be announced introducing the
intercessions in the pulpit, and dismissals after the lord’s Supper. In separate
sections are the order for the Sunday Children’s Service, together with its Introits
and Collects for ordinary Sundays and festal times, as well as the order of the
divine Service on state occasions and additional services, including matins and
Vespers for Sundays and weekdays, Bible and mission hours, New Year’s eve,
passion tide, mission festivals, Church cemetery celebrations, liturgical festival
services for Christmas eve, good Friday, easter, pentecost, and the Commemoration of the departed, and finally, the Catechetical-liturgical divine Service for
children and confirmands.
part Two, which is entitled Churchly Acts (germ. Die kirchlichen Handlungen),
includes the Baptism of Children and adults, Confirmation, the Blessing and rededication of evangelical lutheran Churches, the general Confession in the divine Service, general Confession held outside of the divine Service, and private
Confession. also included are fuller and shorter forms for the Communion of the
Sick, the marriage Service, the Funeral Service in the home, chapel, and church,
and Burial forms for children and adults. provision is made for services in cases
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where the deceased committed suicide. also found are Ordination, the Induction
into Office of general Superintendents, pastors, Church Trustees, and Custodians, the laying of the Corner Stone of a New Church, the Blessing of a Church,
the Blessing of New or enlarged Cemetery, School houses or parsonages, the
exercise of Church discipline, and the administration of Oaths of various sorts.
although the real forerunner of the 1897 agenda is the livonian agenda of
1885, the livonian forms as amended in the 1893 St. petersburg draft agenda
provided the direct models for the Imperial agenda, because it was not the
1885 livonian agenda itself but the results of the discussion of the general superintendents in November 1892 and proposals from the synods of the consistorial
districts which stood as its official models.
Unlike its predecessor, the 1897 agenda has no introduction, perhaps because
it was felt that the introduction to the livonian agenda had been entirely too condescending toward the clergy. The book begins with a one page table of contents
which gives an overview of the chief divine Service. as in 1893, the service is
understood to have a four part structure: the Service of Confession (germ. BeichtAct), the Service of word and prayer (germ. Wort- und Gebets-Act), the Service
of the lord’s Supper (germ. Abendmahls-Act), and the Service of Thanksgiving
and Blessing (germ. Dank- und Segens-Act). as in the earlier work, provision is
made for ending the service after the prayer of the Church when there is no Communion (germ. Wenn keine Communion stattfindet). The structure of the divine
Service is generally the same as in 1893, although a different numbering system
is employed.
The divine Service begins with the Service of Confession (germ. Beicht Act).
The title is taken from the 1893 test edition. The earlier livonian work had called
this section the entrance (germ. Eingang). The service consists in five parts:
hymn – Introit - Invitatory and Confession – absolution – Gloria in excelsis.
If no special Service of Confession has been held prior to the lord’s Supper, it
replaces the Invitatorium, prayer of Confession, and absolution. The first hymn in
this case should be a hymn of Confession.
The hymn is followed by the Introit of the day and the Gloria Patri, a new
provision taken from the livonian and St. petersburg services. The 1832 rite had
the Gloria Patri or Triune Invocation, but no Introit. The provision for the Triune
Invocation was dropped in 1885 and was not found in the 1893 or 1897 services.
The Introit first appeared in 1885. There and in 1893 no clear distinction was made
between the antiphon and psalm verse. In 1897 the Introits were reworked. The
opening verse was given to the choir and the second to the pastor. If there is no
choir, its verse could be dropped or spoken by the pastor. No provision was made
for any participation by the congregation, excepting for the singing Sicut erat in
principio: “as it was in the beginning …”
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The Introit is followed by the Invitation and prayer of Confession. Two forms
of Invitatory are provided – 1885 had given five alternatives and 1893 three. The
first form reproduces the 1832 text with a few minor changes:
“Beloved in the lord, we are gathered here to worship god in spirit and truth,
to thank him for all his marvelous deeds and to call upon him for everything that
we need in body and soul. Therefore, with awareness of our own unworthiness
let us confess before him our sins and say together:”
The second alternative reproduces the form from harnack’s 1878 Liturgische
Formulare and the 1885 livonian rite:
“Blessed are those whose transgressions are forgiven and whose sins are covered up. Therefore, let us confess our sins to the lord and speak from the heart…”
It is recommended that on the day of repentance the decalogue from exodus
20 be read, after which the congregation sings: “In the midst of earthly life.”
Only one prayer of Confession is offered. It is the 1832 prayer slightly revised.
The 1832 service had taken it from the 1822 prussian Union agenda. The Confiteor
reads as follows:
“all merciful god and Father, we confess before you our many and burdensome sins and inequities by which we have rightly deserved your holy wrath and
punishment. look down upon us in mercy and forgive us all our sins for the sake
of the merit of your dear Son, our Savior Jesus Christ.”839
The Kyrie is sung by the congregation, as in the livonian 1885 and St. petersburg 1893 orders. The 1832 book had given the Kyrie to the choir. This is followed
by the so-called absolution, which is in fact a declaration of grace:
“The almighty, eternal god, who has had mercy on us in Christ Jesus and for
his sake has forgiven us all our sins, grants us also grace to improve our lives and
with him receive eternal life.”840
The 1832 service had given the optative formula. The livonians had used instead of it a declarative form, and it was this form which 1897 adopted. although
the livonians had provided five alternative formulas, the 1893 test edition and
the 1897 have only one. The congregation sings the amen.
The Gloria in excelsis, the last part in the Service of Confession, is understood to be
an act of thanksgiving for the absolution. On ordinary Sundays the pastor intones
the Gloria and the congregation sings the first stanza of decius’ hymn “all glory be to
god on high.” On the three chief feasts the congregation responds with Et in terra pax
(“and on earth peace, good will toward men”). The choir sings the Laudamus te, and
the congregation responds with all the stanzas of the decius’ hymn. If there was no
839
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choir, the pastor was to read the Laudamus te. The directive that the choir should sing it
appeared first in the 1893 St. petersburg rite. In 1832 and 1885 it was to be read. In lent
the Gloria is replaced by the phrase: “worthy is the lamb who was slain to receive,
honor, and praise, and glory forever.” This is sung by the pastor and the congregation
responds by singing the stanza “lamb of god, pure and holy.” The earlier western
tradition had no Gloria in lent and made no provision for an alternative canticle or
hymn to be used in place of it. The addition of a passion hymn in place of the Gloria is
found first in the 1832 rite. what hymn it ought to be was decided by the liturgist. In
1885 the livonians made “lamb of god, pure and holy” mandatory.
The Gloria in excelsis concludes the congregation’s preparation for hearing the
word of god and offering prayer.
The Service of word and prayer (germ. Wort- und Gebets-Act) consists of twelve
parts: Versicle – Salutation and response – Collect – reading – Invitatory and
Creed – Chief hymn – Sermon – pulpit Verse – announcements – Votum – Short
hymn – prayer of the Church. The Versicle preceding the Collect was an enrichment to be used on high feasts. It was first introduced into the russian Church
in the 1832 order and came just before the Salutation. The Collect follows. proper
Collects are provided for each season, but because a common Collect taken from
the 1832 rite was printed out in the book with musical notation, some pastors simply used it every week. This prayer came originally from the 1822 prussian Union
agenda. The twofold amen, as in 1832 service, is sung by the congregation.
The reading perpetuates the tradition established in 1832, according to which
only the pericope which will not be the text of the sermon is read at this point.
The 1885 livonian and 1893 St. petersburg services followed this same practice,
which could be defended by the argument that the preaching text need not be
read twice or that simple folk could best pay close attention to only one reading. If
the reading is from the gospel, the congregation sings, “praise to you, O Christ;”
if it is the epistle, they respond by singing the threefold alleluia. Courlandian
pastor räder had hoped that gradual Verse would be restored but it was not.
The 1897 rite directed that during lent both the threefold alleluia and the “praise
to you, O Christ” were to be replaced by the amen, as in the livonian rite. The
1832 rite provided no replacement when the alleluia was dropped. later rites allowed for a choir selection after either response.
The congregation is invited to confess the Creed. This invitation appears first
in the 1885 livonian rite: “Before god let us all together confess our holy Christian faith speaking together from the heart.”841 On the three great feasts and Trinity Sunday the Nicene Creed is used instead of Apostolicum. The plural form, as
in 1832, is used in both Creeds. The two test editions had preferred the singular
841
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“I believe,” as found in the church’s Confessions. a directive suggests that the
congregation should say the Creed, a note which was rendered unnecessary by
the fact that the liturgist just invited the people to do so. If Baptism is to be administered, the Creed is followed by a baptismal hymn stanza and the Baptism.
Following the Creed, the threefold amen is sung by the congregation.
The chief hymn of the day follows the Creed. during it the preacher goes to the
pulpit. The pulpit Office begins with the apostolic greeting and the reading of the
preaching text. No provision is made for a prayer before the sermon. The livonian
1885 order directed that a prayer be included, and it provided a concluding formula:
“Sanctify us, O lord, in your truth; your word is truth.” after the sermon the congregation sings the pulpit Verse. It had been introduced in the livonian 1885 service.
This verse separates the sermon from the announcements and prayers which follow. Then follow the announcements, with any manifesto or pronouncement from
the tsar read first of all. after it announcement is made of the banns of marriage
and other congregational events, such as births, baptisms, the churching of women,
names of those who are ill, most recent deaths, and other announcements pertaining
to the communicants, confirmands, mourners, and others for whom intercessions
and thanksgivings are being made. For each of these groups an appropriate Bible
Verse may also be spoken. last of all are the announcements pertaining to the ecclesiastical or spiritual life of the congregation itself. No longer is provision made
for catechization on non-Communion Sundays, as allowed in the 1832 agenda. No
mention of this practice is found in the order of 1885 or 1893. The pulpit Office closes
with the final Votum, and after a silent prayer the pastor leaves the pulpit.
while the congregation sings a short hymn, the pastor goes to the altar for the
prayer of the Church. The 1885 provisional rite had restored the prayer of the Church
to the altar, stating that only where poor acoustics require it, should the pastor pray
this prayer from the pulpit. The 1832 agenda had followed the practice of seventeenth
and eighteenth century rites which had turned the prayer of the Church into a lengthy
pastoral prayer. The livonian 1885 rite had provided for congregational responses to
each of the four major sections: “lord god, we praise you, lord god, we thank you,”
“hear us, dear lord and god,” “help us, dear lord and god,” “lord Jesus Christ,
Thou lord and god, Thou lord and god, lead us out of death to life” (“Herr Jesu
Christ, Du Herr und Gott, Du Herr und Gott! Führ’ uns in’s Leben aus dem Tod! (Amen.)”).
The liturgist may instead sing the litany, as on good Friday and the Commemoration
of the departed, and all other days of a penitential character.
The Service of the lord’s Supper (germ. Abendmahls-Act) includes seven sections: Communion hymn – Optional Invitatory - preface and Sanctus – Consecration – exhortation and Pax Domini – distribution – Agnus Dei and hymns.
a Communion hymn follows the prayer of the Church. during it communicants approach the altar and the bread and wine made ready. If the communicants
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do not come spontaneously, the liturgist may invite them: “Blessed are those who
hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be satisfied.” This practice
was introduced in livonia in 1885.
The livonian proposal had restored the eucharistic dialogue to the pastor and
congregation, and the 1897 book followed the same pattern. In 1832 the eucharistic
dialogue was between the pastor and the choir. The 1885 book had permitted as an
option the singing of the hosanna with Benedictus qui venit after the Sanctus. This
option is dropped in 1893 and 1897. This was doubtless due to the influence of pastor müthel who in 1892 joined the revision process and insisted that to include the
Benedictus before the consecration was a theological error. In this the new liturgy
fell below the old 1832 rite which had allowed both the hosanna and the Benedictus.
what was in 1885 called “prayer of Blessing and Consecration” (germ. Weihegebet und Consecratio) and in 1893 the “prayer of Consecration joined to the Our Father” (germ. Consecrations-Gebet, schliessend mit dem Vaterunser), is in 1897 designated
as the Consecration (germ. Consecration). It follows the singing of the Sanctus. The
1893 rite had followed the Verba with a prayer of Consecration, which asked that
god would bless the bread and cup by the power of the holy Spirit, so that those
who receive the body and blood of Christ under the bread and wine might eat and
drink to the strengthening of their faith and eternal life. This prayer over the bread
and wine was based on the prayer in the 1885 livonian agenda. There it had stood
before the Verba. Controversy had swirled around this so-called prayer of Consecration. If the new agenda was to be used throughout the empire, adjustments would
need to be made. müthel had insisted that a prayer of Blessing must be included,
but the strong reaction of the Courlandians to the prayer he had constructed made
it clear to the superintendents that alternatives would need to be provided. The
1896 livonian Synod had suggested that the use of the Our Father and Verba alone,
as in the 1832 rite, ought to be allowed. This seemed to be acceptable.
The 1897 rite provides alternative forms consecration. First place is given to
the traditional pattern: Our Father and Verba. The sign of the cross is permitted
but not required. The second alternative begins with an introductory prayer:
“we call upon you, merciful heavenly Father, bless the holy Supper to all
who here eat and drink of the bread and cup and through it also fully receive the
body and the blood of your only begotten Son, our redeemer, according to his
promise.”842
842

“wir rufen dich an, barmherziger, himmlischer Vater: Segne das heilige mahl allen, die
hier von dem Brot und Kelch essen und trinken und dadurch auch allesammt den leib
und das Blut deines eingebornen Sohnes, unseres heilandes, auf Seine Zusage empfangen
werden.” Agende I 1897, 15.
“К Тебе взываем, милосердный Отче небесный, благослови святую трапезу для всехъ,
кои сподобятся ныне вкусить хлеба сего и испить изъ чаши сей и темъ, по обетованiю
Твоему, прiемлютъ Тело и Кровь Единороднaго Сына Твоего, Спасителя нашего.”
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The congregation responds with the amen. Then follows the Verba without the
sign of the cross and the Our Father with the congregation taking the doxology:
“For thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory, forever and ever. amen.”
It was hoped that this prayer would satisfy those who had wanted a prayer of
Blessing, specifically asking god to bless the earthly elements. In contrast to 1893,
the new prayer comes before the Verba, and asks for god’s blessing upon the communicants. The 1893 prayer asks that blessing be given through the holy Spirit as
he is invoked over the bread and wine.
The inclusion of the exhortation after the Consecration appeared first in 1893,
where it was put before the Pax Domini. It simply repeats the words of the apostle
paul in 1 Corinthians 11:26: “as often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you
proclaim the lord’s death until he comes. The peace of the lord be with you all.”
The congregations responds with the amen. The 1897 service follows the same
pattern. Neither order accompanies the Pax Domini with the sign of the cross.
The elements to be distributed had been referred to in 1893 as “bread and
wine” and in 1832 and 1897 they are “bread and cup.” The liturgist who distributes the bread says: “Take and eat, this is the body of our lord Jesus Christ, given
into death for you. may this strengthen and preserve you in the right faith to life
everlasting.” So too with the cup: “Take and drink, this is the blood of our lord
Jesus Christ, shed for you for the forgiveness of sins. may this strengthen and preserve you in the right faith to life everlasting.” The 1893 rite had “true faith” and
the 1885 rite had said instead “Strengthen and preserve you in body and soul,”
omitting any mention of faith. The 1832 service had provided for the use of the
historical narrative formula from the 1822 prussian Union agenda as an alternative. This was controversial and no later liturgies allowed its use. a pastor may
commune himself if he had been absolved by another pastor. In this case he was
to change the distribution formula: “Your body, lord Jesus Christ, strengthen
and preserve me in the true faith to life everlasting” and “Your blood, lord Jesus
Christ, strengthen and preserve me in the true faith to life everlasting.” Nothing
is said about the disposition of the reliquiae in cases where the pastor has not
been absolved and, therefore, cannot commune. The first mention of the Sumptio
is found in the 1893 russian liturgy.
The Agnus Dei is sung during Communion, a practice already found in 1832.
Other Communion hymns may be added if needed. each table is dismissed with
the sign of the cross and the words “go in peace.” Some appropriate verse may
be added before the dismissal if the pastor wishes it.

Служебникъ I 1897, 9.
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The last is the Service of Thanksgiving and Blessing (germ. Dank- und SegensAct). Included are: Versicle and response – post-Communion Collect – aaronic
Benediction – hymn stanza (optional).
after Communion the pastor standing at the altar invites people to give thanks
to god. he speaks or sings Confitemini Domino, the first half of psalm 136:1: “O give
thanks to the lord, for he is good” and outside of lent he adds an alleluia. The
congregation responds: “For his mercy endures forever” and, as appropriate, an alleluia is added. The use of this Versicle was of long standing in the lutheran Church
and was found already in the Imperial agenda of 1832. Beginning with the 1884 livonian provisional order it was incorrectly designated as the “Benedicamus,” which
more appropriately refers to the versicle “Bless we the lord” and response “Thanks
be to god,” found in many liturgies before the Benediction. The appellation was
perpetuated in 1893 and 1897. The Versicle and response are followed by luther’s
post-Communion Collect of Thanksgiving to which the congregation responds with
the amen, as in 1832, and again as in the earlier rite the liturgist then turns to the
congregation and speaks the aaronic Benediction, making the sign of the cross. The
congregation sings the threefold amen to honor the holy Trinity. This practice is
found first in the 1885 livonian rite. In 1832 there was a single amen and the congregation had no part in it. It was sung only by the choir, however, when there were
no communicants, a threefold amen was sung after the Benediction.
In the 1897 rite the standard divine Service is the complete mass with Communion. This is true also of the provisional 1885 and 1893 orders. In the 1832 rite
the standard service had been ante-Communion Service and the Communion
liturgy was appended to it with the note that when Communion was to be celebrated, it should begin with the hymn following the sermon. The 1897 rite expects that on most Sundays communicants will present themselves at the altar
and Communion will not be only an occasional service or special event.
provision for occasions when there are no communicants is provided in a special section appended at the end of the Communion Service. It is entitled: “when
there is no Communion” (germ. Wenn keine Communion stattfinden) and consists
of five parts: prayer of the Church – Laudatio – Collect of Thanksgiving – aaronic
Benediction – hymn Stanza (germ. optional).
after the sermon, announcements, and hymn the pastor goes to the altar to pray the
prayer of the Church or the litany. a different prayer of the Church is provided from
that used on Communion Sundays. This prayer does not conclude with the amen because the Our Father immediately follows it, and the congregation prays the doxology.
however, if the prayer of the Church is read from the pulpit, the liturgist concludes it
with the Our Father and the amen, and the congregation responds by singing the last
stanza of “Our Father, Thou in heaven above” (“Vater unser im Himmelreich”). This
order had appeared already in the 1893 St. petersburg test edition. The 1885 livonian
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rite had followed a simpler order, stating that after the prayer of the Church the pastor
should pray the Our Father and the congregation should sing the doxology.
The liturgist then sings the Laudatio: “The name of the lord is to be praised and
blessed” and outside of lent he adds the alleluia. The congregation responds:
“Both now and forever” with the alleluia outside lent. The pastor then prays
the Collect of Thanksgiving to which people respond with the amen. The pastor
then gives the aaronic Benediction with the sign of the cross and the people sing
a threefold amen. a concluding hymn stanza may follow. The structure set in
1832 is followed by the subsequent agendas. There are a few minor changes in
wording, and the choir part comes to be given to the congregation.
For those who wished to receive the body and blood of Christ the general
Confession of Sins and declaration of grace which were usual parts of the divine
Service were thought to be inadequate. Those who desired to approach the altar
must first participate in a special Service of Confession and receive absolution in
a setting which was both corporate and personal, an appropriate substitute for
private Confession and absolution for those who felt no need to enumerate their
sins before the pastor. The conviction of this necessity was of long standing in the
russian Church and reference to it was made in the 1832 Imperial agenda.
Normally those who wished to commune would need to confess their sins
and receive the absolution beforehand in the so-called “Confessional Vespers”
(germ. Beicht-Vesper) on Saturday evening or before the chief divine Service on
Sunday morning, or, as was the norm in the rural congregations, in the divine
Service itself. In rural congregations the first hymn was to be the hymn of Confession, and the usual general Confession and declaration of grace was replaced
by a special service between the Gloria Patri and Gloria in excelsis. The following
order thus stands between the Gloria Patri and the Gloria in excelsis: Invitatory, Confessional address – Invitation to Confession – prayer of Confession – Kyrie –
Confessional Question – absolution – Pax Domini.
The pattern is based upon the Confessional Service in the 1832 rite. after the
Gloria Patri the penitents present themselves before the altar. If they do not do so,
the liturgist invites them to come forward speaking the words of Christ in matthew
11:28: “Come to me, all you that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest.” after the short admonition he reads a lengthy confessional address or a similar address of his own composition. however, the final paragraph of the printed
address is always to be used. The exhortation itself was taken over from the 1832
rite and the concluding paragraph was added in the livonian rite of 1885. The paragraph was reworked and elaborated in 1893 and edited again for the 1897 rite. at
the conclusion of the address the liturgist invites the penitents to kneel and join him
in the Confession of Sins, using the traditional prayer taken from Saxon sources and
found in the 1832 rite. The Kyrie is then sung following the usual pattern, according
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to which the Confession of Sins is affirmed by the congregational Kyrie. The pastor
then asks the penitents: “Is this the definite confession and prayer of all of you?
Then answer: ‘Yes’.” after their affirmation he speaks the absolution:
“Upon this your confession, as a called and ordained servant of the divine word,
I by the command of our lord Jesus Christ announce the grace of god and the forgiveness all your sins to you who in penitent faith put your trust in the merit of our
lord Jesus Christ and intend to forsake your sins and to be obedient to the holy will
of god, in the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the holy Spirit †.”843
This is followed by the congregation’s amen and the dismissal of the penitents
with the Pax Domini.
provision is made for the individual absolution of each of the penitents with
the laying-on-of-hands and the words:
“I announce to you the grace of god and the forgiveness of your sins in the
Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the holy Spirit.”844 each table of penitents is dismissed with the Pax Domini. If there are a large number of penitents,
the congregation should sing hymns of repentance and confession or passion
hymns, such as “lord Jesus, we give thanks to Thee.” The penitents return to
their places and the service then continues with the Gloria in excelsis.
provision is also made for a service of general Confession apart from the divine Service. It follows the same pattern but begins with a hymn of confession and
the Triune Invocation. after the dismissal of penitents the liturgist concludes the
service by praying a prayer of thanksgiving for divine forgiveness. an alternative
prayer based upon psalm 103 is included. This is followed by the Our Father, the
Benediction, and a concluding hymn stanza.
It is assumed that this service will ordinarily be held on Saturday evening.
Should it be held on Sunday morning immediately before the divine Service,
the prayer of thanksgiving, the blessing, and the hymn stanza are omitted as unnecessary because they will be included in the chief divine Service.
The livonian liturgical committee, which based this order upon the 1832 Confessional Office, was undoubtedly aware of its intrusiveness when it was held in the
chief divine Service. It added greatly to the length of the liturgy. The confessional address could easily be turned into a sermon by itself, one in which the pastor scolded
his parishioners instead of exhorting them to rejoice in the Sacrament which would
soon lie before them on the altar. It was for this reason that the agenda directed that
the last paragraph of the exhortation alone was obligatory, thus allowing the liturgist to keep the order relatively short. however, the liturgical commission still found
it necessary to bow to the tradition according to which in many places the penitents
were absolved individually. The inclusion of this practice into the divine Service,
843
844

Agende II 1897, 301.
Agende II 1897, 302.
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especially when there were a large number of penitents, might well be questioned.
In that case several hymns might need to be sung before the congregation returned
again to the usual order of the divine Service with the singing of the Gloria in excelsis.
It can be said that the 1897 rite is the child and heir of the livonian 1885 agenda.
Indeed, both of them may be said to be enriched forms of the original 1832 rite through
the thoughtful and thorough work of dr. Theodosius harnack and the livonian liturgical committee. as the 1885 rite enriched that of 1832, the 1897 rite furthered the same
process, providing largely ornamental changes in the liturgy and the propers.
a musical edition of the 1897 liturgy for the use of church musicians was published in 1897 under the title: Musikbeilage zur Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen
Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Musical Supplement to the Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian
Empire). The livonian and Courlandian
consistories immediately noted the need
to publish new german hymnals to conform to the new Imperial agenda. The
1898 livonian Synod established a commission in collaboration with the Courlandian Consistory to publish a new
german hymnal. Chosen as livonian
representatives on the commission were
professor Ferdinand hörschelmann and
senior pastor emil Kählbrandt. professor
hörschelmann was to represent the eight
old deaneries of the livonian Church
and pastor Kählbrandt was to represent
the large riga city deanery.845 In the same
year the Courlandian Synod responded
positively to the livonian resolution and
appointed pastor gustav Seesemann
of grünhof (latv. Zaļenieki), a member
1897 Imperial agenda.
of the earlier commission, to represent
846
musical Supplement.
them.

845
846

Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1898, 26.
Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1898, 13.
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1 4 . 2 T h e Imp e ri al ag e nd a in N at iv e Ton gues
The 1897 Imperial agenda appeared
in the german language. editions would
soon follow in the native tongues of ethnic lutherans. First attention, however,
needed to be given to a russian edition.
a growing number of lutherans in russia were now speaking russian and for
the younger generation it had become
their first language, the language of their
schools, of their neighbors, of the communities in which they lived. Since 1872
a short lutheran agenda in the russian
language had been available to meet the
needs of russian-speaking lutherans in
St. petersburg and some scattered communities. It was adequate to the needs of
that time. By the last decade of the century, however, the number of russianspeaking lutherans had increased, since
Imperial agenda. 1897 russian edition.
by that time governmental policy required the russification of every aspect
of life. The lutheran Church too needed to be russified and its official agenda
must necessarily be in the russian tongue. Consequently, the first translation
of the new agenda would be a russian language edition. It was published in
two volumes in St. petersburg in 1897 under the title: Служебникъ ЕвангелическоЛютеранской Церкви въ Россiйской Имперiи (Service Book of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Russian Empire).847
The russian-speaking lutheran community in St. petersburg had its cultural
and religious hub in St. mary’s church. russian services were held at St. mary’s
every Sunday afternoon at 3 pm. attendance was often above 500 worshipers.
This changed abruptly when in 1890 a new governmental edict required that all
church services must now be held on Sunday morning between 10 am and noon.
The government appeared to be concerned that if non-Orthodox Churches were
permitted to hold services outside these hours, members of the russian Orthodox
Church might be tempted to attend them. Now non-Orthodox Christians must
worship during the same hours in which the russian Orthodox holy liturgy was
847

Служебникъ I 1897; Служебникъ II 1897.
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being celebrated. The new governmental edict left the russian-speaking congregation at St. mary’s without any possibility of holding Sunday services because
the 10 to noon time period was occupied by the german service. Consequently,
there could be no divine Service in russian excepting on royal holidays when
the german congregation did not use the building from 10 to noon. The russianspeaking congregation dwindled. In an attempt to improve the situation the general Consistory petitioned the ministry of the Interior in 1891 about the matter
and received permission to hold russian services on Sunday morning from 9 am
to 10 am. attendance did not much improve. This situation continued until in
1905 the ban was rescinded and the russian congregation was allowed to resume
its 3 pm services.848 In the same year criminal penalties for conversion from russian Orthodoxy to other religions were dropped.
attention also turned to the preparation of a latvian language edition of the
agenda for latvian-speaking congregations in Courland, livonia, and northern
lithuania. There were some minor dialectical differences between the latvian
of the Courlandians and livonians, but
both synods decided to work together to
produce an edition to be used in all three
regions. In the 1897 Courlandian Synod
general Superintendent Böttcher announced that a latvian translation of the
german agenda had been completed and
arrangements were already being made
for its publication and distribution.849
The process moved ahead slowly. livonian general Superintendent hollmann
announced to the 1899 livonian Synod
that the new latvian edition would appear in the same format as the smaller
St. petersburg edition and that when it
was completed, it would be available for
purchase from the bookstore of l. hörschelmann in riga.850 The new edition
was subsequently officially approved by
Bishop Konrad raimund Freifeldt, vicelatvian language edition of the Imperial
president of the general Consistory, on
agenda for use in livonia, 1900.
848
849
850

Masing 1914, 86-87.
Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1897, 25.
Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1899, 18.
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November 13, 1899.851 It was published
in 1900 at Jelgava under the title: Agenda preeksch ewangeliumatizigahm Lutera
draudsehm kreewu walsti (Agenda of Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Russian
Empire).
The Courlandians ordered a printing of this same volume for use in their
consistorial district, again with the title:
Agenda preeksch ewangeliumatizigahm
Lutera draudsehm kreewu walsti, in 1901.
It was approved at mitau by general Superintendent Otto panck, vicepresident of the Courlandian Consistory, on april 27, 1901.852 It was printed
from the same plates as the 1899 edition
of the Steffenhagen publishing house.
latvian language edition of the Imperial
pastor‘s assistants and school teachagenda for use in Courland, 1901.
ers, who often assisted pastors in the services and even held some services when
pastors could not be present, would need their own edition of the new agenda.
In the 1900 Courlandian Synod pastor Johann Sakranowicz announced that this
supplementary edition for pastor‘s assistants and schoolmasters had been completed and the synod passed the resolution stating that this supplement should
be made available through the pastors.853 like the latvian language 1900 edition,
this supplement had been approved by Bishop Konrad Freifeldt on November
13, 1899.854 It was published in Jelgava in 1900 under the title: Liturgijas rokas
grahmata, peelikums pee ewangeliumatizigahs Lutera draudses agendas Kreewu walsti.
Kestereem un draudses wezakeem (Liturgical Handbook. Agenda Supplement for Evangelical - Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire. For Pastor‘s Assistants and
Congregational Elders). The book included those ministerial acts at which pastor‘s
assistants and school teachers were permitted to officiate in the absence of a pastor. The first printing was insufficient to meet the demand. In the 1903 livonian
Synod its president, general Superintendent gustav Oehrn, was asked to arrange
with the Steffenhagen publishing house in mitau for a second printing.855
851
852
853
854
855

Agenda 1900, II.
Agenda 1901, 2.
Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1900, 19.
Liturgijas rokas gramata 1900, 2.
Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1903, 11.
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The church now had a new liturgy
different from that printed in the latvian hymnal. There was some discussion
as too whether it might not be wise to
print a supplement with the new liturgy
to aid congregations in making a transition from the old service to the new.
pastor gotthilf hillner brought the matter up in the 1899 livonian Synod asking that the synod instruct its president,
general Superintendent hollmann, to
seek permission from the general Consistory to publish a special supplement
with the order of the divine Service.856
Courlandians pastors as well were alert
to this need. In the 1900 Courlandian
Synod pastor alexander peter martin
Bernewitz suggested that a special printing of the divine Service would help the
congregations make the transition from
the old to the new. after short discussion
handbook for pastor‘s assistants and
congregational elders in latvian, 1900.
the synod resolved to wait until the new
latvian agenda had appeared. pastor
Bernewitz then suggested that the synod
authorize a new printing of the latvian hymnal in which the old divine Service
would be replaced by the new one. pastor Sakranowicz was assigned to negotiate
with the publishing house about doing this.857 The request would be fulfilled but
only after several years. The livonian Consistory decided it must take the lead
and authorized the preparation and publication of a congregational edition of
the divine Service. The manuscript was approved by the consistory’s assessor
Theophil gähtgens as early as may 2, 1901, but the censor did not approve it until
November 15, 1904.858 It was then published in riga under the title: Pilnas deewkalposchanas kahrtiba (Complete Order of Divine Service). It contained only the divine
Service and at that only the parts of the service which would be said or sung by
the worshiping congregation.
The estonians also needed their own edition of the agenda. here, however, dialectical differences between northern and southern estonian speech were great.
856
857
858

Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1899, 18.
Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1900, 18-19.
Pilnas deewkalposchanas kahrtiba 1904, 2.
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The northern dialect represented the
speech characteristic of Tallinn and all of
the northern part of the country from the
west coast to the russian border. dorpat
estonian, the southern dialect, was in
use in dorpat and all the area south of
it including all estonian-speaking congregations in the livonian consistorial
district. The estonian edition of the 1885
livonian agenda was introduced only in
livonia and, therefore, it appeared only
in the southern dialect. The 1897 liturgy
would be used by all estonian speakers,
so editions in both northern and southern dialects were needed.
Two special sessions of the 1899 livonian Synod gave time to the question of
the translation of the agenda into the estonian dialects. In the first session general Superintendent hollmann noted that
a southern estonian dialect translation of
the liturgy of the divine Service, the first
The chief divine Service in latvian, 1904.
part of the book, had been completed
and was already in print. The translation
into the northern dialect had not yet been finished and would take considerably
more time to complete. The synod requested that in so far he was able to do so, he
should indicate willingness to assist this work to expedite its completion as soon
as possible. In the second session there was a discussion about the translation of
the catechism. The delegates indicated that the wording of the apostles’ Creed
and the words of Institution in the Catechism should agree with the wording
used in the northern dialect edition of the agenda. The livonian general superintended was asked again to work as closely as possible with the estonian general
superintendent on this matter.859
The southern dialect edition of the estonian agenda appeared in 1899 under the
title: Agenda Ewangeliumi Lutheruse kogodusile Wenneriigin. 1. jago (Agenda for Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire. Part I), published by h. laakmann
in dorpat.860 as was indicated in the 1900 synod, the work had been approved by
the general Consistory and was now in use. pastor gustav masing noted that the
859
860

Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1899, 9-10, 17.
Agenda 1899.
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second part of the book had not yet been
completed and pastor eugen von mickwitz reported that the northern estonian
agenda was now in manuscript form and
ready for review by the consistory. In a
later session pastor masing noted that the
work on a new southern estonian hymnal
could not proceed until the second part of
the agenda had been completed.861 The
second part apparently was never completed; no further mention about it can
be found. The pastors apparently used
the second part of the livonian agenda
which was printed in the Southern estonian dialect in 1889. The book included the
necessary pastoral acts and was little different from the corresponding acts in the
Imperial agenda.
Imperial agenda. 1902 estonian edition.
The northern estonian translation of
the agenda was presented to the general
Consistory and approved by them on
march 27, 1901. The printed edition stated that it had been approved on may 3,
1901 by the livonian Consistory. No mention is made of the Tallinn Consistory.862
The censor approved the full book, both first and second volumes on may 9, 1901
and was published in dorpat in 1902 and given the title: Agenda ehk Käsiraamat
Evangeliumi-Lutheruse-usu kogudustele Vene riigis (Agenda or Handbook for Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire). It was this edition which in later
years become the norm for all estonian language church services in estonia.
In estonia as well a supplementary edition was needed for the use of the pastor‘s assistants and school teachers. pastor august warres told the 1905 livonian
Synod that it was now in manuscript form and was in the hands of the committee.863 pastor dr. roderich Bidder, the chairman of the committee, announced that it
would soon be printed. general Superintendent Theophil gähtgens, the president
of the livonian Synod, announced at the synod four years later, in 1909, that the
edition of the liturgy for pastor‘s assistants and school teachers, which had been
produced in collaboration with the estonian Synod and which was already being
used in the estonian congregations, was now available for use in the livonian
861
862
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Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1900, 12, 23.
Agenda 1902, III.
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congregations as well. The work entitled: Veneriigi Evangeliumi-Lutheruse koguduste
Agenda: Liturgia käsiraamat köstritele ja kirikuvöörmündrite (Agenda of Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Russia. Handbook of Liturgy for Pastor‘s Assistants and Church
Congregational Officers).864 500 copies of it had been printed in Tallinn in 1909, and
livonian congregations could purchase copies for one rubble each. pastor warres
stated that this press run was not sufficient to meet the needs of teachers who need
the book for their services. pastor wieckmann of Tallinn stated that more might be
needed but not enough more to justify a larger printing.865
The introduction of the new rite in the Finnish-speaking congregations did
not go smoothly. There had been murmurings about it even before the 1897 book
came off the press. Ingrian Finns were not russians, nor were they germans, and
they would have been far more pleased had they been permitted to use the Finnish agenda of 1886 which had appeared in print in 1888. It came into use on the
First Sunday in advent of that year. The Finnish congregations in St. petersburg
consistorial district were aware of the new book, and in 1889 the St. petersburgian
Synod asked its consistory to petition the general Consistory for permission to
use it.866 In 1890 the special session of the Finnish-speaking pastors in the synod
was told that steps were being taken to secure permission to use the new Finnish rite in that district.867 One year later, in 1891, dean Carl eduard palander announced that the general Consistory would not give its permission and that the
congregations were forbidden to use the new Finnish rite.868
grumbling and complaining continued until in 1897 pastor rokkanen, a member of consistory, again brought the matter before the synod. he stated that the
manuscript of the new Imperial agenda had been turned over to the ministry of
the Interior and for that reason any talk of the adoption of the rite of the Church
of Finland in the Finnish-speaking congregations was out of order.869
when the new imperial liturgy appeared, it was necessary to translate it into
Finnish. assigned this task were Johann Saarinen and adolf hakkarainen who
were assisted in their work by I. Schwartzberg, prof. arwid genetz, Cantor paavo
räikkönen, and St. petersburg school inspector p. Toikka. gustaf Johansson and
Otto Immanuel Colliander, bishops of Oulu served as consultants to the committee.870 The fruit of their labors, Kirkko-käsikirja Wenäjän keisarikunnan ewankelisluterilaisille seurakunnille (Handbook for Evangelical-Lutheran Parishes of the Russian
Empire), appeared in 1900 in Kuopio.
864
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as members of the imperial church
the Finns were expected to order their
public worship according to this translation of the Imperial rite. however,
they complained bitterly about it, stating
that among other things the music of the
1897 rite simply did not fit the Finnish
text.
Organist mooses putro of St. mary’s
Church in St. petersburg took it upon
himself to correct this situation by providing a more appropriate musical setting for use in St. mary’s Church. his
setting was in fact nothing less than an
alternative divine Service. It appeared
in 1900 under the title: Jumalanpalvelus
Inkerin messun mukaan (The Divine Service or Mass of Ingria). putro’s work was
mooses putro, editor of the musical
setting of the Finnish language
unofficial. It made arbitrary changes in
edition of the Imperial agenda.
the wording and structure of the liturgy.
however, it was much admired among
pastors and organists and came to be called the “Ingrian mass.”
putro’s service dropped the Introit altogether, leaving only the Gloria Patri, as
in the old 1832 book. he augmented the Kyrie to fit his music: “lord, have mercy,
have mercy on us …” In the Gloria in excelsis he dropped the option of singing all
stanzas of “all glory be to god on high.” he dropped the optional Versicle before
the Salutation and Collect on high feasts. The service continues with the epistle,
threefold alleluia, and apostles’ Creed. putro used the first person singular form
instead of first person plural found in the 1897 agenda. as usual, the threefold
amen followed. The gospel follows after a hymn and at its conclusion the congregation sings: “praise to you, O Christ,” or in lent: “amen.”
The first option for the consecration of the bread and wine by means of the
Our Father and Verba makes no provision for the sign of the cross. although the
1897 liturgy directed that the congregation should sing the doxology of the Our
Father, putro directed that the whole prayer should be read by the congregation.
The exhortation “as often as you eat this bread …” before Pax Domini was
omitted, and the wording of the Agnus Dei is altered to fit the music: “O Christ,
lamb of god, you take away the sin of the world; have mercy, have mercy on us.”
The sign of the cross was eliminated from the Communion dismissal and an extra
hymn was added between the distribution and the post-Communion Collect.
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No sign of the cross is made at the aaronic Benediction. In fact, there is not a
single sign of the cross in the whole of putro’s liturgy.871
Some of these changes may have been made to accommodate the text of putro’s musical settings. Some other omissions seem to have been made for the sake
of convenience, since it would have been no small task to prepare choral music
for the Introits for every Sunday in the church year and on the high feasts for use
by the choir. another possibility is that putro preferred the “simpler” 1832 rite to
the elaborate 1897 service and sought to pattern his service after it.
although putro’s work was unofficial, other pastors, musicians, and congregations were drawn to it by its simple, folksy, and romantic melodies. as a result, the hopes for unity which the 1897 rite was meant to create did not come to
fruition. Instead there was great variety from one Ingrian parish to another. The
synod would need to take some action if order were to be brought out of chaos.
In the 1902 St. petersburgian Synod its president, general Superintendent guido
pingoud, stated that all knew that many Ingrian pastors were changing the wording of the new liturgy, the pastoral acts, and the prayers. he noted that this was
contrary to the church law and that violators might be called to account for it.
The 1902 synod decided to establish a committee to prepare a booklet of excerpts giving the proper use of the responsories and prayers of the divine Service.
a committee of pastors rokkanen, Siitonen, and hansen was instructed to prepare a draft before the next meeting of the summer pastoral conference.872
The situation did not much improve, and at the 1903 synod general Superintendent pingoud stated that he knew from his parish visitations that irregularities were continuing. he also noted that there was still no supplement with proper music for the Finnish divine Service. The synod established a new committee
to undertake this work. Included in the committee along with pastors hermann
Kajanus, Otto rokkanen, Karl Broms, and arthur hanson were musicians putro
and raikkonen. In addition, adolf hakkarainen was made responsible to present
the completed draft to the general superintendent for his study. The 1903 synod
also discussed the present Finnish hymnal and its failure to provide a Finnish
version of the 1897 rite. a separate Ingrian edition would be needed. In response
the synod established yet another committee, consisting of pastors hakkarainen,
Johann Saarinen, and paul watanen and headed by the general superintendent
to deal with this matter.873 It was not until 1905 that pastor rokkanen could announce to the synod that the Finnish musical supplement had been completed
and that 1,000 copies would be printed.874
871
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The supplement was published in 1906 under the title: Sävelmistö Venäjän keisarikunnan evankelisluterilaisten seurakuntain suomalaiseen kirkkokäsikirjaan (Melodies
for the Finnish Handbook of the Evangelical-Lutheran Parishes of the Russian Empire). It
conformed to the provisions of the 1900 Finnish translation of the Imperial agenda. Only such alterations were allowed as the musical settings required. despite
its shortcomings the supplement was received enthusiastically.875 It became very
popular and remained the mainstay of Ingrian services for many decades.
The influence of putro could still be heard in the music. modern Finnish musicologists have asserted that, although the music of putro’s service is reminiscent of
Finnish musical sources, he evidently knew little of the church music traditions
of the Church of Finland and was arbitrary in his use of the old chorals. They find
his music overly romantic in style, the work of one who had not studied deeply
the history of liturgical music. putro himself stated that he had not intended that
his work should be used forever. It was his hope that in the future other composers would take up the challenge and that the church government would not impede them but would encourage them to do better than he had done.876
Some language groups were not large enough to warrant the translation of
the agenda into their tongues. Such was the case with the major lithuanians. It
was a well established fact that the lithuanian clergy were well acquainted with
luther’s tongue and that of the tsar as well. It would be up to them to make their
own translations in manuscript form for use at the altar, by the sick bed, and in
the cemetery. apparently the general Consistory was little concerned that the
lithuanian parishes did not all use the same wording. There simply were not
enough of them to make it a matter of general concern.
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1 4 . 3 T h e 1898 a me nd e d ag en da edit ion
In the eyes of many the 1897 Imperial agenda was the high water mark and
the last word of the lutheran Church in the empire on the subject of liturgy.
later generations gained this impression because it was this agenda which in
later years was reprinted in estonian, latvian, and german editions. The impression, however, is misleading. The 20 year period which lay between the publication of the agenda and the October revolution was a time of intense liturgical
research in the russian lutheran Church. The projected goal was the formulation
and publication of a new Imperial agenda. This goal was never to be achieved.
The 1897 agenda had been accepted, not least because it was a compromise between lutherans who wished to assert the catholicity of luther, the lutheran reformation, and its theology and worship on the one hand, and of the other hand those
who were committed to sweeping away all vestiges of detestable romanism, following the reformatory zeal of a martin luther whom they envisioned to be the great
protestant emancipator. Their leader of this latter group was the well-known pastor
müthel. In preparation of the new agenda the conservative and progressive points
of view often collided, and it was necessary to negotiate a compromise position. The
1897 agenda was the result of compromise as its pages demonstrate perhaps no
were more evidently than in the two forms of consecration offered as alternatives.877
No one was completely pleased with the compromise but as a whole the
church was able to live with this one, although the more confessional Courlandians refereed to the new book disparagingly as the “Müthelian Agenda.”878 It
was the Courlandians who in 1895 and 1896 had indicated their deep displeasure over the direction müthel was taking. They and some in other consistorial
districts found fault with the wording of the short prayer which preceded the
consecration in the second option in the 1897 agenda and insisted that the word
“also” (germ. auch) could be taken to mean that there was no real connection between the bread and the body and the wine and the blood. It might seem a minor
matter but to those concerned with sound sacramental theology it was considered
important to avoid in so far as possible any misunderstanding concerning the
nature of the gifts. They understood that the connection between bread and body
and cup and blood in the prayer of Blessing needed to be strengthened and that
some other shortcomings needed to be corrected. Consequently, the general Consistory issued an amended edition of the agenda in 1898 using the same title as
before: Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche. It was
not after all a new agenda but merely a slightly altered edition of the 1897 rite.879
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The 1897 book had not included an
introduction. This needed to be corrected. It was a long standing tradition
that new agendas should always advertise their pedigree and should make
mention of the important work done by
committees and individuals in the preparation of the work. when the second
edition appeared in 1898, a short brochure with an introduction could be
seen to have been pasted into front of the
book, describing in a very selective and
creative way the history of the preparation of the 1897 agenda. It was entitled:
Zur Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen
Gemeinden im russischen Reiche vom Jahre
1897 (To the Agenda for the Evangelical
Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire). Included in the booklet was also
a shortened version of the introduction
to the 1885 livonian agenda, entitled:
Imperial agenda. 1898 german edition.
Praktische Winke für den Liturgen (Practical Tips for the Liturgist) and Übersicht
über die bei kirchlichen Handlungen in Betracht kommenden gesetzlichen Bestimmungen
(Overview of Churchly Acts in regard to Statutory Provisions).
Nothing was said about the many disagreements and heated discussions in
synodical meetings which had forced the general superintendents to give special
attention to the matter of the lord’s Supper. The new introduction spoke of the
important contributions of prof. dr. harnack to the church’s treasury of liturgical
knowledge and the 1885 livonian work, which had been so largely based on his research. It recalled that the livonians had suggested that perhaps their local agenda
might be shared with others and used both within the livonian district and their
neighboring districts. The general Consistory had decided that this had best not be
done because it might disturb the unity of the order of the divine Service which the
church so earnestly desired. Consequently, in 1892 the Imperial general Consistory
had taken upon itself the responsibility of preparing a new rite. a meeting of superintendents on November 10, 1892 sifted through information about the liturgical
practices and proposals in all the consistorial districts. all this material was carefully reviewed by pastor müthel who then constructed a new agenda on the basis
of it. when the work was finished, it was sent to the theological faculty at dorpat
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in may 1893 for its expert opinion. The faculty had responded positively and even
enthusiastically. after a final revision the work was laid before the Imperial general Consistory, which approved it on February 15, 1897, and through the efforts
of Senator Baron alexander Üxküll gyldenbandt it was given to the minister of
the interior, who confirmed it on march 19. Finally, the work was published and
distributed throughout the empire. Now, the brochure stated, the whole church
could rejoice that its “wise and industrious” Imperial general Consistory had been
able to produce without any dissension (!) a work which the whole church had immediately taken to its heart.880 Not even by reading between the lines could anyone
imagine that there had been any disagreements about the formulation of the new
agenda. Those familiar with the history of the deliberations of liturgical committees
and synodical negotiations will not be surprised by this.
From his own perspective pastor müthel too felt it necessary to protest that
the brochure Zur Agende contained many misstatements in its description of the
events which led to the formulation and publication of the new agenda. müthel’s
Schlusswort zur Agendenarbeit (A Final Word Concerning the Agenda Work) published in Naumburg appeared in 1898.881 In it he claimed that Zur Agende had
falsified his role in the formulation of the new agenda and had given the incorrect
impression that it was he that stood behind the 1893 provisional rite. This, he insisted, was far from the case, and now it was necessary for him to provide for future generations a more complete and unbiased report of his role. he stated that,
although the general superintendents had assigned him editorship of the agenda
in its November 10, 1892 meeting, they chose to ignore his recommendations.
In September 1892 he had presented to general Consistory vice-president
Konrad raimund Freifeldt the results of his years of careful study and the conclusions to which it led. It showed that the livonian agenda was riddled with
errors which must be corrected. he was assured that copies of his findings would
be shared with the general superintendents and that the matter would be put on
the agenda of their November 1892 meeting. he had been invited to attend that
meeting as an observer and to answer questions. despite the later claims in the
brochure, the general superintendents did not make use of his findings. They
were ignored. Therefore, the statement that the 1893 provisional agenda was the
fruit of his labors was entirely misleading. also false was the contention that he
had called upon foreign liturgiologists to assist him in producing an improved
text. he would never do such a thing because this would put him in the shameful
position of bypassing the general superintendents. his only purpose in consulting them was to ask for their opinions concerning his own research and its results.
880
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Finally, the church’s official 1897 St. petersburg agenda still had in it several errors despite his valiant efforts to correct them.882
The average reader would surely have missed the emendations in the 1898 agenda but for the fact that the editors provided a 41 line description of the 9 improvements.883 The most important of these was the substitution of one phrase in the
prayer of Blessing in the second option of the sacramental act. The new version read:
Table No. 3884885
agenda 1897

agenda 1898

“we call upon you, merciful heavenly Father, bless the holy Supper to all who here eat
and drink of the bread and cup and through
it also fully receive the body and the blood
of your only begotten Son, our redeemer,
according to his promise.”884

“we call upon you, gracious heavenly
Father: bless the holy Supper to all who are
gathered at this table to eat the bread and
drink the cup and thereby fully to receive
the body and the blood of your Son, according to his promise.”885

Omitted is the word “also” (germ. auch) before “thereby” since this could be
taken to cut loose the connection between the earthly and heavenly elements. The
change might seem minor but to those concerned with sound sacramental theology it would avoid any possible misunderstanding concerning the nature of the
gift.886 This was reinforced by the reference to the altar, which to his mind was
more properly the holy table where communicants gather to eat of the bread and
drink of the cup. In the 1898 text “Thy Son” stands without the added modifiers
“only begotten” and “our redeemer.” The improved edition also allowed for a
change in the prayer quoted above when there are only one or two communicants. In this case “all” (germ. allen) was to be replaced by “those” (germ. denen).
excepting among Finnish-speaking congregations in Ingria and some changes insisted upon by the Courlandian Synod, the introduction of the new rite went smoothly. The protocol of the 1902 livonian Synod announced that the liturgical committee
had completed its task and would be dissolved with the thanks of the synod.887
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Verbesserungen. St. petersburg 1898.
“wir rufen dich an, barmherziger, himmlischer Vater: Segne das heilige mahl allen, die
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1 4 . 4 T h e Co nte mp o rary eva luat ion of t h e I mperial
a g en d a

wilhelm angerstein, pastor of the
lutheran parish in lodz, poland.

The first critical evaluation of the new
agenda came from abroad in an opinion
written by pastor wilhelm angerstein of
the lutheran parish in lodz (pol. Łódź),
poland. angerstein was well-known for
his interest in liturgy and served as a
member of the liturgical commission of
the polish lutheran Church.
angerstein was well aware of the
shortcomings and deficiencies of the
1832 Imperial agenda. In 1874 the polish
Church had translated that rite into polish and had introduced its use into poland, because the church had no single
agreed upon liturgy at that time.888 The
1832 russian Imperial agenda excited
polish interest in liturgical reform, and in
1881 angerstein proposed to the synod
that it prepare a new agenda. The synod
determined to take a course independent
of the Imperial agenda, and in 1886 and
1888 it published a two volume agenda

in the german language.889
angerstein wrote a lengthy critique of new rite which he published in Mittheilungen und Nachrichten in 1902, under the title: Bemerkungen zu der “Agende für
die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche” (Remarks Concerning the
“Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire”).
In his critique he first noted that the new liturgy had appeared in two editions
and that he had received both of them. The first was the official 1897 agenda,
sent him on behalf of the general consistory by general Superintendent paul von
everth of the moscow consistorial district. The other was the corrected edition of
1898, sent him by pastor Julius müthel.
angerstein expressed his gratitude that the russian lutherans had now
produced an agenda which represented a real improvement over their earlier
888
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1832 agenda, and which showed a greater awareness of the church’s confessional
commitment. he noted that the influence of the 1885 livonian agenda could be
seen on virtually every page, and he stated that he regretted that this new liturgy
was not in use also in poland. If it were in use in his homeland, it would give
striking expression to the close connections between polish and russian Churches. he thought it unfortunate, however, that the editors had taken no notice of
the liturgical work done in poland and publication of the 1886 and 1888 polish
agendas.890
he noted that the new russian agenda had been given the same title as was
used in 1832, Agenda of the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire.
Unfortunately, he thought this title to be no more accurate in the present day than
it had been back in 1832, because there were parts of the empire, such as the Kingdom of poland, that were under no obligation to use it. Furthermore, the new
agenda exhibited little interest in liturgical developments outside the borders of
the russian empire, even in other imperial lutheran Churches.891
angerstein noted that in the Imperial agenda the opening act of worship, the
Service of Confession, was described as beginning with a hymn and Introit and
concluding with the Gloria in excelsis. he declared that while the liturgy was a
public act, the Confession of Sins was essentially a private act, and ought not to
be considered part of the chief divine Service. If Confession was to have a place
in the Sunday morning divine Service, it should be a preparatory act, put before
the Introit and the Kyrie, and it ought to be made clear that the cry for mercy in
the Kyrie is a public act, not related to the act of Confession. This is what wilhelm
löhe had recommended in his writings. The Kyrie was never meant to be the congregation’s response to the pastor’s prayer of Confession. angerstein would have
preferred that the Confession always precede the service proper.
angerstein then turned his attention to the Introits. he was pleased to see
that the harnackian Introits had been included, but that the same courtesy had
not been shown the ancient Introits, as had been done in the 1886 polish agenda which included both the ancient and harnackian Introits. he noted also that
instead of giving the Introit to the choir and pastor, the polish agenda recommended that the Introits be sung in alternation by the pastor and the congregation. To facilitate this the Introits had been printed in the polish hymnal.892
Commenting on the Confession of Sins, angerstein stated that he would prefer some introductory word other than “we are gathered together here, etc.” he
liked the phrase in the Bavarian agenda: “humble yourself before the lord in
realization of your sin and guilt…” he regretted that the two alternative Invita890
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toriums from the livonian agenda had not been included. It would have been
better to have avoided such an unbiblical “all merciful” (germ. Allbarmherziger)
in the Confiteor and use instead a more Biblical address, and the pastor and congregation ought to pray the prayer together. It was also regrettable that the Kyrie
was no longer sung in alternation by the pastors and congregation but given over
completely to the congregation.
In the Imperial agenda the Kyrie was followed by a so-called absolution. angerstein observed that it was not really an absolution at all. It was simply a declaration of grace or a word of Comfort (germ. Trostspruch). he agreed with pastor müthel that the church should be very careful about giving the appearance of
extending grace to the unrepentant.893 he also regretted that the Imperial agenda
had not dropped the so-called absolution at this point and put in place of it the
words of comfort for sinners, found in the 1885 livonian rite.
angerstein noted also that the rubrics did not make it clear whether the people
were to stand, sit, or kneel during the opening service. It only stated that if they
were not already standing, they should rise after the absolution. This needed to
be clarified.
he commented that it was appropriate to sing Et in terra pax (“and on earth
peace, etc.”) not only on the three highest festivals, but on every Sunday, excepting in the penitential seasons, as directed in the agenda. The pastor should always
intone the Gloria facing the altar, rather than the congregation, because it introduces the hymn of glory directed to god and cannot be considered a declaration
addressed to the congregation. he stated that it was too much to ask that on the
three high feasts and Trinity Sunday the pastor should intone the Gloria, then the
congregation should respond Et in terra pax, then the choir sings the Laudamus te,
and finally, the congregation sings “all glory be to god on high.” he noted that
practice of singing of “all glory be to god on high” after the Laudamus te on these
days had been introduced by the livonian agenda and was superfluous. he had
nothing but good to say about the use of the alternative phrase, “worthy is the
lamb who was slain …,” and the hymn stanza, “lamb of god, pure and holy,”
during lent, although he thought that the Aufer a nobis, which the poles had in
their book, ought to be included as well. Finally, he criticized the mangling of the
text of the Laudamus te, stating that the phrase “…we give thanks to your great
glory…” did not make sense.
he observed that a versicle was to be sung before the Dominus vobiscum on
festal days. he noted that the older practice was that this versicle should come
immediately before the Collect, since it introduced the thought of the Collect.
he stated that the standard Collect provided had been shortened from the 1832
893
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agenda, and was suitable but that the phrase “…until we through your grace in
Christ come to eternal blessedness…,” as found in the livonian agenda, ought
to be retained.
angerstein noted that the threefold alleluia after the epistle and the response,
“praise to you, O Christ,” had been given a place, but missing were the so-called
gradual Verses, such as “Blessed are those who hear the word of god …,” which
should preceded the alleluia. absent as well was the acclamation “glory to you,
lord Jesus,” which was to follow the announcement of the gospel. he criticized
the russian lutheran innovation of reciting the apostles’ and the Nicene Creeds
in the plural, a practice which began in 1832. angerstein identified it as a uniquely
russian practice. he noted that the church’s official Creeds were in the first person singular, and not plural. If one wished to use a plural, then he ought to make
use of luther’s Creedal hymn “we all believe in one true god…” Indeed luther’s
Creedal hymn ought to be used more often. Finally, there was no good reason to
drop the word “again” in the phrase “he rose again” in the Nicene Creed.894
The rubric which directed that only in cases of poor acoustics should the prayer of the Church be said from the pulpit was a misstatement, he stated. It was not
improper to pray in or from the pulpit. It is fully as proper to pray there as anywhere else. he thought it was unfortunate that free prayer from the pulpit which
had been allowed in the livonian agenda, was in the Imperial agenda ruled
out of order. regardless the views of liturgiologists, it was improper to ban free
prayer. To do so would be to quench the Spirit. It had to be said also that many
pastors did not pray the prayer of the Church properly and reverently. They simply rattled it off. The liturgy continued the practice of ending the pulpit Office
with a Votum but no longer specified its wording. Therefore the pastor should
choose appropriate Votums according to the season of the church year. It worthy
of note that Schöberlein had prepared a series of such Votums.
angerstein went on to state that the livonian liturgy had said nothing about
the use of the litany on the so-called Sunday of the Commemoration of the departed (germ. Totensonntag). The obvious reason for this was that this day was
not really lutheran. however, the 1897 rite now officially directed that the litany be prayed at the service on this day. angerstein reminded his readers that
this particular Sunday had been introduced by royal decree in prussia and many
prussian lutherans had always opposed it. It had first been called “The Festival
of god’s acre” (germ. Gottesackerfest), a title not much better than “The Sunday
of the dead” (germ. Totensonntag). It would be proper that the last Sundays of the
church year remain in place and that the sermons on these Sundays should speak
of the eschaton.
894
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Concerning the Service of the lord’s Supper angerstein observed that it begins with a hymn, but it would be very appropriate that the early church Offertory, “Create in me a clean heart, O god,” from psalm 51, be used in alternation.
he regretted that while the livonian liturgy had restored “worthy” in the Vere
dignum, the imperial liturgy had dropped it once again and had no festal prefaces
at all, thus falling behind even the 1832 rite. It allowed only for a single preface,
sung in monotone at every communion service. In addition it had failed to include the Hosanna and Benedictus qui venit in the Sanctus.
Turning his attention to the consecration, angerstein managed to avoid confronting some of the issues which had caused heated discussions in the russian
lutheran Church. he brought up the old question whether the consecration
ought to be said or sung, noting that no music had been provided for the Verba
in the liturgy itself. It was his opinion that it was not enough to simply suggest
that the Verba and the Our Father might be sung, or to provide the musical setting for them elsewhere in the book, since it was unlikely that pastors would hunt
for them. If pastors in large churches recited the Verba instead of singing them,
many would be unable to hear the words clearly and the lutheran celebration of
the lord’s Supper would begin to take on the atmosphere of the roman mass in
which the priest mumbles the Canon under his breath.
angerstein then turned his attention to the important issues which had caused
dissension in the russian Church. First he suggested that the sign of the cross
could appropriately be used with the Verba in both forms of consecration, not
just the first, as in the 1897 rite. It was a lutheran traditional that the Verba be accompanied by the sign of the cross and those who regarded this act as sacrosanct,
an outward reminder of the presence of Christ’s body and blood in the elements,
would be scandalized if it were omitted. The introductory prayer of Blessing in
the second alternative form he found to be inoffensive, although he personally
would prefer to follow the old lutheran tradition by which the words of Christ
were preceded by the Our Father and followed by a prayer for worthy reception
of the sacrament, as in the polish and prussian Union rites.
at the distribution the church ought to continue to use the old lutheran formula which identified what was being distributed as the “true body” (germ.
wahre Leib) and “true blood” rather than just “body” and “blood.” he further
noted that “…strengthen and preserve you in the true faith…” was preferable to
the 1885 livonian “in body and soul.” he approved the self-Communion of the
pastor, but questioned the introduction of the new practice by which the pastor
received the body of Christ after having administered at the first table and then
received the cup after having administered to them the blood of Christ. he ought
to receive both body and blood together.
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In passing angerstein noted that special Communion hymns ought not to be
sung unless only communicants were present. Thus, “deck thyself, my soul, with
gladness” and similar hymns should not be sung when people were present who
were not going to bodily receive the Sacrament, since these hymns were meant to
the communicants. In this case one ought to choose hymns about prayer, Jesus,
Songs of praise, etc.
angerstein approved some corrections in the wording of luther’s post-Communion Collect and especially appreciated that the prayer now mentioned noncommunicants who had received god’s blessings through the word, as well those
who had received the Sacrament. he referred to them as having “spiritually”
received the body and blood of Christ, a term not usually used by lutherans.895
about the closing service angerstein could only comment that he appreciated
that several post-Communion Collects were now offered. he added a few minor
comments about the wording of the aaronic Benediction.
The writer saw little that needed correction in the conclusion of the divine
Service without the lord’s Supper. he suggested that the prayer of the Church
should end with an amen, since it is altogether independent of the Our Father
which followed it and which also concluded with an amen. The Imperial agenda
had sought to link the prayer of the Church to the Our Father by moving from
one to the other without the amen. In addition a change in wording in the Collect
of Thanksgiving was in order. The phrase, “ … and also grant us the assistance
of your holy Spirit,” should be replaced with the fuller phrase, “ … that you
would graciously send us your holy Spirit, that we may be not merely hearers
of the word …,” from the livonian agenda. he made no mention of the singing
of the final stanza of “Our Father, Thou in heaven above” after the prayer of the
Church.896
angerstein also made some other general recommendations, stating that in
connection with the Introits, the full proper names of the day of repentance and
prayer and the day of the harvest Festival should be used. The day of the annunciation was included in the book and was furnished with an Introit and prayer; surely the same ought to be done for the days of the purification of mary and
her Visitation. The inclusion of group Introits was superfluous and unnecessary.
Furthermore, since the day of St. John the Baptist was included, perhaps apostles’ days should be also mentioned. he suggested that the designation “Festival
of the dead” (germ. Totenfest) or the “god’s acre Festival” (germ. Gottesackerfest)
should be dropped and replaced by the “last Sunday of the church year.”
The litany should begin with the untranslated Kyrie Eleison, angerstein commented, because this provided a good opportunity to teach the members of the
895
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congregation the meaning of these words. he suggested that if these words were
translated according to the principle that all foreign words should be translated,
than this rule ought surely to be extended to the amen, alleluia, and other foreign words as well. The liturgical directive which stated that the litany should
end with an amen when it was prayed at the altar at celebrations of the lord’s
Supper was unnecessary. like every prayer, the litany should always end with
the amen because this served as god’s seal upon the prayer.
angerstein found the collection of Collects to be rich but stated that it was unfortunate that they were not arranged for use on every Sunday and for that reason
it was likely that many pastors would not make any use of them at all. It was his
experience that most pastors were satisfied with the invariable Collect printed
in the service and would not trouble themselves to use the proper Collects. he
was not pleased with changes in wording in some Collects. The phrase in the
usual Sunday Collect read in the Bavarian liturgy, “…grant to your congregation
your Spirit and divine wisdom…” The imperial liturgy changed it to “grant us
your Spirit, wisdom, and knowledge,” a much weaker expression, which left out
the congregation altogether and lumped together important nouns. Further, the
prayer of the Church now included only a hazy statement of the church’s mission. The livonian agenda had been more forceful: “Bless the work of mission
among the heathen and the Jews...” So too, the muslims ought to be mentioned
and prayer should be included for the conversion of all non-Christians. he suggested that the reference to rulers ought to more properly speak of “Our temporal
rulers” (“unsern Landesherrn”) instead of “our rulers” (“unsern Herrn”) and the
final verse, “lord Jesus Christ, Thou lord and god, Thou lord and god, lead
us out of death to life,” was not entirely consistent in a prayer addressed to the
Father. The final verse ought to address the Father or the entire holy Trinity.
The inclusion of bracketed intercessions for special occasions should not require
any special note, since the presence of the brackets had already made it clear that
these intercessions were occasional.
The polish critic made several comments concerning the special Service of
Confession and absolution. he thought that the obligatory paragraph at the end
of the exhortation, which the pastor was to read in every service, was in need of
some judicious pruning. In general he preferred some of the phraseology of the
livonian agenda to the wording of the imperial rite. he suggested also that the
retention: “On the other hand all unbelievers and unrepentant should know that
god has not forgiven their sins…,” should be placed after the absolution, and
not before it. he further noted that both pastor and congregation should kneel for
the general Confession, a directive which was unclear in the imperial agenda,
because it made no mention of the pastor kneeling at all. he stated also that the
Kyrie had no place in this service but belonged instead in the divine Service. he
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advocated a return to the old practice still followed in poland which called for
three confessional questions rather than just one, and he stated that the absolution formula needed to be spoken very clearly: “I forgive you...” or the phrase
in the livonian rite. he did not like the new phrase “I announce to you … the
forgiveness…,” because it was too sermonic. The absolution should be simple
and direct. he agreed with pastor müthel897 that the laying-on-of-hands had no
place in the public service and should be reserved for private Confession. In this
case a different formula should be used, or “I proclaim to you the forgiveness…,“
because the grieving sinner wanted to hear “...your sins are forgiven.“ he lamented the loss of the rubric inviting penitents to make private Confession, since
the blessing of private Confession was indeed precious and should not be lost.
he regretted also the change in person from singular to plural in the verse from
psalm 103 which followed the absolution, because it sounded strange and was
lacking in the necessary personal element. It should follow the biblical text: “Bless
the lord, O my soul, and all that is within me, bless his holy name!”898
Concerning infant Baptism, he again repeated his judgment against using
“we” in the apostles’ Creed, stating that it was not historical and did not fit the
occasion. he noted that the formulary for Confirmation had been taken largely
from the livonian agenda and thought that this was appropriate, although he
regretted that the livonian agenda had omitted the renunciation of the devil. It
had replaced it with the demand that the confirmands state their intention to remain faithful to the lutheran Church. The lutheran Church was mentioned two
times in these questions, but other than the reference to the justification of sinners
by grace, the content of the church’s faith was nowhere mentioned. Unfortunate
too was the fact that the Creed was inappropriately put in the plural. he stated
also that it would be appropriate that confirmands make their confession of sins
in private and receive absolution before they were confirmed, instead of simply
participating in the general Confession on the day of their First Communion.
Concerning the Confirmation examination (germ. Prüfung) which should precede Confirmation, he suggested that this could be done either a few days before
or even a week before the confirmation, and that it should be followed by private
Confession on the Saturday before the Confirmation day, so that on Sunday the
confirmands could make their First Communion. angerstein was also somewhat
critical of the Confirmation Blessing in the Imperial agenda: “may the god of
peace sanctify you, and your whole spirit together with soul and body to remain
blameless until the coming of our lord Jesus Christ.” This blessing agreed with
harnack’s dictum that no impression should be given that the Confirmation
Blessing supersedes that given in Baptism. angerstein, however, would have pre897
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ferred a stronger blessing: “The blessing of the triune god, Father, Son, and holy
Spirit come upon you and lead you in all your ways now and forever.” his report
also included suggestions concerning Ordination, the Installation of a pastor, and
the Consecration of a Church.
Finally, angerstein stated that despite his numerous criticisms his general
evaluation of the work was very positive. he declared that the appearance of this
new agenda should everywhere be the occasion of great joy.899
This valuable critique from a contemporary of the framers of the Imperial agenda presented a very different viewpoint from that expressed by Superintendent
hermann haller of Tallinn, whose critique of the 1885 livonian agenda had not
been substantial. angerstein was from the Kingdom of poland, “parts unknown,”
terra incognita, as haller had called it.900 as a member of a sister church, which was
not considered a part of the russian Imperial Church, he was able to speak freely about his concerns. he was personally acquainted with harnack, räder, and
other liturgical scholars of the russian Imperial Church, and he was familiar with
the special circumstances of that church. however, he did not feel obligated to
mute his criticisms where he thought the imperial liturgy needed to be improved
or corrected. Furthermore, he lived in a very different spiritual milieu from most
lutheran pastors in the empire. The spiritual climate in poland was dominated
by the roman Catholic Church, and there membership in the lutheran Church
was clearly intentional. It was clear to every polish lutheran what it meant to be
lutheran over against roman Catholicism, the prussian Union, and every form of
protestantism. Therefore his criticism took a different form than that of the Superintendent of Tallinn, where roman Catholicism was virtually unknown and the
term “lutheran” was understood to be an umbrella term to cover a variety of
theological and liturgical viewpoints.
angerstein was not unduly critical of the Imperial agenda. he found much
in it which pleased him. his view of the agenda offered valuable criticisms and
made important observations which pastors and theologians in the russian lutheran Church might be reluctant to confront. much of his criticism is of continuing value, because it bears witness not only to the peculiar situation of Baltic and
russian lutheranism at the beginning of the twentieth century, but also because
it contains valuable information concerning the continuing struggle of the Baltic
and russian lutheran Churches to understand and appreciate their own theology and tradition. It must be said that he provided these churches a valuable
service which proved helpful to both liturgiologists, pastors, and congregations.
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15. Final attempts to Revise
the agenda beFoRe
the octobeR Revolution

1 5 . 1 e a r li e s t cri ti cal o b s e rvation s c on c ern in g
th e n ew a g e nd a
satisfaction with the new liturgy was not universal. the courlandian synod
had some reservations about the new book. it could not say that the new chief
divine service was in every way an improvement over the old one. pastor Karl
Feyerabend enumerated some complaints in the 1898 courlandian synod, and
synod president general superintendent otto panck was directed to meet together with the deans and prepare for submission to the synod a list of criticisms.901
president panck made his report at the
1899 synod. he and the deans agreed
that only the second part of the introits
were to be used in the courlandian congregations. the form of the invitatory before the Confiteor was to remain free. the
Laudamus te response should be spoken
by the pastor. With regard to the placement of baptism in the divine service, it
should be performed after the service. in
latvian congregations the prayer of the
church or the litany should remain part
of the pulpit office; in the german congregations the pastor was free to do as he
pleased. in the liturgy of the sacrament
all but four pastors were agreed that the
sign of the cross should be retained and
used when additional elements were
consecrated. Finally, nothing was to be
A Final Word concerning the Agenda Project
sung between the amen of the final colby pastor müthel, 1898.
lect and the benediction.902 the pastors
901
902

Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1898, 21.
Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1899, 27.
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and congregations of the courlandian consistorial district were willing to move
forward but only cautiously.
pastor müthel was still strident in his public criticism of the 1897 order. he had not
been able to convince the church that his views were correct nor was he successful in
his attempts to effect the reordering of the liturgy according to his proposals, although
he had been able to effect the elimination of the Benedictus qui venit from the Sanctus.
the livonian agenda had permitted its optional use, but müthel had argued that
singing it before the consecration was entirely inappropriate. he had been successful
in introducing an optional form of consecration without the sign of the cross, which
he regarded as a sign of Romanistic magic. of course, the liturgical directives nowhere
forbad the use of the sign of the cross, and pastors who had used it before could freely
continue to do so. he was chagrined, however, that in this optional form there was a
congregational amen after the prayer of blessing and before the Verba.
in 1898 müthel took aim at the liturgy one last time in Schlusswort zur Agendenarbeit (Final Word concerning the Agenda Project). in it he insisted that the new agenda still harbored three serious errors. the first two of these so-called errors had
to do with the absolution formula: the form for general confession and absolution in the chief divine service, and the form of absolution with the laying-on-ofhands in the special service of confession. müthel complained that in both cases
the forms erred because they did not restrict the absolution to those who were
heartily repentant. because no pastor could attest to the spiritual state of every
member of the congregation present at the service, no general absolution ought
to be given unless it was first made clear that this absolution was meant only for
those who lamented or mourned their sins and were repentant. an unrestricted
form of public absolution could be used only where it was certain that everyone
present was faithful and genuinely repented, a statement which could hardly be
made even of the congregation of the apostles. the lord Jesus christ himself had
made this clear when he said to the apostles at the foot washing: “You are clean,
but not all of you.” accordingly, müthel insisted that the absolution in the 1897
chief divine service was improper when it stated: “the almighty, eternal god,
who has had mercy on us in christ Jesus and for his sake has forgiven us all our
sins, grants us also grace to improve our lives and with him receive eternal life.”903
müthel proposed that the declaration of grace be reworded to state that only the
repentant were forgiven: “the almighty, eternal god, who has had mercy on us
in christ Jesus and for his sake has forgiven all the sins of those who are penitent,
grant you grace to better your life and receive eternal life.”904
903

904

“der allmächtige, ewige gott hat sich unser in christo Jesu erbarmet und vergiebt uns um
desselben willen all’ unsere sünde, verleihet uns auch gnade, unser leben zu bessern und
das ewige leben zu empfangen.” Agende I 1897, 6.
“der allmächtige, ewige gott hat sich unser in christo Jesu erbarmet und vergiebt um
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müthel was willing to accept the form of absolution of the communicants in
the special service of confession because it spoke of penitent faith. however, he
was not in favor of adding an additional absolution with the laying-on-of-hands
in this special service, because the laying-on-of-hands was appropriate only in
private confession where the sinner has opened his heart before the pastor. the
formula “i forgive you all your sins in the name of the Father, and of the son, and
of the holy spirit”905 was proper, he asserted, only in private confession. he went
on to note that the practice of laying-on-of-hands in the general confession was
of long standing in livonia. it had been introduced at the time private confession
was being dropped, and although some city congregations had long since abandoned it, it would be difficult to eliminate it in rural congregations. he suggested
that where it could not be eliminated it should be modified by adding the statement that absolution was meant for penitents: “to you who truly repent of your
transgressions i announce the grace of god and the forgiveness of all your sins in
the name of the Father, and of the son, and of the holy spirit.”906
the third error had to do with the consecration. this was a particularly sore
point with müthel, one concerning which he had caused much controversy in the
church in recent years. he objected strongly to the inclusion of the amen after the
prayer of blessing and before the Words of the testament, insisting that this gave
the impression of a double consecration. this, he stated, was a liturgical monstrosity. there could be but one consecration, the prayer of blessing itself. in his
opinion the Words of institution should never be more than a subordinate clause
appended to it. to separate the Words of christ from the prayer of blessing by
means of an amen would give the impression that the Words of the testament
were words of consecration. this perpetuated notions of consecration which
were “genuinely Romanistic” (germ. echtrömische). such notions had no place
in lutheranism and represented no improvement over the old rite which had
only the Verba and no prayer of blessing. he suggested also that the phrase: “…
receive the body and blood of your son, our Redeemer, according to his promise
…” at the end of the prayer of blessing should be immediately followed by “…
for our lord Jesus christ in the night in which he was betrayed …”907 this would
effectively deny any notion that the consecration was effected by the Words of
christ. it would put the whole emphasis on the prayer of blessing. in addition,

905

906

907

desselben willen den Reuigen alle ihre sünde, verleihet ihnen auch gnade, ihr leben zu
bessern und das ewige leben zu empfangen.” Muethel I 1898, 5-6.
“ich verkündige euch die gnade gottes und die vergebung aller eurer sünden im namen
gottes, des vaters, des sohnes und des heiligen geistes.” Agende II 1897, 302-303.
“ich verkündige euch, die ihr eure schuld aufrichtig bereut, die gnade gottes…” Muethel I
1898, 12.
“. ... nach seiner Zusage empfangen werden; denn unser herr Jesus christus, in der nacht”
etc. Muethel I 1898, 16.
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it would take seriously the good example set by luther in the Formula Missae
when he joined together the Vere dignum and the Words of the testament with
the phrase qui pridie.
müthel might have been able to make a point about the public absolution and
the formula for the laying-on-of-hands, but he stirred up opposition by introducing
a conditional absolution only for those who were consciously repentant. although
only faith can take the absolution to heart, müthel went far beyond this by insisting that it is repentance that apprehends the absolution. this would convey the
notion that without self-conscious repentance there was no forgiveness. Furthermore, it surely would not be improper to have a prayer asking for god’s blessing
before the Words of consecration either with or without a spoken amen. müthel
was incorrect in his insistence that the Words of christ’s testament are not words
of consecration, for it was lutheran teaching that it was by the Words of christ
spoken over the bread and wine by the pastor that christ blesses the elements to be
his body and blood for the forgiveness of sins and refreshment of his people, and
as foretaste of the heavenly banquet. the Romanistic notion against which müthel
complained was not in fact Romanistic; students of the scriptures and the lutheran
confessions could say that this was not “echtrömisch” but “echtlutherisch.”
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1 5 . 2 a l f on s me ye r’s p ro p o s e d supplemen t t o t h e agen da
by 1903 the new imperial agenda had been in use for six years. the pastors
had had more than enough time to form their opinions of it. the introduction had
occasioned no great backlash but there was some rumbling here and there. the
introit and some parts of the service demanded special attention and coordination between pastors, organists, other church musicians, and congregations. attempts had been made in some places to simplify the service by leaving parts out.
the 1900 putro mass for the ingrian congregations is a case in point. instead of
facing head-on the difficulty of creating Finnish language settings for the introits,
putro simply dropped the introits altogether.908 the courlandians had decided in
their 1899 synod that in their congregations only the second part of the introits
were to be used. some pastors chose simply to read them out before the congregation. the courlandians also complained of what they termed to be needless complications in the service and allowed pastors to make some adjustments. in short,
throughout the Russian church pastors and people had had more than enough
time to form their evaluation of the 1897 agenda and its divine service.909
some evaluations were less than entirely positive and on this basis some pastors in the st. petersburg consistorial district began to make changes in the divine
service, pastoral acts, and prayers. this led synod president general superintendent guido pingoud to state to the 1902 synod that this had come to his attention.
he felt constrained to point out that this was contrary to church law and the oath
of office taken by pastors. offenders would be called to account and dealt with
appropriately, he declared. not much came of his warning. pastors continued to
do as they pleased. if the situation was to be resolved, it would be necessary that
some liturgical revisions be considered.910
First consideration was given to the act of confession and absolution in the
divine service. in the 1904 synod general superintendent pingoud observed that
present practices were in need of revision, because the act of confession in the
divine service was interrupting the smooth progression of the service. When
the special service of confession and absolution was placed at the beginning of
the divine service, all communicants needed to come forward to the altar rail to
make their confession and receive the absolution, and perhaps also the layingon-of-hands, and then to return to their places in the congregation. this, he said,
was disruptive. the penitents would need to come again to the altar to receive the
sacrament. several pastors participated in the discussion and finally the general
superintendent was asked to bring the matter to the attention of the general con908
909
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sistory to ask that permission be given
for the optional relocation of the special
service of confession and absolution to
a point immediately before the lord’s
supper.911
the general consistory was not unaware of this and other points of contention. in 1903 vice-president, bishop
Konrad Raimund Freifeldt, told the
general consistory that the preparation
of parallel formulas would surely be in
order. the proposals prepared would
then have to be submitted to the territorial consistories and approved by
their synods. then their decisions would
need to be reviewed and approved by
the general consistory, so that the proposals could be put into use throughout the church. as to what liturgical
1904 supplement to the imperial agenda
committee might best be given this task
by alfons meyer.
was not made clear. general consistory
member pastor gottlieb von Keussler of
st. peter’s church in st. petersburg suggested the name of pastor alfons meyer
of sarata whose critical writings on liturgy were well known. he wrote to meyer
informing him of the general consistory’s plans and suggesting that this was
a task for which he was well suited. meyer was more than happy to do so.912 in
1904 he outlined his proposals in Entwurf zu einem Anhang zur Agende (Draft of a
Supplement to the Agenda).
at the close of the draft meyer included a short letter to the pastors, stating
that in accordance with the wishes of bishop Freifeldt and the general consistory
he was proposing parallel forms which could be used along with the church’s
present liturgy. he asked the pastors to examine closely these proposals and freely share with him their opinions. the cover letter was sent with the draft to both
pastors in the st. petersburg consistorial district and other territorial consistories
as well.913
the draft was really a critique of certain parts of the service along with his
proposed revisions. it dealt with the chief divine service, baptism, confirmation,
911
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burial, special service of confession and absolution, ant other acts. meyer did
not offer a systematic presentation but chose instead to single out certain points
of the divine service and the occasional services which he believed to be sorely
in need of revision.
his draft was dominated by his excessive concern about the introit, a concern
which was shared also by all very protestant-minded pastors in the st. petersburg
area, as well as pietistically inclined pastors in other consistorial districts. he did
not like the introit for christmas day because it was taken from isaiah 9, which
was also one of the standard pericopes for the day. he stated that if this pericope
were to be the subject of the christmas sermon, it surely should not have previously been read as the introit. he singled out the introit for ascension day, saying that the phrase “Why are you men from galilee standing here looking at the
sky? …,” was also found in the pericopes. some introits, he stated, had no logic
to them because they arbitrarily joined verses that shared no common thought.
here he drew attention to the introits for the First and the twenty second sunday
after trinity. in other cases verses from the old and new testaments were mixed
together, as in the introit for synods, the introit for Exaudi sunday, and the introit
for the mission Festival, among others. other introits were criticized because they
introduced the words “but” or “then” which were not found in the scriptural text.
here again texts were joined together which did not express a common thought.
meyer was not the first in his consistorial district to single out the introits for
severe criticism. he went so far as to declare them irredeemable. they needed to
be replaced. therefore he constructed his own series of introits based on old testament texts, stating that this would help to make old testament more familiar
to worshipers. in addition, he provided a second series on introits for the trinity
season dividing that season into groups of three sundays each with new testament texts for each group. this, he said, would be wholesome and beneficial. it
would ensure that the principle truths of the third article of the creed would be
brought before the people in a hauntingly beautiful way.914
meyer saw a need to correct the so-called absolution in the 1897 divine service. he observed that it was not really an absolution but a declaration of grace
and its declarative nature needed to be clarified. he suggested that it be replaced
by a clear declaration: “the almighty and eternal god has had mercy on us, and
has set us down in the kingdom of his beloved son in whom we have redemption
through his blood, the forgiveness of sins. may the blood of Jesus christ, the son
of god, cleanse us from all our sins.”915 this, he said, would be more in tune with
luther’s theology.
914
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about the threefold alleluia, which followed the epistle excepting in lent
when amen replaced it, meyer stated that the pastor should be free to decide
to eliminate one or the other response, since it might prove to be confusing to a
congregation of simple souls that they were to sing one response sometimes and
the other response at other times. For the same reason the pastor should be free to
determine that the response after the gospel, “praise to you, o christ,” should be
dropped in favor of a threefold alleluia, since the vocative “o christ” was greek
in style and did not fit into the german language.
meyer also proposed an invitation to precede the creed: “now let us together
with the whole christian church confess our universal faith.” in addition the
threefold amen after the creed should be dropped when the congregation has
said the creed together. to say the creed and then break into song at the threefold amen made no sense to him. Furthermore, since reference was made in the
invitation to the whole christian church, then the nicene creed should be used,
since the greek church did not use the apostles’ creed. however, it still must be
kept firmly in mind that everything in the apostles’ creed was found also in the
nicene creed.
the sarata pastor was displeased with both the formulations of the prayer of
the church in the 1897 agenda and complained that some parts of them were
dry, ponderous, and overlong. he went on to say that these were deficiencies,
even errors, and some were serious errors. going over the prayers, sentence by
sentence he indicated what needed to be altered or eliminated. he was not willing to go so far as to allow for free prayer to replace the printed form, but he provided alternative forms to replace those found in the agenda.916
to emphasize its importance, meyer wanted the prayer of the church to be
more fittingly introduced by the addition of the Laudatio, since this was far more
suitable than the simple “let as pray.” so too, the congregation should sing a
twofold amen at the end of a prayer rather than a single one.
the imperial agenda had directed that special intercessions and thanksgivings be introduced from the pulpit with appropriate bible verses and announcements. meyer stated that it would be better to follow the example of the prussian
union agenda and incorporate all these intercessions and thanksgivings into a
single all-encompassing prayer which would be preceded by appropriate announcements. he saw no reason for the addition of a bible verse as an introduction to the various intercessions, and said that it would not displease him if this
practice were discontinued.
concerning the service of the lord’s supper meyer stated that the new prayer
of blessing in the st. petersburg agenda was dogmatically correct but it was sim916
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ply too dogmatic. Furthermore, it was artificially separated from the Verba by an
inappropriate amen, said by the congregation. he complained that this amen
isolated the prayer of blessing and the Verba from each other. his own suggestion
was that the pastors be given three options. the first and second options were
those found in the 1897 agenda. the third option was a new form of consecration
of his own construction:
pastor: “heavenly Father, we praise you for having created for us a redemption and reconciliation through your beloved son, who gave his holy body and
shed his precious blood, and who for the strengthening of our faith ordained a
meal of grace.
our lord Jesus christ in the night in which he was betrayed… (with the sign
of the cross).
merciful god, we fulfill the command of Jesus christ, your dear son, and beseech you that you would grant that all who receive the body and the blood of
your son, our savior, may do so to their blessing and eternal salvation.
our Father who art in heaven …”
congregation: “For thine is the kingdom …”
in all three formulas the act of consecration would conclude with “the peace of
the lord be with you all,” and the congregation would respond with the amen.917
a peculiar feature of the Verba in this third option is the omission of the words
“for you” with reference to the cup. this omission is nowhere explained. it may
have been inadvertent – a mere slip of the pen.
meyer noted that the exhortation from 1 corinthians 11:26, which preceded
the Pax Domini in the imperial liturgy, was not liturgical and had no place in the
service at this point. these words simply stated that in the act of eating and drinking the lord’s supper the congregation shows the lord’s death until he comes.
917

“himmlischer vater, wir preisen dich, daß du eine versöhnung und erlösung gestiftet hast
durch deinen lieben sohn, der für uns seinen heiligen leib dahingegeben und sein teures
blut vergossen und zur stärkung unseres glaubens das mahl der gnade verordnet hat.
unser herr Jesus christus, in der nacht, da er verraten ward, nahm er das brod, dankte,
brach es, gab es seinen Jüngern und sprach: nehmet hin und esset, das ist mein leib (†),
der für euch gegeben wird. solches tut zu meinem gedächtnis. desselbigengleichen nach
dem abendmahl nahm er auch den Kelch, dankte, gab ihnen den und sprach: dieser Kelch
ist das neue testament in meinem blut (†), das für viele vergossen wird zur vergebung der
sünden. solches tut, so oft ihrs trinket, zu meinem gedächtnis.
barmherziger gott, indem wir diesem gebot Jesu christi, deines lieben sohnes
nachkommen, bitten wir dich, du wollest den leib und das blut deines sohnes, unsres
heilandes allen, die an diesem heiligen mahl teilnehmen wollen, zum segen und ewigen
heil gereichen lassen.
vater unser, der du bist im himmel u. s. w. sondern erlöse uns von der uebel.
Resp.: denn dein ist das Reich und die Kraft und die herrlichkeit in ewigkeit. amen.”
Meyer I 1904, 16-17.
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st. paul’s words were not meant to be an admonition or a command that the congregation should proclaim the death by doing the supper.
during the distribution communion hymns or hymns from the section of the
hymnal, entitled “Jesus” may be sung. he noted, however, that these hymns
must be chosen carefully, because they would be sung both by communicants
and those who would not be receiving the sacrament, and needed to be relevant
to both groups.
meyer included no clear directives concerning the self-communion of the pastor, although he did note that the pastor could (and perhaps should) to prepare to
receive the benefit of the lord’s supper at some other time and in some other setting. he was critical of the phrase which the pastor was to speak to himself before
his communion: “Your body, lord Jesus christ, strengthen and preserve me in
the true faith to life everlasting. amen.” the Sumptio formula ought not to be in a
form of a prayer. he was sure that many pastors were in agreement about this.918
at services without the lord’s supper meyer directed that when the prayer of
the church was said from the pulpit, the pastor should return to the altar for the
Laudatio, and then pray one of the three final collects from the appendix, and the
our Father, and then say the benediction. in this way the final collect would take
the place which in the communion service would have been taken by the postcommunion collect. the imperial agenda required that on non-communion
sundays after the our Father was prayed at the altar the congregation should
sing the ninth stanza of “our Father, thou in heaven above.” much as he liked
this hymn, meyer could not agree with this rubric, stating that it would make this
hymn stanza tedious and spiritually unprofitable. the agenda directed that the
same stanza should be sung in most other services as well. meyer suggested that
instead of it the congregation should sing a twofold amen or the doxology of the
our Father.
Finally, meyer observed that the aaronic benediction ought to be introduced
with the words: “Receive now with a believing heart the blessing of the lord.”
he declared this to be appropriate, because every important part of the service
was introduced by some phrase similar to it, meant to set the tone for what followed and to prepare the congregation to warmly receive the lord’s blessing. at
baptisms and Funerals, however, the use of these introductory words would not
be appropriate.919
meyer went on to note that in many places and on certain occasions the agenda directed that a second service should be held, as for example, at christmas,
new Year, easter, and pentecost. his own view was that in this second service
918
919

Meyer I 1904, 34.
Meyer I 1904, 29, 33.
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free reign should be given to the christian heart of the pastor to pray from the
heart rather than from the book.
earlier, in 1896, meyer had gone into print to protest requirement that pastors
must chant the liturgy.920 he now said again that the pastor should be at liberty
to speak the service, if he desires to do so. the new prussian union liturgy did
not require that the pastor chant, and the old 1832 agenda did not require it but
only advised it. the regulation that every pastor must chant was demoralizing to
every pastor who for one reason or another chose to speak rather than to chant.
having done away with the introits printed in the imperial agenda, where
the music was divided between the pastor and the choir, meyer had now to find
some other place for the choir. he was supportive of church choirs where they
were found, but he did not want the service to turn into a concert. he certainly
did not want the singing of the choir to be a high point of the service, such as he
had observed was the case in berlin and stuttgart. the appropriate place for the
choir to sing was after the creed, before the principal hymn, or after the sermon.
the agenda also provided a service of catechization, usually to be held in the
afternoon. meyer saw a need to make important improvements in this service. it
should not be necessary to use the altar in this service, he wrote. instead everything should be done from a lectern, placed close enough to the children that they
can hear and be heard. no liturgical responses were necessary. indeed, there was
no need to repeat anything already found in the sunday morning service. he
suggested the following order: hymn – votum - Free prayer – catechesis – Free
prayer – our Father – benediction – Final hymn stanza.
meyer also addressed himself to a question which many pastors were asking
about the proper place of the special service of confession and absolution in the
divine service. some pastors did not want the special confession and absolution
in the divine service at all. they wanted it to constitute a service the night before
the celebration of the lord’s supper, or early in the morning before the divine
service. however, many pastors realized that this old arrangement was becoming impractical, and they availed themselves of the rubric in both the 1832 and
1897 agendas which allowed for a special office of confession and absolution
in the divine service. in the 1897 liturgy this special office followed the introit
and led into the Gloria in excelsis. some pastors, however, preferred confession
and absolution after the prayer of the church, immediately before service of
the sacrament. their rational was that in this way the congregation answered
the sermon’s call to repentance. pastor meyer indicated that he much preferred
this practice even though it was not officially approved. he suggested that the
people should remain in their seats, chiefly because it was not necessary that
920

Meyer 1896, 354-355.
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the people come forward for the laying-on-of-hands and women and older men
would doubtless find it difficult to stand until the distribution. he suggested that
the people sit during the confessional address and remain in their places. if no
provision was made for kneeling, the Kyrie could be omitted. in any case the
people must always say the amen. it was not necessary that the pastor ask people
to affirm the confession, excepting where they had not participated in the prayer.
in any case, if the people had sung the Kyrie, the question of affirming the confession was utterly superfluous. meyer did not like either of the prayers after the absolution, which were to be used when confession and absolution were a separate
service. he did not like the notion that assurance of forgiveness and salvation
should be tied to a word spoken by a mere man, since he stated openly that only
god could give this assurance. he seems not to have considered that god gives
this assurance precisely through words spoken by a man. perhaps it is here that
one may locate the source of meyer’s distaste for the laying-on-of-hands which
he recommended discontinue. although he suggested that the prayer ought to be
worded differently, he offered no model. in his critique he proposed also that the
special service of confession and absolution in the divine service need not to be
introduced with the hymn of confession of sins. When not all intended to commune, such a hymn would be inappropriate and it must assumed that non-communicants would indeed participate in the service. Furthermore, festal celebrations of the lord’s supper should always be marked by appropriate festal hymns,
not hymns of confession. the same principle governed meyer’s pastoral practice
at easter and pentecost celebrations in sarata, and it was his opinion that others
would do well to follow his example. meyer did not deal with the anomaly created by the fact that the inclusion of confession and absolution after the sermon
meant that now there would be two confessions of sins in the divine service.921
meyer also wanted important changes in certain pastoral acts. in the baptismal service a special word of blessing from the new testament should be spoken
after the our Father, and during this verse the pastor should lay his hand on the
head of the candidate. this would make the questionable ceremony of the layingon-of-hands during the our Father unnecessary. it would be more proper that the
laying-on-of-hands be accompanied with the short word of blessing which would
follow the lord’s prayer. he asked his readers to imagine what would happen
if 10 or 20 children were to be baptized in the single service. this happened frequently in the colonial congregations. it would be unthinkable that the pastor
pray the our Father individually over each of them. Furthermore, the opening
prayer at baptism and at the ratification of baptism ought to be revised. he also
noted that the word of special admonition to the godparents, which was meant to
921
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impress on them the weightiness of the duty which they were undertaking, was
entirely too long and forbidding in its tone. it needed to be shortened and to lead
more naturally into the aaronic benediction. this admonition must answered
with a loud, affirmative amen, a feature not found in the present agenda.
changes needed to be made in the confirmation vows as well. “do you promise…” (germ. Gelobet ihr) must be replaced by “do you intend…” (germ. Wollt
ihr), since it was entirely improper to lay such weighty obligations upon juveniles. the church had no right to require that children take such vows. it would be
best to return to the form, found in the 1832 book.
in the marriage service a second reading was needed, most properly from
ephesians 5 concerning the relationship of christian spouses. as to the phrase
“What god has joined together, let not man put asunder,” he stated that it should
not be necessary to repeat it since it had already been read in the gospel. at the
prayer the pastor should face the bridal couple and not turn his back on them to
face the altar. the blessing could be given with the laying-on-of-hands and the
words: “now receive the blessing from the lord for your life together.” Finally,
in such occasional services as baptism and burial the pastor ought always to face
the people and not turn his back on them when praying.
his final observations were concerned with the burial office. in general, he
liked the new service, because he felt that it was written in such a manner as to
make it clear that everyone who dies, does not without further ado go to heaven.
however, he felt that the continued use of the phase “the lord preserve your
going out and your coming in from this time forth, and even forevermore,” was
inappropriate, since it appeared to be addressed to the deceased and was used in
every case, whether or not the deceased was a faithful christian. he suggested
the following formula: “the god of peace sanctify us wholly and preserve our
spirits together with our bodies and souls blameless until the coming of our lord
Jesus christ. amen,” or some other votum in inclusive form. he also approved
the fact that the liturgy only printed the our Father once in each divine service.
unfortunately, it did not note that although the burial of the dead usually involved several services, the our Father ought only to be prayed once, a point that
was made clear by the prussian union agenda. Finally, when more than one burials were taking place, the aaronic benediction in the cemetery ought to be said
only at the first burial. some other word of blessing should be used at the other
burials and, of course, the inclusive form should be used.922
one more short document on liturgical revision appeared, Einige Vorschläge
für den Anhang zur Agende (Some Suggestions for the Supplement to the Agenda).923
this 12 page booklet was published by the l. nitzsche typography concern in
922
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odessa, the same firm which had printed meyer’s Entwurf. the author of this
shorter work was not identified, but
even a cursory examination of it shows
that parts of it agree verbatim with the
Entwurf. the shorter work only summarized the positions advocated by meyer,
so that it is more than a conjuncture that
this booklet came from his pen. the Einige Vorschläge may have been printed as
an information piece for pastors in the st.
petersburg consistorial district and was
to be used also to facilitate discussion of
matters of concern in the Entwurf.924
pastor meyer’s recommendations in
Entwurf and Einige Vorschläge are less
radical than those he put forward in his
1896 article, and many of his suggestions
appear to be well founded. his judgment
Some Suggestions by alfons meyer.
that the ninth stanza of “our Father,
thou in heaven above” was overused
was probably correct. the same could be
said for his thoughts concerning the prayer of blessing and the act of consecration. his other critical suggestions were developed from the perspective of a pietist spirituality, and so he viewed the liturgy mainly from a practical and esthetic
perspective. he saw no need for introits and did not care much to have the pastor
chant the liturgy. he based his criticism of chanting on the fact that he and many
other pastors were not trained singers, and in any case it was not properly lutheran to insist that a pastor chant. he understood evangelical freedom to allow
no room for prescriptive rubrics of this sort. he eschewed repetitions, especially
the practice of praying the our Father more than once in a service or series of
services held on the same day. he took the same stance concerning the repetition
of antiphons and versicles. the altar did not play any strong role for him, other
than as a table on which to lay the communion vessels and the agenda. he represented a generation of pastors whose notions of what it meant to be lutheran and
what was a true lutheran liturgy were filtered through a pietist mentality.
meyer hoped that his writings would awaken among the pastors a desire for
revised liturgical services. however, not a single word about his proposals can be
924
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found in the minutes of the st. petersburg synods of 1905, 1906, and 1907. meyer
himself was not present in these synods, but his presence would have not been
necessary for pastors to publicly discuss their evaluation of his proposals. no
such discussions took place. perhaps the reason for this was that the pastors felt
no ownership of this project. it was not initiated at their request and it was not
coordinated with the program of the st. petersburg synod. it was the brainchild
of bishop Freifeldt, and the church-at-large did not share the general consistory’s high opinion of meyer. his reputation was that of a liturgical radical. bishop Freifeldt would have been better advised to take up the matter of liturgical
revision with the territorial consistories and to ask for their recommendations.
instead, liturgical revision became a private project in which the territorial consistories and even the st. petersburg consistory had little to say.
the livonians were, of course, always interested in questions concerning the
liturgy, and general superintendent theophil gähtgens told the 1904 synod that
he had received meyer’s writings and together with them a request that they
be brought before the synod for deliberation. the livonians were interested,
not least because meyer’s writings could be taken to be an attack on a liturgy,
which was primarily based upon the work of the livonian liturgical committee.
president gähtgens realized that the pastors would need some time to carefully
consider meyer’s proposals and stated that the synod would put off for a time
any consideration of them.925 in was not until the 1907 livonian synod that he
was able to report back that the deaneries had considered meyer’s draft supplement and the majority of them were opposed to his proposals.926
in 1904 the courlandian synod was told that meyer’s work had been received.
pastor ernst Külpe pointed out that the church’s new agenda was indeed in need
of improvement. general superintendent otto panck read aloud the opinion of
the bauske (latv. Bauska) deanery, and the synod referred the matter to the deaneries for their considerations and recommendations.927 in the 1905 courlandian
synod general superintendent otto panck announced that all the deaneries were
agreed that some liturgical revisions were desirable. some of pastor meyer’s suggestions they believed to be worthy of consideration, however, they were not in
agreement that what he proposed was what the church needed. 928
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Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1904, 22-23.
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1 5 . 3 Q ue s ti o ns ab o u t the serv ic e of con f irmat ion
once again it was the livonians who put forward the first concerted effort to
further revise the church’s liturgical forms. in this case it was not the chief divine
service which was the object of their concern but rather the practice of confirmation and the confirmation service itself.
Russian lutheran church law stated in clear terms that full membership in the
church was granted through the rite of confirmation. candidates for confirmation were to be no younger than 15 years of age and no older than 18 years of age,
excepting in special circumstances as determined by the consistory. traditionally
the possession of a certificate of confirmation was required of lutheran candidates
for higher education, public service positions, admission into professions, and into
military service. there could be no marriage without the presentation by the bridal
pair of their certificates of confirmation. civil marriages were not a possibility. this
meant that individuals who for reason of conscience or any other cause were not
confirmed, were deprived of all those privileges which required the presentation
of a confirmation certificate. the only alternative for those without such a certificate would be to bite their tongue and be confirmed. parents who were atheists or
communists would still need to send their children to be confirmed, lest they be
deprived of the secular benefits of confirmation. of course, they would have to attend the lessons of religious instruction in school in any case.929
pastor hahn, the preacher at dorpat university, brought this matter before the
livonian synod in 1903, based upon two cases which he had been called upon to
deal with. he wondered aloud whether the church’s confirmation requirement
ought to be allowed to stand or would it not be better to rescind it. his study of
Russian lutheran church law indicated to him that although it was required that
lutheran youths be confirmed, that requirement in his opinion did not really
have the force of law. in short, it was nowhere specifically commanded that children be confirmed (§ 282-284). concerning age requirement when a lutheran
19 years of age or older presented himself for confirmation, the matter had to be
investigated and presented both to the general consistory and the ministry of the
interior in cases involving negligence or recklessness (§ 821). nothing was said
about conscientious objection to confirmation. the sticky point seemed to be the
requirement that only the confirmed could marry (§ 317). the real question, hahn
asserted, was whether the confirmation requirement in the church’s constitution
ought to be allowed to stand or whether it should be dropped as unevangelical.
hahn noted that a confirmation certificate was no longer needed to enroll in
higher education. he further observed that because of family and social pressures
929
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the dropping of the requirement that
people must be confirmed would not result in large numbers of losses. he further asked whether the church was not
obligated to consider the plight of unbelievers who were being asked to take
vows contrary to their conscience. they
were required to make false vows in order to secure advantages for themselves
and to receive a sacrament in which they
did not believe. noting that confirmation consisted in three parts - examination, confirmation, and First communion, hahn wondered aloud whether a
revision of the agenda rite might not be
formulated so as to completely separate the mandatory religious instruction
mag. traugott hahn,
from the acts of laying-on-of-hands and
dorpat
university chaplain.
blessing, and First communion. that
way legal requirements could be fulfilled
by obligatory religious instruction without the requirement that one participate
in the religious aspects of confirmation.
in the heated discussion which followed senior pastor thomas girgensohn of
st. Jakob church in Riga stated that it was up to the deaneries to find ways to maintain
freedom from the confirmation requirement in special cases. the deaneries must decide also what latitude should be allowed in framing confirmation questions concerning the confession of the Faith and related matters and bring their recommendations
to the synod. the deaneries would need to discuss also how freedom of conscience
and its relationship to confirmation and its requirement were to be understood.
dean irbe took a different approach. if confirmation were eliminated, he wondered, what would be the mark of belonging to the lutheran church? how could it
be known whether one was a member or not? he asserted that if the church repealed
its confirmation requirement to meet the demands of modern unbelief, she would
be engaging in self-deception. behind this was the unspoken question of whether or
why the church should conform her actions to accommodate unbelievers.
hahn’s presentation uncorked a bottle out of which would flow in coming years
a flood of questions and opinions concerning a rite which luther and melanchthon
had cast aside. in the days of pietism confirmation had been revived and exalted by
the pietists to be of supreme importance. more important even than catechesis was
the new emphasis on the laying-on-of-hands and the imparting of the holy spirit on
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young christians who now offered themselves to the lord with vows which committed them to faithfulness even in the face of death. one week after confirmation
the confirmands would receive the lord’s supper for the first time. this made confirmation a rite of passage legally required, a protestant bar-mitzvah, which for many
young people marked the end of any formal education and the beginning of a life-time
of hard labor on the farms or in the forests or mines. For those of noble birth it was
the gateway to higher education and public service. in the hearts of many livonian
people it was on the day of their confirmation that they became real christians, for
now they took upon themselves the vows made by their parents and godparents in
baptism and began to believe for themselves. consequently, confirmation was more
important than baptism, for now one self-consciously became a christian. however,
in this new day some members of society chose to speak aloud of their agnostic or
atheistic attitudes, and they had no desire to compromise their consciences by taking
part in a religious act in which they dedicated themselves to a lord in whom they did
not believe. they did not wish to receive the sacrament of the altar, which was to
them a ceremonial act celebrating a fellowship of which they were not a part. however, the law required confirmation and First communion, and these requirements
brought with them the strong possibility that people would be confirmed unworthily
and commune blasphemously to their own spiritual detriment.930
heated debates continued in the 1904 next synod. on the basis of the reports
which had been sent him by the deaneries, general superintendent theophil gähtgens put the question whether or not the church was indeed obligated to strike
down its requirement that all whom the state identified as lutherans must be
confirmed. this put the question on an entirely different footing. some deaneries
stated that the livonian synod dare not consider this matter excepting in consultation with its sister synods. others wanted the discussion to continue within the
synod. mg. hahn stated that the whole question needed to be considered from
a practical standpoint, since it involved such questions as how one should deal
with non-confirmed people who wished to marry. another pastor hahn of Reval
noted that the legal requirement for confirmation in germany had been dropped
30 years earlier but this had created new problems. it divided the lutheran community into two groups - the baptized (germ. Taufgemeinde) and the communicants
(germ. Abendmahlsgemeinde). pastor paul Willigerode wondered aloud whether it
was a good idea to frame the question around freedom of conscience in general,
when in fact the church needed to deal only with individual cases brought by those
with conscientious objections.
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the livonian synod once again decided that the deaneries must consider these
matters and that a commission consisting of pastors traugott hahn, emil Kählbrandt,
and paul Willigerode should draw up questions for the deaneries to consider.931
the matter came up again in the 1905 livonian synod which met in a time of
revolutionary change in Russia. this was a year of revolution, and it was on october 30 of this year that tsar nicholas ii (Николай II) issued a manifesto on freedom of conscience, which allowed even to the Russian orthodox the possibility
of leaving that communion to join another. president gähtgens reported on the
responses of the deaneries to the questionnaires which had been sent them by the
ad hoc commission. they had been asked concerning their understanding of the
nature of the confirmation and the relationship of these vows to confirmation as
such. in general, the deaneries stated that the vows were an integral part of the rite,
and that the confession of faith was intimately connected with these vows. only the
Walk deanery was willing to give up the word “vow.” the committee had further
inquired as to what was the relationship between vows and the church’s confession of faith and to what extent a binding vow should be formulated in questions
concerning church doctrine. no explicit answer was given to the first question, but
it was repeatedly pointed out that the vows should represent the express will of the
confirmand concerning his willingness to maintain the faith and confession of his
church, even though no binding agreement was made as to specific formulations.
it was further asked whether the present confirmation formula was proper or
whether it was in need of amendment. it was the general opinion of the deaneries
that the formula need to be amended, although there was no common agreement as to what form that amendment ought to take. some preferred the wording
of the provisional livonian rite of 1885, some preferred the proposals of pastor
meyer of sarata. the dorpat and the Riga city deaneries stated that they wanted an entirely new form, and the pernau deanery suggested that confirmation
should be divided into two separate acts and provided an example. in answer
to the question whether a pastor was in conflict with the law of the state when
he allowed a member of his congregation to remain unconfirmed as a matter of
conscience, all were agreed that in such a case the pastor was not in conflict with
the law, especially in light of the tsar’s manifesto concerning toleration. as to how
such an unconfirmed person was to be classified by the church, the majority of
the deaneries, including Riga city, Riga region, Wenden, dorpat, Werro, pernau,
and oesel, stated that such persons were still baptized members of the congregation under the spiritual care of the pastor. the Walk deanery agreed but went on
to state that only confirmed were members in the full sense and only they could
receive the eucharist.
931
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the commission had also asked whether the marriage of persons, who were
inadvertently unconfirmed, were legally married. all were agreed that they were
married as long as their lack of confirmation had not been motivated by contempt for the church. so answered deaneries of Riga city, Wenden, Werro, pernau, dorpat, and oesel. however, the Riga region deanery and the majority of
pastors in Walk stated that such a marriage failed to meet the required criteria.
as to whether the pastor was in open violation of the law for performing such a
marriage, the deanery of Werro said no. the deaneries of Riga region, Wenden,
dorpat, pernau, and oesel responded affirmatively. Riga city and Walk deaneries stated that lawyers would need to make the determination. the question
remained whether individual cases provided sufficient grounds for the further
elaboration of the whole question of the relationship between freedom of conscience and confirmation practice. the majority of deaneries insisted that freedom of conscience was not the best starting point for any consideration of the
church’s confirmation practices, but several deaneries stated that freedom of
conscience should be given due consideration. all the deaneries were agreed that
the commitment to individual freedom in the question of confirmation was not a
threat to the “church of the people” (germ. Volkskirche). the proposal that the rite
should be divided into two separate acts as recommended dr. adolf stoecker in
his presentation before the 1900 church-social conference in erfurt, was accepted
only by the pernau and oesel deaneries.932
some proposals from the deaneries were also received. the Riga region deanery suggested the introduction of an optional civil marriage rite and dorpat proposed that in the interest of supporting freedom of conscience adjustments ought
to be made in the case of the religious education of the children of mixed marriages. adjustments would need to be made also in their obligations concerning
the lord’s supper. pernau, oesel, and a minority of clergy in the dorpat deanery
expressed the opinion that when freedom of conscience was involved, obligations
concerning confirmation should not be pressed.
Questions concerning the form and shape of the liturgical rite of confirmation
were raised. senior pastors thomas girgensohn and viktor Karl Wittrock and
pastor Willigerode expressed the opinion that the time was not yet ripe for the
reformulation of the rite. First, the deaneries must further consider this matter.
a letter detailing estonian developments was read and referred to the deaneries.
pastor hahn again brought the matter of freedom of conscience, communion requirements, and the possible introduction of civil marriage. dean Falck reminded
the assembly that the provision of the present church law (§ 317) was that confirmation was a Conditio sine qua non for church marriages, and dean irbe warned
932
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that pastors must not allow themselves to be put in a position in which atheists
were able to require them to marry them. this would be the case if hahn’s proposal that non-confirmands should be allowed to marry was affirmed.933
it was moved and supported that the synod choose a commission for the
revision of the formula of confirmation in the agenda. the commission established to prepare it consisted of mag. Wilhelm bergmann, professor of practical
theology, senior pastor Wittrock, university chaplain mag. traugott hahn, and
pastors Roderich bidder and leopold Krüger.934 a motion to eliminate the communion requirement for catechumens was referred to the deaneries. the motion
that the consistory be asked to take all appropriate steps to adjust the requirements concerning religious instruction, confirmation, and communion in mixed
marriages was adopted unanimously, as was also the resolution asking that the
superintendent general seek a judicial opinion concerning the legal status of a
pastor marrying persons not confirmed. Finally, president gähtgens reminded
the delegates that what they had discussed was of great importance, and he commended them for their rare unanimity on such sensitive issues.
in the 1906 livonian synod dean bidder reported on behalf of the commission that the preliminary work was now completed. the synod directed that the
results of their research should now be sent to the deaneries for study.935
the reports of the deaneries were presented at the 1907 livonian synod.
speaking on behalf of the commission dean bidder proposed that discussions
would be most fruitful if the commission’s proposals were divided into three categories. the assembly agreed. First to be discussed was the proposal that a ceremony should mark the end of formal catechetical instruction for all participants.
this ceremony should be completely separate from confirmation, so that those
who wished only to complete the required educational program would feel no
obligation to be confirmed. some delegates saw this to be a necessary step which
would formally place religious education in an academic setting apart from the
church. some expressed the opinion that for pastoral and educational reasons the
exceptional nature of this closing ceremony should be stressed. it should be more
than a simple closing exercise. others, however, objected that this separation did
not really solve any problems, because it did not ensure that atheists and others
lacking religious convictions would necessarily decide to forego confirmation.
Furthermore, if the proposal were enacted it would divide the so-called christian
community into two groups – those who were confirmed and those who were
merely “non-confirmed adherents.” they further objected that no one could state
for certain, whether the government would be willing to accept such an arrange933
934
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ment. the new dismissal certificate (germ. Entlassungsschein) might end up as a
worthless scrap of paper. the long and heated discussion led to no conclusions.
the synod was unable make progress on the question.
the second series of questions concerned liturgical matters and the search for
agreement concerning an appropriate statement of faith to which confirmands
should pledge themselves. concerning this question master hahn of dorpat stated that it was, of course, essential that there be a statement or confession of faith to
which the confirmands would pledge themselves. however, it was equally clear
that for pedagogical reasons the apostles’ creed was not a suitable confession for
the confirmands, because they had not yet reached the point in their education or
their personal development at which they could explore it in depth. adolescents
could not be expected to do any more than to commit themselves to the acts of
salvation, the so-called “history of salvation” (germ. Heilsgeschichte) set down
in the scriptures. pastor hoffmann objected that the omission of the apostles’
creed would be step towards theological liberalism and it would lead to further
steps away from the historic faith. those who felt themselves unable to confess
the apostles’ creed ought not to be confirmed or admitted to the altar. in conclusion, the Riga city deanery offered as a formula for consideration a shortened
and adopted version on the draft confirmation rite of pastor meyer of sarata.
pastor grave of salisburg (latv. Mazsalaca) speaking on behalf of the Wolmar
deanery presented for consideration the statements formulated by his deanery.
the Wolmar pastors insisted that it could not be proved that the apostles’ creed
contained unimportant matters, which had nothing to do with the essence of the
christian religion. Furthermore, they stated that the apostles’ creed speaks specifically concerning the acts of salvation and salvation history, and it had always
been accepted as such by the entire christian community. accordingly, it was not
simply because a suitable confession of faith ought to be included in the confirmation rite that these matters must be considered. the charge that the apostles’
creed went beyond religion to speak in legal-dogmatic terms and the additional
charge that the proposed declaration was not sufficiently straight forward in its
confession of Jesus christ, were indications that the loss of the apostles’ creed in
the confirmation service would be lamentable.
the debate in the synod came down to the following points. First, clarification
was needed as to the object of confirmation, the relation of the rite to preparation
for communion, and the significance in the act of the confession of faith in the
confirmation service. some expressed the opinion that the confession of faith had
merely subjective value; others argued for its objective significance. it was clear
to all the pastors that the whole matter must be sent back to the commission for
further consideration and that a second commission should be appointed to meet
in Riga to consider the same questions. pastors thomas girgensohn, gotthilf
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hillner, theodor hoffmann, and Friedrich grave were chosen to serve on this
second commission. Finally, the original commission was informed that it was to
collaborate fully with the new commission and to formulate together with it one
common position.936
at the 1908 livonian synod pastor theodor hoffmann of st. peter’s church
in Riga reported on the work of this special “second commission.” he reported
that the commission had made inquiry in the deaneries and was ready to present
its report. they presented a revision of the order for confession and the examination of the confirmands and along with it a revised order of confirmation.
they agreed with deaneries that the apostles’ creed should be retained as the
principal expression of the faith of the church, drawn from the holy scriptures
and confessed by evangelical lutheran christians. it should no longer be necessary to begin with a preliminary confession of Faith in the triune god over and
above this confession in the apostles’ creed, nor should it be necessary to include the preliminary question whether or not the catechumen was willing to
confess his faith publicly. consequently, in place of the previous five questions
there now were only three, since the first question asking that confirmands confess the apostles’ creed before god and the congregation covered the first three
questions in the 1897 order. in addition the old scrutiny which asked whether the
confirmand promised with all zeal to continue to walk in this faith following his
savior in humility and obedience and loving god with his whole heart and his
neighbor as himself, must now be modified: “trusting in god’s mercy will you
truly follow your savior in this faith, then answer: ‘Yes’.” the further question
whether the confirmand would live and walk in the means of grace with constant
prayer, that is faithfully using the Word and sacrament, was modified to: “do
you also wish to live accordingly, remaining in prayer and faithfully using god’s
Word and sacrament, then answer: ‘Yes’.” the old third question, asking that the
confirmand pledge that he would continue steadfast in this faith in life and death,
was dropped.937
the changes were not major and they summarized the goal and purpose of
catechesis and confirmation according to the thinking of that time. that the vow
to lifelong faithfulness was omitted, was consonant with the prevailing notion at
the turn of the century that no child should be asked to take upon himself such
an obligation. in place of promises the confirmands were asked instead to affirm
their intentions, again indicating a loosening from the notion of obligation, since
obligations remain but intentions can change. nothing is said about the doctrine
of the evangelical lutheran church or the nature of god’s Word, i.e., inspired
and inerrant.
936
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these recommendations did not close the discussion. the synod was not yet
ready to make a final decision. Further input was yet to come from the deaneries.
at the 1909 livonian synod dean paul hörschelmann presented the report of
the pernau deanery. he noted that his deanery much preferred “do you believe
in Jesus christ, our lord and savior” to “do you believe in the gospel of Jesus
christ,” as this latter phrase was unclear. in addition, the pernau deanery wanted
the addition of a question between the first and second questions, indicating the
expressly confessional nature of the creed and the personal views of the confirmand. the formula provided by the “second commission” nowhere speaks to
the matter of confessional communion fellowship. For this reason the following wording was proposed. Question 1: “our lord Jesus christ said: ‘whoever
confesses me before men, him i will also confess before my Father in heaven.’
upon this word of our lord i ask you: do you confess Jesus christ, our lord and
savior, as he is proclaimed in the holy scriptures. if so, then declare it by saying
with me the apostles’ creed.” at this point the confirmand says the Apostolicum.
Question 2: “are you certain that as the evangelical lutheran church teaches
and confesses we sinners are saved by grace alone through faith in our lord Jesus
christ, then answer: ‘Yes’.” Question 3: “trusting in god’s mercy will you faithfully continue in this faith, then answer: ‘Yes’.” Question 4: “Will you also live
accordingly remaining in prayer and faithfully using god’s Word and sacrament,
then answer: ‘Yes’.” the synod was not prepared to affirm such a definitive position. it preferred the less specific wording offered them in the report of the socalled “second commission.”938
another question which needed to be faced concerned the confirmation examination. should the examination be held on the day of confirmation or earlier?
in the 1910 livonian synod dean thomas girgensohn of Riga reported that the
second commission had not completed its work and had reached no agreement
about this matter. he stated again that the new confirmation formulary was unchanged from 1908, excepting only that the phrase, “according to the holy scriptures is proclaimed,” was no longer marked off by parentheses.939
in 1913 the matter of the confirmation formula was again brought forward
in the synod. at that time the Riga city deanery proposed that the synod should
allow the optional use of the amended confirmation formula of 1909 and 1910.
the president of the synod, general superintendent gähtgens, then asked the assembly whether the clergy were willing to allow this form for optional use. the
alternative would be to ask that the consistory forward the proposed formula to
the general consistory with the request that other synods examine and comment
upon it, so that a mutually acceptable formulary could be adopted for future use
938
939
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throughout the church.940 the war intervened before any further progress could
be made. When the maps were redrawn after WWi livonia was no more.
in other consistorial districts as well questions concerning the what, when,
and why of confirmation were being raised. in the 1905 courlandian synod pastor becker of Frauenburg (latv. Saldus) proposed that a committee be selected to
draft a new confirmation liturgy for study at the next synod.941
in the 1906 synod special attention was given to the matter. pastor eduard
Wieckberg presented a paper, entitled: Die Reformbewegung in der Konfirmationsfrage (The Reform Movement in the Question of Confirmation). in it he offered an
overview of developments in confirmation practices since the stuttgart Kirchentag of 1869. he gave special attention to the theses proposed by adolf stoecker at
the 1900 church–social conference (germ. Kirchlich-Sozialen Konferenz) in erfurt.
stoecker had proposed that (1) the period of confirmation instruction be concluded with a special act of dismissal and (2) admission to communicant membership
in the congregation be granted in a special act of admission and (3) that acceptance into active congregational membership be granted also through a special act
of admission. Wieckberg noted that the stoecker proposals were supported by a
large number of pastors but that an equally large number of pastors opposed his
proposals. this indicated that those who wished the question of confirmation to
be resolved had not yet reached a common mind on the matter. Wieckberg went
on to give his own critique of stoecker’s proposals. he stated that historically
confirmation had been a single obligatory act which was never divided into separate isolated actions. the notion that communicants only represented a special
category within the larger fellowship of the church was, he stated, unevangelical;
it mitigated against the significance of infant baptism. in other words, it made the
baptized congregation and the communicant congregation within it two separate groups. this, he declared, was unacceptable. Wieckberg went on to say that
there were certain parameters which confirmation reform must not transgress.
confirmation reform was necessary but it needed to be formulated according
to gospel principles. Furthermore, the proposal that the apostles’ creed be replaced with some free confession of faith developed especially for the confirmation service was unacceptable. also unacceptable was the notion of a special act
to serve as admission to the lord’s supper, since admission to communion was
an essential component of the act of confirmation itself. Finally, the notion that
the declaration of intention of the confirmand might be replaced by a churchly
admonition was also unacceptable. essential to confirmation, he asserted, was
its three components: the confession of faith, the declaration of intention, and the
confirmation blessing.
940
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Wieckberg stated that the new agenda must necessarily transform the vows
into a declaration of intention, and join the several questions presently asked into
one or two questions which would cover the same content but in an improved
form. however, he noted, the improvement of the confirmation rite was not really the burning issue. of far greater concern was the question how the church was
to carry out its responsibility for the church’s young people both before and after
confirmation. consequently, he suggested that two questions needed to be addressed. First, from the standpoint of the church, school, and home does the rite
of confirmation do what needs to be done for those who are being confirmed?
secondly, what can be done to keep confirmed young people in the church? a
lively discussion followed with contributions by pastor-emeritus dr. bielenstein,
pastor theodor becker, and pastor bernewitz. pastor becker asked that a commission be established to formulate a new confirmation rite and pastor bernewitz
suggested that other consistorial districts should also become involved. Finally,
general superintendent panck proposed that a commission of three members be
established to report back to the next synod. the three clergy members of the
consistory were chosen.942
the protocols of subsequent synods in courland do not indicate that these
issues were ever addressed. apparently the synod did not share the concerns
expressed by pastor becker, pastor Wieckberg, and others like them.

942
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1 5 . 4 c on c e rns ab o u t the imp e ri al agen da in st . pet ersburg
it was not until 1908 that the st. petersburg synod took up the matter of the
reform of the agenda. the delegates had earlier been considering matters which
to them were of far greater moment than the liturgy. beginning at the 1899 synod
question had arisen concerning communion registration, appropriate honoraria
for pastors at communion registration, and a comparison of the effects of the
lord’s supper and preaching. pastors also gave attention to professor Fritz hommel’s critique on Julius Wellhausen’s writings of the pentateuch. also discussed
were the reform of confirmation instruction proposed in the works of Karl heinrich caspari and Wilhelm diehl and søren Kierkegaard’s critique of modern
christendom, as well as modern religionless moralism and the importance of the
temperance (anti-alcohol) question. Whatever concerns may have been expressed
about the liturgy were limited to questions about the practicality of this or that
particular requirement in local circumstances.943
liturgical matters did arise in the 1908 synod when general superintendent
guido pingoud noted that the new agenda had now been in use for a decade.
he stated that the time had come for him to relate what he had learned about it
from his conversations with pastors and congregations. he based his presentation on his own observations without any reference to pastor meyer’s Entwurf
or his Einige Vorschläge. he stated that discontent about the agenda appeared to
be centered in four areas. the first was the prayer of the church designated for
use on ordinary sundays. the new agenda offered only two forms, the content
and style of which left much to be desired. these prayers were considered tedious and dull. this was quite evident to congregations with daily divine services
where liturgist repeated the same prayer day after day. it was evident that more
alternative forms were needed. the same must be said about the collects appointed for use before the lection. the agenda provided many collects but they
differed little. second, many declared that the introits also were deficient. often
they were little more than a string of bible passages which in some cases were not
connected together by any common idea. the introits for the epiphany season
were tediously repetitive. to overcome these shortcomings optional introits were
needed. third, the confirmation formula provoked many urgent questions, especially concerning the vows required of the confirmands. these needed to be reformulated or completely replaced with milder forms. the language of the confirmation service was said to be outdated and inappropriately bombastic. many
have asked that a less demanding form should replace it. Finally, many pastors
and congregations stated that the divine service needed to be improved in two
943
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respects. First, in general the language needed to be put into modern and easily
understood german. second, it seemed to many that many of the announcements
being read from the pulpit between the sermon and the prayer did not belong
there. the place for announcements concerning community activities, charity
concerts, lotteries, and the like was after the service had been concluded.
the general superintendent stated that the time had come to correct these deficiencies. For this purpose the synod should select a commission to submit proposals
for alternative or optional uses to the general consistory. When approval had been
received from that body, final confirmation of the changes could be sought from the
ministry of the interior. pastor meyer rose and brought discussion to its close by reminding the delegates that ever since 1899 he had been pointing out the deficiencies in
the new agenda and had been making helpful suggestions for its improvement.
the synod agreed to the formation of a special commission to consist of general
superintendent pingoud, pastor alfons meyer of sarata, and pastor-emeritus gustav lockenberg and pastor arthur Rheinthal, both of st. petersburg. pastor lockenberg later resigned from the commission. 944 the committee was given the task of
preparing a draft supplement to the agenda which would correct any inconsistencies in it. they were to bring the results of their labors to the synod for discussion.
the work of the committee was reviewed by general superintendent pingoud
in his report to the 1909 synod. he stated that the commission had chosen to
operate on the basis of a printed document, entitled: Entwurf zu einem Anhang
der Agende für den St. Petersburger Konsistorialbezirk (Draft for the Supplement of the
Liturgy for Use in the St. Petersburg Consistorial District). so far the order of the
chief divine service, confession of sins, and confirmation had been dealt with.
in addition, it has been suggested that the announcements be placed after the
close of the service, so as not to interfere with the service itself. Questions concerning the propriety of the confirmation vows and the strong wording of the
five questions, as found in the 1897 agenda, were brought to the floor. the general thinking of the delegates was that all these needed to be toned down. the five
questions in the confirmation rite were reduced to two. in a later session bishop
Freifeldt stated that for reasons of linguistic expression he saw no need to alter
the present service, but that the revision of the confirmation rite was pressing.
general superintendent pingoud asked that these matters be addressed in the
days ahead and that after two months the committee should circulate a draft for
comments and official opinions from the other synods.945
pastoral delegates were furnished with copies of the proposed materials for
their critical evaluation and comments.
944
945
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at the 1910 synod pastor meyer reported that 42 pastors had responded
to the request for critical comments. the
majority of these responses had been
favorable, especially concerning the proposals for the rite of confirmation. the
delegates had been given an analysis of
the individual points. president pingoud
stated that it was evident that the commission had accomplished what the majority of the delegates wanted done and
that the results of their efforts were now
in the hands of the consistory. the synod
thanked the commission for its tireless
efforts.946
the committee’s work was published in st. petersburg in 1911 under
the title: Anhang zu der Agende für den St.
Petersburgischen Konsistorialbezirk: zusammengestellt von der Synode dazu erwählten
1911 st. petersburg supplement
Kommission (Supplement to the Agenda for
to the imperial agenda.
the St. Petersburg Consistorial District, assembled for the Synod by its select Commission.)
this booklet included the proposed order for the chief divine service with
provision made for the conclusion of the service on occasions when communion
is not celebrated, the order of confession, and the order of confirmation. also
included were introits for sundays and feasts days, collects for use before the
reading of the scripture, and several forms of the prayer of the church for ordinary sundays.
the introduction to the supplement was dated november 1911. in it the committee noted that work on the german edition of the chief divine service, confession, and confirmation was now complete. it represented the collaborative
efforts of the pastors of the st. petersburg consistorial district. the committee
stated that the introits included in the booklet were in no case strings of disjointed
passages. also included were seven prayers of the church along with a number
of collects, collected from the old and highly esteemed agendas of the german
territorial churches. these had been edited only to correct archaic language and
946
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eliminate strictly local references. it was decided by the committee that proper
names should not be grammatically declined because the prayers were being said
in german, not latin. thus in the future “durch Jesus Christus” will replace “durch
Jesum Christum” at the end of prayers. the commission commended its work to
the german-speaking congregations and pastors stating that it had made only
very minor changes, and always for the sake of ease of flow and naturalness of
expression. Furthermore, it had endeavored to show great restraint in making
additions.947
the order for the chief divine service follows the 1897 agenda with some
changes which were made primarily under the influence of pastor meyer. an
entirely new series of introits is provided, all of which consist of collections of
bible verses which the committee thought to be appropriate for the sundays and
feast days. the traditional introits which many pastors had long since labeled as
Romanistic or illogical were dropped. the new introits do not follow the traditional structure and perhaps ought not to be called introits at all. they might better be called opening verses or calls to worship from the scriptures. the prayer of
confession makes specific mention that the petitioner is sorry for his sins and bewails them. in 1898 müthel had insisted that the absolution should be announced
only to those who were repentant and had bewailed their sins. the proposed
order modifies that advice by including the term “remorseful” (germ. reuigen) in
the confession. the new order permits an optional twofold amen after the absolution in place of the single amen found in the earlier rite.948
significant changes are found in the Gloria in excelsis. in 1897 the pastor sings
“glory be to god on high.” in the proposed form he is permitted to speak it instead. the congregation responds by singing the first stanza of “all glory be to
god on high.” no provision is made for singing the whole hymn or the Laudamus
te or the “lamb of god, pure and holy” in lent. apparently the first stanza was
to be used the year around. no provision was made for versicle and Response
before the collect which the 1897 book had permitted to be added on high feasts.
some minor changes are found in the standard collect, which may be spoken
instead of sung. a series of alternative collects is included, some of which do not
follow the standard collect form and ought rather to be called prayers. the response “praise to you, o christ” is dropped, and the only response given after the
reading is the threefold alleluia. the only creed included is the apostles’ creed,
said in first person plural, as in 1897. it is introduced with the words: “let us confess our faith.” no provision is made for the use of the nicene creed. the sermon
is followed by a hymn stanza, the so-called “chancel verse,” and the announcements, although a new rubric states that the announcements may be moved from
947
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this place and be put after the close of the service. in this case the pulpit office
closes with a votum and the chancel verse is dropped.949
during a short hymn the pastor goes to the altar for the prayer of the church.
several alternative prayers are offered taken from the prussian agenda of
1827 (sic!), the 1693 swedish handbook, the Württemberg church book of 1842,
the baden agenda of 1836, the Kurpfalz lutheran church order of 1652, and the
old church orders for Rhine-bavaria (germ. Rheinbaiern) and schaffhausen 1738,
as well as the agendas of nassau and hanover 1843. no liturgies representing
the fruits of nineteenth century lutheran liturgical and theological scholarship,
such as would be found in the works of Kliefoth, löhe, schöberlein, the bavarian
church, et. al. are included. the prayer of the church is in every case divided according with the four-part structure found in the 1897 agenda with its traditional
responses.950
the service of the sacrament continues as in 1897. the Benedictus qui venit has
not been restored, perhaps because of the prejudices expressed against it by pastor müthel were still widely held. two forms of consecration are included, as in
1897. the first follows the 1897 order, but now the pastor may say the our Father
and the doxology alone. the congregation may be permitted to sing the doxology. the sign of the cross is nowhere to be found, although the 1897 agenda had
permitted its use in connection with the consecration.
as in the 1897 agenda the second form begins with a prayer of blessing:
“lord Jesus christ, you son of the living god, we implore you that you would
bless your holy supper which we would celebrate with a hearty desire for your
fellowship, granting eternal life to all who partake thereof to the honor, praise,
and glory of your holy name.”951
the opening phrase: “lord Jesus christ, you son of the living god” is found
in the pfalz-neuburg church order 1543, löhe’s Beicht- und Communionbuch
1871, and some other nineteenth century liturgical sources. the rest of the prayer
is based loosely on a prayer which ludwig schöberlein included in his 1855 and
1859 works. the prayer was reprinted by Räder in his Ausbau der Agende 1878 and
a modified form of it was included in the 1885 livonian agenda.952 schöberlein
had spoken of fellowship as the communion of christ’s body and blood (“… die
Gemeinschaft des Leibes und Blutes unseres Herrn Jesu Christi …”); the st. petersburgian draft omitted any reference to the body and blood, nor is there any mention
949
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of the bread and wine as such. in place of it is “holy supper” (germ. Heilige
mahl). the prayer ends with the congregation’s amen. this concludes the prayer
of blessing and separates it from christ’s Words over the bread and cup, and
opens up the possibility that these words can be understood to be Words of consecration - a notion which müthel and those of his opinion definitely rejected. the
service proceeds with the invitation, Pax Domini, and distribution with the Agnus
Dei. as in the earlier service, each table may be dismissed with its own biblical
verse and dismissal. the 1897 book had appointed the sign of the cross at the dismissal. in the proposed rite the sign of the cross has disappeared.
the versicle and Response before the collect lack the alleluias and the postcommunion collect speaks only of the benefit of the holy supper without any
reference to the body and blood. the service ends with the aaronic benediction
without the sign of the cross but with a threefold amen. the 1897 liturgy had
permitted the concluding verse to be sung before the benediction. the new order
does not allow that but makes the verse after the benediction mandatory.
When communion is not celebrated, a form similar to that found in the
1897 agenda is followed, but the alleluia in the Laudatio or its response have been
dropped and there is no final collect.
as in all earlier agendas the special service of confession is always used when the
lord’s supper is to be celebrated. this order may be held on the day before the celebration or as a part of the divine service itself. When used at the divine service, this
order comes immediately before the preface and serves as a confession and absolution intended for the communicants. in the 1897 rite the first confession at the beginning of the service was dropped in this case and the service of confession replaced it.
the absolution in this service differs from the 1897 absolution in that the forgiveness
of sins is proclaimed to those who “are heartily sorry” (germ. herzlich bereuen). in this
respect it is more restrictive than the absolution in the earlier order which had announced forgiveness to the all penitent. the new absolution reads as follows:
“upon this your confession i declare the grace of god and the forgiveness all
your sins to you who heartily repent of your sins and trust in the lord Jesus christ
in true faith, in the name of god the Father, and of the son, and of the holy spirit.”953
there is no laying-on-of-hands associated with the absolution. both the inclusion of the more restrictive form and the elimination of the laying-on-of-hands
had been advocated by müthel in 1898.
the proposed order reflected the theological and liturgical sensibilities of the
clergy in the st. petersburg consistorial district. it would find few supporters out953

“auf solch euer bekenntnis verkündige ich allen, die ihre sünden herzlich bereuen und
sich des herrn Jesus christus im wahren glauben getrösten, die gnade gottes und die
vergebung der sünden im namen gottes des vaters und des sohnes und des heiligen
geistes. amen. (gehet hin in Frieden).” Anhang zu der Agende 1911, 13.
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side that district, because it represented an impoverishment of the church’s liturgical tradition, rather than an enrichment. it indicated the scope and nature of the
renewal of parish worship by the st. petersburg consistorial district in whose eyes
the supplement represented something better than what had been used in the past.
liturgical matters again came before the st. petersburg synod of 1913. pastor
meyer of sarata, who could always be depended upon to present startling and sometimes outlandish suggestions, offered a proposal concerning the relationship of the
celebration of the lord’s supper in the divine service, entitled: Die Abendmahlsfeier
im Gemeindegottesdienst (The Lord’s Supper in the Divine Service of the Congregation).
basing his words on the work of ernst christian achelis, professor of practical theology at the university of marburg, meyer proposed that members who did not wish
to commune should not participate in the service of the lord’s supper. they should
be dismissed. he suggested that at the close of the divine service there should be
a 10 minute break after which those who wished to be guests at the lord’s supper
should reassemble for service of confession and the sacrament. the presence of
non-communicants at the lord’s supper, he asserted, was a hindrance both to the
pastor and to the communicants, because it adversely affected the confession and
caused the celebration of the supper to lose its intimate character.
in the lively discussion which ensued it was pointed out that this proposal appeared to reintroduce the old distinction between the Missa catechumenorum and
the Missa fidelium which had long since been dropped. Furthermore, it was asserted by many that it was very wholesome and healthful for non-communicants
to remain, because those whose hearts had grown cold might be warmed and
drawn back to again receive the lord’s supper. Furthermore, the attendance of
non-communicants was both uplifting and provided a measure of appropriate
discipline among the members. Finally, many communicants preferred to commune in the presence of the larger congregation. the congregation had an important role to play interceding for those who were communing.
the synod decided that for these reasons pastor meyer’s proposal was unacceptable, although the practice he recommended might be allowed when and
where local conditions made it appropriate, such as in cases where the place of
worship was too small for a convenient celebration of the lord’s supper involving
the whole congregation, or other pressing external circumstances made it desirable.
as a general rule, however, the lord’s supper should remain a part of the congregation’s divine service, and no changes ought to be made except in extraordinary
circumstances. although the protocol does not mention it, it should be noted that
the prussian agenda of King Friedrich Wilhelm iii of 1822 included a benediction
before the eucharistic preface and thus at least tacitly allowed for a dismissal of
non-communicants. the 1832 Russian order made no such allowance.
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in another resolution proposed by the western ingrian deanery conference it
was moved that baptism might be allowed in the divine service immediately after
the creed. this, it was claimed, would exalt the meaning of baptism. pastors Jaan
treumann, Frithiof slöör, and Karl broms stated that they had already made this
adjustment in the their own congregations. they went on to state that they were
not attempting to bind other pastors to adopt this proposal in their own parishes.954
thus on the eve of WWi and the coming october Revolution the st. petersburg synod was actively concerned with liturgical matters which were meant
to engage the congregations more deeply in the church’s sacramental life. not
all these proposals were of like value. the adoption of some would indeed be
counterproductive, but it cannot be said that the synod was engaged in rarified liturgical controversies and debates which deflected it from more significant work,
for indeed the faith-life of the people, planted and nurtured by the gospel and
the sacraments, was always understood to be at the heart of the church’s work.

954

Protokoll der St. Petersburgischen Synode von 1913, 29, 35.
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1 5 . 5 t h e li vo ni an R e acti o n and c oun t erproposals
there was by the end of the first decade of the twentieth century a general
feeling throughout the church that the church’s agenda was in need of revision.
however, there was no common agreement as to what needed to be revised. the
st. petersburgians wanted a thorough, radical revision of both confirmation and
the chief divine service. the courlandians and livonians looked for revision in
both these services as well but their criticisms were far more modest. courlandian
synod president general superintendent alexander bernewitz announced in its
1910 meeting that most pastors and congregations in all deaneries wanted some
changes in the agenda. a review of the history of the liturgical formulas and their
revisions in the closing decades of the nineteenth century was presented for the
information of the delegates, most of whom were either too young to know much
about these revisions and the work which had led to the creation of the 1897 imperial agenda, or else needed to have their memory of these matters refreshed.955
it was the livonian synod which would once again play the key role in the
reform of the agenda. its cause was the publication of pastor meyer’s 1904 Anhang zur Agende concerning changes in the divine service. in the 1907 livonian
synod president general superintendent gähtgens reported that the deaneries
had carefully considered meyer’s proposals and that the majority of them were
opposed to his call for a supplement. Five deaneries indicated that they were not
opposed to emendations of the liturgy in general, but they desired that a liturgical commission be appointed to consider what changes ought to be made. the
synod declared that a three member commission should be appointed to consider
what revisions were needed. each deanery was asked to nominate a candidate
for membership on this commission, so that the next synod could elect three man
from this pool of candidates.956
elected to this commission at the 1908 synod were senior pastor Ferdinand
Kolbe, pastor eduard pawassar, and pastor mag. hahn, who was nominated to
replace dean Roderich bidder of dorpat who had passed away. the task set before the commission was to consider what revisions to the agenda were needed.957
in the same synod pastor pawassar read a paper entitled: Reform der Liturgie (Reform of the Liturgy). the paper was referred for further consideration to the liturgical committee of which pawassar was himself a member.958
the question of proper procedure was brought before the 1910 synod by dean
thomas girgensohn of Riga. he proposed that the liturgical committee submit
955
956
957
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Protokoll der Kurländischen Synode von 1910, 45-47, 58.
Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1907, 22.
Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1908, 11.
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its proposals to the deaneries for their consideration. the deaneries should then
share their considerations and concerns with the liturgical committee, which
should then further study them and make final determinations. this proposal
was supported by pastor heinrich eisenschmidt of st. James church (germ. St.
Jakobikirche) in Riga and pastor theodor hoffmann of st. peter’s church (germ.
St. Petrikirche) and the synod adopted the proposal.959
the reform of the agenda also raised other liturgical questions. the 1911 livonian synod requested that the liturgical committee prepare for consideration
by the next synod a formulary for the marriage of divorced persons. mag. hahn
referred to this recommendation in the 1912 synod and stated that the pastors
had serious scruples about the marriage of divorced persons and wished to distance themselves from any liturgical form which provided for it. no further word
about the matter can be found in the protocols of the livonian synod.960
the appearance of the new st. petersburg draft proposal Anhang zu der Agende
für den St. Petersburgischen Konsistorialbezirk in 1911 provoked reaction at the
1912 livonian synod. general superintendent gähtgens read a letter from the
general consistory which requested that the livonians critique the proposed
liturgical enrichments, prayers, introits, and other liturgical changes proposed
by the st. petersburgians. at the suggestion of the chairman the synod turned
over the request to the liturgical committee for its examination and asked that the
deaneries as well examine and comment on the proposed changes. at the same
meeting mag. hahn proposed that pastor stromberg be given membership on the
liturgical committee. the synod concurred.
the synod also gave its attention to local recommendations concerning liturgical changes. pastor Johannes Rennit requested that attention be given particularly to
the lord’s supper. note was taken of the changes that pastor Rennit recommended,
but the president gähtgens believed it necessary to remind the delegates that the
historic form of the liturgy must not be dealt with lightly. pastor mag. hahn rose
to remind the assembly that the old form of the divine service had provided great
comfort to christians at all times and in all places. the lutheran divine service was
the same in structure and in many particulars as the divine services of the Roman
catholic and eastern orthodox churches which, he stated, derived from the clementine liturgy from the close of the third century. after a lengthy discussion pastor
Rennit’s proposal was referred to the liturgical committee.961
the opinions of the deaneries concerning the proposals for change, which had
been submitted in the 1911 supplement st. petersburg liturgical committee, was
brought before the 1913 livonian synod by president gähtgens. the detailed min959
960
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utes of the assembly indicated that the livonian liturgical committee was generally in agreement with st. petersburg proposals but had several questions about
individual elements of the supplement, particularly pertaining to the collects and
prayers and their language. the committee judged that the five new prayers of
the church put forward by pastor meyer were suitable and their use should be
permitted. the committee, however, was not pleased with the new introits, stating that they represented a major departure from the traditional introits and that
their introduction and use would be a step backwards. therefore, the committee
could not recommend their use as an option and stated that their adoption could
create an unfortunate new practice. in short, their use was not desirable.962
the diplomatic language of the synod did not reflect the negative and rather sarcastic critique of the st. petersburg supplement which the livonian liturgical committee included in its evaluation in the 1913 edition of Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten. the critique was entitled: Gutachten der livländischen liturgischen
Komitees zum “Anhang zu der Agende für den St. Petersburgischen Konsistorialbezirk.” (Opinion of the Livonian Liturgical Committee Concerning the “Supplement to the
Agenda for the Use of the St. Petersburg Consistorial District”). in it the committee
spoke in colorful terms about the “huffing” and “puffing” of the st. petersburgians and their quaint notion that if they repeated their mediocre proposals often
enough, their readers would eventually come to regard them as axioms. in their
lengthy critique they asserted that the st. petersburg proposals were mediocre
at best. concerning the introits they stated that no proof was offered to support
their criticism that the progression of thought in the traditional introits did not
hang together. the petersburgians were simply hanging on to their worn out suspicions that the introits were Romanistic. the proposed collection of bible verses
which they offered were neither an appropriate parallel or a fitting replacement
for the 1897 introits, and it was noted that these introits had also been approved
by Rietschel. it was apparent that the st. petersburg committee did not understand the place of the introits and their ability to mirror the themes of the central readings on the days to which they were assigned. if that committee wanted
nothing to do with the traditional introits, they ought to look more carefully at
the agenda, since it already provided them with an acceptable alternative in the
form of general introits for the various festal seasons, which mirrored the central
themes far more adequately than anything which the petersburgians had proposed. in short, the proposal of parallel bible verses only opened the door to
willfulness on the part of pastors who could now pick and choose them according
to whim.963
962
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this very strong critique of the introits was matched by the somewhat shorter analysis of the changes being proposed in the body of the divine service itself. the st. petersburgians suggested that those who pray the confession now
identify themselves as “the penitent,” a designation which the livonians considered unnecessary and superfluous, since it was already clear that those who
pledged repentance were penitent. the traditional forms of the Confiteor were far
less wordy and more concise than what the st. petersburg committee proposed.
Furthermore, the livonians stated that the st. petersburgians wanted to do away
with the declarative absolution and return to an optative form similar to that
found in the 1832 rite. the livonians had set this form aside already in 1883, stating that in the lutheran church the declaration of forgiveness is not offered in
the form of the wish; it is the statement of a fact. the committee also lamented
that the st. petersburg liturgy introduced the creed with words which blurred its
character as a confession of Faith and an act of praise.
the livonians were equally critical of the st. petersburgian liturgical proposals
which has as their purpose the “improvement” of the celebration of the lord’s supper. they found the proposals to be lacking in several respects. they noted first that no
attempt had been made to restore the historic prefaces which had been included in the
1832 imperial agenda but which had not been included in the 1885 livonian agenda,
the 1893 st. petersburg draft rite, and the 1897 imperial agenda. lutheran churches in
bavaria, prussia, hanover, and elsewhere were endeavoring to restore these prefaces.
indeed many suitable prefaces were available. some needed no change, and others
only minor rewording. their inclusion would greatly enrich the liturgy of the Russian
imperial church. mentioned in particular were the prefaces for christmas, epiphany,
passiontide, easter, ascension, pentecost, and trinity.
of even greater significance was the eucharistic consecration. the st. petersburgian 1911 supplement offered two forms of consecration, they noted. the first,
which consisted only in the recitation of the our Father and the Verba, was wholly
inadequate. despite its long history and its inclusion in the 1897 agenda it articulated nothing of the church’s faith and tended to support notions of sacramental
magic. it led some to identify the moment of consecration with the recitation of
the Verba and the making of the sign of the cross, as though man accomplished
the consecration by these means. the second form, which began with a short
introductory prayer, was a step in the right direction, but it too was inadequate.
according to the livonians a suitable introductory prayer (germ. Eingangsgebet) would need to meet the following criteria. First, it must maintain the high
level reached in the Sanctus, so that it would serve as a suitable vehicle to link it to
the Verba which followed. such a prayer should articulate briefly and not overly
dogmatically the church’s understanding of the nature of the gift. this articulation should outspokenly speak of the sacrificial death of christ, the communion
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with those who have gone before who are blessed in christ and with those who
share here and now in the communion, and also the thought of the eternal communion of all those in every age who belong to christ.
these central thoughts the livonians found to be lacking in the st. petersburg
prayer. the expression of any thought of the sacrificial death of christ could be
found only in the Verba, the idea of communion with one another was altogether
lacking, although perhaps a trace of it could be found in the our Father, and
finally the notion of communion with the risen christ in eternity came to expression only obliquely in the words “as often as you eat this bread…” Furthermore,
the st. petersburg prayer was lacking in such solemnity as would appropriately follow the Sanctus, and it had taken on the character of a prayer for worthy
communion which would more appropriately be spoken immediately before the
communion itself, rather than before the Verba.
more properly, the prayer before the Verba ought to be constructed according to
the pattern clearly seen in the liturgical treasures of the church, the livonians stated.
according to this pattern the Sanctus should be followed by a prayer before the Verba,
such as was found in the Didache, chapter 9. this prayer is simple and uncontrived
and serves as a very suitable transition from the Sanctus to the Verba. it was noted that
Julius smend gives a somewhat modernized version of this prayer in his Kirchenbuch
für evangelische Gemeinden II.964 they went on to state that the practice developed in
the old liturgies was to join the Verba to this prayer. evidence of this could be found
in the liturgies of st. James, st. mark, st. basil, st. John chrysostom, and others. it also
accorded with the practice described by Justin martyr in his Apology I, chapter 65-67.
the adoption of this practice in the lutheran liturgy would do honor to an ancient
liturgical tradition and it would do away with any notion of magical forces associated
with the nuda Verba and the cross made over the bread and wine.
it was clear to the livonians that a liturgy acceptable throughout the whole
Russian lutheran church would need to satisfy these criteria. at the same time it
was clear that neither of the two new st. petersburg proposals were satisfactory.
speaking further of the introductory formula, the livonians suggested that a
modified form of the prayer found in the Book of a Common Prayer of the Church of
england would provide a suitable model. in addition to this introductory prayer
together with the Verba, the our Father, and the pax domini, the addition of two
more elements would be desirable. the first would be the inclusion of a prayer
for worthy communion immediately before the communion itself and the second,
the insertion in the rite of a hymn sung by the congregation to bring strong expression to its confession of the nature of the communion and the bonds of unity
which communion creates and maintains among the communicants.
964

Julius Smend Kirchenbuch für evangelische gemeinden. bd. 2. handlungen. straßburg 1908,
105 ff.
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among the hymns suggested were: “You, who still in the last night” (“Der
du noch in der letzten Nacht”) by nicolaus ludwig Zinzendorf, “heart and heart
made one together” (“Bind zusammen Herz und Herz”) by michael müller († 1704),
and “one Flock and one shepherd” (“Eine Herde und ein Hirt!”) by Friedrich
adolf Krummacher. this hymn should be followed by a prayer within which
the Verba were included and after which the pastor prays the our Father and the
congregation sings the doxology, “For thine is the kingdom …” then follows the
Pax Domini and communion.965
Following the statement of these criteria the livonians offered what they considered to be the model of an appropriate eucharistic prayer:
pastor: “holy Father of all the world, we praise you and give you thanks for
the bread of life and the source of salvation which of your eternal grace you have
given us in Jesus christ. to you be praise forever. We now bring before you what
you have given to us, and we implore you that you would take and bless it. We
bring to you our heart and life for it belongs to you. bless us, fill us with your
grace, sanctify us through and through that we may be worthy of eternal life, and
just as this bread was made from many grains of wheat from the field and this
drink was made from many grapes from the wine to be one bread and one cup,
so gather your congregation together from the ends of the earth into your eternal
kingdom. amen.”
congregation then sings stanza eight of Zinzendorf’s “heart and heart made
one together” (“Herz und Herz vereint zusammen”):
“let us thus be joined together,
Just as you are with the Father,
until here on this earth
there are no more severed members
and only from your wick
let our light shine,
so that all the world will acknowledge
that we are your disciples.”
three other alternatives are provided, all from pietist or Reformed sources.
suggested are such stanzas as “You who still in the last night” (“Der du noch in
der letzten Nacht”) and “Remember your disciples’ flock” (“Erinnre deine Jüngerschar”) from Zinzendorf’s “o love, who in the deepest need” (“O Liebe, die in fremde Noth”), “bind together heart to heart” (“Bind zusammen Herz und Herz”), the
tenth stanza of “behold, how good and how pleasant” (“Sieh, wie lieblich und wie
fein ist´s”) by müller, a disciple of Francke, and “one Flock and one shepherd”
(“Eine Herde und ein Hirt!”) by the Reformed theologian Krummacher.
965
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pastor: “almighty god, heavenly Father, in deepest humility we implore you;
let us receive bread and wine in remembrance of the sufferings and death of your
son and by this means make us to be partakers of his body and blood according
to his promise, for our lord Jesus christ in the night in which he was betrayed, …
in Jesus name we pray: our Father, etc.”
congregation: “For thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory, forever
and ever. amen.”
pastor: “as often as you eat this bread, etc.” “the peace of the lord be with
you all.” congregation: amen.
pastor: “lord Jesus christ, you are the living bread which came down from
heaven, so unite yourself to us that none of us can be wrested out of your hand.
You are the vine, we are the branches. let us continue to grow in you that abiding in you and you in us we may bring forth fruit that abides forever. amen.”966
distribution and Agnus Dei follows.967
966

967

the prayer, which is based upon the prayer of preparation for communion in the Roman
mass: Domine Jesu Christe, fili dei vivi etc., is taken from the Agende für die evangelisch-lutherische
Kirche in Hessen. Entwurf auf Grund der althessischen “Agenda, das ist Kirchenordnung etc.” von
1574. cassel 1894.
“es folgt nun die eben in kurzen Zügen begründete abendmahlsliturgie nach dem sanctus:
Pastor: heiliger vater aller Welt, dir sei preis und dank gesagt für das brot des lebens und
den Quell des heils, die deine ewige gnade in Jesu christo uns darbietet. dir sei ehre in
ewigkeit. nun bringen wir dir wieder, was du uns gegeben, und bitten dich, du wollest es
annehmen und segnen. Wir bringen dir unser herz und leben; dir soll es gehören. segne
uns; fülle uns mit deiner gnade; heilige uns durch und durch, daß wir würdig werden des
ewigen lebens. und gleichwie aus vielen Körnlein des ackers dieses brot geworden, und
aus vielen beeren des Weinbergs dieser trank gewonnen ist, ein brot und ein Kelch, so
bringe dir zusammen deine gemeinde von den enden der ende zu deinem ewigen Reich.
amen!
Gemeinde:
laß uns so vereinigt werden,
Wie du mit dem vater bist,
bis schon hier auf dieser erden,
Kein getrenntes glied mehr ist.
und allein von deinem brennen,
nehme unser licht den schein,
also wird die Welt erkennen,
daß wir deine Jünger sein.
(Oder:
bind zusammen herz und herz,
laß uns trennen keinen schmerz;
Knüpfe selbst durch deine hand
das geweihte bruderband.
Oder:
eine herde und ein hirt!
Wie wird dann dir sein, o erde,
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the livonians could not agree with the draft proposal that the alleluia after
the Laudatio or Confitemini Domino at the close of the service might be set aside.
they wanted to keep them even allowing for the use of the alleluia in passiontide. as in the draft proposal the collect after communion kept its place. the st.
petersburgian draft proposed that when there was no communion, the collect of
thanksgiving after the prayer of the church should be dropped. this proposal
was accepted because that collect did not really belong in that place. Without
the collect of thanksgiving, the Laudatio would be put before the prayer of the
church: Laudatio - prayer of the church - our Father - benediction.
the livonians noted that the confession of sins in the liturgy presented a
very difficult problem and that st. petersburg draft proposal did not improve the
situation. it only suggested a few inconsequential changes in wording: “all my
sins” for “my sins,” “You, dear son Jesus christ,” for “Jesus christ my savior,”
and “gracious” in place of “graciously.” the real difficulty was the qualification
of the absolution to apply only to “those who heartily repent of their sins.” the
livonians declared that conditional or qualified absolutions should always be
avoided. their suggested form was: “upon this your confession i, a called and
ordained servant of the divine word, announce to you the grace of god and the
forgiveness of sins in the name of the Father, and of the son, and of the holy
spirit.”968
they were pleased with the selection of prayers but suggested that greater
use should be made of collects, and prayers out of the liturgical treasures of the
ancient church ought to be included, and that it would be helpful if they were
grouped according to their content.
Wenn sein tag erscheinen wird?
Freue dich, du kleine herde,
mach dich auf und werde licht!
Jesus hält, was er verspricht.)

968

Pastor: Allmächtiger Gott, himmlischer Vater! in tiefer Demut flehen wir dich an: laß uns
brot und Wein zum gedächtnis des leidens und todes deines sohnes empfangen und
dadurch seines leibes und blutes auf seine Zusage teilhaftig werden, denn unser herr
Jesus christus in der nacht, da er verraten ward etc.
in Jesu namen bitten wir: vater unser etc.
Gemeinde: denn dein ist das Reich etc.
Pastor: so oft ihr von diesem brot esset etc.
der Friede des herrn sei mit euch allen.
Gemeinde: amen!
Pastor: herr Jesu christe, du bist das lebendige brot, das vom himmel gekommen ist,
vereinige dich also mit uns, daß niemand uns aus deiner hand reiße. du bist der Weinstock,
wir sind die Reben. laß uns so fortwachsen an dir, daß wir bleiben in dir, und du in uns
und Frucht bringen, die ewig bleibt. amen.
distribution und agnus dei.” Gutachten des livländischen liturgischen Komitees 1913, 133-138.
Gutachten des livländischen liturgischen Komitees 1913, 138-139.
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the livonians thought to make use of this critique as an opportunity to put
forward their own proposals for the renewal of the communion liturgy. they
were particularly critical that the 1897 rite concentrated so completely on the vertical dimension, that the horizontal dimension was left without mention. it would
be difficult to disagree with this criticism. since the days of pietism communion
had come to be a strictly personal and essentially private act in which the recognition that others were present could only be regarded as unfortunate diversion.
they noted also the lack of an eschatological perspective with the result that the
communicants did not properly look forward to the fulfillment of that heavenly
banquet of which the holy supper is an anticipation. although for both these
problems they sought to provide a liturgical solution, it must be said that the
problem is not chiefly liturgical. it is a theological problem the roots of which are
in pietism and Rationalism. earlier lutherans were strongly aware of the public
nature of their participation in the sacrament and of its eschatological dimension,
even though neither of these were given liturgical formulation. they were instead
made the subject of catechesis and preaching during the Reformation and orthodox eras. the livonians thought instead to reintroduce the horizontal dimension
simply by adding a prayer or hymn the subject of which was the unity of believers on the temporal level.
a study of the form which they proposed leads one to ask whether it does
indeed either correct or improve the situation. scant attention is paid to the fact
that the unity of christians is not just exemplified by the relationship between
the Father and the son. it flows forth from that relationship. the forms which the
livonians provided offered no clear witness to the presence of christ’s body and
blood in and under the bread and wine which were consecrated. the eucharistic
prayer neither proposed nor asked that the bread and wine should be christ’s
body and blood. it asks instead that those who were to receive bread and wine
in remembrance of his sufferings and death might be given their portion in his
promises - a shortened and modified form of words from the Book of Common
Prayer which were not meant to articulate a clear sacramental doctrine. the livonians stood against the nuda Verba with the sign of the cross, stating that in
and of itself this might give rise to the notion that sacramental magic was taking
place. almost two decades earlier pastor müthel had complained of notions of
Romanistic, sacramental magic associated with the nuda Verba and the sign of
the cross. now the livonians seemed to be taking up the same notion, however,
while müthel had recommended the introduction of a prayer after the Verba invoking the spirit of god upon the elements, the new livonian proposal lacked
any confession of the presence of christ body and blood in the eucharistic gifts.
What was important to livonians was the recovery of the horizontal dimension,
the communion of believers. With emotional pietist hymn verses, such us mül-
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ler’s “bind together heart to heart, let no pain bring division between us …,”
or Zinzendorf’s “Remember your disciples’ flock, which otherwise would break
asunder …,” and the hymn “let us thus be joined together, just as you are with
the Father …,” and again, “You are the vine, we are the branches …” the livonian
liturgical committee sought to correct this deficiency.969
the livonians claimed that they wanted a “more historic” liturgy, that is,
a liturgy which would draw more heavily on the heritage of pre-Reformation
catholicism and eastern orthodoxy, as well as recently discovered and now once
again appreciated ancient liturgical documents, such as the Didache and the clementine liturgy. this was thought to be a strictly liturgical matter with no particular theological implications.
one may conclude, that despite the valid criticisms of the deficiencies of the
st. petersburg draft and the positive evaluation of some of its proposals, what the
livonians were proposing would not have led to an improvement but toward a
more protestant expression of liturgy and sacramental theology.
there is no indication that the courlandians had much interest in changing
either their liturgy of the divine service or their theology. in 1905 they clearly
rejected meyer’s liturgical proposal and in 1910 advocated changes only in the
rite of confirmation. the estonians stood in the middle between the livonians
and the st. petersburgians – geographically, liturgically, and theologically - as
was evident by their less than wildly enthusiastic support in 1912 of the st. petersburgian draft. the estonian synod president, general superintendent daniel von
lemm, noted that at that time only the new introits and supplementary prayers
of the st. petersburgian draft had been accepted. the delegates greeted them enthusiastically in favor of both.970
that a new direction should be taken was evident but no two groups could
agree as to what direction that should be. the st. petersburgians and the livonians had very different notions of the significance of liturgical worship. the livonians saw the st. petersburgians moving backwards to the inferior 1832 rite.
in the eyes of the st. petersburgians the livonians wanted to retreat into ancient
forms which over the course of the previous three hundred years lutheranism
had cast aside. Work could not go forward because the churches involved held
irreconcilable notions as to what moving forward entailed. one looked for a more
protestant and inclusive liturgy, others looked for a plethora of alternatives and
options.
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1 5 . 6 t h e pl i g ht o f the l u the ran c h urc h in WWi
a n d its l i tu rgi cal R ami fi cati o n s
World War one put an end to the possibility that a new liturgy could be produced.
the trials and hardships of the war years turned everyone’s attention away from liturgical questions to far more pressing matters. lutheranism in Russia had always been
identified predominantly with germany. a majority of the pastors had german surnames and preached german sermons, and chanted german prayers in congregations
which sang german hymns and a german liturgy. now germany was the enemy and
all things german were suspect. the outlook for the church was bleak.
given the nature of despotic tsarist rule in Russia and the suspicious, xenophobic
attitude of the Russian people one can hardly be surprised at the course of affairs
which soon developed. to have a german surname or to be a lutheran was enough
to create strong suspicion that one was a traitor, spy, and saboteur. government
officials made the claim that germans in Russia simply represented the first wave
of a coming german conquest of the entire nation. this led to the creation of a The
Commission for the Attack against German Oppression which led to the expulsion of colonists from the southern and western border areas they had so long inhabited, the
confiscation without compensation of their property, and mass deportations to siberia. by the end of the summer of 1915 over half of the 150,000 volhynian germans
in Russian lands bordering on germany had been deported and tens of thousands
of the refugees died. by 1916 plans were being made to expel the volga germans.
all german language publications, including religious publications were forbidden.
german teachers were fired, and every aspect of german school life was Russified. it
was prohibited to use the german language anywhere in Russia even in the preaching of sermons. it was still permitted to celebrate the liturgy in german and this led
many pastors to turn their prayers into lengthy sermons, in which it appeared that
they were reminding god of how his people ought to believe and act.
none of these actions, nor any other acts against germans, were simply the
spontaneous acts of mobs. they were official government policy. as a result, no
one could reasonably expect that the situation of the germans in Russia would
ever improve even after the war.971
it was government policy which dictated the disenfranchisement and removal
of all persons of german decent in the empire. none of them could be allowed
to live or maintain property within one hundred kilometers of the western and
southern Russian borders. it was impossible to fully carry out this policy since the
resulting economic devastation was simply to great even to contemplate. many
pastors were deported to siberia where they were instrumental in the establish971
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ment of german communities. pastor
Jakob stach, who in 1915 was moved to siberia where he established a parish in the
altai governmental district, wrote a book
in which he demonstrated that the german colonies in Russia had always been
supportive of the tsar’s government and
had never in any way been disloyal to his
regime. his attempts to give a copy of his
work to the superintendent general of the
Russian lutheran consistory in moscow
were rebuffed. it was not safe even to give
or possess a copy of it.972
pastors, parishes, and consistories constantly faced the danger that they would be
barred or disbanded. no one could concern
himself with liturgical revision, and in any
case, nothing whatsoever could be published in the german language. under these
imperial agenda. 1916 Russian edition.
circumstances the general consistory had
to content itself with reprinting in 1916 the
Russian edition of the 1897 Служебникъ Евангелическо-Лютеранской Церкви Россiйской
Имперiи (Service Book of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Russian Empire).973 it was
only a reprint with no changes and it was the last agenda published in the Russian
empire.
one year earlier, in 1915, a fourth edition of the lutheran hymnal was reprinted in
Russian, Гимны для христiанъ евангелическо-лютеранскаго вероисповеданiя (Hymns
for Christians of the Evangelical Lutheran Faith). in this volume the divine service was
printed as the appendix. this service differed in several provisions from the order
approved by the general consistory and included in the 1897 imperial agenda.
the book indicates that the copyright holder is st. mary’s congregation in
st. petersburg. nothing is said to indicate that this service book and hymnal were
authorized for general use by the st. petersburg consistory. the only authorization for publication found is that of the military censor whose authorization is dated march 28, 1915. departures from the usual form of the divine service appear
to indicate that the congregation is somewhat impoverished. it seems that there
may not have been a choir, because there is no provision for the choir to sing the
Laudamus te on the three high feasts. the congregation responds to the Gloria by
972
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singing “and on earth peace and good
will toward men,” but there is no provision for singing of “all glory be to god
on high” at these feasts. the apostles’
creed is recited in the first person singular rather than the first person plural, as
in the standard service. the our Father
follows the prayer of the church. there
is a decided preference for the old practice of reciting the Verba, as in 1832. this
hymnal puts the our Father before the
Verba but notes that the our Father may
be prayed after the Verba, and that on
occasion the prayer of blessing may be
employed. Finally, when the sacrament
is not celebrated it is no longer required
that the ninth stanza of “our Father,
thou in heaven above” be sung be1915 Russian lutheran hymnal.
tween the prayer of the church and the
our Father. this change had been advocated by pastor meyer of sarata.974
the pastor of st. mary’s church at that time was Johannes masing and it may
be assumed that he was responsible for these liturgical changes. it may be that
the changes themselves were necessitated because of the special circumstances
in which this Russian-german congregation found itself during WWi. they may
also indicate that individual congregations reserved for themselves the right to
make whatever “small” changes in the church’s liturgy they deemed appropriate
in their circumstances, and that the Russian government did not require that the
congregations seek consistory approval for such publications during the war.
in addition to the severe trials and tribulations suffered by lutherans of german
descent, the rest of the Russian populace soon came to share the hardships of the war
years. as the war dragged on the specter of civil war arose. in support of the war effort
the government confiscated everything which might be useful in the battle. bread was
baked and food was prepared but most of it went to feed the troops or to fill the stomachs of the aristocracy. the streets of st. petersburg were soon teeming with people
looking for food and there were agitators who promised them bread a plenty. Women
factory workers in st. petersburg joined together in a demonstration of solidarity with
all workers crying out for bread to feed their families. bolsheviks, mensheviks, and
974
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other communist groups were encouraging unrest and a general strike throughout the
capital. members of the duma recognized that a crisis was at hand. they denounced
the government and called for the abdication of the tsar. on February 27, 1917 the
duma set up an executive committee to serve as a provisional cabinet to lead the country. While returning to st. petersburg by train tsar nicholas ii was forced to turn and
flee, and on march 2, 1917 at the railroad station at pskov he abdicated in favor of his
brother, the grand-duke michael (Михаил Александрович Романов). Within 24 hours
michael declared that he had no intention of becoming the tsar. a provisional government was established, led by georgy lvov (Георгий Львов). this new government
immediately extended civil liberties to the military, declared an amnesty to all political
prisoners, and canceled all national and religious restrictions. the next day, march 4,
the arrest of nicholas ii and some of his top generals was authorized.
now liturgical changes were necessitated not as the result of the research of
professors or requests from pastors but by expediency. there was no longer a tsar,
so there could be no more prayers for the tsar, his mother, and the members of his
household. on march 4, the very day the tsars’ arrest was authorized, the general
consistory declared that on the next day the pastors were to announce in the divine service the abdication of the tsar and his brother and to include in the prayer of
the church a petition for the new provisional government. in place of the familiar
prayer: “let your blessing flow forth from your cross and cover our land, our Ruler
and tsar nicholas alexandrovich Romanov, the tsarina, her highness alexandra
Fyodorovna, the mother of the tsar maria Fyodorovna and the tsarevich grand
prince and heir george alexandrovich and the entire imperial household,” now
the prayer would ask for god’s blessing on “our Russian imperial government and
its state agencies.” no changes in prayers were authorized in the parishes of the
consistories of courland, livonia, and estonia because no change had yet been authorized by government officials in those regions and no official new Russian text
had been provided. two weeks later the manifests were read and the newly edited prayer was used for the first time.975 the holy synod of the Russian orthodox
church also made changes in the text of its prayer. it ordered on march 6, 1917 that
intercessions be included in the liturgy for the provisional government and specifically asking god that he might maintain it for many years, a rather strange request
given the very temporary nature of the provisional government.976
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the lutherans now began to entertain
the hope that things would return to normal
and even improve, since their fearful oppressor, the tsar and his government, were
no more. however, pastors returning from
siberia often found that their congregations
had been scattered and their parishioners
dispersed. moreover even though the laws
had changed, the xenophobic attitudes
of local officials and the general populace
against the people, who were in fact not
foreigners but seemed not sufficiently Russian had not much changed.977
things were not to remain as they had
been in the past. it was clear that a general
synod was needed to make necessary adjustments to changes in the political situation. at a special meeting of the general
may 30, 1917 announcement
of the proposed general synod
consistory on april 22, 1917, sergei Kotby the general consistory.
liarevski (Сергей Андреевич Котляревский)
representing the provisional government
was given information concerning the
changes in the liturgy, and he in turn informed the members of the general consistory about the attitude of the provisional government toward the Russian lutheran
church. he stated that the provisional government was happy to agree to the consistory’s desire to call a general synod for the purpose of changing its canons and the
transaction of other necessary business, since it was the policy of the government to
support freedom of religion.978 on may 30 the general consistory informed pastors
and parishes that a general synod would be held later that year in st. petersburg.979 a
conference in moscow on July 27-29 decided that the general synod should meet on
october 1. the regional consistories were asked to present resolutions helpful for the
revision of the church’s canon law. only a few days later, however, bishop Freifeldt,
the vice-president of the general consistory, announced in st. petersburg that the
general superintendents had determined that there simply was not enough time to
prepare for a synod in october. the meeting would need to be postponed until early
in 1918.980
977
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1 5 . 7 t h e e ffe ct o f the o cto ber Rev olut ion
on l i f e i n the chu rch
even without a synod the 1,249,000 lutherans in Russia proper and 2,425,000
of their baltic neighbors hoped to make october 1917 a memorable occasion with
the celebration of the 400 anniversary of the lutheran Reformation.981 permission
was obtained from the alexander Kerensky (Александр Фёдорович Керенский)
government to dismiss lutheran school children on october 18 to attend special
solemn celebrations of the Reformation.982 october, however, would prove to be
memorable in a way which neither the lutherans, nor the Kerensky government
could have imagined. on october 10 the bolshevik central committee under the
leadership of vladimir lenin, who had only six months earlier returned from
exile, determined to immediately overthrow the Kerensky government which in
the eyes the people had failed by restricting their democratic liberties, and to
institute in place of it a bolshevik regime which would bring peace to the nation,
bread to the workers, and land to the peasants. seven days after the lutheran
celebration, while the sound of the festival bells were still ringing in the ears of
lutherans, the bolsheviks stormed the Winter palace in st. petersburg and arrested Kerensky and his officials. this put the tsar, who with his family had been
taken to Yekaterinburg in the urals, in mortal danger. on the night of July 16,
1918 nicholas ii, his wife alexandra, their children, their physician, and some of
their servants were taken to the basement and executed. Russia’s new bolshevik
era had begun.
this marked the opening of a period of persecution which would make the
trials and hardships of the war years seem merely an inconvenience. the church
would be permitted to exist but that is all. Faith in christ was declared to be unscientific, superstitious nonsense, which must be replaced by faith in communist
ideals and the programs of the party. paradise was promised not as a heavenly reward but as an attainable earthly goal in the pursuit of which farmers and workers would now unite their efforts.
the political situation meant that the old imperial church law was no longer
in force. the church now separated from the state would need to provide for itself temporary regulations to govern her operation until a general synod could
enact the necessary legislation. the initiative for the Temporäre Bestimmungen über
die Selbstverwaltung der evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden in Russland (Temporary
Regulations concerning the self-rule of Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Russia)
came in 1920 from the moscow congregations. the document described the unfortunate situation in which the congregations found themselves and suggested
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the formation of supervisory church councils (germ. Oberkirchenräte) in the former consistorial districts. church authorities would have to take charge of maintaining church buildings. in this situation each congregation would have to try
as best it could to maintain a program of divine services. later the st. petersburg
congregations also decided to abide these directives.983
it was not until 1924 that the lutheran church in the soviet union was permitted to begin making plans to hold a general synod. by that time the church
consisted of 905,000 members gathered in 190 parishes.984 the general synod was
called to order at the church of st. peter and st. paul in moscow on June 21, 1924.
the task of this synod was to discuss and approve a new constitution and church
order. Final approval of both documents was given in a conference of pastors and
delegates from the congregations in moscow on october 14-16, 1924. the new
constitution and church order were entitled: Verfassung der evangelisch-lutherischen
Kirche in Russland (Constitution of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Russia) and
Kirchenordnung der Evangelisch-Lutherischen Gemeinden in Russland (Church Order
of the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Russia). together these two documents
served as the official replacement for the outdated 1901 revision of the imperial
lutheran church law.985
the preamble of the constitution was based upon conclusions reached at the
World congress of lutheran churches in eisenach in 1923.986 it stated that the
holy scriptures of the old and new testament were the single source and infallible norm of all doctrine and practice in the church and that this doctrine was
stated in the confession of the lutheran church, and most particularly in the
Unaltered Augsburg Confession and luther’s Small Catechism. a more specific statement concerning this doctrinal norm was included in the ordination oath which
specifically mentioned the ecumenical creeds and the symbolical books of the
evangelical lutheran church.987
the 1924 church order was shorter than the 1832 order, the final edition of
which was published 1901. it consisted in six parts, including doctrine, public
divine service, household devotions, the administration of the sacrament and
other pastoral acts, the church’s ministry, and church discipline. the provisions in parts two and three were abbreviated due to the changed circumstances
of the church. directives concerning the prayers for the emperor were now eliminated and in their place were intercessions for those in authority that they might
govern in such a way as to further unity and justice that the land might find well983
984
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being. calendar changes made it necessary to state that church festivals were to
be celebrated according to the new calendar. of course all references to the birthdays and name-days of the emperor, his family, and his court were eliminated.
because of the shortage of pastors an article was included directing that when a
pastor was not able to be present a reading service was to be led by the pastoral
assistant, and in parishes without a pastoral assistant a christ-minded man of the
congregation, a member of the parish council, was to conduct the sunday reading
service. no free sermons were to be preached by pastoral assistants or laymen,
but appropriate sermons were to be taken from approved postils. Regulations for
the conduct of such services were included in appendix two. those who conducted reading services were under no circumstances to stand before the altar or
in the pulpit, but to read from a lectern. directions were given also for shortening
the reading services. in such cases the service was to include a hymn sung by the
congregation, the reading of a sermon, prayer, and a closing hymn. appendix
two consisted in four paragraphs of “agenda norms” to be observed. it included
the necessary revisions of the intercessions in the prayer of the church, the order
of service for reading services, the ordination oath, and a parallel formula for
marriage. the reading service was to follow agenda pages 7-14 and 23-24 with the
following changes: instead of a sermon by the pastor an appropriate sermon from
a postil was to be read, the responses in the prayer of the church were to be omitted, and the wording of the benediction was to be in the first person plural (“the
lord bless us and keep us, etc.”). the agenda was still to be the norm and it was to
be followed insofar as it was possible for the clergy and congregations to do so.988
there was no need for further liturgical work, for newly revised liturgical
books and the churches in which they were used were soon reduced to rubble.
Worshipers were intimidated and priests were murdered or sent to gulags in siberia to meet their martyr’s death far from home. in a few places pastors remained
huddled together with faithful parishioners meeting in secret to mark the lord’s
death until he comes and in few places did anyone raise questions concerning
altars, candles, vestments, and eucharistic prayers.
in 1937 the communist party declared that the lutheran and the orthodox
churches, and indeed all “superstitious” enemies of the party must be actively fought. that year pastor paul Reichert and pastor bruno Reichert, who still
were serving in st. petersburg, joined the ranks of every other lutheran pastor
in the country. they were placed under arrest and later executed. pastor alexander streck and the entire parish council of the church of st. petri and st. paul
in moscow were arrested in 1936. For one year worshipers continued to come to
the church, even though there were no pastors in residence. in 1938 the church
988
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was officially closed and with it four hundred years of lutheran ministry in Russia came to an end.989 there was no longer an organized lutheran church in the
country. however, the faith of the people was not destroyed. the hearts and
minds of the people were resilient and the faith went underground, even though
there was no outward church structure to support it.
according to the report of the gustaw-adolf-Werk in 1938-1939, nothing could
be said about the life of the evangelical lutheran church in Russia, however, it
could not be asserted that the church had ceased to exist. the report stated that
there were some signs that it was still alive in the catacombs.990
estonia, latvia, and lithuania became independent states and the end of WWi
and ruined churches were rebuilt upon the surviving foundations. the Russian
imperial lutheran liturgical tradition survived in all three nations and it would
continue tohyg serve the church in the decades to come. each national church
would build upon this foundation, making such alterations as were needed to
better serve parochial and national needs. so it was that the liturgy which had
been approved by the whole church in 1897 came to be the bedrock upon which
the worship of the national churches would be constructed. the independent baltic churches had little opportunity and probably saw little need for mutual consultation in liturgical matters. Freed from all constraints each church could now
pursue its own particular liturgical interests and concerns. at the same time they
would maintain a common liturgical heritage which would continue to remind
baltic and Russian lutherans of a united confession and common tradition.
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16. LiturgicaL reforms
in the post-soviet era
the churches which can trace their lineage from the Lutheran church in the russian empire are all currently engaged in programs of liturgical study and revision.
these churches have been carrying out this work independently, for in the course
of time these churches have come to be isolated from one another and now serve
distinct communities. they recognize each other as sister churches with a common
background and common interests, but they are quick to assert their own independence and to pursue independent courses of action ecclesiastically and liturgically.
the recognition of the need for ongoing liturgical work in these churches came
to be commonly acknowledged after the collapse of the soviet union. Before the
beginning of the World War ii some attempts at liturgical reform had been undertaken in estonia, but subjugation of estonians and other Baltic churches under
soviet occupation in the middle years of the twentieth century made further liturgical revision impossible. the Baltic churches continued to order public worship
according to the 1897 agenda, often called the “st. petersburg agenda.”
the Lutheran church in russia and other soviet socialist republics ceased to
exist in the years before WWii and when beginning in the 1960’s few congregations
were permitted to organize, they ordered their public worship according to the imperial agenda. each congregation adapted the agenda to its own particular circumstances. In the Klaipėda region (Germ. Memelland), Lithuania, Lutherans continued
to use the 1897 Lithuanian translation of the 1895 revised prussian union agenda.
the churches in the soviet union were isolated from any significant contact
with churches outside the soviet Block and had no opportunity to become aware
of liturgical developments in the West. after the fall of the soviet union made
new openings to the West possible, these churches became aware that Lutherans
elsewhere had long been engaged in liturgical research and that the fruits of these
researches were now to be found in revised liturgies.
it was generally agreed that the rites currently in use needed to be updated.
some thought that all that was needed was that the liturgy be put into modern
speech. the grammar and vocabulary of the imperial agenda and its translations sounded strange to modern ears. there was also increasing realization that
the church possessed many liturgical riches which needed to be reincorporated
into public congregational worship. to liturgical questions were added language
questions – contentious issues concerning in what tongue the people should sing
and pray. the fruits of the labors of the independent liturgical commissions of the
churches are now beginning to appear.
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1 6 . 1 L itu r g i cal De ve l o p me nts i n t h e ev an gelic al Lut h eran
c h u r c h i n r u s s i a and o the r stat es
With the closing of the church of st. peter and paul in moscow in 1938 the
long history of the russian Lutheran church, which dated from the 1576 establishment of the church of st. michael in moscow, came to an end. the faith did not
die but nowhere were Lutherans permitted to gather around the preaching of the
Word of god and the public administration of the sacraments.
stalin’s pragmatic 1943 decision to allow some freedom to the russian orthodox
church did not extend to the Lutherans, not the least because of the close identification of Lutheranism with germany. on october 10, 1954 the central committee
of the communist party issued a decree entitled, Misdirections in the Application of
the Scientific Atheistic Propaganda among the Populace (Rus. Об ошибках в проведении
научно-атеистической пропаганды среди населения). now for a short time christians were allowed some small measure of freedom to assemble.991 a single Lutheran congregation at Akmolinsk (Rus. Акмолинск) (1961-1992: Celinograd (Rus.
Целиноград)) in Kazakhstan was permitted to register in 1957 and to hold public
worship services under the leadership of pastor eugen Bachmann who served the
parish after his release from prison. pastor Bachmann used the old st. petersburg
agenda and found it helpful to prepare a compendious edition of portions of it.
the window of opportunity closed before any other congregations were able
to organize. on october 4, 1958 the central committee again revised its policies
and issued a new document, Concerning the Shortcomings of the Scientific Atheistic Propaganda (Rus. О недостатках научно-атеистической пропаганды), which
spoke of the mistakes made by allowing greater freedom to religious organizations. After the fall of Nikita Khrushchev about 20 congregations were permitted
to organize themselves over a wide area of the soviet union. this growth took
place between 1964 and 1975. new congregations were organized in tyumen
(Rus. Тюмень), Tomsk (Rus. Томск), Novosibirsk (Rus. Новосибирск) (1965-1967),
Omsk (Rus. Омск) (1972), Prokhladny (Rus. Прохладный) (1971). In other Soviet
Republics congregations were organized in Karanganda (1967-1970) and AlmaAta, Kazakhstan, in Tokmok (1968), Kyrgyzstan, in Dushanbe (1976) and KurganTube (1985), Tajikistan, and in Tashkent, Chirchiq, Fergana, Angren, and Gazalkent, uzbekistan. some of these congregations were served by pastors arthur
pfeiffer and Johannes schlundt. in other places prayer services were led by pietist
brothers.992 the publication of Bachmann’s shortened german language agenda
by the Martin-Luther-Bund in 1972 brought some small measure of commonality
to congregational worship. some russian language sections were subsequently
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added in 1992.993 In addition, Pastor Harald Kalniņš from Riga and other pastors
from the Baltic churches were permitted to serve scattered congregations in Kazakhstan and elsewhere.
Latvian Pastor Kalniņš soon emerged as a leading pastor and in 1980 assumed
the office of church superintendent. On November 13, 1988 Archbishop Ēriks
mesters of Latvia consecrated him bishop of a diocese which included within it
the entire Soviet Union outside the Baltic Republics. In 1989 Kalniņš was instrumental in the establishment of the church’s theological seminar which opened initially in riga, Latvia, and after a short time in romania moved to novosaratovka,
near st. petersburg.994
During this entire period the congregations were collectively identified as
a german church, first as the German Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Soviet
Union (Rus. Немецкая Евангелическо-лютеранская Церковь в Советском Союзе)995
and later the German Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Eastern Republics (Rus.
Немецкая Евангелическо-лютеранская Церковь в республиках Востока),996and
finally, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Russia and other States (ELKRAS) (Rus.
Евангелическо-Лютеранская Церковь в России и других государствах).997
ELKRAS is divided into regional churches which include: the Evangelical
Lutheran church in european russia, the evangelical Lutheran church of the
urals, siberia and the far east, the german evangelical Lutheran church in the
ukraine, the evangelical Lutheran church in Kazakhstan, the evangelical Lutheran church in uzbekistan, the evangelical Lutheran church in the Kyrgyz
republic, the evangelical Lutheran church in georgia, and churches were being
organized at that time in azerbaijan, tajikistan, and turkmenistan.998
the church law agreed upon by the deans at their meeting at celinograd in
1990 was based on the church law approved by the General Synod of 1924. Legal
status was achieved when this law was officially registered by the ministry of
Justice of the Russian Federation on April 22, 1993. On the 70th anniversary of the
1924 General Synod, the first General Synod of ELKRAS was held on September
26-29, 1994 in St. Petersburg. The church claims a membership of 250,000 and 600
993
994
995
996
997
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Агенда 1999, 5.
Лиценбергер 2003, 439-440; Willems 2005, 57.
germ. Deutsche Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche in der Sovjetunion (DELKSU).
germ. Deutsche Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche in Republiken des Ostens (DELKRO).
germ. Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche in Russland und anderen Staaten (ELKRAS). Лиценбергер
2003, 439.
Евангелическо-лютеранская Церковь Европейской России; Евангелическолютеранская Церковь Урала, Сибири и Дальнего Востока; Немецкая Евангелическолютеранская Церковь Украины; Евангелическо-лютеранская Церковь в Республике
Казахстан; Евангелическо-лютеранская Церковь в Узбекистане; Евангелическолютеранская Церковь в Грузии; епархия Евангелическо-лютеранских общин в
Кыргызстане.
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congregations and preaching stations, 400 of which are in the russian federation.999 another source suggests instead 70,000 active members.1000
the liturgical situation at the time of the fall of the soviet regime can be described as chaotic. the situation was complicated even more with the arrival of
german pastors who brought with them their own agendas and introduced liturgical elements unfamiliar to their congregations. to bring some stability to this
situation the general synod decided in 1994 to authorize a liturgy based upon the
tradition enshrined in the old st. petersburg agenda.1001
in 1998 the general synod established a liturgical commission and charged it
with the task of revising the old imperial agenda. the first project, which was led
by pastor Dietrich sternbeck, prepared the russian and german texts of the ordinarium and propria. the final assembly of
the Divine service for sundays and feast
days was the work of pastor Wenrich
slenczka. the official agenda in russian
and german was approved in 1999 by
the general synod, and in the same year
it was published by the Martin-LutherBund under the title: Агенда. Oрдинарий
на русском и немецком языках (Agenda.
Ordinarium in the Russian and German
languages).1002
the 1999 book is not a complete agenda but, as stated on the title page, it gives
the ordinarium to be used every sunday.
two versions of the service are provided: the Divine Service without the Lord’s
supper, and the Divine service with the
Lord’s supper – an acknowledgment
that the Lord’s supper is celebrated only
exceptionally. the 1897 st. petersburg
agenda had offered no separate order
for ante-communion but had assumed
1999 edition of st. petersburg imperial
agenda for use by the pastors
that the normal service would be the full
of
the
evangelical Lutheran church
service of Word and sacrament.
in russia and other states.

Лиценбергер 2003, 442.
Тульский 2000, 5; Лиценбергер 2003, 446; Willems 2005, 62 fn. 147.
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the opening pages of the volume consist in introductory words explaining the
terminology and the proper use of the worship forms, probably meant to serve as
an elementary instruction for pastors and people no longer familiar with the traditional forms. also included are five appendixes with personal prayers for pastors
before, during, and after the Divine service, the proper form of announcements to
be made from the pulpit, special supplications and intercessions for inclusion in
the prayer of the church, eucharistic prefaces for special occasions and collects
for the close of the service.
no particular note is taken in the Divine service of distinctive worship acts
(Preparation, Service of the Word, etc.) but the order of the 1897 Imperial Agenda
is maintained with few changes. the entrance hymn in the Divine service with the
Lord’s supper is followed by the triune invocation and the introit. two forms of
the introit are provided - one to be spoken by the pastor alone and in the other both
pastor and congregation take their parts, as in the 1897 agenda. During the first
part he faces the altar, during the second he faces the congregation. two forms of
invitation to confession are offered along with two forms of confession, both in the
first person singular. the second prayer of confession is taken from the imperial
agenda. the congregation then sings the Kyrie after which the pastor asks whether
the worshipers affirm this confession and make it their own. two forms of absolution are given. the first is from the old book, the second from other sources. after
an intonation by the pastor the congregation sings the first stanza of “all glory be
to god on high” or “Lamb of god, pure and holy,” according to the season. no
provision is made for Laudamus te. the salutation and response are followed by the
collect of the Day and a two fold amen by congregation. then either the epistle
of the day or a reading from the old testament follow. no provision is made for
the reading of both. then follows the alleluia or in Lent the amen. the hymn of
the day is then sung and after it the gospel is read. the reading is preceded by the
affirmation “Glory to you, O Lord” and at its conclusion the congregation says:
“praise to you, o christ.” the gospel is followed immediately by the creed. the
apostles’ creed is given both in first person singular and first person plural forms,
and if the nicene creed is said, it begins with first person plural. a hymn is sung
before the sermon and at the conclusion of the sermon one or two stanzas of a hymn
are sung. the sermon begins with the apostolic greeting and ends with the votum.
then announcements are made from the pulpit along with the pulpit blessing and
a hymn. after the offerings have been gathered the officiant prays a short offertory
prayer. then follows the prayer of the church, either in the form of the Ektenia or
the fourfold prayer with responses from the 1897 book.
While the Lord’s supper hymn is sung the communion elements are prepared. communion begins with the preface. several proper prefaces are provided
for the principle days of the church year. the congregation sings one of the two
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settings of the Sanctus. the first lacks the hosanna and Benedictus qui venit. the
consecration follows the second form from the 1897 agenda, i.e., prayer of Blessing and Verba.1003 The prayer is slightly modified from its earlier form:
“We call upon you, merciful heavenly father to bless this holy supper to
all who here and now will eat of this bread and drink of this cup and thereby,
through the power your holy spirit, will receive the body and the blood of your
only begotten son, our redeemer, according to your promise.”1004
the congregation responds with the amen. the old option of consecration by
the our father and Verba is no longer offered.
Then the pastor speaks the exhortation from 1 Corinthians 11,26 and the congregation responds with the amen and all pray together the our father. the
pastor says the Pax Domini and all sing the Agnus Dei. communion begins during
the singing and the following simple distribution formulas are used: “The body
of christ, given for you,” “the blood of christ, shed from you.” in both cases the
communicants respond with the amen. the traditional post-communion versicle is said responsively before the collect of thanksgiving. after the collect the
liturgist blesses the people with the aaronic Benediction and they respond with a
threefold amen. the service concludes with one or more hymn stanzas.1005
this service was the vehicle by which the congregations would come to see
themselves as standing in continuity with the old imperial agenda. By means of
alternative forms and by the inclusion of a more complete set of proper prefaces
some enrichments of the old rite were provided. however, no attempt was made
to make this full service of Word and sacrament the normal sunday service as in
the 1897 book. now ante-communion service would be the norm. nor were congregations given the opportunity to sing on occasion the entire Laudamus te. the
introit was left before the confession of sins and the Kyrie remained the congregation’s affirmation to the pastor’s prayer of confession. no attempt was made
to enrich the consecration by the inclusion of a more complete eucharistic prayer.
the prussian talar tradition adopted by the imperial church in the nineteenth
century continued without change. although a few pastors might wore albs or
more elaborate clerical vestments, the ordinary vesture of the clergy remained
the talar and beffchen. according to directives, these were to be worn only in the
“К Тебе взываем, милосердный Отче небесный, благослови святую трапезу для всех,
которые будут сегодня вкушать этого хлеба и пить из этой чаши и тем по обетованию
Твоему силою Духа Твоего Святого примут Тело и Кровь Единородного Сына Твоего,
Спасителя нашего.” Агенда 1999, 58.
1004
“К Тебе взываем, милосердный Отче небесный, Духом Святым благослови святую
трапезу для всех, кто сподобится ныне вкусить от хлеба сего и испить из чаши сей,
и тем, по обетованию Твоему приемлют Тело и Кровь Единородного Сына Твоего,
Спасителя нашего.” Литургический сборник 2005, 18.
1005
Агенда 1999, 19-60.
1003
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liturgy and pastoral acts. in pastoral acts outside the church the pastor also wears
the beret. congregations were permitted to direct that their pastor wear a stole
with the talar or alb. to superintendents and bishops was given the privilege of
wearing the lutherrock, an abbreviated cassock. Bishops, superintendents, deans,
episcopal visitors, and personal assistants to the bishops were also granted permission to wear a pectoral cross, but ordinary pastors were not permitted to do
so.1006
the church law stated that only the general synod could formulate and authorize the form of worship to be used in all churches, but it was impossible for
the church to maintain the strict enforcement of this regulation.1007 the church includes congregations of pietist brethren background and city congregations with
strong liturgical traditions, and there is little commonality between them. no
printed regulation can ensure uniform practice in a church which has endured a
70 year Babylonian captivity.

1006
1007

Вестник 1995, 13.
Устав Евангелическо-лютеранской Церкви в России, Украине, Казахстане и Средней Азии
(Edition 2005, § 17.10.5.).
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1 6 . 2 L i tu r g i cal R e vi s i o n i n the Ev an gelic al Lut h eran
c h u r c h of ingri a i n r u s s i a
the second largest Lutheran church in russia is the evangelical Lutheran
Church of Ingria in Russia (Rus. Евангелическо-Лютеранская Церковь Ингрии на
территории России), headquartered in st. petersburg. ingria, a crescent shaped
region which extended from the finnish border to st. petersburg and beyond,
was settled by finns after the treaty of stolbovo in 1617 when it was annexed to
the Kingdom of sweden. the swedes were defeated in the Battle of poltava in
1709 and ingria came to be ceded to russia. in the nineteenth century the ingrian
church came to be made a part of the st. petersburg consistorial district.
a distinctive ingrian church did not emerge again until late in the twentieth
century. an ingrian deanery was established in 1990 by the evangelical Lutheran
Church of Estonia with 9,000 members in 16 congregations (11 in Ingria and 5 in Karelia) served by 5 pastors and 10 deacons. in the same year the connection between
Estonia and Soviet Union was severed and in 1992 the Ingrian deanery officially
became an independent ingrian church. the first bishop of the new church was
Leino hassinen, a finnish theologian. he served until 1995, when arri Kugappi
(Арри Кугаппи) was consecrated. By 1993 the Ingrian Church had grown to 12,000
members in 26 congregations, and by the year 2000 there were 60 congregations in
5 deaneries, extending from the finnish border to central siberia.1008
in the seventeenth century many russians left ingria and their place there was
taken by finns who brought with them the Lutheran faith and the swedish liturgy.
their congregations were part of the of the vyborg diocese whose bishops were
olaus elimaeus, nicolaus carelius, and gabriel melartopaeus. after the death of
Bishop melartopaeus in 1641 the ingrian congregations became a separate diocese
under superintendent heinrich stahl, who received his official appointment from
the king of Sweden in 1642. The new consistory was seated at Narva.1009
a finnish edition of the 1614 swedish handbook was published in stockholm
in the same year under the title: Käsikiria Jumalan Palveluxesta, ja Christilisestä Kircon menoista, jotca meiden seuracunisan pitä pidhettämän, etc. (Handbook of the Divine
Services in our Christian congregations, etc).1010 the Divine service from this handbook was to be used in finland every sunday and on all holy days according to a
form identical to that used in Sweden: Admonition to Confession – Confession –
prayer for grace – Declaration of grace in prayer form – Kyrie – Gloria in excelsis
(Laudamus te or “all glory be to god on high”) – salutation and response – collect – Epistle – Gradual or Hymn – Gospel – Creed (Apostolic or Nicene, or “We
Лиценбергер 2003, 443.
Rimpiläinen 2007, 55.
1010
Käsikiria 1614.
1008
1009
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all believe in one true God”) – Hymn (“Come, Holy Spirit” or “We now implore
God, the Holy Ghost”) – Pulpit Office (Prayer, Gospel, Sermon, Confession of
sins, absolution, prayer of the church with intercessions or Litany and collects,
our father) – hymn – preface and Vere dignum – Consecration (Verba without
elevation) – Sanctus – our father – Luther’s admonition from the Deutsche Messe –
Pax Domini and Response – Communion and hymns (Agnus Dei and others) –
salutation and response – post-communion collect – salutation – Benedicamus –
Aaronic Benediction with Triune Invocation – Hymn stanza (“Grant peace, we
pray in mercy, Lord” (“Förläna oss Gudh så nådelig”)) – hymn stanza for the monarch and those in authority.1011 an alternative ending was provided when there
were no communicants but the complete service with communion was the norm.
The handbook was republished in Finnish in 1629 and 1669.1012
in 1694 a new finnish agenda appeared. it was the finnish translation of the
new 1693 Swedish Handbook. Its Finnish title was: Käsi-kiria, josa käsitetty on,
cuinga jumalan-palwelus, christillisten ceremoniain, etc. (Handbook, describing how the
Divine Service, Christian ceremonies are to be performed etc.).1013 the mass followed
this order: Exhortation and General Confession – Declaration of Grace in prayer
form – Kyrie – Gloria in excelsis and Laudamus te (congregation may sing “All glory
be to god on high,” “o Lord god from heaven above,” or “all glory laud and
praise”) – salutation and collect – epistle – hymn – gospel – creedal hymn
(“We all believe in one true God”) or Nicene Creed on high feasts – Pulpit hymn
invoking the holy spirit, or a proper hymn on high feasts – sermon – confession of sins – admonition to prayer and thanksgiving – prayer of the church
or Litany – hymn verse – eucharistic preface – Verba – Sanctus and Benedictus –
our father – exhortation to communicants – Pax Domini – Distribution (Agnus
Dei and communion hymns) – salutation and post-communion collect – salutation – Benedicamus – aaronic Benediction with triune invocation – hymn stanza
and hymn for king and all in authority.1014 the swedish handbook would continue to be used in ingria even after ingria was ceded back to mother russia in
1710. however, the entire region had been devastated by the war. many churches
lay in ruins and many swedish liturgical practices languished regardless the ecclesiastical directives to the contrary.
in 1805 liturgical directives were published for all Lutheran churches in the
russian empire, including the ingrian congregations and the finnish-speaking
consistorial districts of vyborg and hamina, which were under russian control.
the hamina consistory wrote to the college of Justice in st. petersburg asking
Handbook 1614, Xiii-XXXiv.
Rimpiläinen 2007, 56.
1013
Käsi-kiria 1694.
1014
Handbok 1693, 44-107.
1011
1012
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for exemption, because the new regulations did not constitute a proper order of
worship and made no mention of the divinity of christ and all sufficiency of his
sacrifice. they were curtly informed by the college of Justice that they must comply and at once.1015 in answer to this new directive the consistory issued a liturgy
in 1808: Käsi-Kirja, jossa Käsitetty on Kuinga Jumalan-palvelus Kristillisten Ceremoniain
ja menoin kansa, etc. it built a proper service on the sparse skeleton provided by the
1805 liturgical directives: Hymn – Introductory Prayer – Hymn – Collects – Epistle – Hymn – Pulpit Office (Introductory words, appropriate hymn stanzas, Gospel,
sermon, prayer of the church and intercessions - our father – announcement of
governmental directives – apostolic Blessing) – exhortation to communicants –
our father – Verba – Pax Domini – Communion (hymns at distribution) – Postcommunion collect– versicle and response – Benediction – hymn. this service
escaped the worst of the rationalist influences found in the 1805 directives.1016
the provisions of the 1805 liturgical directives became null and void when in
1832 the Imperial Agenda was adopted. The committee of pastors assigned with
the responsibility of translating the agenda into finnish published the results of
their work in 1835 under the title: Kirkko-menoin Käsi-kirja Evangelisille Lutheruksen
Seurakunnille Wenäjällä.1017 Leading members in the committee were gustav renvall, reinhold von Bekker, and Karl niklas Kekman.1018
in 1900 the finnish translation of the new 1897 imperial agenda was published under the title: Kirkko-käsikirja Venäjän keisarikunnan evankelis-luterilaisille
seurakunnille, for use among the ingrians other finnish-speaking groups in the
empire.1019
the introduction of the rite in the finnish-speaking congregations did not
go smoothly. in 1897 some parishes had insisted that they wanted to use the
1888 finnish agenda then in use in finland. this was forbidden. the organist
mooses putro of st. mary’s church in st. petersburg attempted to correct the
situation by producing an acceptable musical setting of the st. petersburg agenda. It appeared 1900 under the title: Jumalanpalvelus Inkerin messun mukaan.1020 it
came to be called the “ingrian mass.” in addition to providing finnish music,
putro also made some changes in the text of the liturgy, which brought it into
closer conformity with the 1832 trite. The church could not officially condone this
action, and it established a commission to produce a music supplement which
could be officially authorized. the new supplement appeared in 1806 under the
title: Sävelmistö Venäjän Keisarikunnan Evankelisluterilaisten seurakuntain suomalRimpiläinen 2007, 68.
Käsi-Kirja 1808, 9-25.
1017
Kirkko-menoin käsi-kirja 1835.
1018
Rimpiläinen 2007, 73.
1019
Kirkko-käsikirja 1900.
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1015
1016
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aiseen Kirkkokäsikirjaan.1021 it brought putro’s work into closer conformity with the
1900 finnish translation of the imperial agenda and served the ingrian church
for several decades.
the ingrian church suffered the same fate as other soviet Lutheran churches. pastors were persecuted and churches were closed. the russian Lutheran
church organization was dissolved. it was not until 1970 that a congregation was
able to register in Petrozavodsk (Rus. Петрозавoдск), and in 1977 it was joined
by another, a congregation of some 3,000 members in Pushkin (Rus. Пушкин).1022
in the 1980’s more finnish and russian-speaking congregations were organized and the newly reconstituted ingrian church sought to reach consensus concerning the form of liturgy to be used in its congregations. there was no question
that the congregations wanted to use the Divine service in the old imperial agenda. the question was in what form this service should be used. although some
could not agree, the overwhelming choice of the congregations was to use putro’s
“ingrian mass.” pastor Leino hassinen, who became dean of the ingrian church
in 1989, was given the responsibility of correcting and updating the putro service.
assisting him in this work was pastor arvo survo and cantor martti Kilpeläinen
who simplified 1906 musical settings. By 1991 the revised mass was ready to be
distributed to the congregations.1023
this 1991 edition did more than simply correct and reproduce putro’s work.
some options and changes were incorporated based on liturgical developments
in finland. from the Divine service in the new 1968 finnish handbook were
taken two of the four forms of exhortation to confession, two of the three confessional prayers, two of the three forms of the absolution and the option of the
singing a creedal hymn in place of the creed. the revised Divine service was
popular among many of the congregations; they saw in it a reflection of the Ingrian spirit of their church.
however, some were not satisfied. they desired to strengthen the historic connection between the Ingrians and the Finnish fatherland. In 1992 Pastor Vladimir
Blaginin (Владимир Благинин) prepared in manuscript form a liturgy based more
closely on the 1968 finnish handbook. his work, which came to be know as the
“red agenda,” was distributed widely.1024
the question of liturgy was discussed in the 1993 synod, and it became evident there that the majority wanted to stress the finnish origins of their church. to
this end the liturgy should more strongly reflect the church’s finnish connections.
however, it was allowed that congregations which desired to do so could conSävelmistö Venäjän Keisarikunnan 1906.
Лиценбергер 2003, 433-434.
1023
Rimpiläinen 2007, 91-94.
1024
Rimpiläinen 2007, 55-56.
1021
1022
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tinue to use the putro mass. a five member committee, presided over by pastor
arri Kugappi, was established in the 1994
synod to work on a new agenda and to instruct pastors and deacons in the proper
conduct of the services.1025
it soon became evident that the majority actually preferred the traditional
1897 liturgy, and it was this rite which
the church published in its hymnals of
1994 and 2001. In 1999 a newly reorganized liturgical committee, under the direction of Bishop Kugappi and its chairman Fedor Tulinin (Федор Тулынин),
was assigned to prepare an agenda
based upon the 1897 st. petersburg imperial agenda. as source material they
used the 1916 russian language edition
of the agenda and the 1900 finnish trans2005 Liturgical Handbook
lation of the original work. the commitof the church of ingria
tee also decided to make greater use of
gregorian music in place of the romantic
era music of putro.1026 The results of their work were published in 2005 under
the title: Литургический сборник Евангелическо-Лютеранской Церкви Ингрии на
территории России (Liturgical Handbook of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Ingria
in the Territory of Russia.)
in many respects the revised liturgy reflects the 1897 rite. however, unlike the
imperial agenda, the ingrian book gives two forms of worship, one with and one
without the Lord’s supper. the service is given the title “eucharistic Divine service” (Rus. Евхаристическое богослужение) and no note is taken of the four distinct
worship acts into which the 1897 book had divided the service. the service begins
with a hymn which is to reflect the theme of the day. the liturgist then speaks the
triune invocation to which the congregation responds with a threefold amen, or
he may instead read the introit of the Day. in this case the congregation responds
with the Gloria Patri. the invitation to confession is taken from the imperial agenda. references are made to alternative invitations printed elsewhere in the book.
the confessional prayer to be said by the liturgist and the people together is new.
again, an alternative may be found elsewhere in the book. at the close of the con1025
1026

Rimpiläinen 2007, 56; Благинин 2001, 44.
Rimpiläinen 2007, 55-56, 96-98.
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fession the liturgist and people sing together the Kyrie. the absolution is a new
construction, and there is a reference to alternative forms printed elsewhere. the
people respond with the amen and the liturgist intones the Gloria in excelsis and
leads the people in the Laudamus te. hymn stanzas to be used in advent and Lent
instead of the Gloria in excelsis are provided. after the salutation and response the
liturgist prays the collect of the Day. an old testament reading may follow, after
which the liturgist says: “This is the Word of God. Amen.” The people respond:
“thanks be to god.” if the old testament reading has been read, a hymn follows.
otherwise following the collect the liturgist reads the epistle to which the people
respond with a threefold alleluia. in Lent, however, the response is a single amen.
then follows the gradual hymn or the gradual of the day. after the reading of the
Gospel the liturgist says: “Amen. This is the reading of the Gospel” and the people
respond: “Praise to you, O Christ.” Either the Apostles’ Creed or the Nicene Creed
follows. Both are given in the first person singular. as in the imperial agenda, the
creed is followed by a threefold amen and the hymn. the sermon begins with
the apostolic greeting. after the sermon and another hymn the pastor announces the intercessions and special supplications. the pulpit office concludes with
the votum. another hymn follows, during which the offerings may be gathered.
if offerings are presented at this time, the pastor receives them with prayer. the
prayer of the church then follows, and as in the st. petersburg liturgy, each of its
four sections ends with an appropriate congregational response. as in the imperial
agenda, the prayer ends with an amen only when the Lord’s supper is celebrated.
the Lord’s supper is prepared during the hymn that follows, and the offerings may
be gathered if this has not already been done.1027
The “Eucharistic Canon” (Rus. Евхаристический канон) begins with the preface,
Vere dignum, Sanctus, hosanna and Benedictus qui venit. neither the hosanna nor
the Benedictus had been included in the imperial agenda. the liturgist says the
prayer, now called Epiclesis, before the Verba. it is based upon the prayer from the
1897 st. petersburg agenda. added to that prayer is a reference to the holy spirit.
“We call upon you, merciful heavenly father to bless through your holy spirit
this holy supper to all who purpose to eat of this bread and drink of this cup
that they may receive the body and the blood of your only begotten son, our redeemer, according to your promise.”1028
The congregation responds: “Amen.”
The following Eucharist Prayer may also be prayed by the liturgist:
1027
1028

Литургический сборник 2005, 6-17.
“К Тебе взываем, милосердный Отче небесный, Духом Святым благослови святую
трапезу для всех, кто сподобится ныне вкусить от хлеба сего и испить из чаши сей,
и тем, по обетованию Твоему приемлют Тело и Кровь Единородного Сына Твоего,
Спасителя нашего.” Литургический сборник 2005, 18.
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“Lord god, you created heaven and earth and us according to your image
and likeness. after our fall you did not leave us in the power of sin and death,
but through the prophets you promised the coming day of salvation. When the
fullness of time had come, you sent forth your son, born under the law, to redeem
those who were under the law, that we might receive the adoption of sons. for
you so loved the world that you gave your only begotten son, that whoever believes in him, should not perish, but have everlasting life.”1029
the Verba then follows with the sign of the cross made over the elements, and
at the invitation of the liturgist the people join him in praying the our father. the
liturgist then says the Pax Domini after which the people may be invited to share
the peace with one another. the Agnus Dei is then sung. in the first two stanzas
there is a double “have mercy” as in the 1900/1906 putro mass.
the liturgist then invites the people to commune. the rubrics state that communicants are members of the ingrian church and other churches with which the
ingrians are in communion. at the administration of the sacrament the liturgist
says: “The body of our Lord Jesus Christ, broken for you,” “The blood of our Lord
Jesus christ, shed for you.” each table is dismissed with the blessing and the Pax.
additional dismissal verses are printed elsewhere in the book.
the versicle and response with alleluia and the post-communion collect
then follow. the alleluia is omitted during advent and Lent. the service ends
with the aaronic Benediction with the triune invocation, a threefold amen, and
the closing hymn.1030
the parentage of this service is very clear. the service is based on the old imperial agenda, with less than a handful of options and some prayers from other
sources. a unique feature is the introduction of a eucharistic prayer after the
epiclesis and before the Verba. also notable is the option substituting a triune
invocation for the introit of the Day and its Gloria Patri and the introduction of a
new feature, a hymn to be sung in place of the Gloria in excelsis during the advent
season. also new is the importation from the swedish-finnish tradition of the
triune invocation at the end of the aaronic Benediction. the inclusion of a rubric
stating the criteria under which one may commune is also unique. although the
practice of close communion is by no means rare, one does not usually find a
statement concerning it in the rubrics of the liturgy.
“Господи Боже, Сотворивший небо и землю и нас по образу и подобию Своему, после
грехопадения нашего Ты не оставил нас во власти греха и смерти, но через пророков
обещал наступление дня спасения. Когда пришла полнота времени, Ты ниспослал
Сына Своего Единородного, Который родился от жены, подчинился закону, чтобы
искупить подзаконных, дабы нам получить усыновление. Ибо Ты так возлюбил мир,
что отдал Сына Своего Единородного, дабы всякий верующий в Него, не погиб, но
имел жизнь вечную.” Литургический сборник 2005, 19.
1030
Литургический сборник 2005, 20-21.
1029
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1 6 . 3 t h e B e gi nni ng o f the format ion of a Lit urgic al
t r a d iti o n i n the s i b e ri an e v an gelic al Lut h eran ch urc h
a russian Lutheran church independent of any connection with eLKras
is the Siberian Evangelical Lutheran Church (Rus. Сибирская ЕвангелическоЛютеранская Церковь) which is centered in novosibirsk, siberia. congregations of this church extend from Yekaterinburg (Rus. Екатеринбург) and chelyabinsk (Rus. Челябинск) in the west to Novosibirsk (Rus. Новосибирск), tomsk
(Rus. Томск), Abakan (Rus. Абaкан), Irkutsk (Rus. Иркутск), Krasnoyarsk (Rus.
Красноярск), Chita (Rus. Чита), and other congregations in east central siberia.
this church grew out of a gathering of university students and recent graduates in novosibirsk who came together on november 1, 1991 for Bible study
and prayer. One year later, 1992, the group was registered as the West Siberian Christian Mission (Rus. Сибирская Христианская Миссия). subsequently one
of its leaders, vsevolod Lytkin, traveled to estonia for theological training and
was ordained in 1993 by estonian archbishop Kuno pajula. the group became
a Lutheran congregation under the supervision of the church of estonia. the
christian mission grew rapidly and it soon extended its ministry to groups of
Lutherans in other cities, first in the immediate region and then elsewhere in siberia from chelyabinsk and Yekaterinburg eastward to petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky (Rus. Петропaвловск-Камчaтский). Between 1994 and 2003 pastors for these
congregations were ordained by estonian and Lithuanian bishops. although the
congregations held membership in the church in estonia, all of them ministered
to russian-speaking Lutherans and none were restricted to people of particular
nationalities.
In its 2003 synod the Estonian Lutheran Church granted independent administrative status to the siberian parishes and they became the siberian evangelical
Lutheran Church. In 2007 Archbishop Andres Põder of Estonia, together with
Archbishop Jānis Vanags of Latvia and Bishop Mindaugas Sabutis of Lithuania,
archbishop-emeritus Kuno pajula and Bishop einar soone of estonia, consecrated vsevolod Lytkin as the first bishop of the seLc.
a seminary was established in novosibirsk with the help of concordia theological seminary fort Wayne, indiana, and candidates for the holy ministry received ordination in tallinn first as deacons and then as pastors.1031
The church became independent in May 2007 when in a ceremony at the Tallinn cathedral Estonian Archbishop Andres Põder presided at the consecration of
Pastor Lytkin to be Bishop of the Siberian Evangelical Lutheran Church. In 2010
the SELC consisted of some 1500 members in 20 congregations and a number
1031

Streltsov 2006, 13-18; Лиценбергер 2003, 445-446.
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of mission stations, served by 16 pastors
and deacons.
in the early years the novosibirsk
mission used a service based on the 1897
imperial Liturgy in russian. however,
it was soon decided that the old liturgy,
its language, and music were in need of
revision. a new liturgy was formulated
using liturgical elements taken from Lutheran Worship 1982 (Lutheran Church
missouri synod) and Alternative Service
Book 1980 (Anglican). The official agenda has not yet been printed; it exists in
manuscript form.1032
the chief Divine service for every
sunday and feast day is the full Divine
service with the Lord’s supper. it begins
not with the hymn but with the introit.
then follows the triune invocation,
service leaflet for the first sunday in
advent, siberian evangelical Lutheran
apostolic greeting, invitation to conChurch, 2008.
fession, confession of sins, Kyrie, and
absolution. the prayer of confession,
which is saxon in origin, is from the 1897 rite. after the absolution the pastor
and congregation sing the Gloria in excelsis; during Lent “Lamb of God, pure and
holy” replaces it. The Liturgy of the Word follows: Salutation, Response, Collect
of the Day, old testament reading and response, gradual, epistle and response,
alleluia with gospel procession, salutation, announcement of the gospel “glory
to you, o Lord,” the gospel and “praise to you, o christ.” the nicene creed” is
confessed in the first person singular. the sermon is followed by a hymn and the
prayer of the church in the form of an Ektenia with numerous intercessions.
the prayer of the church is followed by a hymn during which the altar is prepared for communion. the eucharistic preface introduces the Vere dignum and
Sanctus with hosanna and Benedictus qui venit. after it the congregation prays a
russian translation of the prayer of humble access as found in the Alternative
Service Book 1980.1033
1032
1033

Quill 2001, Chapter 6 “Liturgical Developments in the post-Soviet Era.”
“We do not presume to come to this your table, most merciful father, trusting in our own
righteousness, but only in your boundless mercy. We are not even worthy to gather up
the crumbs under your table. But you are the Lord ever the same, ever merciful. grant
therefore, Lord of grace and love, that we may so eat the flesh of your dear Son Jesus Christ
and drink his blood, that with bodies and souls made clean from every stain of sin we may
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“our merciful father, we come to your table relying not on our own righteousness but on your great mercy. We are not even worthy to gather the crumbs that
fall from your table. But you, o Lord, have always been and still are merciful.
grant us, therefore, to so eat the flesh of your beloved son, our Lord Jesus christ,
and drink his Blood, that our sinful bodies may be cleansed by his Body, and our
souls may be washed with his precious Blood, and so that we may ever abide in
him, and he in us. amen.”1034
then the liturgist prays an epiclesis which is modeled after the fourth eucharistic prayer in the Alternative Service Book 1980.1035
“Lord god, our heavenly father, of your great mercy you have given us your
son Jesus christ, who for our redemption suffered on the cross and made thereby
the one full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice for the sins of the whole world. he
has also commanded us ever to continue the remembrance of his death until he
comes. We, therefore, implore you, our merciful heavenly father, to sanctify by
the descent of your spirit this bread and wine, that by your promise they may be
the true Body and Blood of Jesus christ, our savior, who in the night in which he
was betrayed … this do in remembrance of me.”1036
evermore dwell in him, and he in us.” The Alternative Service Book 1980, 129.
“Наш милосердный Господь, мы не дерзаем приступить к этой Трапезе Твоей,
уповая на нашу собственную праведность –
но на Твою великую милость. Мы
не достойны даже собрать крохи, падающие со стола Твоего. Но Ты, Господи, всегда
был и есть милосерд: даруй нам поэтому так есть Плоть Возлюбленного Твоего Сына,
Господа нашего Иисуса Христа, и пить Кровь Его, чтобы наши грешные тела были
очищены Его Телом, и наши души были омыты Его драгоценной Кровью, и чтобы
мы непрестанно пребывали в Нём, и Он в нас. Аминь.” Первое воскресение Адвента
2008, 7.
1035
“All glory to you, our heavenly Father: in your tender mercy you gave your only Son Jesus
Christ to suffer death upon the cross for our redemption; he made there a full atonement for
the sins of the whole world, offering once for all his one sacrifice of himself; he instituted,
and in his holy gospel commanded us to continue, a perpetual memory of his precious
death until he comes again. hear us, merciful father, we humbly pray, and grant that by the
power of your holy spirit we who receive these gifts of your creation, this bread and this
wine, according to your son our savious Jesus christ’s holy institution, in remembrance of
the death that he suffered, may be partakers of his most blessed body and blood; who in the
same night that he was betrayed, etc.” The Alternative Service Book 1980, 140.
1036
Литург: “Господи Боже, наш Небесный Отец, Ты по великому милосердию Твоему
отдал Сына Своего Иисуса Христа, Который пострадал на Кресте для нашего
искупления и принёс там полную, совершенную и достаточную Жертву за грехи
всего мира. Он же повелел нам продолжать постоянное воспоминание Его смерти,
доколе Он придёт. Поэтому мы молим Тебя, наш милосердный Небесный Отец:
(распростирая руки над св. дарами:) снисшествием Духа Твоего освяти эти хлеб и
вино, чтобы, по обетованию Твоему, они стали истинными Телом и Кровью Иисуса
Христа, Спасителя нашего, Который в ту ночь, когда Он предан был, взял хлеб и,
возблагодарив, преломил, подал его ученикам и сказал: (поднимая дискос:) Приимите,
ядите, сие есть Тело Моё, за вас ломимое. (поставить дискос на алтарь.) Также взял
Он чашу и, возблагодарив, подал её ученикам и сказал: (поднимая чашу:) Пейте из
1034
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Congregation responds: “Amen.”
Beginning with the words calling for the descent of the holy spirit the liturgist
extends his hands over the elements. he continues to extend his hands over the
elements during the recitation of the Verba which begins with the words “Who in
the night …” at the Words of christ, directly referring to the bread and cup, he
takes them into his hands and elevates them slightly.
the sign of the cross is not made over the elements. all pray the our father.
the liturgist says the Pax Domini and shares the peace with the assisting ministers. they in turn share it with the people. While the liturgist and his ministers
commune, the congregation sings the Agnus Dei. after it the communicants approach the altar to receive the sacrament. a seasonal versicle and response and
the post-communion collect follow communion. then after a hymn the liturgist
blesses the congregation with the aaronic Benediction and invites the people to
leave in peace. They respond: “Thanks be to God.” Before the final dismissal announcements may be made.1037
the tradition of the old imperial Liturgy is evident in the first part of the service. it follows the old pattern of the service of preparation. not from the imperial
tradition but new are the use of three readings rather than two, the inclusion of
the gradual, the prayer of the humble access, and the eucharistic prayer. it is here
that american Lutheran and anglican influence is most evident. the use of the
three readings and the gradual is from Lutheran Worship 1982 and the directive
concerning the manual acts and the inclusion of the epiclesis, as well as extension of the liturgist hands over the elements to be consecrated, are from anglican
sources. as in Luther’s Formula Missae where the Verba are found in the qui pridie,
the Verba are joined to the eucharistic prayer.
it is interesting to note that although this liturgy departs from the 1897 rite, it
keeps the practice of joining the Kyrie to the confession of sins, instead of rearranging the preparatory office to separate confession and absolution from the main
body of the service. the wording of the Vere dignum shows some anglican influence, stating that it is the church’s duty to give thanks, a phrase “our bounden
duty” reminiscent of the Book of Common Prayer.1038 however, the liturgy is wholly
Lutheran and rich in its liturgical provisions. there is a high degree of congregational participation in the service.

неё все; сие есть Кровь Моя нового завета, за вас изливаемая во оставление грехов.
Сие творите в Моё воспоминание.” Все: “Аминь.” (поставить чашу на алтарь.). Первое
воскресение Адвента 2008, 7-8.
1037
Первое воскресение Адвента 2008, 8-9.
1038
Thompson 1972, 279.
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1 6 . 4 t he B yzanti ne L i tu rgy of t h e ukrain ian Lut h eran
church
an unusual liturgical tradition developed in the ukrainian Lutheran church
(Ukr. Українська Лютеранська Церква) which in the 1930’s adopted a modified
and shortened form of the Liturgy of st. John chrysostom.
Lutherans arrived in the ukraine in the early years of the nineteenth century
at the invitation of tsar alexander i who instituted a immigration policy very
similar to that used by catherine the great to encourage immigration to the volga
region. as in the earlier case the majority of those who responded to the invitation to immigrate were germans and of these the vast majority were members of
the Lutheran church. it is estimated that by the middle of the nineteenth century
no less that 123,500 immigrants had arrived and settled in Volhynia bringing the
total number of germans in southern russia to about 186,500.1039 the great majority of them were Lutherans. as in the volga communities each congregation was
independent and no common church order or liturgy had been agreed. the college of Justice was ordinarily accustomed to consider these parishes as operating
under the provisions of the 1686 swedish church order but in fact this law would
be applied when governmental administrative measures were necessary. In 1832
all these congregations became part of one imperial Lutheran church with one
church law and one agenda.
at the end of WWi and the october revolution attempts were made to establish an independent ukrainian state. these attempts failed, and the country was
divided. the eastern part of the ukraine was put under the control of the soviet
union, and the western half, consisting of galicia and volhynia, became part of
poland. it was in the western provinces that attempts to organize an indigenous
ukrainian Lutheran church took root. there were numerous german-speaking
Lutherans in these areas who had survived the deportation order by the tsar
nicholas ii during WWi. some of them had adopted the ukrainian language and
culture. in those days of increasing nationalism, these together with some ukrainian natives along with some priests who had came from orthodox and uniate
churches, expressed the desire to organize themselves as a ukrainian Lutheran
church. the ukrainian church was formally organized and recognized by the
government in 1926.1040 the church took on the protective coloring of its ukrainian environment by adopting a form of worship very similar to that found in uniate and russian orthodox churches.
the prime mover in the development of the form of worship in the ukrainian
Lutheran Church was Teodor Yarchuk (Теодор Ярчук). he had himself been born
1039
1040

Die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden in Rußland 1909, Xv.
Горпинчук 2000, 3.
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into a uniate family in 1896. With the encouragement of his family he decided to
prepare for ordination to the priesthood
in the uniate church and went to study
in the Collegium Ruthenicum in rome.
Upon completing his studies in 1925 he
became acquainted with Lutheran theology and ukrainian Lutheranism, and
decided to pursue further studies in
tübingen to prepare for ordination in the
Lutheran church. he was destined to became a leading figure in the church and
was responsible for the publication in
the ukrainian language of Luther’s Small
Catechism, the Augsburg Confession, and
other important Lutheran writings.1041
Yarchuk was concerned that a form of
the rev. teodor Yarchuk,
liturgical worship should be used which
editor of the Lutheran version
would be truly Lutheran and yet at the
of the Divine Liturgy of st. John
chrysostom for use
same time draw upon the treasury of
in the ukrainian
eastern liturgical expression. noting that
Lutheran church, 1933.
the ukrainian uniate church united the
theology of the church of rome with the
Byzantine liturgy, he decided to produce a Lutheran version of the Liturgy of
st. John chrysostom. it was published in Станиславів in 1933 under the title:
Український Євангельський Служебник (Ukrainian Lutheran Service Book) and in the
course of time it came to be used throughout the small ukrainian Lutheran community.1042
the ukrainian Lutheran liturgy produced by Yarchuk was a shortened and
simplified version of the st. chrysostom Liturgy with some western additions in
the confession of sins and the consecration of the sacrament.
the Divine services is meant to provide an evangelical version of the Byzantine rite with questionable references to theotokos and saints carefully omitted. opportunity is given for the singing of hymns by the congregation. the rite
begins with the entrance hymn and prayer. the invocation follows the model
of the Byzantine Liturgy, as is also the first Litany (Ektenia) which follows it. in
place of the three antiphons in the eastern rite there is a single antiphon proper
to the day. a shortened version of the prayer from the Byzantine rite precedes
1041
1042

Горпинчук 2000, 3.
Schröder 1994, 207-209; Gottesdienstbuch 2006, 2.
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the Trisagion hymn, and as in that rite,
the reading of the epistle and gospel
with the responses follows. so too, the
hymn and sermon may follow as in the
st. chrysostom Liturgy. ordinarily however, the sermon is put at the end of the
rite. the confession of sins and absolution follow. It takes the following form:
the pastor reads an admonition either in
full or in part which asks the worshipers
to make answer concerning their faith,
their desire for forgiveness, their sorrow for their sins, and their intention to
amend their lives and forgive their neighbors. this is followed by the absolution,
which the pastor imparts as one “called
and authorized to proclaim the Word of
god.” the absolution is followed by a
prayer which asks that the forgiveness
1933 ukrainian service Book.
given and received may take root, that
temptation may be resisted, and that the
sufferings and death of christ may be held in remembrance.1043
then follows a second Litany after the pattern of the Litany of fervent supplication. it is followed immediately by the cherubic hymn. no provision is made
for the Litany for the Deceased, the prayer for the catechumens, or the Dismissal
of the catechumens. indeed, everything is omitted up to the creed, which in the
Byzantine rite follows the prayer of the Proskomide.
the section, entitled “the creed and the consecration,” begins with the apostolic greeting. then follows the nicene creed with the Filioque placed in brackets.
The 2004 Jahrbuch für Liturgik und Hymnologie included an edition of this service in
german in which the Filioque is missing.1044 it is not clear who could be expected
to use it, since it is the nicene creed with the Filioque which the evangelical Lutheran church officially confesses. the traditional eucharistic preface continues
after the creed and the Vere dignum is shortened from the form found in the
st. chrysostom Liturgy. at its conclusion the congregation sings the Sanctus.

Gottesdienstbuch 2006, 6-17; English texts are taken from The Divine Liturgy of the Ukrainian
Lutheran Church: http://www.angelfire.com/ca4/saintsophiaseminary/liturgy.html
1044
Gottesdienstbuch 2004, 64; Gottesdienstbuch 2006, 19.
1043
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the Words of consecration are imbedded in a eucharistic prayer, which begins with a thanksgiving addressed to the holy trinity and gives thanks especially for the love of the father who sent his son.
“With these blessed powers, o master who loves mankind, we also cry aloud
and say: You are indeed holy; you are most holy, you and your only-begotten Son
and your Holy Spirit! You are indeed holy; you are most holy and your glory is
magnificent! You so loved your world that you gave your only-begotten son, that
whoever believes in him should not perish but have everlasting life. amen.
When he had come and had fulfilled all the dispensation for our salvation, on
the night in which he was betrayed, he took bread and blessed it, and broke it and
gave it to his disciples, saying, ‘Take, eat; this is my body, which is broken for
you [for the remission of sins]; Do this in remembrance of me’. In the same manner, after supper, he took the cup, and hallowed it and gave it to them, saying,
‘Drink of it, all of you; this cup is the New Testament in my blood, which is shed
for you and for many for the remission of sins. Do this, as often as you drink it, in
remembrance of me’.”1045
the sign of the cross in not made during the Verba. after it the congregation
says amen, confessing its faith that the Lord has accomplished what his Word
has said. the pastor then prays the epiclesis asking that the holy spirit would
come upon all who partake of the sacrament for the strengthening of their faith
and unity of confession.
“remembering this salutary testament, and all those things which have been accomplished for us - the sacrifice on the cross, the tomb, the resurrection and ascension - we ask you, Lord, and pray you and supplicate you: Send down your Holy
spirit on all who will partake of your gifts, for the strengthening of their faith in
your truth. o Lord, who did send down your most holy spirit on your apostles, do
not take him from us, o good one, but by your spirit renew us, who pray to you,
and grant that with one mouth and one heart we may praise and glorify in song
your most holy and majestic name, now and ever and unto ages of ages.”1046
the congregation responds with the amen. unlike the Byzantine rite, no
manual acts are indicated. then follows the third Litany based rather loosely on
the prayer found in the st. chrysostom Liturgy at this point. then all pray the
our father. this is followed, as in the Byzantine rite, by the peace, the prayer of
thanksgiving, and the invitation to the sacrament. Distribution of the sacrament
accompanied by singing of hymns follows the Lutheran pattern. no special formulas are included for the pastor’s self-communion and there is no communion
by intinction. At the distribution of the body of Christ the liturgist says: “Take
and eat, this is the body of our Lord Jesus christ, broken for you for the remission
1045
1046
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of sins.” The cup formula is: “Drink of it, all of you; this is the blood of our Lord
Jesus christ, shed for you for the remission of sins.” the liturgist does not use the
passive form or name the communicant.
after communion the pastor says the post-communion prayer together with
the versicles. the congregation responds. it is at this point that the sermon hymn
and the sermon for the day are normally found. they are followed by pastoral
prayer, pastoral blessing, offertory hymn, concluding prayer, and Benediction.
all of these are as in the st. chrysostom Liturgy, excepting that a final hymn replaces the closing prayers.1047
this liturgy frames Lutheran worship in a form familiar to the ukrainian
people. at the time of its creation no other Lutheran church had made such a
bold move. there is nothing to compare to it in the history of Lutheran liturgy,
with the possible exception of the red Book of John iii. King John sought to reform the roman mass on evangelical principles. it may be argued that this liturgy attempts to do the same with the Byzantine rite. however, here the editor’s
knife cuts far more deeply. it is not so much a revision as a mere torso, a body
from which whole parts have been removed. it appears to be an attempt to make
use of a rite built upon a spiritual tradition Lutherans might have some difficulty in affirming. in positive terms it
may be said that the ukrainian Lutheran
recension gives first attention to god’s
acts rather than those of the church.
the bread and wine are consecrated by
the Words of christ and the purpose of
the epiclesis is to ask for god’s blessing
upon the people. however, the consecration and the our father are widely separated from the communion of the people,
whereas Lutheran liturgies have usually
sought to keep them close together.
the ukrainian Lutheran church perished when the molotov-ribbentrop
pact divided poland between russia
and germany. the church was severely
persecuted and the pastors were imprisoned or martyred. pastor Yarchuk him1993 ukrainian Lutheran service Book.
self died in 1941. it is generally assumed
1047
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that he was put to death by the soviet nKvD, probably in June 1941, when nazi
troops were advancing rapidly eastward into the soviet union..1048
independence from the soviet union in 1991 made it possible for Lutheran
congregations in the ukraine to once again organize. By 1994 this reorganization was accomplished with the help of the american Wisconsin evangelical Lutheran synod with which the ukrainian Lutheran church is now in fellowship.
in 1996 the church and its episcopal synodical form of church administration was
officially registered.1049 The church now has 25 congregations and 11 preaching
stations. Serving its 2,500 members are 22 Ukrainian pastors. Unlike the German Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Ukraine (Rus. Немецкая Евангелическолютеранская Церковь Украины), a part of eLKras, the ukrainian Lutheran
church stresses its ukraine heritage. the Liturgy of st. John chrysostom, originally prepared by Yarchuk, was put into modern ukrainian in 1993 by Bishop vyacheslav Horpynchuk (В’ячеслав Горпинчук) and printed in the church’s agenda
Український Лютеранський Служебник (Ukrainian Lutheran Service Book).

1048
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1 6 . 5 t h e e nri chme nt o f L i tu r gic al Worsh ip in t h e est on ian
e v a n g e l i cal L u the ran c hu rch
The Estonian Lutheran Church (Est. Eesti Evangeelne Luterlik Kirik) became an
independent church led by estonian pastors and administrators only at the end
of WWi when estonia became an independent nation state. the land of estonia
had been printed on maps since the middle ages, but the land was in every aspect
of life governed by nobles who had come from german lands to settle there. they
brought the reformation with them, and control of the church remained in the
hands of german-speaking patrons and pastors even when control of the government passed to sweden. the german nobility never took more than a passing
interest in the religious life of the estonian-speaking populace. the people had no
input into church government; no say in any ecclesiastical decision.
one cannot speak of any noticeable arousal of estonian spirit in the church
before the end of the nineteenth century. the herrnhut Brethren who came to
the region in the eighteenth century learned estonian, but only for the purpose
of spreading their spiritual message; they did nothing to awaken any Estonian
national spirit. only at the end of the nineteenth century did estonian-speaking
pastors gain permission to meet together as a caucus in synodical gatherings.
german church rule continued until the end of WWi. even before estonia
declared its independence in 1918, an independent Lutheran church was established at a church congress held in 1917. at a second congress in 1919 Jakob
Kukk was elected bishop and on June 5, 1921 he was consecrated by Archbishop
nathan söderblom of uppsala and Bishop Jaakko gummerus of porvoo.1050 in the
1924 census most Estonians, 895,232 out of some 1,100,000, identified themselves
as members of the Lutheran church. this ratio would remain stable for the next
decade. in 1937 there were 851,060 baptized members. in 1940, before the church
lost contact with the West, there were 170 congregations served by 209 pastors.1051
inevitably tensions arose between the estonians and germans in the church.
the germans were allowed their own deanery but not their own bishop, or consistory, or synod.1052 they had no independent voice in church affairs. tensions were
highest during the tenure of Bishop Kukk. his successor, Bishop hugo Bernhard
rahamägi, saw some successful attempts to ease these tensions, but the situation
would not change markedly until germans were repatriated in 1939-1940.
WWii brought the beginning of the 50 years of soviet occupation and the relentless process of secularization which made deep inroads into estonian society.
independence brought with it a certain measure of patriotic fervor and for a few
Ketola 2000, 80.
Aunver 1953, 81, 83.
1052
Ketola 2000, 68-73.
1050
1051
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years the Lutheran church enjoyed rapid growth. however, post-communist estonia has become increasingly secularized. Little more than 10 percent of estonians are members of the church which formerly was the established church of the
nation! As of 2008 there were 160,418 baptized members and 38,683 church taxpaying members in the Estonian Lutheran Church. In 2005 the church reported
the 164 congregations and 217 ordained clergy (pastors and deacons).1053
After the division of Livonia in 1918-1920 the University of Dorpat was now
situated in estonian territory. it was renamed the university of tartu. the theological faculty, which came gradually to be staffed mainly by estonian professors,
decided early that it should serve much wider interests than those of the church,
since the church was theologically conservative. this signaled the beginning of
the development of new tensions in the church and the creation of the divisions
which can be labeled conservative-traditional, moderate, and liberal-modern,
especially among the estonian-speaking majority. in 1931 the german-speaking
church, which was predominantly conservative, established its own theological
academy in tartu.1054
in estonia there were early calls for a revision of the liturgy. the theological
faculty at tartu, which had formerly served the whole imperial church, had in
the nineteenth century been the primary promoter of liturgical studies and reform
within the Lutheran churches of the russian empire. now the estonian church
had the resources for the continuation of liturgical reform which many desired.
as had been the case before the WWi, all did not agree about what needed to be
reformed and how reform ought to be accomplished. in 1914 the Livonian liturgical committee had stated emphatically that, although it could not agree with
the protestantizing tendencies of the st. petersburg liturgical committee, it was
certainly agreed that liturgical reform was needed and that this reform should be
undertaken on the basis of a thorough study of the heritage of the church, both
eastern and Western.1055 the war had made the pursuit of liturgical reform impossible, but now the war was over.
In October 1920 the matter of liturgical reform came before the pastoral conference. Pastor Johan Kõpp moved that a liturgical commission be established
to prepare an update of the imperial agenda, since many agreed that the introits and collects needed to be revised, the texts and prayers of the service were
monotonous and linguistically dull, and that at the very least extensive editing
was required. the pastoral conference agreed and chose an eight men commission, which included in its membership Bishop Jakob Kukk, Prof. Johan Kõpp,
Data supplied by Dean veiko vihuri of the saaremaa Deanery, estonia.
Ketola 2000, 234-237.
1055
Protokoll der Livländischen Synode von 1913, 13; Gutachten des livländischen liturgischen Komitees
1913, 125-130.
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prof. adalbert eduard eugen maximilian otto Baron stromberg, Doc. hugo
Bernhard rahamägi and pastors eduard tennmann, Johannes nathan aunverdt, Jaan Lattik, and Dean harald
Põld. Named chairman was Pastor Aunverdt.1056
chairman aunverdt was among those
who thought that the best way to move
forward in liturgical revision was by a
careful study of the liturgical traditions of
the whole church. he himself prepared a
Missa evangelica based on the writings of
pastor Wilhelm Löhe. aunverdt himself
was unable to attend the 1922 pastoral
conference because of illness, and it was
doc. rahamägi who presented aunverdt’s
the rev. nathan aunverdt,
proposal to the assembly, stating that it
chairman of the estonian
was the result of extensive research and
Liturgical commission, 1920.
was representative of the german liturgical movement which sought to return
to the Lutheran liturgies of earlier times. he noted that he himself was not entirely
happy with it, since there was too much dialogue in it, such as could be found in
Jewish rites, and there was not enough attention given to singing. he also indicated
that there ought to be a place in the church for meditation and silent prayer which
would be attractive to intellectuals.1057
the church was not ready to adopt aunverdt’s Missa evangelica. the tension
between those who preferred a more catholic liturgy and those whose spirituality was pietist-protestant was too great. to the latter the 1897 rite was catholic
enough, and they suspected that liturgical reform went hand in hand with theological liberalism. they reckoned that it was the theological liberals in their midst
who were the prime movers for liturgical reform.
In 1925 chairman Aunverdt reminded the commission that some important
decisions must be made because soon no more copies of the imperial agenda
in estonian would be available for sale. the commission would need to decide
whether to reprint it as is or to revise it. it was decided to revise it, and aunverdt
prepared a questionnaire for pastors concerning the revision. subsequently the
commission decided that the first priority should be the revision of the chief Div1056
1057

Vihuri 2007, 238.
Vihuri 2007, 238-239.
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ine service and after that attention could
be given to the minor offices and pastoral
acts.1058
In 1927 Aunverdt died and at the May
19, 1928 meeting of the commission Pastor Docent rahamägi was elected chairman. in october the liturgical commission met at the university of tartu. it
decided to move ahead with the revision
of the chief Divine service and to keep as
close as possible to the present liturgy.
this would please most of the clergy
since they were theologically conservative and suspicious of changes.1059
the published work, Agenda evangeeliumi-luteri usu kogudustele Eestis. Kavand
(Agenda for Evangelical Lutheran Congregations
in Estonia. Draft), appeared in 1929 in two fascicles, one without music, 32 pages in length,
Bishop hugo Bernhard rahamägi,
the other with music – 54 pages. the subtitle
chairman of the estonian
of the work was “agenda i,” because it was
liturgical commission 1928.
planned that in the course of time additional
volumes would appear with the minor offices and pastoral acts. since rahamägi was the chairman of the commission, the work
came to be known as the “rahamägi agenda.” the first volume was limited to the ordinarium of the chief Divine service with the Lord’s supper and the alternative short ending
without communion and the office of general confession and absolution.
the chief Divine service is divided into four parts, the first of which includes
everything up to the sermon. the pulpit office and prayer of the church is part
two; part three is the Lord’s Supper and part four is the Conclusion. The propria
are not provided and would need to be taken from the 1902 Estonian Agenda.
the commission sought to enrich the service by providing some variety, something to satisfy both traditionalists and those looking for something new but all
within the scope of a single service.
the opening preparatory rite is structured much like the rite in the 1897 book.
the congregation sings an entrance hymn and the liturgist goes to the altar and
prays silently. turning to the congregation he reads the introit and the Gloria
Patri. the congregation sings the doxology. it is stated that if the special service of
1058
1059
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confession has not held before the chief
Divine service, it should be included at
this point. it is recommended that on the
Day of prayer and repentance, the ten
commandments are to be read and the
congregation should respond by singing
Luther’s “in the midst of earthly life,”
based on the medieval chant Media in
vita. two forms of invitation are given,
as in the imperial agenda, and now
there are two forms of confession, the
second taken from psalm 51 is new to the
rite. the liturgist turns to face congregation and to say one of the three forms
of Declaration of grace provided. the
imperial agenda had but one. the liturgist leads the congregation in the Gloria
in excelsis, and the congregations sings
“all glory be to god on high.” in Lent,
1929 Estonian draft Agenda.
“Lamb of god, pure and holy,” replaces
the Gloria in excelsis. on the three great
feasts the congregation responds with the phrase “and on earth peace and good
will toward men” and the congregation sings the Laudamus te, followed by “all
glory be to god on high.”
after the salutation and collect the liturgist turns to the congregation for the
readings. in an unusual departure from tradition the gospel is read first and after it
the Epistle. After the Gospel the congregation responds by singing: “Praise to you,
O Christ” and after the Epistle it sings: “Amen, Alleluia, Alleluia, Amen, Alleluia,”
but alleluia is omitted in Lent. the imperial agenda had called for a threefold alleluia or amen depending on the season. the new service allows that a reading from
the old testament may take the place of the epistle. the imperial agenda gave only
one reading from the altar, since the sermon text was to be read from the pulpit. the
liturgist then invites the congregation to join in confessing the creed. he then turns
to the altar and all confess the apostles’ creed in the first person plural. turning
to the congregation he sings: “Be thou faithful unto death” and the congregation
responds: “And I will give thee the Crown of Life.” The threefold Amen follows. On
trinity sunday and on the three high feasts the nicene creed is used in the first person plural, together with these words of Revelation 2:10 and the threefold Amen.1060
1060
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the second main part of the service is the pulpit office. after the hymn the
liturgist in the pulpit speaks the apostolic greeting, reads the text, and delivers
his message. after it a hymn stanza is sung. then the pastor says the prayer of the
church and gives the announcements. if the Lord’s supper is not celebrated, the
prayer of the church is said from the altar.
the third major division, the Lord’s supper, begins with the first stanza of Johann Franck’s hymn “Deck yourself, my soul, with gladness” (“Minu süda, rõõmustele”). the pastor leads the preface and Vere dignum and the congregation sings
the Sanctus. as before the hosanna and the Benedictus qui venit are nowhere to be
found. a new prayer is put before the Verba, to be prayed over the bread and wine:
“come to your people, o holy god, and bless us as we give ourselves to you in
soul and body and offer you thanksgiving for our redemption and the hope of salvation. send upon us your holy spirit, the bringer of all life and holiness, and grant us
that these gifts, this bread which we break and this cup which we bless, may be hallowed through him to be for us a participation in the body and blood of christ.”1061
then follows the Verba preceded by the introductory conjunction “for.” the
sign of the cross is made over the bread and wine as the Bread-Words and cupWords are spoken.
After the consecration the liturgist announces: “Christ is among us! We honor him before you, o heavenly father, as a pure, holy, and spotless sacrifice.
together with him we worship you, in him we praise you, through him we pray
to you: Our Father, who art in heaven …” After the Our Father the congregation
sings the doxology: “For thine is the kingdom …”1062
the exhortation and Pax vobiscum are as in the imperial liturgy. During communion the people sing the Agnus Dei. the traditional distribution formulas are
retained, as in the imperial rite: “Take and eat, this is the body of our Lord Jesus
christ, given into death for you. may this strengthen and preserve you in the
right faith to life everlasting,” “take and drink, this is the blood of our Lord Jesus
christ, shed for you for the forgiveness of sins. may this strengthen and preserve
you in the right faith to life everlasting.” two alternative formulas are provided
for the dismissal. a short scripture text may be spoken to each table before its
dismissal. A formula is provided for the liturgist’s self-Communion (Sumptio). if
there are many communicants, hymns may be sung during communion.
“Tule oma rahva juure, püha Jumal, ja õnnista meid, kes meie iseennast ihu ja hingega
sulle omaks anname ja sinule tänu ohverdame meie äralunastamise ja õndsuse lootuse eest!
Saada meile oma Püha Vaimu, kõige elu ja pühitsuse toojat ja lase meid ja need annid Tema
läbi pühitsetud saada: see leib, mida murrame, ja see karik, mida õnnistame, et nad meile
saaksid Kristuse ihu ja vere osasaamiseks.” Agenda I 1929, 16; Agenda II 1929, 26.
1062
“Kristus on kesk meie seas! teda austame sinu ees, oh taevane isa, kui oma puhast ja püha
ja ilmavigata ohvrit. temaga kummardame sind, tema sees kiidame sind, tema läbi palume
Sind: Meie Isa, kes Sa oled taevas!…” Agenda I 1929, 17; Agenda II 1929, 27.
1061
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the fourth and final part of the service is the conclusion. the liturgist turns
to the congregation and sings the traditional versicle and the congregation responds as in the 1897 imperial rite. the liturgist then prays the post-communion
collect and the congregation sings the amen. a new feature before the Benediction is the Words of Jacob to be spoken by the congregation: “I will not let you go,
unless you bless me.” the liturgist then blesses the congregation with the aaronic
Benediction and the sign of the cross. the congregation then sings the threefold
amen and the final hymn. a final new feature allows that the pastoral assistant
or some other member may after the hymn say the Nunc dimittis:
“Lord, now let your servant depart in peace according to your word. for my
eyes have seen your salvation, which you have prepared before the face of all
people, a light to lighten the gentiles and the glory of your people israel. glory
be to the father, and to the son, and to the holy spirit, as it was in the beginning,
is now, and will be forever. amen.”1063
if the sacrament is not celebrated, the service is concluded as in the imperial
Agenda and its 1902 Estonian translation with a few minor variants. No separate
ante-communion service is provided. the hymn after the sermon is followed by
the versicle and response and the prayer of the church with its four congregational responses. the old agenda had suggested that the Litany might be used
in place of the prayer of the church when there was no communion. the new
liturgy provides the same option and prints out two forms of the Litany at this
place. The first form provides music for the pastor and congregation; the second
form gives only the words. at its conclusion the our father is sung or said by the
pastor and the congregation concludes as at communion. the congregation then
prays Jacobs prayer and the aaronic Benediction follows. here again provision is
made for the recitation of the Nunc dimittis after the final hymn.1064
part B provides for a special service of confession and absolution, either in
the evening before or in the morning at the beginning of the Divine service in
place of the ordinary confession and Declaration of grace, or after the pulpit
office. it follows in general the pattern of the special service of confession and
Absolution in the 1897 St. Petersburg Agenda and its Estonian 1902 translation.
the congregation sings a hymn of repentance after which the pastor invites the
penitents to come to the altar by speaking the Words of Christ: “Come unto me
all who labor …” The Exhortation to the penitents is that found in 1897 and 1902.
it is followed by a prayer of confession. the penitents then sing “create in me
“Issand, nüüd lased Sina oma sulase rahus ära minna oma sõna järele, sest mu silmad on
Sinu õnnistust näinud, mis Sina oled valmistanud kõige rahva nähes, valguseks paganaid
valgustama ja oma Israeli rahva auks. Au olgu Isale ja Pojale ja Püha Vaimule, nõnda kui
alguses oli, nüüdki on ja jääb igavest ajast igavesti! aamen.” Agenda I 1929, 20; Agenda II
1929, 34.
1064
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a clean heart, o god …” from psalm 51 as a song of repentance, and the pastor
asks whether this is their true and sincere confession, and receiving an affirmative
reply he then announces the forgiveness of sins and dismisses the penitents - “go
in peace” with the sign of the cross. he may, however, absolve each penitent individually with the laying-on-of-hands. after all have returned to their places, he
leads them in a short prayer and the our father, and then he says the Benediction.
the service concludes with a final hymn.1065
the chief Divine service is somewhat more elaborate than the old rite. much
attention is given to music. an alternative melody following the pattern of gregorian plainsong is provided for the collect. melodies are also provided for the
Litany and the our father in the service without the Lord’s supper, and in the
full service the congregation’s response to the our father. an enriched musical
setting of the alleluia is provided and more elaborate forms of the amen. all this
is meant to enrich the worship.
a further elaboration calls for the congregation to ask for god’s blessing before
the Benediction by praying Jacob’s words. the creed is introduced by an invitation which admonishes the congregation to the confession of faith, and service
of the Lord’s supper is introduced with the stanza “Deck thyself, my soul, with
gladness.” the position of the epistle and gospel are reversed, and provision is
made for a passage from the old testament in place of the epistle.
the elaboration of the music did not extend to the restoration of the hosanna and
Benedictus qui venit, which traditionally are appended to the Sanctus. no provision is
made for chanting the Verba and the our father at the consecration, both of which
were old Lutheran customs. of particular interest is the replacement of the prayer
of Blessing before the Verba found in the 1897 rite, with a newly constructed prayer
which combines a thanksgiving with a prayer for the sending of the holy spirit upon
the communicants and the elements. no mention is made of worthy and beneficial
communion. the prayer before the consecration, which begins “come to your people,
o holy god,” leaves it unclear whether a symbolical, spiritual, or corporeal coming is
meant. there is no clear reference to the bodily presence of christ. the phrase “christ
is among us!” is problematic in that it makes no clear reference to the corporeal presence of christ in and under the consecrated bread and wine. the use of the Nunc
dimittis is found in the older agendas, but its usual place is before the post-communion thanksgiving and not after the final Benediction. perhaps the Benediction and its
threefold amen ought to be last of all with hymns before it rather than after it. the directive which states that the liturgist should speak the introit facing the people, rather
than the altar, makes it a sacramental, rather than a sacrificial element, although this
practice was also followed in the 1897 agenda.
1065
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in all it may be said that the service shows an openness to contemporary research on the liturgy and the historical roots of the liturgy, but the conclusions
drawn from this research have not always been sufficiently critiqued. the form
provides some enrichment to congregational worship and at least in this it may
be considered a step forward.
the prayers before and after the Words of consecration provoked much discussion. many objected specifically to the inclusion after the Verba of the declaration: “Christ is among us! We honor him before you, O heavenly Father …,” since
it was not clear how these words were to be understood. the meaning of the
phrase was left open and there was no commonly agreed interpretation of their
meaning. Jaak varik, popularly considered a conservative Lutheran, complained
that the commission was espousing the doctrine of transubstantiation but nobody
could be sure. the phrase produced much heat but little light.1066
in 1935 rahamägi, who was now the bishop of the church, reminded the pastoral conference that the need for a new agenda was as great as ever. on march
27, 1935 at a meeting in the consistory the bishop stated to the commission that
the 1902 translation of the Imperial Agenda was now 30 years old and corrections
and additions were clearly in order.1067
although the liturgical commission was still at work on its own revision of the
agenda, a separate draft agenda was printed in the summer of 1936, perhaps by
the decision of Bishop rahamägi. this 57 page draft edition, again entitled Agenda
evangeeliumi-luteri usu kogudustele Eestis. Kavand (Agenda for Evangelical Lutheran
Congregations in Estonia. Draft), was very similar to the 1929 Agenda and departed
from it only in by including some textual alterations and other changes which
were of only manor significance.
The 1929 Agenda provided for the singing of “All glory be to God on high”
after the Laudamus te, and the 1936 book included text and music for it. The phrase:
“Be faithful unto death, …” and its response, which followed the Creed in 1929,
were replaced by a new phrase: “According to the Apostle John, this is the victory
which overcomes the world, even our faith.” As in 1929 the congregation sings
the threefold amen. the declaration “christ is among us!” is retained after the
consecration but the prayer it introduces is shortened, eliminating the words “as
a pure, holy, and spotless sacrifice” after “We honor him before you, o heavenly
father …” the phrase “come to your people, o holy god” before the Verba was
retained, even though it had proved controversial.1068
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a few changes were made in the prayer of the church in the service without
the Lord’s supper. the earlier reference
to the “evangelical bishop,” now speaks
instead to the “Lutheran bishop.”1069
the Kyrie is restored to its place after
the confessional prayer in the special service of confession. it appears that its earlier omission had been inadvertent. the
question about the truth and earnestness
of this confession now precedes the “create in me a clean heart, o god, …”
in february of 1936 the liturgical commission began work on a new revision of
the order for the chief Divine service in answer to the widespread opinion of many,
expressed openly by Johan Kõpp, a member of the commission, that more traditional
liturgy with minor changes was preferable
to a highly innovative order.
the commission asked musicians
1937 estonian draft agenda.
to submit music for the new agenda by
november 1, 1936. final changes and
improvements were agreed at a meeting of the bishop and commission on november 16 in tallinn. it was decided that the completed work should be presented
to the pastoral conference in January 1937.1070
in preparation for the conference the work of the commission was published
under the title: Agenda evangeeliumi-luteri usu kogudustele Eestis. Agenda komisjoni
poolt vastuvõetud 16. novembril 1936. a. (Agenda for Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Estonia. Approved by the Agenda Commission on November 16, 1936). the
booklet was 24 pages in length. Since it was published in Pärnu immediately after
the november 1936 meeting, many came to refer to it as “the 1936 agenda.”
The chief Divine Service is divided into five parts: the Opening Service (Est. Algusosa), the Sermon and the Announcements (Est. Jutlus ja kiriklikud teadaanded),
the Prayer of the Church (Est. Kirikupalve), the Lord’s Supper (Est. Armulauatalitus), and the Conclusion (Est. Lõpposa). this ordering differed from the pattern
of the 1902 Estonian translation of the 1897 Imperial Agenda, which divided the
service into four parts: the Service of Confession, the Service of Word and Prayer,
1069
1070
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the service of the Lord’s supper, and the service of thanksgiving and Blessing.
The 1929 order joined the Pulpit Office and the Prayer of the Church in a single
section, however it allowed that when there was no celebration of the Lord’s supper, the prayer of the church should be said from the altar.
the new service begins with the singing of the hymn, during which the pastor,
called the liturgist, goes to the altar for silent prayer, as in 1902. After the hymn he
reads the introit, and at its conclusion, the Gloria Patri. the congregation responds
by singing: “As it was in the beginning …” The rubrics for the new order allow
that the special confession and absolution may be used at this point or after the
sermon. The 1902 rite directed that if the special Service of Confession was to be
held in the chief Divine service, it had to be inserted at this point and replace the
Invitatorium, Confiteor, and the Declaration of grace. the new service followed the
imperial tradition which directed that on the Day of repentance the ten commandments are to be read from the book of exodus and the congregation should
sing the first stanza: “In the midst of earthly life.” This is followed by a short pastoral address and the Confession. The 1929 rite added an alternative prayer and
two optional prayers were added. the congregation then sings the Kyrie and the
liturgist announces the Declaration of grace, to which the congregation responds
with the Amen. As in 1929 three forms of the Declaration of Grace are provided;
the 1902 rite had only one form. The new order directs that if the special Service of
confession and absolution is to follow the sermon, then the liturgist says at this
point the second confession prayer provided, the congregation sings the Kyrie,
and the liturgist reads John 3:16.
the liturgist then sings “glory to god in the highest,” and the congregation
responds by singing the first stanza of Decius’ “all glory be to god on high,” as in
the earlier rites. As before, in the penitential seasons the liturgist announces: “The
Lamb which was slain is worthy to receive honor and praise and glory forever,”
and the congregation sings: “Lamb of God, pure and holy.” On the three chief
feasts and on trinity sunday the congregation responds to the Gloria by singing
“and on earth piece, good will toward men,” after which the liturgist says the
Laudamus te and then the congregation sings “all glory be to god on high …”
on the feast days the liturgist now sings a proper versicle before the salutation
and Collect, as in 1902. This had been omitted in 1929. One Collect is provided,
to which the congregation responds with the twofold Amen. The 1929 rite had
printed an alternative collect but this option was now dropped as unnecessary,
since proper collects could be found in the propria. In 1902 only one pericope was
to be read from the altar – the one which would not be the text of the sermon. the
1929 rite stated that both pericopes should be read but it placed the Gospel first
and the epistle second. this practice was continued in the new rite. the readings are followed by the apostles’ creed. on the three high feasts and on trinity
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sunday the nicene creed is to be used instead. the Words of christ from revelation 2, which followed the Creed in 1929, are dropped, neither are the words of
st. John from the 1936 summer agenda included. the congregation responds to
the creed with the threefold amen.1071
The second part of the service is the Pulpit Office. The 1929 rite opened the
pulpit office with a choral selection or an organ prelude. these are dropped in
the new rite. instead, the office begins immediately with the hymn of the day.
During the last stanza of the hymn the preacher goes to the pulpit. he begins the
sermon with the apostolic greeting and the reading of the text. the congregation
stands for both. at the conclusion of the sermon the congregation sings a customary hymn verse and the pulpit office closes with the announcements, intercessions, and the votum.
now the liturgist goes to the altar for the third part of the liturgy, the prayer
of the Church. This section departs from the 1929 rite in which the Pulpit Office
and the prayer of the church had been joined together. the new rite restores the
1902 order. In the new rite the Prayer of the Church is printed out. It follows the
old pattern of a four part prayer with congregational responses.
the fourth part of the service, the Lord’s supper, begins with a hymn, as in the
earlier rites. after the hymn the organist continues to play as the communicants
approach the altar without invitation. then follows the preface dialogue and the
Vere dignum after which the congregation sings the Sanctus. the Benedictus qui
venit may also be sung. neither of the earlier services had allowed for the Benedictus at all.1072
two forms of consecration are given. the first follows the first option of the
1902 rite - the Our Father followed by the Words of Consecration. However, in
the new service the congregation sings the Doxology which concludes the our
father. the second option follows the 1936 summer agenda, which amended
the 1929 order by omitting the words “as a pure, holy, and spotless sacrifice”
from the prayer after the Verba. this is followed by the our father, after which
the congregation sings its Doxology. The pattern is: Prayer for the Communicants – Verba with qui pridie – proclamation “christ is among us!” and prayer
“We honor him before you, o heavenly father...” – our father. now, following
the older orders, the liturgist says: “As often as you eat this bread and drink this
cup, you proclaim the death of the Lord until he comes. the peace of the Lord
be with you always. Amen.” The distribution formula is traditional: “Take, eat;
this is the body of our Lord Jesus christ given into death for your sins. may this
strengthen and preserve you in the true faith to everlasting life;” “Take, drink;
this is the blood of our Lord Jesus christ, shed for you for the forgiveness of
1071
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sins. may this strengthen and preserve you in the true faith to everlasting life.”
an alternative formula is also included which speaks of participation in christ’s
body and blood. as the distribution begins, the congregation sings the Agnus Dei.
if the number of communicants is large, other communion hymns may also by
be sung. each communion table is dismissed with a verse of scripture, with the
sign of the cross and either: “Go in God’s peace,” or “God’s good Spirit lead you
in the path of uprightness. go in peace.” provision is also made for the pastor’s
self-communion using the formulas provided.
The final part of the service, the Conclusion, corresponds to the 1902 order and
begins with the traditional versicle and response, and includes Luther’s postcommunion collect, and the aaronic Benediction. after the threefold amen the
congregation sings the final hymn. The 1929 addition of the words of Jacob and
the optional Nunc dimittis after the final hymn were eliminated.1073
When there are no communicants, the new rite provides that after the prayer
of the church the liturgist prays the our father and the congregation responds
with the Doxology verse. the liturgist then says the Laudatio and the congregation responds. he then blesses the congregation with the aaronic Benediction
and the congregation sings the threefold amen and the final hymn. this ending
is far simpler than what had been provided in 1929. In that rite the sermon was
followed by the versicle and response and the prayer of the church. it was permitted that the Litany might be used in place of the prayer of the church, and
two forms of it were provided. after this prayer the our father was sung by the
liturgist and the congregation responded with the Doxology. then the congregation spoke the words of Jacob’s plea and the pastor blessed the congregation with
the aaronic Benediction. the congregation sang the threefold amen and the final
hymn. optionally Nunc dimittis could be recited after the final hymn. the commission decided that this form needed to be simplified.
part B, special service of confession and absolution, follows the pattern of the
1929 rite with some additions. The Triune Invocation is added at the beginning of
the rite, a second exhortation is provided as an option, and the invitation to make
confession is enriched. The 1936 summer Agenda had reordered the 1929 rite
slightly, putting the question concerning the seriousness of this confession before
verses of psalm 51 “create in me …,” instead of after it.1074 the new order restored
the 1929 provision.
the 1936 rite appears to have been a compromise meant to reconcile those who
wished to return to a more traditional service, like that of 1902, and those who
wanted to enrich the church’s liturgical worship after the manner of the 1929 rite.
it appears that the reason two forms of consecration were included in the rite was
1073
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to make it acceptable both to those who wanted a eucharistic prayer and those
who wished to maintain the old nuda Verba tradition. to strengthen the doctrine
of christ’s presence under bread and wine the Benedictus qui venit may be joined
to the Sanctus, as in the oldest Lutheran traditions. it was not included in either
1902 or 1929 rites. Two readings are maintained with the Gospel first, as in 1929,
and the prayer of the church is moved to the altar, as is proper. in general, the
service is not impoverished but is simplified, doubtless to satisfy of theological
conservatives.
the draft agenda was presented to the pastors at their annual conference in
January 1937 by commission chairman arumäe. a lively discussion followed.
the phrase “christ is among us” again came up for considerable discussion.
Some pastors, including Pastor Kõpp, the future bishop and archbishop, stated
that the words were anti-evangelical and unacceptable because christ is always
present among his people and not only in certain moments - a view which would
certainly be acceptable to any Zwinglian or calvinist. others found other reasons
for rejecting the phrase. pastor Jaan Kiivit, sr., stated that the liturgist should face
the altar and not the congregation when confessing the creed. he also raised
some objections to the eucharistic prayer. there was some discussion of individual parts of the service but most of the discussion centered on the new eucharistic
prayer which the commission offered as an alternative to the traditional eucharistic prayer of the imperial agenda which had been restored in 1936. it raised grave
suspicions in the minds of many pastors. Questions also arose about whether, or
to what extent, the language of the rite was in need of revision or correction. some
expressed enthusiastic support for the liturgy project agreeing with rahamägi
that its purpose was to raise the esthetic level of worship in estonian parishes.
rahamägi himself was unhappy with the revised draft, which in his opinion was
poor in comparison to the earlier draft. he defended the phrase “christ is among
us” pointing out that it came from the earliest times of christianity. pastor tallmeister, the leader of the liberal group of pastors, expressed disappointment that
the new rite was lacking in any courageous innovations.1075
at the beginning of 1938 the commission published a new edition of the revised draft. It kept the title of the 1937 booklet: Agenda evangeeliumi-luteriusulistele
kogudustele Eestis. Agenda komisjoni poolt vastu voetud 16. nov. 1936. a. (Agenda for
Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Estonia. Approved by the Agenda Commission
on November 16, 1936). Like the older draft it was published in pärnu and was
24 pages in length. It differed from the older draft mainly in that it incorporated
some changes in language to smooth it out.1076
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the revised draft was a major subject of discussion in the 1938 pastoral conference. the conference approved the revised rite as it stood, but decided to wait
until the 1939 conference to formalize that approval. some pastors continued to
view the rite with some skepticism, others were opposed to it, and still others did
not care one way or the other.
in the January 1939 conference a majority of the pastors gave official approval
to the revised rite. approval meant that pastors and parishes could now use the
liturgy but were not required to do so. those who used it would still need to refer
to the 1902 Agenda for the propria.1077
the revised rite did include some important changes. in the 1939 draft there
are two remarks in the rubrics after the Creed (Apostolicum or Nicaenum). the first
note allowed for the use the so-called “Biblicum,” a confession of faith using biblical verses, which had been used by the prominent liberal pastor tallmeister, who
was unhappy with traditional creeds and Luther’s “We all believe in one true
God.” Secondly, the new rite restored the provisions of the 1929 and 1936 Agendas, which stated that if there was to be a
Baptism, it should be done at this point in
the service.1078 in the 1939 pastoral conference there had been considerable debate
about the so-called “Biblicum.” conservative pastors spoke against it, but when it
came to a vote, its use was approved 31
to 11.1079
there was also a significant change
in the liturgy of the Lord’s supper. the
words “as we give ourselves to you in
soul and body and offer you thanksgiving for our redemption and the hope of
salvation” were dropped from the prayer
before the Verba and the phrase “christ
is among us …” disappeared from the
post-Verba liturgy. the reason for these
omissions was not made clear, but it is
likely that some pastors thought them
theologically problematic or character1939 estonian draft agenda. manuscript.
ized them too “catholic.”1080
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this revised rite represented the fruit of the labors of the estonian church to
produce a new agenda in the period before WWii. its provisions were indeed
modest and the service differed little from the imperial liturgy it was meant to replace. Liberal pastors complained that the church had failed to move forward and
that what had been produced was hardly worth the energy and heat expended
in its creation.
the so-called agenda i was in fact little more than a booklet and its finalized
version never appeared in print for two reasons. first the church was now occupied
with the growing dissension within it and upheavals in church leadership caused
by personality clashes. second, the music commission sought to delay publication
until updated musical settings could be prepared. it announced that these settings
should be completed and submitted by December 31, 1940. When that date came,
there was no more an independent estonian state. estonia was now a soviet socialist republic and liturgical questions were far from anyone’s mind.1081
By the end of the war there were two estonian churches. one at home suffering
under the communists and the other abroad, headquartered in stockholm, sweden,
where Bishop (later Archbishop) Johan Kõpp and others had fled. The church at
home was in no position to publish liturgical material or any other material for that
matter. it was only the church outside estonia which was in a position to carry on
the work. Kõpp himself had from the beginning stated his opposition to some of
the provisions of the draft proposal. he understood that this document had been,
was, and would continue to be a source of contention in the church. still, an agenda
needed to be printed, and it was evident that changes needed to be made in it to
reflect the church’s altered circumstances and linguistic requirements.
the commission which was assigned the task of preparing the new edition
paid little or no attention to what the old liturgical commission had proposed.
they decided that the new agenda should be little more that a reprint of the
1902 Agenda with only some linguistic changes and the elimination of those parts
of the agenda deemed to be no longer relevant to the situation of the exile church.
the linguistic changes were prepared by Johannes aavik and he included Bible
texts based on the 1938 estonian translation of the new testament.1082 the new
book was published in Uppsala in 1951 under the title: Eesti Evangeeliumi Luteri
Usu Kiriku Agenda (Agenda of the Estonian Evangelical Lutheran Church).1083 the
work was republished in 1979 in uppsala under the same title.1084
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During the soviet years the church
continued to have an agenda commission but it appears that nothing of substance came from its work. no reprint
of the 1902 rite or of an updated rite appeared.
it was not until estonia gained its independence that it was able to move forward. in 1991 a new church hymnal and
prayer book were published in collaboration with the church abroad and that same
year a new liturgical commission was established.1085 the work of the commission
was only getting under way when it became evident that the old agenda would
need to be reprinted. it was again the
uppsala 1951 revision which was chosen.
it was printed in tallinn in 1994 under the
familiar title: Eesti Evangeeliumi Luteri Usu
1994 estonian agenda.
Kiriku Agenda.1086
the liturgical commission published
some draft materials. in 1996 a volume appeared under the title Jumalateenistuste
ja kiriklike talituste käsiraamat. EELK liiturgilise Komisjoni prooviväljaanne (Handbook
of Divine Services and Occasional Services. A Draft Edition of the Liturgical Commission
of the EELC). it included services for Baptism, confirmation, Weddings, confession, anointing of the sick, funerals, and other rites. a paperback volume was
published in 1999 with the propria for sundays and feast days, together with the
Prayers of the Church. It was titled: Jumalateenistuste ja kiriklike talituste käsiraamatu
prooviväljaanne 3. Käsiraamatu lisa. Kirikuaasta palved ja piiblilugemised ehk proprium.
EELK Liturgiline Komisjon (Handbook of Divine Services and Occasional Services. Draft
Edition 3. The Prayers and Bible Readings for the Church Years, or the Propers. The
Liturgical Commission of the EELC). In the year 2000 a proposed funeral rite appeared, called: Jumalateenistuste ja kiriklike talituste käsiraamatu prooviväljaanne 5.
Matus. EELK Liturgiline Komisjon (Handbook of Divine Services and Occasional Services. Draft Edition 5. The Funeral. The Liturgical Commission of the EELC), appeared.
the music for the mass for use by musicians was published in two fascicles. the
published titles are: Jumalateenistuste ja kiriklike talituste käsiraamatu prooviväljaanne
6. Missamuusika. I osa. EELK Liturgiline Komisjon (Handbook of Divine Services and
1085
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Occasional Services. Draft Edition 6. Music of the Mass. Part I. The Liturgical Commission of the EELC), and Jumalateenistuste ja kiriklike talituste käsiraamatu prooviväljaanne 7. Missamuusika. II osa. EELK Liturgiline Komisjon (Handbook of Divine Services
and Occasional Services. Draft Edition 7. Music of the Mass. Part II. The Liturgical
Commission of the EELC. Tallinn 2002). all the above named publications are the
fruit of the ongoing work of the liturgical commission.
In 2007 the commission was able to present the final draft of a new liturgy for
evaluation. it based its new revision of the traditional estonian service taking
into account also the liturgical research undertaken in the recent past and the
new liturgical forms authorized by the roman catholic church after the vatican
ii, various anglican churches, the Lutheran churches in north america and in
germany, sweden, and finland.
When the draft was presented to the clergy for study and discussion in its
conference in January 2008, no agreement could be reached. Although a majority
of the clergy supported the work, the two thirds approval needed could not be
reached. a vocal minority, which complained that the work was entirely catholic, prevented it from being presented to the general synod for official approval.
supporters of the new rite pointed out that the 1994 service had reprinted a rite
which had never been officially approved by the church in estonia and was not
official. this made it necessary for the episcopal council to take up the matter in
its February 19, 2008 meeting. The council decided to authorize both the 1994 edition of the 1951 Agenda and the new book of 2007. Congregations could use either
of them, although neither of them, could lay claim to official status.
The first two volumes were printed in 2009. The first of them, the Jumalateenistuste käsiraamat (Handbook of Divine Services), contains the ordinarium of the mass
and the propria for every sunday and feast day along with some minor orders.
the Talituste käsiraamat (Handbook of Casual Services) includes the occasional services, the pastoral acts. In 2010 a third volume, Pühitsemiste ja õnnistamiste käsiraamat (Handbook for Services of Consecration and Blessings), was printed giving the
orders for the ordination of bishops, priests, and deacons, and the consecration of
churches, schools, houses, etc. the fourth volume, Lugemiste raamat (Lectionary),
the lectionarium, was also published in Spring 2010.
the chief Divine service, the Missa ordinarium, consists of four parts: the Introduction, the service of the Word, the service of the eucharist, and the Dismissal.
the introduction begins with the entry of the clergy in procession. a hymn may
be sung in connection with it.
the service proper begins with the introit of the Day and the Gloria Patri; the
congregation joins it at the conclusion by singing “as it was in the beginning
…” the liturgist speaks the triune invocation and this is followed by the apostolic greeting, “the grace of the Lord Jesus christ, and the love of god, and the
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fellowship of the holy spirit, be with you
all,” or the salutation. in both cases the
congregation responds “and with your
spirit.” the liturgist or an assistant then
invites the congregation to make confession, and all together pray the confession
of sins from the imperial agenda or a
shorter alternative prayer. at its conclusion the congregation sings the threefold Kyrie. three forms of absolution
are given, the third of which is in fact a
Declaration of grace rather than absolution. the absolution is accompanied
by the sign of the cross. if the penitents
have knelt at the altar for the confession,
the absolution takes the following form
- the liturgist lays his hand on the head
of each penitent and says: “Your sins are
forgiven. go in peace.” other forms of
2009 Estonian Handbook of Divine Services
absolution are found in the appendix.
the Kyrie may be sung either after the
confession of after the words of absolution. in addition there are a number of so-called Kyrie Litanies, used at various
points in the church year. in them the minister sings or says a short prayer of acclamation and the congregation responds by singing Kyrie:
Pastor: Lord Jesus, you became man.
Congregation: Lord, have mercy!
P: You died for us.
C: Christ, have mercy!
P: You rose from the dead for our salvation.
C: Lord, have mercy!.
the Gloria in excelsis follows, although it may be omitted in advent and Lent.
Ordinarily the liturgist says: “Glory be to God on High” and the congregation
responds: “And on earth peace, good will toward men.” On high feasts the entire
Laudamus te is sung, and other options, as found in the appendix, may be used,
including the singing of Decius’ “all glory be to god on high.” the salutation
and collect of the Day follows the introductory service.1087
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readings from the old testament, epistle, and gospel of the day begin the
second section, the service of the Word. at the conclusion of the old testament
reading the congregation responds, “thanks be to god.” a gradual with or without instrumental accompaniment follows. after the reading of the epistle and its
response the hymn of the Day is sung, although on weekdays this hymn may be
sung after the reading of the gospel. outside of Lent the alleluia psalm of the day
or the threefold alleluia, as found in the imperial agenda, follow. the gospel is
read without a preceding salutation or a congregational response. after the gospel the congregation responds, “praise to you, o christ.” if it has not been sung
already, the hymn of the day follows. at this point in the service the sermon is
given and after it the creed, either the apostles’ or nicene creed, is said or sung.
The Nicene Creed is printed with the first person plural form: ”We believe.” After
the creed the hymn of the day is sung if it has not been sung before. two forms of
the prayer of the church are given, either a prayer modeled on the old imperial
agenda with its four sung responses or an Ektenia may be used.1088
the third division, the service of the eucharist, begins with the preparation of
the bread and wine on the altar while the congregation sings or says the offertory.
at this point in the service the offerings of the people are also brought forward to
be dedicated. two forms of the offertory prayer over the bread and wine are provided. the eucharistic preface in its traditional form follows, and after it the Vere
dignum for the season or day. twenty forms are provided in the ordinarium. two
forms of the Sanctus are given with the hosanna and the Benedictus qui venit. no
less than eight forms of eucharistic prayers are included. form a, is based upon
prayer from the 1986 handbook of the church of sweden, which is itself modeled upon eucharistic prayer iv of the new roman missal. form B is based upon
two prayers found in the 1997 agenda of the independent evangelical Lutheran
Church in Germany (SELK). Prayer C is derived from the Eucharistic Prayer of
hippolytus, as found in the Alternative Service Book of 1980 of the church of england. it is modeled after the second eucharistic prayer in the new roman missal.
form D is based on eucharistic prayer g in the swedish 1986 handbook. form e
is modeled after eucharistic prayer ii in the Lutheran Book of Worship of american
Lutheran churches. prayer f derived from the third eucharistic prayer of the
Handbook 2000 of the finnish Lutheran church, and is based on eucharistic prayer
i in the american Lutheran Book of Worship. form g is based on a eucharistic prayer from the agenda of the seLK and prayer h is taken from the optional form
of consecration in the imperial agenda of 1897, as printed in the 1979 agenda of
the estonian Lutheran church in exile. it appears that this last form was included
to encourage devotees of the 1897 book to use the new handbook and to provide
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them with a service with liturgical elements or forms which would enable them
to perform a service similar to the old agenda.1089
all these prayers with exception of form h put an epiclesis asking for the
blessing of the bread and wine before the Verba and accompany it with the sign
of the cross. in every case the Verba stands apart and are not made part of a larger
prayer. So too every form includes the phrase: “This is the Mystery of Faith” and
acclamation: “We proclaim your death, O Lord, and we confess your resurrection
until you come again in glory.” the prayer which follows the Verba is usually
addressed to the father and includes an anamnesis and an eschatological reference, as well as a petition asking for the blessing of the communicants. all forms
excepting Form H end with the following Doxology: “Through him, with him,
and in him, in the unity of the holy spirit, all glory and honor is yours, almighty
father, for ever and ever,” to which the congregation responds with a single or
threefold amen.
after the eucharistic prayer the liturgist invites the congregation to join him in
praying the our father, then he prays that the Lord would grant that the church
might live in peace and unity. the congregation affirms the prayer with its amen.
he then blesses the people with the Pax Domini, and they respond, “and with
your spirit.” provision may be made for all to pass the peace. the Breaking of the
Bread then follows. two forms of it are given and after it the congregation sings
the Agnus Dei. When it is concluded, the liturgist invites the people to commune
and the people respond: “O Lord, I am not worthy that you should come to me,
but speak only your word and my soul shall be healed.” alternative prayers are
given here and in the appendix.
the body of christ, called the “eucharistic Bread,” is administered with one or
the other of these formulas: “The body of [the Lord Jesus] Christ” or “The Body of
[our Lord Jesus] christ given for you.” a similarly worded formula accompanies
the giving of the cup. in every case the communicants respond with the amen.
During communion hymns may be sung. the people commune in tables, and
each table may be dismissed with the words: “The body and blood of our Lord
Jesus christ, given and shed for you for the forgiveness of sins, strengthen and
preserve you to life everlasting.” alternative dismissals are provided.1090
after the communion vessels have been properly cleaned and put away the
traditional versicle and response and the post-communion collect follow. the
people say amen. this concludes the eucharistic service.
the Dismissal, the fourth part of the liturgy, consists in the aaronic Benediction with the Triune Invocation and the sign of the cross, or the blessing: “The
1089
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almighty god bless you, the father, the son, and the holy spirit,” again with the
sign of the cross. the congregation responds with a single or threefold amen.
a final hymn may either precede or follow the Benediction. Last of all the liturgist makes appropriate church announcements and dismisses the congregation
saying: “Go in God’s peace,” or “Go in peace, and serve the Lord with joy.” The
congregation responds: “Thanks be to God.” The clergy may leave in procession
with music and the ringing of the church bells.1091
the new estonian liturgy seeks to wed the form of worship familiar to estonian congregations with forms which show the fruits of modern liturgical research. the purpose is to enrich the imperial liturgy with the addition of forms
and ceremonies already adopted by other Lutheran churches and expressive of
the ecumenical interests. accordingly, one finds in addition to forms taken from
german, scandinavians, and american Lutheran sources materials from anglican and roman catholic sources.
the initial impression may be that this mass is most influenced by the roman
rite, as reformed after the second vatican council, and anglican sources. the
structure of the introductory rite appears to be structured according to the introductory section of the roman rite, although the actual prayers are taken from
Lutheran sources. In line with the new Roman Mass one finds Entrance hymn (Introitus), triune invocation and apostolic greeting or the salutation. as one might
expect, the Lutheran penitential act follows a form different from that found in
the roman mass. the roman rite includes no absolution. as in the roman mass
and later anglican liturgies the service of the Word is understood to begin with
the readings. this departs from the older Lutheran orders which began service of
the Word with the introit, Kyrie, and Gloria. in the russian imperial tradition the
service of the Word was understood to begin with the versicle, salutation and
collect. the estonian rite has not restored the traditional service of preparation
before the introit, a tradition still followed in other Lutheran churches in europe
and north america. in place of the Laudamus te, Decius’ hymn “all glory be to
god on high” or another trinitarian hymn may be sung. following the st. petersburg tradition there is no congregational response after the announcement of the
gospel, although roman catholic, anglican, and most present day Lutheran services include it. a noteworthy addition to the service of the Word is the option of
replacing the prayer of the church with an Ektenia. it would be well if a standard
form were provided for it in the ordinarium.
the most striking changes are found in the Liturgy of the eucharist. the preparation of the gifts and the dedication of the offerings with permissive prayers
is a new element. also new is the inclusion of no less than twenty forms of the
1091
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Vere dignum. the new roman rite includes 461092 and the Alternative Service Book
1980 has more than 30 in the appendix.1093 contemporary Lutheran Divine services include a variety of proper prefaces where the imperial agenda had given
only one. Perhaps the majority of the 20 forms of the Vere dignum could be printed
in an appendix rather than in the body of the service.
a striking feature is the inclusion of eight forms of the eucharistic prayer. clearly, in this case it is not the purpose of the alternative prayers to present alternative theologies concerning christ’s eucharistic presence or the meaning and goal
of communion, such as one finds it in the Alternative Service Book of 1980 of the
church of england. the liturgical commission is not attempting to give equal time
to competing theologies so as to create the illusion of unity in a church which is not
one in faith. as in the case of the new roman rite, the purpose seems to provide
some variety where frequent celebrations of the sacrament have been restored.
the content and length of the prayers in the eight forms differ but all share
some common characteristics. all with the exception of form h include an
epiclesis, always before the Verba, asking for the sanctification by the holy spirit
of the bread and the wine. another common feature is the proclamation of the
mystery of faith, “o Lord, we proclaim …,” and the closing Doxology, “through
him, with him, and in him …” form h lacks the epiclesis and closes with a different Doxology. in general, the form of the eucharistic prayer appears to follow the
model of the new roman missal. the Alternative Service Book 1980 has the phrase
“the mystery of faith” but after the Verba the people say: “Christ has died, Christ
is risen, christ will come again” and the final Doxology is worded differently.1094
it may be asked why the liturgical commission thought it necessary that all these
elements be found in every eucharistic prayer. if alternative prayers were provided for the sake of variety, perhaps some could have been included in which there
was no epiclesis or proclamation of the mystery of faith, or in which a different
form of final Doxology could be used. it is well-known that the epiclesis is a point
of contention among Lutheran theologians, and some might object that the proclamation of the mystery of faith is an unnecessary intrusion in the consecration.
variety could have been increased further by allowing as an alternative the old
tradition in which consecration consisted in the nuda Verba and the our father, or
prayer – Verba – our father.
it is noteworthy that the ritual Breaking of the Bread is permitted and not
required, for this too has been a point of contention for some Lutherans. if only
small hosts are used, it should not be necessary that one of them be broken. in any
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case, Lutherans have not regarded the fractio panis as an essential component to
the celebration of the sacrament.
the invitation to commune closely approximates the invitation found in the
new roman missal and the distribution formula is that which has become common in many newer rites. many will express some regret that the formula no
longer states for whom the gift is given and for what purpose it is given, as the
older Lutheran formulas did.
the conclusion of the service is not much different from that found in the old
imperial rite. however, now space is given for announcements before the final
word of dismissal. this appears to be a feature common to many other contemporary rites, however, if announcements are being made about matters which
ought to lead to prayer, perhaps they could be made before the supplications and
intercessions in the pulpit office.
the proposed service is indeed richer than the old rite in its form and in the
variety of options it offers. careful examination of its contents should lead unbiased observers to recognize that it introduces no novel or foreign theology. it is
clearly a Lutheran liturgy. those of pietist background might well complain that
it seems too catholic, however, the Lutheran church has from the start stated
that it is a catholic church. complainants may mean that they find the service too
similar to the roman rite, but the Lutheran liturgical tradition has from the start
been built upon the foundation of the mass of the Western church.
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1 6 . 6 ne w L i tu rg i cal pro vi s ion s in t h e ev an gelic al
L u th e r an chu rch o f L atvi a
the modern geo-political entity called Latvia came into being as a nation only
after the World War I and the 1920 Peace of Riga. Earlier the western part of what
would become Latvia was courland and the central and eastern regions were Livonia and Polish Livonia (Latv. Latgale, pol. Inflanty). although german-speaking
and Latvian-speaking groups could be found in both courland and Livonia, before the end of the WWi these churches were administered separately under the
courlandian and Livonian consistories. after independence the church in both
regions came to be administered by a single Latvian Lutheran consistory, headquartered in riga. church leadership was no longer in the hands of germans.
When in 1922 the church established an episcopal-synodical administration, the
germans were permitted to have their own Bishop, peter harald poelchau, but
at the head of the church was the newly consecrated Archbishop Kārlis Irbe, a
Latvian. the new bishops were consecrated and installed by nathan söderblom,
archbishop of the church of sweden.1095
from the start it was clear that the evangelical Lutheran church of Latvia
(Latv. Latvijas evaņģēliski luteriskā Baznīca) would be predominantly Latvian, and
this would be a cause of tension between german-speaking and Latvian elements
throughout the short period of independence. the tension came to an end when
in 1939-1940 the German population was repatriated. Teodors Grīnbergs became
archbishop of the church in 1932.
During the period of independence the Lutheran church in Latvia was a national church in the sense that more than half of the population was Lutheran. in
1925, 57 percent of the 1.5 million inhabitants of the land were Lutheran, 23 percent were roman catholic, and 9 percent - russian orthodox. ten years later, in
1935, 55 percent were Lutheran and 24 percent were Roman Catholic. In 1919 there
had been 194 Lutheran parishes, of which 20 were German and one was Estonian. Intensive inner mission efforts during the 1920’s resulted in an increase in a
number of congregations. In 1929 there were 250 Latvian parishes and in addition
there were 51 German and 2 Estonian parishes. By 1936 the number had risen to
275 Latvian parishes, plus 52 German, and one Estonian. In 1919 there had been
110 Lutheran pastors; by 1936 their number had risen to 288.1096
Until 1920 the clergy of the Latvian Church had been trained at the University
of Dorpat, but after the war Dorpat and the whole region of Livonia north of
valga/valka were joined to estonia and other arrangements had to be made for
pastoral education. In 1920 a theological faculty was established at the University
1095
1096

Talonen 1997 6.7.
Talonen 1997, 6-8.
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of Latvia in riga. the theological emphasis that prevailed was that of liberal german theology, and what was taught was not widely acceptable to many pastors
and parishes inclined toward Lutheran confessionalism. this made necessary for
the church the establishment of a theological institute in riga to prepare candidates for ordination. in addition, german-speaking candidates were prepared by
the herder institute in riga. graduates of the university who wished to prepare
for ordination went from the university graduation to the institute.1097
the strong position of the church in the lives of the people was due in no small
measure to the impact of church services on their lives. attendance at services
of the Lord’s supper was high, and Baptisms, confirmations, church Weddings,
and funerals were important events not only for the individuals directly affected
but for the lives of the communities in which they lived.
the repatriations, WWii, and 50 years of soviet domination took their toll on
the church. The 2008 church report listed 294 parishes in Latvia with 41,143 communicant members. The average size of the parishes is 121 communicant members. total number of clergy 164, including 4 bishops, 15 deans, 134 pastors, and
12 emeritus pastors. Over 400,000 Latvians declare themselves to be Lutherans.1098
the official liturgy of the church remained the Latvian translations of the
1897 st. petersburg agenda, published in the Latvian language in 1900 and
1901 for use in courland and Livonia.
a new edition incorporating some linguistic improvements and minor changes was published in Riga, in 1928, as Agenda Latwijas Ewangeliskas-Luteriskas Basnizas latweeschu draudsem (Agenda for the Latvian Congregations of the Latvian Evangelical Lutheran Church).1099
Talonen 1997, 7-8.
Gadagrāmata 2010, 250-251.
1099
as in the case of the imperial agenda, the book appeared in two parts. part one, entitled
“the Divine service,” included the order for the Divine service on sundays and feast days
with communion and a special conclusion to be used when the Lord’s supper was not
celebrated. also included was the Litany, the introits for sundays and feast days, collects
for the growth of the inner man, antiphons, collects, and prayers of the church for church
feasts, festal seasons, and festival days, Bible verses to be used at the announcements of
intercessions in the pulpit, dismissal verses after the Lord’s supper, the order for sunday
children’s services, the order for Divine service on state occasions, orders for special
services, including Bible and mission gatherings, new Year’s eve, passiontide, mission
festival, cemetery service, festal liturgical services for christmas eve, good friday
(two services), Easter, Pentecost, Commemoration of the Faithful Departed, Liturgical
Catechetical Divine Service for Children and Confirmands.
Part two included pastoral acts, including the Baptism of Children, the Affirmation
of Emergency Baptism, and the Baptism of Adults, Confirmation, the Reception into of
new members and those returning to the Lutheran church, general confession in the
Divine service, general confession outside the Divine service, and private confession,
communion of the sick, including scripture passages for use in the sick room and prayers
for the sick and dying, marriage, including a form for the marriage of a couple of differing
1097
1098
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The 1928 edition of the 1900 liturgy was very conservative. Little was
changed, even to the point of retaining
the same numbers for the various parts
of the Divine service. the introit remains
unchanged excepting that the division of
parts between pastor and choir is eliminated and in a few cases there are minor
changes in wording. there is still only
one scripture reading from the altar and
its invariable response is the threefold
alleluia. the gospel response “praise to
you, o christ” is not found. the rubrics
for the pulpit office after the sermon are
changed in that there are far fewer rubrics, since there is no longer a tsar to be
prayed for, or imperial manifests to be
1928 Latvian Agenda.
read. in the prayer of the church there
is no mention of a tsar or tsarina or royal
household. in place of them petitions are
included for the president, the government, and all in authority in church and
state. the Sanctus is without the hosanna and Benedictus qui venit, as in 1897, and
a single form of consecration follows it. the our father is put before the Verba
and the eucharistic prayer follows after the Verba:
“We call upon you, merciful heavenly father, to bless this holy supper to all
who are gathered at your table to eat this bread and drink from this cup, that
according to the promise of your son they may receive his body and blood.”1100
The congregation responds: “Amen.”
in order to avoid theological controversy the reference to the blessing of the
bread and wine is dropped, as is the alternative consecration with the our father
and Verba alone.
confessions, Funeral Services for Adults and Children: in the home, in the funeral chapel,
and the church, as well as the Burials of adults and children with lessons, collects, and
admonitions, and a form to be used at the Burial of a suicide. included also were the service
of Ordination to the Holy Ministry, a form for the Introduction into Office of a Bishop, a
Pastor, a Missionary, a Congregational Officer, and Pastor‘s Assistants, the Consecration
of cornerstones, new churches, and cemeteries, the Dedication of school buildings and
dwellings, the reconciliation of those previously under the Bann, and a form for the
administration of various oaths. Agenda 1928.
1100
“Mehs tewi peesauzam, schehligais debesu Tehws: Swehti swehto meelastu wiseem, kas
te pee tawa galda sapulzeti, no schis maises ehdis un schi bikera dsers un ar to wisi lihds
sanems tawa Dehla meesu un asinis pehz wina apsolischanas.” Agenda 1928, 9.
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it appears that there was no real need to print a new agenda excepting to bear
witness that Latvia was now an independent nation and no longer simply part of
a larger empire. so too, the old agenda was now almost 30 years old and many
copies were in need of replacement. the most significant change in the new liturgy was the revision of the prayer of the church to reflect new political realities.
the new liturgy also accommodated itself to the fact that in many parishes there
was no choir to sing the introit, and therefore there was no need to differentiate
pastor and choir. another decision was to put the eucharistic prayer after the
Verba, perhaps in order to restore the our father to its traditional place.
the german synod published its own shortened edition of the imperial agenda
for use in its German-speaking in its congregations in 1930 under the title: Agende
für die deutschen evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden Lettlands (Agenda for the German
Evangelical Lutheran Congregations of Latvia). the book was published in riga.
according to its title, the agenda was shortened by decision of the german
synod. it was printed as a 99 page supplement to the existing german hymnal.
a short introductory word by Bishop peter harald poelchau, pastor maximilian
stender and pastor theodor taube made note of this, stating that it was for this
reason that the numbering of its pages
began where the hymnal left off. included in the book were selected materials
from 1898 agenda as well as forms which
had not appeared in the earlier work but
which, according to the editors, had long
been in use. the editors referred to the
book as an “emergency agenda.”1101
the table of contents lists the order for
the chief Divine service on sundays and
festal Days, introits, the Litany, collects
and prayers of the church for ordinary
use, and collects and prayers for festal
days and seasons. formulas for pastoral
acts include Baptism, the recognition of
emergency Baptism, the churching of
Woman, confirmation, general confession, private confession, communion of
the sick, marriage and anniversary of a
1930 agenda for the german
Lutheran congregations of Latvia.
marriage, the placing of the Body in the

1101

Agende 1930, 423.
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coffin, the funeral service at home or in the Burial chapel, the Burial itself, and
finally, pericopes and preaching texts.
the chief Divine service corresponds in many respects to the service in the
1897 Agenda and maintains its four part structure: the Service of Confession
(Germ. Beicht-Act), the Service of Word and Prayer (Germ. Wort- und GebetsAct), the Service of the Lord’s Supper (Germ. Abendmahls-Act), and the service of
Thanksgiving and Blessing (Germ. Dank- und Segens-Act). however, the various
components of these acts are no longer numbered. new to the book is the inclusion of material explaining the chief Divine service and its four-part structure,
abstracted from harnack’s Liturgische formulare III, 1878.1102 the old agenda had
included music and rubrics but neither were put in the new edition. unlike the
1928 Latvian book, the German edition maintained the division between the pastor and choir in the introit. the 1897 agenda had offered a choice of two invitatories before Confession; the new gives only one. The Sanctus has no hosanna or
Benedictus qui venit. Two alternative forms for consecration (Prayer of Blessing –
Verba – Our Father; Our Father - Verba) are still offered but it is the 1897 prayer of
Blessing rather than corrected 1898 form which is given. nowhere in the liturgy
can the sign of the cross be found and the Verba are not printed out. the ending of
the service without communion is simpler than in 1897. it includes the Laudatio
and response, collect and amen, Benediction and the threefold amen. the final
hymn stanza follows the Benediction. a final note states that when the prayer of
the church is said from the altar, it replaces the final collect and is followed by
the our father.
the major change in the service is the prayer of the church, which, as in the
Latvian 1928 edition, now reflects the altered political circumstances of the nation. german-speaking Latvians are to pray for their Latvian president and his
Latvian government.
Latvia first came under soviet control in 1940 and, like its Baltic neighbors,
from 1944 it was reoccupied and once again became a soviet socialist republic.
During the soviet years the church was virtually isolated from any contact with
the West or contemporary theological and liturgical developments and movements. there was no revisions of the liturgy during this period.
this, however, was not the case of the evangelical Lutheran church of Latvia
in exile, which consisted of Latvians who had fled their homeland and settled
in the West. this church followed its own independent course theologically and
liturgically. In its early years its congregations used the 1928 Latvian Agenda, but
in 1980 its own Agenda was published under that name in toronto, canada.

1102

Agende 1930, 426-427; Harnack II 1878, 3-7.
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this 1980 agenda was shorter than the
1928 book. It included for the first time
separate orders for the Divine service
without communion and the Divine service with communion. orders were also
included for passion tide, confirmation,
the children’s’ service, the evening service, verses of Blessing at the Dismissal
of communicants, introits, collects,
prayers of the church, the Litany, and
antiphons and prayers for church anniversaries. also included were forms for
Baptism, marriage, funerals and Burials,
ordination, ordination of Women, the
investiture of evangelists, the induction
of parish officers, the consecration of
churches, and the installation of pastors.
Archbishop Arnolds Lūsis of the Latvian
church in exile stated in his introduction
1980 Latvian agenda.
that the revision of the agenda had been authorized by the church’s central Board and
was completed in 1979, 50 years after the publication of the earlier Latvian agenda.
He noted that new music had been provided for several parts of the service by Ādolfs
Skulte, who wrote a new setting of the Our Father, Alfrēds Kalniņš, who prepared
music for the Lord’s Supper, and Jānis Barušs, who wrote the music of the evening
worship service. he stated that it had been necessary to write new prayers of the
church and new introits, and to rearrange some sections of the book, so that organists
would be able to navigate it more easily. in the opinion of the archbishop these innovations and modifications served to make the liturgy richer and more beautiful.1103
the service on ordinary sundays is the ante-communion, the service without
the Lord’s supper, and it differs from the service of the Word on communion
sundays only in that it includes a shorter form of confession and the Declaration
of grace. the rite concludes with the Laudatio, a final collect, the Benediction, and
the concluding hymn.1104
the chief Divine service begins with a hymn during which the minister goes to
the altar and kneels in prayer. the introit immediately follows without the triune
invocation. the liturgist faces the altar for the first part of the introit and turns to the
congregation for the second. at the close of the introit he says the Gloria Patri and the
1103
1104

Agenda 1980, 5.
Agenda 1980, 7-18.
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congregation sings: “As it was in the beginning…” He then invites the congregation
to join in the confession of sins. the congregation sings a hymn stanza “i confess my
sins” (“Es savus grēkus sūdzu”) after which the pastor, kneeling at the altar, says the
Prayer of Confession, adopted from the 1928 book. At its conclusion the congregation
sings the Kyrie. he then turns to the congregation and asks those who have confessed
if this is their true confession and prayer. upon their affirmative response he announces the Absolution. The form of Absolution provided is much shortened from 1928,
leaving out references to the grace of god and the role of the pastor as a servant of
christ. if communicants have come to the altar for the confession and absolution,
he lays on hands and absolves them individually. otherwise this laying-on-of-hands
takes place immediately before the distribution. in some particulars this confession
and absolution corresponds to the old special service of confession and absolution
which was printed in the 1897 agenda as a separate service.
the pastor then sings the Gloria in excelsis and the congregation responds with
the first stanza of “all glory be to god on high.” there is no provision for singing
the whole hymn or the Laudamus te. after the customary salutation and response
the liturgist says or sings the collect of the Day. he then turns to the congregation
to read the epistle. the single reading is responded to with the threefold alleluia,
also when the reading is from the Gospel. As in the 1928 Agenda the Apostles’
creed is said in the first person plural. on christmas, easter, pentecost, and trinity sunday the nicene creed is confessed instead, also in the first person plural.
after the hymn the pastor greets the congregation from the pulpit with a scripture verse and preaches the sermon. after the sermon the congregation sings one
or more stanzas of an appropriate hymn and the pastor, still in the pulpit, prays
the prayer of the church. after it the congregation joins him in praying the our
father. if he sings the our father, the congregation sings the Doxology. the pulpit office closes with the votum.
During the singing of the hymn the communicants gather before the altar and
the communion service continues with the eucharistic preface, Vere dignum, and
Sanctus without the hosanna and Benedictus. the liturgist then says or sings the
Our Father and a short Eucharistic Prayer, as in the 1928 Agenda, with only minor
changes in wording:
“We call upon you, merciful god, our heavenly father, to bless this holy supper to all who are gathered at your table to eat this bread and drink of this cup,
that according to the promise of your son, our savior, they may receive his body
and blood.”1105
The congregation responds: “Amen.”
1105

“Mēs Tevi piesaucam, žēlīgais Dievs, mūsu Tēvs debesīs, svētī svēto mielasu visiem, kas te,
pie Tava galda sapulcēti, no šīs maizes ēdīs un no šī biķeŗa dzers — un ar to saņems pēc
Tava Dēla, mūsu Pestītāja, apsolījuma Viņa miesu un Viņa asinis.” Agenda 1980, 32.
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this is followed by the Verba without the sign of the cross. after the consecration the liturgist turns to the congregation holding the paten and chalice and
recites the Pauline Words: “As often as you eat this blessed bread and drink
of this blessed cup, you proclaim the death and resurrection of the Lord until
he comes again in glory. peace be with you. come, all is now ready.” the congregation then sings the Agnus Dei and the liturgist distributes the sacrament
using the traditional formulas, as in 1928, or he may use alternative formulas
consisting in Words of Christ: “I am the bread of life which came down from
heaven, says our savior Jesus christ. Whoever comes to me will never hunger,
and who believes in me shall live forever;” “I am the vine, you are the branches,
says our savior Jesus christ. he who abides in me and i in him will bear much
fruit. apart from me you can do nothing.”1106 each table is dismissed with an
appropriate Bible verse.
following the distribution the liturgist says the versicle and after the response
he prays Luther’s post-communion collect. he then says the aaronic Benediction and the congregation sings the threefold amen. the service concludes with
the hymn.
apart from providing new melodies for liturgical hymns it is difficult to see
how this service could be said to represent any solid liturgical advance. What is
best in it is taken from the 1928 rite with modernization in wording. The alternative distribution formulas do nothing to concretely identify the consecrated bread
and wine with the body and blood which are the gifts the Lord imparts in the
sacrament.
When independence from the soviet union came in 1990, worship in most
congregations in the Latvian republic was little different from what it had been
50 years earlier.
With the help of the Latvian evangelical Lutheran church of Latvia in exile a
new hymnal, Dziesmu grāmata latviešiem tēvzemē un svešumā (The Hymnal for Latvians in the Homeland and in Exile), was produced in 1992. It was authorized jointly
by the evangelical Lutheran church of Latvia and the Latvian church in exile.
The brief introduction provided by Kārlis Gailītis, the Latvian archbishop, and
Arnolds Lūsis, archbishop of the Latvian Church in Exile, speaks of the hymnal
both as an expression of the faith of the people and as a source of that faith and
means by which it is strengthen. it said nothing of the liturgy, excepting to note
that here for the first time music is included in the book which is put into the
hands of the people. 1107
The Divine Service included in the book fills no less than 42 pages. This liturgy
was meant to be used in all Latvian-speaking congregations at home and abroad.
1106
1107

Agenda 1980, 34.
Dziesmu grāmata latviešiem tēvzemē un svešumā 1995, “Dziediet tam Kungam jaunu dziesmu!“
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this is undoubtedly why so many alternatives needed to be provided. pastors
would have to guide their congregations
through the somewhat intricate pathway
of the service, lest confusion reign.
the basic structure of the mass is a
bit more complicated in comparison to
the earlier agendas, since it makes the
prayer of the church and thanksgiving a separate part of the service of the
Word. furthermore, there is an almost
bewildered variety of alternative forms.
the service itself is divided into four
parts: (1) Two forms of opening Service of confession of sins, absolution,
and Thanksgiving; (2) the Service of the
Word of God; (3) the Service of Prayer
and Thanksgiving; (4) the Service of the
Lord’s supper.
1992 Hymnal for Latvians
in the homeland and in exile.
the first form for confession of sins,
Absolution, and Thanksgiving (Ia), begins with a hymn which is followed immediately by the introit. the old practice is maintained by which the pastor says
the first part of the introit facing the altar and then he turns and faces the congregation for part two. he then intones the Gloria Patri and the congregation sings:
“as it was in the beginning …” the pastor then invites the congregation to make
confession. the hymn before confession “i confess my sins” is now a permissive element. the entire congregation is to say the confession of sins together.
the prayer itself is from the special service of confession in the 1897 imperial
agenda. alternative forms of the Kyrie follow. the more elaborate form is sung
responsively by the liturgist and congregation. the second form is the simple
threefold Kyrie sung by pastor and congregation together. if the Lord’s supper is
celebrated, the liturgist now asks if this is the sincere confession of those present.
upon their affirmative response he says one of the two forms of absolution provided. Both of these are modeled after the absolution and Declaration of grace,
found in the 1928 Agenda.1108 if the penitents present themselves at the altar for
confession and absolution, a form is provided to absolve them individually with
the laying-on-of-hands. the liturgist then leads the congregation’s thanksgiv1108

Agenda 1928, 2, 194.
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ing by intoning the Gloria in excelsis. The congregation replies: “And on earth
peace…” the congregation then sings the first stanza of “all glory be to god on
high” or the Laudamus te hymn. In Lent the pastor sings instead: “Worthy is the
Lamb who was slain …,” and the congregation responds: “Lamb of God, pure
and holy,” or a short hymn stanza.
In the second form (Ib) the opening hymn is followed by the Triune Invocation and the pastor and congregation responsively recite the verse Adiutorium
nostrum (Psalm 124:8), “Our help is in the name of the Lord.” There is no Introit.
The pastor turns to the altar to pray for a pure heart: “Almighty God, unto Whom
all hearts are open, all desires known…,” taken from the anglican Book of Common Prayer. the congregation responds with the amen and the pastor encourages them to Confession by reading from 1 John 1:8-9. After silent prayer all pray
together a prayer of confession after which the pastor speaks one of two forms
of absolution provided, the second of which is the Declaration of grace from the
1928 Agenda. The Absolution is followed by the Gloria Patri said by the pastor
with the congregation responding. there is a single form of Kyrie, a rich form
which begins with the Pax Domini. it is followed by the Gloria in excelsis as in form
ia. no provision is made for the laying-on-of-hands.1109
the service of the Word of god begins with the salutation and response and
a collect of the Day. this is followed by readings from the holy scriptures – the
old testament, epistle, and gospel. the response after the first and second reading is amen and after the third – the threefold alleluia, or amen in Lent. the
creed then follows, either the apostles’ creed in first person singular, or on the
four chief feasts, the nicene creed in the first person plural. the creed concludes
with the threefold amen. then follows a hymn and the sermon.
the service of prayer and thanksgiving follows the pulpit office. after the
sermon the pastor says the votum, and the congregation sings a hymn, during
which he goes to the altar to prepare the bread and wine. this is followed by the
prayer of the church.1110
the service of the Lord’s supper begins with a hymn followed by the eucharistic preface. the Vere dignum; the Sanctus, hosanna, and Benedictus qui venit are
sung by the congregation. all say or sing the our father together.
the Verba now follows with the sign of the cross over the elements. then the
liturgist prays a short eucharistic prayer. in 1980 this prayer had been put before the
Verba but now it is restored to its original place, as found in the 1928 and 1897 Agendas. The wording is closely modeled after the 1928 prayer. Since the Words of Christ
have already been spoken over the bread and wine, the prayer does not ask for their
blessing. the congregation responds with the amen. after reading of 1 corinthians
1109
1110

Dziesmu grāmata latviešiem tēvzemē un svešumā 1995, 3-20.
Dziesmu grāmata latviešiem tēvzemē un svešumā 1995, 21-33.
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11:26, “As often as you eat this bread …,” the pastor says the Pax vobiscum and again
the congregation responds with the amen. after the Agnus Dei the pastor says a
short absolution with the laying-on-of-hands, if he has not done so previously. he
then administers the sacrament with the traditional formula but in the first person
singular, “take and eat! this is the body of our Lord Jesus christ which was given
for you” (“Ņem un ēd! Tā ir mūsu Kunga Jēzus Kristus miesa, kas par tevi nodota nāvē…
).”1111 the 1897 imperial agenda and all its 1900 and 1901 Latvian translations, along
with the 1928 and 1980 Latvian Agendas, provided distribution formulas in the first
person plural.1112 the pastor dismisses each table with an appropriate Bible verse.
then, after the versicle and response he prays Luther’s post-communion
collect and blesses the congregation with the aaronic Benediction or another of
the two additional forms of Benediction provided. the congregation responds
with the threefold amen and the service concludes with the final hymn.1113
When communion is not celebrated, the pastor concludes the prayer of the
church with the our father. the congregation joins him in saying or singing
it. he then says the Laudatio and after the congregation’s response he prays the
collect of thanksgiving. the congregation responds with the twofold amen and
the service closes in the same manner as the communion service with one of the
three forms of the Benediction provided, the threefold amen, and the hymn.1114
As noted, the service as printed in the book is 42 pages and provides pastors and
congregations with a bewildering number of alternatives. in structure and in music
the strong imprint of the old imperial rite is still evident. the variety offered may be
taken to be a clear indication of how far many congregations had departed from the
provisions of the 1928 rite or had adapted them to their local circumstances. This
is particularly evident in the opening services, one with the introit and the other
without, one with the invocation and the other without, one with the option of the
laying-on-of-hands and the other without, and the enriched forms of the Kyrie in
both services. in terms of the eucharistic prayer it is evident that the church at the
time of the publication of this book had not yet come to a single mind about it. it
chose the simple course of continuing the use of the 1928 prayer.
in 1999 the liturgical commissions of both churches published a short test
edition of a new liturgical handbook: Dievkalpojuma kārtības Latvijas evaņgēliski
luteriskās baznīcas un ārpus Latvijas evaņģēliski luteriskās baznīcas draudzēm. (Orders
of the Divine Service for the Congregations of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Latvia and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Latvia in Abroad). it was approved for
provisional use by the synod of the Latvian Lutheran church in 1998 and the
Dziesmu grāmata latviešiem tēvzemē un svešumā 1995, 41.
Agende I 1897, 16; Agenda 1900, 11; Agenda 1928, 9, 10; Agenda 1980, 33-34.
1113
Dziesmu grāmata latviešiem tēvzemē un svešumā 1995, 34-45.
1114
Dziesmu grāmata latviešiem tēvzemē un svešumā 1995, 26-33.
1111
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central Board of the church abroad in
the same year. one service with many alternatives now became three alternative
services. service a represents the fruit of
the labors of the committee to produce an
up-to-date form. Service C is the 1928 service. service B is a transitional form to be
used by pastors and congregations moving from service c to service a. Within
each of the three services many alternative forms could still be found. apparently the committees decided that there
was such widespread disparity of practices that the production of a single form is
simply impossible. it is usually assumed
that city parishes would prefer service
a and rural congregations would want
to stick as closely as possible to service
1999 order of the Divine service
c, the traditional service. service D, the
for evangelical Lutheran
Divine service without communion, folchurches of Latvia and abroad.
lows in general the provisions found in
the 1992 Hymnal. It was thought to be in
no need of reform, because it would be used only by less liturgical congregations
which celebrate the Lord’s supper infrequently. more liturgically minded would
not use it because their typical sunday Divine service is the mass.
the traditional service c has already been described, but service a needs to
be examined in detail. It consists in four parts or liturgies. (1) The Liturgy of Entrance: Opening Hymn – Invocation – Salutation – Confession and Absolution
(two forms) and the Act of Penance, modified on the basis of the post-Vatican
ii missal – introit – Kyrie – Gloria in excelsis (Et in terra pax and Laudamus te or
“All glory be to God on high” stanza one) – Collect; (2) Liturgy of the Word: Old
testament reading and response – choir selection or special music – epistle and
Response – Alleluia – Gradual – Gospel (Salutation, Announcement, Response,
Reading, Response) – Sermon – Creed (Nicene or Apostles’) – Announcements –
Intercessions – Votum; (3) Liturgy of the Lord’s Supper: Prayer of the Faithful –
hymn – preface – Sanctus with hosanna and Benedictus qui venit – eucharistic
prayer – Verba and Response (the Mystery of Faith) – Epiclesis - Our Father – Pax
Domini (may be shared) – Agnus Dei – Communion. (4) Close of the Service: Versicle and response - post-communion collect – hymn – salutation – Benediction
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(Aaronic or “May almighty God bless you, the Father, the Son, and † the holy
spirit.”) – Dismissal.1115
The Eucharistic Prayer reads as follows:
Liturgist: “Glory be to you, Lord of heaven and earth, who has had mercy on
us and given your only begotten son that whoever believes in him should not
perish but have eternal life. We give you thanks for the salvation you have prepared for us through Jesus christ.
send your spirit into our hearts that he may enkindle in us a living faith. Bless
through your spirit this bread and wine, the fruits of the earth and the gifts of human labor, which we bring before you.
We give you thanks that through them we are given to share in the body and
blood of christ.”
then follows the Verba and the mystery of faith.
Liturgist: “The mystery of faith”
Congregation: “We proclaim your death, O Lord, and we confess your resurrection until you come again.”
Liturgist: “Heavenly Father, we celebrate this feast in remembrance of the sufferings and death of your son, his resurrection, and his ascension into heaven.
You give us to eat and drink of the bread of life and the cup of salvation until the
day when he will come again in glory.
We implore you to look upon his all-sufficient and eternal sacrifice by which
you have reconciled the world to yourself. By your spirit make us whole and
united into one body – a living sacrifice in christ.
through him, with him, and in him, in the unity of the holy spirit, all glory
and honor is yours, almighty father, for ever and ever.”1116
1115
1116

Dievkalpojuma kārtības 1999, A-1 – A-12.
Liturgs: Gods tev, tu debess un zemes Kungs, kas esi apžēlojies par mums un esi devis savu
vienīgo Dēlu, lai ikviens, kas viņam tic, nepazustu, bet iemantotu mūžīgo dzīvību. Mēs tev
pateicamies par pestīšanu, kuru tu mums esi sagatavojis caur Jēzu Kristu.
Sūti savu Garu mūsu sirdīs, lai viņš iedegtu mūsos dzīvu ticību. Svētī arī caur savu Garu šo
maizi un vīnu, zemes augļu un cilvēka darba dāvanas, ko mēs nesam tavā priekšā.
Mēs pateicamies tev, ka caur tām mums ir daļa pie Kristus miesas un asinīm.
“Mūsu Kungs, Jēzus Kristus tanī naktī, kad viņš tapa nodots ... pieminēdami.”
Diakons / liturgs (pret draudzi): Ticibas noslēpums:
Tavu nāvi, ak Kungs, mēs pasludinām, un Tavu augšāmcelšanos mēs teicam, līdz Tu atnāksi
godībā!
Liturgs (pret altāri): Debesu Tēvs, mēs svinam šo mielastu, pieminot tava Dēla ciešanas un
nāvi, augšāmcelšanos un uzkāpšanu debesīs. No dzīvības maizes un svētības kausa tu dod
mums ēst un dzert līdz tai dienai, kad viņš atkal nāks godībā.
Mēs tevi lūdzam, uzlūko viņa pilnīgo un mūžīgo upuri, ar kuru tu esi salīdzinājis pasauli ar sevi.
Liec, lai mēs caur Svēto Garu topam pilnīgi un vienā miesā savienoti par dzīvu upuri Kristū.
Caur viņu, ar viņu un viņā tev, Dievam visuvarenajam Tēvam Svētā Gara vienībā ir viss
gods un slava visos mūžu mūžos. Dievkalpojuma kārtības 1999, a-8 – a-9.
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Congregation: “Amen.”
the transitional service, service B, may be described as an enriched form of the
liturgy from the imperial agenda. among other elements taken from the service
A the most noticeable innovation is the Eucharistic Prayer:
“heavenly father, we celebrate this feast in remembrance of the sufferings
and death of your son, his resurrection and his ascension into heaven. praise to
our Lord, who in the night he was betrayed, took bread …”
after the Verba one or the other of the following prayers is said:
“We implore you, heavenly father, that our Lord Jesus christ would come to
us in this feast. send your holy spirit that he may fill us, and that we, united into
one body, may become a living, holy and acceptable offering to you in christ, as
we await his coming again in glory.
through christ, with him, and in him, in the unity of the holy spirit, all glory
and honor is yours, almighty father, for ever and ever.”
The congregation responds: “Amen.”1117
the second alternative eucharistic prayer in the service B is taken from
1928 Agenda. It is the same Prayer of Blessing as that found in the Imperial
1897 Agenda and included in the 1980 and 1992 services:
“We call upon you, merciful heavenly Father: bless this Holy Supper to all
gathered here at your table, who eat and drink of this bread and cup and thus,
according to the promise of your son, receive his body and blood.”1118
the congregation responds with the amen.
the eucharistic prayer in the service c is the same as the second alternative
prayer in service B, the prayer of Blessing from the imperial rite. the act of consecration is as follows: Prayer and congregational Amen – Verba – our father.
In 2003 the official agenda Rokasgrāmata dievkalpošanai LELB un LELBāL draudzēs
(Handbook of the Divine Services for the Congregations of the Latvian Evangelical Lutheran Church and the Latvian Evangelical Lutheran Church Abroad) was published.
two forms of worship are provided. pastors and congregations may choose
Form 1 (Latv. 1. veids), which follows the path of the 1999 Service A, or Form 2
(Latv. 2. veids) which perpetuates the 1999 service c, which is based on the old
“Debesu Tēvs, mēs svinam šo mielastu, pieminot tava Dēla, mūsu Kunga Jēzus Kristus,
ciešanas un nāvi, augšāmcelšanos un uzkāpšanu debesīs. Lai slavēts mūsu Kungs, kas tanī
naktī, kad viņš tapa nodots, ņēma maizi…”
“Mēs tevi lūdzam, debesu Tēvs, lai šajā mielastā pie mums ienāk mūsu Kungs Jēzus Kristus.
Sūti savu Svēto Garu, lai tas mūs piepilda un lai mēs, vienā miesā savienoti, topam par
dzīvu, svētu, tev patīkamu upuri Kristū, gaidot uz viņa atnākšanu godībā.
Caur Kristu, ar viņu un viņā tev, Dievam, visuvarenajam Tēvam, Svētā Gara vienībā ir viss
gods un slava mūžu mūžos.” Dievkalpojuma kārtības 1999, B-9 – B-10.
1118
“Mēs tevi piesaucam, žēlīgais debesu Tēvs: svētī svēto mielastu visiem, kas te, pie tava
galda, sapulcēti, no šīs maizes ēdīs un no šī biķera dzers un tā visi saņems tava Dēla miesu
un asinis pēc viņa apsolījuma.” Dievkalpojuma kārtības 1999, B-10.
1117
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1928 Agenda. Service B has been dropped.
Because of the wide diversity in the
church, many pastors have claimed that
they cannot follow either form 1 or form
2 closely and have chosen to use parts of
both of them. in response to their needs
three alternatives (Latv. Svētā vakarēdiena
dievkalpojuma posmi) within each of the
four acts of the Divine service are provided: three Entrance Rites (Latv. Ievads I,
II, III), three Services of the Word (Latv.
Dievvārdi I, II, III), three services of the
Lord’s Supper (Latv. Dievgalds I, II, III),
and three Conclusions (Latv. Noslēgums I,
II, III). pastor may construct their Divine
Service either according to Forms 1 or 2
using whichever the alternative constructions of the four chief acts best suits their
2003 Liturgical Handbook for Evangelical
Lutheran churches of Latvia and abroad.
circumstances. in every case the first alternative is the richest. it follows form 1.
the second alternative mixes elements of
Forms 1 and 2, and the third alternative is based principally on the 1928 rite. In all
cases the four part structure of entrance, the service of the Word, service of the
Lord’s supper, and the service of conclusion remains as in the 1999 test edition.
form 1, the more elaborate liturgical service, indicates that the service of preparation may begin with a procession. When the procession has arrived at the altar,
the pastor begins the service with the triune invocation and the salutation. he
then invites the people to confess their sins and imparts the absolution. then follows the introit, Kyrie, Gloria in excelsis and Laudamus te, salutation and collect.
the second part, the service of the Word, begins with the old testament reading and response and the gradual or special music. then the epistle is read,
followed by the response. the congregation sings the alleluia and the hymn of
the day. the gospel is introduced with the salutation and the announcement of
the reading. The congregation responds: “Glory to you, O Lord.” After the Gospel the traditional response, “praise to you, o christ,” follows. a choir selection
or hymn precedes the sermon and after the sermon the pastor leads the people
in the confession of the nicene creed. this is followed by the announcement of
special prayers and a hymn.
the third part, the service of the Lord’s supper, begins with the prayer of the
church and the offertory. During the offertory the bread and wine are brought
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forward and prepared. then follows the preface and the Vere dignum proper to
the day, the Sanctus and the eucharistic prayer as printed in the service a of the
1999 agenda.1119
the liturgist then invites the people to join with him in praying the our father.
Then follows the Breaking of the Bread with the words of 1 Corinthians 10:17 and
the Pax Domini which may be shared. the congregation then sings the Agnus Dei
and Communion is administered with the formula: “The body of Christ [given
for you]” and “the blood of christ [shed for you].” in both cases the communicants respond: “Amen.”
the conclusion begins with the traditional versicle, a post-communion collect from the propria, a hymn, the salutation, Benediction, and the Word of Dismissal. music after the dismissal is optional. there is no provision for a hymn
during the closing procession.
this service follows the traditional form of the mass in the Western church.
Although it makes no clear distinction between the Office of Preparation (Confession and absolution) and the mass proper, it does restore the introit to its proper
place after the preparatory office, and it restores also the place of the Kyrie after
the introit and before the Gloria in excelsis. provision is made for an offertory after
the prayer of the church. after the Verba the liturgist proclaims the mystery of
faith, a provision found in the roman mass. the eucharistic prayer appears to
be based upon a swedish model. the action of breaking the bread after the our
father follows the roman rite. after the Pax Domini the peace may be shared,
again as in the roman mass. in comparison to the old imperial liturgy this service
is ecumenical in its structure and ceremonies.
Form 2, which in many respects perpetuates Service C of the 1999 draft rite,
goes beyond that rite and blends the new propria with the old ordinarium. the service includes the common and seasonal proper prefaces. the eucharistic prayer
and the Verba are no longer separated by the congregational amen which was
found in 1928, 1980, and 1999 Agendas. The Amen is now placed after the Verba,
as an indication that the consecration has been accomplished. the act of consecration is as follows: Prayer (as in 1980, 1992, and 1999) – Verba and amen – the
our father.1120
the agenda also provides the Divine service without the Lord’s supper. it
is called Divine Service of Preaching (Latv. Sprediķa dievkalpojums). in some respects this service corresponds to service D in the 1999 book. however, it places
the confession and absolution near the end of the service, after the sermon and
Creed. The form of this Divine Service is very simple: Hymn – Invocation – Salutation - introit - collect – reading – hymn – votum – sermon - apostles’ creed –
1119
1120

Rokasgrāmata 2003, 18.
Rokasgrāmata 2003, 21-28.
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Hymn – Confession of Sins and Absolution (two forms) – Prayer of the Church –
Our Father – Hymn – Benediction (Aaronic or “May almighty God bless you, the
father, the son, and † the holy spirit.”)1121 there is no provision for the use of the
Gloria in excelsis, alleluia before the gospel, or Laudatio.
it is evident that the Latvian church has not found it possible to agree on a
common liturgical form. this is doubtless the results of the complex history of
the church at home and abroad and not least the continuing influence of pietism, which brought with it some prejudices against richer and more elaborate
traditional Lutheran liturgical practices. it is encouraging, however, that representatives of differing liturgical and theological view points are willing to work
together to move toward the development of a common form.

1121

Rokasgrāmata 2003, 58-60.
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1 6 . 7 t h e co mb i ni ng o f L i tu rg ic al tradit ion s in t h e
L i th u a n ia n e vange l i cal L u the r an c h urc h
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Lithuania (Lith. Lietuvos evangelikų liuteronų
Bažnyčia) ceased to be connected with the russian imperial Lutheran church in
1918 when WWi came to an end and the Lithuanians declared their independence
from the old empire and the newly formed soviet union. previously the Lithuanian
congregations, the so-called vilnius Diocese, had been under the authority of the Lutheran consistory of courland. the first Lithuanian Lutheran synod gathered in Kaunas in 1919 to create a new national church. it was not possible for the church to agree
on administrative matters because of the strong tensions now developing between the
german and Lithuanian and Latvian groups in the church. virtually all the pastors
were german but the new Lithuanian government insisted that the church must be
led by Lithuanians. in the course of time it was agreed that a single consistory would
be established consisting of one clergyman and one layman representing each of the
three language groups: Lithuanian, German, and Latvian. It was left to the president
of the Lithuanian republic to name the chief presiding officer, the president of the
consistory, a provision which perpetuated the old rule by which the tsar named the
church’s presiding officer. growing tensions between the germans and the Lithuanians made it impossible for the Lithuanian church to formulate a new church law during the years of national independence, nor was the government willing to allow it to
do so. each of the language groups would be allowed to convene their ethnic synods
but the decisions of those synods could apply only to their own members.
the Lithuanian church never represented more than a small minority of the Lithuanian population. The 1923 census identified 66,578 Lutherans out of a population of
2,028,971. Of the Lutherans the largest single group was German – there were 28,671
of them. 22,312 Lithuanians and 13,555 Latvians completed the full number of Lutherans in the republic.1122 In 1920 there were 15 parishes and 30 daughter congregations,
served by 14 pastors in major Lithuania.1123 in addition there were in 1936 30 Lutheran parishes with 127,328 members in the Klaipėda region (Germ. Memelland).1124 in
1940 there were 53 parishes and daughter congregations served by 32 pastors in Major
Lithuania1125 and 31 congregation with 39 pastors in memelland.1126
Lietuvos gyventojai 1926, 28.
Lietuvos Ev. Liuteriai 1920, 8-9, 61.
1124
Pfarr-Almanach für die Evangelische Kirchenprovinz Ostpreussen 1926, 84-87.
1125
1937 data presented by the consistory to the ministry of education indicated 51 parish and
daughter congregations. Evangelikai liuteronys 1937, 133, 135-137; In 1939 Kaunas Šančiai
congregation was declared a daughter of the Kaunas parish. Liet. Maž. Tikybinių įstaigų algų
lapų nuorašai 1939, 190 ad; The city of Vilnius along with its Lutheran congregation was
returned from poland to Lithuania in 1939 at the beginning of WWii.
1126
Gelzinius 1974, 82-83.
1122
1123
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traditionally the clergy of major
Lithuania received their training in the
theological faculty of the university
of Dorpat. the war and independence
made new arrangements necessary.
With the encouragement of the Lutheran
patriotic organization Pagalba (Support),
which sought to eliminate german influence in the Lithuanian Lutheran church,
a theological faculty was established at
the university of vytautas the great in
Kaunas to prepare Lithuanian candidates for ordination in the Lutheran and
reformed congregations. this evangelical faculty was theologically more conservative than the faculties in riga and
handwritten 1940 agenda
Dorpat but collaboration with the reof pastor Jonas Kalvanas, sr.
formed became a way of life in the Lithuanian church.
the Lithuanian Lutheran church was never large enough to warrant a Lithuanian language edition of the 1897 imperial agenda, and had such an edition appeared not all Lithuanian language congregations would have used it. in the parishes along the western border with Memelland, East Prussia - Jurbarkas, Tauragė,
Žemaičių Naumiestis, Kretinga and their daughter congregations manuscript
translations of the imperial rite were sufficient to meet their needs. however, the
congregations in Suvalkija (Pol. Suvalkija / Suwalszczyzna) – Marijampolė, Šakiai,
Vilkaviškis, and others which had formerly been under the Warsaw Consistory
continued to use the rite of the polish Lutheran church.
the agenda of the polish Lutheran church, Agende für die Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche im Königreich Polen. Erster Teil, was published in Warsaw in 1886. the
rubrics of the order for the Divine service prescribe that a special preparatory
service of confession and absolution will have been held either the day before
or earlier in the morning. accordingly, the Divine service itself begins without a
preparatory penitential office. The order follows the following pattern: Entrance
Hymn – Introit (two choirs or pastor and congregation alternating) – Gloria Patri –
Kyrie - Gloria in excelsis (Et in terra Pax or “all glory be to god on high,” or Laudamus te on high feasts) – salutation and collect – epistle – gradual verse and alleluia – Gospel and response (Pastor: “Glory to you, O Lord Jesus;” congregation:
“Praise to you, O Christ”) – Creed (Invitation, Apostles’ Creed or Nicene Creed,
or “We all believe in one true god,” or the athanasian creed on trinity sun-
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day) – hymn of the Day – pulpit office
(Apostolic Greeting and Sermon, Prayer
of the church, intercessions and thanksgivings, our father, votum) - prayer of
the Church at the altar (if not said previously) or instead the Litany may be sung,
or on high feasts the Te Deum Laudamus –
Communion Hymn or Offertory (during
which the holy vessels and elements are
prepared by the pastor) – preface – Vere
dignum (proper Prefaces are provided) –
Sanctus with hosanna and Benedictus qui
venit – our father – Verba – Agnus Dei –
prayer for Worthy communion – Pax
Domini – Distribution with full formula
(Hymns during Communion and, last of
all, the Nunc dimittis or appropriate hymn
stanza) – versicle and response – postcommunion collect – aaronic Benedic1886 polish agenda.
tion.1127
the polish agenda included provisions for the office of matins to be conducted early on sunday morning and on
weekdays. it provided for the use of psalms and lectio continua from the old testament or, on sundays, readings as noted in the agendas of Wilhelm Löhe, alexander schmeling, the mecklenburg Cantionale (4 vols. 1868-1887),1128 and other
sources.1129
in some respects this agenda was richer in its provisions than the imperial rite
which had been used in poland for only a short time. those who prepared the
polish agenda took note of the liturgical research done by theodor Kliefoth, Wilhelm Löhe, and others and the liturgical treasures of other Lutheran churches.
it appears that they did not consider the prussian union agenda to be included
among those treasures.
When the draft of this liturgy was presented to the Warsaw synod in 1882,
plans were made for it to be translated into Lithuanian by pastor Leopold eduard erdmann, but the translation never appeared.1130 pastors of Lithuanian conAgende I 1886, 7-30.
Cantionale für die evangelisch-lutherischen Kirchen im Großherzogthum Mecklenburg-Schwerin.
schwerin 1868-1887.
1129
Agende I 1886, 31.
1130
Protokoll der Synode des Warschauer Consistorial-Bezirks von 1882, 13-14.

1127
1128
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gregations in suvalkija had to prepare
their own manuscript translations, just
as pastors in major Lithuania had had to
do with the russian imperial rite.
In 1923 the Klaipėda region was formally annexed to major Lithuania and
became an autonomous region in the
Lithuanian republic. the churches in this
region also formed an autonomous consistorial district not under the administrative authority of the Kaunas consistory.
the Memelland churches had formerly
belonged to the Königsberg consistory
of the prussian union church. although
they were no longer allowed to use
name “Lutheran,” virtually all of them
remained Lutheran in their confession
1830 Lithuanian edition of the east
and practices. Only in Klaipėda (Germ.
Prussian Union Agenda of 1829.
Memel) and Šilutė (Germ. Heidekrug) were
large enough to have separate german
and Lithuanian-speaking congregations; everywhere else the parishes held services in both languages. the majority of the people spoke Lithuanian but many
referred to themselves as Memellanders (Lith. Klaipėdiškiai)1131 they did not call
themselves Lithuanians, because to them that term connoted roman catholicism
and a brand of Lithuanian patriotism with which they wanted nothing to do. only
a small minority of the Lutherans in memelland ever refereed to themselves as
Lithuanians.
the liturgy used in these congregations was the 1895 revised edition of the
1829 Prussian Union Agenda. The new edition was called Agende für die Evangelische Landeskirche (Agenda for the Evangelical Territorial Church), and in 1897 it
was translated into Lithuanian in Agenda Ewangeliszkajai bažnycziai (Agenda for
the Evangelical Church) by pastor otto stein of the Lithuanian parish in tilsit
and Heinrich Endrulat of Prökuls (Lith. Priekulė)1132 the german and Lithuanian chief Divine Services were identical: Hymn – Triune Invocation – Adiutorium
nostrum (Psalm 124:8) - Entrance Verse and Gloria Patri – confession of sins –
Kyrie – Declaration of grace – Gloria in excelsis (Et in terra pax, Laudamus te by choir
In 1939 22.9 percent out of 153,793 inhabitants called themselves “Memellanders” (Lith.
“Klaipėdiškiai”) 28.1 percent – were Lithuanians, and 41.8 percent were Germans. Žostautaitė
1992, 55.
1132
Agenda I 1897; Agenda II 1897; Lietuvos TSR Bibliografija 1985, 103-104.
1131
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on festivals) – salutation – [versicle and
response on festivals] - collect - epistle
with response – alleluia – gospel with
response – apostles’ creed - sermon
Hymn - Pulpit Office (Pulpit Greeting,
sermon, intercessions and announcements, votum) – hymn stanza - Sursum
corda, Gratias agamus, Vere dignum - Sanctus with hosanna and Benedictus - prayer
of the church – [our father - aaronic
Benediction – Closing hymn stanza];1133
the liturgy of the Lord’s supper was to
follow the following order: Communion
hymn stanza – salutation or “Blessed are
those who are called to the supper of the
Lord” – admonition based on Luther’s
paraphrase – Sursum corda - Gratias agamus - Vere dignum (proper according to
prussian union agenda.
1897 Lithuanian edition.
season) – Sanctus and Benedictus – [prayer for worthy reception] – Verba – Agnus
Dei – prayer for Worthy communion –
Invitation – Distribution (Three distribution formulas are given - the Reformed:
“take and eat, said our Lord and savior Jesus christ …,” the standard Lutheran
formula: “Take and eat, this is the body of our Lord Jesus Christ, given into death
…,” and a third formula: “The bread which we break is the Communion of the
body of christ …”) – versicle and response – post-communion collect or prayer – Benediction – hymn stanza.1134
in the end no liturgical revisions were produced by either the Kaunas or the
Klaipėda consistories. The Kaunas Consistory was more concerned with the
growing tensions between the germans and Lithuanians and the increasing
conflicts between the self-styled Lithuanian patriots who had organized themselves in the Lutheran organization “Pagalba” (Assistance), and those whom they
thought to be not sufficiently patriotic. the memellanders were chiefly concerned
to protect themselves from any supposed interference for the Kaunas consistory
or the Lithuanian government. it should be noted that because of the annexation

the our father - aaronic Benediction – closing hymn stanza were to be remain in the
service for the benefit of non-Communicants who did not stay until the end of the Divine
service. if no one was leaving these were omitted at this point.
1134
Agende I 1895, 3-21; Agenda I 1897, 3-21.
1133
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of the Klaipėda Region in 1923, more than
10 percent of the Lithuanian population
was now Lutheran.
it was recognized that a printed Lutheran agenda was needed for the pastors
and congregations in major Lithuania.
a proposal was sent to the ministry of
culture by consistory president superintendent Henrikas Dzeržislovas Sroka
on January 12, 1937 requesting governmental approval and financial assistance
for the publication of the two books, one
for use by the pastors and the other for
the pastoral assistants. it was estimated
that the cost of production would be two
thousand Lithuanian Litas. the ministry
appears to have been inclined to support
1895 prussian union agenda.
the project.1135
the production of these books would
be a formidable task requiring careful translations of the 1897 agenda and the
preparation of a special edition for pastors’ assistants. no special edition of the
1897 agenda appeared for the use of german speaking assistants. a special edition did appear in the Latvian and estonian languages, and it is likely that the
Latvian edition would have been used by the Lithuanians in the preparation of
their own special edition. however, war clouds were gathering and the church
and government regarded work on the agenda as secondary, to be taken up only
after work on the modern language Lithuanian hymnal had been completed. the
work was never completed, and no Lithuanian language agenda for use in major
Lithuania was produced.
Lithuania lost the Klaipėda Region in 1939 when it was annexed to the Third
Reich and with the invasion of Poland WWII began. On November 2, 1939 the
Kaunas consistory president Dr. Kristupas gudaitis announced to the pastors the
addition of an special petition to be added to the Prayer of the Church:
“graciously protect antanas smetona, the president of our republic, and our
whole government to which you have entrusted the prosperity of our land. We
especially beseech you to bless their efforts to maintain an honorable and precious peace in our land. grant that all nations may solve their dissensions in a
peaceful and christian manner, and that those engaged in warfare may quickly
1135

Liet. Maž. Tikybinių Įstaigų algų lapų nuorašai 1938, 174, 181.
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cease their strife and establish a steadfast peace to the glory of your name, that
the wounds of war would be healed, and that mankind may gratefully rejoice in
the blessings of peace.”1136
in less than two years the Lutheran church was decimated. as a result of the molotov-ribbentrop pact, the major Lithuanian germans were repatriated in 1941 and
many Lithuanian Lutherans left with them to escape the soviet regime. in the space
of three months 27 out of 32 pastors left Major Lithuania. Although the German invasion brought a fresh infusion of former Lithuanian germans, they were forbidden to
hold Divine services. a few german-speaking pastors returned as “farmers” but their
religious activities were illegal.1137 the return of the red army in 1944 caused an even
greater exodus of german and Lithuanian Lutherans from Lithuanian soil. By the end
of WWii there were only 8 pastors left to serve the approximately 30,000 Lutherans
still in the country. the germans were gone
and the church now consisted of Lithuanian
and Latvian-speaking people.
after 1944 the old polish-german liturgical tradition which had predominated in
the suvalkija region also came to an end.
the suvalkian congregations had been
composed chiefly of germans who left the
country in 1941 and 1944. fearful of deportation suvalkian Lutherans still in the
region hid their Lutheran identity. there
were few attempts made to register congregations and they were unsuccessful.
With the exception of sudargas all the Lutheran churches in suvalkija were closed
and their property was put to other uses.
there were still many Lutherans in
memelland but there was only pastor
Wilhelm grodde who remained in the region and for fear of the government he re1952 handwritten agenda of
pastor
Jonas Kalvanas, sr., based on 1897
fused to serve. the consistory called upon
russian imperial
pastor ansas Baltris of Kretinga to serve
agenda, 1897 Lithuanian edition
all the memelland parishes.1138 pastor
of the prussian union agenda,
and 1886 polish Lutheran agenda.
Baltris was of strong pietist background
November 2, 1939 President Dr. Kristupas Gudaitis’ letter to the clergy. EvangelikaiLiuteronys 1939, 42.
1137
Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei u. des SD Litauen 1941-1944, 33, 80-81, 89.
1138
1945.03.06 Konsistorijos įgaliojimas kun. Ansui Baltriui. - Konsistorijos raštai 1940-1950 m.
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and had had received no formal theological training. on his own initiative he ordained two other pietist leaders, martynas Klumbys and Jurgis sprogys, to assist
in ministering in the memelland congregations. What they lacked in training they
attempted to make up for in zeal. the congregations were also served by several
cantors who were permitted to officiate at services, but they were not ordained
and could not administer the sacrament. pastors and cantors in memelland continued to use the 1897 prussian union agenda but each congregation altered the
liturgy to its own liking.
the russian imperial agenda tradition survived in the major Lithuania congregations. the consistory insisted that the provisions of the printed agenda always be followed.
in 1956 the communist government permitted the consistory to publish a
small hymnal Maldų ir giesmių knygelė (Little Book of Prayers and Hymns). in it the
1897 st. petersburg Divine service was printed in Lithuanian. there were very
few departures from the original text - in every case based on long established
Lithuanian traditional liturgical practices or through the influence of prussian
and polish rites. the Lithuanian service began with a hymn, the triune invocation, and the Adiutorium nostrum (Psalm
124:8), as in the 1895 Prussian Agenda.
this was followed by the introit, Confiteor, a variant form of the Kyrie, “god have
mercy, christ have mercy, Lord have
mercy,” and the Declaration of grace. a
special confession and absolution for
the communicants followed the prayer of
the church, a practice imported from the
prussian 1895 agenda. the Confiteor was
followed by the scrutiny, which consisted
of three questions, taken from the 1886
Warsaw agenda. the Sanctus lacked the
hosanna and Benedictus qui venit, as in the
russian imperial agenda. in conformity
with an old Lithuanian tradition a shorter
version of the Sanctus “holy is our god,
holy is our god, holy is our Lord, the god
of sabaoth” was also sung after the our
father, the consecration of the bread, and
the consecration of the wine. this unique
1956 Little Book of Prayers and Hymns.
practice was already well established by
1648, as can be seen from the records of
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the vilnius church order.1139 an eighteenth century witness to its use in the Warsaw congregation is extant,1140 and although no official agendas make mention of
it, it is known to have been used also in prussian parishes.1141 another element
not found in the imperial rite but in this case adopted from the prussian 1895 and
Warsaw 1886 Agendas was the inclusion of a prayer for worthy Communion:
“Lord Jesus christ, eternal Word of the father, redeemer of the world, true
living God and Man: save us through your holy body and precious blood from all
our sins, grant that we may at all times keep your commandments, and let us not
be separated from you eternally. amen.”1142
the service concluded as in the st. petersburg rite, and so too the service without communion.
it is evident that major Lithuanian pastors were expected to follow the provisions of the old russian imperial rite with those additions which had been taken
from the prussian union and Warsaw agendas.
in 1976 the church decided to adopt an episcopal-synodical form of church
government. pastor Jonas Kalvanas, sr., who was the chairman of the consistory,
was elected the first bishop of the Lithuanian church. shortly after the synodical
meeting he was consecrated by estonian archbishop alfred tooming.1143
in an attempt to regularize the form of worship throughout the church, Bishop
Kalvanas and the consistory published in 1988 a third edition of Giesmių ir maldų
knygelė (Little Book of Hymns and Prayers). it was decided that instead of providing
alternative forms for the congregations in what had been major Lithuania and
the Klaipėda region, now one order with a few variants to satisfy the Memellanders would be printed. these alternatives included the prussian Kyrie, “Lord, have
mercy on us …,” the Et in terra Pax: “Peace on earth and to men of good will.
amen. amen. amen,” said by the congregation as a response to the Gloria in excelsis, and the hosanna and Benedictus qui venit added to the Sanctus. all three were
in a dialect form familiar to Klaipėdiškiai (Germ. Memellanders). the fourth provision is a short hymn sung before the Aaronic Benediction: “Lord God, grant us

Kirchen-Ordnung I 1648, 164-164v; Kirchen-Ordnung II 1648, 30-32; Wischeropp 1939, 42.
Büsching 1784, 284.
1141
this can be seen in the handwritten Sanctus of the 1775 prussian Lithuanian agenda which
is in the holdings of the Lithuanian National Library, Vilnius. Call number: 243:284.1 AG25. Agenda 1775, 27-28.
1142
Maldų ir giesmių knygelė 1957, 36-51; Agende I 1886, 26; Agende I 1895, 19.
1143
LTSR Evangelikų Bažnyčios Kalendorius 1977, 24-27. Lutherans in Major Lithuania had not
previously had their own bishop, but minor Lithuanian Lutherans had early been under
the authority of the Bishop of Samland (Lat. Sambia) who resided in fischhausen. from the
end of the sixteenth century the churches in sambia had been put under the authority of
superintendents rather than bishops.
1139
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your blessing; our God you bless us. Let
all places of the world fear the Lord god.
amen. amen.”1144
some congregations in western Lithuania refused to accept the authority of the
consistory in any manner and they would
not use this hymnal or liturgy. they continued to use the 1897 Lithuanian translation of the revised prussian agenda. consequently, the hope for liturgical unification
did not take place. congregations and pastors continued to make their own decisions
about the liturgy and there was much variety.
the collapse of the soviet union saw
a resurgence of the Lutheran church in
Lithuania. the church soon grew from
27 congregations to 54 congregations with
two dozen pastors. In the year 2000 the national census for the first time since 1926
asked the citizens to state their religion.
1988 Little Book of Hymns and Prayers.
19,637 identified themselves as Lutherans.1145 In 2007 there were 54 congregations served by 19 pastors.1146
In 1992 the church established a Center for Evangelical Theology in the new
University of Klaipėda and the Reformed Church was invited to participate. In
the course of time the influence of liberal theology came to predominate, and
the center, which had now become the independent Department of evangelical
theology, began increasingly to take a course independent of the church’s official
confession.1147
in 1997 the church established a liturgical committee to prepare a common
liturgical order for all parishes based on historical models and contemporary liturgical research. following the model established by Bishop Jonas Kalvanas it
was decided that there should be one form of worship used without significant
variations. a provisional rite, entitled Pamaldų liturgija (The Liturgy of the Divine
Worship), was published later that year.
Giesmių ir maldų knygelė 1988, 364-374.
Gyventojai 2002, 200.
1146
Petkūnas II 2007, 59.
1147
Petkūnas II 2007, 18-23.
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1145
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the primary source of the provisional
order was the old imperial agenda, although some of the music and prayers were
from the prussian union rite. the service
begins with a hymn, the triune invocation,
the Adiutorium nostrum (Psalm 124:8), the
introit of the Day and the Gloria Patri with
the congregation singing, “as it was in the
beginning …” the liturgist then invites the
worshipers to confess their sins and the
congregation kneels while singing a penitential hymn stanza – perhaps a survival
of the practice of beginning the penitential
office with an appropriate hymn. the liturgist then prays the prayer of confession
from the imperial agenda and the congregation makes it their own by singing the
Kyrie. When communion is not celebrated,
the pastors speaks the Declaration of grace.
1997 chief Divine service.
the pastor then intones the Gloria in excelsis
and the congregation sings the first stanza
of “all glory be to god on high.” on high
feasts the whole hymn or the Laudamus te may be sung. in Lent the pastor intones,
“the Lamb which was slain is worthy to receive honor and praise and glory forever,”
and the congregation sings one stanza of “Lamb of god, pure and holy.” this concludes the first section of the liturgy, the service of preparation.
the second section, the Liturgy of the Word, begins with the salutation and collect. a model collect is provided. this is followed by the old testament reading and
response and an optional Psalm verse (gradual) or coral selection, or the hymn stanza, “Heavenly Prophet, our heartfelt prayer” (“Pranaše didis, meldžiame širdingai”).
then follows the epistle and response and the alleluia or amen verse. the gospel
is then read after which the traditional response is said. the “glory to you, o Lord”
after the announcement of the reading is not included. the sermon is preceded by
a hymn. after the apostolic greeting and the announcement of the text, and again
after the sermon the congregation may sing hymn stanzas. the pastor leads the congregation in reciting the Apostles’ Creed or the Nicene Creed (the latter uses the
“We” form). the pastor then makes pertinent announcements and after the intercession he closes the pulpit office with the votum. the offerings are then gathered and
brought to the altar to be blessed by the liturgist. the offertory is followed by the
prayer of the church. the prayer is divided into four sections with the congregation
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making a choral response after each section, as in the imperial agenda. then follows
a hymn, during which the altar is prepared for communion. the pastor now invites
the communicants to come forward and after short exhortation he leads them in the
prayer of confession and the Kyrie. he then addresses to them three questions, as
found in the 1886 Warsaw agenda, although a single question which combines all
three may be used instead. after an affirmative response he then gives the absolution. provision is made for the laying-on-of-hands and on each penitent, if desired.
the third section of the liturgy, the Liturgy of the Lord’s supper, now begins with
the imparting of the peace, which may be shared by all present. then follows the preface and Vere dignum. only one form of the Vere dignum is provided, as in 1897. after
it the worshipers kneel and sing the Sanctus, hosanna, and Benedictus qui venit. they
remain kneeling until communion. for the first time a short eucharistic prayer now
appears in a Lithuanian book. it taken from form C2 in Erneuerte Agende 1990:1148
“We praise you, almighty Lord god, and sing to your glory. You, almighty
god, have not forsaken your creation because of sin and death. through Jesus
christ, your eternal Word, you invite us to life. he took upon himself our guilt
and reconciled men to you.”1149
then follows the Words of christ over the Bread. after these Words the congregation sings the Minor Sanctus: “Holy is our God, holy is our God, holy is our
god, the Lord of sabaoth.” following the Words over the cup the Minor Sanctus
is sung again. the liturgist may then say the mystery of the faith to which the
congregation may respond: “Christ has died, Christ has risen, Christ will come
again” and the liturgist then prays the Epiclesis:
“therefore, we give thanks to you for the life and sufferings of your son, for
his sacrifice upon the cross. We praise his resurrection and his victory over death.
send upon us, o Lord, your holy spirit and through him renew our lives. Bless
these your own gifts, this bread and the cup of salvation. unite us all who share
in the body and blood of christ in one faith, the communion of love, and in the
hope of your glory.”1150
the Minor Sanctus may then be sung a third time, although this practice is not
common. all pray the our father and liturgist elevates the host for the fraction, saying: “The bread which we break is the Communion of the body of Christ.” Elevating the chalice he says: “The cup of blessing which we bless is the Communion of
the blood of christ.” the congregation sings the Agnus Dei after which the liturgist
turns to the people for the exhortation: “As often as you eat this bread and drink of
this cup you proclaim the death of the Lord until he comes.” although the liturgy
does not direct it, some pastors maintain the old practice of adding the Pax Domini
Erneuerte Agende 1990, 118.
Pamaldų liturgija 1997, 20.
1150
Erneuerte Agende 1990, 118.
1148
1149
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at this point. if the communicants have not yet gathered at the altar, he then invites
them to do so, saying: “Come, for all is now ready. Taste and see that the Lord God
is good.” Communion is administered with the full formula: “Take in faith and eat,
this is the body of our Lord Jesus christ, given for you. may this strengthen and preserve you in deep faith to life everlasting.” At the administration of the cup: “Take
in faith and drink, this is the blood of our Lord Jesus christ, poured out for you for
the forgiveness of sins. may this strengthen and preserve you in deep faith to life
everlasting.” He may, however, shorten the formula by saying: “This is the body of
christ,” “this is the blood of christ.” in both cases the communicants respond with
the amen. after communion he blesses each group of communicants with one of
several alternative dismissal verses. in each case the final dismissal is accompanied
by the sign of the cross and concludes: “Go in the peace of the Lord.”1151
the fourth and final section of the service is the conclusion. the versicle and
response are followed by the post-communion collect and the aaronic Benediction and a final hymn. an alternative ending is provided for sections three and
four when there is no communion.
this service provided a single form of worship for all parishes and made a
few cautious steps forward liturgically. provision was now made for the use of
the Introit in the Klaipėda region congregations which before had had none. The
gradual was introduced as an option. provision was made for the offertory as
a liturgical action during which the gifts could be brought to the altar. unsolved
was the problem of the double confession, which some thought to mean that the
first confession and its Declaration of grace were for the whole congregation,
while at the second confession with the absolution non-communicants were
mere observers. the Kyrie was still regarded as a penitential act and a congregational affirmation of the pastor’s confession. since there were two confessions
there must also be two Kyries. also problematic was the decision to take the form
of Eucharistic Prayer C2 found in Erneuerte Agende, not least because the epiclesis
now came after the Verba instead of before it, even though the Verba had already
been chanted or said and the consecrated elements had been elevated during the
singing of the Minor Sanctus. some pastors decided to eliminate the epiclesis altogether, others have dropped the phrase “Bless these your own gifts, this bread
and the cup of salvation,” and still others put the prayer before the Verba. the
introduction of the mystery of the faith and the Breaking of the Bread met with
little enthusiasm. the significance of the former was deemed by many to be unclear, and concerning the fraction it was recalled that Lutherans had long refused
to make it a ritual action, because the reformed had so emphatically stated that
it was essential. it needed to be made clear that the phrase, “take in faith and eat
1151
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…,” was not to be understood to mean that
corporeal presence of christ depended
on faith, but was instead an invitation to
trust in the Words of christ for beneficial
reception. the inclusion for the first time
of the eucharistic prayer, the mystery of
faith, and the fraction were understood to
be ecumenical gestures.
after this rite had been used for a decade a revised version of it was included
in the new hymnal Krikščioniškos giesmės
(Christian Hymns) published in 2007. It
has only one confession of sins. When
the Lord’s supper is celebrated, the confession follows the offertory, the prayer
of the church, and a hymn. When there is
no communion, it follows the introit. the
Kyrie was restored as a prayer of supplication in an Ektenia before the Gloria in excelsis at celebrations of the Lord’s supper.
2007 Hymnal and Liturgy of the
it was introduced at this point because in
evangelical Lutheran church
the communion service a special service
in Lithuania.
of confession and absolution is observed
after the sermon and the usual confession,
Kyrie, and Declaration of grace in the preparatory service are dropped. the phrase
“mystery of faith” and its response and the Factio panis (The Breaking of the Bread)
were dropped. Work on the eucharistic prayer continues.1152
the final revisions of the Divine service and the pastoral acts are still in preparation. some discussion continues about the rearrangement of the service of
preparation to include invocation, exhortation, confession and absolution and
then to begin the service of the Word with the introit, Kyrie, etc. there will be a
eucharistic prayer but its final form has not yet been determined. the church has
not found it necessary to provide many alternative or optional forms; pastors
and congregations have decided to move together to maintain a high degree of
uniformity throughout the church. At its spring 2007 meeting the clergy decided
to ask that the consistory officially state that the regular service vesture of the
clergy would henceforth be the alb, cincture, and a stole in the color of the season. according to consistory decision individual clergy who wish on occasion to
1152
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vest either in the talar and beffchen or the wear the chasuble at the eucharist are
permitted to do so. thus the church has been able to move forward in the matter
of vestments without disputes and dissensions. those who continue to wear the
talar do so mainly at burial services, and some pastors now wear chasubles at the
celebration of the Lord’s supper.
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1 6 . 8 ge ne ral o b s e rvati o ns
the churches which originally constituted the russian imperial Lutheran
church and used its 1897 agenda have in varying degrees moved beyond that
tradition in recent years. these churches have independently carried on the work
of liturgical renewal. there has not been any collaborative work on the official
level. these are independent churches and they appear to be determined to maintain their independence organizationally and liturgically.
much of the work of liturgical renewal undertaken in these churches today has
had the purpose of reacquainting the churches and congregations with their own
liturgical treasures and to make their own the results of the liturgical research
being done in other christian churches. they have not been content to consider
only the work done by their own liturgical committees in the late nineteenth century. in fact, many of these churches are not well acquainted with the history of
liturgical renewal in the russian and Baltic consistorial districts from which they
came. today’s committees have shown themselves open to ecumenical influences from non-Lutheran sources and they give special attention to post-vatican ii
roman catholic and recent anglican proposals.
an examination of recent liturgical rites authorized by these churches shows
that these rites cover a wide spectrum. eLKras and the ingrian church make
little allowance for departures from the 1897 imperial agenda. the Lithuanian
church, which in general follows the 1897 rite, on the other hand, has introduced
some new elements from other sources, including the prussian union and polish
rites, both of which are part of the Lithuanian liturgical tradition. the Latvian and
estonian churches have produced greatly enriched rites, but both have found it
necessary to allow the continued use of the traditional imperial rite. as a result,
these churches now have two very distinct ways of worship and pastors and congregations are expected to chose one way or the other. in most cases the revisions
currently in use are provisional and have not been designated as official by the
synods.
primary attention is everywhere given to the development of a richer form for
the celebration of the eucharist. in the service of the Word special attention has
been given to the addition of an old testament reading, the restoration of the
gradual, and revisions of the prayer of church. the Latvian church in its form
1 has restructured the rite of preparation to separate it from the service of the
Word. the introit begins the service proper.
it is the service of the eucharist that has gotten the most attention. in the estonian and Latvian rites careful attention is given to presentation of the offerings and the preparation of the eucharistic gifts. the proper offertory may also
include psalm verses or a hymn. the use of an invariable Vere dignum has given
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way in many new revisions by prefaces proper to the day or season. the hosanna
and Benedictus qui venit are restored to the Sanctus in some liturgies. most significant are proposals concerning the eucharistic prayer. the only church not to have
introduced a new one is eLKras, which deemed it sufficient simply to allow the
use of the optional prayer from the 1897 agenda before the Verba. in the proposed
estonian rite several eucharistic prayers have been included all of them sharing
a common structure, but most of the newer rites offer only a single eucharistic
prayer. it would seem that the inclusion of such a prayer has been thought to
be a liturgical rather than a theological matter, for it does not seem to have been
accompanied by any widespread theological discussion of the matter. unique
among these liturgies is the liturgy of the ukrainian Lutheran church, which in
1933 adopted a modified version of the Byzantine Liturgy of st. chrysostom.
Despite the wide variety of forms which have appeared, it is more often than
not still possible to clearly discern the abiding influence of the 1897 imperial rite
on the liturgical life of these churches.
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ConClusions
For many decades the Evangelical lutheran Churches in the soviet union were
held in thrall by the state and its atheistic ideology, but with the collapse of the communist state, these churches were in a position to again take up the study of liturgy.
During the years of their oppression the old Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire of 1897 served as the official liturgy of these churches, but
with the coming of freedom almost a century after the introduction of the old imperial
rite it became clear that liturgical reforms were needed. These reforms were initiated
before any careful study of the Russian imperial lutheran liturgical tradition had been
undertaken. The present study seeks to contribute to the liturgical reform programs
of the churches in former soviet lands by opening again their liturgical treasures and
the origins and developments of their liturgical traditions, and the theological and
practical debates which influenced synodical decisions concerning the liturgy. it also
examines the course of development of the liturgical reforms which had been undertaken by these churches beginning with the 1897 rite.
1. The lutheran Church in the Russian Empire entered the nineteenth century
without a common liturgy or even a commonly accepted notion of the place of
liturgical worship in the life of the church. it was composed of many lutheran
groups, the most important of which were the territorial churches of Courland,
livonia, and Estonia, as well as the congregations of German immigrants in Russia itself. With the exceptions of the German immigrant congregations, these
churches all had their own long established liturgical traditions and customs. The
most notable among these liturgies were the swedish Handbook of 1693 and the
Courlandian Church Book of 1765.
2. in the eighteenth century the church had been subjected to the complicating influences of Halle and Herrnhutian Pietism and Rationalism. in livonia and
Estonia Pietism strongly influenced both pastors and church leaders who increasingly came to pay less and less attention to the church’s liturgical directives, since
they believed that liturgy contributed little to conversion. The Courlandian Church
successfully countered Pietist influences but it was not so successful in its battle
against Rationalism. The Rationalists had different notions of the significance of
public worship and they insisted on introducing liturgical forms designed to provide moral instruction for the worshipers. in neither Courland nor livonia did
these new forms receive official status. Many pastors, and especially those in rural
areas, specifically rejected them, and their acceptance by a few of the higher, more
educated clergy proved to be the cause of much liturgical chaos and an indication
that the churches no longer shared a common theological viewpoint.
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3. it was not the clergy or church officials but instead the Baltic nobility who
brought to light the chaotic liturgical situation at the beginning of the nineteenth
century and called for its correction. The government, however, had no interest
in interfering with the internal affairs of the lutheran Church as long as the lutherans did not proselytize among the orthodox, but in 1804 the College of Justice
in st. Petersburg responded to the petition of the nobility by establishing a committee to address the liturgical problems and formulate a common rite. Members
of the newly created liturgical committee were mostly individuals selected by
the Baltic lutheran Churches and the st. Petersburg pastors. They were devoted
Rationalists whose chief concern was to bring the church into close conformity
with modern societal thinking and the philosophy of the Enlightenment. They
held no commonly accepted notions concerning the nature of liturgy or the use of
ceremony. Their concern was for the moral improvement of the worshipers, and
they understood that this could only be accomplished by preaching and teaching,
not by ceremonies and rituals.
4. The work of the liturgical committee was issued in 1805 as the General Liturgical Regulation for Evangelical-Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire. unfortunately, it was the work of men who knew little of lutheran liturgy in any
traditional sense. it was little more than the general outline of the services with
mandatory church prayers which included the required intercessions for the tsar
and his household.
5. The 1805 liturgical directives were confirmed by the tsar and became binding regulations among the lutherans. They were not of much value in fostering
liturgical unity in the church. until there was a united administration governing
all lutheran Churches in the Russian Empire, no common liturgy could be formulated or adopted. in 1832 the lutheran Church was finally united under a
common church law and agenda. The 1832 liturgy was strongly influenced by
earlier agendas, particularly the swedish Handbooks of 1693 and 1811 and the
Prussian union liturgy of 1829. Bishop Karl Benjamin Ritschl of Pomerania acted
as special consultant to the committee which prepared the 1832 rite. Despite the
Prussian influence, the 1832 liturgy was largely successful in maintaining lutheran theology and practice.
6. The appearance in Germany of the Prussian union Agenda led lutheran
scholars to give renewed attention to traditional lutheran liturgical forms. Among
these scholars who turned their attention to the liturgy was Theodosius Harnack,
professor at the university of Dorpat, who had studied at Erlangen and retuned
to livonia as professor of practical theology. under his influence the synod of
the livonian consistorial district established in 1849 a committee for the revision
of the 1832 liturgy. This committee then prepared and presented its proposals,
which included the elimination of some of the liturgical influences of the Prus-
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sian union liturgy and the reintroduction of traditional lutheran elements, such
as the introit, the return of the Prayer of the Church to the altar, and other usages.
After much debate the draft proposal was accepted by the livonian synod in
1859. it was the intention of that synod that this proposal should be shared with
other consistorial districts with the hope that a future imperial General synod
might confirm a common rite for use throughout the church. For political reasons
the tsarist government never permitted such an imperial General synod be held.
7. The efforts of the livonian liturgical committee had even earlier provoked
a strong reaction from the Pietists. This reaction had become most evident after
Harnack left livonia in 1853 to take up a position at the university of Erlangen.
it became clear that many pastors and congregations were not in agreement with
the committee concerning the liturgy and its role in the life of the church. Even
though the livonian synod approved the proposals of the liturgical committee in
1859, its opponents were able to block the effective implementation of the committee’s program. opponents insisted that the synod had no right to make these
liturgical decisions but first every congregation must individually decide whether or not it approved.
8. The pietistically inclined opponents in the livonian synod were successful
in their efforts to block the introduction of liturgical reform until Prof. Harnack
returned to livonia in 1866. He was able to clarify the proper role of the liturgy
and to provide a helpful reevaluation of the historic liturgical forms. He published his position in three booklets, the Liturgical Formularies of 1871, 1874, and
1878, as well as in his Practical Theology of 1877 and 1878. in these documents he
provided a theological foundation for liturgical worship and offered concrete insights concerning the form and shape of the liturgy.
9. The livonian liturgical research soon attracted the interest of pastors in
other consistorial districts. in 1878 Dean Julius Räder of the Courlandian liturgical committee announced that his committee was in basic agreement with the
livonian reforms suggested by Harnack and the livonians. The only important
difference proposed by Räder was the movement of Confession and Absolution
to a place before the introit. However, the synod was not willing to take so bold
a step. The st. Petersburg liturgical committee criticized the livonian proposals,
stating that the livonians were attempting to reintroduce Catholicism in the lutheran Church. As evidence they gave a very detailed evaluation of the livonian
committee’s attempt to reintroduce the introit. other consistorial districts kept
their silence and waited to see how the things would develop.
10. The 1883 the livonian synod approved without the resolution of a General synod its own proposed agenda. The livonians had found legal grounds for
publication in a provision in the 1832 church law which stated that local liturgical
changes must be approved by the higher church authority. The article did not
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define what body represented higher church authority. livonians could assume
that for them it was the livonian synod and its consistory. The synod invited
other consistorial districts to examine and consider the liturgical questions raised
by the livonian work. The 1885 Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations
in the Russian Empire significantly enriched the 1832 imperial liturgy and was recognized by many as an important step forward. The livonians were surprised
that no negative reactions against the work were forthcoming.
11. The widespread positive reaction to the livonian proposed rite moved the
General Consistory to take the matter of liturgical reform into its own hands. it
assigned each consistorial district the task of preparing an evaluation of the livonian proposals. General directives were established by the district superintendents in a meeting in november 1892. Present at this meeting was Pastor Julius
Hermann Müthel, who was named to shepherd the project through to its completion. The st. Petersburg draft agenda, published in 1893, contained changes in the
Eucharistic liturgy and a Prayer of Consecration composed in part Pastor Müthel
and in part by pastors of the st. Petersburg consistorial district.
12. intense controversy swirled around the question whether the elements
are consecrated by the Words of Christ or by the Prayer of Blessing. The Dorpat
pastoral conference of 1895 revealed disagreement concerning this. some pastors
stated that Christ consecrated the elements by his Words spoken by the pastor.
others insisted that a special Prayer of Blessing was needed. Müthel advocated
the latter position and wrote much about it. However, he was never able to convince his opponents. The inclusion of a Eucharistic Prayer was not regarded by
most pastors as objectionable. What they would not accept, was the theology of
consecration advocated by Müthel. Many could not agree with him that it was not
the Words of Christ which consecrated the bread and wine, but this consecration
could only be effected by a special Prayer of Blessing. in 1896 the Courlandian
synod rejected Müthel’s interpretation as incompatible with lutheran doctrine.
They declared that in order to avoid controversies it might be best that there be
no Eucharistic Prayer at all but only the our Father and the Words of Christ. one
year earlier, in 1895, livonians were inclined to accept Müthel’s interpretation,
but after further consideration in 1896 they revised their estimate and came to
agree with the Courlandians. in their hearts they still wanted a Eucharistic Prayer
and so they suggested that the Prayer of Blessing be allowed as an alternative to
the simple Verba.
13. in 1897 the new Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire to officially replace the 1832 rite was approved and published. in
most of its directives it followed the 1893 st. Petersburg revision of the livonian
Agenda of 1885. Two alternative forms of consecration were allowed - one with
the our Father and Verba, and the other with a Prayer of Blessing, congregational
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Amen, Verba, and the our Father. it was to be understood that whichever alternative was followed, the theology was the same - the Words of Christ consecrate the
elements.
14. Within a decade there were calls for the revision of the 1897 Agenda. Questions were being raised concerning the Rite of Confirmation and critiques of some
parts of it were prepared by pastors of the st. Petersburg consistorial district.
once again unresolved tensions between the liturgical committees of livonia and
st. Petersburg were becoming evident. Although some suggestions concerning
liturgical reform were agreeable both to the livonians and those in st. Petersburg,
the livonians were critical of the decision by those in st. Petersburg to replace the
introits with the selected Bible verses. Also questioned were proposed changes
in the Confession and Absolution section. Furthermore, the livonians wanted a
“more historic” liturgy, which would both take into account recently discovered
liturgical documents, such as the Didache, newly appreciated liturgical treasures
and the Clementine liturgy, while at the same time showing an appreciation for
the intimate nature of Christian fellowship, which they thought to be lacking in
the imperial liturgy.
15. Consideration of liturgical reforms in the lutheran Church of the Russian
Empire came abruptly to an end in WWi. The war brought the enactment of new
regulations which forbade the use of the German language either in the printing of books or the preaching of sermons. The German tongue itself could be
used only in the liturgy. The last agenda to be published before the revolution
appeared in 1916. it was a reprint of the 1897 Russian language edition of the
imperial rite. With the october Revolution came the end of any consideration of
further liturgical reforms.
16. only in independent Estonia were some attempts at liturgical reforms
made between the two world wars, however neither in Estonian Church nor in
the other Baltic lutheran Churches were any important liturgical changes adopted or implemented during this period.
17. The present state of liturgical reforms.
a) The Baltic lutheran Churches were the first in the former soviet union to
embark on the reform of the liturgy. For almost one hundred years these churches
had used the imperial liturgy without interruption and they were well aware
of its strengths and its weaknesses. Elsewhere in the soviet union the lutheran Church ceased to exist as an organization in 1938. After 1957 a few isolated
congregations were permitted to register in Russia and the Central Asian soviet
socialist Republics but there was no organization to bind them together. Accordingly, for these lutheran Churches the first task after the collapse of the soviet
state was the establishment of administrative units. only when this work had
been accomplished, could the necessary liturgical reforms be undertaken.
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b) some post-soviet union lutheran Churches today use liturgies that are not
related to the 1897 st. Petersburg imperial lutheran Agenda. These are churches which had not been associated with the imperial lutheran Church. included
among them are the ukrainian lutheran Church, which follows its own agenda,
constructed after the model of the Byzantine Rite, and the entirely new siberian
Evangelical lutheran Church. until 1997 congregations of the lithuanian lutheran Church in the Klaipėda region used the Prussian Union liturgy.
c) All the churches, which are presently engaged in liturgical studies and the
renewal of congregational worship, have chosen to carry on their work independently without mutual consultation.
d) These churches share no common vision concerning liturgical renewal or
the degree to which this renewal is needed. some want simply to update the 1897
rite, making a few minor linguistic, liturgical, and musical modifications. in Estonia and latvia alternative forms, which are much richer than the old imperial
rite, have been adopted. These churches now have two different forms of worship - one traditional and the other highly developed. The latter include elements
inspired by the liturgical reforms which followed Vatican ii.
e) All the churches are giving major attention to the centrality of the Eucharist
and in almost all liturgies Eucharistic Prayers have been included.
f) Despite the great diversity of new forms in these churches, it is in most cases
possible for one to detect the continuing influence of the old Russian imperial
lutheran liturgical tradition.
g) Although much of the work of liturgical renewal builds upon the foundation of the 1897 imperial Agenda, present day liturgical revision goes forward
with little adequate consideration being given to the past. Many of the questions,
with which liturgical committees are presently struggling, were already subjects
of concern to liturgical committees in the late nineteenth century. Closer attention to their work could help present day committees to develop sound positions
as they search for the church’s liturgical identity. This would also allow these
churches to establish a more firm position in their involvement in liturgical renewal and its ecumenical perspectives.
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suMMARy

R u s s i An AnD BAlTiC lu TH ERAn liTu RGy i n TH E
n i n E T EE nT H AnD T WE nTi ETH C EnTuRiEs
The lutheran Church in the Russian Empire entered the nineteenth century without a single church order, a single liturgy, and without a single religious and theological viewpoint or confession. The most prominent church order was swedish
Church order of 1686 which the College of Justice adopted to regulate the lutheran
church life in the Empire, but its provisions were not applied in Courland and lithuania. on paper the lutheran Church was the Church of the Augsburg Confession and
the Church of luther’s small Catechism, but in fact little attention was given to either.
Each territorial church had its own liturgy and in each church the prescribed liturgy
(in whatever languages it appeared) was altered and adapted according to the whims
of pastors and patrons. not only did the liturgy differ from one consistorial district
to another, but from parish to parish as well. in 1804 Courland and livonia official
complaints were lodged with the College of Justice in st. Petersburg in that pastors
were making unauthorized alterations in the church’s liturgical services. The livonian
General superintendent Carl Gottlob sonntag was among those most responsible for
the spread of liturgical chaos. in 1802 he published his two volumes Formulare, Reden
und Ansichten. As the title indicated sonntag included greatly revised formularies for
Baptism, Confirmation, Marriage and Burial along with a large number of sample
addresses for these occasions, all of them articulating the new point of view. Where
the our Father, the Creed, and the Aaronic Benediction would normally appear, they
were replaced by lengthy paraphrases which put them to the purposes of advancing
rationalistic and moralistic philosophy. The third volume of sonntag’s formularies appeared in 1807. sonntag defended himself stating that he was not responsible for the
chaotic liturgical situation, and that in fact he deplored it, but that he was powerless
to correct it. Authorities in st. Petersburg decided that something must be done lest
lutheranism become only an umbrella organization covering a multitude of diverse
and even conflicting religious movements.

1. An Early Attemp t to u n ite l u th e ra n s u n d e r a sin g le l itu rg y
The College of Justice had recognized as early as 1773 that the 1686 swedish
Church law was no longer able to satisfactorily order lutheran Church life in the
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Empire. it charged the st. Petersburg clergy with the responsibility of offering some
new alternative. nothing much came of the assignment. The Courlandian complaint against liturgical tinkering was signed by Count Friedrich Wilhelm von Buxhöwden, the military governor and civil commander of Courland, livonia, and Estonia, and in July 1804 it was sent to Count Viktor Kochubey (Виктор Кочубей), the
Minister of the interior. As a result of this complaint a committee was established to
deal with the situation. included in its membership was the same livonian superintendent sonntag whom Buxhöwden had identified as part of the problem. Also
sitting on the committee were Prosecutor Georg Friedrich sahlfeldt who was a consultant to the College of Justice, Dean Tomas Rheinbott of st. Petersburg, and a
number of other prominent pastors, included among whom was Dean Wehrt who
had authored the 1785, 1786 and 1792 rationalist Courlandian Agendas.
The task assigned to this committee was to produce a single liturgy which every
lutheran congregation would be obligated to use. it soon became clear that the members of the committee, most of whom were themselves rationalist, were not able to
come to any common agreement as to the value and purpose of congregational worship. Although they were charged with the formulation of a new liturgy to be used by
people of widely divergent educational backgrounds and conflicting theological positions, they could not even agree among themselves about how this could be accomplished. They could not get beyond a heated discussion about the goal and purpose
of liturgy in the Protestant Church. They could all agree that the moral improvement
of the worshiper must be a matter of first concern, but there was no common mind
among them as to what any of this had to do with God. As superintendent sonntag
noted, God is beyond being moved in any way by anything said or done by those
who worship him. Thus, he concluded, it should be clear to all that the chief purpose
of worship is to move man. in a word, worship is about man; its purpose is to inspire
his moral aspirations. The old liturgical services did not properly fulfill this purpose.
in addition those services were far too ceremonial, recalling the Catholic era. What
was most needed today was worship which would cultivate holy silence, solemnity,
the careful attention of the hearers, patriotism, and other moral goals. Careful attention must be given to the inclusion of hymns which would implant in man the proper
ideals. in short the old service must be eliminated completely. However, the committee could not agree as to what should replace it, excepting, of course, that it must
contain within it reverential petitions on behalf of the tsar and his household.

2. T he 1805 i mp erial Agen da
The fruit of the work of the committee was the 1805 imperial Agenda, entitled: Von Sr. Kaiserlichen Majestät allerhöchst bestätigte Allgemeine Liturgische Ver-
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ordnung für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche (His Imperial
Majesty’s General Liturgical Regulation for Evangelical-Lutheran Congregations in the
Russian Empire). it was published in st. Petersburg with the authorization of Tsar
Alexander i, who decreed that it was to be used without exception in all lutheran
parishes in the Empire. Rationally minded leadership of the church lauded it as
a great accomplishment by which all lutherans would now have a single liturgy.
What was in the agenda, however, could only be in the loosest sense of the word
called a liturgy. it was a sort of church order having in it chapters concerning
church administration, hymnody, some formulas for church and altar prayers,
regulations concerning the use of the our Father and preaching texts, instructions
concerning the length and goal of sermons and their proper themes, and the goal
and proper form of catechization. The chief service of worship would no longer
be the celebration of the sacrament of the Altar. That would now officially become
an occasional service. The goal of worship was said to be determined by the very
purpose of the church itself which was nothing other than to help its members
reach the highest level of morality and satisfaction consistent with present day
religious and moral circumstances and the needs of the community. The special
services of Holy Communion would be special occasions for the re-commitment
of the individual to his self-identification with Jesus and his righteous cause.
Chief Divine service belongs to the “ordinary church services.” it begins with
an appropriate hymn, chosen to uplift and inspire the people in faith, hope, and
love, that is to say the universal spirit of Christians. The hymn also ought to be
chosen with consideration given to the special goal of this particular celebration
and festival, as well as the content of the sermon which will follow later in the
service. After the hymn the pastor, standing before the altar, prays the opening
prayer. it is noted that the General Confession ought to be separated from this
opening prayer. That there should be readings from the scripture and a sermon
are, of course, self evident, but no details are given as to a particular order, excepting that it is stated that there should be a second hymn before the sermon
and a shorter one after it. The sermon is followed by the catechization of the
young. of great importance is the Prayer of the Church, prayed after the sermon
and from the pulpit. A second much shorter alternative prayer is also included.
lord’s Prayer is to be prayed only once and is not to be repeated, answering the
complaint of rationalists and Reformed alike that the lutherans prayed the our
Father far too often. Elsewhere in the document it is said that every public service
should end with a short prayer from the altar, which again notes the theme of the
day or the content of the sermon and is followed by a blessing. The purpose of
the blessing is to upbuild the congregation and it is specifically stated that what
is called the Mosaic Formula (Germ. Mosaische Formel) is made clearer by paraphrase. Apparently based upon the Aaronic Benediction, it is accompanied by the
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sign of the cross which is described as the usual outward sign of Christendom. it
is assumed that the blessing is followed by a final hymn stanza. indeed this may
be the hymn stanza alluded to earlier as a post-sermon hymn.
The real spirit of this liturgy is expressed in the following statement concerning Holy Communion. “The purpose of the lord’s supper is the reverent and
grateful remembrance of Jesus Christ, the solemn acknowledgement of the truth
of his teaching, the binding force of his precepts, the appropriation of the blessings of his religion - and all of this for the purpose of an ever progressive Christian ennobling of mind and life, and for the calming the souls, solely and simply
through them [i.e. his teaching and precepts].” its purpose is “the nurturing of a
Christian disposition and way of life.”
The imperial Agenda of 1805 was meant to provide a single form of worship
for use in all lutheran Churches throughout the Empire. This unity was more imagined than real, however, for the agenda provided little more than a directory of
things to be done. it gave no instructions as to what words were to be said or what,
if any, actions ought to accompany those words. The committee had not provided
these because it was unable to do so. As sonntag stated, the lutheran community
in the Russian Empire lacked the homogeneity needed to do so. Furthermore, one
could not provide common prayers and liturgical ceremonies when there was no
agreement as to the purpose of these prayers, what ought to be prayed for, and
what ceremonies might be agreed to. little more could be done than to require the
use of a general prayer of the church the central purpose of which was to pray for
the tsar and his household. The pastors used the agenda as a regulatory document,
as a skeleton upon which they could put the flesh of the prayers and forms with
which the people were already familiar. The Rationalists used it as a framework for
worship events which to their mind reflected the spirit of the times.
The consistory of the Finnish speaking Hamina consistorial district asked the
College of Justice for exemption from the 1805 liturgical directives, because the
new regulations did not constitute a proper order of worship and made no mention of the divinity of Christ and all-sufficiency of his sacrifice. They were curtly
informed by the College that they must comply. in answer to this new directive
the consistory issued an agenda in 1808. This service escaped the worst of the
rationalistic influences of the 1805 directives.
The 1805 document had no power to unify the church. A church law was needed into which it and all other aspects of church life could be fitted. Prosecutor
sahlfeldt provided such a church law in 1808. it was clearly rationalist in spirit,
and in its liturgical provisions simply repeated what was found in the 1805 Agenda. sahlfeldt’s work was never officially adopted. The church had a single liturgy
in name only; as yet it had no truly uniform rite and church order.
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3. T ent a tive Moves toward o rg a n iz a tio n a l
and li t urg ical u n ity
important for the lutheran Church ecclesiastically, administratively, and eventually liturgically was restructuring of the tsarist government in 1818. A new Ministry of Cults and Public Enlightenment was established in that year, headed by
Count Alexander nikolaevich Golitsyn. its Department of Cults was given responsibility for supervising all religious organizations in Russia: lutheran, Reformed,
Roman Catholic, Jewish, islamic, and even Russian orthodox. This Ministry would
provide to lutherans the guarantees under which the various consistories could
operate. The tsar himself also took steps to unite territorial lutheran Churches in
into one administrative body. He, however, had its own vision and, after the example of Friedrich Wilhelm iii of Prussia, he decreed on January 7, 1818 that from
now on “Protestant Confessions” (lutherans and Reformed) in his realm would
be officially called “Evangelical Church.” less than year later, on July 20, 1819, he
issued a decree concerning the administration of the “Evangelical Church.” He
charged Golitsyn with the task of appointing an “evangelical bishop” after the
manner of the lutheran bishops in sweden and Finland. The decree also stated
that imperial Evangelical General Consistory should be established to govern
the “Evangelical Church,” i. e., “...all lutheran high consistories, consistories, the
lithuanian-Evangelical [Reformed] synod, and all other evangelical ecclesiastical
authorities, churches, and parishes with their clergy.” Golitsyn found it expedient
to modify the proposal by advising that the new evangelical bishop be named to
administer only the st. Petersburg consistorial district. Dr. Zacharias Cygnaeus, Jr.,
the lutheran bishop of Porvoo, was appointed and designated “ecclesiastical chairman” of the Evangelical General Consistory. Count Karl lieven was named its lay
president. The task given to lieven, Cygnaeus, and other members of the “Temporary Commission” was to unite the church organizationally under Evangelical
General Consistory. since the Reformed Church presented only a small minority in
the Empire, the principle goal was to unite the Baltic lutheran territorial churches
under single administration.
The July 20 decree was extraordinarily superficial and therefore difficult to implement, and the tsar, himself being a member of the Russian orthodox Church,
lacked zeal which had the Prussian king to press forward the plans for church
union and administration. The two drafts presented by lieven failed to take into
account the positions of the Baltic territorial consistories and were rejected. The
situation did not change until Bishop Cygnaeus asked the tsar to give him the sole
responsibility of creating a workable plan. He hoped to do this with the collaboration of the Baltic superintendents. The tsar agreed and a meeting of representatives of the livonian, Estonian, Courlandian consistories along with the delegates
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of the cities of Reval and Riga was held in Dorpat in February and March 1822.
The group proposed an organizational structure which would provide adequate
representation from all geographical regions. in matters of liturgy the Dorpat
group suggested that the 1805 liturgical regulations must be corrected and improved - a decision made by the some of the very men who had been instrumental
in preparing the 1805 Agenda.
in March 1824 Bishop Cygnaeus presented the draft proposal Allgemeinen Verordnung über das evangelische Kirchenwesen (General Ordinance Concerning Evangelical Church Matters) to Golitsyn. He in turn submitted this proposal to Marquis
Filippo Paulucci, the Governor General of livonia, Estonia, and Courland, who
then gave it to the special governmental committees of the Baltic provinces for
an opinion. They simply did not like what was being proposed, and Paulucci
announced that the plan was unacceptable. The real reason for its rejection was
that the Baltic nobility were unwilling to surrender any of their privileges with
regard to the control of the lutheran Church, and so years of planning for the
development of organizational structure for the imperial lutheran Church came
to nothing.
The road to lutheran unity proved to be long and tortuous. A major obstacle
was the insistence of Baltic nobles that their traditional rights and privileges be
maintained. This led them to oppose the unification of the church under the imperial General Consistory with jurisdiction superior to their own Courlandian,
livonian, and Estonian jurisdictions. This frustrated all attempts to create for the
church a central organization and common liturgy. Although the tsar wanted his
lutheran subjects to be members of a single ecclesiastical body, Paulucci, his governmental committee, and the Baltic nobles had their own agenda.
After 1805 lutheran officials were fully occupied with administrative problems
and had no time to consider liturgical matters. The 1805 Agenda was supposed
to be the church’s last word on the subject of liturgy but it was not a liturgical
document in any significant sense. Churches with long established liturgical traditions could easily accommodate themselves to the agenda by simply adding the
prayers for the tsar to their existing liturgical orders. such was the practice in the
Baltic churches. However, among the newer and mixed congregations along the
banks of the Volga River there were no fixed liturgical traditions. it was not until
1821 that there was a single administrative organization to oversee them, the new
saratov “Evangelical Consistory.” Among the tasks to which the new consistory
had to address itself was to supply the congregations with a common liturgical
service. This task was taken up by ignatius Aurelius Fessler, the superintendent
of the newly organized consistorial region. He could see that the 1805 Agenda
was woefully inadequate. something far more substantial needed to be provided.
The agenda which he produced in 1823 made use of the liturgical traditions of
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both the Eastern and Western Churches, framed in such a way as to provide little
offence to Pietists and the Reformed, while at the same time seeking to support a
tradition which was catholic and Evangelical lutheran. He added to his liturgy
elements not traditionally associated with the Western Rite, such as the Epiclesis,
as well as proper Eucharistic Prefaces and other elements of the Eucharist which
had fallen into disuse in many places. His work was far ahead of its time.
A very different agenda appeared in Mitau in 1822 for the purpose of satisfying the needs of livonian latvian speaking pastors and their congregations
who had had no new liturgy since 1708. This work was penned by Pastor Christoph Reinhold Girgensohn who prepared it shortly before his death in 1814. Girgensohn’s purpose was to provide a liturgy appropriate to the times in which
the church was living, somewhat after the manner employed by stender for the
Courlandian latvians in 1805. Girgensohn was not critical of the 1805 imperial
Agenda. His plan was to fit its provisions into a traditional structure appropriately reworded. The agenda he produced leaned toward Rationalism. Girgensohn
was living in the final days of an era which was fast coming to its close. He tried to
put the “old” liturgy into the service of a new “rationalistic faith.” it is not known
whether his work found general acceptance; in any case it left no lasting mark on
the liturgical history of the livonian Church.
During this same period of time a bold program of liturgical reform was being undertaken in the nearby kingdom of Prussia. King Friedrich Wilhelm iii,
who had done extensive study in theology and liturgy, determined to establish
one united church for all Protestants in his realm. Those who in the past had
been either lutheran or Reformed would in the future be “Evangelical,” united
by a common Evangelical liturgy, a kind of German language Book of Common
Prayer. originally, the use of this liturgy was to be voluntary, but in 1834 the king
declared that its use would henceforth be mandatory in every Prussian Evangelical congregation. The Prussian agendas sought to restore many liturgical elements which the lutherans had lost through a series of increasingly impoverished agendas and to introduce to the Reformed liturgical uses which had never
been theirs in the past. The 1821, 1822, and 1829 Prussian agendas had much in
them which liturgical scholars have rightfully praised. Reformed did not like the
agenda because it seemed to them for too “lutheran,” or even “Catholic.” lutherans opposed the work strongly, because they had no desire to use of a liturgy,
which united them with those who denied essential lutheran doctrines, such as
the presence of Christ’s body and blood in the bread and wine.
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4. T he u ni f ic ation of th e Ch urch u n d e r a sin g le C h u rch ord e r
and Agenda
liturgical developments in Prussia did, however, encourage those who hoped
that something similar could be accomplished in the Russian Empire. The first
move toward it was the 1828 decree of the tsar which called for the establishment
of a common liturgy and a single church government for the lutheran Church in
the Empire. on May 22, 1828 a commission was established to pursue this task. in
its membership were Count Paul von Tiesenhausen, who was named chairman,
Bishop Cygnaeus, livonian superintendent General Dr. Karl Berg, Dorpat Professor of practical theology Dr. Gottlieb lenz, and Dean Dr. Eric Gustav Ehrström
of the st. Petersburg consistory. lay members included livonian High Church
Warden Hermann Johann von Campenhausen and Estonian Provincial Consistory Chairman Reinhold Gottlieb von Maydell. Also chosen to represent the Baltic nobility was Courlandian Chancellor Gotthard von Bistram and Privy Councilor Friedrich von Adelung, who represented three lutheran congregations in st.
Petersburg. Pastor Dr. Johann Friedrich August Volborth of st. Peter‘s Church in
st. Petersburg took the place of Dean Ehrström’s when he found it necessary to
leave the committee because of ill health. Ehrström rejoined the commission after
the death of Bishop Cygnaeus in 1830. Professor lenz was replaced in 1829 by Dr.
Johann lebrecht Richter, superintendent of Courland; Dean Christian Wilhelm
Brockhusen of Riga took the place of Dr. Karl Berg of livonia when he found it
necessary to drop out because of ill health.
Most important for the liturgical and judicial work of the commission was the
addition as advisor to its members of Bishop Dr. Georg Karl Benjamin Ritschl, the
superintendent general of Pomerania. During deliberations between the Russian
and Prussian governemnts his inclusion had been suggested to the tsar by King
Friedrich Wilhelm iii of Prussia who noted that he would be able to share with
the committee the results of the work on liturgy and ecclesiastical government
which had been undertaken in the Prussian union Church.
The task of preparing the liturgy was the special work of the clergy on the
committee. Three liturgies would form the primary source material for the new
rite: the 1708 German translation of the 1693 swedish Handbook, the 1811 swedish Handbook, and the 1829 Prussian union Agenda. The sub-committee was to
prepare the draft of the new liturgy and then send it to the theological faculty at
Dorpat for evaluation and recommendations. it was also to be sent to the consistories and deaneries, so that church officials, deans, and local pastors would have
the opportunity to evaluate it and field-test its contents.
The sub-committee set down its criteria for the new agenda. it was decided
that (1) the basic shape of the Western liturgy should remain intact with the Kyrie,
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Gloria in Excelsis, sunday pericopes, Sanctus, Agnus Dei (with Dona Pacem), all
as found also in the Prussian and swedish rites. (2) Present practice calling for
3 hymns before the sermon and 2 after must be corrected. There should be two
hymns before the sermon, one at the beginning of the service and the other immediately before the sermon. A hymn should follow the sermon and the service
should close with a hymn. (3) To enrich the worship and aid in the responsories
parishes should have choirs to lead the congregation, and there should be hymn
instruction in the schools. (4) in the Baltic provinces there should, when necessary, be two services – one in the national language and the other in German.
(5) Pastors should resist the prideful temptation to alter the altar prayers.
The result of the work of the committee was a service which showed the influence of both the Prussian and swedish rites. in his unsigned preface to the
first edition of the 1832 Agenda Bishop Ritschl made no mention of the Prussian
influences, but stated that much was taken over from the swedish Rite and that
this in turn was in line with liturgical forms used in Germany at the time of the
Reformation. He stated also that the work conformed to the pattern of liturgical
worship as practiced in other evangelical churches.
When the committee completed its work, it sent it to the Faculty of Theology
at Dorpat. The details of the faculty’s critique are not known. it is known, however, that the review, signed by Professor Ernst sartorius, dean of the faculty, featured 10 suggestions: (1) The Alleluia verse after the Epistle ought to be omitted
during the lenten season, on the Day of Repentance, and on the sunday of the
Commemoration of the Departed. (2) on Good Friday a passion hymn should be
sung in place of the Gloria in excelsis. (3) on the high feasts of Christmas, Easter,
and Pentecost the full setting of the Gloria in Excelsis Deo should be sung. (4) on
these high feasts days and on Trinity sunday the Apostle’s Creed is replaced by
the nicene Creed. (5) The agenda should also include Trinity sunday Collect. (6)
on feast days a special festal intonation with the salutation is used. (7) After the
words “...and pray for the conversion of the heart” in the confession the following
words are added “...and consider that so long as he continues in his impenitence
his sins will be held against him in the judgment.” (8) in the same place the words
“...according to our powers” should be struck out and replaced with the words
“...with the assistance of the Holy spirit.” (9) in the marriage service to the words
“…and now this bridal couple will know many crosses” should be added the
words “…to test them.” (10) in the burial service Bible verses and hymn stanzas
may follow the prayer over the coffin. The suggestions of the Dorpat Faculty were
incorporated into the final liturgical document.
Johann von neumann, professor of theoretical and practical Russian jurisprudence at the university of Dorpat served as the general editor of the final revision of the new imperial church law of which the imperial agenda was a part.
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His completed work was presented to the tsar on January 2, 1832. it was closely
examined by the imperial Council, translated into Russian, again revised, and
then translated back into German. on December 28, 1832 the new church law
was signed by Tsar nikolai i and the senate was instructed to publish the church
law, the book of directives for pastors, and the agenda. The road had been long
and difficult but now the lutheran Church in Russia had at last achieved both
ecclesiastical and liturgical unity. The resultant volume consisted of three works
bound together: Gesetz für die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche in Russland (Law for
the Evangelical-Lutheran Church in Russia), Instruction für die Geistlichkeit und die
Behörden der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche in Russland (Instructions for the clergy
and high officials of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Russia), and Agende für die
evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche (Agenda for the Evangelical
Lutheran Parishes in the Russian Empire).

5. T he 1832 i mp erial Agen da
unquestionably the 1832 Agenda was an improvement over the 1805 book
and the homemade worship orders used in some places. it stood clearly in the
main stream of the lutheran liturgical tradition which derived from the lutheran
divine services of the Reformation Era, even though much of the material was
drawn from the impoverished 1811 swedish Handbook and the eclectic rites of
the 1829 Prussian union Agenda.
The 1832 Agenda marked a return to the mainstream of lutheran liturgy and
theology. Although weekly Communion was not restored, the ancient ante-Communion, i.e., the ancient Missa catechumenorum, became the standard sunday service with the Missa fidelium added on Communion sundays.
The full service could thus be classified as an occasional service. After the
opening hymn the pastor standing at the altar turns to the congregation and says
either the Gloria Patri or the Triune invocation. The Triune invocation, which derived from the priest’s confession before the altar before the beginning of the
latin Mass, was taken from the 1829 Prussian Agenda. There is no provision for
an introit or verse, but instead an Exhortation to Confession and a Confessional
Prayer. The Exhortation is based loosely on those of the 1693 swedish Handbook
and the 1829 Prussian Agenda. The Confessional Prayer follows the Prussian
Agenda almost word for word. An innovation is the Kyrie sung by the choir after
the Prayer of Confession as a choral response. The 1693 and 1811 swedish rites
and the Prussian 1829 Agenda did not associate the Kyrie with the Confession of
sins, but put it after the Declaration of Grace and before the Gloria. The 1832 rite
appears to be the first case in which the Kyrie takes on a penitential character and
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loses its traditional usage as a festal greeting of the savior-King. The Declaration
of Grace which follows is taken directly from the swedish rites of 1693 and 1811.
An alternative form of Confession, taken from the 1829 Prussian Agenda, is allowed. The Absolution formula in the optative mood is based on swedish models.
Three alternative forms of Doxology follow. The first is the traditional Gloria in
Excelsis Deo and Laudamus, as in the 1693 swedish Rite. The second and third alternatives are introduced with the intonation by the pastor. in the second the congregation responds by singing the hymn “Holy, holy, holy God Almighty, etc”
taken from the 1811 swedish Rite. The third alternative is either the first stanza
or all the stanzas of nikolaus Decius’ “Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei Ehr’,” without an
organ prelude. on Good Friday the Gloria is not to be intoned and the congregation should sing a passion hymn instead.
The salutation and its response by the choir precede the Collect. if there is no
choir, the pastor should take both parts: “The lord be with you and with my spirit.” General and seasonal Collects are provided with some of them from leonine,
Gregorian, and Gelasian sources. A sample Collect from the 1829 Prussian Agenda
is printed in situ, for which reason many pastors would use it at every service.
From the altar the pastor now reads the sunday pericope which will not be
the sermon text. it is followed by the Alleluia excepting on penitential days. The
Apostle’s Creed follows, or on the high feasts the nicene Creed. in both cases the
swedish practice of beginning “We believe...” is followed. The chief hymn of the
day follows the Creed and after it the pastor reads his preaching text. The Prayer
of the Church, Announcements, intercessions and Thanksgivings, our Father,
and Votum are said from the pulpit. During a short hymn the pastor returns to
the altar and intones the Laudatio. After a short Collect he sings the Aaronic Benediction and the choir responds with the threefold Amen. A short hymn stanza
concludes the service, although it is noted, that on Communion sundays and at
other times when there has been no earlier Confession of sins, this hymn verse
should be from a hymn of Confession and be followed by the Confession and
Absolution. it is also noted that when there is no Communion there should be a
short catechization after the sermon.
When there is Communion the full Eucharistic Preface in its traditional form
is used as in the swedish rites. The Vere Dignum follows the Preface, as it should,
and is followed again by the Sanctus, a practice not maintained in sweden. As
an alternative the Tersanctus may be sung, “Holy, holy, holy is God, the lord of
sabaoth, heaven and earth are full of his glory.” Another alternative is the use
of a shortened Sanctus which follows the tradition found in lithuania and Courland: “Holy is our God, holy is our God, holy is our God, the lord of sabaoth.” in
lithuania and Poland this Minor Sanctus was sung after the our Father, and then
again after the consecration of the bread, and a third time after the consecration
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of the cup. in Courland it followed the consecration. Following the Sanctus the
pastor prays the our Father and then speaks the Words over the Bread and Cup
making the sign of the cross, as in the Prussian Agenda. As in all the swedish and
Prussian rites he imparts the Pax Domini and the people approach the altar during the singing of the Agnus Dei. Alternative formulas of distribution are offered.
The first is based on the swedish rites: “Take and eat! Jesus Christ, whose body
(blood) you receive, preserve your soul to life everlasting.” The second is taken
almost directly from the Prussian Agenda: “‘Take and eat’, says Christ, our lord,
‘This is my body which is given for you. This do in remembrance of me’,” “‘Take and
drink’, says Christ, our lord, ‘This is my blood which has been shed for you for the
forgiveness of sins. This do in remembrance of me’.” This second formula makes
no declaration about the nature of the gifts or the blessing they impart. neither
the swedish nor Prussian formulas say as much as lutheran formulae usually say
about the locatedness of the body and blood in the bread and wine. The 1832 rite
allows that the pastor may also speak an appropriate Bible verse or deliver a short
admonition to the communicants before he dismisses them.
The service concludes with the Benedicamus, luther’s post-Communion Collect,
and the Aaronic Benediction with the sign of the cross. unlike the service without
Communion, no provision is made for a closing stanza after the Benediction.
The 1832 rite retains the historical structure and contents of the lutheran Mass
while in some measure accommodating itself to some of the practices introduced
during the spiritual upheavals of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
This rite is the fountainhead of the Russian liturgical tradition upon which later
liturgies would be built. it stands in close continuity with traditions going back to
the Reformation Era and even earlier.
The 1832 Agenda would serve as the standard liturgy of the lutheran Church
in the Russian Empire. only in Finland and Poland did traditional local materials prevail. Elsewhere the new liturgy was introduced gradually into the various
consistorial districts. in Courland introduction of the new liturgy came on December 17, 1833. latvian parishes had to wait a bit longer. Swehtā ammata-gramata
preeksch Lutera draudses-mahzitajeem Kreewju walsti for the latvians was published
in Riga in 1834. The latvian service was introduced in Courland on December
3, 1834. in that same year Estonian and swedish translations appeared. The Estonian Agenda ehk Kässiramat Lutterusse Usso Ristirahwa Koggodustele Wennerikis
was published in Reval, in the northern Estonian dialect, and the swedish Kyrkohandbok för evangeliskt-lutherska Församlingarne i Ryska Riket was published in st.
Petersburg. The translation into Finnish was completed in 1835. it was published
in st. Petersburg under the title: Kirkko-menoin Käsi-kirja Evangelisille Lutheruksen
Seurakunnille Wenäjällä. However, Finland and Poland were granted liturgical autonomy and permitted to continue to use their traditional rites.
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6. i ni t i al Reaction s to th e 1832 A g e n d a
The 1832 rite was accepted by the church without significant dissension. Having
suffered through a period of acknowledged theological and liturgical impoverishment the church now had a rite strongly influenced by the 1693 swedish Handbook
and its liturgical provisions. The 1811 swedish Handbook and the new 1822/1829
Agenda of the Prussian union had also exerted some influence on the new agenda.
it was the swedish rite which exerted the strongest influence on the committee
which produced the 1832 rite, but the committee also chose to incorporate some
features of the Prussian union Agenda while avoiding some of its pitfalls. The influence of Rationalism which had formerly been so evident in many liturgies in
recent years found no place in the new rite. This was clearly a lutheran liturgy,
incorporating the most essential elements found in traditional lutheran liturgies,
including both common and proper Eucharistic Prefaces and the Sanctus. Two
obvious weak points of the new rite were the separation of the celebration of the
lord’s supper from the ordinary sunday Divine service and the permissive usage
of the of the Prussian union Agenda’s distribution formula: “‘Take and eat’, says
Christ, our lord, ‘This is my body...’” noteworthy also was the incorporation of the
Kyrie into the Confessional Act between the Confession of sins and the Declaration
of Grace. This made of the Kyrie a plea for forgiveness instaed of a petitionary greeting directed to the lord who was now coming among his people. so too, the Gloria
in excelsis was made into a Hymn of Thanksgiving for the Absolution instead of a
remembrance of the incarnation. There was no introit, but this element of the service had in some church orders been eliminated already in the 16th century. Where
it had survived the Rationalist liturgies had eliminated it altogether.
For over a decade there were no significant complaints or criticisms directed
against the new 1832 service. The church was preoccupied with translating the
rite into the languages of the people and the publication in 1835 of an edition
which pastors could carry with them. The fact that the new Agenda had originally been bound together with the new 1832 Church law led some to incorrectly
esteem the agenda as just as sacrosanct as the law of the Meads and Persians
“which cannot be changed.” later editions of the church law had to make it clear
that although it was the church law which established the agenda, the agenda
itself was not a constitutive element of the church law. The 1832 rite created a
new appreciation of the church’s liturgical tradition and for some it also fostered
a desire to study the liturgy more deeply and incorporate the results in a future
edition of the agenda.
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7. l i t u r gi ca l Reforms between 184 9 -1 8 8 3
The new awakening of confessional consciousness which came as a reaction
against the Prussian union served as impetuous for a careful study of older lutheran forms of worship. This led to the publication of liturgical studies by Wilhelm löhe, Theodor Kliefoth, Johann Wilhelm Friedrich Höfling, and others. Pastors in the Russian Empire became acquainted with these developments through
their professional journals and through the increasing influence of Dr. Theodosius Harnack who upon completion of his studies at Erlangen became professor
of Practical Theology at Dorpat in 1843.
The reports of German developments were first brought to the attention of the
livonian synod by Pastor Karl lebrecht Bäckmann of Cremon (latv. Krimulda), who
reported in 1847 on the activities of Pastor Wilhelm löhe, Dr. Theodosius Harnack,
and schultz. He stated that these developments were creating a revolution in the
doctrine of the church and were clarifying the apostolic and catholic nature of
the lutheran Church, while at the same time clearly differentiating it from the
Roman Catholic and Reformed Churches. Bäckmann did not directly criticize the
1832 Agenda but he made it clear that lutheran worship, thought, and life ought
to derive more directly from her confession of faith. The first liturgical committee to be established in the lutheran Church of the Russian Empire was created
by the livonian synod in 1849. Membership included Dr. Arnold Friedrich Christiani, Dr. Harnack, and several interested pastors. The committee immediately set
about the task of studying the liturgies of sundays and Feast days, their historical
roots, and the principles governing their observance. it was understood that liturgical renewal must proceed from such study.
in 1851 Harnack reported to the synod on behalf of the committee that the
members had concluded that the introit should be reintroduced, the Prayer of the
Church ought to be given more prominence and separated from the sermon by an
appropriate Votum; that in city congregations the Confession of sins ought to be
conducted separately from the Divine service and that the lord’s supper should
be offered in a Divine service even when communicants were few in number.
only the elderly, infirm, and afflicted ought to be communed privately. in addition, the committee proposed an Admonition and Prayer at Communion for
inclusion in the rite. it also recommended that other liturgical services should
be introduced, such as Bible and Catechism services, and in city congregations
the saturday evening Vespers, connected with Confession. Finally, a liturgical
handbook should be prepared to educate congregations in liturgy, and the litany and Te Deum should be reintroduced to be sung alternately between choir
and congregation. This report was subsequently published in the 1853 edition of
Mittheilungen und Nachrichten. The report noted that the Formula of Distribution
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must be corrected so that there would be no doubt concerning the nature of the
gift. Furthermore, a Eucharistic Prayer should be included, not as a novelty but
as a return to the practice of the ancient church. Church festivals ought to be truly
festal celebrations with appropriate liturgy and a higher degree of congregational
participation. it was suggested that on such occasions the Kyrie might take the
form of a hymn, the nicene Creed might be used in place of the Apostles’ Creed,
and the full Sanctus should be used or in place of it the Te Deum Laudamus. it was
noted that the chief function of the choir must be to support congregational singing and not usurp the place of the congregation in the liturgy. in addition to these
comments it was further noted that pastors must come to a common understanding of the proper conduct of public worship, and that Holy Baptism ought to be
administered in connection with the Divine service on the lord’s Day.
in 1851 Harnack published his Liturgische Beiträge to provide introits and other
elements for the Divine service. included also were four alternative admonitions
and prayers to be used before the Preface at Holy Communion. in another part
of the work, entitled “liturgical Divine service,” Harnack reminded his readers
that the Divine service should consist of both ordinarium and propria. He provided
a diagram with an overview of the entire service from its beginning and in an
appendix he provided several formulas for use on special occasions. included
among these were alternative forms of Kyrie, the Lamentatio and Improperia for
Good Friday, and various forms of doxologies, canticles, and ancient hymns. Also
included was luther’s German litany and shortened litanies.
in 1855 the vision of the livonian synod had grown and members increasingly
expressed the desire that the whole Russian lutheran Church should enjoy the
benefit of renewed liturgical worship. it was resolved that the liturgical committee’s earlier report should be made available to a wider audience. in the synods
of the City of Riga and Estonia it became evident that pastors were interested in
these livonian developments. They too would like to see more festal celebrations
and a more appropriate observance of them, a greater use of sound hymnody,
a revision of the Prayer of the Church and the intercessions, and the movement
of them from the pulpit to the altar. The collection of introits published by the
livonians was also of great interest. Furthermore, all must be made more aware
that the Divine service derives from the prophetic, priestly, and royal activity of
the lord of the Church, and it must be made clear that the church was neither a
voluntary religious society nor a gathering of people with common interests.
in 1853 Harnack moved from Dorpat to Erlangen to take up work in the faculty there as a professor of Practical Theology.
After Harnack left livonia the tongues of his critics came unstopped. Among
them were those who had never moved sufficiently beyond Rationalism and Pietism and who thought of liturgical worship as just so much pomp and empty
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show. The General Consistory made no strong negative statements about the livonian proposals, but found little in them that they deemed worthy of praise.
least praiseworthy in their eyes was the whole notion that introits ought to be
reintroduced. These the members of the General Consistory regarded, at best, as
incomprehensible and at worst as downright Romanistic. strong reactions came
also from the Pietists whose concerns were voiced by their leader Pastor Hugo
Braunschweig of Wolmar (latv. Valmiera). The Pietists did not like the introits
either, but that was the least of their concerns. They complained that the committee was Romanistically subordinating the Word to outward ceremonies and
theatricality. They objected as well to the notion that the pastor should face the
altar when praying, because, they said, that would make his words difficult for
the people to understand. The frequent use of the our Father they condemned as
meaningless repetition and babbling, and the use of proper Prefaces and Collects
would only confuse the people. The whole notion that the service without the
sacrament was incomplete was, to their mind, beneath contempt.
in the 1857 livonian synod Pastor Braunschweig opened fire on the liturgical
committee and accused it of elevating matters of minor or of no importance at
all to the status of major concerns. He criticized them for cutting the service into
separate acts and of suggesting that the act of preparation should be held the
day before the service, that the our Father and the Words of institution might be
sung, both of which were unnecessary, that they moved the our Father from the
Pulpit to the altar and turned it into a prayer of consecration, that they designated
the sermon to be a sacrificial element, that they were insisting that the pastor
should admonish the people before the supper according to a set form rather then
speaking to them from his heart and that in a figurative sense they were lowering
the pulpit and exulting the altar. Furthermore they wanted the Gospel read from
the altar instead of the pulpit; they subordinated Epistle to the Gospel as though it
was of lesser importance; they interrupted the natural flow of the service by putting the Creed after the Gospel instead after the sermon; they treated confession
and sermon as cultic acts of higher value than the simple reading of the Word of
God; they put the salutation in the service three times when once was plenty. At
this point he was only getting warmed up! He spoke against any use of the Apocrypha, against the introduction of the lectern, against the introduction of variable
Collects and other propers, all of which he decried as introducing needless variety and confusion. He declared himself opposed to any change in the distribution
formula saying that the simple words of Jesus ought to be enough. He did not like
all this emphasis on the Creed and the introduction of incomprehensible introits,
some of which even employed phrases of the Apocrypha. He complained that
the committee was demeaning the sermon and relegating it to a place of unimportance and stated that they were forgetting that the chief purpose of worship
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was the nurturing of the family and household of Christians. not yet finished
he went on to complain about the elimination of the free prayer from the pulpit
which, he said, suppressed special intercessions. He was against giving greater
value to liturgical formulas than simple words spoken from the pastors’ heart
and of wrongly asserting that the absolution in the optative form was weaker
than a declarative statement. The whole business, he thundered, represented the
reintroduction of Roman Catholicism and Catholic practices which the reformers
had driven out of the church, so that the Word of God might be given free reign.
The liturgical committee, he stated, wanted to rob the church of its freedom and
return her to bondage. Doubtless his impassioned words struck a responsive cord
in the hearts of some delegates. Heated discussion followed, but when a vote was
taken it became clear that the majority of the deaneries agreed with the committee and wanted a liturgical handbook, with workable models to guide the pastors
and congregations, to be published.
This did not still the voices of the critics. Pastor Braunschweig continued his
public criticism and was soon joined by Pastor Gotthard Vierhuff of schlock (latv.
Sloka). Complaints from a different direction came from Pastor Karl Eduard Hasselblatt of Kambi (Est. Kambja) who was generally appreciative of the concerns
and proposals of the committee but he had strong reservations about the introits
which were being proposed. He could not agree with the committee’s assertion
that the introit always states the general theme of the day. sometimes it does, he
said, and sometimes it does not, and even when it does it does not always do it
well. He noted that it had been the practice in the early church to use an entire
psalm and that it was Gregory the Great who in the sixth century reduced the
introit to a single verse surrounded by antiphons. The only introits known to the
reformers were these post-Gregorian snippets. He personally agreed with luther’s suggestion that either an entire psalm be used or an appropriate hymn be
put in place of it. At least with regard to the introits the committee had acted too
hastily in forming its recommendations.
The complaints of Vierhuff were similar to those of Braunschweig but they
went far deeper. He rejected the assertion of the committee that the church’s liturgy stands at the very heart of the faith-life of the congregation. His notion of
what a congregation is was quite different from theirs. To him the congregation
was simply a voluntary association of individuals, and this association could not
be said to share a common notion of faith or its life expression. According to him
worship must be the encounter of the individual with the Holy one for the purpose of growth in sanctification. Heavily dependant on notions gleaned from the
Reformed, Pietists, and Rationalists he stated that at the heart of worship stands
the solitary individual responsible for his own beliefs and confession of faith, and
that the nature of worship was such that it moved outward and upward from the
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individual in its unique expression. There could be little room for discussion of
such matters as music, textiles, and plastic arts or even of conformity in confession. All that was far too restrictive and it was simply empty ceremony. What
proceeds from the mouth must come from the heart, he declared. There can be no
room for liturgical formalism. Accordingly, every form of worship must be evaluated according to its ability to aid in the encounter of the individual with God.
He stated that no objective or subjective elements in worship may be permitted to
predominate. Even the means of grace were only potentially helpful, for to be of
aid they must be taken in hand and subjectively appropriated so that the spiritual
life of the individual is nurtured by the experience. in summary, he stated that the
liturgical committee has come up with inappropriate recommendations because
its whole notion of the worship-life of the congregation was essentially flawed
and inappropriate.
in the 1858 synod the measured and well considered words of Pastor Hasselblatt were completely drowned out by the straitened voices of Braunschweig
and Vierhuff. The liturgical committee was instructed to reevaluate its work, taking into consideration the critique they had offered. subsequently, Braunschweig
articulated his critique in 66 maxims or liturgical theses which he claimed stated
the essence of Protestant liturgical worship. The theses summarized the position of both Braunschweig and Vierhuff and showed that both men stood in the
mainstream of 19th century Protestant thought which was a mixture of lutheran
and Calvinist elements combined with strong traces of Wolmarian Pietism, antiRomanism, and a desire to confront the modern world with a theology and form
of worship which could be taken seriously.
The committee brought to the 1859 synod its final proposals and indicated that
it would not be diverted from its goal by the objections of Braunschweig, Vierhuff, and those who shared their curious mixture of Pietism and modern thought.
Chairman Christiani stated to the assembly that the church could put to good
use the material the committee was providing and should always abide by the
principle Unitas in necessariis, die caritas in dubiis (Unity in what is necessary, charity in matters which are in doubt). The committee’s report included 24 annotations
concerning various parts of the service to clarify its position. its proposals for
public worship divided the Divine service into three main parts. The Preparatory
office, the service of the Word, and the service of the sacrament. The Preparation
includes the introit, the Kyrie, and the Gloria in excelsis. The service of the Word
consists in the Gift of the Word through its Proclamation and Reception and the
fruit it bears in believers. The Gift of the Word includes the salutation, Collect,
and the Readings from the sacred scriptures. The Proclamation and Reception
of the Word consists in the church’s confession of the truth of the Word as stated
in the baptismal Creed (Apostles’ Creed). note was taken that the nicene Creed
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could be used on high festivals or the creedal hymn “Wir glauben all an einen Gott”
could be sung at any service. The Fruit of the Word consists in the Pulpit Verse,
sermon, Prayer of the Church, our Father, and Hymn. The service of the sacrament embraces four sections: (1) the Act of Preparation: Preface, Sanctus, and Hosanna; (2) the Consecration or Blessing of bread and cup: Prayer of Consecration,
Verba, our Father, and Amen; (3) the Communion: Pax Domini, Distribution (Agnus Dei, Communion hymns); (4) Conclusion: Post-Communion Verse, Collect,
Amen, Benediction, Amen, Hymn stanza.
The committee stated that its recommendation concerning Confession had
been misunderstood. it was quite evident that in rural congregations it would not
be possible to separate Confession from the Divine service, but it would be more
proper that Confession be held separately. it was the old practice in livonia that
one should confess and be absolved before Communion – indeed this had been
the church’s the practice since the days of leo i. The committee wished to withdraw its recommendation separating confession from the Divine service because
it was so often impractical to do so. Most people did not go to private confession
but confessed publicly and outside of the city churches it clearly was impossible
to hold a separate confessional service. Accordingly the committee now wished to
recommend that Confession be put at the beginning of the service in connection
with the introit and Gloria in excelsis. Although anti-liturgical pastors strongly
objected to the restoration of the introit, the committee held to its position. With
regard to prayer from the pulpit the committee members stated that it should be
allowed where poor acoustics made it necessary.
The so-called Eucharistic Prayer was still a matter of discussion. The committee had composed its prayer by drawing on Eastern Christian sources and assumed that the Western Church had dropped the prayer simply in order to exalt
the priesthood and the hierarchy. This was the commonly held assumption of
Protestant liturgical scholars of that time. The desire to restore this prayer they
saw to be an attempt to retrieve something that had been wrongly discarded. The
committee asked that the deaneries discuss the matter and submit their comments
on five specific recommendations of the committee. The first concern was with
the Gloria in excelsis and alternative ways in which it could be rendered, including
the singing of “Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei Her’.” secondly, the committee recommended that the 1832 practice of reading the text of the sermon only from the
pulpit ought to be replaced by the older practice of reading both the Epistle and
the Gospel from the altar. Third, the committee wished that an optional exhortation be inserted before the Eucharistic Preface and stated that they would provide
an appropriate text for it. it also provided for the catechization at thus point in the
service. no provision was made to insert Confession and Absolution at this point.
Four, three alternative forms of consecration were offered: (1) Prayer of Consecra-
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tion - Verba - our Father, (2) Prayer of Consecration - our Father - Verba; (3) our
Father – Verba (no Prayer of Consecration). Five, the committee suggested that the
Gloria in excelsis and perhaps also the first verse of “Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei Her’”
should follow the Absolution in the divine service. The reports sent back from the
deaneries indicated that the liturgical committee’s recommendations would meet
with little opposition in the next synod.
The acceptance of the committee’s proposals by the 1859 livonian synod was
a bitter pill for the opponents of liturgical revision to swallow. They were now
determined to make the introduction of these proposals as difficult as possible.
They stated that since some matters covered in the recommendations were adiaphora they must be allowed to remain so. Further, congregations must not under
any circumstances allow their sovereign rights to be violated. Each congregation
must decide for itself when or whether the new liturgy should be used, especially
since now the liturgiologists were casting the shadow of Romanism across the
Protestant Church. The leading spokesman for the opposition was Pastor Moritz
Georg Kauzmann who brought these matters to the floor almost immediately after the opening of the fourth session of the 1859 synod. He stated that it should
strike fear in ears of faithful Protestants to hear that a Roman bishop had spoken
complementary about the liturgy now being introduced in one of the territorial
churches in Germany. others stated that since there was disagreement concerning some of the committee’s proposals each option must be considered individually by the synod and that no changes could be allowed until a consensus had
been reached in each and every deanery. Dr. Christiani speaking for the committee assured the synod that it was not the purpose of his committee to make itself
the final authority. He answered criticisms about specific proposals and moved
that the synod should now vote. Vierhuff and others sought to delay the ballot,
insisting that each and every proposal must be presented and discussed one by
one. The majority of delegates could not agree to this; they wanted an up or down
vote. When the vote was taken and the ballots counted it was found that only 15
delegates opposed the adoption of the committee’s recommendations and 3 delegates had abstained. it was clear that the majority in synod wanted the report to
be submitted to a future General synod. it authorized the publication of the committee’s report as an addendum to the minutes of the synod, bringing to an end
two decades of research and intense discussion, both in the committee and in the
synod. it was evident that Pietism and Rationalism no longer ruled the day. Most
pastors and congregations wanted to returned to a more orthodox theology and
liturgy. However, the livonian Church was only one of eight consistorial districts
of the Russian lutheran Church, and at the head of all the consistories was the
General Consistory at st. Petersburg, which was certainly not of one mind with
the livonians.
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Kauzmann, Braunschweig, Vierhuff, and their followers lost in synod and now
they were determined to bring their cause before the entire church by publishing
lengthy articles excoriating this new Papism which was being sponsored by the
liturgical committee and swallowed whole by the livonian synod. Pastor Friedrich Hollmann of Rauge (Est. Rõuge) wrote an article in 1861 to refute their accusations. in it he examined their arguments and the provisions of Russian church
law concerning the decision-making process. He effectively answered their arguments and stated that it was not a Romanizing tendency but the lord himself
who had given his ministers the jus episcopali and with it the right even to oppose
secular rulers, when necessary. Against Kauzmann specifically he stated that it
was the church as a whole and not the individual parish that possessed the full
jus episcopali, and therefore the individual parish had no right to decide to reject
decisions of the synod. it would be more proper for the church administration to
work with the pastors to see that all congregations had a proper understanding
in these matters, so that from the very first day of its introduction the congregations might confess the new liturgy as a gift by which they would be edified and
blessed. Kauzmann’s resolution was brought before livonian synod in 1860. He
complained that his words had been misunderstood. What he meant to say was
that the new liturgy interferes with the rights of the pastors and congregations,
and that congregations should have some input concerning its introduction. He
stated that congregations should have the right to continue to use the present
liturgy since it was unity in spirit not unity in ceremonies that binds the church
together. This argument did not sit well with the deaneries. in their opinion pastors and congregations had in some measure surrendered their rights to lawful
authority. in addition, decisions concerning liturgical matters required a measure
of knowledge and understanding which many pastors and congregations lacked.
The delegates decided that the matter could not yet be resolved and that the positions of all concerned should be noted and their papers printed so that the deaneries might examine them. From the standpoint of the committee little of positive
value came out of this synod.
in the past Chairman Christiani had avoided any close involvement in the
controversy but after the 1860 synod he decided that he must publicly defend
his committee and answer its chief critic Braunschweig. in 1861 he published in
the Dorpater Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche an article, entitled: Zur liturgischen
Frage in Livland. Erstes und letztes Wort (The First and Last Word Concerning the Liturgical Question in Livonia). After noting the state of the controversy and its history he
turned his attention to Braunschweig’s criticisms and answered them point by
point. As far as he was concerned the matter was now settled. Braunschweig and
Kauzmann continued to write, but Christiani would say no more. no mention of
liturgical matters was made in the 1862 livonian synod.
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The livonian proposals were meant for the whole lutheran Church in Russia,
and for that reason Pastor Emil Georg Hermann sokolowski of lude (latv. Lugaži)
stated in an 1863 article that the whole matter must be brought before a General
synod. That synod must create a liturgical committee to assemble materials and,
with General Consistory approval, distribute them to the pastors for evaluation.
The pastors should use the old and new liturgies side by side for a year and
then submit their reports to their provincial synods. The General synod liturgical
committee would then collect these and make its final evaluation and revision.
Finally, the General Consistory would order the introduction of the approved
rite. objection to this proposal was raised by some pastors in the 1863 livonian
synod. They insisted the change must come gradually at its own speed and that
when the parishes were ready for change they would let the church administration know it. Pastor Hasselblatt noted that although the committee had been hard
at work for many years there was little to show for it, excepting rancor and dispute. Even if all agreed the proposals affected only livonia. He proposed that the
liturgical committee be discharged and that if anyone had liturgical questions in
the future they should bring them to the attention of the synod. His proposal only
added to the ranker and disputes. it provided one more proposal for pastors and
congregations to argue about. Hasselblatt claimed that his purpose had been misunderstood and withdrew his resolution. He had only wanted to promote peace
and it was clear that the liturgy was a minefield best to be avoided. However, the
interest in liturgy which had been awakened in livonia soon spread to the other
consistorial districts. in many of them use was being made of the resource material assembled the livonian committee. now the General Consistory felt that it
had to act. in 1866 it resolved that because there was a shortage of copies of the
1832 Agenda it needed to be reprinted. This reprinting would remind the church
that the 1832 Agenda was the church’s only officially approved liturgical book.
The reprint edition reproduced the original edition word for word. only the date
was changed.
in 1866 Harnack returned to Dorpat from his 13 years in Erlangen. He began
at once to take up the work that he had been doing when he left livonia. He was
now a mature theologian with a deeper understanding of the theology of luther
and the liturgical traditions of the church. While in Erlangen he had been accused
of introducing Roman Catholic theology and practices into the lutheran Church.
in Der christliche Gemeindegottesdienst im apostolischen und altkotholischen Zeitalter
(The Divine Service of the Christian Congregation in the Apostolic and Early Catholic Age)
1854 he had answered these accusations with a thorough examination of the lutheran confessions and a concise formulation of the doctrine of the church. now
he returned with a fresh commitment to lutheran confessions without the overlay of the later orthodox scholasticism.
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He began at once to repair the damage caused by the Pietist rebellion and
to lay a strong foundation for liturgical renewal, a theological foundation centered in the means of grace - the preaching of the Gospel, Holy Baptism, and the
supper of the body and blood of Christ in which the favor and mercy of God is
offered, conveyed, and received according to his promises. so he stated in his
first major paper Die kirchliche Verwaltung des heiligen Abendmahls (The Churchly
Administration of the Lord’s Supper) 1868, published in Dorpater Zeitschrift. He
knew that without a solid foundation liturgical revision would amount to little
and would finally prove counterproductive. This was followed up by a paper
written by Pastor Karl Maurach, a close associate of Harnack, who noted that
he had prepared his Formulare für einige ausserordentliche Festfeiern und Feiertage
der evangelischen Kirche (Formularies for Singular Extraordinary Festal Celebrations
and Feast Days of the Evangelical Church) in response to a request by Harnack. He
noted that the high festivals ought not be regarded only as special celebrations
to be marked chiefly by a special sermon unrelated to the propers of the day.
instead the liturgy on such occasions should be enriched. This was especially
the case at the autumnal celebration of the Festival of the Harvest, the Anniversary of the lutheran Reformation, and the Commemoration of the Departed. He
provided formularies for these services and for a festival for school children, including brass bands, choirs, quartets, solos, and other special features. He suggested that the Bible Festival be enriched and that at the Mission Festival there
should be special decorations, choirs, brass ensembles, quest pastors, school
masters, and dignitaries. All these events mark out important events in the life
of the congregation and its members. He included also an annual Cemetery
service already popular in many places. The 1869 livonian synod acted favorably and moved that Harnack should continue his research. Maurach aided the
cause by establishing a society for the promotion of interest in liturgical arts
with von oettingen and Harnack as its leaders.
in 1871 the first of Harnack’s Liturgical Formularies was published, under the
title: Liturgische formulare zur Vervollständigung und Revision der Agende für die
evangelisch-lutherische Kirche im Russischen Reiche (Liturgical Formularies Toward the
Completion and Revision of the Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Russian
Empire). Harnack chose to begin with Holy Baptism and Confirmation and move
forward to consider of rites of Marriage, the Communion of the sick, the Commendation of the Dying, and Burial, as well as ordination and installation of Pastors. The chief Divine service would be dealt with last of all. in 1874 the liturgical
formularies for all these rites excepting the Divine service and its related services
were published with the express approval of the consistory. instead of moving
ahead directly to the publication of the third formulary Harnack turned his attention to the publication of a systematic examination of the theological basis of
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worship in the Christian congregation and its development. This was published
in 1877 under the title: Praktische Theologie von Dr. Th. Harnack. Einleitung und
grundlegung. Theorie und geschichte des cultus (The Practical Theology of Dr. Theodosius Harnack. Introduction and Foundations. Theory and History of Worship). The book
popularly came to be known as Harnack’s Practical Theology. A second volume
appeared one year later. it dealt with preaching as an act of worship, its goal and
purpose, its place in the cure of souls, its relationship to liturgical worship, and
the place of all these in the life of the congregation.
in the first volume of his Practical Theology Harnack laid an ecclesiological
foundation and traced the historical development of the liturgy as a cultic act.
He noted carefully that lutheran and Reformed worship were radically different in both essence and construction. They proceeded from different motives
and had historically developed in different directions. He noted that the lutheran Church had retained and built upon the Western Mass rather than beginning
anew. He ridiculed the notion that the only purpose of the public gathering of
the church was the convenience of the preacher - so that he could speak to many
people at one time and in one place. He noted that the Mass consists of four distinct acts which are closely associated: (1) the service of Preparation (Germ. Der
Vorbereitungsact): introit and Doxology – Confiteor and Kyrie - Gloria in excelsis;
(2) the service of the Word (Germ. Der Wortact): salutation and Collect – Epistle
and Response – Chant and/or Hymn – Gospel and Response – Creed – sermon; (3) The service of the lord’s supper (Germ. Der Abendmahls-Act) in which
Harnack could trace two patterns: a) offertory hymn – Preface – Sanctus – our
Father – Verba - Agnus Dei – Pax Domini – Communion; b) Paraphrase of the our
Father - Verba – our Father – Pax – Agnus Dei – Communion; and finally (4) the
service of Conclusion (Germ. Den Schluss): which consists in the Nunc dimittis or
verses from Psalm 23 or 103, followed by the versicle, Post-Communion Collect
and the blessing. Harnack suggested that in the service of the lord’s supper
the use of luther’s admonition from the Paraphrase should continue and be followed by the Preface, vere dignum, Sanctus, etc. He proposed also the addition
of a short prayer after the Sanctus which would extend the idea of sanctification
to the elements and communicants. The sample prayer included followed the
pattern set by Pfalz-neuburg 1543 but Harnack’s prayer was addressed to the
Father, instead of the son. Harnack’s prayer also made specific reference to the
remembrance of the parousia, the last day and participation in the heavenly banquet; a sacrificial note was also included, in that according to the prayer worshipers were offering their gifts of bread and wine before God’s countenance to
use according to his purposes.
The third volume of the Liturgical Formularies - Der Hauptgottesdienst und die
Nebengottesdienste (The Chief Divine Service and Minor Offices) - was published
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in 1878. in it Harnack again noted that the Divine service consists of four acts
closely bound together and he offered concrete proposals for a revised rite.
The pattern followed was based upon that found in the Practical Theology. The
service of the sacrament was refined: offertory Verses from Psalm 51 – Preface, Sanctus, and Benedictus (Prefaces provided for Christmas, Epiphany, lent,
Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, and Trinity; Hosanna in the highest was preceded
by “Hosanna to the son of David”) – Admonition from luther’s Paraphrase –
Prayer of Blessing – Verba – our Father – Pax Domini –Communion (Distribution and Agnus Dei). The Prayer of Consecration was much changed from that
found in Practical Theology. it was now put before the Verba instead of after it
and it was carefully worded. it was made clear that the consecration is accomplished by Christ’s Words spoken over bread and wine and that the Epiclesis
was to be invoked for the blessing of the communicants. Harnack noted that
here he had been influenced by the Bavarian liturgy. He stated also that the our
Father should come after the consecration since it is best understood as a prayer
for worthy Communion. The publication of this third volume of Liturgical Formularies was not met by the expected howls of protest; the livonians appeared
ready to move forward.
The work of Harnack did not go unnoticed in other consistorial districts. it
awakened new interest in the liturgy throughout the Russian lutheran Church.
liturgical questions were brought before the 1874 Courlandian synod when Reinhold Friedrich Julius Räder, the provost of Goldinga (latv. Kuldiga), read the paper
entitled Zum Ausbau unserer Gottesdienste (Concerning the Improvement of our Divine
Service). in most particulars he found himself to be in agreement with Harnack’s
recommendations. At the same synod Räder together with Pastors Böttcher and
Grass were appointed to serve as the nucleus of a Courlandian liturgical committee. in 1876 Räder reported on their work to the synod. They approved and
encouraged the use of Harnack’s introits, as well as his statement concerning the
structure of the Act of Preparation as presented by Harnack: Exhortation – Confessional Prayer – Kyrie – Absolution – Gloria in excelsis. Most of their proposals
followed those of Harnack. They noted especially that Holy Communion must
be regarded as the high point of Christian worship. The synod reacted favorably
to the proposals of the committee and encouraged it to move forward with due
deliberation. Further study led Räder to publicly question some of Harnack’s decisions concerning the Preparatory service. His 1878 article Der einleitende und der
Wort-Act im Hauptgottesdienste (The Entrance and the Service of the Word in the Divine
Service) stated that it was now clear to him that the order of the Preparatory service had become confused. it should begin with the invocation and that should
be followed by an invitation to Confess, Confession, and Absolution. The introit,
Kyrie, and Gloria in excelsis were properly not a part of the Act of Preparation.
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They were instead the opening elements of the service of the Word. According to
Räder the confusion began in 1708 when the livonians started using the swedish
Mass and the erroneous disarrangement had been perpetuated in the 1832 rite.
Thus, he felt compelled to state that the conclusions of Harnack were in error
and needed to be corrected. Apart from this he stated emphatically that he and
Harnack were in essential agreement. The Courlandian synod, however, was reluctant to make any radical change in the Preparatory service. some pastors saw
great merit in Räder’s argument, but the synod at a whole was not ready to make
a change.
in Estonia also interest in liturgy and liturgical revision was awakened and in
1871 the synod created a liturgical committee. The committee worked slowly and
at the 1873 synod it reported that it had been working on the Prayer of the Church
and the Marriage rite. Discussion in the synod indicated that the Estonians were
reluctant to move forward.
By 1876 the work of Harnack and the newly awakened interest in liturgy which
had sprung up in livonia, Courland, and Estonia made it necessary for the pastors in the st. Petersburg consistorial district to address it. in the 1876 synod Pastor Johann Wilhelm Murmann and Pastor Albert Masing had presented a paper,
entitled: Kritik unserer Agende mit Beziehung auf die symbolischen Bücher (Critique of our Agenda on the Basis of the symbolical Books). Murmann expressed
his concern about the Confession of sins and Absolution and their relationship to
the Gloria in excelsis. He stated that the Absolution belonged after the sermon,
and that the Kyrie should be followed by a biblical word of comfort to the penitents. He also questioned the traditional use of the Verba and our Father as an act
of Consecration, stating that in the upper Room Christ had consecrated the meal
with a Prayer of Thanksgiving and the church ought to do the same. He went
on to say that the sign of the cross was symbol of redemption and had no place
in the consecration of the elements and the Aaronic Benediction. Pastor Masing
declared that the agenda was in need of revision and that in some points it even
contradicted the scriptures and Confessions. The synod chose a committee to prepare a st. Petersburg revision of the 1832 Rite. From the start it was evident that
neither its work nor its conclusions would in any way resemble the livonian
proposals.
in the 1878 synod the report of the committee was given by Pastor Georg
Karl nöltingk of st. Anna’s Church in st. Petersburg who stated emphatically
that the st. Petersburgians were not about to be influenced by any other synod
or their committees. in his Referat des liturgischen Comité’s der St. Petersburger
Synode (Report of Liturgical Committee of the St. Petersburg Synod) he reminded
the synod that luther’s 1525 letter to the livonians had stated that the Mass
and liturgical ceremonies had nothing to do with salvation. They had studied
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Harnack’s work and could find nothing of value in it. in fact their criticism of
Harnack’s introits was so thorough that their report never got beyond it. They
looked upon Harnack as a Romanizer and regarded the notion that a confession
ought to come at the beginning of the service as absolute proof of it. The committee appeared to have a low opinion of any liturgical suggestions but their
own, since the other consistorial districts were made up of rustics whose opinions were not to be taken seriously. They proposed that newer European Evangelical agendas should be consulted so that the Russian Church could show
itself in tune with modern Protestant thought. Their proposed Confession of
sins showed that they had not thought very deeply about the moral, social, and
theological dimensions of sin, nor did they seemed to think that there was any
need to mention the person and work of Christ. Thinking men were fully aware
of their unworthiness and needed only hear God’s assurance that they were acceptable to him and held nothing against them, and that their praises will gladly
be received in heaven.
it may seem strange that no Russian language edition appeared in print before 1872. lutherans in Russia were permitted to worship only in their mother
tongues. it was a punishable offence for any lutheran pastor to minister to or
receive into his congregation a convert from the Russian orthodox Church. lutherans were guests in a foreign land and were to minister only to their own immigrants and their descendants. if a lutheran married a member of the orthodox
Church the child of that union must always be baptized and raised in the Russian
orthodox Church. By the 1870’s lutherans had become part of Russian society
and were speaking Russian like their neighbors. A Russian language liturgy was
needed to serve them. in 1871 the regional and General Consistory in st. Petersburg petitioned the minister of the interior to allow them to publish a Russian
liturgy containing the Divine service, the Prayer of the Church, the litany, Confession and Absolution, the Eucharist, Baptism of Children, Baptisms of Converts
from Judaism, islam, and the Heathen, Confirmation, Marriage, and Burial. All
these rites would be Russian translations of the German text as printed in the
1835 edition of the agenda. The agenda was published in 1872 under the title:
Евангелическо-Лютеранскiй краткiй служебникь (Агенда) (Short Evangelical Lutheran Service Book (Agenda)). in addition to this Russian edition modern language
editions of the latvian and Estonian agendas were sorely needed. An improved
Estonian edition was published in Tallinn 1877 and a year later, 1878, a companion volume was printed to serve as supplement to it. The new latvian translation
appeared in 1882.
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8. T he l i vo n ian Agen da of 1885
in 1883 the livonian synod took a landmark action. noting that that no General synod had been held in the past 50 years and that none was planned, it resolved to move ahead with the publication of the proposed livonian Agenda.
They asserted that Russian lutheran canon law allowed alterations to be made if
written approval had been given by higher church authorities. The canon 140 did
not specify who were to be regarded as higher church authorities. The livonians
were therefore free to assume that their synod and consistory were high enough.
in support of this claim they could say that for several years parallel liturgical
formularies had been published in livonia and elsewhere on the authority of the
synod and consistory and no legal challenge had ever been raised.
The proposed agenda, only 21 pages in length, appeared in print in 1884 and
consisted in the chief Divine service. its ambitious title was Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran
Congregations in the Russian Empire). it was clear from the start that this agenda was
meant not only for the livonians but for other consistorial districts as well, even
though no other synod had participated in its formulation or formally approved
it. The Mass was divided into four sections: Preparatory Rite, service of the Word,
service of the sacrament, and Conclusion. An alternative ending was provided
for occasions when there was no Communion. The Preparatory Rite: Hymn – introit with Gloria Patri – invitation and Confession – Kyrie – Absolution and Amen
- Gloria in excelsis (various forms provided); service of the Word: salutation, Versicle, Collect – Epistle or Gospel and appropriate responses (both readings on feast
days) – Apostles’ Creed (nicene Creed at high feasts) – Hymn – sermon and
Announcements, intercessions, Prayers from pulpit or altar; service of the sacrament: Hymn – invitation – Preface, Sanctus and Benedictus – Prayer of Consecration – Verba – our Father – Pax Domini – Communion (Distribution, Agnus Dei,
and other hymns) – Versicle and Response – Post-Communion Collect – Aaronic
Benediction – Hymn stanza.
The 1884 service was far richer in its provisions from that of 1832. A unique
feature was the inclusion of the Prayer of Consecration before the Verba and our
Father. The prayer included was clearly reminiscent of Harnack’s revision of the
Pfalz-neuburg 1543 prayer found in his Practical Theology 1877. it asked that
God the Father would bless the bread and cup which the congregation set before
him and by the Holy spirit grant that those who would eat and drink thereof
might receive the body and blood of Christ under the bread and wine for the
strengthening of their faith and eternal life. it went on to pray that the lord might
reveal himself in this administration and use of Christ’s Testament, celebrated
in his name and according to his words. no notice was taken of Pastor Räder’s
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critique concerning the proper understanding of the role and place of Kyrie. The
use of Benedictus qui venit after the Sanctus was made optional. Few ceremonial
directives were included which might invite criticism.
Although the livonians invited other consistorial districts to examine their
proposal and respond, it appears that only the Riga City consistorial district did
so. its liturgical committee reported to the Riga synod of 1884 that it strongly supported the livonian proposals.
The first volume of the entire agenda proposed by the livonians appeared in
1885. included in it were the order for the Chief Divine service for sundays and
Feast Days, proper introits, Collects for sundays and feast days together with
seasonal Versicles and Votums for special occasions, the litany, various prayers of the church, selected Versicles and Responses, scriptural Verses for the dismissal of the communicants, Public Confession as a separate service and within
the Divine service, and service music. The Divine service was essentially that
of 1884 with some minor wording changes. The prayer before the Verba was no
longer called a Prayer of Consecration and the Act of Confession and Absolution
at the beginning of the service were amplified in minor details. The second volume which appeared in 1886 included Pastoral Acts as well as the Daily office,
Children’s services and other special services.
latvian and Estonian translations of the livonian rite appeared in 1889. The
Estonian translation used the southern Estonian dialect familiar to Estonians in
livonia.
in many consistorial districts the conviction was gaining ground that the official 1832 liturgy, which had been republished in 1835, 1844, 1860, 1866, and 1879,
was no longer adequate to the church’s needs. Dissatisfaction was a cause for
concern to the General Consistory. it now understood that preparations would
need to be made for an official revision of the liturgy. liturgical committees in
the consistorial districts could make proposals and formulate provisional rites,
but only a General synod had the authority to authorize a new official agenda.
no such synod had ever been held, nor was the tsar likely to allow one. Therefore
the General Consistory decided to put the livonian proposal before a meeting of
the general superintendents of the consistorial districts to be held on november
10, 1892 in st. Petersburg. Complications soon developed. Pastor Julius Hermann
Müthel of st. Anna’s Church in st. Petersburg, who claimed to be an expert in
lutheran theology and liturgy, insisted that changes must be made in the livonian proposal to accommodate what he insisted was the correct doctrine of the
consecration of the sacrament. He and some of his supporters in st. Petersburg
insisted that the consecration was effected not by the Words of Christ spoken
over the elements but by a prayer invoking the Holy spirit. He asserted emphatically that such a Prayer of Blessing must be added to the lutheran liturgy. The
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idea of including such a prayer was neither new nor was it hotly contested, but no
one had ever claimed that the inclusion of such a prayer was absolutely essential.
Müthel’s theories required also the elimination of the Benedictus qui venit in the
Sanctus as inappropriate before the consecration. He also insisted on the elimination of the sign of the cross over the elements which, he claimed, led some people
to suppose that the Words of Christ were consecratory. He dismissed this use of
the sign of the cross as fostering notions of sacramental magic. Where the sign of
the cross did belong, he stated, was at the end of the our Father.
Müthel gained a hearing before the superintendents by invitation of his old
friend and colleague the Pastor Konrad Raimund Freifeldt, the vice-president of
the General Consistory. The general superintendents were somewhat wary of
some of Müthel’s proposals but expressed their willingness to incorporate some
of his suggestions into the provisional rite. in addition they named him project
manager.
in May 1893 the completed draft proposal was scrutinized by the Dorpat Faculty of Theology, which replied that there was no need for any substantive corrections. later in 1893 the draft edition was published in st. Petersburg and distributed for field testing under the familiar title: Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen
Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Agenda for the Evangelical Lutheran Parishes in the
Russian Empire).
The structure of the work followed the livonian order and differed little from
it, excepting that the service of the sacrament was reworked. What the livonians
had referred to as the “Weihegebet und Consecratio” was now joined together with
the our Father under the heading “Consecrations-Gebet, schliessend mit dem Vaterunser” (“Prayer of Consecration [!] joined to the our Father”). The Sanctus without
Hosanna and Benedictus followed the Preface and vere dignum, because it had been
decided that there should be no mention of the coming of the Messiah until after
the consecration. The Prayer of Consecration then followed with the Verba coming first of all and after it a prayer asking for God’s blessing on the bread and
wine. This was a clear signal that the committee thought the Verba to be insufficient to effect the consecration. A prayer invoking the power of the Holy spirit
and asking for the blessing of the communicants must be included. The prayer
followed the model of the prayer in the 1885 livonian Agenda adding to it the
invocation of the Holy spirit. The livonian prayer had come before the Verba and
the change of its location in 1893 raised significant issues which would cause a
storm of controversy in the Russian lutheran Church. The Act of Consecration
was followed by the Pax Domini and Distribution, with the Agnus Dei listed as one
of the Communion hymns. The rubrics permitted the pastor to commune himself
if he had made his confession and received Absolution from another pastor in
advance. The conclusion of the service followed the livonian order.
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little more than a year after the publication of the test rite in January 1895, the
Dorpat pastoral conference considered the question of the lutheran understanding of consecration and its relationship to the recitation of the Verba. it was asked
whether the sacrament is consecrated by the church’s invocation and prayer to
God that he would sanctify the bread and wine to be the body and blood of Christ
or is the consecration entirely Christ’s own doing as his Words are spoken by the
liturgist over bread and wine, or are both a prayer of consecration and the Verba
superfluous, since all bread and wine ever to be used in the supper was already
dedicated to that purpose by Christ when on the night of his betrayal he spoke
his Words in the upper room. The ensuing discussion showed a wide spectrum
of views. some recalled the example of the early Christian liturgies and the practice of the Eastern Church, which include a special consecration prayer. others
replied that this view was not supported in the history of Western Catholicism
and that it was contrary to the theology of luther and the Book of Concord. They
reminded the assembly that lutherans had long been taught that the Words of
Christ spoken or sung over the bread and wine were consecratory. Müthel and
his st. Petersburg colleagues insisted that a special prayer of consecration (Germ.
Consecrations-Act) was desirable. Müthel distributed copies of a newly written
Eucharistic Prayer which his committee was considering and which in the course
of time they would submit to the Dorpat faculty. in this prayer the Verba was put
in first place followed by a prayer that God would bless the bread and cup and
those who desired to partake of them, that through the Holy spirit they would
receive the body and blood of the lord under the bread and wine for the strengthening of their faith and the increase of eternal life. The pastors raised a number
of questions. some wondered whether it was proper to imbed the Verba within
in a prayer of praise and thanksgiving and whether it was misleading to make
the sign of the cross over the bread and wine during the recitation of the Verba. in
reply Müthel stated that consensus was needed on these and three other points.
Firstly, it needed to be determined whether the sign of the cross should be made
over the elements at any point. secondly, he wondered whether it could be agreed
that the content and form of the Verba made the inclusion after them of a prayer
of consecration a suitable addition, and, finally, whether that it could be agreed
that from a dogmatic standpoint the Verba ought to be seen to be a distribution
formula rather than an act of consecration. These questions precipitated great debate in the assembly. Müthel himself thought that the Verba should be included
within a consecratory prayer and that they should be followed by an Epiclesis
since this would eliminate any Romanist notion that Christ was present because
of the power of the Words spoken by the priest. He went on to say that it should
be understood by all that Christ is present in the supper because the church has
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asked him to do so. The consecration is not a bit of sacramental magic affected by
the chanting of an incantation, he declared.
no consensus on these matters could be reached by the conference. Müthel
decided that he would need to flood the church with his views, and so he published his Ein wunder Punkt in der lutherischen Liturgie (A Surprising Phenomenon in
the Lutheran Liturgy. Contribution to the liturgy) 1895. in it he listed what he termed
to be five errors in the lutheran rite and stated how they should be corrected. (1)
When the Hosanna and Benedictus qui venit are added to the Sanctus the impression is given that Christ is already present, when in fact he makes himself present
only in the distribution and reception; (2) The conjoining of the Verba to the our
Father turns the our Father into a prayer of consecration; (3) it is a serious error
to add a congregational Amen to the our Father because this contributes to the
notion that the Verba and our Father are consecratory; (4) That the pastor faces
the altar rather than the people when speaking the Verba contributes to these notions concerning the consecration; (5) The errors are compounded when the sign
of the cross is made over the elements. All these errors, he asserted, exposed an
erroneous view of the sacrament which is Romanistic. six actions must be taken
to correct these errors. (1) The Communion liturgy must clearly articulate a correct understanding of lutheran doctrine; (2) it must be made very clear that the
body and blood of the lord are present under bread and wine only in the moment
of their reception; (3) there is no presence of Christ in the bread and wine before
or after the reception; (4) no liturgical actions reminiscent of Romanism should
be permitted. The erroneous notion that the Words spoken by the pastor have
anything to do with the presence of Christ must be eschewed; (5) it must be made
clear that apart from the distribution the blessing of the elements is a purely human work and is not to be considered the chief thing in the sacrament; (6) good
theology requires that there should be an eulogia or eucharistia, prayed facing the
people as a public proclamation of the purpose of the supper and to strengthen
the faith of believers.
several synods now took up the matter for discussion. in the 1895 livonian
synod the liturgical committee reported that it found much in Müthel’s presentation that was acceptable. They stated that it was clear to them that Jesus had
spoken a prayer of thanksgiving over the elements and that making the sign of
the cross during the Verba was inappropriate. The Verba ought to be included
within a prayer of consecration and the sign of the cross ought to be reserved
for the Pax Domini. The Courlandians were not as congenial. Müthel appeared
at their 1895 synod and heard them say that his views were not supported in the
Confessions and luther’s writings. in neither was a single word concerning a
prayer of thanksgiving to be found. Furthermore not only was his statement that
traditional lutheran liturgies promote Romanism unsupportable, it was instead
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outlandish. other consistorial districts remained silent, waiting to see how matters would develop. Müthel did not respond well to criticism; it provoked him to
further defend his position with still more pamphlets. in his Nochmals Sätze über
unsere lutherische Consecrations-Liturgie im Abendmahls-Akte (More Thoughts about
our Lutheran Consecration Liturgy in the Act of the Lord’s Supper) 1896 he claimed the
support of Dr. Georg Rietschel from leipzig, Dr. Gustav Kawerau of Breslau,
Dr. Walter Caspari of Erlangen, Dr. Johannes Haussleiter of Greifswald, schwabachian Pastor Max Herold, Archdeacon Friedrich Wilhelm lüpke from Cammin
in Pomerania, superintendent Karl lumnitzer from Teplitz (Töplitz) in Bohemia,
and Dean Hermann Beck, the ordinary of Würzburg. Closer examination would
indicate that their support of his notions was not as firm as he wanted his readers
to believe.
if some pastors felt that Müthel had gone too far, others asserted that he had
not gone far enough. Pastor Alfons Meyer of sarata in Bessarabia wrote in Noch
einige Desideria zur neuen Agende (Still one more Thing to be desired in the New Agenda)
1896 that the Verba should be stricken from their place and made a part of the pastor’s exhortation to the communicants before the Preface. He likened the Communion service to the rite of Baptism in which no consecration of the water could
be found. He insisted that under no circumstances ought the Verba to be spoken
over bread and wine. He supported his view by noting that the liturgy of Addai
and Mari and the Didache did not have in them the Verba.
At the 1896 Courlandian synod pastors, who had been considering these
matter for a year, were now ready to state their objections to Müthel’s views in
greater details. Dean Panck read a paper in which he stated that what was most
important from the lutheran standpoint was the fact that Christ gives his body
and blood in, with, and under bread and wine. He stated that there was no point
in trying to identify the moment when this occurs. He went on to say that the
sign of the cross in the lutheran liturgy had never been understood to effect the
consecration. it was merely an outward sign setting apart the elements which
Christ himself was blessing. He went on to note that all through the sacred scriptures spiritual blessings are accompanied by outward signs. Pastor Feyerabend
reminded the assembly that Müthel was putting too much emphasis on his personal proposals. Those proposals must be rejected if for no other reason than that
they deny Christian liberty in liturgical matters. Pastor Anton Jürgensohn subjected Müthel’s central arguments to a detail examination which showed them to
be historically and theologically inaccurate. Dean Heinrich seesemann analyzed
the history of the Agape Meal and noted that the prayer in the Didache dated
from a time when the Agape and Eucharist were still being celebrated together
and that the prayer included in the Didache was not a prayer consecrating the
sacrament at all. Pastor Alexander Bernewitz noted that putting the Verba into a
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prayer of consecration and eliminating the sign of the cross did the opposite of
what was intended. it replaced God’s act by an act of the church. Pastor Hugo
Czernay complained that Müthel had implied that members of the synod held
views which they in fact did not hold. After much discussion the synod rejected
completely the views of Müthel and this action of the Courlandians prompted the
livonians to reconsider the whole matter in their 1896 synod. in the presence of
Pastor Müthel the livonians stated that it was now necessary to reconsider the
whole matter of the prayer of thanksgiving. They were not willing to repudiate
the work and conclusions of Dr. Theodosius Harnack and the liturgical committee but now it was necessary to suggest that the 1832 form of consecration should
be offered as an alternative.
Müthel now dug in his heels and responded with a flurry of publications in
which he sought to refute in detail every argument ever spoken against his views
by anyone. other pastors and theologians join the fray. some supported and
others rejected his arguments. in earlier years articles on the liturgy had been
few and far between but now they were appearing like mushrooms after the rain,
making this a fruitful period for liturgical investigations in the Russian lutheran
Church.

9. 1897 s t . Peters burg Agen da an d s u bs e qu e n t De v e lop me n ts
bef ore t he o c tober Revolution
The final revision of the new agenda was completed by the general superintendents meeting in the General Consistory in December 1896. note was taken
of all the discussions on the agenda which had taken place and that it needed to
be remembered that the new book would be used everywhere and by all. This
meant that special attention had to be given to the heated arguments concerning
the Eucharistic Prayer and the Verba. The final draft of the agenda in a form acceptable to all was turned over to the minister of the interior in February 1897.
After a quick review it was sent off to the printer. By the end of the year the
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Agenda for
the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in the Russian Empire) was printed, bound, and
ready for distribution. it appeared in two parts. Part 1, The Order for the Chief Divine Service on Sundays and Festivals, and Part 2, Churchly Acts.
The structure of the chief Divine service followed the livonian order of 1885
and the st. Petersburg revision. The rite consisted in four parts. (1) Act of Confession: Hymn – introit with Gloria Patri – invitatory, Confession, Kyrie – Absolution – Gloria in excelsis (2) service of Word and Prayer: Versicle (on high feasts and
lent) – salutation and Collect – Epistle - Alleluia or Gospel, Response – Apostles’
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Creed (nicene Creed on high feasts and Trinity sunday) – Hymn – Pulpit office
(sermon – Hymn stanza – Announcement of intercessions and Admonition to
Christian living – Votum – Hymn - Prayer of the Church or litany). (3) service of
the lord’s supper: Communion Hymn – optional invitatory – Preface and Sanctus
(no Hosanna or Benedictus) – Consecration (our Father – Verba or Prayer – Verba –
our Father) – Exhortation and Pax Domini – Distribution (Agnus Dei, Communion
hymns). (4) Act of Thanksgiving and Blessing: Versicle - Post-Communion Collect – Aaronic Benediction – concluding Hymn verse. An alternative ending was
provided for occasions when there were no communicants.
now for the first time an official agenda offered two forms of consecration.
in the first place stood the Verba with the sign of the cross. The second form consisted in an introductory prayer asking that God bless the supper to those who
would eat the bread and drink the cup that in accordance with his promise they
might receive the body and blood of Christ. Then came the Verba and the our
Father with the congregation singing the Doxology: “For thine is the kingdom…
Amen.” in this second form the introductory prayer was separated from the Verba
by an Amen spoken by the congregation. Those who wished to do so could regard this prayer as the consecration of the sacrament, and those who wished to
maintain the old view that the Verba was consecratory were free to do so. This
second form made no allowance for the sign of the cross.
As required by law, a Russian language edition was also published in 1897.
A latvian translation appeared in 1900 for the livonians. in 1901 an edition was
produced for use in Courland and the latvian-speaking congregations in lithuania. The Estonians required two editions because of the many differences between the northern and southern dialects. The southern edition appeared in 1899
and the northern edition came of the press in 1902. A Finish edition appeared in
1900 for use by Finish speaking ingrians in the st. Petersburg consistorial district.
The lithuanian church was too small to warrant its own edition. All their clergy
knew German and Russian and were able to make manuscript copies in lithuanian for use at the altar.
A second edition of the 1897 German book was published in 1898 to provide
nine corrections, none of which were of great significance. one dealt with an issue
raised by some that the word “Auch” in the phrase “... und dadurch auch allesammt
den Leib und das Blut Deines eingebornen Sohnes... ” (...and through it also fully receive
the body and the blood of your only begotten son...) in the Eucharistic Prayer might
lead some to think that the bread and body and cup and blood were not one and
the same. The elimination of the German word “auch” in the 1898 book sought to
clarify the nature of the gift.
The new imperial agenda was well received in most places but satisfaction with
it was not universal. Almost immediately after its publication calls for changes were
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heard from Pastor Alfons Meyer of sarata whose recommended changes belied his
Pietist bias against traditional lutheran practices. in 1904 he published a booklet in
which he summed up the changes which he felt must be made. He demanded that
the Divine service should be simplified. The printed Collects should be replaced by
free prayer and nowhere ought the pastor be called upon to chant. He also stated
that there was no need for the congregation to sing the Kyrie after the confession,
because a simple Amen by the pastor was quite sufficient. The laying-on-of-hands
at the our Father in Baptism should be dropped since it contributed to the unacceptable notion that some blessing was being imparted. He stated that as many
as 20 children might be baptized in a single service and surely it was unimaginable
that the pastor would lay hands on each of them and pray the our Father 20 times.
He had nothing but scorn for the vows taken by confirmands and stated that it
was entirely improper to lay such weighty matters on adolescents. in any case the
church had no right to impose restrictions on anyone who desired to come to the
lord’s Table. Meyer’s views were widely discussed in the Courlandian and livonian deaneries in 1904 and his views were everywhere rejected. However, it was
generally agreed that the whole confirmation rite was in need of reform, although
there was no agreement as to what form it ought to take.
The new century brought with it interest in religious self-consciousness and its
development, and this expressed itself in concerns about the role of catechesis and
confirmation and their appropriate form and content. At the university of Dorpat new attention was being directed to the relationship between psychology and
religion, and careful note was being taken of the development of the psychology
movement in Germany and the united states. The 1907 livonian synod asked several pastors and scholars to look into the question of proper goals and procedures
for catechesis and confirmation and to examine the role of experience and the intellectual appropriation of religious information by adolescents. This committee
reported at the 1908 livonian synod and offered for examination a revision of the
confirmation rite and the public examination of confirmands, which traditionally
preceded it. The discussion which followed indicated that the synod was not ready
to act on this matter. The question would need to be referred to the deaneries. Minutes of the deanery meetings indicate that the deaneries could not reach consensus.
All that could be agreed was that a commission should be appointed to formulate a
new rite and that other provinces should be invited to participate.
Efforts to reform the liturgy itself were initiated in the st. Petersburg consistorial district in 1908 when the general superintendent publicly stated that revision
was clearly necessary. A commission was appointed to examine the proposals put
by Pastor Meyer of sarata and others. The 1909 synod heard its president, General
superintenden Guido Pingoud, give a report on the committee’s work. He drew
attention to the printed document of the commission Entwurf zu einem Anhang der
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Agende für den St. Petersburger Konsistorialbezirk (Draft for the Supplement of the Liturgy
for Use in the St. Petersburg Consistorial District) which called for revisions in the chief
Divine service, the Confession, and Confirmation. A year later, 1910, a report on
the study of the draft proposals was presented. Proposed was a new series of introits to replace those in the 1897 book, which the st. Petersburg clergy persisted
on labeling Romanistic. There were changes in the Confiteor and Absolution and
an alternative series of Collects. it was proposed that a Collect of Thanksgiving be
inserted before the Prayer of the Church and the versicle be dropped. in general
it can be said that the proposed changes did not constitute either an improvement
or an impoverishment. The response of the other consistorial districts was cool.
The Courlandians and livonians wanted a revision of the confirmation rite, but
they had no interest whatever in revisions of the Divine service.
By 1913, however, the attitude had changed, at least in livonia. now the livonian liturgical committee descried a “gutachten,” which they labeled the “huffing
and puffing” of their brothers in st. Petersburg and their quaint notion that if they
kept on harping on these matters long enough they would be able to wear down the
opposition to their views in the other districts. The st. Petersburgians were continuing to complaint against the traditional introits but what they offered in substitution was not suitable. The livonians did not care much for any of the other changes
that were being proposed by the st. Petersburgians. However, they stated that none
of this meant that improvements were not possible. improvements must be of a
suitable nature and an improved liturgy should make more use of the treasures of
the ancient church, especially the Eastern Church. A prayer after the manner of the
Didache with a congregational response should be introduced as well as some of the
hymns of Zinzendorf, Michael Müller, F. A. Krummacher, and others. This could
be followed by an introductory Eucharistic Prayer, including within it the Verba,
followed by the our Father and the congregational singing the Doxology. They
suggested a model prayer in which the Father was thanked for the bread of life and
cup of salvation given in Jesus Christ, now offering to God what he himself had
given and asking him to receive and bless it. it stated that what was brought as an
offering was the hearts and lives of the worshipers, that God might sanctify them
and make them worthy of eternal life and to gather his congregation from the ends
of the earth just as the bread had been gathered from many grains and the wine
from many grapes. The prayer further asked that no members might be separated
from the body as a whole and that all might let their light shine. Finally, the prayer
asked that the communicants might receive the bread and wine in remembrance of
the sufferings and death of Christ and that they might by means of bread and wine
be made partakers of his body and blood according to his promise. it is noteworthy
that this prayer fell short of identifying the unity of bread and body, wine and
blood - a fault not uncommon where Reformed and liberal influences are present.
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The form provided no clear witness to the presence of Christ’s body and blood in
and under bread and wine. The prayer neither proposes nor asks that the bread and
wine should be the body and blood of Christ; it asks only that those who receive the
earthly in remembrance of Christ’s sufferings and death might have their portion in
his promises - all of which might seem to have the shadow of the Anglican Prayer
Books of 1552 and later lying across it.
The livonians were not satisfied with nuda Verba with the sign of the cross,
but neither did they like the watered down alternative provided in 1897. They
wanted a more historic liturgy which would draw heavily on the heritage of the
medieval church and Eastern orthodoxy, as well as recently discovered manuscripts such as the Didache and the Clementine’s. The st. Petersburgians wanted
a more thoroughly Protestant Rite - a true lutheran liturgy shorn of all catholicizing ceremonial. it might well be asked whether either alternative would have
improved matters. The livonian proposal might have lead to the loss of the distinctly lutheran understanding of the nature of Christ’s bodily presence in and
under bread and wine, and the st. Petersburg proposal would have returned the
church to a rite little different from that of 1832.
With the coming of World War i liturgical interests had to be laid aside. A German-speaking church in the Russian Empire was in for rough times. no preaching in the German language was permitted. The liturgy could be in German, and
this led many pastors to turn the Prayer of the Church into a homiletic production
which only outwardly seemed to be addressed to God. nothing could be printed
in German, but in 1916 the church was allowed to reprint the Russian edition of
the 1897 rite. This edition was printed only one year before the october Revolution. it would be many decades before any more lutheran liturgical books would
again appear in Russia.
After the abdication of the tsar all reference to him in the Prayer of the Church
had to be removed and replaced by intercessions on behalf of the provisional government of Alexander Kerensky. in 1917 a General synod was planned to discuss
the place of the church in tumultuous times. The meeting was planned for october 1, but when october came Russia was occupied with other pressing matters.
When a General synod was convened in 1924 little was said about the conduct of
public worship, excepting for the statement that parish councils were responsible
to see that order was kept and that the reading of services where clergy were not
available was provided for.
There would be no need for ongoing liturgical work or new liturgical books. The
churches in which they would be used were themselves soon reduced to rubble.
Worshipers were intimidated, priests were murdered or sent to gulags in siberia,
many of them to meet a martyr’s death far from home. in a few places pastors continued to meet in secret with parishioners to mark the lord’s death until he comes,
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but no one raised issues concerning altars, candles, vestments, and Eucharistic
Prayer. The two pastors who still were serving in st. Petersburg joined the ranks
of every other lutheran pastor in the country. They were placed under arrest and
later executed. Pastor Alexander streck of Moscow’s st. Petri and Paul parish was
arrested in 1936. For one year worshipers continued to come to st. Peter’s church,
even though there were no pastors. Then, in 1838, the church was officially closed
by the Bolsheviks and 400 years of lutheran ministry in Russia came to an end.
Estonia, latvia, and lithuania became independent states at the end of WWi,
and the Russian imperial liturgical tradition survived in all three churches. This
tradition would continue to serve these churches in the decades to come. The Baltic consistories saw little need for mutual consultation in liturgical matters. Each
of the churches now pursued its own particular interests and concerns in theology and liturgy until 1940 when all discussions were silenced. The churches now
faced a new peril as the result of the occupation of their countries by a foreign
regime which was totalitarian and aggressively atheistic.

10. li t u rg ical Reforms in th e po s t-s ov ie t E ra
it was not until the 1990’s that the Baltic and Russian Churches which formerly
comprised the Russian imperial Church begun independently to consider the revision of the 1897 imperial Agenda. During the soviet period the church in Russia
ceased to exist as an organized body; there were only of a few local parishes. in
the Baltic Republics liturgical revision was not a matter of significant concern.
Before 1940 some steps toward liturgical revision were taken in Estonia, but
they ceased at the beginning of the World War ii. in 1994 the Estonian lutheran
Church printed the 1951 and 1979 linguistically updated version of the 1902 translation of the 1897 rite which had been prepared by the Estonian lutheran Church
in Exile. The new Estonian agenda was published in 2009 and showed a strong
appreciation for the catholic heritage of lutheran worship. However, pastors and
congregations are permitted to continue to use the 1994 Agenda.
The latvian lutheran Church republished the latvian translation of the old
rite in 1928 with some linguistic improvements and some minor changes, and the
German synod in latvia published in 1930 a shortened edition of the 1897 German version. in 1998 the latvian Church published a provisional liturgy which
offered three forms of the Divine service. service A offered reformulated the service along traditional lines taking advantage of modern research. service C reproduced the old imperial liturgy and service B offered a transitional liturgy for
congregations moving from the old liturgy to Form A. The new latvian agenda
was published in 2003 which provided two forms of worship. Pastors and con-
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gregations might choose either Form 1 which follows the path of service A in the
1998 rite or Form 2 which perpetuates service C based on the old 1928 Agenda.
The lithuanian lutheran Church never had its own official translation of the imperial Agenda. In addition western Lithuanian parishes in the Klaipėda Region (Germ.
Memelland) were formerly part of the Prussian union Church and used the 1897 lithuanian translation of the revised 1895 Prussian union Agenda. Congregations in suvalkija which had formerly been under the Warsaw consistory continued to use the rite
of the Polish lutheran Church until 1944. A new provisional liturgy more cognizant
of the church’s catholic heritage and recent liturgical research was introduced in 1997
and a new agenda is currently being readied for publication. A revised version of the
liturgy was included in the new lithuanian hymnal published in 2007.
The official agenda of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Russia and Other States
(ElKRAs) was published in 1999. it reproduced with only minor changes in prayers the old imperial agenda in modern speech.
The Evangelical Lutheran Church of Ingria in Russia (ElCiR) in Russia decided in
1993 synod to follow liturgical models which were predominantly Finnish. However, congregations were allowed to continue to use the old imperial agenda in
its 1900 Finnish translation. A new ingrian agenda came off the press in 2005. The
service is based on the old imperial Agenda, with less than a handful of options
and some prayers from other sources.
The Siberian Evangelical Lutheran Church (sElC) has not yet published its agenda. At first the church used the 1897 Russian language rite but later a new liturgy
was formulated using liturgical elements taken from Lutheran Worship 1982 (lutheran Church Missouri synod) and Alternative Service Book 1980 (Anglican).
since the 1990’s independent lutheran Churches have been established in
Kazakhstan, the ukraine, Belarus, and the elsewhere in former soviet socialist
Republics. some of them continue to use the old imperial lutheran rite and in
the case of the reestablished Ukrainian Evangelical Church of the Augsburg Confession, which was organized in 1926 in the Galicia and Volhynia (until 1939 a part
of Poland) uses a form of the liturgy of st. John Chrysostom revised and adapted
for lutheran congregations.
Committees presently charged with the responsibility of proposing liturgical
revisions in these churches have been eager to acquaint themselves with developments in other Christian churches and to make use of this information as they deem
appropriate. These committees have paid particularly close attention to the postVatican ii revisions of the Roman Rite and recent Anglican liturgical developments.
A wide variety of forms have appeared in print, but in most cases one can still
discern the continuing influence of the old Russian imperial liturgical tradition in
all these churches.
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KuRZFAssunG

D i E R ussisCHE unD B A lTi sC H E luTH ERi sC H E
l i T u R GiE iM n EunZ E HnTEn un D ZWAnZiGs TEn
J A H RHu nDE R T

1. D i e liturgis c h e Vielfalt in d e n l u th e ris ch e n K irch e n im
R u ssi schen Reich
Das Russische Christentum ist bekanntlich auf den byzantinischen osten,
nicht aber auf den Westen hin orientiert, und so kannte es keine Reformation. Es
gab kaum eine gelehrte Entwicklung der Theologie, und Glaubensfragen, die zur
Reformation geführt hatten, schienen ihr irrelevant. so bedeutete das luthertum
den Russen eine sekte im Westen sein, kurz - ein westliches Problem, mit dem
die östliche Kirche nichts zu tun hatte. Außerdem verstieß es gegen das russische
Recht, wenn orthodoxe lutheraner wurden. Dies hätte zu schweren strafrechtlichen Verfolgungen geführt.
seit der Frühzeit der Reformation gab es lutheraner im alten Russland. sie kamen als Kaufleute, als Handwerker und Kriegsgefangene, wie im Falle nach Russland verschleppten livländer. obwohl sie nicht sehr zahlreich waren, blieben
diese Menschen ihrem luthertum treu und hielten weiterhin Gottesdienst nach
der in ihren Heimatländern gewohnten Weise. Genaueres ist über diese Traditionen nicht überliefert. nur die Gemeinde in Moskau hat uns einige nachrichten
über das liturgische Gemeindeleben hinterlassen. Es beruhte auf der Hamburgischen Kirchenordnung, jener stadt, aus der die meisten Mitglieder gekommen
waren. Tatsächlich wurde die Moskauer Gemeinde als Tochter der Hamburger
Kirche gesehen.
Die Gemeinden selbst waren weit verstreut. Bereits Zar Peter der Große war
bemüht, sie durch ein gemeinsames Kirchenrecht und eine gemeinsame Form
des Gottesdienstes zu vereinen. Er übergab diese Aufgabe an superintendent
Barthold Vagetius, der daraufhin die Kirchenordnung von 1717 verfasste. Das
Projekt scheiterte. Die Einladung von Katharina der Großen von 1763 an Westeuropäer, sich in Russland überall dort anzusiedeln, wo genügend land vorhanden
war, hat eine Flut von lutherischen Einwanderern ins land gebracht. Die meisten
von ihnen ließen sich entlang den ufern der Wolga nieder. Ein liturgisches Chaos
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war die Folge, denn die Menschen aus jedem landstrich brachten ihre eigenen
Gesangbücher und gottesdienstliche Traditionen mit. Die liturgien waren von
Dorf zu Dorf und von stadt zu stadt unterschiedlich.
Die Mehrheit der lutheraner kam jedoch zu Russland eher wegen ihrer militärischen Eroberung der neuen Großmacht und nicht weil sie eingewandert wären.
sie brauchten sich keinen Meter zu bewegen, denn ihr land wurde samt und sonders besetzt. Das Russische Reich hatte sich während des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts enorm ausgeweitet, als ein land nach dem anderen am südlichen und östlichen Rande der ostsee unter seine Kontrolle kam. Die schwedische Herrschaft
in den baltischen ländern endete mit der niederlage in der schlacht von Poltawa
im Jahre 1709. schweden wurde dann gänzlich aus der Region verdrängt. im Jahre 1710 wurden livland, Estland, die insel Ösel (Est. saaremaa) sowie ingermanland an das Russische Reich angeschlossen. Eine weitere Expansion folgte mit
den drei Teilungen des Königreichs Polen-litauen in den Jahren 1772, 1793 und
1795, als das lutherische Kurland, sowie Pilten und das römisch-katholischen litauen, einschließlich Weißrussland und der nordwestlichen Gebiete der ukraine,
dem Reich hinzugefügt wurden. Mit der Annexion der Baltischen länder wurde
die lutherische Kirche Russlands etwas weltoffener und hat stark an Größe zugenommen. sie war nun die drittgrößte Religionsgemeinschaft im Reich.
Die lutheraner in diesen Gebieten hatten seit langem eigene liturgische Formen und Traditionen entwickelt. Am bekanntesten unter ihnen war das schwedische Handbuch von 1693. in seiner deutschen Übersetzung wurde es seit 1708
in Estland, livland und ingermanland verwendet. Die andere weit verbreitete liturgie war die der Kurländischen Kirche. ihre liturgische Tradition wurde bereits
1570/72 begründet. in den Jahren 1741 und 1765 wurde sie revidiert. ihre Grundlage war die Kurtz Ordnung von 1530, die so genannte Rigaer liturgie, von Dr.
Johannes Briesmann in Königsberg vorbereitet. nach ihrer Einführung in livland
1532-1533 wurde diese ordnung in den Jahren 1537, 1548, 1559, 1567, 1574 und
1592 immer wieder herausgegeben. Alle diese Ausgaben wurden in der niederdeutschen Mundart verfasst, dem Platt-Deutsch, das in Riga und sonst in livland
allgemeinen unter den Deutschen im Gebrauch war und in dem auch geschrieben
wurde. im Jahre 1615 erschien die Briesmannsche liturgie in der hochdeutschen
sprache im Gesangbuch dieses Jahres, aber es war auch zum letzten Male. Die
Kurtz Ordnung wurde in livland dagegen bis 1708 verwendet, allerdings nicht
mehr vollständig im Gesangbuch abgedruckt.
Zusätzlich zu diesen bekannten liturgien gab es auch lokale ordnungen des
Gottesdienstes, unter denen wir insbesondere die liturgie von Pilten aus dem
Jahre 1756 erwähnen mochten, eine kleine Grafschaft inmitten von Kurland. Es
gab auch einige lokale litauische liturgien, von denen die liturgie (nach sächsischem Vorbild) von 1648 der Gemeinde von Vilnius am bekanntesten wurde.
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Andere Agenden erschienen in der stadt Reval (Est. Tallinn) 1740, in Riga 1760,
und in narwa 1765. Die lutheraner waren einen Glaubens, ihre gottesdienstlichen Ausformungen zeigten jedoch eine große Vielfalt.

2. Pi et i stis ch e un d ration alis tis ch e E in s te llu n g e n g e g e n ü be r
dem l i t urgis c h en Dien s t
Der Gottesdienst der Baltischen lutherischen Kirchen wurde stark von den europäischen geistigen und philosophischen strömungen der damaligen Zeit beeinflusst, da sich die Region immer noch im deutschen kulturellen Einflussbereich
befand. Viele livländische und estnische Pietisten haben weiterhin die schwedische Messe verwendet, aber ihrer Gesinnung entsprach dies nicht. Das liturgische
Ritual erschien ihnen allgemein als seelenlose Formalität, die nichts zur geistlichen Wiedergeburt beitragen konnte. Diese sollte nur durch das aus dem inneren
des Herzens kommende Gebet, durch das lebendige Wort Gottes in der Predigt
und innere umkehr erreicht werden. sie übten liturgie nur in dem masse, wie
dies von der Kirchenleitung gefordert wurde, die fast gänzlich zur halleschen
pietistischen Bewegung angehörte. Von daher ist ihr Widerstand verständlich,
als später Versuche zur Bereicherung der liturgie in den Kirchen Russlands mit
Elementen der Reformationszeit unternommen wurden.
Die Pietisten waren jedoch nie stark genug, um Vereinfachungen in den liturgischen Gebräuchen in ganz Kurland durchsetzen zu können. Die dortigen Kirchenleitungen waren, im Gegensatz zu den livländischen, lutherisch-orthodox und
haben offen dem Pietismus widerstanden. so stellten die überarbeiteten Agenden,
die in den Jahren 1741 und 1765 in Kurland und in Pilten 1741 und 1756 erschienen,
eine erfolgreiche Reaktion gegenüber dem Einfluss des Pietismus dar.
Keine offizielle liturgie, die ausdrücklich rationalistischen Grundsätzen folgte, wurde in Kurland veröffentlicht, obwohl einige inoffizielle liturgien dieser
Richtung erschienen waren. in den Jahren 1785 und 1786 hat Pastor Christoph
Friedrich neander die ersten schritte zur Vorbereitung eines Kirchengesetzes
nach rationalistischen Prinzipien unternommen, und Pastor Dr. Karl Dietrich
Wehrt benutzte seine Vorarbeit bei der Formulierung einer diesen Prinzipien
entsprechenden Agende. seine inoffizielle, dem neanderschen Kirchengesetz
verpflichtete Agende erschien im Jahre 1786. liturgie und Gottesdienstordnung
wurden von den Rationalisten zwar nicht beseitigt, aber ihr sinn und Verwendung wurden drastisch verändert. Es reichte ihnen gleichsam nicht, nur die alten
Möbel herum zuschieben – sie sollten durch neue, moderne ersetzt werden. so
wurden selbst die Bedeutung und das Verständnis Jesu wurden stark verändert:
er war nicht mehr Gott und Mensch in einer Person, sondern eine moralische
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Autorität, die eher den Tod auf sich nahm, als seine hohen ethischen Grundsätze
zu verraten. Die Rationalisten schätzten die liturgische Arbeit von Wehrt, die im
Jahre 1792 in einer ergänzten neuen Auflage in Kurland erschien.
Der Rationalismus wurde allgemein in livland, insbesondere unter den intellektuellen von Riga, eher akzeptiert. Dort wurde 1801 ein inoffizielles Handbuch
veröffentlicht, das stark von dieser Bewegung beeinflusst war. Es enthielt kein
Haupt-Gottesdienst, aber es bot Formen für Beichte, Taufe, Ehe, die von leicht
rationalistischen Formen bis hin zu Veränderungen reichten, in denen alle Vorstellungen der christlichen orthodoxie getilgt waren. 1802 erschienen liturgische
Formulare von Carl Gottlob sonntag, die dem oben erwähnten Handbuch in Bezug auf den Rationalismus sehr ähnlich waren.
Die Agenden konnten wegen der enormen Glaubensunterschiede zwischen
Pietisten und Rationalisten, die ihrerseits untereinander zerstritten waren, keine
einheitliche liturgische Form gewinnen, die von allen akzeptiert worden wäre.
Die rationalistischen Agenden blieben Privatagenden. unter der lettischen Bevölkerung von Kurland war es Pastor Alexander Johann stender, ein bekannter
humanistischer schriftsteller, der Formen des Gottesdienstes im Geiste des neuen
Zeitalters entwarf. seine Arbeiten erschienen 1805, erreichten aber nie einen offiziellen status.
nur in Kurland und livland sind solche inoffiziellen liturgischen Werke jemals im Druck erschienen. Anderswo mussten sich mit dem Rationalismus sympathisierende Pastoren damit begnügen, ihre Agenden zu verändern, indem sie
das ihnen anstößig Erscheinende herausnahmen und die Wörter so veränderten,
wie es notwendig war, um ihre aufgeklärten Hörer zufrieden zu stellen. im Allgemeinen wurden das Christentum und die Kirche von den überzeugten Rationalisten als moralische Anstalt empfunden.

3. Ei n f rü h er Vers uch , die luth e ra n e r im Ru s s is ch e n Re ich
unt er ei ner ein zigen l iturg ie zu v e re in ig e n
Das Kollegium der Justiz des Zaren hatte bereits 1773 erkannt, dass die 1686er
schwedische Kirchenordnung nicht mehr in der lage war, das kirchliche leben
und den Gottesdienst in livland, Estland und anderswo ausreichend zu ordnen.
Aber eine reale Alternative wurde nicht vorgeschlagen. Die Beschwerde des Kurländischen Adels gegen die privatliturgischen Basteleien war von Graf Friedrich
Wilhelm von Buxhöwden, dem Militärgouverneur und zivilen Befehlshaber von
Kurland, livland und Estland offiziell geführt, und in Juli 1804 an Graf Viktor
Kotschubej, den Minister des innern übergeben worden. Als Ergebnis dieser
Beschwerde wurde ein Komitee gegründet, um die situation anzugehen. Als
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Mitglied des Komitees war der nämliche livländische superintendent sonntag
eingesetzt, den Buxhöwden als Teil des Problems benannt hatte. ihm gehörten
ebenfalls der staatsanwalt Georg Friedrich sahlfeldt, sowie ein Berater des Kollegiums der Justiz, Probst Tomas Rheinbott von st. Petersburg, und eine Reihe
anderer prominenter Pastoren an, unter denen sich Pastor Dr. Wehrt befand, der
die rationalistischen kurländischen Agenden von 1786 und 1792 verfasst hatte.
Die Aufgabe dieses Ausschusses war es, eine einheitliche liturgie zu verfassen,
die jede lutherische Gemeinde zu gebrauchen verpflichtet werden sollte. Es wurde jedoch bald klar, dass die Mitglieder des Ausschusses, von denen die meisten
selbst Rationalisten waren, nicht einmal imstande sein würden, eine gemeinsame
Verständigung über sinn und Zweck des liturgischen Gemeindegottesdienstes
herbei zuführen. obwohl sie mit der Formulierung einer neuen liturgie betraut
waren, welche von den Gläubigen mit sehr unterschiedlichen Bildungsvoraussetzungen und widersprüchlichen theologischen Positionen genutzt werden sollte,
konnten sie sich nicht darüber einigen, wie dies erreicht werden könnte. Das Komitee kam nicht über eine hitzige Diskussion über Gebrauch und Bedeutung von
liturgie in der protestantischen Kirche hinaus. sie waren sich zwar einig darüber,
dass die moralische Beförderung der Gläubigen eine Angelegenheit ersten Ranges
sei, aber es gab keine allgemeine Übereinstimmung unter ihnen, was diese nun je
mit Gott zu tun hätte. Wie superintendent sonntag bemerkte, kann Gott in keiner
Weise durch etwas bewegt werden, was von seinen Gläubigen gesagt oder getan
wird. Also, schloss er daraus, sollte es allen klar sein, dass der Hauptzweck des
Gottesdienstes es im Grunde ist, den Menschen zu bewegen. Mit einem Wort, im
Gottesdienst geht es um den Menschen; sein Zweck ist es, sein moralisches Handeln zu befördern. Die alten liturgischen Formen erfüllten diesen Zweck nicht
ausreichend. Außerdem seinen diese liturgien viel zu zeremoniell, und erinnerten stark an katholische Zeiten. Am nötigsten wären heute ein die heilige stille pflegender Gottesdienst, eine der Feierlichkeit ergebene Aufmerksamkeit der
Zuhörer, sowie die Kultivierung des russischen Reichs-Patriotismus und anderer
moralischen Ziele. sorgfältigste Aufmerksamkeit sollte auf Kirchenlieder gelegt
werden, durch welche im Menschen die richtigen ideale eingepflanzt werden.
Kurz gesagt: der alte Gottesdienst muss vollständig beseitigt werden. Allerdings
konnte sich der Ausschuss nicht darüber verständigen, was die alte liturgie nun
ersetzen könnte, außer natürlich darüber, dass sie ehrfurchtsvolle Fürbitten für
den Zaren und seine Familie enthalten müsse.
Dieses im Jahre 1805 für die Zwecke der Herstellung einer geeigneten liturgie
für alle lutheraner im Reich organisierte Komitee veröffentlichte die Kaiserliche
Agende: Von Sr. Kaiserlichen Majestät allerhöchst bestätigte Allgemeine Liturgische
Verordnung für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche. Zar
Alexander i. verfügte, dass es in allen lutherischen Kirchen im Reich ohne Aus-
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nahme verwendet werden müsse. Es gab jedoch wenig zu verwenden, da die
Agende keine wirkliche liturgie enthielt. sie war nicht viel mehr als ein Verwaltungsakt mit einem Handbuch voller Bestimmungen über Kirchengesänge, einige Formulare für Gebete, pastorale Regeln, Verordnungen zu Predigttexten, usw.
Verbindlich war nur, dass in allen Gottesdiensten Fürbitten für die Kirche, für
den Zaren und die Mitglieder seines Hauses verbatim zu erfolgen habe. im Übrigen wurde den Pastoren der Gebrauch der ältere Bücher und anderer Hilfsmittel
bei der Durchführung von öffentlichen Gottesdiensten anheim gestellt. Die traditionell gebundenen Pfarreien hielten also ungehindert an ihren alten Agenden
fest, beteten aber für den Zaren und achteten auf andere gebotene Regelungen.
Das Konsistorium des finnischsprachigen Konsistorial-Distriktes von Hamina
bat das Kollegium der Justiz in st. Petersburg um Befreiung von der Allgemeinen
liturgischen Verordnung, weil die neuen Regelungen nicht den richtige Ablauf des
Gottesdienstes und keine Erwähnung der Gottheit Christi und die allein selig machende Wirkung seines Kreuzestodes beinhalteten. ihnen wurde durch das Kollegium der Justiz kurz mitgeteilt, dass sie offensichtlich veraltete Ansichten hätten
und einfach Gehorsam leisten müssten. in Antwort auf diese neue Richtlinie erließ
das Konsistorium von Hamina eine liturgie im Jahr 1808. Diese Agende beseitigte
die schlimmsten Folgen der rationalistischen Einflüsse der Richtlinien von 1805.

4. Die Vereinheitlichung der Kirche unter einer Kirchenordnung
u nd Agende
Das Dokument von 1805 bewirkte nichts, um die liturgische Einheitlichkeit
zu fördern. Das unter staatsanwalt Georg sahlfeldt 1808 herausgegebene Kirchenrecht war nicht erfolgreicher. Es sollte die Kirche mit einer gemeinsamen
Verwaltung versehen, erreichte jedoch nie Rechtsverbindlichkeit. Eine liturgische
Einheit konnte es ja ohne eine zentrale Verwaltungsstelle für alle lutheraner im
Reich nicht geben. Zu diesem Zweck ergriff der Zar Alexander i. selbst die initiative, wobei er sich an dem Beispiel von König Friedrich Wilhelm iii von Preußen
orientierte, der die lutherische und die Reformierte Kirchen in eine union gepresst hatte. im Januar 1818 erließ der Zar eine ordre, in dem festgelegt wurde,
dass ab jetzt beide protestantischen Konfessionen offiziell “Evangelische Kirche”
genannt werden. 1819 ging er einen schritt weiter und verordnete, dass diese
“Evangelische Kirche” von einem “Evangelischen Generalkonsistorium” geleitet
wird, dessen geistlicher leiter ein evangelischer Bischof zu sein hat. Für dieses
Amt wurde der Bischof von Porvoo, Zacharias Cygnaeus im Jahr 1819 ernannt.
sein laien-Präsident wurde Karl lieven. Diese ordre des Zaren war jedoch dermaßen unbestimmt, dass die organisation eines unierten Generalkonsistoriums
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sich in die länge zog, zumal der Zar, als Russisch-orthodoxer, letztlich nicht die
Motivation besaß, innerprotestantische Angelegenheiten zu reglementieren, wie
sie Friedrich Wilhelm iii hatte. Beide Pläne von lieven, die Kirchen administrativ zu vereinigen, wurden schließlich verworfen. Die autonomen Traditionen der
Baltischen landeskirchen waren zu stark. Cygnaeus Plan vom März 1824, die Allgemeine Verordnung über das evangelische Kirchenwesen, war dagegen für den baltischen Adel unannehmbar, da durch ihn ihre besondere stellung in der Kirche
und ihre Privilegien gefährdet wurden - er wurde von ihm ebenfalls verworfen,
zumal er ohnehin wenig interesse an der lutherischen Einheit hatte.
Während des gleichen Zeitraums erschienen mehrere neue Agenden in einigen Regionen des Reichs. Am wichtigsten unter ihnen war Fesslers Agende in
saratov 1823. ihre liturgie enthielt sowohl katholische wie evangelische, östliche wie westliche Bestandteile. sie wurde veröffentlicht, um ordnung in den Gemeinden der Wolgadeutschen herzustellen, wo liturgisches Chaos herrschte. Dieses Werk umfasste eine Reihe von eucharistischen Präfationes und eine Epiklese,
die an entsprechenden orthodoxen Vorbildern orientiert waren. in diesen beiden
Bestimmungen war die Agende von Fessler ihrer Zeit weit voraus.
Von geringerer Bedeutung und ganz anders geartet war die 1822er Agende
von Pastor Christoph Reinhold Girgensohn, posthum für die livländischen letten veröffentlicht. sein Ziel war es, die “alte” liturgie in den Dienst des neuen
rationalistischen Glaubens zu stellen, der jedoch damals selbst bereits veraltet
und gescheitert war. Es ist nicht bekannt, ob seine Arbeit allgemeine Akzeptanz
erreichte, in jedem Fall hinterließ sie keine dauerhaften spuren in der liturgischen
Geschichte der livländischen Kirche.
Es war die Erstellung und Veröffentlichung der Preußischen unions-Agende,
die die nötigen Ermutigung und den impetus zur Formulierung eines gemeinsamen lutherischen Ritus im Russischen Reich gab. Am 22. Mai 1828 wurde ein
Komitee gegründet, um ein einheitliches Kirchengesetz sowie eine gemeinsame
Agende für alle lutheraner im Reich vorzubereiten. Georg Karl Benjamin Ritschl
(1783-1858), Bischof und Generalsuperintendent von Pommern, wurde zur Beratung bei dieser Arbeit vom Komitee in st. Petersburg herangezogen.
Die deutsche Übersetzung von 1708 des schwedischen Handbuchs von 1693,
das schwedische Handbuch von 1811 und die preußische unions-Agende für
die Provinz Pommern von 1829 dienten als primäre beispielgebende Quellen des
neuen russischen lutherischen Ritus. Das fertige Werk wurde dem Zaren am 2.
Januar 1832 vorgelegt. Am 28. Dezember 1832 unterzeichnete es nikolaus i. und
erließ es als Gesetz. Die Arbeit wurde in drei Teilen veröffentlicht: (1) Gesetz für
die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche in Russland; (2) Instruction für die Geistlichkeit und
die Behörden der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche in Russland, and (3) Agende für die
evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche.
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Die Agende von 1832 brachte die russischen lutheraner in Übereinstimmung
mit dem Hauptstrom der lutherischen liturgien in Deutschland. Der neue Ritus
zeigte deutliche Abhängigkeiten von schwedischen und preußischen Einflüssen,
aber das Komitee war in der lage, einige der preußischen unstimmigkeiten zu vermeiden. Bei der eucharistischen Präfatio wurde ihre Dialogform wieder hergestellt
und nahm den ihr gebührenden Platz im eucharistischen Ritus wieder ein. Die
folgende Reihenfolge wurde festgesetzt: Gesang - Gloria Patri oder invocation der
Dreieinigkeit - Ermahnung - sündenbekenntnis - Kyrie - Gnadenverkündigung Gloria in excelsis / Laudamus oder tersanctus oder “Allein Gott in der Höh´ sei Ehr’” –
salutation und Kollekte; sonntags Perikope (kein Predigttext) - Halleluja - Apostolisches oder niceanisches Glaubensbekenntnis - Gesang - Kanzeldienst (Perikope,
Predigt, allgemeines Kirchengebet, Ankündigungen und Fürbitten, Vaterunser
und Votum) - Gesang – Versikel und Kollekte - Aaronitischer segen - Gesang. Falls
Abendmahl gefeiert wurde, kamen die folgenden Elemente nach dem Gesang hinzu: Beichte und Absolution (falls nicht schon früher statt gefunden) - Präfatio und
Sanctus oder verkürztes Sanctus - Vaterunser - Verba - Pax Domini - Agnus Dei - Distributio (Preußische unions-Formel “Jesus sagte: nehmet hin und esset, etc.” als
Alternative) - Ermahnung (vor der Adhortation der Kommunikanten) - Benedicamus – Kollekte nach der Kommunion – Aaronitischer segen. Wöchentliche Kommunion war erlaubt, wurde aber nicht zur norm erhoben. Es wurde festgelegt,
dass das sakrament an allen großen Festtagen gefeiert werden soll.
Die Agende wurde 1834 in lettisch, Estnisch, schwedisch und 1835 in Finnisch
für die finnischen lutheraner in den Regionen st. Petersburg, Wyborg und Hamina herausgegeben. Allerdings wurde Finnland und Polen liturgische Autonomie
gewährt und gestattet, auch weiterhin ihre traditionellen liturgien zu benutzen.

5. nachfolgende liturgische Reformen zwischen 1849 und 1883.
Das Verständnis für die notwendigkeit einer liturgischen Reform resultierte
aus einem neu erwachenden Bewusstsein, das sich überall in den baltischen ländern bemerkbar machte, wo es Kontakte zu Deutschland gab, durch die die Pastoren Arbeiten von Wilhelm löhe, Theodor Kliefoth und anderen kennen lernten.
Diese Männer hatten die Ergebnisse ihrer sorgfältigen Prüfung der historischen
liturgien der Kirche veröffentlicht und waren selbst zu einem neuen Verständnis
der Beziehung zwischen liturgie und kirchlichen Bekenntnisschriften gekommen. Die erste liturgische Kommission im russischen Reich wurde von der livländischen synode im Jahre 1849 gegründet. Zum Vorsitzenden dieses Komitee
wurde Doktor Theodosius Harnack von der universität Dorpat gewählt. Das Komitee stellte unverzüglich eine studie der kirchlichen liturgie, ihrer historischen
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Wurzeln, und der ihnen zugrunde liegenden Prinzipien her. ihr Bericht von 1851
an die livländische synode enthielt mehrere Vorschläge für Korrekturen, die die
Agende von 1832 in engere Übereinstimmung mit historischen normen bringen
würde. später im selben Jahr veröffentlichte Harnack die Liturgischen Beiträge. in
ihnen machte er konkrete Vorschläge zur Korrektur einiger Formen. Die synode
von 1855 äußerte den Wunsch, dass die gesamte Reichs-Kirche mit den Feststellungen und Empfehlungen dieses liturgischen Komitees bekannt gemacht werde. Pfarrer der stadt Riga und Estlands hatten bereits ihr interesse an den livländischen Entwicklungen bekundet und den Wunsch geäußert, dass einige seiner
Empfehlungen in ihren eigenen Distrikten angenommen würden.
Die liturgischen Fortschritte in livland stießen jedoch bald auf ein unerwartetes Hindernis. im Jahre 1853 nahm Harnack einen Ruf an die universität Erlangen
an. Dies verschaffte den livländischen Pietisten und anderen Kritikern unter der
leitung der Pfarrer Hugo Braunschweig, Gotthard Vierhuff, und anderen, von einem stark protestantischen Geist getragenen Geistlichen Anlass, eine energische
Kampagne gegen das Komitee und seine Vorschläge zu starten. ihr schlachtruf
war: keine Änderungen der Agende von 1832. ihre polemischen Veröffentlichungen verzögerten, konnten aber die Bemühungen des Komitees um Fortschritte bei
seiner Arbeit nicht aufhalten. Die endgültigen Vorschläge wurden 1859 der synode vorgelegt. Viele von ihnen betrafen Kleinigkeiten, aber zwei sind beachtlich:
die Wiedereinführung des introitus zu Beginn des Gottesdienstes und die Einfügung eines Weihgebetes im Zusammenhang mit der Konsekration von Brot und
Wein. Die synode nahm diese Vorschläge an und erklärte, dass der überarbeitete
liturgische Bericht einer künftigen General-synode vorgelegt werden sollte. Die
Gegner der neuerungen waren jedoch in der lage, die umsetzung der Vorschläge wirkungsvoll zu verhindern. ihr Wortführer war Pfarrer Moritz Kauzmann.
Er bestand darauf, dass die synode nicht das Recht habe, diese Beschlüsse umzusetzen, ehe sie nicht von jeder Gemeinde gebilligt wurden. Gleichzeitig wurde
darauf hingewiesen, dass die Vorschläge des Komitees an die General-synode
weitergeleitet werden und ihre Zustimmung erlangen müssten, sonst würden die
Vorschläge lediglich vorläufige und lokale Bedeutung haben. Das General-Konsistorium in st. Petersburg hatte wenig interesse an der Förderung der Empfehlungen. Es betrachtete die bisherige liturgie als ausreichend für die kirchlichen
Bedürfnisse, und in jedem Fall müsste eine General-synode einberufen werden,
um die neue liturgie zu genehmigen. Außerdem zeigen die Protokolle der synodensitzungen und Publikationen in theologischen Zeitschriften, dass die Pfarrer selbst nicht daran glaubten, dass der Zar eine General-synode genehmigen
würde. Eine der Gründe der skepsis konnte sein, dass in jenen Jahren hatte die
Russisch-orthodoxe Kirche mit unterstützung des staates eine aggressive Politik
der Konvertierung von lutheranern zur orthodoxie begonnen. Den Konvertiten
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wurde versprochen, sie von der leibeigenschaft zu befreien und zudem land zu
geben. obwohl diese Versprechungen nicht eingehalten wurden, haben tausende
lutheraner in livland und Estland ihre Gemeinden verlassen. Das Gesetz verbot
den orthodoxen im Reich hinwiederum, einen anderen Glauben anzunehmen.
Pfarrer, die den reumütigen Konvertiten auch nur insgeheim geistlichen Beistand
leisteten, wurden vom Dienst suspendiert und strafrechtlich verfolgt. Diese Fragen hätten auf einer General-synode zweifelsohne im Vordergrund gestanden.
Deswegen glaubten die lutherischen Pfarrer nicht, dass die Regierung eine Zusammenkunft der General-synode genehmigen würde. Diejenigen, die Kritik am
Komitee und seinen Empfehlungen übten, verstärkten ihren Widerstand noch,
indem sie behaupteten, dass das Komitee nur wenig mehr als Auseinandersetzungen und streitigkeiten provoziert hätte.
Ein neuer Vorstoß in Richtung Reform wurde erst möglich, als Harnack im
Jahre 1866 nach Dorpat zurückkehrte. Er verschaffte sich sofort ein festeres Fundament für eine liturgische Erneuerung, indem die Verkündigung des Wortes,
die heilige Taufe, die Heilige Absolution und das Abendmahl in den Mittelpunkt
stellte als die Mittel, durch die die Gnade und Barmherzigkeit Gottes angeboten, gefördert und erlangt wird. in den Jahren 1871 und 1874 veröffentlichte er
zwei Bände Liturgische Formulare, die eine überarbeitete liturgie der Heiligen
Taufe, zusammen mit den Riten der Konfirmation, der Ehe und anderen pastoralen Handlungen enthielten. im Jahre 1877 erschien der erste Band von Harnacks
Praktische Theologie, in der er die Begründungen für den liturgischen Gottesdienst
in der Kirche artikuliert und einen konkreten Entwurf der Form des Hauptgottesdienstes anbot. Er schlug ein Weihgebet nach dem Beispiel eines in der Kirchenordnung von Pfalz-neuburg von 1543 gefundenen Gebets in die liturgie
aufzunehmen. Der dritte Band der Liturgischen Formulare Harnacks erschien im
Jahr 1878. Es war eine detaillierte Beschreibung der struktur des Haupgottesdienstes, die mit dem Vorschlag eines weiter entwickelten Weihegebets vor den
Einsetzungsworten, die den Heiligen Geistes zum segen der Kommunikanten
anrufen, einen schritt über die Praktische Theologie hinausging.
Harnacks untersuchungen liefen dem interesse der Pastoren vieler Konsistorial-Distrikte zuwider. Die Kurländische synode von 1874 gründete einen eigenes
liturgisches Komitee unter der leitung von Pastor Reinhold Friedrich Julius Räder aus Goldingen (latv. Kuldiga). Räder informierte die synode 1876 darüber,
dass sein Komitee im Wesentlichen mit den Empfehlungen von Harnack übereinstimme. Doch zwei Jahre später, 1878, berichtete er derselben synode, ihm sein
nun klar geworden, dass der Vorbereitungsakt umgestellt werden müsse, und
zwar in der Weise, dass Beichte und Absolution dem introitus vorangestellt werden. Es sei nun klar, dass introitus, Kyrie und Gloria in excelsis den Eröffnungsteil der liturgie des Wortes bilden müssten. Die Kurländische synode beschloss,
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dass sie nicht willens war, solch radikale Veränderungen am bestehenden Hauptgottesdienst vorzunehmen.
Die Empfehlungen von Harnack und seinem livländischen Komitee wurden
auch vom Konsistorial-Distrikt von st. Petersburg kühl aufgenommen. Die st.
Petersburger Pastoren hatten wenig interesse am westlichen katholischen liturgischen und theologischen Erbe. Einige von ihnen wollten ein luthertum, das akademisch, anti-römisch und authentisch protestantische war. sie erblickten in den
livländischen Vorschlägen die Wiedereinführung des Römischen Katholizismus,
insbesondere in der Verwendung der alten introiten sahen sie ein klares indiz für
diese Katholisierungstendenz und sie äußerten Zweifel, ob die Konsekration des
sakraments durch die Rezitation der Verba und des Vaterunser gültig ist. solche
Form der Konsekration nannten sie “abergläubische sakramentale Magie”. sie
bevorzugten die durch jüngste studien der liturgie gewonnene Einsicht, dass die
Konsekration bereits damals im oberen Raum des Hauses in Jerusalem gewirkt
war, als Christus sein Dankgebet sprach, und dass die Kirche ein ebensolches
Dankgebet benötigt. sie erklärten, dass die Aufnahme eines solchen Gebetes als
Weihe-Handlung notwendig sei. Harnack wollte ebenfalls ein Weihgebet, sah
jedoch immer noch die Verba und das Vaterunser als Zentrum des Konsekrationsaktes an. Das st. Petersburger Komitee berichtete an seine synode von 1878,
dass sie in den Empfehlungen von Harnack und des livländischen Komitees nur
wenig Brauchbares erblicken könne. Die Wiedereinführung des introits nannten
sie einen an Rom orientierten Fehler.
Die erste Ausgabe der Agende von 1832 in russischer sprache, die ЕвангелическоЛютеранскiй краткiй служебникь (Агенда) (Die kurze Evangelisch-Lutherische Agende) erschien in einem Kompendium erst 1872. Früher wurde erwartet, dass ausländische lutheraner in Russland ihre Gottesdienste in der Muttersprache abhielten.
nun wurde Russisch zur Muttersprache der Kinder von Zuwanderern, und der
innenminister erhob keine Einwände gegenüber russischen lutherischen Gottesdiensten mehr, unter der Voraussetzung, dass Missionierung von orthodoxen
nicht erlaubt war. Zusätzlich zu dieser russischen Ausgabe erschien eine sprachlich überarbeitete Fassung der Estnischen Agende im Jahr 1877, und mit einem
Zusatz im Jahr 1878. Eine neue lettische Übersetzung wurde 1882 veröffentlicht.

6. D i e l ivlän dis ch e Ag en de von 1 8 8 5
im Jahr 1883 beschloss die livländische synode, die von ihr vorgeschlagene Agende zu veröffentlichen. Die widersprach im Grunde dem allgemeinen
Reichs-Kirchengesetz, wonach es innerhalb der lutherischen Reichs-Kirche nur
eine gemeinsame Agende geben konnte. Aber sie fand eine lücke im Gesetz und
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benutzte diese. sie sahen darin nämlich kein kanonisch-rechtliches Hindernis,
weil sie argumentierten, § 140 des Reichs-Kirchengesetzes bestimme, dass liturgische Veränderungen nur mit schriftlicher Genehmigung der höheren kirchlichen Behörden getroffen werden könnten. Die synode beschloss, ihre Vollmacht
sei ausreichend. Eine Zustimmung des General-Konsistoriums von st. Petersburg
oder der General-synode wären nicht nötig, um eine vorläufige Agende zu veröffentlichen. 1884 wurde die livländische 21 seiten umfassende Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche herausgegeben. Die “Agende”
war offiziell nur für den Einsatz in livländischen Pfarrgemeinden ermächtigt,
aber der Titel machte deutlich, dass andere Konsistorial-Distrikte sie ebenfalls
nutzen können. sie enthielt nur den Haupt-Gottesdienst und war in vier große
Abschnitte gegliedert: den Eingang, den Wort-Akt, den Abendmahls-Akt und
den schluss des Gottesdienstes. Ein alternativer Abschluss wurde für Anlässe
vorgesehen, wenn kein Abendmahl stattfand. (1) Der Eingang: Gesang - introitus
mit Gloria Patri - Einladung zur Beichte - Bekenntnis der sünden - Kyrie - Absolution und Amen - Gloria in excelsis (verschiedene Formulare erhältlich); (2) der
Wort-Akt: salutation, Versikel, Kollekte - Brief oder Evangelium und Responsorien (beide lesarten an Festtagen) - Apostolisches Glaubensbekenntnis (nicaenum
bei hohen Festen) - Gesang - Kanzeldienst (Perikope, Predigt, Gesangstrophe,
Ankündigungen, Fürbitten, Votum) - Gebet der Kirche (wenn nicht bereits beim
Kanzelgebet); (3) der Abendmahls-Akt: Gesang - Einladung - Präfatio, Sanctus
und Benedictus qui venit - Weihgebet - Verba - Vaterunser - Pax Domini - Kommunion (Distribution, Agnus Dei und andere lieder); (4) der schluss des Gottesdienstes: Versikel und Responsorium – Kollekte nach der Kommunion – Aaronitischer segen - Gesangsstrophe. Ein einzigartiges Merkmal dieses Ritus war
die Aufnahme eines Weihegebets, mit der Bitte, dass der Himmlische Vater Brot
und Kelch segne, und, während die Gemeinde vor seinem Angesicht steht, den
Heiligen Geist über sie sende, dass die Kommunikanten leib und Blut Christi unter Brot und Wein zur stärkung ihres Glaubens und als unterpfand des ewigen
lebens empfangen. Das Kyrie blieb im Vorbereitungs-Akt als sündenbekenntnis
gebunden, so wie in der Agende von 1832.
Der erste Band der Gesamtausgabe der Agende trug wieder den Titel Agende
für die Evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche und erschien im Jahre 1885. sie umfasste den Haupt-Gottesdienst und propria. im zweiten Band von
1886 waren auch pastorale Handlungen enthalten. Die lettischen und estnischen
Übersetzungen der vollständigen Agende wurden 1889 veröffentlicht.
innerhalb der Reichs-Kirche wuchs die Überzeugung, dass die offizielle liturgie von 1832, die in den Jahren 1835, 1844, 1860, 1866 und 1879 immer wieder aufgelegt wurde, nicht mehr eine geeignete norm darstellt. Die unzufriedenheit war Anlass zur sorge im General-Konsistorium. Vorbereitungen für eine
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offizielle Revision der liturgie mussten unausweichlich getroffen werden. unter
Berücksichtigung der Popularität der livländischen Agende, hat das Generalkonsistorium Gutachten aus allen Konsistorial-Distrikten zur Bewertung durch
die Versammlung der Generalsuperintendenten angefordert. Außerdem erhielt
Pastor Julius Hermann Müthel das Recht an der künftigen Zusammenkunft der
superintendenten teil zu nehmen und eigene Verbesserungsvorschläge einzureichen. Er erklärte die livländische Agende im Allgemeinen für brauchbar, allein
der Konsekrations-Akt müsse geändert werden, um ein besonderes Weihegebet
aufzunehmen, das die Vorstellung vermeide, die Worte Christi würden die Elemente der sakraments konsekrieren. Eine ähnliche Position vertrat auch das liturgische Komitee von st. Petersburg. Alle diese Vorschläge wurden der sitzung der
Generalsuperintendenten am 10. november 1892 diskutiert und angenommen,
woraufhin im Jahre 1893 eine überarbeitete Ausgabe der livländischen vorläufigen Agende wieder unter dem Titel Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche veröffentlicht wurde. lediglich der Abschnitt über
die Konsekration war geändert. Auf die Verba folgte nun ein Weihegebet mit der
Bitte um Gottes segen über das Brot und den Wein und der Anrufung der Kraft
des Heiligen Geistes zur segnung der Kommunikanten.
Fragen zu dieser neuen vorläufigen Agende und zum lutherischen Verständnis der Konsekration wurden in Dorpat auf der Pastoral-Konferenz im Januar
1895 gestellt. Es gab viel streit darüber, ob das sakrament durch die Verba Christi
oder durch die Anrufung Gottes im Weihegebet konsekriert werde. Einige Pastoren sprachen sich für die Praxis der ostkirche aus, andere stellten fest, dass nach
der westlichen katholischen Tradition, ebenso wie nach luther und dem Konkordienbuch die Worte Christi das sakrament konsekrieren. Müthel und seine Kollegen in st. Petersburg bestanden darauf, dass ein besonderes Weihegebet nötig sei.
Kopien des von ihnen formulierten Gebets wurden verteilt. Eine Einigung konnte
nicht erzielt werden. unzufrieden mit dem Mangeln an jeglicher positiven Zustimmung zu seinen Bemühungen, veröffentlichte Müthel die schrift Ein wunder
Punkt in der lutherischen Liturgie, in der er behauptete, das traditionelle westliche
Verständnis von der Konsekration sei ein irrtum. Er fuhr fort mit der Auflistung
von fünf schwerwiegenden Fehlern der lutherischen liturgie und schlug sechs
Maßnahmen vor, um sie zu korrigieren. sein größtes Anliegen war die Trennung
der Verbindung zwischen dem Weihegebet und den Worte Christi.
1895 wurde auf der livländischen synode das Papier von Müthel diskutiert
und festgestellt, es sollte in der Tat ein Weihegebet gesprochen werden, aber man
bestand auch darauf, dass dieses Gebet eng mit den Worten Christi über Brot und
Kelch verbunden bleiben müsse. Die Kurländische synode von 1895 war nicht
so günstig für die Ansichten von Müthel. sie erklärte, dass seine Position keine
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unterstützung in den lutherischen Bekenntnisschriften oder in luthers schriften
aufweisen könne.
Anderseits beklagte Pastor Alfons Meyer in sarata, dass Müthel nicht weit
genug gegangen sei. Er bestand darauf, dass die Worte Christi keinen Platz in der
Konsekration haben dürfen. Vielmehr sollten sie auf die pastorale Anrede an die
Kommunikanten vor der Präfatio verschoben werden. Genau so, wie bei der Taufe die Worte Christi am Anfang stehen. Auf diese Weise werden die Worte Christi
einfach als eine historische Rezitation des Anlasses der ersten Abendmahlsfeier
gesehen und der Eindruck, dass die Verba konsekratorische Bedeutung hätten,
könnte so vermieden werden. Es gibt jedoch keinerlei Hinweise, dass seine Ansichten von sonst irgendjemandem innerhalb der Kirche geteilt wurden.
Die Kurländische synode von 1896 legte Müthel dokumentarische Beweise für
die Falschheit seiner stellung vor und die livländischen synode desselben Jahres beschloss, dass sie ihre teilweise Zustimmung zu seinen Ansichten nunmehr
überdenken werde. Die synode entschied, dass die neue liturgie der Konsekration allein durch Vaterunser und Verba, wie in der Agende aus dem Jahr 1832
festgelegt, als alternative Form erlaubt ist.

7. 1897 D i e s t. Peters burg er Agen d e v on 1 8 9 7 u n d d ie w e ite re n
Ent w i ckl u ngen vor der o ktoberre v o lu tio n

Die endgültige Revision der neuen Agende wurde von der allgemeinen superintendenten-Konferenz im General-Konsistorium im Dezember 1896 fertig gestellt. ihre endgültige Redaktion wurde im Februar 1897 der Regierung vorgelegt,
und so ist noch kurz vor Ende des Jahres die neue Agende unter dem bekannten
Titel Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche in zwei
Bänden im Druck erschienen. Der erste Band umfasste den Hauptgottesdienst
sowie die Propria und der zweite die pastoralen Handlungen.
Die struktur des Hauptgottesdienstes folgte der livländischen Agende von
1885 in der 1893 überarbeiteten Auflage von st. Petersburg. Der Hauptgottesdienst bestand aus vier Teilen. (1) Beicht-Akt: Gesang - introitus mit Gloria Patri - Invitatorium, sündenbekenntnis, Kyrie – Absolution - Gloria in excelsis; (2)
Wort- und Gebets-Akt: Versikel (bei hohen Festen und während der Fastenzeit)
- salutation und Kollekte - Epistel - Halleluja oder Evangelium - Responsorium
- Apostolisches Glaubensbekenntnis (Nicaenum bei hohen Festen und am sonntag Trinitatis) - Gesang – Kanzeldienst (Apostolischer Gruß, Perikope, Predigt,
Gesangsstrophe, Ankündigungen, Fürbitten, Ermahnung zum christlichen leben
und Votum) - Gesang - Gebet der Kirche oder litanei; (3) Abendmahls-Akt: Kom-
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munionsgesang – wahlweise Invitatorium – Präfatio und Sanctus (kein Hosianna
oder Benediktus) - Konsekration (i: Vaterunser - Verba oder ii: Gebet - Verba - Vaterunser) - Ermahnung und Pax Domini – Kommunion (Agnus Dei, Kommunionsgesänge); (4) Dank- und segens-Akt: Versikel – Kollekte - Aaronitische Benediktion - Gesang des abschließenden Verses. Ein alternatives Ende wurde für Anlässe
vorgesehen, wenn es keine Kommunikanten gab.
Eine Ausgabe in russischer sprache Служебникъ Евангелическо-Лютеранской
Церкви въ Россiйской Имперiи (Agende der Evangelisch-Lutherischen Kirche im Russischen Reich) wurde 1897 veröffentlicht; eine lettische Übersetzung erschien im
Jahre 1900 für die livländer und 1901 für die Kurländer. Eine südliche estnische
Ausgabe erschien 1899, die nördliche Ausgabe wurde 1902 veröffentlicht. Eine
finnische Ausgabe für die ingrier wurde 1900 veröffentlicht. Der organist Mooses Putro an der st. Marien Kirche in st. Petersburg verfasste einen besonderen
musikalischen Rahmen für die finnische Übersetzung der Agende von st. Petersburg. neben der Musik unternahm Putro auch einige Änderungen am Text der
liturgie, die sie in engere Übereinstimmung mit dem Ritus von 1832 brachten.
Die Kirche konnte diese Änderung nicht offiziell gut heißen, und so berief sie
ein Komitee, um ein Ergänzungsheft mit seiner Musik herzustellen, das amtlich
zugelassen werden konnte. Die neue Beilage erschien im Jahre 1906. Es brachte
die Arbeit von Putro in engere Übereinstimmung mit der finnischen Übersetzung
der Reichs-Agende von 1900 und diente der Kirche ingermanlands über mehrere
Generationen. sie wurde die “ingrische Messe” genannt. Eine zweite Auflage der
deutschen Version der Reichs-Agende wurde 1898 mit neun kleineren Korrekturen veröffentlicht. Das eucharistische Dankgebet wurde dahingehend geändert,
dass Brot und Kelch deutlich mit Christi leib und Blut gleich gesetzt wurde, indem das Wörtchen “auch” herausgenommen, aber die Gemeinschaft der an seinem Tisch versammelten unterstrichen wurde.
Fast unmittelbar nach der Veröffentlichung der Agende kam die Aufforderung
zur Änderung von Pastor Meyer aus sarata. Er bestand darauf, dass der Hauptgottesdienst vereinfacht werden muss und Änderungen auch bei Tauf- und Konfirmationshandlungen vorgenommen werden. obwohl die unzufriedenheit mit
der Konfirmationsliturgie weit verbreitet war, wurden die meisten Forderungen
von Meyer durch die Kurländische und die livländische synoden abgelehnt.
innerhalb weniger Jahre war die Forderung nach einer Revision der Konfirmationshandlungen bereits weit verbreitet. Bereits 1903 hat Pfarrer Traugott
Hahn auf der livländischen synode die Frage nach der Berechtigung der Existenz
des Konfirmationszwangs aufgeworfen. Daraus entstanden wiederum Probleme
im Zusammenhang mit der Form des Gelübdes der Konfirmanden Gott und der
Kirche gegenüber, die auch in anderen Konsistorial-Distrikten behandelt wurden. im st. Petersburger Konsistorial-Distrikt war man zudem besorgt über die
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Konfirmationshandlung, vor allem jedoch waren die Pastoren mit ihrer anhaltenden Kritik der introiten befasst. Auf der synode von 1910 wurde eine Reihe von Veränderungen am introitus, am Confiteor und an der Absolution, sowie
analternativen Kollekten und anderen liturgischen Elementen der Agende vorgeschlagen. 1914 reagierte das livländische liturgische Komitee ablehnend auf
die st. Petersburger Beschwerden, als es darauf insistierte, dass die meisten seiner Vorschläge keine wirkliche Verbesserung darstelle. sie verlangten auch eine
stärkere Berücksichtigung der schätze der alten Kirche, besonders der östlichen,
und die Einführung eines eucharistischen Gebets, nach dem Modell des Dankgebets der Didache. Allerdings bot auch die von ihr vorgeschlagene Form kein
klareres Zeugnis der Gegenwart von Christi leib und Blut in und unter Brot und
Wein. Das Gebet verlangte lediglich, dass diejenigen, die die irdischen Elemente
in Erinnerung an Christi leiden und Tod empfangen, auch ihren Anteil in seinen
Verheißungen haben.
Mit Beginn des Ersten Weltkrieges wurden die liturgischen interessen beiseite
gelegt. Predigten in deutscher sprache waren nun nicht mehr erlaubt, obwohl die
liturgie noch in Deutsch zelebriert werden konnte. nichts durfte mehr in Deutsch
gedruckt werden, erst 1916 wurde der Kirche der nachdruck der russischen Ausgabe der Agende von 1897 genehmigt. nach der Abdankung des Zaren wurde
jeglicher Verweis auf ihn im Gebet der Kirche getilgt und durch die Fürbitten für
die Provisorischen Regierungen ersetzt. Eine General-synode war für den 1. oktober 1917 geplant, um über die lage der Kirche in Zeiten des Aufruhrs zu diskutieren. Als der “oktober” kam, wurde Russland in solche unwälzungen gestützt,
dass eine General-synode nicht vor 1924 einberufen werden konnte. Auf dieser
synode wurde allerdings wenig über die Durchführung des öffentlichen Gottesdienstes gesagt, außer dass die Pfarrgemeinderäte an ihre Verantwortung für die
Einhaltung und Bewahrung der Kirchenordnung erinnert und ermahnt wurden,
Gottesdienste ohne Abendmahl auch dann abzuhalten, wenn keine Pfarrer zur
Verfügung standen. Allmählich wurde lutherischer Gottesdienst ganz verboten
und die Kirche als organisation wurde 1938, mit der schließung der letzten, der
Moskauer, Kirche und der Erschießung ihres Pfarrers in der sowjetunion zerschlagen. Mit der okkupation der Baltischen länder begann die lutherische Kirche wieder ihre legale Existenz innerhalb sowjetunion.

8. D i e l i t u r g is ch en Reformen währe n d
der nachsowjetis c h en Z eit
Es dauerte bis in die 1990er Jahre, ehe die baltischen und russischen lutherischen Kirchen, die vorher die Agende der Russischen Reichs-Kirche benutzten,
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selbstständig eine Revision der seit 1897 bestehenden liturgie in Angriff nahmen.
Während der sowjetischen Zeit gab es keine Ansätze zu einer Reform der liturgie.
Vor 1940 wurden in Estland zwar einige schritte in Richtung einer liturgischen
Revision unternommen, aber sie endeten mit dem Beginn der sowjetischen okkupation. Erst 1994 hat die lutherische Kirche Estlands die 1951 und 1979 sprachlich
aktualisierte Fassung der 1902 übersetzen Agende von 1897 gedruckt, die von der
Estischen lutherischen Kirche im Exil vorbereitet war. Die neue Estische Agende
wurde 2009 veröffentlicht. sie zeigt eine starke Abhängigkeit vom katholischen
Erbe im lutherischen Gottesdienst. Allerdings wird Pastoren und Gemeinden
gestattet, weiterhin die Agende von 1994 zu verwenden.
Die lutherische Kirche lettlands druckte 1928 erneut die lettische Übersetzung
der alten Reichs-Agende mit einigen sprachlichen Verbesserungen und einigen
kleineren Änderungen, und die Deutsche synode in lettland veröffentlichte 1930
eine gekürzte Ausgabe der deutschen Fassung von 1897. 1998 veröffentlichte die
Kirche eine vorläufige liturgie, die drei Formen des Gottesdienstes vorsah. Gottesdienst A bot eine nach traditionellen, fast katholischen Gesichtpunkten umformulierte Agende unter Berücksichtigung moderner Erkenntnisse der liturgischen
Forschung. Gottesdienst C reproduzierte die alte liturgie aus Zarenzeiten, und der
Gottesdienst B schlug eine Übergangsregelung für diejenigen Gemeinden vor, die
von der alten liturgie C zur neuen Form A übergehen wollen. Die neue lettische
Agende, die zwei Formen des Gottesdienstes vorsieht, wurde im Jahr 2003 veröffentlicht. Pastoren und Gemeinden können entweder die Form 1 wählen, die dem
Gottesdienst A nach dem 1998er Ritus folgt, oder die Form 2, die den Gottesdienst
C fortsetzt, welcher auf der alten Agende von 1928 fußt.
Die litauische lutherische Kirche besaß nie eine eigene offizielle Übersetzung
der Reichs-Agende. Darüber hinaus waren die westlichen litauischen Gemeinden
der Region Klaipėda (Memelland) früher Teil der preußischen unierten Kirche.
seit 1897 hatten sie eine litauische Übersetzung der 1895 überarbeiteten Agende
der Preußischen union genutzt. Gemeinden in suwalken (lith. suvalkija), die
früher zum Warschauer Konsistorium gehörten, gebrauchten weiterhin den Ritus der polnischen lutherischen Kirche von vor 1944. Eine neue vorläufige liturgie, die sich mehr des Erbes der katholischen Kirche und der neuesten liturgischen Forschung bewusst zeigte, wurde 1997 eingeführt. Eine neue Agende wird
derzeit zur Veröffentlichung vorbereitet. Eine überarbeitete Fassung der liturgie
ist im neuen litauischen Gesangbuche vom Jahre 2007 enthalten.
Die offizielle Agende der Evangelisch-Lutherischen Kirche in Russland, der Ukraine, in Kasachstan und Mittelasien (ElKRAs) wurde 1999 veröffentlicht. sie reproduziert - mit nur geringfügigen Änderungen bei den Gebeten - die alte kaiserliche
Reichs-Agende in moderner sprache.
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Die Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche von Ingrien in Russland (ElKiR) beschloss im
Jahr 1993 auf ihrer synode überwiegend finnischen liturgischen Modellen zu folgen. Allerdings wird den Gemeinden erlaubt, weiterhin die alte Reich-Agende von
1900 in der finnischen Übersetzung zu verwenden. Eine neue Agende ingriens
wurde im Jahr 2005 gedruckt. Der Gottesdienst basiert auf der alten Agende, mit
weniger als eine Handvoll optionen und einigen Gebeten aus anderen Quellen.
Die Sibirische Evangelisch-Lutherischen Kirche (sElC) hat noch keine Agende
veröffentlicht. Zunächst gebrauchte die Kirche den in russischer sprache 1897
veröffentlichten Ritus, übernahm jedoch später eine liturgie, die auf Elementen
der liturgien der Lutheran Church - Missouri-Synod und der anglikanischen Kirche
besteht. Die offizielle Agende ist noch nicht erschienen, aber sie existiert bereits
als Manuskript.
seit den 1990er Jahren haben sich unabhängige lutherische Kirchen in Kasachstan, der ukraine, Weißrussland und in anderen ehemaligen sowjetrepubliken
gegründet. Einige von ihnen benutzen weiterhin die alte Kaiserliche lutherische
liturgie. Die in der ukraine wieder gegründete Evangelische Kirche Augsburger
Konfession, gebraucht die 1926 in Galizien und Wolynien (bis 1939 ein Teil von
Polen) eine für die lutherischen Gemeinden überarbeitete und angepasste Form
der byzantinischen liturgie des heiligen Johannes Chrysostomus.
Ein Großteil der Arbeit der liturgischen Erneuerung in diesen Kirchen wird
heute mit dem Wunsch unternommen, sich anzupassen, sowie die Ergebnisse der
liturgischen Entwicklung in anderen christlichen Kirchen zu übernehmen und
nicht bloß die Arbeit der liturgischen Komitees ihrer Kirchen aus dem späten
neunzehnten Jahrhundert fortzusetzen. Trotz der Vielfalt der neu formulierten
Formen, kann man in den meisten liturgien des Hauptgottesdienstes immer
noch den Einfluss der alten kaiserlich-russischen liturgischen Tradition feststellen. Die heutigen liturgischen Kommissionen sich offen für Einflüsse aus nichtlutherischen Quellen gegeben, wobei sie den Römischen Revisionen nach dem
Zweiten Vaticanum und den jüngsten anglikanischen Werken besondere Aufmerksamkeit schenken. Der ökumenische Perspektive der liturgischen Erneuerung gewinnt im Rahmen traditioneller Gebundenheit dieser Kirchen somit eine
immer größere Bedeutung.
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sAnTRAuKA

R U s I j o s IR B AL tIjo s šA L I ų LI UteR on ų BAžn yč Ių
L I t U R GIjA X IX –X X Amž IAI s

1. Li t u r g in ė įvairovė Rus ijos imp e rijos L iu te ron ų B a ž n y čio je
Liuteronų Bažnyčia Rusijos imperijoje nacionaliniu požiūriu buvo daugiatautė. nuo XVI a. senosios Rusijos teritorijoje ją sudarė užsienio pirkliai ir amatininkai, valstybių diplomatai, karo belaisviai. šiaurės karo metu švedijai praradus
įtaką rytiniame Baltijos regione, 1710 m. prie Rusijos buvo prijungtos liuteroniškoji Livonija, estija ir Ingrija. 1763 m. jekaterina Didžioji paskelbė manifestą, kuriuo pakvietė kolonizuoti kai kuriuos Rusijos regionus. Į kraštą atvyko gausus
skaičius imigrantų, kurių dauguma apsigyveno Volgos slėnyje. Absoliuti jų dauguma buvo vokiečiai liuteronai. trijų Lietuvos ir Lenkijos valstybės padalijimų
metu prie imperijos buvo prijungtos liuteroniškoji Kuršo kunigaikštystė ir Piltenės žemė bei katalikiškoji Lietuva, kurioje veikė per dešimt liuteroniškų parapijų.
Įvairiatautė imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčia teologiniu požiūriu buvo vieninga. ją
vienijo trys ekumeniniai tikėjimo simboliai, Augsburgo Išpažinimas ir kiti santarvės Knygos raštai, tačiau liturginiu požiūriu Bažnyčioje vyravo įvairovė. 1530 m.
Augsburgo Išpažinimas paliko kiekvienai Bažnyčiai teisę jos administruojamoje
teritorijoje nustatyti savo liturgines apeigas ir ceremonijas. netrukus susiformavo
unikalios liturginės tradicijos. Rusijos imperijoje žymiausios buvo Kuršo ir Livonijos, kurioms pagrindus padėjo 1530 m. johanneso Briesmanno parengta Rygos
miesto liturgija Kurtz Ordnung (Trumpa tvarka), kuri XVII a. viduryje buvo įvesta ir
saaremaa saloje. 1693 m. švedijos Bažnyčiai patvirtinus naują agendą, unikalias Livonijos ir estijos liturgijas pakeitė švediškos apeigos. Be šių pagrindinių liturginių
tradicijų, paminėtinos Piltenės regiono agendos ir Lietuvos liuteronų parapijų liturgijos. Didžiulė įvairovė vyravo Volgos ir kituose imperijos regionuose, kuriuose
apsigyveno liuteronų imigrantai. nors oficialiai tų parapijų liturginį ir administracinį gyvenimą reguliavo 1686 m. švedijos Bažnyčios teisės nuostatai, sprendimus
Bažnyčios tvarkos ir liturgijos atžvilgiu parapijos priimdavo savarankiškai.
Liturginę įvairovę padidino Apšvietos laikotarpiu publikuotos agendos. Apšvietos filosofija keitė požiūrį į pasaulį ir religiją, todėl „modernios“ pasaulėžiūros kunigai
Reformacijos laikų agendas laikė visais požiūriais pasenusiomis ir nebenaudotinomis. Populiarios šiuo laikotarpiu buvo Kuršo kunigo Karlo Dietricho Wehrto 1786 ir
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1792 m. sudarytos liturginės knygos. šios agendos nebuvo oficialiai aprobuotos ir nepanaikino istorinių teritorinių liturgijų, tačiau jomis plačiai naudojosi racionalistinės
filosofijos paveikti kunigai. Livonijoje, Kurše ir kitur jie buvo linkę į liturginius eksperimentus, savavališkai keitė apeigų formas ir maldų tekstus. teritorinių Bažnyčių
superintendentai, generaliniai superintendentai ir kiti vadovai ne tik neprieštaravo
tokioms tendencijoms, bet ir patys neretai sudarydavo „modernias“ liturgines apeigas. tarp jų paminėtinas Livonijos Bažnyčios vadovas, generalinis superintendentas
Carlas Gottlobas sonntagas, kuris 1802 m. parengė ir publikavo dvitomę liturginę
knygą Formulare, Reden und Ansichten (Formos, kalbos ir požiūriai), pateikusią alternatyvias krikšto, konfirmacijos, santuokos ir laidojimo apeigas.
nepasitenkinimą šia liturgine įvairove, o tiksliau – Apšvietos laikotarpiu įsivyravusiu chaosu, pirmiausia išreiškė Livonijos bajorija. 1804 m. Livonijos, Kuršo
ir Estijos karo gubernatorius Friedrichas Wilhelmas von Buxhöwdenas jos vardu
kreipėsi į imperijos vidaus reikalų ministrą Viktorą Kočubėjų (Виктор Кочубей),
prašydamas imtis priemonių prieš savavališką liturginių apeigų keitimą. Kaip
pagrindinį tokių eksperimentų iniciatorių Buxhöwdenas įvardijo Livonijos generalinį superintendentą C. G. sonntagą. nepaisant to, pastarasis buvo pakviestas į Peterburgo teisingumo kolegijos (rus. Юстиц-Коллегия Эстляндских и
Лифляндских дел) sudarytą liturginę komisiją, turėjusią suvienodinti apeigas visose imperijos liuteroniškose parapijose.
Komisija iš karto susidūrė su dilema, kaip paruošti bendrą liturgiją skirtingų
pasaulėžiūrų, išsilavinimo ir etninės sudėties parapijoms. Dauguma komisijos
narių buvo racionalistinės filosofijos išpažinėjai ir nepajėgė prieiti prie bendros
nuomonės, koks yra liturginės tarnystės tikslas ir paskirtis. juos vienijo tik Apšvietos filosofijos mintis, kad liturginės apeigos turi tobulinti tikinčiojo moralinį
gyvenimą, įkvėpti jį aukštesnėms moralinėms vertybėms. Komisija vieningai
sutarė, kad tradicinės, dar Reformacijos laikais nustatytos liturginės formos šių
tikslų ir poreikių nebetenkina. jos prasmingai kalbėjo Renesanso ir Reformacijos
laikais, tačiau moderniam Apšvietos laikotarpio žmogui jų kalba buvo nebesuprantama. Be to, tradicinės religinės apeigos buvo pilnos iš viduramžių katalikybės paveldėtų ceremonijų, kurios kėlė neologijos išpažinėjų nepasitenkinimą.
tarp tokių buvo Krikšto apeigų metu atliekama egzorcizmo ceremonija, kurią
vieningai atmetė racionalistinių pažiūrų kunigai. moderni liturgija turėjo skatinti žmogų naujiems idealams, moraliniams siekiams, žadinti patriotizmą ir meilę
tėvynei. tradicines apeigas turėjo pakeisti naujos Apšvietos laikotarpio idealus ir
filosofinius kriterijus atitinkančios liturginės formos. tačiau komisijai nepavyko
susitarti, kaip turi atrodyti tos naujos ir modernios liturginės formos. Buvo sutarta, kad sekmadienio ir švenčių liturgijos atžvilgiu, t. y. Dieviškosios tarnystės,
arba mišių, metu, visiems privalomoji dalis turi būti Visuotinė Bažnyčios malda,
kurioje Bažnyčia bendrai melsis už carą, jo šeimą ir vyriausybę.
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2. 1805 m. liturg in iai n uos tatai
Komisija naują liturginių apeigų knygą publikavo 1805 m. Pastaroji buvo pavadinta: Von Sr. Kaiserlichen Majestät allerhöchst bestätigte Allgemeine Liturgische Verordnung für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche (Jo imperatoriškosios
didenybės patvirtintas evangelikų liuteronų parapijų Rusijos imperijoje visuotinis liturginis
reglamentas). ją autorizavo pats caras, o tai reiškė, kad pagal šią knygą apeigos privalėjo būti vedamos visose Rusijos imperijos liuteroniškose parapijose. Racionalistinės
filosofijos išpažinėjai sveikino šios liturginės knygos, kuri turėjo suvienodinti apeigas
visose imperijos teritorinėse Bažnyčiose, pasirodymą. tačiau knygą tik su išlygomis
buvo galima vadinti agenda, nes joje buvo įtrauktos tik bendros nuorodos apie parapijų liturginę tarnystę, religinių apeigų atlikimą, giedojimą, pamokslus ir katechizaciją.
Antroji knygos dalis susidėjo iš nuorodų apie vadinamąsias „ekstraordinarines apeigas“, tai yra šventąjį Krikštą, Konfirmaciją, šventąją Vakarienę, šventąją santuoką,
laidojimą, ordinaciją, kunigo įvedimą į parapiją ir bažnyčios pašventinimą.
Liturginiai nuostatai turėjo suvienodinti liuteroniškas apeigas imperijoje, tačiau
vienybė jais nebuvo pasiekta. Knygoje trūko pačių liturginių formų, pagal kurias kunigai galėtų vesti dieviškąją liturgiją ir kitas apeigas. Vietoje jų buvo tik bendro pobūdžio liturginiai nuostatai ir direktyvos. Generalinis superintendentas C. G. sonntagas
teigė, kad Rusijos imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčiai trūko homogeniškumo, būtino bendrų apeigų formoms nustatyti. Kunigams ši knyga buvo tik apeigas reguliuojantis
dokumentas, nurodantis privalomus ir šalutinius liturginius elementus. todėl kartu
su liturginiais nuostatais kunigai naudojosi tradicinėmis arba Apšvietos laikotarpio
agendomis, iš kurių jie melsdavo maldas ir vesdavo būtinas apeigas.
suomiakalbė Haminos apygardos konsistorija kreipėsi į teisingumo kolegiją Peterburge, prašydama atleisti jos kunigus nuo privalomo 1805 m. liturginio
reglamento naudojimo šioje apygardoje. Konsistorija pabrėžė, kad nuostatuose
nebuvo apeigoms atlikti būtinų liturginių formų, neaiškiai įvardytas Kristaus
dieviškumas ir jo atperkamoji auka. teisingumo kolegija tokio leidimo nesuteikė,
tačiau neprieštaravo, kad konsistorija pati sudarytų tinkamą agendą, remdamasi
liturginio reglamento instrukcijomis. Haminos agenda buvo aprobuota ir publikuota 1808 m. Knygoje buvo išvengta radikalių racionalistinių formuluočių.
suvienyti Liuteronų Bažnyčią imperijoje reikėjo ne tik liturginiu, bet ir administraciniu požiūriu. Livonijoje, estijoje, Kurše ir kitur Bažnyčios buvo administruojamos autonominiu pagrindu, vadovaujantis nuo Reformacijos laikų gautomis
privilegijomis ir šių teritorijų bažnytinės teisės nuostatais. 1808 m. prokuroras Georgas Friedrichas sahlfeldtas parengė bendrą imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios teisės
knygos projektą. ši knyga nebuvo aprobuota, nes jai ryžtingai priešinosi Livonijos
ir kitų liuteroniškųjų Baltijos regionų bajorija ir kunigai, tvirtinę, kad Bažnyčios
administracijos centralizacija prieštarauja galiojusioms religinėms privilegijoms.
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3. A dmi ni strac in is ir liturgin is
Li u t er onų B ažn yč ios s uvien ijimas
1818 m. Rusijos imperijoje buvo įsteigta Aleksandro nikolajevičiaus Golycino
(Александр Николаевич Голицын) vadovaujama Kulto ir liaudies švietimo ministerija, kuriai buvo pavesta administruoti visas imperijos religines bendruomenes,
įskaitant judėjus, musulmonus ir net Rusų stačiatikių Bažnyčią. Įgyvendinti administracinį Liuteronų Bažnyčios suvienijimą nusprendė pats caras. Atsižvelgdamas
į kaimyninės Prūsijos karaliaus pastangas suvienyti Prūsijos liuteronus ir reformatus į vieną „evangeliškąją Bažnyčią“, 1818 m. sausio 7 d. potvarkiu caras paskelbė,
kad nuo šiol „protestantiškos konfesijos“, t. y. Liuteronų ir Reformatų Bažnyčios,
Rusijos imperijoje oficialiai bus vadinamos evangeliškają Bažnyčia. 1819 m. liepos
20 d. caras išleido potvarkį, nustatantį evangeliškosios Bažnyčios administravimo
tvarką. Dokumentas skelbė, kad sankt Peterburge turės būti įsteigta evangeliškoji visuotinė konsistorija (rus. Генеральная консистория), vadovausianti visoms
teritorinėms Liuteronų Bažnyčioms ir Lietuvos evangelikų Reformatų sinodui.
suomijos ir švedijos Liuteronų Bažnyčių pavyzdžiu, dvasiniu šios „evangeliškosios Bažnyčios“ vadovu turėjo tapti A. n. Golycino paskirtas vyskupas. juo tapo
suomijos Porvoo diecezijos vyskupas Zacharias Cygnaeus. Vengdamas tiesioginės konfrontacijos su Baltijos liuteronų bajorija, Golycinas pasiūlė carui modifikuoti potvarkį, vyskupui skiriant administruoti tik sankt Peterburgo konsistorinę
apygardą. Z. Cygnaeus taip pat tapo dvasiniu būsimos evangeliškosios visuotinės
konsistorijos vadovu. Įstaigos prezidentu ir faktiniu vadovu buvo paskirtas pasaulietis grafas Karlas von Lievenas. 1820 m. rugsėjo 26 d. buvo įsteigta laikinoji
komisija (rus. Временная Коммисия для образовании Государственной Генеральной
Консистории), kuri turėjo sudaryti Visuotinės konsistorijos statutą ir suvienyti
evangeliškąją Bažnyčią administracine šios įstaigos priežiūra.
tiek K. Lieveno, tiek vyskupo Z. Cygnaeuso 1820–1824 m. projektai patyrė
nesėkmę dėl pasipriešinimo Baltijos liuteronų bajorijos, kuri reikalavo nepažeidinėti jiems suteiktų teisių ir privilegijų ir jokiu būdu nesutiko, kad sankt Peterburge steigiamai evangeliškajai visuotinei konsistorijai būtų suteikta viršenybė virš
Baltijos Bažnyčių konsistorijų. sudėtingi administracinio suvienijimo procesai
visuotinės agendos parengimą nukėlė vėlesniam laikui.
tuo pačiu metu caro valdžia nusprendė sujungti visas Volgos slėnio parapijas
į vieną administracinį vienetą. šiuo tikslu buvo įsteigta saratovo evangeliškoji
konsistorija, kurios „dvasiniu vadovu“ buvo paskirtas superintendentas Ignatius
Aurelius Fessleris. Pastarasis pažymėjo, kad 1805 m. liturginiai nuostatai niekaip
netenkino Bažnyčios apeiginių poreikių, todėl nusprendė parengti saratovo konsistorinei apygardai pilną agendą. Volgos liuteronams liturginė knyga buvo atspausdinta 1823 m. ir pavadinta Liturgisches Handbuch zum beliebigen Gebrauche
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evangelischer Liturgen und Gemeinden (Liturginis apeigynas evangelikų liturgų ir parapijų pasirinktiniam naudojimuisi). Agenda grąžino pietizmo ir Apšvietos laikotarpiu prarastus tradicinius liturginius elementus. Fessleris kartu atsižvelgė ir į Rytų
Bažnyčios tradiciją, įtraukdamas į eucharistijos apeigas epiklezę – maldą, kurioje
Dievas tėvas buvo meldžiamas atsiųsti šv. Dvasią, ir atstatė šventėms skirtas
giedamas eucharistijos maldos įžangas.

4. 1832 m. imp erin ė liuteron ų a g e n d a
1828 m. gegužės mėn. caras nikolajus II atnaujino savo pirmtako iniciatyvą
administraciškai ir liturgiškai suvienyti imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčią. Į šiuo tikslu sudarytą komisiją patariamuoju balsu buvo pakviestas liturgijos ir bažnytinės
teisės žinovas Pomeranijos generalinis superintendentas vyskupas Dr. Georgas
Karlas Benjaminas Ritschlas, kurio kandidatūrą imperatoriui pasiūlė Prūsijos karalius Friedrichas Wilhelmas III. Pagal Ritschlo rekomendaciją, į liturgiją buvo
įtraukta vėliau ne kartą kritikuota unijinė Altoriaus sakramento išdalijimo formulė, kurioje nebuvo aiškiai išreikšta Kristaus kūno ir kraujo esamybė eucharistijos
elementuose.
sudarydama agendą komisija rėmėsi trimis pagrindiniais šaltiniais: 1708 m.
vokiečių kalba publikuota 1693 m. švedijos Bažnyčios agenda, 1811 m. publikuota nauja švedijos agenda ir 1829 m. Prūsijos Unijinės Bažnyčios agenda. naują
agendą peržiūrėti ir įvertinti komisija nusiuntė tartu (vok. Dorpat) universiteto
teologijos fakultetui, imperijos liuteronų konsistorijoms ir dekanatams. 1832 m.
sausio 2 d. naujos agendos ir Bažnyčios teisės projektas buvo įteiktas Carinei Imperinei tarybai. tų pačių metų gruodžio 28 d. baigtinį projekto variantą pasirašė
caras nikolajus II. Publikuota knyga susidėjo iš trijų atskirų tomų: Gesetz für die
evangelisch-lutherische Kirche in Russland (Evangelikų Liuteronų Bažnyčios Rusijoje
teisė), Instruction für die Geistlichkeit und die Behörden der evangelisch-lutherischen
Kirche in Russland (Instrukcijos Evangelikų Liuteronų Bažnyčios Rusijoje dvasininkams
ir vadovaujančioms institucijoms), Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden
im Russischen Reiche (Evangelikų Liuteronų parapijų Rusijos imperijoje agenda).
Agendos turinys atitiko liuteroniškų tikėjimo išpažinimo raštų mokymą. joje
neliko racionalistinių sąvokų, kurių buvo gausu 1805 m. liturginiame reglamente.
Liturginiu ir teologiniu požiūriu, naujoji knyga grįžo prie Reformacijos ir ortodoksijos laikotarpio liturginių formų bei teologijos. nors jai įtakos turėjo Prūsijos
unijinė agenda, išskyrus alternatyvią sakramento elementų išdalijimo formulę,
unijinės liturgijos bruožų joje nebuvo.
naujoji agenda tapo privaloma liturgine knyga visiems kunigams ir parapijoms. 1833–1835 m. ji buvo įvesta į visas konsistorines apygardas, išskyrus admi-
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nistracinę autonomiją turinčias Lenkijos ir suomijos Liuteronų Bažnyčias, kurios
laikėsi jų teritorijoms būdingų liturginių formų. netrukus agenda buvo išversta
į latvių, estų, švedų ir suomių kalbas. Dėl palyginti negausios Lietuvos liuteronų
bendruomenės nebuvo atliktas agendos vertimas į lietuvių kalbą. Vesdami mišias ir kitas apeigas Lietuvos kunigai naudojosi savo pačių verstais rankraštiniais
tekstais. Vokiškoji agenda buvo perspausdinta 1835, 1844, 1860, 1866 ir 1879 m.
naujas jos vertimas į estų kalbą pasirodė 1877 ir 1878 m., o į latvių – 1882 m.

5. Li t u r gi nė s reformos 1849–1883 me ta is
naujoji Bažnyčios teisė ir agenda sujungė iki tol buvusias nepriklausomas teritorines Bažnyčias į vieną Rusijos imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčią su bendra administracija ir liturgija. Vis dėlto praėjus dešimčiai metų pasigirdo nuomonių, kad
1832 m. agendą reikėtų iš naujo peržiūrėti ir patobulinti. tokias mintis įkvėpė
nauji Vokietijoje vykdyti liturginiai tyrimai, kuriuos paskatino neigiama Prūsijos
liuteronų reakcija į karaliaus Friedricho Wilhelmo III sudarytą unijinę agendą.
Teologai Wilhelmas löhe, Theodoras Kliefothas, Johannas Wilhelmas Friedrichas
Höflingas ir kiti analizavo tradicines Reformacijos laikų liturgijas ir siekė grąžinti
liturginėn praktikon Apšvietos laikotarpiu prarastus jų elementus. Rusijos imperijoje nepasitenkinimą kėlė agendos unijinė eucharistijos elementų išdalijimo formulė. tapo akivaizdu, kad imperijos agenda netaps „medų ir Persų įstatymu“,
kuris „negali būti pakeistas“ (Dan. 5, 16).
1849 m. Livonijos konsistorinės apygardos sinodas įsteigė pirmąją liturginę
komisiją, kurios pirmininku tapo tartu universiteto teologijos profesorius theodosius von Harnackas. Pirmąsias savo išvadas Livonijos sinodui komisija pateikė
1851 m. tais pačiais 1851 m. Harnackas publikavo savo darbą Liturgische Beiträge
(Liturginiai įnašai), kuriame jis pateikė patobulintas liturgines apeigas. 1855 m.
Livonijos sinodas nusprendė supažindinti ir kitas konsistorines apygardas su jos
liturginės komisijos darbais. Labiausiai jais susidomėjo Rygos miesto ir estijos
sinodai, pareikšdami, kad kai kurias formas ir atstatytus istorinius liturginius elementus jie buvo pasirengę įvesti į parapijas.
1853 m. Harnackui buvo pasiūlyta praktinės teologijos profesoriaus vieta erlangeno universiteto teologijos fakultete. jo išvykimas paskatino Livonijos pietistus Hugo Braunschweigą, Gotthardą Vierhuffą ir kitus pradėti kovą prieš liturgines reformas. jie kaltino liturginę komisiją „katalikiškų“ tradicijų įvedimu į
Liuteronų Bažnyčią ir reikalavo atsisakyti liturginės reformos, teigdami, kad juos
visai tenkina 1832 m. agenda. Komisijos darbą sunkino ir kritiniai straipsniai teologiniuose žurnaluose, tačiau komisija vis tiek suformulavo siūlymus 1859 m. Livonijos sinodui. tarp jų komisija siūlė įvesti du reikšmingus liturginius elemen-
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tus – dieviškosios liturgijos pradžioje atstatyti įžangos priegiesmius (introitus)
ir prie Kristaus testamento žodžių (lot. Verba) pridėti papildomą eucharistijos
maldą. Livonijos sinodas aprobavo liturginės komisijos darbą, tačiau įvesti jos
siūlomų pokyčių visuotiniam naudojimui negalėjo, nes agenda buvo ne vienos
konsistorinės apygardos, o visos Rusijos imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios liturginė
knyga, kurios naują redakciją patvirtinti privalėjo imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios
visuotinis sinodas. Reformų oponentai iš karto nusprendė blokuoti Livonijos sinodo nutarimus. jų atstovas moritzas Georgas Kauzmannas teigė, kad sinodas neturi teisės įvesti patobulintos liturgijos visuotiniam naudojimui, kol jai nepritars
parapijos. oponentai kartu priminė, kad naują agendą dar turi patvirtinti imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios visuotinis sinodas, tačiau tuo metu nebuvo jokių požymių, kad toks sinodas įvyks artimiausiu metu. Visuotinė konsistorija Peterburge
(vok. General-Consistorium) tuo tarpu laikėsi pasyvios pozicijos. ji siekė išlaikyti
liturginį stabilumą Bažnyčioje, todėl ją visiškai tenkino 1832 m. agenda.
Liturginių reformų klausimas buvo atnaujintas th. Harnackui sugrįžus į Livoniją. 1871 ir 1874 m. jis atspausdino Liturgische formulare (Liturginės formos), kuriose pateikė atnaujintas Krikšto, Konfirmacijos, santuokos ir kitas pastoracines
apeigas. 1877 m. jis išleido pirmąjį Praktische Theologie (Praktinė teologija) tomą,
kuriame daug dėmesio skyrė liturginei teologijai ir pateikė atnaujintos dieviškosios liturgijos projektinius siūlymus. Į mišių tvarką Harnackas įvedė su Kristaus
testamento žodžiais susietą elementų pašventinimo maldą, sudarytą remiantis
tokios maldos pavyzdžiu 1543 m. Pfalz-neuburgo agendoje. 1878 m. jis publikavo trečiąjį Liturgische formulare tomą, kuriame pristatė patobulintą dieviškosios
liturgijos tvarką. Į ją jis įtraukė eucharistijos maldą, kurioje šventoji Dvasia buvo
kviečiama nužengti ant eucharistijos liturgijos dalyvių.
Harnacko liturginiai darbai sukėlė susidomėjimą liturgijos reforma kitose
konsistorinėse apygardose. 1874 m. Kuršo konsistorinės apygardos sinodas įkūrė savo liturginę komisiją, kuriai vadovavo Kuldigos (vok. Goldingen) kunigas
Reinholdas Friedrichas julius Räderis. Pastarasis informavo 1876 m. Kuršo sinodą, kad komisija pritarė daugeliui th. Harnacko rekomendacijų. tačiau 1878 m.
sinode Räderis pasiūlė perkelti Visuotinę išpažintį ir Absoliuciją į jos tradicinę
vietą liturgijoje prieš įžangos priegiesmį. Išpažinties malda ir malonės paskelbimas istoriškai buvo tradicinis pasirengimo mišioms aktas, o ne organinė pačių
mišių dalis. Vis dėlto 1878 m. Kuršo sinodas nesiryžo aprobuoti tokių tuo metu
radikaliai atrodančių liturginių pakeitimų.
th. Harnacko liturginiai pasiūlymai buvo skeptiškiau sutikti sankt Peterburgo konsistorinėje apygardoje. sostinės liuteronų kunigai kritiškai žvelgė į istorinį viduramžių Bažnyčios liturginį paveldą ir ypač neigiamai vertino įžangos
priegiesmio grąžinimą į mišių apeigas. eucharistijos elementų pašventinimą vien
Kristaus testamento žodžiais ir Tėve mūsų malda kai kurie jų vadino prietaringa
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„sakramentine magija“. Pastarieji buvo įsitikinę, kad Paskutinės vakarienės metu
Kristus pašventino sakramentą ne Verba consecrationis, bet Padėkos malda, ir nors
th. Harnackas pasiūlė į eucharistijos liturgiją tokią maldą įvesti, šv. Vakarienės
elementai ir toliau buvo konsekruojami Kristaus testamento žodžiais. sankt Peterburgo liturginė komisija informavo apygardos sinodą, kad th. Harnacko liturginiuose siūlymuose neįžvelgė ypatingos svarbos, o įžangos priegiesmio įvedimą
ji tiesiogiai vadino „romanistine“ klaida.
Visą šį laikotarpį liuteroniškos pamaldos imperijoje buvo vedamos vokiečių
ir kitomis kalbomis, tačiau ne rusų kalba. 1832 m. agenda į rusų kalbą nebuvo
net išversta. Caro valdžia siekė užkirsti kelią prozelitizmui tarp rusų stačiatikių,
kurių perėjimas į kitą krikščionišką konfesiją buvo draudžiamas įstatymu. nors
dauguma Rusijos teritorijoje gyvenusių liuteronų buvo vokiečių kilmės imigrantai, ilgainiui tarp jų atsirado tokių, kurių gimtoji kalba tapo rusų. šiems Bažnyčios
nariams 1872 m. į rusų kalbą buvo išversta sutrumpinta agenda. Knyga buvo
pavadinta Евангелическо-Лютеранскiй краткiй служебникь (Агенда) (Trumpas
evangelikų liuteronų apeigynas (Agenda)). Pamaldos rusų kalba buvo įvestos sankt
Peterburge ir keliuose kituose imperijos miestuose.

6. 1885 m . l ivon ijos ir 1893 m. s a n k t Pe te rbu rg o a g e n d os
1883 m. Livonijos sinodas vienašališkai nusprendė savo konsistorinei apygardai publikuoti naują agendą. Precedentą tokiam žingsniui sinodas įžvelgė Bažnyčios teisės § 140, kuris teigė, kad liturginiai pokyčiai gali būti įgyvendinti tik
pritarus aukštesnei Bažnyčios vadovybei. tokia vadovybė Livonijoje buvo šios
apygardos sinodas ir konsistorija. 1884 m. livonijos sinodas atspausdino atnaujintą dieviškosios liturgijos bukletą. nors knygelė susidėjo tik iš 21 puslapio, jai
buvo suteiktas skambus pavadinimas: Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche (Rusijos evangelikų liuteronų parapijų agenda). Dieviškoji liturgija buvo padalinta į keturias sudėtines dalis: Įžangą, žodžio tarnystę,
sakramento tarnystę ir Baigiamąją dalį.
1885 m. buvo publikuota pirmoji pilnos agendos dalis. Knygos pavadinimas
nesiskyrė nuo 1884 m. bukleto: Agende für die Evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden
im russischen Reiche. Knygą sudarė dieviškoji liturgija ir jos kintamosios dalys.
1886 m. pasirodė antroji agendos dalis, kurioje buvo aprašytos pastoracinės apeigos. 1889 m. Livonijos agenda buvo atspausdinta latvių ir estų kalbomis.
Visuotinė konsistorija Peterburge ilgainiui pripažino naujos agendos poreikį. tapo akivaizdu, kad 1832 m. imperinė agenda, kurios paskutinė laida buvo
publikuota 1879 m., daugiau nebeatitiko Bažnyčios poreikių. Iki tol konsistorija tik pasyviai stebėjo konsistorinių apygardų liturginių komisijų darbą, tačiau
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pasirodžius 1885 m. Livonijos agendai pati ėmė formuluoti agendos reformos
kriterijus. 1892 m. Visuotinė imperijos konsistorija nusprendė liturgijos reformos
klausimais sušaukti visų apygardų superintendentų susitikimą. Pastarasis įvyko
Peterburge 1892 m. lapkričio 10 d. Peterburgo konsistorinės apygardos generalinis superintendentas Conradas Raimundas Freifeldtas į posėdį pakvietė Peterburgo šv. onos bažnyčios kunigą julijų Hermanną müthelį, kuris tapo agendos
projekto techniniu vadovu. müthelis tvirtino, kad būtina reformuoti eucharistijos
elementų konsekracijos tvarką, nes, jo manymu, konsekracija įvyksta ne ištariant
Kristaus testamento žodžius virš duonos ir taurės, bet per šventosios Dvasios
invokaciją eucharistijos maldoje. Ketinimai įvesti tokią maldą šv. Vakarienės liturgijoje nieko nebestebino, tačiau müthelio siūlymai kirtosi su liuteroniška sakramento pašventimo teologija, kuri visuomet liudijo, jog Kristaus testamento
žodžiai šventina eucharistijos duoną ir taurę. müthelis taip pat siekė pašalinti iš
liturgijos Benedictus qui venet ir duonos bei taurės paženklinimą kryžiaus ženklu,
nes, jo manymu, žmonės šį paženklinimą tiesiogiai siejo su konsekracija, kas jam
prilygo „sakramentinei magijai“. jo nuomone, kryžiaus ženklas labiausiai tiko
konsekracijos akto pabaigoje meldžiamos Tėve mūsų maldos Amen metu. superintendentai pritarė tik kai kuriems müthelio siūlymams. susitikime buvo nuspręsta naujos agendos pagrindu imti 1885 ir 1886 m. Livonijos agendą.
Projektinė imperijos liuteronų agenda buvo publikuota 1893 m. Peterburge
tuo pačiu pavadinimu: Agende für die Evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche. tarp reikšmingesnių pokyčių joje buvo po Kristaus testamento
žodžių įdėta sakramento pašventinimo malda, kurioje buvo meldžiama Dievo
tėvo pašventinti elementus ir virš komunikantų atsiųsti šventąją Dvasią.
Agendos ir ypač eucharistijos elementų konsekracijos klausimai buvo aptarti
1895 m. sausio mėn. tartu mieste vykusioje kasmetinėje Livonijos kunigų konferencijoje. Kilo diskusijos dėl eucharistijos elementų konsekracijos. tradicinių
teologinių pažiūrų kunigai teigė, kad elementų pašventinimas įvyksta virš jų ištariant Kristaus testamento žodžius. müthelis ir jo šalininkai tvirtino, kad elementai
pašventinami virš jų meldžiant epiklezę, ir išdalijo konsekracijos akto projektą.
Konferencijoje nebuvo prieita prie bendro liturginio konsensuso, todėl müthelis
tais pačiais 1895 m. atspausdino pirmą savo studiją Ein wunder Punkt in der lutherischen Liturgie (Opus klausimas liuteronų liturgijoje), kurioje tvirtino, kad Vakarų
Bažnyčios eucharistijos elementų pašventinimo teologija turi trūkumų. Buklete jis
įvardijo penkias šv. Vakarienės tvarkos klaidas ir pasiūlė šešias priemones, kaip
jas ištaisyti. šia studija jis siekė įrodyti, kad eucharistijos duona ir taurė pašventinamos ne Kristaus testamento žodžiais, o ypatinga jų pašventinimo malda.
1895 m. Livonijos konsistorinės apygardos sinodas iš dalies pritarė müthelio
siūlymams, tačiau nusprendė, kad elementų pašventinimo malda turi būti glaudžiai susijusi su Kristaus testamento žodžiais. nepalankiau jo teiginius vertino
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1895 m. Kuršo sinodas. jo delegatai teigė, kad müthelio teiginiai prieštarauja liuteroniškojo tikėjimo Išpažinimo raštams ir m. Liuterio mokymui apie eucharistijos elementų pašventinimą.
Konsekracijos teologija toliau buvo plačiai diskutuojama Rusijos imperijos
Bažnyčioje. Alfonsas meyeris iš Besarabijos saratos tvirtino, kad müthelio siūlymai nėra pakankamai adekvatūs. jo manymu, Kristaus testamento žodžius
iš viso reikėtų atsieti nuo elementų konsekracijos. testamento žodžius vertėtų
perkelti prie Paraginimo komunikantams prieš eucharistijos maldos įžangą (lot.
Prefatio). Tada Verba taptų tik istoriniu Kristaus Paskutinės vakarienės naratyvu,
neturinčiu nieko bendra su elementų konsekracija.
müthelio teologiniai siūlymai dar kartą buvo įvertinti 1896 m. Kuršo sinode
ir atmesti kaip heterodoksiški. 1896 m. Livonijos sinodas taip pat peržiūrėjo savo
ankstesnes išvadas. sinodas nusprendė neprieštarauti papildomai maldai šalia
Verba consecrationis, tačiau pareikalavo, kad eucharistijos liturgijoje būtų palikta ir
tradicinė 1832 m. pašventinimo forma, susidedanti vien tik iš Verba ir Tėve mūsų.

7. 1897 m . imp erin ė ag en da
naujai agendai galutinai buvo pritarta 1896 m. gruodžio mėn. Peterburge įvykusiame superintendentų susitikime. 1897 m. vasario mėn. knyga buvo įteikta
carinės valdžios cenzoriams. Agenda buvo atspausdinta st. Peterburge įprastu
pavadinimu: Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
Liturginę knygą sudarė du tomai. Pirmasis susidėjo iš pagrindinės dieviškosios
liturgijos ir kintamų jos elementų, antrasis apėmė pastoracines apeigas.
1897 m. naujoji agenda buvo publikuota rusų kalba. Knyga buvo pavadinta:
Служебникъ Евангелическо-Лютеранской Церкви въ Россiйской Имперiи (Evangelikų Liuteronų Bažnyčios Rusijos imperijoje apeigynas). 1900 m. pasirodė agendos vertimas į latvių kalbą Livonijos konsistorinei apygardai, o 1901 m. – Kuršo apygardai. 1899 m. agenda buvo išversta į Livonijoje paplitusią pietų estų tarmę, o 1902
m. pasirodė šiaurės estams skirtas vertimas. 1900 m. knyga buvo išversta į suomių kalbą. ji buvo skirta st. Peterburgo konsistorijos apygardoje gyvenantiems
ingrijos liuteronams. st. Peterburgo Šv. Marijos parapijos vargonininkas Mooses
Putro parengė suomiškai kalbantiems liuteronams skirtą agendos muzikinę dalį,
kurioje vienpusiškai įvedė kai kuriuos liturginius pakeitimus, tuo priartindamas
liturgiją prie 1832 m. leidimo. Bažnyčia nepritarė tokiems savavališkiems pokyčiams ir įsteigė komisiją, kuri, atsižvelgdama į m. Putro darbą, 1906 m. publikavo
oficialius agendos tekstus atitinkančią muzikinę dalį. Pastaroji populiariai buvo
vadinama „Putro mišiomis“.
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1898 m. pasirodė antrasis vokiškos agendos leidimas. jame buvo įvesti kai
kurie nedideli pakeitimai. Leidėjai kiek pakoregavo ir po Kristaus testamento
žodžių esančią maldą, tuo siekdami labiau identifikuoti Kristaus kūno ir kraujo
esamybę eucharistijos duonoje ir taurėje.

8. Li t u r g in ės reformos raida i k i s p a lio re v o liu cijos
naujoji agenda sėkmingai buvo įvesta į visas imperijos liuteronų parapijas. Vis dėlto netrukus vėl pasigirdo kritikų balsai. 1904 m. A. meyeris iš saratos siūlė supaprastinti Dieviškąją liturgiją ir įvesti kai kuriuos pokyčius į Krikšto bei Konfirmacijos apeigas. Livonijos ir Kuršo sinodai peržiūrėjo A. meyerio siūlymus, tačiau jiems nepritarė.
Konfirmacijos apeigų reforma tuo metu buvo plačiai diskutuojama tiek Rusijos
imperijoje, tiek Vokietijoje. tuo metu ypatingas dėmesys buvo skiriamas paauglių
„religinio sąmoningumo“ ugdymui. 1907 m. Livonijos sinodas sudarė komisiją,
kuri turėjo pateikti siūlymus katechezės ir konfirmacijos atžvilgiu. Peržiūrėtos konfirmacijos apeigos buvo aptartos Livonijos konsistorinės apygardos dekanatuose
ir 1908 m. sinode, tačiau konkrečių spendimų nepriimta. Konfirmacijos apeigų reforma taip pat buvo diskutuota st. Peterburgo sinode. jame pagrindinės kritikos
sulaukė 1897 m. agendos įžangos priegiesmiai. 1910 m. Peterburgo sinodas pasiūlė
keisti kai kuriuos priegiesmius, įtraukti kai kuriuos visuotinės nuodėmių išpažinties tvarkos pakeitimus, įvesti alternatyvias dienos maldas (kolektas). 1913 m. Livonijos liturginė komisija atmetė st. Peterburgo sinodo liturginius siūlymus kaip
neadekvačius. Livonijos komisija siūlė atsižvelgti į ankstyvosios Rytų Bažnyčios
patirtį ir įvesti į eucharistijos liturgiją maldą, panašią į neseniai atrastame Didache
rankraštyje esančią maldą. Komisija pateikė tokios maldos projektą.
Liturginę reformą staiga nutraukė Pirmasis pasaulinis karas. Carinė valdžia
uždraudė literatūros publikavimą vokiečių kalba, Rusijoje kunigams buvo nurodyta pamokslauti vien rusų kalba, tačiau palikta teisė vokiškai vesti pačią liturgiją. 1916 m. buvo perspausdinta 1897 m. agenda rusų kalba. tai buvo paskutinė
griūvančioje Rusijos imperijoje publikuota liuteroniškoji agenda. 1917 m. carui
atsisakius sosto buvo kiek pakoreguota Visuotinė Bažnyčios malda. Religinėms
bendruomenėms buvo nurodyta melstis nebe už carą, bet už laikinąją imperijos
vyriausybę. Politiniai pokyčiai atvėrė galimybę sušaukti pirmąjį imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios visuotinį sinodą. Pastarasis buvo numatytas 1917 m. spalio 1
d., tačiau dramatiški spalio revoliucijos įvykiai neleido išsipildyti šiam tikslui.
Pirmasis Visuotinis sinodas įvyko 1924 m. bolševikų valdymo laikotarpiu. jame
parapijos buvo paragintos laikytis agendoje nustatytos liturginės tvarkos, o kunigų netekusioms bendruomenėms nurodyta sekmadieniais melstis pagal žodžio
liturgijos apeigas.
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9. A pei gų reformos tarp uk ariu ir p o s o v ie tin iu la ik ota rp iu
Rusijos imperijos liuteronų liturginė tradicija išliko Lietuvos, Latvijos ir estijos
Bažnyčiose. Baltijos šalims paskelbus nepriklausomybę šių kraštų liuteronų konsistorijos nustojo konsultuotis tarpusavyje liturginiais klausimais.
Liturginė reforma tarpukariu buvo aktyviai įgyvendinama tik estijos Liuteronų
Bažnyčioje. 1920 m. sudaryta liturginė komisija įvedė kai kuriuos pokyčius Dieviškojoje liturgijoje. Reformuotos liturgijos projektas buvo atspausdintas 1929 m. Kritikų manymu, jame buvo per daug nutolta nuo tradicinių mišių, todėl pastarieji
reikalavo, kad apeigos labiau atitiktų imperinėje agendoje numatytą tvarką, kaip
toji buvo publikuota 1902 m. estiškojoje agendoje. 1939 m. estijos Bažnyčios kunigų konferencija patvirtino naujos liturgijos projektą. Kunigams buvo suteikta teisė naują tvarką įvesti į parapijas, tačiau agendos spausdinimą sutrukdė sovietinė
okupacija. 1902 m. estiškoji agenda iš naujo buvo atspausdinta 1951 ir 1979 m. šio
darbo ėmėsi estijos Bažnyčia išeivijoje. jos paskirta komisija neatsižvelgė į prieškarinės komisijos įdirbį, o tik peržiūrėjo tekstus kalbiškai. Respublikai atgavus
nepriklausomybę, šią kalbiškai peržiūrėtą agendą 1994 m. perspausdino estijos
konsistorija. nauja estijos Bažnyčios agenda buvo publikuota 2009 m. joje didelis
dėmesys skiriamas katalikiškajam Bažnyčios liturginiam paveldui, dėl ko Bažnyčioje kilo nemažai debatų. Agendą buvo leista įvesti į parapijas, tačiau kunigams
taip pat buvo palikta teisė naudotis tradicine 1994 m. agenda.
Latvijos Liuteronų Bažnyčia tarpukariu pasirūpino tik agendos latvių ir vokiečių kalbomis perspausdinimu. Latviškoji agenda su kai kuriais lingvistiniais
ir liturginiais pakeitimais buvo publikuota 1928 m., vokiškoji – 1930 m. Liturginė
reforma Latvijos Bažnyčioje prasidėjo tik respublikai atgavus nepriklausomybę. 1998 m. buvo paskelbtas pirmasis Dieviškosios liturgijos projektas, kuriame
pasiūlytos trys formos. Liturginė tvarka A buvo sudaryta labiau atsižvelgiant į
katalikiškąjį Bažnyčios paveldą, tvarka C atitiko 1928 m. latviškojoje agendoje
perspausdintą tradicinę imperinę liturgiją. tvarka B buvo skirta kunigams, kurie
siekė įvesti į parapijas tvarką A, tačiau norėjo tai daryti laipsniškai. 2003 m. buvo
publikuota oficiali agenda. jos Dieviškoji liturgija susidėjo iš dviejų alternatyvių
formų I ir II, iš kurių pirmoji atitiko 1998 m. tvarką A, o antroji – tvarką C.
Imperinė agenda niekuomet nebuvo išversta į lietuvių kalbą, todėl Didžiosios
Lietuvos kunigai naudojosi jų pačių parengtais agendos rankraščiais. Klaipėdos
krašto parapijos XIX a. ir XX a. pradžioje priklausė Prūsijos Unijinei Bažnyčiai,
todėl Dieviškoji liturgija ir pastoracinės apeigos jose buvo vedamos pagal 1897 m.
tilžėje publikuotą lietuvišką unijinę agendą. suvalkijos parapijos iki 1918 m. priklausė Varšuvos konsistorijai. jose iki 1944 m. apeigos buvo atliekamos pagal
1886 m. Lenkijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios vokišką agendą. naujoji Lietuvos Liuteronų Bažnyčios pereinamoji liturgija buvo patvirtinta 1997 m. Kaip ir kaimyninėse
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Baltijos Bažnyčiose, joje labiau atsižvelgta tiek į imperinę agendą, tiek į katalikiškąjį Bažnyčios paveldą. Kiek pakoreguota Dieviškosios liturgijos tvarka buvo
publikuota 2007 m. pasirodžiusiame giesmyne Krikščioniškos giesmės.
evangelikų Liuteronų Bažnyčia Rusijoje ir kitose valstybėse (rus. ЕвангелическоЛютеранская Церковь в России и других государствах) naują agendą rusų kalba
publikavo 1999 m. Knygoje buvo perspausdintos kalbiškai peržiūrėtos imperinės
agendos liturginės formos.
Ingrijos evangelikų Liuteronų Bažnyčia Rusijos teritorijoje (rus. ЕвангелическоЛютеранская Церковь Ингрии на территории России) 1993 m. sinode nusprendė
sudaryti agendą labiau atsižvelgiant į suomijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios apeigyną,
tačiau parapijoms buvo palikta teisė toliau naudotis 1900 m. imperine agenda suomių kalba. naujoji Ingrijos agenda buvo publikuota 2005 m. joje dieviškosios liturgijos tvarka daugeliu požiūrių atitiko tradicinės imperinės agendos mišių tvarką.
sibiro evangelikų Liuteronų Bažnyčia (rus. Сибирская ЕвангелическоЛютеранская Церковь) tik 2003 m. susiformavo kaip nepriklausoma ekleziastinė bendruomenė, todėl pastaroji savos agendos dar neturi. Pradžioje į parapijas
buvo įvesta 1897 m. imperinė agenda, tačiau ilgainiui apeigos buvo reformuotos
pagal 1982 m. jAV Liuteronų Bažnyčios agendą Lutheran Worship ir 1980 m. anglikonų Alternative Service Book.
žlugus sovietų sąjungai, nepriklausomos Liuteronų Bažnyčios buvo atkurtos Kazachstane, ukrainoje, Baltarusijoje ir kitose buvusiose TsRs respublikose.
Daugelyje jų apeigos šiandien vedamos pagal imperinę agendą. Ukrainoje buvo
atkurta Ukrainos Liuteronų Bažnyčia (ukr. Українська Лютеранська Церква). Pastaroji veikė 1926–1940 m. tuometinei Lenkijai priklausiusiose Haličo (Galicijos) ir
Volynės žemėse. 1933 m. visuotiniam naudojimui joje buvo įvesta Liuteronų Bažnyčiai pritaikyta šv. Chrizostomo liturgija. 1993 m. toji agenda buvo peržiūrėta
lingvistiškai ir iš naujo publikuota.
Posovietiniu laikotarpiu reformuojant apeigas liturginės komisijos toliau vadovaujasi Rusijos imperijos liuteronų agenda. Dabartinė liturgija taip pat įgauna
ekumeninių bruožų, nes komisijos atsižvelgia į istorines Rytų ir Vakarų Bažnyčių
apeigas ir yra atviros kai kuriems naujiems liturginiams elementams įvesti. šiandieninėse agendose taip pat pastebima II Vatikano susirinkimo Romos Katalikų
Bažnyčios mišiolo ir Anglikonų Bažnyčios liturgijos įtaka. nepaisant kai kurių
naujovių, dominuojanti agendose išlieka Rusijos imperijos Liuteronų Bažnyčios
liturginė tradicija.
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Российская и ПРибалтийская лютеРанская
литуРгия в XIX и XX веках

1. л итург ическ ое р аз нообр аз ие в лют е р а нск их ц е р к в ях
лютеранские церкви различных национальных групп империи были
едины в богословии, но единого стандарта богослужения, который служил
бы внешним знаком лютеранского единства, не было.
со времен Реформации литургические традиции этих церквей развивались в самых разных направлениях. они обнаруживали признаки богословских, философских и социальных движений, которые оказывали влияние
на общество и церковь.
смятение, причиной которого стала деятельность радикальных реформаторов в городах ливонской конфедерации, было устранено с принятием
«Kurz ordnung» 1530 г., так называемой рижской литургии, подготовленной
иоганном брисманном. Эта месса была тесно связана с Formula Missae лютера: интроит на латыни или немецкий гимн, основанный на Пс. 67 — Kyrie —
Gloria in excelsis — приветствие и коллекта — послание — аллилуйя или
немецкая литания лютера — евангелие — никейское исповедание веры
(«Wir glauben all’ an einen Gott») — проповедь — евхаристическая префация — Verba — Sanctus (на немецком или на латыни) — отче наш (распев без
доксологии) — Agnus Dei (на немецком или на латыни, поется дважды) —
Pax Domini — преподание (гимны преподания) — приветствие и послепричастная коллекта — благословение. влияние этой литургии в дальнейшем
будет значительным не только в ливонии, но также в курляндии, Эстонии
и Эзеле (сааремаа). литургия брисманна была основана на прусском богослужении, изложенном в прусском «Artikel der Ceremonien» 1525 г. После
её принятия в ливонии в 1532—1533 гг., она выдержала ряд переизданий
в 1537, 1548, 1559, 1567, 1574 и 1592 гг. каждое новое издание вносило свой
вклад в сокровищницу гимнов и литургики ливонской церкви. Дополнения к литургии брисманна были опубликованы отдельными книгами в
1567 и 1592 гг. под заглавием «Antiphonae et responsoria». все эти издания
были написаны на нижненемецком диалекте, который обычно называют
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Platt-Deutsch, который был широко распространен в Риге и ее окрестностях.
в 1615 г. рижский сборник гимнов был опубликован на литературном немецком (Hoch-Deutsch). именно на этом языке литургия брисманна была
опубликована в последний раз. книга содержала все службы воскресного
богослужения, в том числе субботнюю вечерню, воскресную утреню, мессу
и воскресную вечерню.
Шведская оккупация ливонии не принесла обязательного требования о
принятии шведского руководства 1614 г. артикулы визитации 1643 г. требовали
принятия агенды 1632 г. магдебурга и хальберштадта, которые были введены в
этих городах густавом II адольфом. однако в позднейших документах об этом
требовании не упоминалось. в течение всего этого периода у ливонской церкви
не было полного устава и агенды в печатной форме. впервые агенда появилась
в виде рукописи, подготовленной суперинтендантом ливонии германом самсоном. хотя в 1643 г. он запросил официального одобрения королевы христины, агенда самсона так и не получила королевского одобрения.
сведения о ливонской литургии после издания сборника гимнов 1615 г.
можно почерпнуть из рижских сборников гимнов 1625, 1631, 1660 и 1664 гг. в
этих сборников не было литургических разделов, но части литургии можно
найти среди гимнов. включение этих частей указывает на то, что литургия
брисманна все еще использовалась.
литургия брисманна на латышском языке впервые была издана в ливонском латышском сборнике гимнов 1615 г. она следовала литургическим
принципам рижского немецкого сборника гимнов, изданного в том же году,
но в ней есть моменты, отсутствующие в немецком издании. Другое новое
латышское издание вышло в 1631 г. оно также следовало принципам немецкого сборника гимнов того же года, и части литургии брисманна были
вставлены между гимнов. в издание ливонского латышского сборника 1685
г. были внесены дополнительные указания к некоторым частям ординария
мессы, которых уже не было в немецком издании.
в период шведской аннексии ливонии было несколько попыток сформулировать и утвердить церковное законодательство, которое также регулировало бы литургическую службу в приходах. наиболее значимая попытка
такого рода была предпринята епископом иоганном гезелиусом. однако
его проект 1668 г. не был принят ни церковью в целом, ни церковными и
светскими руководителями. собственного церковного законодательства
в ливонии не будет до публикации в Швеции нового церковного устава в
1686 г. новое законодательство делало необходимым и публикацию нового
литургического руководства. его публикация в 1693 г. вынесла смертный
приговор литургии брисманна. новая шведская агенда была переведена на
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немецкий и латышский, и к 1708 г. все приходы должны были пользоваться
им вместо старого «Kurz ordnung» брисманна.
Порядок шведской мессы был следующий: наставление и публичное исповедание — провозглашение благодати в форме молитвы — Kyrie — Gloria
in excelsis и Laudamus (приход может петь «Да будет богу в вышних честь!»
или «вся слава, честь и восхваленье») — приветствие и коллекта — послание — гимн — евангелие — исповедальный гимн («мы все веруем во единого бога») или никейское исповедание веры в праздники — гимн кафедры,
призывающий святого Духа или гимн надлежащий на праздники — проповедь — исповедание грехов — призвание к молитве и благодарению — молитва церкви или литания — стих гимна — евхаристическая префация —
Verba — Sanctus и Benedictus — отче наш — наставление причастникам — Pax
Domini — преподание (Agnus Dei и гимны причастия) — приветствие и послепричастная коллекта — приветствие — Benedicamus — аароново благословение с триединым призванием — строфа гимна и гимн о короле и всех
властях придержащих. Шведское руководство использовалось в ливонии и
после шведского владычества в регионе, окончившегося в 1710 г.
в курляндии, юго-западном соседе ливонии, литургия брисманна стала
официальным богослужением церкви в 1570 г., вскоре после Реформации в
этом регионе. После распада ливонской конфедерации курляндия стала независимым герцогством. оно подчинялось Польско-литовскому кафолическому королевству, но имело позволение сохранять лютеранство. герцог готхард
кетлер, стоявший во главе герцогства, составил амбициозный план распространения в своих землях учения и богослужения лютеранской Реформации. Добиться этого он желал с помощью церковного устава 1570 г., который фактически был опубликован в 1572 г. Порядок мессы в нем был такой: интроит на
латыни или немецкий гимн — Kyrie — Gloria in excelsis (на латыни или «Allein
Gott in der Höh’ sei ehr») — приветствие и коллекта — послание (или латышский
катехизис) — тракт или секвенция с аллилуйя, гимн или литания — приветствие — евангелие — исповедание веры на латыни или «Wir glauben all’ an einen
Gott» или гимн, основанный на апостольском исповедании веры — служба кафедры (в праздники перед проповедью можно исполнить гимн, затем проповедь, благодарственные и заступнические молитвы и призвание к молитвам по
нужде) — префация — Verba — Sanctus по-немецки («jesaja, dem Propheten») —
отче наш — Agnus Dei (на латыни или на немецком) — Pax Domini — преподание — приветствие — послепричастная коллекта — благословение.
Эта служба станет стандартной для богослужения в курляндии на несколько последующих веков. в этот церковный устав была включена агенда, содержащая утвержденный порядок богослужения и других пасторских
деяний в курляндской церкви. Это был единственный выдающийся устав
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и агенда прибалтийского происхождения, и его влияние распространилось
далеко за пределами курляндии. богослужение на латышском языке, основанное на этой книге, воспроизводилось в сборниках гимнов на латышском
языке в 1586 и 1685 гг. в 1727 г. была опубликованна основанная на ней агенда на латышском языке. новые латышские издания вышли в 1744, 1754 и
1771 гг. немецкая агенда, основанная уставе и служебником 1570 г., была
опубликована в 1741 и 1756 гг., хотя к этому времени некоторые аспекты
церемонии уже вышли из употребления.
в герцогстве курляндском существовал небольшой независимый регион. хотя Пилтене напрямую подчинялся польско-литовскому государству,
этому небольшому региону было позволено сохранять свою лютеранскую
идентичность. там существовала своя собственная литургическая традиция, во многом схожая с традицией курляндии. Первоначальный церковный устав был опубликован в 1622 г. Две агенды Пилтене были изданы в
1741 и 1756 гг. литургия Пилтене все еще использовалась, когда этот регион
был присоединен к России после третьего раздела литвы и Польши в 1795 г.
До 1642 г. в Эстонии не было литургического единообразия. До этого времени история церкви здесь была историей конфликтующих юрисдикций.
Реформация не распространялась в сельской местности вплоть до распада
ливонской конфедерации. знать и землевладельцы опасались, что введение Реформации приведет к таким же общественным потрясениям, которые ранее имели место в Риге, Дорпате (тарту) и таллинне.
в 1561 г. Эстония по ее запросу была присоединена к Швеции, и именно шведы форсировали Реформацию в Эстонии. в результате упразднения
власти Римской церкви в этом регионе церковные земли перешли под светский контроль местной немецкой знати, которая препятствовала попыткам
создать единую церковную администрацию. Результатом стал хаос в вопросах церкви и литургии. каждый землевладелец сам управлял церковью на
своей земле и сам определял, какому церковному уставу нужно следовать и
какую литургию использовать. в зависимости от воззрений того или иного
представителя знати, использовались церковные уставы из курляндии, мекленбурга, Померании, нюрнберга, Швеции или таллинна. в 1627 г. шведский епископ иоганн Рудбек предпринял попытку привнести порядок в
этот хаос, но его усилиям воспротивилась знать.
в своих руководствах 1632—1638 гг. Шталь постарался обогатить эстонское богослужение. он не обладал полномочиями для введения той или
иной формы богослужения во всей церкви, но во втором томе (1637 г.) он
опубликовал коллекты и благодарения, мелодии распева для отче наш и
освящения, а также евхаристические префации проприя для Рождества,
страстной недели и других праздников, а также для общего употребления
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с музыкальной нотацией. он также включил в это издание молитву церкви,
основанную на лютеровском парафразе отче наш, а также молитвы о покаянии, несении креста и т. д. в книге Шталя Sanctus следует за префацией
перед отче наш и освящением, — такова более распространенная практика
западной церкви.
начиная с 1642 г. епископ иоахим иеринг сумел достичь некоторой степени литургического единообразия, а в 1673 г. епископ Пфайфф утверждал, что,
опираясь на этот результат, он хотел бы добиться большего литургического единообразия, издав общую литургию. структура его богослужения такова: гимн
и собрание причастников, которые предварительно исповедовались пастору —
отпущение — Gloria in excelsis («Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei ehr») — приветствие и
коллекта — послание — гимн — евангелие — исповедание веры, за которым
следует «Wir glauben all’ an einen Gott» или «ныне молим бога святого Духа») —
служба кафедры (отче наш, евангелие, проповедь, молитвы, отче наш и вотум) — гимн — Verba — преподание (поются гимны преподания) — приветствие
и послепричастная коллекта — благословение. несмотря на довольно простую
форму, следует сказать, что эта литургия стала одной из высот литургического
выражения в эстонской церкви послереформационного периода. литургическое положение в эстонской церкви улучшилось лишь с введением в употребление шведской агенды 1693 г. и других элементов шведского церковного устава
1686 г. Эстонский перевод 1699 г. шведской агенды обеспечил единообразие в
обрядах в тех общинах, где говорили по-эстонски. немецкоговорящие эстонские общины получили свой немецкий служебник в 1708 г., вместе с ливонцами.
второстепенные источники свидетельствуют, что новое эстонское издание служебника было опубликовано в 1763 г., а новое немецкое — в 1789 г.
иначе литургия развивалась на острове Эзель (сааремаа) недалеко от берегов
Эстонии и ливонии. После распада ливонской конфедерации остров попал под
контроль Дании. Датчане сочли, что церковь на Эзеле не была реформирована;
римскую мессу все еще совершали в соборе аренсбурга, а также, вероятно, и в
других местах. в 1561 г. датский король Фредерик II постановил, что совершать
следует лютеранскую мессу церкви Дании, но капитул аренсбургского собора
ответил, что они используют старую апостольскую мессу и ждут решений тридентского собора относительно возможных реформ. король нашел этот ответ
неудовлетворительным. его повеление требовалось выполнить в точности: церковь должна была принять церковный служебник Дании-норвегии-исландии
1537/1542 гг. литургия на острове Эзель регулировалась алтарной книгой 1556 г.
и рукописными немецкими переводами ее последующих изданий 1564, 1574, 1580,
1602 и 1611 гг. контроль над Эзелем перешел к Швеции по условиям брёмсебруского мира 1645 г. Церковь Эзеля была присоединена к церкви Эстонии, и епископ
иеринг потребовал, чтобы использовалась эстонская литургия, хотя в Эстонии в
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этот период существенного единообразия в обрядах не было. знать Эзеля осталась недовольна этим решением и порядком церковного управления, предложенным епископом иерингом. они требовали самостоятельной церкви Эзеля со своей консисторией и своим суперинтендантом. их обращение к шведской короне
увенчалось успехом в 1650 г. вновь учрежденная церковь Эзеля со своим собственным уставом 1650 г., постановила, что будет совершать богослужение по рижским
литургическим правилам и в соответствии с церемонией, изложенной в немецком
издании рижского сборника гимнов 1615 г. и с агендой самсона.
единственной малой церковью, вошедшей в состав Российской империи,
была литовская лютеранская церковь. она пережила более века нетерпимости.
единой консистории, которая могла бы выполнять руководящую роль или
осуществлять надзор над малочисленными приходами, не было, как не было
и единообразной литургической традиции, — в каждом приходе был принят
свой собственный церковный устав и своя собственная литургия. самым значимым среди этих церковных уставов был устав вильнюсской общины 1648 г. в
нем содержались важные указания, касающиеся общественного богослужения
в приходе. Раздел, в котором содержалась месса, был озаглавлен: «Церковные
церемонии». Этот раздел включал в себя девять указаний для проведения литургических служб на польском и немецком языках. Порядок мессы был следующий: Veni Sancte Spiritus и Kyrie (исполнялись кантором и хором) — Gloria in
excelsis («Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei ehr») — коллекта — послание — гимн — никейское исповедание веры («Wir glauben all’ an einen Gott») — проповедь (евангелие и пояснение) — стихи гимна — евхаристическая префация и Sanctus —
отче наш — Verba (слова христа над хлебом — малый Sanctus — слова христа
над чашей — малый Sanctus) — преподание — послепричастная коллекта —
благословение. в этом церковном уставе говорилось, что более подробные инструкции можно найти в «агенде». вероятнее всего, эта неназванная агенда была
саксонского происхождения. не сохранилось ни одного экземпляра этой книги,
но известно, что польский перевод, подготовленный пастором яном малиной
в 1640 г., использовался на богослужениях на польском языке. известно также,
что литургические службы в вильнюсской церкви были литургическими и церемониальными, а клир носил традиционные одеяния мессы, включая казулу.
схожая литургия использовалась в общине каунаса, которая также опиралась
на прусские источники в пасторских деяниях.
когда права и привилегии лютеран были восстановлены в польско-литовском государстве в 1768 и 1775 гг., церкви организовались в административные единицы, которые впоследствии стремились ввести единую литургическую форму поклонения вместо разнообразия бытовавших в тот период
форм. литовская лютеранская церковь решила принять литургию, основанную на саксонских образцах. нигде не говорится, какой агенде было отдано
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предпочтение. в Польше варшавская община использовала агенду саксенкобурга 1747 г. литургические нужды общин в литве, говоривших по-латышски, были восполнены благодаря труду пастора конрада Шульца, чей
служебник на латышском был опубликован в 1795 г. его богослужение было
пиетистским по характеру, но необходимые церемонии присутствовали.
городские церкви в Риге, таллинне и нарве не подчинялись территориальным консисториям и управлялись своей собственной администрацией.
в Риге использовалась старая литургическая служба брисманна, и там
удалось сохранить свою собственную консисторию даже после введения в
действие шведского церковного законодательства 1686 г. в ливонии. однако
в 1708 г. от своей литургии пришлось отказаться и там, — после введения
шведской агенды 1693 г. в 1760 г. в Риге был издан дополнительный служебник, который использовался совместно с немецким переводом шведской
агенды, выполненным в 1708 г.
в городских церквах таллинна также использовалась литургия брисманна. здесь, после введения шведского церковного законодательства, сохранить независимую консисторию оказалось невозможно. городские церкви
были подчинены эстонской территориальной консистории и от них потребовали использования шведского служебника. когда город сдался русским
в 1710 г., он обратился с прошением об утверждении собственной консистории и получил такое разрешение, — однако агенду 1708 г. продолжали
использовать. Дополнительное литургическое руководство было опубликовано в 1740 г. месса в него включена не была; напечатаны были только
освящение евхаристических даров и послепричастный раздел: отче наш —
Verba — послепричастная коллекта — аароново благословение.
Эстонский город нарва также имел свою собственную консисторию и
публиковал свои собственные литургические руководства. Руководство
1698 г. не включало в себя богослужение, но в нем были приведены формы
для пасторских актов. в 1765 г., когда город уже долгое время находился
под контролем России, была опубликована еще одна книга пасторских деяний, — для использования в качестве дополнения к нарвскому руководству
1698 г. и переводу шведского служебника, выполненному в 1708 г. Эта книга
включала в себя только формулу освящения евхаристических даров и послепричастный раздел, порядок элементов в котором был следующий: приветствие — отче наш — Verba — приветствие — послепричастная коллекта.
в лютеранских общинах России до третьего раздела царила литургическое разнообразие. богослужение различалось от общины к общине, в
зависимости от того, к какой церкви ранее принадлежали руководители
приходов и прихожане. старейшими и наиболее значимыми были общины
в москве. единственный сохранившийся церковный устав — это работа до-
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ктора лаврентия блюментроста 1668 г. его устав был неполным — это был,
скорее, свод правил для прихода. он не включал в себя форму богослужения или молитвы, которые следовало использовать в общине, но известно,
что службы велись в соответствии с нормами, принятыми в лютеранской
церкви гамбурга — материнской церкви московских приходов.
когда Петр великий перевел свое правительство из москвы в санкт-Петербург, переводу подлежал весь государственный аппарат. среди тех, кто перебрался в санкт-Петербург, были немецкие ученые и чиновники, которые затем
основали лютеранские общины в новой столице, где также были насаждены
литургические традиции москвы и гамбурга. в 1711 г. Петр великий предпринял попытку объединения всех лютеранских приходов России в рамках единого
церковного устава и единой администрации, которую возглавил суперинтендант
бартольд вагетий. вагетий опубликовал свой устав в 1717 г., но он не обладал ни
личными качествами, ни административными навыками, которые требовались
для реализации плана, и администрация, как таковая, не существовала. в любом
случае, устав 1717 г. мало что говорил о литургии, помимо некоторых рубрикальных указаний, ссылавшихся на авторитет гамбургской агенды. Церковный устав
вагетия включал в себя следующий литургический порядок мессы: гимн, призывающий святого Духа («Komm, heiliger Geist, erfüll die Herzen») — евангелие — Te
Deum лютера — Kyrie («Kyrie Gott Vater in ewigkeit») — Gloria in excelsis («Allein Gott
in der Höh’ sei ehr») — коллекта — послание — гимн — никейское исповедание
веры («Wir glauben all’ an einen Gott») — служба кафедры (гимн, отче наш, проповедь) — увещевание к причастникам — отче наш — Verba — преподание (Agnus
Dei и другие причастные гимны). можно предположить, что служба завершалась
послепричастной коллектой и аароновым благословением. судя по всему, этот
устав мало использовался вне петербургского прихода вагетия.
вскоре положение дел в смысле литургики еще более осложнилось благодаря прибытию немецких иммигрантов, которых екатерина великая пригласила на поселение вдоль берегов волги. они привезли сборники гимнов и
молитвенники из тех земель, откуда они были родом, и в приходах, которые
они основали, богослужение велось так же, как на их родине в германии.

2. вли яние пиетиз ма и р ац иона лиз ма на лит у р г иче ск о е
п оклон е ние
богослужение в лютеранских церквах Прибалтики испытало существенное влияние духовных и философских течений того времени.
в период пиетизма многие ливонские и эстонские последователи движения продолжали использовать шведскую мессу, но их сердца стремились к
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иному. Пиетисты не были достаточно сильны, чтобы добиться изменений в
литургии курляндии и Пилтене. Пересмотренные агенды публиковались в
курляндии в 1741 и 1765 гг., и в Пилтене в 1741 и 1756 гг. все эти агенды явно
имели целью преодолеть влияние пиетизма.
в курляндии не было опубликовано официальной литургии, которая
явно опиралась бы на рационалистические принципы, хотя неофициальные литургии возникали. в 1785 и 1786 гг. пастор кристоф Фридрих неандер предпринял первые шаги в создании церковного законодательства, основанного на рационалистических принципах, и пастор доктор карл Дитрих
верт использовал его работу для формулировки церковной агенды на схожих
принципах. его неофициальная агенда был опубликован в 1785 и 1786 гг. под
одной обложкой с церковным уставом неандера. литургия и церемониал не
были устранены, но их смысл и употребление радикально изменились. Рационалисты оценили труд верта, и в 1792 г. вышло новое издание.
Рационализм получил более широкое распространение в Риге, и там
в 1801 г. было опубликовано неофициальное литургическое руководство,
в котором прослеживается сильное влияние этого течения. в нем не было
главного богослужения, но в нем содержались формы исповедания, крещения и брака, которые варьировались от мягко рационалистичных до таких,
где не было попыток даже выглядеть христианской ортодоксией.
среди населения курляндии, говорившего по-латышски, формы богослужения, соответствующие новому веку, предложил пастор александр иоганн стендер, выдающийся писатель-гуманист. его работы была опубликована в 1805 г., но не получила официального признания.
такие неофициальные работы были напечатаны типографским способом только в курляндии и ливонии. в других землях пасторы, симпатизирующие рационализму, просто вносили изменения в свои богослужебные
книги, вычеркивая то, что им не нравилось и переделывая формулировки
так, чтобы они не задевали их просвещенных слушателей.

3. Ран н я я попытк а объ ед инения р о ссийск их лют е р а н в
рамках единой л итур гии
Царская юстиц-коллегия уже в 1773 г. признала, что шведский церковный
устав 1686 г. не мог удовлетворительно регулировать церковную жизнь и литургические обряды в ливонии, Эстонии и других землях. Петербургскому клиру
было дано поручение создать альтернативу. Результаты были скудными. Жалоба на искажение литургии, пришедшая из курляндии, была подписана графом
Фридрихом вильгельмом фон буксхёвденом (Фёдором Фёдоровичем буксгев-
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деном), генерал-губернатором курляндии, ливонии и Эстонии, и в июле 1804
г. была отправлена графу виктору кочубею, министру внутренних дел. в результате этой жалобы был создан комитет, призванный исправить ситуацию. в
комитет вошел суперинтендант ливонии зоннтаг, на которого, в частности, жаловался буксхёвден. в комитет также вошли консультант юстиц-коллегии прокурор георг Фридрих зальфельдт, декан томас Райнботт из санкт-Петербурга,
и ряд других выдающихся пасторов, среди которых был и пастор доктор верт,
который написал рационалистические агенды для курляндии 1786 и 1792 гг.
задача, поставленная перед комитетом, включала в себя составление единой
литургии, которую обязаны были бы использовать все лютеранские общины.
вскоре стало ясно, что члены комитета, большинство из которых сами были
рационалистами, не могли прийти к согласию относительно ценности и смысла богослужения в общине. хотя им было поручено сформулировать новую
литургию, они не могли даже договориться друг с другом относительно того,
как это можно реализовать для людей с весьма различным образованием и конфликтующими богословскими взглядами. комитет не смог продвинуться дальше горячей дискуссии относительно цели и задачи литургии в протестантской
церкви. они все согласились с тем, что прежде всего нужно заботиться об исправлении нравов прихожан, но они не могли договориться о том, какую роль
во всем этом играл бог. как отметил суперинтендант зоннтаг, на бога никоим
образом нельзя повлиять словами или делами тех, кто ему поклоняется. Поэтому, заключил он, главная цель литургии — оказать влияние на человека. иными словами, литургия должна быть сосредоточена на человеке; задача литургии
— влиять на моральное состояние верующего. Прежние литургические службы
плохо справлялись с этой задачей. кроме того, эти службы были чрезмерно церемониальны, напоминали католическую эпоху. теперь требовалась литургия,
в которой акцентировалось бы святое молчание, торжественность, пристальное
внимание слушателей, патриотизм и другие моральные цели. особое внимание следовало уделить включению гимнов, которые насаждали бы в человеке
правильные идеи. иными словами, старую службу следовало отменить. однако
комитет не мог прийти к согласию относительно того, что ее могло бы заменить,
помимо того, что в новой службе, конечно, должны были присутствовать почтительные прошения за царя и его семью.

4. л ю тер анск ие л иту р гич ес к ие д ир е к т ив ы 1 8 0 5 г .
в 1805 г. специальный комитет, организованный для создания литургии, предназначенной для всех лютеран империи, опубликовал литургические директивы: «Von sr. Kaiserlichen majestät allerhöchst bestätigte Allgemeine
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liturgische Verordnung für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im Russischen
Reiche». Царь александр I постановил, что их следовало использовать во всех
лютеранских церквах империи без исключения. использовать мало что можно
было, поскольку в директивах, по сути, не было литургии. Это было скорее административное руководство с указаниями относительно гимнов, несколькими
формулами для молитв, пасторскими деяниями, указаниями относительно текстов проповедей и т. д. обязательным требованием было включение в службу
молитву церкви, в которой поименно упоминался царь и члены его семьи. Эту
молитву следовало произносить дословно. в остальном пасторы могли использовать старые книги и другие материалы для проведения богослужений.
консистория финскоговорящей хамины обратилась к юстиц-коллегии в
санкт-Петербурге с прошением освободить ее от исполнения литургических
директив 1805 г., поскольку новые правила не представляли собой полного порядка богослужения, не упоминали о божественности христа и достаточности
его жертвы. юстиц-коллегия вежливо уведомила консисторию хамины, что им
следует подчиниться. в 1808 г., в ответ на эти директивы, консистория опубликовала свою агенду, богослужение которой следовало литургическим директивам. Эта служба избежала худших рационалистических влияний 1805 г.
Документ 1805 г. не привел к созиданию литургического единообразия. Церковное законодательство прокурора зальфельдта 1808 г. принесло не больше
плодов. оно было призвано дать церкви единую администрацию, но так и не
обрело обязательной силы. литургическое единство без единого административного органа, управляющего всеми лютеранами империи, было невозможно.
стремясь создать такой орган, царь постановил назначить лютеранского епископа. на эту позицию был избран захарий Цигнеус. он был назначен в 1819 г.,
но не смог добиться организационного единства среди лютеран.
План Цигнеуса, изданный в марте 1824 г., «общее установление относительно дел евангелической церкви» (Allgemeinen Verordnung über das
evangelische Kirchenwesen) был неприемлем для прибалтийской знати, которая сочла, что он является угрозой для ее особого положения в церкви и ее
особых привилегий.
в этот же период в некоторых землях появлялись новые агенды. самой важной из них была саратовская агенда Фесслера 1823 г. его литургия включала в
себя католические и евангелические черты, западные и восточные. она была
опубликована для упорядочения богослужения в общинах поволжских немцев,
где царил литургический хаос. труд Фесслера включал в себя серию евхаристических префаций и эпиклесис, сформулированные по восточным православным образцам. во многих аспектах его работа намного опередила свое время.
менее важным и совсем иным по характеру была агенда пастора христофа Райнхольда гиргензона 1822 г., опубликованная посмертно для ливон-
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ских латышей. её целью было включение «старой» литургии в новую рационалистическую веру, которая к тому времени сама уже была старой и шаткой.
неизвестно, стала ли эта работа общепринятой; во всяком случае, она не оставила заметного следа в литургической истории ливонской церкви.

5. о б ъед инение цер к в и в р а мк а х е д ино г о ц е р к ов ног о
устава и агенд ы
создание новой прусской агенды дало толчок к формулированию общего обряда для лютеран Российской империи. 22 мая 1828 г. была назначена
комиссия для подготовки общей церковной агенды и устава с единой литургической административной программой для всех лютеран. георг карл
беньямин Ричль, епископ и генерал-суперинтендант Померанской провинции Пруссии был приглашен в качестве консультанта.
в основу нового русского служебника были положены немецкий перевод
шведского литургического руководства 1693 г., выполненный в 1708 г., шведское руководство 1811 г. и агенда Прусской унии 1829 г. завершенная работа
была представлена царю 2 января 1832 г. и 28 декабря 1832 г. николай I утвердил устав, инструкции для пасторов и агенду: 1) Gesetz für die evangelischlutherische Kirche in Russland; 2) Instruction für die Geistlichkeit und die Behörden der
evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche in Russland; 3) Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen
Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche.
агенда 1832 г. объединила лютеран в российской империи под одной литургией. в новом богослужении явно прослеживалось шведское и прусское влияние, но комитету удалось избежать многих недостатков агенды прусской унии.
евхаристическая префация была восстановлена в форме диалога и помещена на
своем месте в литургии. Порядок богослужении был следующий: гимн — Gloria
patri или призвание святой троицы — наставление — исповедание грехов —
Kyrie — провозглашение благодати — Gloria in excelsis / Laudamus, или Tersanctus,
или «Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei ehr» — приветствие и коллекта — воскресная
перикопа (не текст проповеди) — аллилуйя — апостольское или никейское исповедание веры— гимн — служба кафедры (перикопа, проповедь, молитва церкви, провозглашения и заступничества, отче наш и Votum) — гимн — версикул
и коллекта — аароново благословение — гимн. когда совершалось причастие,
после гимна добавлялись следующие элементы: исповедание и отпущение грехов (если не было накануне или перед самой службой) — префация и Sanctus
или сокращенный Sanctus — отче наш — Verba — Pax Domini — Agnus Dei —
преподание (в качестве альтернативной формы — формулировка Прусской
унии: «иисус сказал: „Приимите, ядите“» и т. д.) —стих из библии или краткое
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наставление (перед отпустом причастников) — Benedicamus — послепричастная
коллекта — аароново благословение. еженедельное причастие допускалось, но
не было возведено в норму. впрочем, говорилось, что таинство нужно совершать на все большие праздники.
агенда была переведена на латышский, эстонский и шведский в 1834 г. в
1835 г. был издан финский перевод для лютеран регионов санкт-Петербурга, выборга и хамины, которые говорили по-фински. однако Финляндия и
Польша получили литургическую автономию и им было позволено использовать свои традиционные обряды.

6. Последующ ие л иту р гич ес к ие р е ф ор мы в п е р иод
1849—1883 гг.
осознание необходимости литургических реформ стало результатом
пробуждения конфессионального самосознания во всех прибалтийских землях, повсюду, где, благодаря контактам с германией, пасторы знакомились с
трудами вильгельма лёэ, теодора клифота, иоганна вильгельма Фридриха
хёфлинга и других. Эти богословы публиковали результаты своих глубоких
исследований исторических литургий церкви и сами пришли к новой оценке
соотношения литургии и исповеданий церкви. Первый литургический комитет в Российской империи был создан ливонским синодом в 1849 г. главой
комитета был избран доктор теодозиус гарнак из Дорпатского университета. комитет сразу же предпринял исследование литургий церкви, их исторических корней и принципов, на которых они были организованы. отчет
комитета ливонскому синоду 1851 г. включал в себя ряд предложений и поправок, которые должны были привести агенду 1832 г. к более точному соответствию историческим нормам. Позднее в том же году гарнак опубликовал
«Liturgische Beiträge». в этой работе он привел конкретные примеры обогащения литургических форм. в 1855 г. синод выразил пожелание о том, чтобы вся
церковь ознакомилась с изысканиями и рекомендациями комитета. Пасторы
города Риги и Эстонии уже проявили интерес к этой работе в ливонии и выразили стремление применить ливонские рекомендации в своих приходах.
литургический прогресс в ливонии вскоре натолкнулся на существенное
препятствие. в 1853 г. гарнак перешел на работу на теологическом факультете университета Эрлангена. Это дало возможность ливонским пиетистам и
другим критикам под руководством пасторов хуго брауншвейга, готтхарда
Фирхуфа и других руководителей, руководствовавшихся крайне протестантским духом, начать компанию против комитета и его предложений. они
настаивали на том, что в литургию 1832 г. нельзя было вносить изменения.
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Эти жалобы были услышаны, но не остановили работу комитета. окончательная версия предложений была представлена синоду в 1859 г. многие из
этих предложений касались второстепенных вопросов, но следует отметить
два из них: восстановление интроита в начале богослужения и введение молитвы благословения в связи с освящением хлеба и вина. синод принял эти
предложения и постановил, что переработанный доклад по литургике будет
представлен позднее на общем синоде всей имперской лютеранской церкви.
однако противники доклада смогли блокировать реализацию предложенных изменений. во главе оппозиции стоял пастор мориц кауцманн. он настаивал на том, что ливонский синод не имеет права одобрять эти решения,
не заручившись поддержкой в приходах. в то же время подчеркивалось, что
предложения комитета необходимо было представить на одобрение общего
синода имперской лютеранской церкви, и что в противном случае предложения носили лишь рекомендательный и местный ливонский характер. общая
консистория в санкт-Петербурге не была заинтересована в одобрении изменений. существовавшую литургию там считали соответствующей нуждам
церкви, и, в любом случае, для одобрения новой литургии требовался созыв
общего имперского лютеранского синода, и едва ли царь позволил бы созвать
такой синод. Противники комитета и его рекомендаций вновь выступили с
критикой, утверждая, что комитет лишь разжигает споры и несогласия.
новый импульс литургическая реформа получила с возвращением гарнака
в Дорпат в 1866 г. он сразу начал трудится над тем, чтобы заложить более твердое основание для литургического обновления, основанного на проповеди, святом крещении, святом отпущении и вечере господней. в 1871 и 1874 гг. он опубликовал два тома «Liturgische formulare», куда была включена пересмотренная
литургия святого крещения, вместе с обрядами конфирмации, брака и других
пасторских деяний. в 1877 г. вышел первый том «Praktische theologie» гарнака.
в этой работе он привел исторические обоснования литургического служения
церкви и дал конкретный образец исторической структуры мессы. он также
предложил включить в богослужение молитву благословения, основанную на
молитве из пфальц-нойбургского устава 1543 г. третья работа гарнака вышла
в 1878 г. он посвятил ее детальному описанию структуры мессы и пошел дальше, чем в «Практическом богословии», предложив более развитую молитву благословения перед словами установления, в которой содержалось обращение к
святому Духу с прошением благословить причастников.
литургические исследования гарнака привлекло интерес пасторов во
многих консисториальных дистриктах. курляндский синод 1874 г. создал
свой собственный литургический комитет под председательством пастора
Рейнхольда Фридриха юлиуса Редера из голдингена. Редер доложил синоду 1876 г., что его комитет в целом согласен с рекомендациями гарнака.
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однако, двумя годами позднее, в 1878 г., он доложил синоду, что теперь, по
его мнению, службу приготовления следовало организовать иначе, — так,
чтобы исповедание и отпущение грехов предшествовали интроиту. стало
очевидным, что интроит, Kyrie, Gloria in excelsis представляли собой начало
литургии слова. курляндский синод постановил, что не желает вносить
столь радикальные изменения в существующее богослужение.
Рекомендации гарнака и его ливонского комитета были приняты довольно
холодно в санкт-петербургском консисториальном дистрикте. санкт-петербургские пасторы мало интересовались западным католическим литургическим
и богословским наследием. многие из них стремились к такому лютеранству,
которое было бы академичным, антиримским и подлинно протестантским.
они воспринимали литургические предложения из ливонии как возврат к
римским традициям в церкви. они увидели явные симпатии к Риму в предложении о возврате к древним интроитам, а также в учении о том, что таинство
освящается чтением Verba и отче наш. вместо того, что они сочли суеверной сакраментальной магией, они предпочитали придерживаться недавнего вывода
литургических богословов о том, что освящение на тайной вечере свершилось,
когда христос произнес свою молитву благодарения, и что церковь нуждается
в такой молитве. они утверждали, что необходимо сделать такую молитву частью акта освящения. гарнак тоже хотел включить в ритуал службу таинства
молитву благодарения, но все же считал Verba и отче наш центральной частью
акта освящения. санкт-петербургский комитет доложил синоду 1878 г., что они
не сочли предложения гарнака и ливонцев ценными.
Первое русскоязычное издание агенды 1832 г. вышло в свет в виде служебника под заглавием «евангелическо-лютеранский краткий служебник
(агенда)» только в 1872 г. Ранее лютеране родом из других стран могли
совершать богослужение только на своих родных языках. теперь русский
язык стал родным для детей лютеранских иммигрантов, и министр внутренних дел не высказал никаких возражений против лютеранских служб
на русском языке, при условии, что прозелитизм не допускался. в 1877 г.
(с приложением, опубликованным в 1878 г.) вышло новое, стилистически
отредактированное издание эстонской агенды. новый латышский перевод
был опубликован в 1882 г.

7. л ивон ск ая агенд а 1885 г.
в 1883 г. ливонский синод решил опубликовать свою собственную агенду. с канонической точки зрения никаких препятствий не усматривалось,
поскольку, как было решено, канон 140 церковного законодательства гла-
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сил, что литургические изменения могут осуществляться только с письменного разрешения высших церковных властей. синод счел, что его власть
была достаточно высокой для принятия такого решения. Для публикации
предварительной ливонской версии литургии одобрения санкт-петербургской генеральной консистории или общего синода всей имперской лютеранской церкви не требовалось. в 1884 г. была опубликована «Agende für
die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche» на 21 странице.
агенда была официально одобрена только для использования в ливонских
приходах, но из заглавия следовало, что другие дистрикты консистории
также могли счесть ее полезной. агенда содержала только главное богослужение. в нем было четыре основных раздела: приготовление, служба слова,
служба таинства и завершение. альтернативное завершение предусматривалось для случаев, когда причастия не было. Приготовление: гимн — интроит с Gloria Patri — приглашение к исповеданию — исповедание грехов —
Kyrie — отпущение и аминь — Gloria in excelsis (несколько форм); служба
слова: приветствие, версикул, коллекта — послание или евангелие и соответствующие ответы (оба чтения в праздники) — апостольское исповедание веры (никейское исповедание в большие праздники) — гимн — служба
кафедры (перикопа, проповедь, строфа гимна, объявления, заступничества,
Votum) — молитва Церкви (если еще не совершалась за кафедрой); служба
таинства: гимн — приглашение — префация, Sanctus и Benedictus qui venit —
молитва освящения — Verba — отче наш — Pax Domini — причастие (преподание, Agnus Dei и другие гимны) — версикул и респонсорий — послепричастная коллекта — аароново благословение — строфа гимна. уникальной
чертой этого богослужения было включение молитвы освящения, в которой
присутствовало прошение к отцу, чтобы он благословил хлеб и чашу, предложенные ему общиной, и святым Духом даровал причастникам принять
тело и кровь христа под хлебом и вином во укрепление их веры как залог
вечной жизни. Kyrie остался в приготовительном акте, связанном с исповеданием грехов, как и в агенде 1832 г.
Первый том полной агенды, вновь озаглавленной «Agende für die
evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche», был издан в 1885 г.
Этот том включал в себя богослужение и проприи. в 1886 г. был опубликован второй том, содержавший пасторские деяния. латышский и эстонский
переводы полной агенды были опубликованы в 1889 г.
во всей церкви росло убеждение в том, что официальная литургия
1832 г., переизданная в 1835, 1844, 1860, 1866 и 1879 гг. больше не представляла собой удовлетворительную норму. неудовольствие этой литургией
тревожило генеральную консисторию. нужно было приготовить новую
официальную версию литургии. Для этой цели генеральная консистория
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созвала 10 ноября 1892 г. собрание генерал-суперинтендантов консисториальных дистриктов ливонии, курляндии, Эстонии, санкт-Петербурга
и москвы, на котором должны были быть пересмотрены критика и рекомендации территориальных консисторий и их литургических комитетов
по поводу ливонской агенды 1885 г. в собрании также участвовал санкт-петербургский пастор юлиус герман мютель, который отметил, что в целом
ливонская агенда заслуживала одобрения, однако литургию нужно было
изменить, включив в службу таинства особую молитву благословения, которая отменила бы представление о том, что дары освящаются словами христа. Пересмотренная ливонская агенда была опубликована как проектная
версия для обсуждения в 1893 г. в санкт-Петербурге вновь под заглавием
«Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche». изменен был только раздел освящения. После Verba теперь следовала молитва
освящения, в которой испрашивалось божие благословение хлеба и чаши, и
призывалась сила святого Духа во благословение причастников.
вопросы, связанные с проектной версии агенды 1993 г. и лютеранским
пониманием освящения поднимались на дорпатской пасторской конференции в январе 1895 г. было много споров относительно того, освящается
ли таинство через Verba Christi или через призвание св. Духа в молитве освящения. некоторые пасторы отстаивали практику восточной церкви, другие же утверждали, что в соответствии с западной католической традицией,
по мнению лютера и в изложении книги согласия освящающими являются
слова христа. мютель и некоторые из его санкт-петербургских коллег настаивали на том, что требовалась особая молитва освящения. составленная
ими молитва была роздана другим участникам конференции. но согласие
не было достигнуто. мютель, который был недоволен отсутствием официального одобрения его усилий, опубликовал работу «ein wunder Punkt in
der lutherischen Liturgie» в которой он утверждал, что традиционное западное понимание освящения было ошибочным. он привел пять конкретных
ошибок в лютеранской литургии таинства и шесть мер, которые необходимо было принять, чтобы устранить их. больше всего он настаивал на том,
чтобы устранить связь между освящением и словами христа.
в 1895 г. ливонский синод рассмотрел работу мютеля и постановил, что
молитва освящения должна присутствовать, но настоял на том, чтобы эта
молитва должна быть тесно связана со словами христа над хлебом и чашей.
курляндский синод 1895 г. не был столь благосклонен к взглядам мютеля.
Этот синод постановил, что такая точка зрения не подтверждается в лютеранских исповеданиях и работах лютера.
в то же время пастор альфонс майер из сараты в бессарабии выступил
с мнением о том, что мютель пошел недостаточно далеко. он настаивал на
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том, чтобы устранить слова христа из освящения. их следовало переместить
в пасторское обращение к причастникам перед префацией. в этом месте
они рассматривались бы лишь как историческое чтение о первой причастной службе, и впечатление о том, что Verba освящают, было бы устранено.
в 1896 г. курляндский синод представил мютелю документальные свидетельства, опровергающие его позицию, а ливонский синод 1896 г. постановил,
что ему следует пересмотреть свою позицию относительно частичного одобрения его взглядов мютеля в 1895 г. было постановлено, что в новой литургии
следует допустить две формы освящения, из которых первая должна быть идентична 1832 г., а альтернативная форма включала в себя молитву перед Verba.

8. санк т-петер бу р гск ая аге нд а 1 8 9 7 г . и п осле д у ющ е е
ли тург ич ес к ое р аз в итие д о ок т яб р ьск ой р е в олюц ии
окончательная версия новой агенды была составлена на собрании генерал-суперинтендантов на генеральной консистории в декабре 1896 г. Рукопись была представлена министерству внутренних дел в феврале 1897 г.,
и в том же году новая агенда была напечатана под знакомым заглавием
«Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche». Работа вышла в двух томах. Первый включал в себя богослужение и проприи,
а второй — пасторские акты.
структура главного богослужения следовала ливонской агенде 1885 г.
в том виде, как она была пересмотренна в санкт-петербургском издании
1893 г. литургия состояла из четырех частей: 1) акт исповедания грехов:
гимн — интроит с Gloria Patri — приглашение, исповедание грехов, Kyrie —
отпущение — Gloria in excelsis; 2) служба слова и молитва: версикул (на большие праздники и во время великого поста) — приветствие и коллекта —
послание — аллилуйя или евангелие, ответ — апостольское исповедание
веры (никейское исповедание на большие праздники и в воскресенье троицы) — гимн — служба кафедры (апостольское приветствие, перикопа, проповедь, строфа гимна, объявления, заступнические молитвы, увещевание
к христианской жизни и Votum) — гимн — молитва церкви или литания;
3) служба таинства: причастный гимн — приглашение (факультативно) —
префация и Sanctus (без Hosanna и Benedictus) — освящение (I вариант: отче
наш — Verba или II вариант: молитва — Verba — отче наш) — наставление
и Pax Domini — преподание (Agnus Dei, причастные гимны); 4) акт благодарения и благословения: версикул — послепричастная коллекта — аароново
благословение — заключительная строфа гимна. в случае, если причастников не было, использовалось альтернативное завершение.
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Русскоязычное издание «служебник евангелическо-лютеранской церкви
в Российской империи» был опубликован в 1897 г.; латышский перевод был
издан в 1900 г. для ливонцев и в 1901 г. для курляндцев. южное эстонское издание вышло в свет в 1899 г., а северное — в 1902 г. Финское издание для финскоговорящих ингрийцев было опубликовано в 1900 г. органист мозес Путро из
церкви св. марии в санкт-Петербурге создал специальное музыкальное сопровождение для финского перевода имперской агенды. Это сопровождение было
опубликовано на русском и финском языках в 1900 г. кроме создания музыки,
Путро также внес некоторые изменения в текст, которые приблизили его к богослужению 1832 г. Церковь не могла согласиться с этим и создала комиссию,
которая должна была подготовить музыкальное сопровождение. новое приложение было издано в 1906 г. Работа Путро была приведена в соответствие
с финским переводом служебника 1900 г. Эта работа использовалась в церкви
ингрии в течение многих поколений. ее назвали «ингрийской мессой».
второе издание немецкого перевода агенды вышло в свет в 1898 г. с девятью незначительными поправками. одно слово было изменено в евхаристической молитве благодарения, чтобы более четко отождествить хлеб и чашу
с телом и кровью.
Почти сразу же после публикации агенды пастор майер из сараты высказался относительно необходимых изменений. он настаивал на том, что
главное богослужение следует упростить, а в обряд крещения и конфирмации внести изменения. хотя неудовлетворенность обрядом конфирмации
высказали многие, большая часть взглядов майера была отвергнута курляндским и ливонскими синодами.
в течение ряда лет призывы пересмотреть обряд конфирмации звучали
все чаще. забота о религиозном самосознании и его развитии у подростков
привели ливонский синод 1907 г. к учреждению комитета, в задачи которого
входило изучение целей и процедур катехизации и конфирмации. новый
вариант обряда был предложен для изучения ливонским церковным округам и синоду 1908 г., но решение не было принято. в санкт-петербургском
консисториальном дистрикте озабоченность обрядом конфирмации присутствовала, но в центре внимания пасторов была критика интроитов. на
синоде 1910 г. были предложены новые интроиты, изменения в молитве исповедания грехов и отпущение, альтернативный набор коллект и ряд других изменений. в 1913 г. ливонский литургический комитет отреагировал на
предложения из санкт-Петербурга. с точки зрения ливонцев предложенные изменения не являлись улучшениями. Подлинные улучшения должны
были опираться на более широкое использование литургических богатств
древней церкви, особенно восточной церкви. требовалось также введение
евхаристической молитвы, составленной на основе молитвы благодарения
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из «Дидахэ». однако предложенная форма не давала ясного свидетельства
о присутствии тела и крови христа в и под хлебом и вином. в этой молитве
было лишь прошение о том, чтобы получающие земные элементы в память
о страданиях и смерти христа обрели свой удел в его обетованиях.
с началом Первой мировой войны литургические интересы отошли на
второй план. Проповедь на немецком языке была запрещена, но литургию
еще можно было служить на немецком. Печатать на немецком языке неразрешалось, но в 1916 г. церкви разрешили перепечатать русское издание
агенды 1897 г. После отречения царя все упоминания о нем в молитве церкви
были устранены и заменены прошениями о временном правительстве. генеральный синод был запланирован на 1 октября 1917 г., чтобы обсудить роль
церкви во времена смуты. в октябре Россия была занята другими важными
событиями, и общий генеральный синод не созывался до 1924 г. на собрании 1924 г. мало говорилось о богослужении, помимо того, что приходским
советам был указано, что они в ответе за соблюдение порядка в церквах, и что
им следовало позаботиться о чтении службы, когда клир пастор отсутствовал.

9. л итургич ес к ие р ефор мы в п ост сов е т ск у ю э п о х у
Прибалтийские и русская церкви, которые ранее представляли собой
российскую имперскую лютеранскую церковь, начали независимо друг от
друга работать над изменением имперской агенды 1897 г. только в 1990-е.
в советский период церковь в России прекратила свое существование как
организация; осталось лишь несколько приходов, которые были востановленны после 1957 г. в прибалтийских республиках литургические реформы
не привлекали большого внимания.
До 1940 г. некоторые шаги по реформированию литургии были предприняты в Эстонии, но это начинание не получило развития из за геополитических перемен в 1940 г. и второй мировой войны. в 1994 г. Эстонская лютеранская церковь в изгнании опубликовала подготовленную в 1951 и 1979 гг.
обновленную в лингвистическом отношении версию перевода 1902 г. агенды
1897 г. новый эстонский служебник был опубликован в 2009 г. в нем ощущается высокая оценка католического наследия в лютеранском богослужении.
однако пасторам и общинам разрешено пользоваться служебником 1994 г.
латвийская лютеранская церковь перепечатала латышский перевод
(1900/1901 гг.) имперского служебника в 1928 г. с некоторыми поправками лингвистического характера и незначительными изменениями, а в 1930 г. немецкий
синод в латвии опубликовал сокращенный вариант немецкого издания 1897 г.
в 1998 г. латвийская церковь опубликовала предварительную литургию, в кото-
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рой было предложено три формы богослужения. служба а представляла собой
новую формулировку в духе старых литургических традиций на основе современных исследований. служба C воспроизводила старую имперскую литургию,
а служба B являлась переходной литургией, созданной для общин, переходивших от старой формы к форме а. новая латышская агенда с двумя формами богослужения была опубликована в 2003 г. Пасторы и общины могут выбрать либо
форму 1, которая создана на основе службы а в служебнике 1998 г., либо форму
2, которая отражает службу с, основанную на старой агенде 1928 г.
у литовской лютеранской церкви никогда не было своего собственного
официального перевода имперского служебника. кроме того, западные литовские приходы в клайпедском крае (нем. memelland) ранее являлись частью Прусской униатской церкви и использовали литовский перевод 1897 г.
пересмотренной агенды прусской унии 1895 г. Приходы в сувалкии, которые
ранее входили в варшавскую консисторию, продолжали использовать агенду
польской лютеранской церкви до 1944 г. новая предварительная литургия, в
большей степени учитывавшая католическое наследие церкви и новые литургические исследования, была введена в 1997 г., и в настоящее время готовится к
публикации новый служебник. Пересмотренная версия литургии была включена в новый литовский сборник гимнов, опубликованный в 2007 г.
официальный служебник евангелическо-лютеранской церкви в России
и других странах (eLKRAs) был опубликован в 1999 г. он с небольшими
изменениями в молитвах воспроизводил старый имперский служебник современным языком.
на синоде 1993 г. евангелическо-лютеранская церковь ингрии в России
(eLCIR) решила следовать финским литургическим обрядам. однако приходам было разрешено продолжать использование старого имперского служебника в финском переводе 1900 г. новый ингрийский служебник вышел
из печати в 2005 г. служба основывается на старом имперском служебнике,
лишь с немногими альтернативными литургическими элементами и молитвами из других источников.
сибирская евангелическо-лютеранская церковь (seLC) еще не опубликовала свой служебник. сначала церковь использовала русскоязычный
служебник 1897 г., но затем была составлена новая литургия на основании
элементов из «лютеранского богослужения» («Lutheran Worship») 1982 г.
(лютеранская церковь миссурийского синода) и «альтернативного служебника» («Alternative service Book») 1980 г. (англиканская церковь).
После 1990-х гг. независимые лютеранские церкви были созданы в казахстане, украине, беларуси и в других бывших республиках советского
союза. некоторые из них продолжают использовать старый имперский лютеранский служебник, а украинская евангелическая церковь аугсбургско-
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го исповедания, которая была учреждена в 1926 г. в галиции и волыни (до
1939 г. входивших в состав Польши), использует форму литургии св. иоанна златоуста, пересмотренную в 1933 г. для лютеранских общин.
литургическое обновление в этих церквах в настоящее время учитывает
и использует результаты литургических исследований в других традиционных христианских церквах, а не только работу ливонского и других литургических комитетов в конце XIX в. современные литургические комитеты
проявляют открытость к нелютеранским источникам и уделяют особое внимание римским реформам эпохи после II ватиканского собора и последним
англиканским исследованиям.
несмотря на широкое разнообразие литургических форм лютеранских
церквей бывшей Росииской империи, в большинстве случаев в этих церквах все еще легко возможно различить влияние старой имперской литургической традиции.
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Ewangeliszkoses Bažnyczios Berlyne 1895 ir į lietuwiszkaję Kalbą iszwersta. pirmoji
Dalis. Baznytisskoses Diewo Szluzmos. Tilžė 1897.
Agenda Ewangeliszkajai Bažnycziai, iszleista wyriausioses Wyriausybės
Ewangeliszkoses Bažnyczios Berlyne 1895 ir į lietuwiszkaję Kalbą iszwersta. antroji
Dalis. Kiti baznytiszki szwento Urėdo Darbai. Tilžė 1897.
Agenda Ewangeliumi Lutheruse kogodusile Wenneriigin. 1. jago. Jurjew (Tartu) 1899
Agenda preeksch ewangeliumatizigahm Lutera draudsehm kreewu walsti. i. un ii. dala.
Jelgawa 1900
Agenda preeksch ewangeliumatizigahm Lutera draudsehm kreewu walsti. i. un ii. dala.
Jelgawa 1901
Agenda ehk Käsiraamat Evangeliumi-Lutheruse-usu kogudustele Vene riigis. 1.-2.
jagu. Jurjev 1902.
Agenda Latwijas Ewangeliskas-Luteriskas Basnizas latweeschu draudsem. i. und ii.
dala. Riga 1928
Agenda evangeeliumi-luteri usu kogudustele Eestis. Kavand. [Tallinn 1929]
(32 pages).
Agenda evangeeliumi-luteri usu kogudustele Eestis. Kavand. [Tallinn 1929]
(55 pages).
Agenda evangeeliumi-luteri usu kogudustele Eestis. Kavand. [Tallinn 1936]
(57 pages).
Agenda evangeeliumi-luteri usu kogudustele Eestis. Agenda komisjoni poolt
vastuvõetud 16. novembril 1936. a. Kavand. [Pärnu] 1937 (24 pages)
Agenda evangeeliumi-luteriusulistele kogudustele Eestis. Agenda komisjoni poolt
vastu voetud 16. nov. 1936. a. Kavand. Pärnu 1938.
Eesti Evangeeliumi Luteri Usu Kiriku Agenda. Eessõna lõpus teised autorid:
J. O. Lauri, J. Aunver, A. Täheväli, R. Koolmeister. Stockholm 1951.
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Eesti Evangeeliumi Luteri Usu Kiriku Agenda. Eessõna autorid ka: J. O. Lauri, J.
Aunver, A. Täheväli, R. Koolmeister. Stockholm 1979.
Agenda. Latvijas ev. liut. baznīcas virsvaldes izdevums trimdā, 1980. gadā.
Toronto 1980.
Eesti Evangeeliumi Luteri Usu Kiriku Agenda. Tallinn 1994.
Agenda Mnistrorum Ecclesiae Evangelicae in Districtu Piltinensi, oder Ordnungen
der Evangelischen Kirche des Königl. Piltenschen Creyses wie solche durch den in Gott
ruhenden, um die Kirche Christi wohl verdienten weiland Hoch-Ehrwürdigen und
Hochgelahrten Herrn, Herrn M. Bernhardum Harderum, treugewesen Superint. Dist.
Pilt. und Past. zu Hasenpoht und Zierau, Anno 1625 aus der Formula Jurisdictionis
Ecclesiasticae und denen gehaltenen General-Visitationen verfasset; auf Verlangen E.
Hochwohlgebohrnen Ritter-und Land-schaft in Sessione Consistoriali 1740. d. 29. Aug.
per Vota unanimia revidiret und verbessert, zur beständigen Richtschnur und zum Druck
befordert worden, von Wilhelm Friedrich von den Brincken, Königlichem Land-Notario,
und des Piltenschen Creyses verordnetem Kirchen-Visitatore. Im Jahr MDCCXLI
Agenda ministrorum ecclesiae evangelicae in districtu Piltinensi, Oder Ordnungen der
Evangelischen Kirche des Königl. Piltenschen Creyses Wie solche durch den in Gott
ruhenden, um die Kirche Christi wohlverdienten Weiland Hoch-Ehrwürdigen und
Hochgelahrten Herrn, Herrn M. Bernhardum Harderum, treu gewesen Superint. Dist.
Pilt. und Pastor zu Hasenpoht und Zierau, Anno 1625 aus der Formula Jurisdictionis
Ecclesiasticae und denen gehaltenen General-Visitationen aufgesetzet und nun auf
Befehl der Hohen Landes-Regierung und Verlangen E. Hochwohlgebohrnen Ritter-und
Landschaft verfasset, revidiret, und zur beständigen Observance ausgefertiget worden.
Königsberg 1756
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
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Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
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Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
St. Petersburg 1860.
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
St. Petersburg 1866.
Entwurf einer Agende für die Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche unveränderter
Augsburgischer Konfession im Königreich Polen. Warschau 1882.
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche. revidirt im
Auftrage der livländischen Provincial-Synode des Jahres 1883 (Als Manuscript
gedruckt). Dorpat 1884.
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche. revidirt im
Auftrage der livländischen Provincial-Synode des Jahres 1883. St. Petersburg
1885.
Agende für die Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche im Königreich Polen. Erster Teil.
Warschau 1886.
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche. revidirt im
Auftrage der livländischen Provincial-Synode des Jahres 1883. II. St. Petersburg
1886.
Agende für die Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche im Königreich Polen. Zweiter Teil.
Warschau 1888.
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche.
St. Petersburg 1893.
Agende für die Evangelische Landeskirche. Erster Teil. Die Gemeindegottesdienste.
Berlin 1895.
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Dissidentisches
Kirchen-Recht 1784

Allgemeines Dissidentisches Kirchen-Recht, laut den Tractaten und ReichsConstitutionen von 1768 und 1775 abgefasst, von der General-Synode abgefasst, von
allen Provinzen synodalisch angenommen, und sämtlichen Gliedern der Evangelischen
Kirche U. A. C. in der Crone Pohlen und dem Großherzogthume Litthauen, zur
gemeinschaftlichen Befolgung bekannt gemacht. lissa 1784.
Allgemeines Kirchenrecht beyder Evangelischen Confessionen in Polen und Litthauen,
die Kirchen-Verfassung, gute Ordnung, Policey und rechtliche Thätigkeit der
Consistorien betreffend. Warschau 1780.
Allgemeines Kirchen-Recht, vor beyde Evangelische Confessionen in Pohlen und Littauen,
nach dem Innhalte der Traktaten und Reichs-Constitutionen von 1768. und 1775.
abgefasst; Wie solches nach erfolgter bedingter Annehmung desselben auf der im Jahr 1780.
zu Węgrow gehaltenen und limitirten General-Synode beyder Confessionen aus allen
drey Provinzen, Laut des, auf der im Jahre 1782. reassumirten General-Synode von den
Städten der U. A. Confession abgefassten Vten Canons, von der hierzu bevollmächtigten
Commission durchgesehen, abgeändert, verbessert und approbirt worden ist. lissa 1783
An das St. Petersburgsche protestantische Publikum. Mitau 1808.
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An die Lvl. Sprengels-Synoden vom Liturgischen Comité 1859. - Protokoll der 25sten
Livl. Provinzial-Synode, abgehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1859. Riga 1859.

Angerstein 1902

Wilhelm Angerstein Bemerkungen zu der „Agende für die evangelischlutherischen gemeinden im russischen reiche.“ - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten
für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Bischof Dr. C. C. Ulmann,
gegenwärtig redigirt von W. Taurit. Bd. 58. Riga 1902.
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Die Synoden der Kirche Augsburgischer Konfession in Großpolen im 16., 17. und 18.
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Die Synoden der Kirche Augsburgischer Konfession in Großpolen im 16., 17. und 18.
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och kyrckioseder, vti wåra swenska församlingar skal blifwa hållen och förhandlad.
Förbättrad och förmehrad i Stockholm åhr 1599. Öfwersedd åhr 1608. och numehra efter
nyja kyrckioordningen inrättad åhr 1693. Stockholm 1693.
Handbook, ther vthi är författadt, huruledes gudztiensten, med christelige ceremonier
och kyrkioseder, vthi wåra swenska församblingar skal bliffwa hållin och förhandladt.
Förbättrat och förmeradt i STockjolm, anno M.D.XC.IX. och åter öffverseed, anno
M.DC.VII. Upsala 1614.
Hand-Buch, Darinnen Die Kirchen-Gebete, Welche so wol Des Sonntages, als auch in der
Wochen in denen Betstunden, Imgleichen Bey der Beerdigung der Leichen pflegen gebrauchet
zu werden, sampt denen Hieselbst gebräuchlichen Tauff- und Copulations-Formulen
enthalten. Zum Gebrauch der Teutschen Kirchen. Narva 1698.
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Hand-Buch 1708

Hand-Buch für die
Kirchen der Stadt
Riga 1760
Handbuch, darinnen
die Kirchen-Gebete
1765
Handbuch der
kirchlichen
gesetzgebung
Preussens I 1846

Hand-Buch, Worinnen verfasset ist, welcher gestalt Der Gottes-Dienst mit Christlichen
Ceremonien und Kirchen-Gebrauchen in unseren Schwedischen Versamlungen gehalten und
verrichtet werden soll. Verbessert und vermehret in Stockholm, im Jahr 1599. übersehen im
Jahr 1608. und nunmehro nach der neuen Kirchen-Ordnung eingerichtet im Jahr 1693. Aus
dem Schwedischen in das Teutsche übersetzet im Jahr 1708. Riga 1708.
Hand-Buch für die Kirchen der Stadt Riga, zum bequemern Gebrauch dem Druck
übergeben. Riga 1760.
Handbuch, darinnen die Kirchen-Gebete, welche sowohl des Sonntags, als auch in der
Wochen, in denen Betstunden; imgleichen bey der Beerdigung der Leichen, pflegen
gebraucht zu werden, samt denen hieselbst gebräuchlichen Tauf- und CopulationsFormula enthalten, zum Gebrauch der deutschen Kirchen zu Narva. Riga 1765.
Handbuch der kirchlichen gesetzgebung Preussens. Für geistliche, kirchenpatrone,
verwaltungsbeamte und juristen. Herausgegeben von Adolph Heckert. Erster
Band. Berlin 1846.

Handbuch der
kirchlichen
gesetzgebung
Preussens II 1846

Handbuch der kirchlichen gesetzgebung Preussens. Für geistliche, kirchenpatrone,
verwaltungsbeamte und juristen. Herausgegeben von Adolph Heckert. Zweiter
Band. Berlin 1846.

Handlungen und
Gebete 1786

Handlungen und Gebete beym öffentlichen Gottesdienst in den Herzogthümern Kurland
und Semgallen. Mitau 1786.

Handlungen und
Gebete 1792

Handlungen und Gebete beym öffentlichen Gottesdienst in den Herzogthümern Kurland
und Semgallen. Königsberg 1792.

Harnack 1844

Theodosius Harnack Die Idee der Predigt, entwickelt aus dem Wesen des
protestantischen Cultus. Dorpat 1844.
Theodosius Harnack Die Idee der Predigt, entwickelt aus dem Wesen des
protestantischen Cultus. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische
Geistlichkeit Russlands. Hrsg. u. Red. Carl Christian Ulmann. Bd. 5. Riga 1845
Theodosius Harnack Liturgische Beiträge. Auf der Wunsch der Livländischen,
Evangelisch-Lutherischen Synode, und im Auftrag des von derselben ernannten
liturgischen Comité’s herausgegeben. Dorpat 1851.
Theodosius Harnack Referat über die Arbeiten des liturgischen Comité’s der
Livländischen Prediger-Synode. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische
Geistlichkeit Russlands. Hrsg. u. Red. Carl Christian Ulmann. Bd. 9. Riga 1853
Theodosius Harnack Der christliche Gemeindegottesdienst im apostolischen und
altkotholischen Zeitalter. Erlangen 1854
Theodosius Harnack Die lutherische Kirche Livlands und die herrnhutische
Brüdergemeinde. Ein Beitrag zur Kirchengeschichte neuerer und neuester Zeit.
Erlangen 1860.
Theodosius Harnack Die wissenschaftliche Stellung und die Aufgabe der
Theologie in unserer Zeit - Dorpater Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche, unter
Mitwirkung mehrerer Pastoren herausgegeben von den Professoren und Docenten der
theologischen Facultät zu Dorpat. Bd. 8. Dorpat 1866.
Theodosius Harnack Die kirchliche Verwaltung des heiligen Abendmahls. Dorpater Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche. Bd. 10. Dorpat 1868.
Theodosius Harnack Das evangelisch-christliche Kirchenjahr. - Dorpater Zeitschrift
für Theologie und Kirche. Bd. 11. Dorpat 1869.

Harnack 1845

Harnack 1851

Harnack 1853

Harnack 1854
Harnack 1860

Harnack 1866

Harnack 1868
Harnack 1869
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Harnack II 1878

Harnack III 1878

Hasselblatt 1858

Hollmann 1861

Hörschelmann 1865

Instruction für die
Geistlichkeit 1832

Theodosius Harnack Beiträge zur Revision und Vervollständigung unsrer
Agende. - Dorpater Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche. Bd. 13. Dorpat 1871.
Theodosius Harnack Liturgische Formulare. Zur Vervollständigung und Revision der
Agende für die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche im Russischen Reiche, herausgegeben
von Th. Harnack. Erstes Heft. Taufe und Confirmation. Dorpat 1871
Theodosius Harnack Liturgische Formulare. Zur Vervollständigung und Revision
der Agende für die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche im Russischen Reiche,
herausgegeben von Th. Harnack. Zweites Heft. Trauung; Krankencommunion;
Einsegnung der Sterbenden; Begräbniss; Ordination und Installation;
Grundsteinlegung, und Weihe einer Kirche und eines Gottesackers. Dorpat 1874
Theodosius Harnack. Praktische Theologie von Dr. Th. Harnack. Bd.I. Erster theil.
Einleitung und grundlegung. Zweiter theil. Theorie und geschichte des cultus.
Erlangen 1877.
Theodosius Harnack. Praktische Theologie von Dr. Th. Harnack. Bd.II. Dritter
theil. Geschichte und theorie der predigt (Homiletik). Vierter theil. Geschichte
und theorie der pastoralen gemeindeleitung (Seelsorge). Erlangen 1878.
Theodosius Harnack Liturgische Formulare. Zur Vervollständigung und Revision
der Agende für die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche im Russischen Reiche,
herausgegeben von Th. Harnack. Drittes Heft. Der Hauptgottesdienst und die
Nebengottesdienste. Dorpat 1878.
Theodosius Harnack Bemerkungen zu dem Referat des liturgischen Comité’s
der St. Petersburger Synode. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische
Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, gegenwärtig redigirt von J.
Th. Helmsing. Bd. 34. Riga 1878
Eduard Hasselblatt Über Wesen, Zweck und Geschichte des Introitus und ob derselbe
im gottesdienste zuzulassen sei oder nicht. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die
evangelische Geistlichkeit Russlands, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, hersausgegeben
von Dr. C. A. Berkholz. Bd. 14. Riga 1858.
Friedrich August Wilhelm Hollmann Beleuchtung des von Pastor Kauzmann auf der
livländischen Provinzial-Synode von 1859 gestellten Antrages: “Es möge keine
Veränderung in liturgicis ohne Gutheissung der Gemeinden eingeführt werden”. Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische Geistlichkeit Russlands, begründet
von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, hersausgegeben von Dr. C. A. Berkholz. Bd. 17. Riga 1861.
Alexander Ferdinand Hörschelmann „Welche Bedeutung hat die Beichthandlung
vor dem heiligen Abendmahle?“ - Dorpater Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche,
unter Mitwirkung mehrerer Pastoren herausgegeben von den Professoren und Docenten
der theologischen Facultät zu Dorpat. Bd. 7. Dorpat 1865.
Instruction für die Geistlichkeit und die Behörden der Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche
in Russland. [St. Petersburg 1833].

Jumalateenistuste
käsiraamat 2009

Kirikukäsiraamat Agenda. I, Jumalateenistuste käsiraamat / [EELK liturgiakomisjon]

Kahle 1974

Wilhelm Kahle Geschichte der evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden in der
Sovetunion 1917-1938. leiden 1974.
Karl Ludwig Kählbrandt Ueber absolutionspraxis - Dorpater Zeitschrift für
Theologie und Kirche, unter Mitwirkung mehrerer Pastoren herausgegeben von den
Professoren und Docenten der theologischen Facultät zu Dorpat. Bd. 2. Dorpat 1860.
Käsikiria Jumalan Palveluxesta, ja Christilisestä Kircon menoista, jotca meiden
seuracunisan pitä pidhettämän. Ylidzecadzottu, parattu ja enätty Stockholmis Anno
1599 ja Anno 1608. Stockholmis 1614.

Kählbrandt 1860

Käsikiria 1614
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Käsi-kiria 1694

Käsi-Kirja 1808

Kässi Ramat 1699

Kauzmann 1860

Kauzmann 1861

Kawerau 1896

Kirchen-Agende 1822

Käsi-kiria, josa käsitetty on, cuinga jumalan-palwelus, christillisten ceremoniain
ja kircon-menoin canssa, meidän seuracunnisam pidettämän ja toimitettaman pitä.
Parattu ja enätty Stockholmis wuonna 1599. ylitzen catzottu wuonna 1608. Ja wielä
enämmin uuden kircko-ordningin jälken ojettu, wuonna 1693. Uloskäy nyt suomexi,
hänen cuning:sen maj:tins armolisella erinomaisella privilegiumilla. Wuonna 1694
Käsi-kirja jossa käsitetty on kuinga jumalan-palwelus kristillisten ceremoniain ja menoin
kansa, Friedrichshaminan hippakunnan Ruotzin ja Suomen seurakunnissa pidettämän ja
toimitettaman pitää. Sen kaikkein korkeimmast wahwistetun, Lutheruxen opin seurakunnille
Wenäjän waldakunnassa ulosannetun liturgin asetuxen jälkeen ojettu wuonna 1806.. St.
Petersburg 1808.
Kässi Ramat Kumma sisse on kokkopantut Kuida ummalatenistust Christlikko Kombede
nink Kirkowiside ka meie Ma Koggoduste sees peap peetama nink techtama. Sädut
Tokolmi Linnas ue Kirko Sädust möda selle 1693. Aastal. Trükkitut Tallinnas selle
1699. Aastal Christow Prendekessest Ramato Trükkarist.
Moritz Georg Kauzmann Votum in Bezug auf das neue Referat des von der
livländischen Synode niedergesetzen liturgischen Comité’s über die Sonntagsliturgie. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische Geistlichkeit Russlands,
begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, hersausgegeben von Dr. C. A. Berkholz. Bd.
16. Riga 1860.
Moritz Georg Kauzmann Es möge keine Veränderung in liturgicis ohne
ausgesprochenes Bedürfnis und Gutheissung der Gemeinden festgestellt
und eingeführt werden. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische
Geistlichkeit Russlands, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, hersausgegeben von
Dr. C. A. Berkholz. Bd. 17. Riga 1861.
Gustav Kawerau Über die liturgische Gestaltung der “Konsecration” in der
luth. Abendmahlsfeier. - Theologische Studien und Kritiken. Beitr. zur Theologie u.
Religionswissenschaft. Leipzig 1896.
Kirchen-Agende für die Hof-und Domkirche in Berlin. Zweite auflage. Berlin 1822.

Kirchen-Agende
für die Hof- und
Domkirche 1821

Kirchen-Agende für die Hof- und Domkirche in Berlin. Weihnachten 1821. Berlin 1821.

Kirchen-Agende für
die Königlich Preussische Armee 1821

Kirchen-Agende für die Königlich Preussische Armee. Berlin 1821.

Kirchenbüchlein 1894

Kirchenbüchlein für kleine evangelische Gemeinden. Jurjew (Dorpat) 1894.

Kirchendienstordnung 1862

Kirchendienstordnung und Gesangbuch der Stadt Riga nach den ältesten Ausgaben
von 1530 flagg. kritisch bearbeitet und mit einer geschichtlichen Einleitung hrsg. von
Johannes Geffcken. hannover 1862.
Kirchen-Gesetz und Ordnung, So der Großmächtigste König und Herr Herr Carl, der
Eilffte, der Schweden, Gothen und Wenden König, etc. Im Jahr 1686 hat verfassen und
im Jahr 1687 im Druck auszgehen und publiciren lassen. Mit denen dazu gehörigen
Verordnungen. Auf HöchstErmelten Ihrer Königl. Maj. gnädigsten Befehl ins
Teutsche übersetzet. Stockholm 1687.
De doctrina et ceremoniis sinceri cultus diuini Ecclesiarum Ducatus Curlandiae,
Semigalliaeque etc. in Liuonia. – Kirchen Ordnung Wie es mit der Lehr Göttliches
worts, Ausstheilung der heiligen Hochwirdigen Sacrament, Christlichen Ceremonien,
Ordentlicher ubung, des waren Gottesdiensts, In den Kirchen des Herzogthumbs
Churlandt und Semigallien in Liefflandt, sol stetes vermittelst Göttlicher hülff gehalten
werden. - Anno salutis 1570. rostock 1572.

Kirchen-Gesetz und
Ordnung 1686

Kirchenordnung
1570
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Kirchenordnung
1808

Georg Friedrich Sahlfeldt Kirchenordnung für die Protestanten im russischen
Reiche. Mitau 1808.

Kirchenordnungen der
Evangelischen Kirche in
Russland 1959

Kirchenordnungen der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche in Russland. Eingeleitet
und herausgegeben von Robert Stupperich. - Quellenhefte zur ostdeutschen und
osteuropäischen Kirchengeschichte. Heft ½. Ulm-Donau 1959

Kirkko-käsikirja 1900
Kirkko-menoin käsikirja 1835

Kirkko-käsikirja Venäjän keisarikunnan evankelis-luterilaisille seurakunnille. Kuopio
1900.
Kirkko-menoin käsi-kirja evangelisille Lutheruksen seurakunnille Wenäjällä. St.
pietarporissa 1835.

Kirkko-menoin käsikirja 1835

Kirkko-menoin käsi-kirja evangelisille Lutheruksen seurakunnille Wenäjällä. St.
pietarpori 1835.

Kleines liturgisches
Handbuch 1822

Kleines liturgisches Handbuch für Prediger bey lettischen Gemeinden. Mitau 1822.

Krikščioniškos
giesmės 2007

Krikščioniškos giesmės. Vilnius 2007.

Książeczka
pamiątkowa 1905

Książeczka pamiątkowa a uroczy- stość 25-ciolecia ogólnego synodu pasto- rów okręgu
konsystorskiego ewa.ngelicko- augsburskiego warszawskiego. Warszawa 1905

Kurtze Ordnung
1615

Kurtze Ordnung des Kirchen-Dienstes, etc. [Riga 1615]

Kyrkio-lag och
ordning 1686

Kyrkio-lag och ordning, som then stormächtigste konung och herre, herr Carl then
elofte, Sweriges, Göthes och Wändes konung, &c. åhr 1686. hafwer låtit författa, och
åhr 1687. af trycket utgå och publicera. Jemte ther til hörige stadgar. Stockholm 1687.
Kyrko-handbok, hwaruti stadgas, huru gudstjensten i swenska församlingar skall behandlas.
Öfwersedd, förbättrad och tillökt, samt med kongl. maj:ts nådiga bifall af rikets
ständer antagen wid riksdagen i Stockholm år 1809. Norrköping 1811.
Kyrkohandbok för Evangeliskt-Lutherska församlingarne i Ryska Riket. St. Petersburg 1834.

Kyrko-handbok 1811

Kyrkohandbok 1834
Lenz 1793

Lettische Geistliche
Lieder und Collecten
1685

Christian David Lenz Antwortsschreiben an einen der Theologie Beflissenen,
seine Gesinnungen bey dem itzigen neuen für Aufklärung gehaltenen in der
Theologie und Religions-Lehre eingerissenen Meinungen betreffend mit einer
apologetischen Vorrede und dem Briefe, der zu diesem Antworts-schreiben
Gelegenheit gegeben. Riga 1793.
Lettische Geistliche Lieder und Collecten, Wie sie so wol in offentlicher Christlicher
Versammlung, alß auch zu Hause in Andacht zugebrauchen; Theils vormahts von dem
Wyland Hoch Ehrwürdigen und Hochgelahrten Herrn GEORGIO MANCELIO, Der
Heil:Schrifft Licentiato, und Hoch Fürstlichem Curländischen Hof-Predigern, auß
dem Teutschen übersetzet, Theils hernach von dem auch Weyland, WolEhrenfesten
und Wolgelarten Herrn CHRISTOPHORO Fürecker, Der Heil:Schrifft Beflissenen
in wol-lautende Reime verfasset, und so wol von Ihm, alß auch andern Christlichen
Liebhabern der Lettischen Sprache mit vielen schönen Reim-Liedern vermehret, zum
erstenmahl zusammen außgegeben, und mit der Ubersetzer Namen Initial-Buchstaben
angedeutet, Von HENRICO ADOLPHI, Der Hertzogthümer Curland und Semgallen
Superintendente, und Ober-Pastorn in Mitau. Gedruckt, in der HochFürsti:Residentz
Mitau, von Sr:HochFürsti:Durchi: Hoch-Buchdrucker George Radetzky. 1685.
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Lettische Geistliche
Lieder Und Psalmen
1685

Lettische Geistliche
Lieder vnd Psalmen
1631

Lettische Neu
verbesserte und
vollständige KirchenAgende 1744

Lettische Neu
verbesserte-und
vollständige KirchenAgende 1727

Lettische
Neuverbesserte und
vollständige KirchenAgende 1754
Lettische
neuverbesserte und
vollständige KirchenAgende 1771
Lettisches PastoralHand-Buch oder
Kirch-Agende 1795
Limmer 1823

Liturgia I 1889
Liturgia II 1889
Liturgie 1816
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Lettische Geistliche Lieder Und Psalmen, Collecten und Gebäte, so das gantze Jahr
durch in Christlicher Versamblung zu Hause und in der Kirchen gebraucht werden,
Wie sie vormahln Durch den sel:Herrn GEORGIUM MANCELIUM, SS. Theol.
Licent. weiland Fürstl. Churländischen Hoffprediger, Jn Lettischer Sprache außgegeben,
Nunmehr wieder neu auffgelegt, und mit Hn. Christ. Füreckers und andern Treuen
Seelsorgern schönen Reimliedern vermehret. RJGA, Bey und auff Kosten Georg Matth.
Nöllern in der Kramer-Strasse. 1685.
Lettische Geistliche Lieder vnd Psalmen / Collecten vnd Gebehte / so das gantze Jahr
durch in Christlicher versamblung zu Hause vnd in der Kirchen gebraucht werden.
Von newen vbersehen / corrigiret vnd vermehretDurch GEORGIVM MANCELIVM
Semgallum Ad Zoilum. Serviat omne DEO studium, fremat Orbis & Orcus:Rumpatur
Momus: Sat placuisse Deo. Cum Grat. & Privileg. Serenis. Reg. Svec.Gedruckt zu Riga
in Lieffland / durch vnd in Verlegung Gerhard Schröders / 1631.
Lettische Neu verbesserte und vollständige Kirchen-Agende oder Hand-Buch,
darinnen Nebst den Evangeliis, Episteln, der Historia von der Geburt, Leyden,
Sterben, Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt Jesu Christi unsers Heilandes, der Sendung
des H. Geistes und erbärmlichen Zerstöhrung der Stadt Jerusalem, Alle zu denen
geistlichen Priesterlichen Handlungen und Amts-Verrichtungen gehörige und in
denen Curländischen Kirchen gabräuchliche Ceremonien und Formeln verfasset sind;
Dem Wohl-Ehrwürdigen Ministerio Ecclesiastico zum bequemen Gebrauch
eingerichtet. Königsberg 1744.
Lettische Neu verbesserte-und vollständige Kirchen-Agende Oder Hand-Buch /
Darinnen Nebst denen Evangeliis / Episteln / der Historia von der Geburt, Leiden,
Sterben, Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt Jesu Christi unsers Heylandes, der Sendung
des Heiligen Geistes, und erbärmlichen Zerstöhrung der Stadt Jerusalem, Alle zu denen
geistlichen Priesterlichen Handlungen und Ambts-Verrichtungen gehörige und in
denen Cuhrländischen Kirchen gabräuchliche Ceremonien und Formeln verfasset sind.
Dem Wohl-Ehrwürdigen Ministerio Ecclesiastico zum bequemen Gebrauch eingerichtet.
Mitau 1727.
Lettische Neuverbesserte und vollständige Kirchen-Agende oder Hand-Buch, darinnen
Alle zu denen geistlichen Priesterlichen Handlungen und Amts-Verrichtungen
gehörige und in denen Curländischen Kirchen gabräuchliche Ceremonien und Formeln
verfasset sind. Dem Wohl-Ehrwürdigen Ministerio Ecclesiastico zum bequemen
Gebrauch eingerichtet. Königsberg 1754.
Lettische neuverbesserte und vollständige Kirchen-Agende oder Hand-Buch, darinnen
alle zu denen geistlichen priesterlichen Handlungen und Amts-Verrichtungen gehörige
und in denen Curländischen Kirchen gabräuchliche Ceremonien und Formeln verfasset
sind. Dem Wohl-Ehrwürdigen Ministerio Ecclesiastico zum bequemen Gebrauch
eingerichtet. Mitau 1771.
Lettisches Pastoral-Hand-Buch oderKirch-Agende zum Gebrauch bey den Lettischen
Gemeinden des Großherzogthums Litthauen. Auf Synodalische Verordnung
herausgegeben von Conrad Schulz. Mitau 1795.
Karl Limmer Meine Verfolgung in Rußland. Eine aktenmäßige Darstellung der
jesuitischen Umtriebe des Ignatius Feßler und seiner Verbündeten in jenen
Gegenden, von Karl Limmer, vormals Consistorial-Rath und Prediger zu
Saratov. Leipzig 1823.
Liturgia käsiraamat Agenda kõrwa Ewangeliumi Lutheruse kogudustele Weneriigis. 1,
Õpetajatele. Tartu 1889
Liturgia käsiraamat Agenda kõrwa Ewangeliumi Lutheruse kogudustele Weneriigis. 2,
Köstritele ja koolmeistritele. Tartu 1889
Liturgie für die Hof- und Garnison-Gemeinde zu Potsdam und fuer die Garnison-Kirche
in Berlin. Berlin 1816.
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Liturgijas rokas grahmata, peelikums pee ewangeliumatizigahs Lutera draudses agendas
Kreewu walsti. Kestereem un draudses wezakeem. Jelgawa 1900.

Liturgisches
Handbuch 1801

Liturgisches Handbuch für die Stadt-Kirchen zu Riga. Riga 1801.

Liturgisches
Handbuch 1823
Liturgisches
Handbuch 1886

Liturgisches Handbuch zum beliebigen Gebrauche evangelischer Liturgen und
Gemeinden. - Liturgische Versuche. Zur Erbauung der Gläubigen, sowohl geistlichen
als weltlichen. Herausgegeben von Dr. Ignatius Aurelius Fessler. Riga 1823
Liturgisches Handbuch zur Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im
russischen Reiche. Für die Pastoren. Dorpat 1886.

Liturgisches
Handbuch 1887

Liturgisches Handbuch zur Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im
russischen Reiche. Für Küster und Schulmeister. Dorpat 1887.

Löhe 1842

Wilhelm Löhe Ordnung der Communio oder der evangelischen Messe. - Sammlung
liturgischer Formulare der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche. Drittes Heft. Nördlingen
1844.
Wilhelm Löhe Agende für christliche Gemeinden des lutherischen Bekenntnisses.
Herausgegeben von Wilhelm Löhe. Nördlingen 1844.
Wilhelm Loehe Beicht- und Communionbuch für evangelische Christen zum
Gebrauch sowohl in, als außerhalb des Gotteshauses. Nürnberg 1871
Martin Luther That these words of Christ, “This is My body,” etc., still stand
firm against the fanatics. - Luther’s works. Vol. 37. Word and Sacrament III.
philadelphia 1961.
Maldų ir giesmių knygelė. Vilnius [1957].

Löhe 1844
Löhe 1871
Luther 1961

Maldų ir giesmių
knygelė 1957
Masing 1914

Meyer I 1904

Albert Masing Die russische Sprache im lutherischen Religions-unterricht
und gottesdienst. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in
Russland, begründet von Bischof Dr. C. C. Ulmann, gegenwärtig redigirt von G.
Hillner. Bd. 66. Riga 1914.
Karl Maurach Formulare für einige ausserordentliche Festfeiern und Feiertage
der evangelischen Kirche. - Dorpater Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche. Bd. 11.
Dorpat 1869.
Alfons Meyer Noch einige Desideria zur neuen Agende. - Mittheilungen und
Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann,
gegenwärtig redigirt von Th. Taube. Bd. 52. Riga 1896.
Alfons Meyer Etwas über die Privatbeichte. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die
evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, gegenwärtig
redigirt von Th. Taube. Bd. 53. Riga 1897.
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am 21. August 1885 in Mitau abgehaltenen fünfzigsten Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. (Jubel Synode). Mitau [188?].
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Protokoll der
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Synodical-Protocol vom Jahre 1851. [185?].
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Ehstländischen
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Protokoll der Synode des Ehstländischen Consistorial-Bezirks, abgehalten vom 24. bis
zum 29. Juni 1857. [185?].

Protokoll der
Ehstländischen
Synode von 1867

Protocoll der Ehstländischen Provinzial-Synode vom Jahre 1867. Reval [186?].

Protokoll der
Ehstländischen
Synode von 1868

Protokoll der Ehstländischen Provinzial-Synode vom Jahre 1868. [186?].
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Protokoll der Ehstländischen Provinzial-Synode vom Jahre 1869. [18??].

Protokoll der
Ehstländischen
Synode von 1870
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Protokoll der Estländischen Provinzial-Synode vom Jahre 1871. [187?].
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Protokoll der
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Protokoll der
Estländischen Synode
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Protokoll der Estländischen Provinzial-Synode vom Jahre 1912. [191?].

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1852

Protokoll der im Jahre 1852 in Libau gehaltenen achtzehnten Kurländischen Synode.
Mitau 1852
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1855 in Bauske gehaltenen zwanzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. [185?]
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Kurländischen
Synode von 1856

Protokoll der im Jahre 1856 in Libau gehaltenen einundzwanzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. [185?]
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Synode von 1857
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Provinzial-Synode. [185?]
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1860 in Bauske gehaltenen fünfundzwanzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. [186?]
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Provinzial-Synode. [186?]
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1865 in Mitau gehaltenen dreissigsten Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. Mitau [186?]
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1868 in Mitau gehaltenen dreiunddreissigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [186?]
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Synode von 1873

Protokoll der im Jahre 1873 in Mitau gehaltenen achtunddreissigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [187?]
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Kurländischen
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1874 in Libau abgehaltenen neununddreissigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [187?]
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Synode von 1875

Protokoll der im Jahre 1875 in Mitau abgehaltenen vierzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. [187?]
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Kurländischen
Synode von 1876

Protokoll der im Jahre 1876 abgehaltenen ein und vierzigsten Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. [187?]
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Synode von 1877

Protokoll der im Jahre 1877 in Mitau abgehaltenen zweiundvierzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. [187?]
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Kurländischen
Synode von 1878

Protokoll der im Jahre 1878 in Mitau abgehaltenen dreiundvierzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. [187?]
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Protokoll der am 21. August 1885 in Mitau abgehaltenen fünfzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. (Jubel Synode). Mitau. [188?]
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1889 in Mitau abgehaltenen vier und fünfzigsten Kurländischen
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1892 in Mitau abgehaltenen sieben und fünfzigsten Kurländischen
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Synode von 1893

Protokoll der im Jahre 1893 in Mitau abgehaltenen achtundfünfzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [189?]
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Synode von 1895

Protokoll der im Jahre 1895 abgehaltenen sechzigsten Kurländischen Provinzial-Synode.
Mitau [189?]
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1896 abgehaltenen ein und sechzigsten Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. Mitau [189?]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1897

Protokoll der im Jahre 1897 abgehaltenen zwei und sechszigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [189?]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1898

Protokoll der im Jahre 1898 abgehaltenen drei und sechszigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [189?]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1899

Protokoll der im Jahre 1899 abgehaltenen vierundsechszigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [18??]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1900

Protokoll der im Jahre 1900 abgehaltenen fünfundsechszigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [190?]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1904

Protokoll der im Jahre 1904 in Mitau abgehaltenen neunundsechszigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. Mitau [190?]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1905

Protokoll der im Jahre 1905 in Mitau abgehaltenen 70. Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. Mitau [190?]
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Synode von 1906

Protokoll der im Jahre 1906 in Mitau abgehaltenen 71. Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. Mitau [190?]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1910

Protokoll der vom 25.-31. August 1910 abgehaltenen 75. Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. Mitau [191?]

Protokoll der
Kurländischen
Synode von 1910

Protokoll der vom 25. – 31. August 1910 abgehaltenen 75. Kurländischen ProvinzialSynode. Mitau [191?]

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1844

Protokoll der eilften Livländischen Provinzial-Synode in Wenden. 1844. Riga [184?].

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1847

Protokoll der im Jahre 1847 zu Walk abgehaltenen vierzehnten allgemeinen Synode des
Livländischen Consistorial-Bezirks. [184?]

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1849

Protokoll der funfzehnten Livl. Provinzial-Synode in Wenden. Riga [18??]

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1850

Protokoll der sechszehnten Livl. Provinzial-Synode in Walk. Riga 1850

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1851

Protokoll der siebzehnten Livl. Provinzial-Synode in Walk. 1851. Riga 1851.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1852

Protokoll der achtzehnten Livländischen Provinzial-Synode zu Walk 1852. Riga 1852.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1853

Protokoll der neunzehnten Livländischen Provinzial-Synode zu Walk 1853. Riga 1853.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1854

Protokoll der zwanzigsten Livländ. Provinzial-Synode zu Wolmar. Riga 1854.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1855

Protokoll der 21sten Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, abgehalten zu Fellin im Jahre
1855. Riga 1855.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1856

Protokoll der 22sten Livl. Provinzial-Synode, abgehalten zu Walk im Jahre 1856. Riga 1856.
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von 1857

Protokoll der 23sten Livl. Provinzial-Synode, abgehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1857.
Riga 1857.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1858

Protokoll der 24sten Livl. Provinzial-Synode, abgehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1858.
Riga 1858.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1859

Protokoll der 25sten Livl. Provinzial-Synode, abgehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1859.
Riga 1859.
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von 1860

Protokoll der 26sten Livl. Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1859. Riga 1859.
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Protokoll der 29. livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1863.
Riga [186?].
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von 1868

Protokoll der 34. Livländ. Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wolmar im Jahre 1868. Riga [186?].

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
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Protokoll der 35. Livländ. Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk im Jahre 1869. Riga [18??].

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1870

Protokoll der 36sten Livländ. Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk im Jahre 1870. Riga [187?].

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1871

Protokoll der 37sten Livländ. Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk im Jahre 1871. Riga [187?].

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1872

Protokoll der 38sten Livländ. Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wolmar im Jahre 1872.
Riga [187?].

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1878

Protokoll der 44sten Livländ. Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Fellin im Jahre 1878, vom
17. bis 22. August. Riga [187?].

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1880

Protokoll der 46. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Walk im Jahre 1880,
vom 14. bis 19. August. Riga 1881.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1883

Protokoll der 49. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1883,
vom 18. bis 23. August. Riga 1883.
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Protokoll der 50. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Dorpat im Jahre 1884,
vom 12. - 18. September. Riga 1884.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1885

Protokoll der 51. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Walk im Jahre 1885,
vom 4. bis 9. September. Riga 1886.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1886

Protokoll der 52. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Wolmar im Jahre 1886,
vom 13. bis zum 18. August. Riga 1887.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1887

Protokoll der 53. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk im Jahre 1887,
vom 23. bis 28. September. Riga 1887.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1888

Protokoll der 54. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wolmar im Jahre 1888,
vom 11. bis 15. August. Riga 1888.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1889

Protokoll der 55. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk im Jahre 1889,
vom 7. bis 12. September. Riga 1890.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1890

Protokoll der 56. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wolmar im Jahre 1890
vom 19. bis 25. September. Riga 1890.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1892

Protokoll der 58. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wolmar im Jahre 1892
vom 19. bis 25. August. Riga 1893.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1893

Protokoll der 59. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk im Jahre 1893 vom
18. bis zum 24. August. Riga 1893.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1895

Protokoll der 61. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wolmar vom 23. bis 29.
August 1895. Riga 1895.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1896

Protokoll der 62. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk vom 14. bis zum
20. August 1896. Riga 1896.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1897

Protokoll der 63. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wenden vom 10. bis
zum 15. Oktober 1897. Riga 1898.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1898

Protokoll der 64. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Pernau vom 19. bis zum
24. August 1898. Riga 1899.
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Protokoll der 65. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk vom 25. bis zum
30. August 1899. Riga 1899.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1900

Protokoll der 66. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Fellin vom 23. bis zum
28. August 1900. Riga 1900.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1902

Protokoll der 68. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Pernau vom 28. August
bis zum 2. September 1902. Riga 1902.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1903

Protokoll der 69. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wenden vom 20. bis
zum 26. August 1903. Riga 1903.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1904

Protokoll der 70. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Werro vom 25. bis zum
30. August 1904. Riga 1904.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1905

Protokoll der 71. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Walk vom 21. bis zum
25. August 1905. Riga 1905.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1906

Protokoll der 72. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten in Wolmar vom 24. bis
zum 29. August 1906. Riga 1906.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1907

Protokoll der 73. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Pernau vom 22. bis zum
27. August 1907. Riga 1907.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1908

Protokoll der 74. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Wenden vom 20. bis
zum 25. August 1908. Riga 1908.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1909

Protokoll der 75. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Dorpat vom 2. bis zum
8. September 1909. Riga 1910.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1910

Protokoll der 76. Livländischen Provinzial-Synode, gehalten zu Fellin vom 18. bis zum
23. August 1910. Riga 1911.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1911

Protokoll der 77. Livländischen Provinzialsynode, gehalten zu Walk vom 24. bis zum
29. August 1911. Riga 1911.

Protokoll der
Livländischen Synode
von 1912

Protokoll der 78. Livländischen Provinzialsynode, gehalten zu Riga vom 30. August bis
zum 4. September 1912. Riga 1913.
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Livländischen Synode
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Protokoll der 79. Livländischen Provinzialsynode, gehalten in Wolmar vom 21. bis zum
27. August 1913. Riga 1914.

Protokoll der
Revalischen Synode
von 1877

Protokoll der im Jahre 1877 gehaltenen Synode der evangelisch-lutherischen Prediger
des Revalschen Stadt-Consistorial-Bezirks. Reval [187?].

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1849

Protocoll der im Jahre 1849 gehaltenen Synode der Prediger des Rigaschen ConsistorialBezirkes. Riga 1849.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1851

Protocoll der im Jahre 1851 gehaltenen Synode der Prediger des Rigaschen ConsistorialBezirkes. Riga 1851.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1852

Protocoll der im Jahre 1852 gehaltenen Synode der Prediger des Rigaschen ConsistorialBezirkes. Riga 1852.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1854

Protocoll der im Jahre 1854 gehaltenen Synode der Prediger des Rigaschen ConsistorialBezirkes. Riga 1854.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1855

Protokoll der im Jahre 1855 gehaltenen Synode der Prediger des Rigaschen ConsistorialBezirkes. Riga 1855.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1879

Protokoll der im Jahre 1879 am 27. November eröffneten 44. Synode der Prediger des
Rigaschen Evangelisch-Lutherischen Consistorial-Bezirks. Riga 1880.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1880

Protokoll der im Jahre 1880 am 25. November eröffneten 45. Synode der Prediger des
Rigaschen Evangelisch-Lutherischen Consistorial-Bezirks. Riga 1881.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1883

Protokoll der im Jahre 1883 am 14. December eröffneten 48. Synode der Prediger des
Rigaschen Evangelisch-Lutherischen Consistorial-Bezirks. Riga 1884.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
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Protokoll der im Jahre 1884 am 27. November eröffneten 49. Synode der Prediger des
Rigaschen Evangelisch-Lutherischen Consistorial-Bezirks. Riga 1885.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
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Protokoll der einundfünfzigsten Rigaschen Stadtsynode, gehalten zu Riga vom 2. bis 4.
December 1886. Riga 1887.

Protokoll der
Rigaschen Synode
von 1887

Protokoll der zweiundfünfzigsten Rigaschen Stadtsynode, gehalten zu Riga vom 1. bis
3. December 1887. Riga 1888.
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Protokoll der dreiundfünfzigsten Rigaschen Stadtsynode, gehalten zu Riga vom 29.
November bis 1. December 1888. Riga 1889.
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Protocoll der 35sten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen Predigersynode,
abgehalten am 4., 5. und 6. Februar 1869. St. Petersburg 1869.
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Protocoll der 38sten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen Predigersynode,
abgehalten vom 1. bis 4. Februar 1872. St. Petersburg 1872.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
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Protocoll der zweiundvierzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Predigersynode, abgehalten vom 3. bis 6. Februar 1876. St. Petersburg 1876.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1877

Protocoll der dreiundvierzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Predigersynode, abgehalten vom 26. bis 29. April 1877. St. Petersburg 1877.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1878

Protocoll der vierundvierzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Predigersynode, abgehalten vom 7. bis zum 9. Februar 1878. St. Petersburg 1878.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
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Protokoll der fünfundvierzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Predigersynode, abgehalten vom 6. bis 8. Februar 1879. St. Petersburg 1879.
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Petersburgischen
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Protokoll der siebenundvierzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Predigersynode, abgehalten vom 13. bis 15. April 1882. St. Petersburg 1882.
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Petersburgischen
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Protokoll der neunundvierzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Predigersynode, vom 25. bis zum 27. September 1884. St. Petersburg 1885.
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Protokoll der zwei und fünfzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Prediger-Synode vom 7. bis 9. Februar 1889. St. Petersburg 1889.
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Petersburgischen
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Protokoll der drei und fünfzigsten St. Petersburgischen Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Prediger-Synode vom 6. bis 8. Februar 1890. St. Petersburg 1890.
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Petersburgischen
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Protokoll der vierundfünfzigsten St. Petersburger Evangelisch-Lutherischen PredigerSynode vom 12. bis zum 14. Februar 1891. St. Petersburg 1891.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1893

Protokoll der sechsundfünfzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen
Evangelisch-Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirkes vom 2. bis zum 4. Februar 1893. St.
Petersburg 1893.
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Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1895

Protokoll der achtundfünfzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen
Evangelisch-Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirkes zu St. Petersburg im Jahre 1895. St.
Petersburg 1895.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1897

Protokoll der sechzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Konsistorialbezirks
vom 11./13. Februar 1897 in St. Petersburg. St. Petersburg 1897.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1899

Protokoll der zweiundsechzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirkes vom 16. bis zum 18. Februar 1899. St. Petersburg
1899.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1902

Protokoll der fünfundsechzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirkes, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 5. bis zum 7. Februar
1902. St. Petersburg 1902.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1903

Protokoll der sechsundsechzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirkes, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 11. bis zum 13.
Februar 1903. St. Petersburg 1903.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1904

Protokoll der siebenundsechzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirkes, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 10. bis zum 12.
Februar 1904. St. Petersburg 1904.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1905

Protokoll der achtundsechzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirkes, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 15. bis zum 17.
Februar 1905. St. Petersburg 1905.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1908

Protokoll der einundsiebzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirks gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 17. bis zum 20.
Februar 1908. St. Petersburg 1908.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1909

Protokoll der zweiundsiebzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirks, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 1. bis zum 4. Februar
1909. St. Petersburg 1909.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1910

Protokoll der dreiundsiebzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirks, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 21. bis zum 24.
Februar 1910. St. Petersburg 1910.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1912

Protokoll der sechsundsiebzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirks, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 24. bis zum 26. April
1912. St. Petersburg 1912.

Protokoll der St.
Petersburgischen
Synode von 1913

Protokoll der sechsundsiebzigsten Prediger-Synode des St. Petersburgischen Ev.
Lutherischen Konsistorialbezirks, gehalten in St. Petersburg vom 24. bis zum 26. April
1912 (sic!) [1913]. St. Petersburg 1913.

Protokoll der Synode
des Warschauer
Consistorial-Bezirks
von 1882

Protokoll der IIIten allgemeinen Prediger-Synode des Warschauer EvangelischAugsburgischen Consistorial-Bezirks 1882. Warschau 1883.
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Protokoll der Synode
des Warschauer
Consistorial-Bezirks
von 1883

Protokoll der IVten allgemeinen Prediger-Synode des Warschauer EvangelischAugsburgischen Consistorial-Bezirks 1883. Warschau 1884.

Protokoll der Synode
des Warschauer
Consistorial-Bezirks
von 1884

Protokoll der Vten allgemeinen Prediger-Synode des Warschauer EvangelischAugsburgischen Consistorial-Bezirks 1884. Warschau 1885.

Protokoll der Synode
des Warschauer
Consistorial-Bezirks
von 1885

Protokoll der VI allgemeinen Prediger-Synode des Warschauer EvangelischAugsburgischen Consistorial-Bezirks 1885. Warschau 1886.

Protokoll der Synode
des Warschauer
Consistorial-Bezirks
von 1887

Protokoll der VIII allgemeinen Prediger-Synode des Warschauer EvangelischAugsburgischen Consistorial-Bezirks 1885. Warschau 1887.

Protokolle der
Livländischen
Provinzial-Synoden
1862

Protokolle der Livländischen Provinzial-Synoden in den Jahren 1834 bis 1841. Riga 1862.

Psalmen vnd
geistliche Lieder oder
Gesenge 1615

Psalmen vnd geistliche Lieder oder Gesenge / welche in der Kirchen Gottes zu Riga /
vnd anderen örtern Liefflandes mehr / in Liefflendscher Pawrsprache gesungen werden.
Dem gemeinen Haußgesinde vnd Pawren zur erbawung nutz vnd fromen. Das ist ein
köstlich ding den HERRN dancken / Vnd lobsingen deinem Namen du Höchster. Des
morgens deine gnade / vnd des abends deine warheit verfändigen. Singet dem HERRN
ein newes Lied/ singet dem HERRN all Welt. Singet dem HERRN vnd lobet seinem
Namen/ Prediget einen Tag am andern seing Heyl. Gedruckt zu Riga in Lieffland / bey
Nicolaus Mollin. Anno 1615.
Reinhold Friedrich Julius Räder Zum ausbau unserer gottesdienste. - - Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann,
gegenwärtig redigirt von J. Th. Helsing. Bd. 31. Riga 1875.
Reinhold Friedrich Julius Räder Referat des liturgischen Comité’s. - Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C.
Ulmann, gegenwärtig redigirt von J. Th. Helsing. Bd. 32. Riga 1876
Reinhold Friedrich Julius Räder Ausbau der Agende. Ein Parallel-Formular für
den Haupt-Gottesdienst. Goldingen 1878.
Reinhold Friedrich Julius Räder Der einleitende und der Wort-Act im
Hauptgottesdienste. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche
in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, gegenwärtig redigirt von J. Th.
Helmsing. Bd. 34. Riga 1878
Reinhold Friedrich Julius Räder Der Sacramentsact im Hauptgottesdienste. - Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann,
gegenwärtig redigirt von J. Th. Helmsing. Bd. 34. Riga 1878
Des Revalischen Kirchen-Buches Erster Theil, In welchem verfasset sind: Die allgemeine
Beicht; die gewöhnlichen Kirchen-Gebete; das Formular bey unterschiedlichen TaufActibus, wie auch Bey der Copulation und Ordination; Desgleichen die Collecten, welche
Vor dem Altar abgesungen werden; samt andern Stücken welche, nach unserer KirchenVerfassung, bey mancherley wichtigen Umständen und vorfallenden Begebenheiten zu
beobachten nöthig sind. Reval, 1740
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Räder III 1878
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Revalische KirchenBuch II 1740

Revalische KirchenBuch III 1740

Richter I 1871

Richter II 1871

Richter 1829
Richter 1830

Rigisches
Gesangbuch 1625

Rigisches
Gesangbuch 1640

Rohkas Grahmata
1708

Rokasgrāmata 2003

Sammlung der
Gesetze 1802
Sammlung der
Gesetze I 1821
Sammlung der
Gesetze II 1821
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Des Revalischen Kirchen-Buches Anderer Theil, in welchem Die in unserer KirchenOrdnung vorgeschriebene und bisher gebräuchliche Episteln und Evangelia Auf alle
Sonn- und Fest-Tage durchs gantze Jahr, samt den Evangelischen Texten Auf die Tage
der Apostel, enthalten sind. Reval, 1740
Des Revalischen Kirchen-Buches Dritter Theil, in welchem zu finden sind: Die Geschichte
des Leidens, Sterbens und Begräbnisses unsers Herrn und Heylandes Jesu Christi, welche
Aus allen vier Evangelisten zusammen getragen und in sechs Hauptstücke abgetheilet sind ;
Imgleichen die Historia von der jämmerlichen Zerstörung der Stadt Jerusalem ; Wie auch die
Fünf Haupstücke unsers Catechismi, ohne die Auslegung, welche in einer jeden CatechismusPredigt vorgelesen und in acht Predigten jedes mahl, so wohl bald nach dem Oster- als nach
dem Michaelis-Fest, summarisch erkläret werden. Reval, 1740
Aemilius Ludwig Richter Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des sechszehnten
Jahrhunderts. Urkunden und Regesten zur Geschichte des Rechts und der
Verfassung der evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland. Erster Band. Leipzig 1871.
Aemilius Ludwig Richter Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des sechszehnten
Jahrhunderts. Urkunden und Regesten zur Geschichte des Rechts und der
Verfassung der evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland. Zweiter Band. Leipzig 1871.
Das liturgishe Recht in der protestantischen Kirche, zufolge den kanonischen Bestimmungen
der symbolischen Bücher; von dem Pastor Richter zu Doblen. Mitau 1829
Versuch einer Zusammenstellung der Allerhöchsten Ukasen, Regierungs-und
Consistorial-Verordnungen, in Bezug auf die Amtsverhältnisse lutherischer
Prediger des Kaiserlich-Russischen Gouvernements Kurland. Mit parallelstellen
früherer Landesgesetze und Anmerkungen aus dem auf die protestantischen Kirchen
Deutschlands angewandten Canonischen Rechte; Dr. Lebrecht Friedrich Richter,
Pastor zu Doblen und Vershof, Mitglied der Kurländischen Gesellschaft für
Literatur und Kunst. Mitau 1830
Rigisches Gesangbuch, Darinnen alle geistliche Lieder vnd Psalmen, so das gantze
Jahr durch in der Kirchen allhier gesungen werden. Jetzo nach Ordnung der Jahrzeiten
gerichtet, Mit vielen andern schönen bräuchlichen Gesängen gemehret, fleissig
corrigieret vnd gebessert. Cum gratia & Priv. S. R. M. Svec. Gedruckt zu Riga in
Lieffland, durch Nicolai Mollyni S. Erben, Jm Jahr 1625.
Rigisches Gesangbuch / Darinnen alle Geistliche Lieder und Psalmen / so das gantze Jahr
durch in der Kirchen allhier gesungen werden. Nach ordnung der Jahrzeiten gerichtet /
Mit andern schönen bräuchlichen Gesängen abermahl vermerer und gebessert. Neben
einem Register nach dem A.B.C. und Verzeichnüss der Gesänge auff jedes
Evangelium. Riga 1640.
Rohkas Grahmata kurrā sarakstihts irr, us kahdu wihsi tai Deewa-kalposchanai, ar Kristigahm
Ceremoniehm un Basnizas Eeradumeem, eeksch muhsu Sweedru-Walstes Draudsehm buhs
noturretai un padarritai tapt. Labaki istaisita un wairota, Stakalme, Gaddā 1599 pahrluhkota
Gaddā 1608. Un taggad pehz jaunahs Baznizas-Likkumo-Grahmatas islihdsinata Gaddā 1693
un Latweescho Wallodā istulkota Gaddā 1708. Riga 1708.
Rokasgrāmata dievkalpošanai LELB un LELBāL draudzēs 1. sējums. Liturģijas
komisijas izstrādātie dievkalpojumu materiāli Latvijas evaņģēliski luteriskai
Baznīcai Latvijā un ārpus Latvijas. Rīga 2003.
Sammlung der Gesetze, welche das heutige livländische Landrecht enthalten, kritisch
bearbeitet. Erster Band. Angestammte livländische Landes-Rechte. Mitau 1802.
Sammlung der Gesetze, welche das heutige livländische Landrecht enthalten, kritisch
bearbeitet. Zweiter Band. Aeltere hinzugekommene Landesrechte. Erste
Abteilung. Landesordnungen vom Jahr 1621 bis 1680. Riga 1821.
Sammlung der Gesetze, welche das heutige livländische Landrecht enthalten, kritisch
bearbeitet. Zweiter Band. Aeltere hinzugekommene Landesrechte. Zweite
Abteilung und Anhang. Kirchenrecht und Richterregeln. Riga 1821.
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Sävelmistö Venäjän Keisarikunnan Evankelisluterilaisten seurakuntain suomalaiseen
Kirkkokäsikirjaan.M. Putro. Porvoo 1906.

Schöberlein 1855

Ludwig Schöberlein Der evangelische Hauptgottesdienst in Formularen für das
ganze Kirchenjahr. Heidelberg 1855
Ludwig Schöberlein Ueber den liturgischen Ausbau des Gemeindegottesdienstes in
der deutschen evangelischen Kirche. Gotha 1859
Gustav Seesemann Liturgisches und Hymnologisches auf der kurl. Synode. Protokoll der am 21. August 1885 in Mitau abgehaltenen fünfzigsten Kurländischen
Provinzial-Synode. (Jubel Synode). Mitau. [188?]
Heinrich Seesemann Agape und Eucharistie in der Zeit von Justin. - Mittheilungen und
Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann,
gegenwärtig redigirt von Th. Taube. Bd. 53. Riga 1897.
Heinrich Seesemann Das liturgische Sprechen und Singen des Pastors. - Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C.
Ulmann, gegenwärtig redigirt von Th. Taube. Bd. 53. Riga 1897.
Emil Georg Hermann Sokolowski Über die Betheiligung der Gemeinden bei
Einführung liturgischer Neuerungen resp. Verbesserungen” - Dorpater Zeitschrift
für Theologie und Kirche, unter Mitwirkung mehrerer Pastoren herausgegeben von den
Professoren und Docenten der theologischen Facultät zu Dorpat. Bd. 5. Dorpat 1863.
Carl Gottlob Sonntag Geschichte und Gesichtspunct der Allgemeinen liturgischen
Verordnung für die Lutheraner im Russischen Reiche. Riga 1805.
Heinrich Stahl Hand und Haussbuches Für die Pfarherren / und Haussväter
Ehstnischen Fürstenthumbs. Erster Theil / Darinnen der kleine Catechismus D.
Martini Lutheri / zusampt einer kleinen Zugabe In Teutscher und Ehstnischer
sprache angefertiget / und auff eigenen kosten zum Druck ubergeben von M.
Henrico Stahlen / Probste in Verven / und Pastoren derer Christlichen Gemeinen
zu S. Petri und S. Matthaei. Riga 1632.
Heinrich Stahl Hand und Haussbuches Für die Pfarherren / und Hauszväter Ehstnischen Fürstenthumbs / Ander Theil / Darinnen Gesangbuch
Zusampt den Collecten und Prefationen. In Teutscher und Esthnischer sprache
angefertiget / und auff eygenen Kosten zum Druck ubergeben / Von M.
Henrico Stahlen / Pastoren an S. Catharinen Kirchen / Probste in Wirsland und
Jerwen / und des Königl. Consistorij Assessoren. Revall 1637.
Heinrich Stahl Hand und Haussbuches Für die Pfarherren / und Hausz-Väter
Esthnischen Fürstenthumbs / Dritter Theil / Darinnen in gewöhnliche Evangelia
und Episteln duchs gansze Jahr / zusampt der Historia des bittern Leidens
und Sterbens unsers Herrn Jesu Christi / In Teutscher und Esthnischer Sprache
angefertiget / und auff eigenen Kosten zum Druck ubergeben / Von M. Henrico
Stahlen / Pastoren an S. Catharinen Kirchen / Probste in Jerwen und Wirsland /
und des Königl. Esthnischen Consistorij Assessoren. Revall 1638.
Heinrich Stahl Hand-und Haussbuches Für die Pfarherren / und Hausz-Väter
Esthnischen Fürstenthumbs / Vierter und Letzter Theil / Darinnen I. 14.
Psalmen Davids / II. Etliche Gebete / III. Unterschiedliche Gewissens Fragen /
IV. Bericht wie mit Schwermütigen / Angeifochtenen / Krancken / Sterbenden
/ Ubelthätern zu handeln / V. Texte zu Hochzeit Tauff- und Leich-Predigten /
Ausz Gottes Wort und Reinen Kirchen-Lehrern zusammen getragen / Von M.
henrico Stahlen. revall 1638
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Wilhelm Taurit Ueber die Wirkung des Heiligen Abendmahles. - Mittheilungen
und Nachrichten für die evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C.
Ulmann, gegenwärtig redigirt von Th. Taube. Bd. 53. Riga 1897.
The Alternative Service Book 1980. Services authorized for use in the Church of
England in conjunction with The Book of Common Prayer together with The
Liturgical Psalter. Cambridge 1980.
Bard Thompson Liturgies of the Western Church. New York 1972.
Helmut Tschoerner Kirchenordnungen und Statute der Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Kirche in Rußland – von 1832 bis 1924. - Beiträge zur Geschichte der evangelischlutherischen Kirche Russlands. Band 4/1. Erlangen 2005.
Ueber das neue Gesetz für die Evangelish-lutherische Kirche in Russland. - St.
Peterburgische Zeitung 1833, No.138, 139, 140, 141, 145
Undeudsche Psalmen und geistliche Lieder oder Gesenge, welche in den Kirchen des
fürstenthums Churland und Semigallien in Liefflande gesungen werden. Königsperg
bey George Osterbergern 1587. Zur feier des 300 jährigen Jubiläums der lettischen
Litteratur mit zwei facsimile-Beilagen neu herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. A.
Bezzenberger, Ehrenmitglied der lettisch-litterärischen Gesellschaft, und Dr. A.
Bielenstein, deutschem Pastor zu Doblen, Präsident der lettisch-litterärischen
Gesellschaft. Mitau / Hamburg 1886.
Ustawy synodu generalnego w Zebraniu Trzech Prowincyi oboyga wyznania. Dnia 6
Września Roku 1782. - Ustawy synodu generalnego w Zebraniu Trzech Prowincyi
Krolestwa Polskiego oboyga wyznania ewangelickiego przez delegatow w
Węgrowie. Dnia 28 miesiąca Sierpnia zaczętego, a dnia 8 miesiąca Września
Roku 1780 zalimitowanego. Warszawa 1780.
Veneriigi Evangeliumi-Lutheruse-usu koguduste Agenda. Liturgia käsiraamat köstritele
ja kirikuvöörmündritele. Tallinn 1909
Verbesserungen. - Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen
Reiche. I Theil. St. Petersburg 1898.
Verordnung des Rats die Einrichtung der geistlichen Ampts-geschaffte und Kirchengebethe bey der Evangelisch - Lutherischen Gemeine der Stadt Dantzig belangend,
publicirt Mense Mart. 1708. Danzig 1753.
Gotthard Vierhuff Liturgische Studien. Synodal-Vortrag. - Mittheilungen und
Nachrichten für die evangelische Geistlichkeit Russlands, begründet von Dr. C. C.
Ulmann, hersausgegeben von Dr. C. A. Berkholz. Bd. 15. Riga 1859.
Vollständiges Kirchen-Buch, Darinnen Alle Priesterliche Handelungen und reqvisita
ministerii ecclesiastici Die in denen Fürstenthümern Curland und Semgallen zeithero
gebräuchlich gewesen enthalten. Auf Hohe Obrigkeitl: Verordnung und Unkosten
Anjetzo zum ersteumahl, in der gehörigen Ordnung, Dem Predigt-Ambte zum
beqvemen Gebrauch dem Druck übergeben. Mitau 1741.
Vollständiges Kirchen-Buch, darinnen Die in der Evangelischen Kirchen gewönliche Sonn- und
Fest-tags-Episteln und Evangelia mit denen auf dieselbe gerichteten Gollecten, Die Historien
des Leidens und Sterbens, der Auferstehung und Himmelfart Christi, und der Zerstöhrung der
Stadt Jerusalem, Die drey Haupt-Symbola, der kleine Catechismus Lutheri, die Fragstücke Rosini
auf die hohen Fest-Tage und die Augspurgische Confession, Formularen, die bey der Tauffe, der
Abendmahl, der Beicht, Ehelicher Trauung, Einsegnung der Catechumenen, und Begräbniss
der Todten zu gebrauchen, Allgemeine und besondere Kirchen-Gebete, und Collecten mit ihren
Versiculn, Nebst Einem Ehe - und Sabbaths- Mandat befindlich, Aus den besten hierzu dienlichen
Schrifften zusammen getragen und mit einer Vorrede von Kirchen-Agenden herausgegeben von
Erdmann Rudolph Fischer, Des geistl. Ministerii ta zu Coburg Seniore und Archidiac bey St.
Moritz. Coburg und Leipzig, in der Ottoischen Buchhandlung, 1747.
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Vollständiges Kirchen-Buch, darinnen alle Priesterliche Handelungen und reqvisita
ministerii ecclesiastici Die in denen Fürstenthümern Curland und Semgallen zeithero
gebräuchlich gewesen enthalten, dem Predigtamte zum bequemen Gebrauch
eingerichtet, Neue verbesserte Auflage. Mitau 1765.
Vollständiges Rigisches Gesangbuch / Bestehend Aus schönen Geistreichen Lidern und
Psalmen / nach Ordnung der Jahre Zeiten und hiesigen Kirchen-Gebrauchs eingerichtet
Nebenst einem Andacht-und Trost-vollen Gebätbuche / So wol auf iden Tag in der
Wochen / als Vesper-Fest-Feir-Buss-Zeicht-Communion fast-und Bät-tagge / ja alle
Noth und Anliegen gerichtet / Idermänniglich zu säliger Erbau-ung zugebrauchen /
von neuen mit grossem fleiss übersehen und merklich verbessert. Riga 1660.
Adalbert Hugo Willigerode Der Zurüstungsact im sonn-und festtägigen
Hauptgottesdienste nach der, dem Kirchengesetze von 1832 beigegebenen
Agende für die Evangel.-Luther. Gemeinden im Russischen Reiche - Dorpater
Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche, unter Mitwirkung mehrerer Pastoren
herausgegeben von den Professoren und Docenten der theologischen Facultät zu Dorpat.
Bd. 5. Dorpat 1863.
Paul Willigerode Zur abendmahlslehre. - Mittheilungen und Nachrichten für die
evangelische Kirche in Russland, begründet von Dr. C. C. Ulmann, gegenwärtig
redigirt von Th. Taube. Bd. 53. Riga 1897.
Zur Agende für die evangelisch-lutherischen Gemeinden im russischen Reiche vom
Jahre 1897. С.-Петербургъ [1898].
Агенда. Ординарий на русском и немецком языках. Санкт- Петербург 1999
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евангелическолютеранскаго
вероисповеданiя 1915

Гимны для христiанъ евангелическо-лютеранскаго вероисповеданiя. 4-е
дополненное и исправленное изданiе. Собственность Еванг.-Лютер. Церкви
Св. Марiи на Петроградской стороне. Петроградъ 1915.

ЕвангелическоЛютеранскiй
краткiй служебникь
1872

Евангелическо-Лютеранскiй краткiй служебникь. (Агенда). С.-Петербургь 1872.

Литургический
сборник 2005

Литургический сборник Евангелическо-Лютеранской
территории России. Санкт-Петербург 2005

ПСЗ Соб.1, Т. 27
(1802-1803)

Полное собрание законов Российской империи cъ 1649 года. Собрание первое. Т. 27
(1802-1803) Санкт-Петербург 1830.

ПСЗ Соб.1, Т. 28
(1804-1805)

Полное собрание законов Российской империи cъ 1649 года. Собрание первое. Т. 28
(1804-1805) Санкт-Петербург 1830.

ПСЗ Соб.1, Т. 33
(1815-1816)

Полное собрание законов Российской империи cъ 1649 года. Собрание первое. Т. 33
(1815-1816) Санкт-Петербург 1830.

ПСЗ Соб.1, Т. 34
(1817)

Полное собрание законов Российской империи cъ 1649 года. Собрание первое. Т. 34
(1817) Санкт-Петербург 1830.

ПСЗ Соб.1, Т. 35
(1818)

Полное собрание законов Российской империи cъ 1649 года. Собрание первое. Т. 35
(1818) Санкт-Петербург 1830.

ПСЗ Соб.1, Т. 36
(1819)
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Dieckhoff, August Wilhelm 274
Dieffenbach, Georg Christian 230, 323-325,
331, 333, 341, 343, 352
Diehl, Wilhelm 533
Dix, Dom Gregory 435, 436
Döber, Andreas 335
Dobert, Julius von 472
Döbner, Karl Rudolph Theodor 306
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Duin, Edgar Charles 15
Eberhard, Johann Christian 48, 58
Eberhard, Paul 251, 283-285, 287, 289, 299,
300, 346
Ehrenfeuchter, Friedrich 222
Ehrström, Eric Gustav 145, 156, 159, 655
Ehrström, notary 127
Eisenschmidt, Heinrich 542
Elimaeus, Olaus 567
Elisabeth of Russia 32
Elverfeld, Carl Gotthard 83-85
Endrulat, Heinrich 628
Engels, Friedrich 69
Erdmann, Leopold Eduard 365, 627
Evanson, Charles 9
Ewers, Gustav 107
Ewers, Lorenz 107
Falck, Johannes 526
Febure, Alexander le 57
Fechner, Andreas Wilhelm 368
Fehrmann, Alexander Wilhelm 348
Feyerabend, Karl 403, 429, 445, 507, 680
Feofilakt, archbishop 124
Fessler, Ignatius Aurelius 13, 14, 121, 123131, 133-138, 147, 154, 177, 435, 653, 694,
709, 710
Fichte, Johann Gottlieb 124
Fiedler, Timotheus 31
Findeisen, Otto Armin 349, 351, 400
Fircks, August 118
Fischer, Johann 30
Fyodorovna, Alexandra 554
Fyodorovna, Maria 554
Flitner, David 128
Franck, Johann 589
Francke, August Hermann 30, 546
Frank, Franz Hermann Reinhold 274, 455
Frantzen, Wilhelm Gottlieb 242-244, 257
Frederik II of Denmark 23
Freifeldt, Konrad Raimund 348, 400, 402, 472,
485, 486, 496, 512, 521, 534, 555, 677, 714
Friccius, Peter von 57
Friedrich I of Prussia 150
Friedrich II of Prussia 36
Friedrich III of Brandenburg 278
Friedrich Wilhelm I of Prussia 150
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Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia 98, 150, 154,
435, 539, 652, 654, 655, 693, 694, 710, 711
Frommann, Georg Karl Ludwig Gottlieb
348, 349
Früauf, Karl Friedrich Ludwig Feuerbach,
Ludwig Andreas 126
Gähtgens, Theophil 374, 400, 487, 489, 521,
524, 525, 527, 530, 541, 542
Gailītis, Kārlis 615
Genetz, Arwid 490
Gerhard, Johann 248, 276
Gerke, A. von 472
Gezelius, Johannes 19
Girgensohn, Christoph Reinhold 13, 14, 73,
138, 139, 463, 654,
Girgensohn, Thomas 523, 526, 528, 530,
541, 694,
Gyldenbandt, Alexander Üxküll 472, 796
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von 52
Golitsyn, Aleksandr Nikolaevich 95, 97, 98,
100-104, 107, 108, 111, 114, 116, 119, 142,
143, 145, 652, 653
Goremykin, Ivan 472
Gossner, Johannes Evangelista 142, 143
Goetze, Peter von 105, 109, 111, 114
Grass, Karl Johann Salomo 327, 328, 672
Grave, Friedrich 528, 529
Gregory the Great 220, 465, 468, 664
Gregory of Nyssa 458
Grīnbergs, Teodors 608
Grodde, Wilhelm 631
Grohmann, Gottwalt 401
Grüner, Carl 451-454
Grüner, Gustav Gottlieb 321
Gudaitis, Kristupas 630-631
Guericke, Ferdinand 455
Gummerus, Jaakko 584
Gundlach, Pastors Rudolph 362
Günter, Karl Friedrich 204
Günther, Hugo 14, 411-413
Gustavus II Adolphus 18
von Hablitz 111
Häcker, Karl Wilhelm 190
Hafthofer, Johann 127
Hahn, Traugott 522-528, 541, 542, 702
Hahn, Traugott of Tallinn 447, 524

Hakkarainen, Adolf 490, 492
Haller, Anton Hermann 282, 285-289, 346,
347, 349, 366, 371, 391-395, 464, 465, 506
Hamelmann, Hieronymus Heinrich 49, 58
Hansen, Hermann 492
Hanson, Arthur 492
Harless, Adolf Gottlieb Christian von 187,
203, 271, 274
Harms, Klaus 105, 185
Harnack, Adolph 446
Harnack, Theodosius 13, 14, 134, 186-210, 213,
216, 218, 222, 229, 233, 237, 246, 260, 271272, 274-277, 279, 290-294, 297-318, 332,
333, 335, 336, 339, 343, 344, 346, 349, 352355, 359-363, 366, 373, 374, 378, 379. 382384, 388, 392, 426-428, 449, 454, 455, 475,
483, 495, 505, 506, 612, 643, 644, 661, 662,
669-675, 681, 695-698, 711-713
Hartmann, Herrmann Gottlieb Ernst 204
Hasselblatt, Friedrich Wilhelm Anton 205,
300,
Hasselblatt, Karl Eduard 220, 221, 267, 268,
664, 665, 669
Hassinen, Leino 567, 570
Haussleiter, Johannes 426, 436, 680
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 107
Heller, Johann Friedrich 179
Herold, Max 436, 680
Hezel, Wilhelm Friedrich 107
Hillner, Gotthilf 487, 529
Hillner, Karl Johann Wilhelm Julius 204, 205
Hoffmann, Theodor 528, 529, 542
Höfling, Johann Wilhelm Friedrich 187,
193, 198, 203, 222, 223, 249, 250, 261, 263,
300, 661, 711
Hofmann, Johann Christian Konrad von 187,
271, 274
Hollmann, Friedrich August Wilhelm 251253, 255-257, 265, 267, 403, 427, 485, 487,
488, 668
Hollmann, Rudolph Gustav 184
Holstein, Reinhold Staël von 15
Holtz, Edmund 362-364,
Holtz, Otto Reinhold von 111
Hommel, Friedrich 333
Hommel, Fritz 533
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Horpynchuk, Vyacheslav 583
Hörschelmann, Alexander Ferdinand 283285, 287
Hörschelmann, Emil Heinrich August 190
Hörschelmann, Ferdinand 206, 277, 360,
361, 374, 449, 483
Hörschelmann, L. 485
Hörschelmann, Leopold 372, 428, 429
Hörschelmann, Otto August Leopold 298, 346
Hörschelmann, Paul 530
Hörschelmann, Paul Eduard 147, 154
Hougberg, Isaak 36
von der Howen 118, 119
Huber, Johann Samuel Hörschelmann, Johann 123, 126, 127
Hufnagel, Wilhelm Friedrich 139
Hunnius, Frommhold 289, 346
Hupel, Wilhelm August 48
Hutter, Leonhard 276
Ignatius of Antioch 129, 458-460
Innocent III 468
Irbe, Kārlis 523, 526, 608
Irenaeus of Lyons 129, 425, 458, 460
Isberg, Alvin 15
Yarchuk, Teodor 578, 579, 582, 583
Jablonski, Daniel Ernst 150
James II 124
Jentsch, Gustav Adolph Alexander 374
Jheringius, Joachim 22, 24
Johansson, Gustaf 490
Jonas, Justus 130, 131
Joseph II, Emperor 124
Jürgenson, Anton 445
Justin Martyr 129, 262, 425, 446, 455, 545
Kählbrandt, Emil 483, 525
Kählbrandt, Karl August Emil 396
Kählbrandt, Karl Ludwig 255, 257, 267,
280, 281
Kahnis, Karl Friedrich August 274
Kajanus, Hermann 492
Kallmeyer, Theodor 15
Kalniņš, Alfrēds 613
Kalniņš, Harald 562
Kalvanas, Jonas Sr. 626, 631, 633, 634
Kant, Immanuel 44, 51, 52, 68,
Karlstadt, Andreas von 434
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Katterfeld, Hermann Ehrenfest 319
Katterfeldt, Ludwig 429
Kauzmann, Moritz Georg 13, 241-244, 246,
247, 251-257, 265, 267, 299, 667, 668, 696,
712
Kawerau, Gustav 426, 430, 436, 680
Keble, John 185
Kekman, Karl Niklas 569
Kentmann, Woldemar Friedrich 346, 372
Kerensky, Alexander 556, 685
Ketola, Mikko 15
Kettler, Gotthard 20, 333
Keussler, Gottlieb von 512
Khrushchev, Nikita 561
Kierkegaard, Søren 533
Kiivit, Jaan Sr. 597
Kilpeläinen, Martti 570
Kyber, Karl Friedrich 190
Kleinert, Johann 128
Kliefoth, Theodor 135, 187, 193, 199, 203,
206, 222, 272, 300, 301, 336, 352, 537, 627,
661, 695, 711
Kloepper, Friedrich Wilhelm 222
Klot, Gustav Reinhold von 206
Klumbys, Martynas 632
Knöpken, Andreas 333
Knüpffer, Karl Theodor 299, 346
Knüpffer, Arnold Friedrich Johann 112
Knüpffer, Georg 287
Kochubey, Viktor 46, 649
Kohlreiff, Adam Christian Paulus 127
Kolbe, Ferdinand 541
König, Johann Ludwig 321
Kopp, Jacob 358
Kõpp, Johan 585, 593, 597, 599
Korff, Heinrich von 57, 100-102
Koschelev, Alexander 147
Kotliarevski, Sergei 555
Krüger, Leopold 527
Krummacher, Friedrich Adolf 546, 684
Kruse, Karl 118
Kugappi, Arri 567, 571
Kügler, Gotthold 374
Kukk, Jakob 584, 585
Külpe, Ernst 521
Kupfer, Christian Heinrich Gustav 242
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Kupfer, Heinrich Christian Gustav 374
Kurtz 368
Laakmann, H. 411, 488
Laaland, Cornelius 356
Layriz, Friedrich 192, 203
Lamberg, Theodor Emil 321, 344
Lampe, Johann Georg 49, 58
Lattik, Jaan 586
Launitz, Jannot Emil 319
Lemm, Daniel von 550
Lemon, Eduard 361, 363, 364
Lenin, Vladimir 556
Lenz, Christian David 42-44
Lenz, Gottlieb 145, 156, 655
Leo the Great 235, 468, 666
Lersche, Gustav von 147, 159
Licenberger, Olga 15
Lietzmann, Hans 442
Lieven, Karl Christoph von 103-111, 139,
144, 145, 652, 693, 694, 709
Limmer, Karl August 126, 136, 137
Lindl, Ignaz 142, 143
List, Carl Benjamin 358
Lytkin, Vsevolod 574
Lockenberg, Gustav 534
Löhe, Konrad Wilhelm 135, 185, 186, 192,
203, 230, 242, 247, 261, 264, 272, 300, 301,
304, 323, 325, 333, 336, 337, 339, 341, 343,
499, 537, 586, 627, 661, 695, 711
Lopukhin, Peter 46, 48, 74
Lorenz the Martyr 291, 292
Lossius, Lucas 318
Lumnitzer, Karl 436, 680
Lüpke, Friedrich Wilhelm 436, 680
Lūsis, Arnolds 613, 615
Luther, Ferdinand 346, 428, 429
Luther, Martin 42, 44, 59, 75, 86, 87, 88, 101,
106, 130, 134, 137, 220, 221, 246, 247, 249,
250, 264, 271, 275, 276, 281, 288, 289, 310,
313, 319, 321, 353, 359, 414, 418, 419, 421,
424-426, 428, 429, 434-436, 438, 440, 445,
451, 452, 454, 455, 458, 459, 460, 462, 466,
494, 510, 523, 669, 678, 700, 715
Lütkens, Johann Mathias 374
Lvov, Georgy 554
Maydell, Reinhold Gottlieb von 145, 159, 655

Mayer, Christian Gottlob 112
Malina, Jan 25
Malm, Karl Eduard 346, 372, 428
Mandelin, Carl Gustav 49, 58
Manitius, Carl Gustav 358, 362-365
Manitius, Sigismund Otto 361-364
Maria, grand duchess 63
Maria Fyodorovna 554
Marx, Karl 69
Masing, Albert 349, 350, 367, 368, 673
Masing, Carl Gottfried Gustav 179
Masing, Gustav 488, 489
Masing, Johannes 553
Masing, O. 108
Maurach, Karl 13, 290, 293-295, 297, 298,
373, 374, 385, 389, 390, 396, 401, 670
Meyer, Alfons 14, 413, 440-442, 464, 465,
469, 470, 511-518, 520, 521, 525, 528, 533536, 539, 541, 543, 550, 553, 680, 683, 701,
702, 715, 716
Melanchthon, Philipp 42, 130, 193, 247, 276,
434, 460, 523
Melartopaeus, Gabriel 567
Mellin, Ludwig August von 100, 108, 117
Mesters, Ēriks 562
Metternich, Klemens Wenzel von 143
Michael Pavlovich 62
Michael Alexandrovich 554
Müller, Johann Carl 371
Müller, Michael 546, 684
Murmann, Johann Wilhelm 349-351, 355,
673
Müthel, Julius 13, 14, 400, 402-404, 408, 414440, 442-457, 478, 494-496, 498, 500, 505,
507-510, 536-538, 549, 645, 676-681, 700,
701, 714, 715
Napierski, Karl Eduard 138, 139
Napoleon Bonaparte 95
Neander, Christoph Friedrich 38, 39, 54,
157, 690
Neander, Daniel Amadeus 149
Nerling, Franz Johann 286, 347, 428
Nesselrode, count 146
Neuland, Johannes 371
Neumann, Johann von 157, 656
Newman, John Henry 185
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Nicholas I 116, 120, 142, 158,
Nicholas II 525, 554, 556, 578
Romanov, Nicholas Alexandrovich 62, 98,
St. Nicholas 291
Nitzsche, L. 519
Nöltingk, Georg Karl 204-207, 351-352, 355,
673,
Ockel, Ernst Friedrich 90, 91
Oecolampadius, Johannes 434
Oehrn, Gustav 486
Oettingen, Alexander von 221, 318, 670
Oettingen, Nicolaus von 297
Öquist, Johann Christophor 351, 352
Origen 129
Otto, Leopold Martin 363
Pajula, Kuno 574
Palander, Carl Eduard 490
Panck, Otto 343, 399, 401, 403, 410, 443-455,
486, 507, 521, 532, 680
Paulucci, Marquis 98, 100, 108, 116, 119,
146, 653
Pawassar, Eduard 541
Penzelius, Adolph 48, 58
Pesarovius, Poman 102-104, 109
Peter the Great 28, 32, 100, 108, 148, 688
Pfeiff, Johann Jacob 22
Pfeiffer, Arthur 561
Pingoud, Guido 492, 511, 533-535, 683
Pistohlkors, Otto Friedrich von 95
Põder, Andres 574
Poelchau, Harald Gottlieb 374, 400
Poelchau, Peter Harald 608, 611
Põld, Harald 586
St. Polycarp 129
Popov, Vasilij 98, 145
Punchel, Johann Leberecht Ehregott 183
Pusey, Edward Bouverie 185
Putro, Mooses 491-493, 511, 569-571, 573,
702, 715
Quenstedt, Johannes Andreas 276, 438, 455
Quill, Timothy 15
Räder, Reinhold Friedrich Julius 14, 322333, 335-339, 341-345, 360, 361, 376, 382,
384, 393, 399, 476, 506, 537, 644, 672, 673,
675, 697, 712
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Rahamägi, Hugo Bernhard 584, 586, 587,
592, 597
Räikkönen, Paavo 490
Raison, August Ernst 322, 323, 349
Regius, Urbanus 130, 137
Reichert, Bruno 558
Reichert, Paul 558
Reinholm, Ernst 125, 127
Rennit, Johannes 542
Renvall, Gustav 569
von Riesemann 58
Rheinbott, Thomas 47-49, 56, 63, 74, 143,
649, 692
Rheinthal, Arthur 534
Richter, Johann Georg Leberecht von 86-89,
111, 112, 118, 156
Richter, Johann Lebrecht 156, 159, 655
Richter, Lebrecht Friedrich 156
Rietschel, Georg 426, 430, 436, 543, 680,
Rimpiläinen, Olavi 15
Ritschl, Georg Karl Benjamin 13, 146, 147, 149,
150, 153, 154, 156, 157, 170, 177, 192, 643,
655, 656, 694, 710,
Rokkanen, Otto 431, 490, 492
Rolssen, Joachim 117
Roth, Johann Philipp 48
Rottermund, Heinrich Christian Eduard 319
Rudbeckius, Johannes 22
Rudelbach, Andreas Gottlob 274, 455
Rutkowsky, Adolph Johann Ferdinand 370
Saarinen, Johann 490, 492
Sabutis, Mindaugas 574
Sahlfeldt, Georg Friedrich 13, 14, 47-50, 55-58,
67, 69, 72, 74-79, 81-95, 97, 156, 157, 649,
651, 692, 693, 708
Sakranowicz, Johann 486, 487
Saliger, Johannes 438, 439
Samson, Hermann 18, 24,
Samson, R. I. L. von 116, 119
Sartorius, Ernst 107, 155, 656
Sawadowsky, Peter Vasilyevich 74
Schade, Johann Caspar 278
Scheibel, Johann Gottfried 105
Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von
52, 234
Schlau, Carl 374
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Schleiermacher, Friedrich Daniel Ernst 107,
149, 197, 212, 214, 248, 272, 276
Schlundt, Johannes 561
Schmeling, Alexander 627
Schmidt, Heinrich 274
Schmidt, Karl Gottlob 322, 328
Schneider, Ernst Magnus 374
Schöberlein, Ludwig 323, 325, 338, 346, 353,
382, 408, 501, 537
Scholtz, Emil von 472
Schönauch-Carolath, Prince 124
Schubert, Friedrich Wilhelm von 145, 146
Schultz, Edmund Hermann 366,
Schultz, Ernst Wilhelm Woldemar 186, 190,
661
Schultz, Woldemar 285, 289, 299, 372
Schulz, Conrad 27, 33, 34
Schwartzberg, I. 490
Seeberg, Wilhelm Ferdinand Eduard 319,
321
Seesemann, Gustav 328, 399, 483
Seesemann, Heinrich 446, 455, 465, 680
Segelbach, Christian Friedrich 93-95, 107
Seiler, Georg Friedrich 130, 358
Serafim, metropolitan 120
Shishkov, Alexander 120, 142-144
Sielmann, Burchard 459
Siitonen, Konstantin 492
Skulte, Ādolfs 613
Slenczka, Wenrich 563
Slevogt, E. W. 118
Slöör, Frithiof 540
Smetona, Antanas 630
Söderblom, Nathan 584, 608
Sokolowski, Emil Georg Hermann 13, 190,
207, 221, 267-269, 669
Sokolowski, Ernst Johann Georg 428
Sonntag, Carl Gottlob 14, 44-56, 58, 60, 62,
67-69, 72, 73, 82, 83, 100, 107-109, 111113, 117, 118, 139, 145, 648, 649, 651, 691,
692, 707, 708
Soone, Einar 574
Spener, Philipp Jakob 224, 278, 302
Sprogys, Jurgis 632
Sroka, Henrikas Dzeržislovas 630
Stach, Jakob 552

Stackelberg, Nicolaus Carl Gustav Bruno
von 299, 346, 351
Stahl, Heinrich 22, 23, 567
Stalin, Joseph 561
Stein, Otto 628
Stender, Alexander Johann 14, 40, 41, 463,
654, 691
Stender, Karl Gottlob 399, 403
Stender, Maximilian 611
Sternbeck, Dietrich 563
Stoecker, Adolf 526, 531
Streck, Alexander 558, 686
Stromberg, Adalbert Eduard Eugen Maximilian Otto 586
Survo, Arvo 570
Sverdsjö, Johann 48, 58
Tallmeister, Theodor 597, 598
Talonen, Jouko 15
Taube, Martin Daniel 204
Taube, Theodor 455, 611
Taurit, Wilhelm 460, 461
Tegetmeyer, Sylvester 333
Teichmann, Carl Ludwig 364
Tennmann, Eduard 586
Tertullian 129
Theremin, Franz 149
St. Thomas Aquinas 52, 459
Thomasius, Gottfried 274, 276
Tiedemann, Paul 112
Tiesenhausen, Paul von 147, 156, 159, 655
Tiling, Ferdinand 204, 206, 207
Toikka, P. 490
Tooming, Alfred 633
Treumann, Jaan 540
Tulinin, Fedor 571
Turgeneyv, Alexander 98, 105, 107, 109, 111
Ulmann, Karl Christian 183, 368
Ulmann, Karl Conrad 371
Vagetius, Barthold 28, 29, 688
Vanags, Jānis 574
Veh, Alexander von 472
Vetter, Karl Wilhelm 222
Vierhuff, Gotthard 14, 221-225, 227, 243,
244, 374, 396, 397, 449, 664, 665, 667, 668,
696, 711
Vihuri, Veiko 15
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Volborth, Johann Friedrich August 143, 156,
159, 655
Wahl, August Gottfried 48, 58
Walter, Ferdinand Karl Anton 184, 186,
257, 269
Walter, Reinhold Wilhelm 351, 374, 375,
400, 472
Walther, Karl Friedrich Sigesmund 289, 298
Wangemann, Hermann Theodor 368
Warres, August 489, 490
Watanen, Paul 492
Watson, Karl Friedrich 92, 93
Wehrt, Carl Dietrich 38-40, 44, 48, 58, 84,
463, 649, 690-692, 706
Wellhausen, Julius 533
Wendt, Friedrich 359
Werbatus, Magnus Daniel 374
Westling, Fredrik 15
Wieckberg, Eduard 531, 532
Wieckmann, Friedrich 490
Wilke, Johann 57
Willigerode, Adalbert Hugo 281-283, 374,
386
Willigerode, Paul 458-461, 524-526
Wilpert, Christian Georg 48, 58, 91, 92
Winkel, Heinrich 130
Wistehube, Otto 366
Wittrock, Viktor Karl 526, 527
Wyneken, Friedrich Conrad 185,
Wollgast, Johann Friedrich 130
Zander, Heinrich 359, 364
Zezschwitz, Adolf Gerhard von 272, 359,
421, 430
Zimmer, Wilhelm 362
Zinzendorf, Nicolaus Ludwig 30, 31, 546,
550, 684
Zollikofer, Georg Joachim 358
Zwingli, Huldrych 130, 137, 416, 424, 434,
435, 440, 451, 456, 457
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Abakan 574
Akmolinsk 561
Aleksandrów 359
Allentacken (Est. Alutaguse) 289
Alma-Ata 561
Alsace 121
Altai 552
Angren 561
Anhalt 130
Appriken (Latv. Apriķi) 83
Archangelsk 99, 100, 110, 161, 162, 265
Arensburg 23, 162
Armenia 162
Arrasch (Latv. Āraiši) 190
Astrakhan 110, 125, 162
Augustów 362, 365
Azerbaijan 562
Baden 197, 242, 537
Bauske (Latv. Bauska) 521
Baltic Republics / States 9-11, 562, 686
Bavaria 142, 185, 206, 229-231, 233, 247, 271,
301, 316, 323, 325, 339, 499, 504, 537, 544,
672
Belarus 16, 182, 687
Berlin 99, 104, 124, 135, 138, 143, 146, 149151, 153, 187, 235, 278, 517
Bessarabia (Ukr. Бесарабія) 143, 162, 413,
440, 680
Bialystok (Pol. Białystok) 162
Biržai 26
Blieden (Latv. Blīdene) 327
Bohemia 436, 680
Bonn 187
Borgå (Fin. Porvoo) 105, 125, 161
Brandenburg 130, 278
Breslau (Pol. Wrocław) 105, 124, 426, 436, 680
Brömsebro 24
Calenberg 130, 302
Cammin 436, 680
Cassel 130
Caucasus 110, 144, 431

Celinograd 561, 562
Central Asia 11, 646
Chernihiv (Ukr. Чернігів) 162
Chirchiq 561
Chita 574
Courland 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20-22, 30, 33, 36,
38, 40, 41, 46-48, 58, 69, 82, 83, 85, 86, 88,
90-92, 107, 112, 116, 118-120, 145, 156,
159, 161-163, 173, 175, 178, 192, 297, 317,
319, 320, 322, 327-329, 333, 345, 348, 349,
370, 384, 399, 402, 403, 431, 463, 485, 486,
532, 554, 608, 609, 625, 642, 648, 653, 655,
658, 659, 673, 682
Cremon (Latv. Krimulda) 183, 186, 661
Crimea (Ukr. Крим, Таврия) 162
Czurendorf 124
Dahlen (Latv. Dole) 460
Darmstadt 130
Denmark 23, 103
Dessau 86
Doblen (Latv. Dobele) 86, 343
Dorpat (Est. Tartu) 9, 22, 30, 47, 50, 52, 80,
86, 93, 103, 107, 108, 112, 114, 117, 137139, 145, 148, 155-157, 166, 168, 175, 187,
189, 190, 201, 216, 225, 236, 239, 251, 260,
271-274, 281, 299, 314, 324, 330, 349, 360,
361, 367, 374, 386, 389, 390, 397, 404, 406,
411, 414, 416, 420, 426, 431, 436, 439, 488,
489, 495, 522, 523, 525, 526, 528, 541, 585,
608, 626, 643, 645, 653, 655, 656, 661, 662,
669, 677, 678, 683, 695, 697, 700, 710
Dresden 185, 325
Dubena (Latv. Dignāja) 445
Duderhof 356
Durben (Latv. Durbe) 319
Durlach 130
Dushanbe 561
Edwahlen (Latv. Ēdole) 322
Eisenach 557
Emmast (Est. Emmaste) 346
England 124, 130, 150, 185, 545, 603, 606
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Erfurt 262, 526, 531
Erlaa-Ogershof (Latv. Ērgļu – Ogre) 138
Erlangen 130, 185, 187, 190, 193, 206, 209,
246, 271, 272, 299, 361, 373, 426, 436, 437,
643, 644, 661, 662, 669, 680, 696, 711
Estonia 9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 22-24, 27, 28, 30,
31, 33, 36, 38, 46-48, 58, 82, 91, 98, 112,
116, 119, 120, 153, 161-163, 192, 205, 251,
273, 278, 282, 349, 349, 370, 371, 402, 429,
439, 447, 451, 489, 554, 559, 560, 567, 574,
584, 585, 587, 592, 593, 597, 599-601, 608,
642, 646, 647, 653, 662, 673, 686
Fellin (Est. Viljandi) 190, 205, 216, 239,
Fellin-Köppo (Est. Viljandi-Kõpu) 277
Fergana 561
Finland 12, 36, 47, 48, 103, 105, 145, 148, 161,
355, 395, 490, 493, 567, 569, 570, 601, 652,
659
Fort Wayne 9, 185, 574
France 36
Frankfurt am Main 246
Frauenburg (Latv. Saldus) 531
Fraustadt 358
Freiburg 242
Friedheim 185
Galicia 578, 687
Gazalkent 561
Georgia 162, 562
Germany 13, 31, 121, 130, 136, 137, 153, 157,
185, 197, 233, 256, 261, 264, 271, 301, 331,
343, 395, 404, 436, 447, 524, 551, 561, 582,
601, 603, 643, 656, 667, 683
Goldenbeck 283
Goldingen (Latv. Kuldiga) 322, 360, 384, 697,
712
Gotha 130
Greifswald 90, 145, 426, 436, 680
Grobin (Latv. Grobiņa) 319, 344
Grodno (Bel. Гродна) 162
Gross-Autz (Latv. Lielauce) 48
Grünhof (Latv. Zaļenieki) 483
Halberstadt 18
Halle 30, 31, 76, 86, 90, 188,
Hamburg 28, 55, 130
Hamina 16, 70, 72, 568, 651, 693, 695
Hanover 537, 544
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Harjel (Est. Hargla) 184
Harrien (Est. Harjumaa) 288, 300, 346
Herrnhut 31, 584
Hesse 121, 302, 359
Hildesheim 130
Hoya 302
Holland 121
Hungary 124
Iceland 24
Indiana 9, 185, 574
Ingria 14, 16, 72, 82, 105, 145, 490-493, 497,
511, 540, 567-571, 573, 640, 682, 687
Irkutsk 110, 574
Yekaterinburg 556, 574
Yekaterinoslav (Ukr. Екатеринослав) 162
Jelgava (Germ. Mitau) 34, 80, 328, 486
Jena 47, 76, 130
Jerven (Est. Järvamaa) 300
Jurbarkas 626
Kaluga 162
Kalzenau (Latv. Kalsnava) 306
Kambi (Est. Kambja) 220, 267, 664
Kandau (Latv. Kandava) 344, 447
Kannapäh (Est. Kanepi) 48
Karanganda 561
Karolen (Est. Karula) 242
Kazakhstan 11, 561, 562, 687
Kazan 125, 162
Kėdainiai 26
Keinis (Est. Käina) 346
Kharkov (Ukr. Харків) 162
Kherson (Ukr. Херсон) 162
Kiel 105
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